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 Miguel de Cervantes’s novel El Ingenioso Hidalgo Don Quijote de la Mancha 

Part One (1605) and Part Two (1615) has delighted readers for centuries.  The literary 

criticism analyzing just this one product of Cervantes’s literary genius is voluminous.  In 

particular, the novel’s structure has received significant scrutiny, and discussions 

regarding its unity, or lack thereof, abound.  This debate rages today with Cervantine 

experts still espousing various theories. 

 Puzzling over this quandary and asking why a truly convincing explanation 

regarding the structure has not emerged, we arrive at a partial answer.  We believe that 

there is unity in the Quijote and that Cervantes created a unified work by ingeniously 

taking full advantage of the elements of both the “Byzantine” and the chivalric literary 
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traditions, combining them in a harmonizing synthesis.  Moreover, he resolved the 

problem of unity within variety by establishing thematic consistency throughout.  

 The purpose of our study is to explore the confluence of the “Byzantine” and 

chivalric literary traditions in works that precede Cervantes and to examine how 

Cervantes innovatively worked with this element in the Quijote of 1605.  We present a 

panoramic view of works written between the thirteenth and the mid-sixteenth centuries, 

which reveal writers’ efforts to combine, consciously or unconsciously, the various 

characteristics of the “Byzantine” and chivalric literary traditions.  For this project, we 

look at six representative works written in Spanish or Italian that represent significant 

antecedents to the Quijote and Cervantes’s unique method of synthesizing the traditions:  

Libro de Apolonio, Libro del caballero Zifar, Orlando innamorato, Orlando furioso, 

Palmerín de Olivia, Los amores de Clareo y Florisea y los trabajos de la sin ventura 

Isea.  We investigate each author’s approach at coupling the two traditions and determine 

his/her degree of success in merging them artistically to produce a coherent whole.  

 Our analysis reveals that not only does Cervantes systematically integrate the two 

literary traditions in his parody, but he also skillfully devises a way to unify thematically 

the delightful variety in his work.  To wit, Cervantes embraces the theme of literature 

(fiction) and life (reality) and explores the need for distinguishing judiciously between 

them. 
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Introduction 
 
 

 
 
 Miguel de Cervantes’s well-known novel El Ingenioso Hidalgo Don Quijote de la 

Mancha Part One (1605) and Part Two (1615), from now on referred to as the Quijote, 

has delighted readers, casual and academic alike, for over four hundred years.  The 

research bibliography covering just this one product of Cervantes’s literary genius is 

voluminous, and critics never tire in their desire and attempts to analyze, clarify, justify, 

dissect, explain and simplify the ideas within it and the author’s construction of it.  An 

aspect that has received much scrutiny is the structure of the novel, and discussions 

regarding its unity, or lack thereof, abound.  This debate rages on as ever even today and 

the lack of unanimity among Cervantine experts has impressed us.  We began to puzzle 

over this quandary and ask why the Quijote, particularly Part One, seems strange, and 

sometimes difficult, to many readers, leaving them entertained but often perplexed by its 

structure, some even opining that it is defective.  We ask why a truly convincing 

explanation regarding the structure has not emerged.   

 We intend to provide, at the least, a partial answer.  We believe that there is unity 

in the Quijote and that Cervantes created a unified work by ingeniously taking full 

advantage of the elements of two literary traditions that were effective in telling a story.  

We maintain that Cervantes elected to combine, in a harmonizing synthesis, the so-called 

“Byzantine” literary tradition (represented by the works composed by Heliodorus, 

Achilles Tatius, and others during the first through the fourth centuries A.D.) with the 
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chivalric literary tradition.1  Cervantes’s original application and reformulation of the 

“Byzantine” techniques and his capacity to synthesize these two traditions give a 

particular physiognomy to the Quijote.  Within this mix of literary traditions, Cervantes 

resolves the problem of unity within variety by maintaining thematic consistency in all 

parts, that is, the main and the secondary stories.  All the stories are related to the theme 

of literature and life, fiction versus reality, and individuals’ interpretation or 

misinterpretation of these entities. 

 Although the Quijote is clearly and unanimously categorized under the label of 

“novel of chivalry,” Part One of this work is constructed, in a fundamental way, using  

“Byzantine” narrative techniques and structure, reworked to blend with a chivalric 

context.  Readers, perhaps expecting a format more akin to that of other chivalric novels,   

are intermittently bewildered by and appreciative of the complex and intriguing “mar de 

historias” that Cervantes intertwines in the process of manipulating the “Byzantine” 

models that he found so full of narrative possibilities, while he maintains variety within a 

unified structure.  Curiously, an examination of chivalresque literature reveals that its 

authors had already been inspired by the “Byzantine” literary tradition and had 

continually incorporated many elements from the structure and the techniques exhibited 

in the ancient Greek novels, but they were not creative enough to harmonize the two 

traditions into a unified work as successfully as Cervantes.  We feel that the reader must 

                                                
1 Throughout our study, we will use the word Byzantine within quotation marks to refer to the early Greek 
prose narratives (novels) written in the first through the four centuries A.D., and we will use Byzantine 
without quotations marks to designate the works written in Byzantium during the Komnenian and 
Palaiologan eras. 
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understand the harmonious structural and thematic convergence of the “Byzantine” and 

the chivalric traditions that Cervantes wrought in order to understand the Quijote and 

appreciate it to its fullest. 

 The purpose of our study is to explore the confluence of the “Byzantine” and 

chivalric literary traditions in works that precede Cervantes and examine how the latter 

innovatively worked with this element in the Quijote of 1605.  In this dissertation we will 

present a panoramic view, covering a period of approximately three and one-half 

centuries prior to the Quijote, of several writers’ literary efforts to combine, consciously 

or unconsciously, the various motifs, themes, details, situations, episodes, techniques 

belonging to the “Byzantine” and chivalric literary traditions in some fashion that would 

form a unified whole.  Our intent is to show how this interest in, desire for, or concern 

over a way to achieve an advantageous integration of the two literary traditions was 

ongoing for a long period of time, although its manifestation, in some cases, was 

occasionally only implicit, but in others, frequently easily identifiable in the structure and 

content of literary works.   

 For our project, we have selected six representative works written in Spanish and 

Italian, written between the thirteenth and the mid-sixteenth century, and we contend that 

Cervantes was familiar with all of them.  Some receive a direct reference in the Quijote 

(Orlando innamorato, Orlando furioso, Palmerín de Olivia).  As for the medieval works, 

it is logical to assume that a person as well read as Cervantes would be familiar with the 

ancient legend of Apollonius of Tyre as well as the popular Spanish poetic version, Libro 

de Apolonio.  The Libro del Caballero Zifar, although written over two and one-half 
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centuries before Cervantes’s birth, was one of the first books in Spanish to be published 

in book form after the invention of the printing press and could easily have been known 

to Cervantes, even though it is not cited in the scrutiny of don Quijote’s library in the 

Quijote.  Concrete evidence of Cervantes’s familiarity with and admiration for Boiardo’s 

Orlando innamorato and Ariosto’s Orlando furioso is readily visible in the numerous 

comments and episodes found in the Quijote.  Núñez de Reinoso’s Los amores de Clareo 

y Florisea y los trabajos de la sin ventura Isea was well received by the general reading 

public of the 1550s; therefore, given Cervantes’s attraction to the “Byzantine” novels, as 

well as evidence of influence from Achilles Tatius’s Leukippe and Klitophon in various 

Cervantine works, we conclude that the probability of his having read Clareo and 

Florisea is very high.   

 In our analysis of these six works and the Quijote, we use the thematic-structural 

approach suggested by Alexander A. Parker in his article “Approach to the Spanish 

Drama of the Golden Age.”  Although originally specifically directed to drama, we will 

apply Parker’s tenets to our examination of the combination of thematic content and 

narrative structure in the various works as their authors attempted to merge two literary 

traditions into a significant, whole literary creation.  Our judgment regarding the degree 

of unity attained in the literature investigated has to do with the degree of thematic and 

structural cohesion they exhibit.  We will consider how strong the connection is between 

the theme and the action. 

 Parker makes a distinction between the action in a work—the incidents of a 

plot—and its theme—what these incidents signify.  He points out that the plot of a play, 
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novel, etc., being merely an invented situation, is a kind of metaphor.  That metaphor is 

not a literal representation of reality, but it shares an analogical correspondence with it by 

expressing an aspect of human life.  The critic further explains that the theme of a play is 

the human truth expressed metaphorically by the stage fiction.  The action discloses the 

theme.  In order to create a unified, harmonious, complete work, structure and theme 

need to work together.  The structure communicates the metaphor; the metaphor 

determines the structure; they mutually reveal.  When a work contains multiple plots, a 

main plot and subplots perhaps different in action and tone, the unity of the literay piece 

needs to be resolved in the relation of each plot to the theme. 

 In our study, we will scrutinize each literary piece by paying close attention to the 

thematic elements and structural and narrative features that affiliate these works with the 

“Byzantine” and chivalric literary traditions.  At the same time, we will take measure of 

each author’s relative success or failure at mixing together harmoniously the traditions to 

arrive at a unified literary creation.  We will look not only for unity of action, but also 

unity of theme.  In addition to Parker, we have considered notable past and contemporary 

critics for the structure of the tale, such as Gérard Genette, Vladimir Propp, Mikhail 

Bakhtin, and Northrop Frye, to assist in our analysis, and, even if they are not mentioned 

specifically, many of their perspectives are implicit in our work. 

 To begin our discussion of this interest in and efforts toward the melding of these 

two literary traditions, we consider it vital for the reader to have certain basic knowledge 

regarding both the “Byzantine” and chivalric literary traditions; for this reason, chapter 

one is dedicated to an examination of them.  First, we give an explanation of the origin of 
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the term “Byzantine” and of certain inaccuracies pertaining to its usage.  We then present 

historical information regarding Roman Imperial society and the appearance of the 

ancient Greek novel in the first through the fourth centuries A.D.  A section on the most 

salient characteristics of these novels, their themes, narrative and structural techniques, 

along with motifs and elements of characterization, follows.  After that, we continue with 

a brief presentation on each of six known “Byzantine” novels, which will elucidate the 

great variety this genre contained.  Next, we acquaint the reader with the properly called 

Byzantine verse and prose narratives of the twelfth and the fourteenth centuries, which 

reflect, and at the same time, diverge from their classical models.  The authors of works 

of the twelfth century turned to the latest of the ancient Greek novels, Heliodorus’s 

Aithiopika and Achilles Tatius’s Leukippe and Klitophon, for inspiration.  The later 

medieval Byzantine narratives begin to exhibit some Western chivalric influences.  

 In the second section of chapter one, we focus upon the chivalric literary tradition, 

first offering fundamental historical information regarding knights, knighthood, and 

chivalry.  We also include information regarding the beginnings of prose literature 

written in this tradition and explaing beginnings of chivalric literature specifically in 

Spain.  To close the chapter, we detail the major elements of the chivalric literary 

tradition, including the narrative and structural techniques, devices, motifs, and approach 

to characterization, that were manipulated by authors of these novels and that became the 

characteristics by which this tradition is identified. 

 Endeavors at the interlinking of the “Byzantine” and chivalric traditions, which 

we observe in Cervantes’s Quijote, are traceable in prose and verse literature that 
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appeared long before his time.  As we move toward the analysis of the union of these 

traditions in Part One of the Quijote, we do not strive to explain all the literary works of 

the past which obviously display an attempt to artistically synchronize these traditions, 

but rather our intention is to look at certain representative European works, appearing in 

certain stages of literary history, which, in our estimation, clearly exhibit an attempt to 

conjoin the “Byzantine” and chivalric genres and, in that vein, represent significant 

antecedents to the Quijote.  To this end, we examine within each of the chosen works its 

unique approach to the coupling of these two traditions.   

 Aimed at a presentation of Cervantes’s unique method of synthesizing the 

“Byzantine” and chivalric traditions, our trajectory in this dissertation takes us, in chapter 

two, through two anonymous works of the Middle Ages, the thirteenth-century poem, the 

Libro de Apolonio, and the fourteenth-century prose narrative, the Libro del caballero 

Zifar.  These authors apparently sensed the possibility of interconnecting elements of the 

two traditions to better relate their tale.  The author of the former, in our judgment, was 

doing so only tentatively, while the writer of the second seems to be more purposefully 

selecting and assembling his various sources of literary inspiration.  The creator of the 

Libro de Apolonio appears intent upon reviving an old legend, but contemporizing it with 

a modest moralistic attitude, while adding in chivalric elements most likely gleaned from 

the early treatises on chivalry and possibly the Breton romances.  The author of the Libro 

del caballero Zifar, whose work is generally designated as a precursor to later Spanish 

novels of chivalry, in our view, loosely connects three different literary perspectives:  the 

“Byzantine,” the moral-didactic, and the chivalric.  His final product exhibits a tenuous 
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but awkward unity, at best.  We are left with the impression of a work of essentially 

disjointed composition that exhibits questionable unity.  

 We consider, in chapter three, two widely read, much enjoyed, and highly 

influential Italian Renaissance epic poems, Matteo Maria Boiardo’s Orlando innamorato, 

published in 1495, and Ludovico Ariosto’s Orlando furioso (final version published in 

1532), both acknowledged sources of inspiration for Cervantes.  These narrative poems 

exerted considerable influence on Cervantes, especially with respect to the combination 

of the “Byzantine” and the chivalric subject matter and techniques, which can be readily 

discerned in them.  In the analysis of these works, we expound upon the extensive use of 

the narrative structure and techniques typical of the Greek novels of the first through the 

fourth centuries which we find woven into the tapestry of these narrative poems of 

chivalric deeds and adventures.  Despite the difficulty and, perhaps, unfairness, of 

judging an unfinished work, we feel that Boiardo was more led by his fantasy than an 

urge to create unity within his inventive variety, which is not to say that there are not 

occasional, recognizable instances where an apt confluence of the “Byzantine” and 

chivalric literary traditions occurs.  Ariosto’s poem, in particular, manifests a singular, 

sophisticated manipulation of the characteristics of the two traditions blended into a 

masterful, complex, but coherent, tale.  The author inventively presents and interprets the 

material he found in his classical and medieval sources, and, within the magnificent 

variety of his poem, strives for a balance between the imaginative and practical “real” 

world of his times.  Nevertheless, the artistically attractive Orlando furioso, in our 

estimation, is, perhaps, lacking in the degree of thematic unity, especially in comparison 
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to the Quijote, in which every adventure, every episode, every novella is tightly bound 

together. 

 In chapter four, we address the Spanish chivalric novel Palmerín de Olivia 

(1511), of unknown authorship, which patently mimics, to a degree, the foundational 

model for this genre established by Garci Rodríguez de Montalvo’s Amadís de Gaula 

(1508), but, at the same time, deliberately differentiates itself from it.  We show that the 

author of this work is making a concerted attempt to diversify and distinguish his work 

by infusing his novel of chivalry with a “Byzantine” spirit, most noticeably in the second 

part of the novel when the hero searches for his friends.  Nevertheless, the two literary 

traditions are not cleanly integrated and seem to be merely standing side by side, 

resulting in a merger that is structurally forced.  However, it is irrefutable that the 

“Byzantine” elements serve to add variety and a different dimension to the chivalric plot.   

 Before arriving at the analysis of Part One of the Quijote, in chapter five, we look 

at a Spanish author writing in the middle of the sixteenth century, Alonso Núñez de 

Reinoso.  Having access to an Italian translation of Achilles Tatius’s Leukippe and 

Klitophon, Núñez de Reinoso composed an interesting and popular novel, in which the 

desire to capitalize on the appeal of the narrative features of the “Byzantine” novels, 

while still exploiting the popularity of the chivalric genre, is abundantly evident.  In this 

chapter, we examine his Los amores de Clareo y Florisea y los trabajos de la sin ventura 

Isea (1552) and reveal his rather discordant and unsuccessful endeavor to sonorously mix 

the “Byzantine” literary tradition with the chivalric. 
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 It should be emphasized that in this study we are not trying to prove that 

Cervantes was acquainted with all the works we have chosen to explore, although, as 

mentioned above, that is likely in most instances and verifiable in others.  Rather, we 

single them out to demonstrate that other writers had, decades and centuries before him, 

already probed, albeit tentatively and mostly inexpertly, the potentiality of a 

synchronization of the literary traditions of interest.  All the compositions we study pre-

announce Cervantes’s successful efforts at melding the chivalric and “Byzantine” 

traditions in the Quijote 1605.  Knowledge of these works would also have alerted 

Cervantes to the potential excesses of the very method he perfected.  Eventually 

Cervantes, in his typical way, even provided a literary critique of this approach, the 

Persiles, an ideal “Byzantine” novel in the sense of combining structures.  The Persiles 

nowadays is acknowledged to be the best “Byzantine” novel ever written. 

 In the sixth chapter, we analyze Part One of the Quijote.  Animated by the 

narrative potential the “Byzantine” narrative structure and techniques offer, in this part of 

his famous novel, Cervantes accomplishes a most perfect and unparalleled amalgamation 

of the “Byzantine” and chivalric literary traditions.  We explore how Cervantes 

systematically and ingeniously integrates “Byzantine” material and techniques into his 

tale of a knight-errantry and connects that structural diversity with thematic unity.  All 

the material in Part One revolves around the theme of literature and life, fiction and 

reality, the necessity to distinguish judiciously between them.  By giving readers a better 

understanding of the “Byzantine” literary tradition and its characteristics and the 

interconnectedness achieved with weaving them together in a thematically unified whole, 
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we hope to alleviate the perplexity often felt upon reading the Quijote, particularly 

concerning its unity, and increase their enjoyment, while leading them to a greater 

appreciation of the Cervantes’s tireless drive for innovation and experimentation and his 

inexhaustible, uncanny creative acumen. 

 Cervantes was a lifelong, passionate admirer of “Byzantine” novels and spent his 

literary career critically modifying and reformulating their techniques, episodes, subject 

matter, etc., to meet his narrative perspective and needs.  In our final chapter, we look 

briefly at some works of various genres, as well as his first novel, La Galatea (1585), and 

his last, the Persiles (1617), to further confirm that his fascination with “lo bizantino” in 

the Quijote was not an unintended and isolated occurrence, but rather a combination of 

the “Byzantine” and chivalric literary traditions can be found, in part or occasionally, in 

the majority of his literary production. 
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Chapter One:  The “Byzantine” and the Chivalric Literary Traditions 
 
 
 
 

THE “BYZANTINE” LITERARY TRADITION 

 
 In this chapter, we intend to provide a basis for our investigation of the 

confluence of the two genres, the ancient Greek novels (“Byzantine” novels)2 and the 

novels of chivalry, in several representative literary works in Spanish and Italian 

throughout the centuries, leading up to an analysis of its presence in the works of 

Cervantes.  We will begin by discussing the origin of the term “Byzantine” and how it 

became popularly used in the terms “Byzantine” literature and “Byzantine” novels when 

referring to the ancient Greek narratives of the first through the fourth centuries A.D.  

 The Roman Emperor Constantine decided to move the capital of the Roman 

Empire eastward, founding, in 330 A.D., Constantinople, “the second Rome,” on the site 

of the old city of Byzantium.  From that, comes the term “Byzantine,” given to both the 

state and the culture of the Eastern Roman Empire in the Middle Ages.  Nevertheless, the 

                                                
2 Whether to designate the early Greek prose narratives and the “libros de caballerías” as “romances” or 
“novels” is a subject of much discussion.  The works featured in this study were composed before the 
“birth” of the term “novel,” but they all, by and large, exhibit a mixture of characteristics from both genres.  
Genre identification is outside the scope of this study and, thus, for the sake of uniformity and consistency, 
we have chosen to refer to both as “novels”.  For further information regarding the distinctive 
characteristics of “romance” and “novel,” as well as opinions on the nature of the ancient Greek novels, 
please consult the following:  Northrop Frye, Anatomy of Criticism.  Four Essays and The Secular 
Scripture.  A Study of the Structure of Romance; Alan D. Deyermond, "The Lost Genre of Medieval 
Spanish Literature"; Ben Edwin Perry, The Ancient Romances:  A Literary-Historical Account of Their 
Origins; Tomas Hägg, The Novel in Antiquity; Marcelino Menéndez y Pelayo, Orígenes de la novela; Ian 
Watt, The Rise of the Novel.  Studies in Defoe, Richardson and Fielding; Edward Morgan Forster, Aspects 
of the Novel; Gillian Beer, The Romance; Edward C. Riley, "Episodio, novela y aventura en Don Quijote"; 
Edward C. Riley, "'Romance' y novela en Cervantes";  Ruth S. El Saffar, "The Truth of the Matter:  The 
Place of Romance in the Works of Cervantes" and Novel to Romance: A Study of Cervantes's «Novelas 
ejemplares»  
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people who lived in the “Byzantine Empire” never knew or used the word “Byzantine” 

(Fox).  They referred to themselves as “Roman,” since that term simply meant “Roman 

citizen” (in Latin “Romani,” or, in Greek, “Romaioi”), citizenship having been conferred, 

by 212 A.D., to all free persons in the Empire.  The terms “Byzantine” or “Byzantine 

Greek” or “Romaioi” are conventional forms used by modern historians to refer to the 

Medieval Greek or Hellenized citizens of the Byzantine Empire.  The term “Byzantine 

Empire” is an invention of historians and was never used during the Empire’s lifetime.  

Ahrweiler explains that the “Byzantine Empire” may be defined as “a multi-ethnic 

empire that emerged as a Christian empire, then soon comprised the Hellenized empire of 

the East and ended its thousand-year history in 1453 as a Greek Orthodox state” 

(Ahrweiler 50).  The “Byzantine Empire” ceased to exist when the Ottoman Turks 

expelled the Crusaders in that year.  

 It is alleged that the publication by German historian Hieronymus Wolf of his 

work Corpus Historiæ Byzantinæ, a collection of Byzantine sources, 1557, was a possible 

beginning of the designation of the Empire as “Byzantine.”  In 1680, the French 

philologist, Charles du Fresne du Cange published Historia Byzantina, duplici 

commentario illustrata which seemed to further popularize the use of the term 

“Byzantine” by French authors, including Montesquieu (Fox).  With the birth of modern 

Greece in the nineteenth century, both “Byzantine Empire” or “Eastern Roman Empire” 

has been used as a historiographical term to describe the Roman Empire of the Middle 

Ages, centered on its capital of Constantinople.   
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 In his seminal work, Orígenes de la novela, Menéndez y Pelayo refers to the 

ancient Greek prose narratives of the first few centuries following the Roman occupation 

(30 B.C.) as well as works produced in the twelfth century A.D. as “literature bizantina,” 

perhaps influenced by the use of the historiographical term “Byzantine Empire,” which, 

in reality, applies only to the Eastern Roman Empire of the Middle Ages; thus, he 

employed one term to identify literary productions separated by many centuries.  To 

identify these same works, he also uses the term “novela greco-bizantina” and “novela de 

aventuras, viajes y reconocimientos” (1:  24, 25).  Chassang refers to the ancient Greek 

novels of Chariton, Xenophon of Ephesus, Iamblichus, Longo, Achilles Tatius and 

Heliodorus as “novelas de amor y aventuras” (331-35), and Sacchetti refers to them as 

“Greek romances of love and adventure” (23).  Some critics feel that nomenclature is 

even more unsatisfactory by being even more general in scope.3  The simplified term 

“ancient Greek romances” (Perry) or “ancient Greek novels” (Hägg) is used by many 

who study them.  Over time, the designations “Byzantine literature” and “Byzantine 

novels” or “”Byzantine romances” became popularized in the study of European 

literature as critics would refer to similarities in the literature written in Spanish, Italian, 

French, etc., to those techniques, structures, motifs utilized repeatedly in the ancient 

Greek novels.  Hence, when designating the works in Spanish that appeared in the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries that reveal strong connections with the ancient Greek 

                                                
3 “…la nueva [nomenclatura] resulta aún más insatisfactoria, por tan general, abarca varios modelos 
narrativos, y no deslinda de forma clara, exclusiva, ninguno de ellos” (Zimic, Cuentos y episodios del 
Persiles, 16)  
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novels, many Hispanists have selected the term “Byzantine” novels.4  Sacchetti points 

out that the term “Byzantine” has become so generalized as to encompass three stages in 

the development of “Byzantine romance” in the literature of three different time periods:  

that of the original creations from the late Hellenistic period, during the first through the 

fourth centuries A.D.; the latter re-workings of these, eight hundred years later, by writers 

of the twelfth century living in Byzantium (during the reigns of the Komnenian 

emperors), who showed a renewed interest in ancient literary texts and their rhetorical 

techniques; and literature composed in the Renaissance as a result of the rediscovery of 

the Greek novels, resulting in translations and imitations.5  We would add that the 

“Byzantine” also is used to refer to the later original five verse romances of love and 

adventure composed in the vernacular Greek and written in the fourteenth and fifteenth 

centuries in the Palaiologan period (last centuries of Byzantium, before the Ottoman 

conquest of 1453).6  In this chapter, we plan to examine these other Byzantine literary 

stages before directing our attention to the presence of “Byzantine” and chivalric 

elements in the medieval Libro de Apolonio and El Caballero Zifar, in the Italian 

romanzi of Boiardo and Ariosto, in the anonymous sixteenth century chivalric novel, 
                                                
4 Francisco López Estrada calls them “libros de aventuras peregrinas” ("Variedades de la ficción 
novelesca," Historia y crítica de la literatura española.  Edad Media, I, 276). 
 
5 Maria Alberta Sacchetti, Cervantes' Los Trabajos de Persiles y Sigismunda.  A Study of Genre, 23. 
Sacchetti refers specifically to Heliodorus and Achilles Tatius, since the novels by Chariton and Xenophon 
were not rediscovered until the eighteenth century.  Longus’s work Daphnis and Chloe was translated by 
Annibale Caro in 1537.  It shows a different approach from the other ancient novels in that the author chose 
to merge the narrative form of the Greek romantic novel “with elements of the genre of pastoral poetry 
created by Theocritus in the third century B.C.”  (Gill,  285). 
 
6 To this group of vernacular texts may be added the six works that were translations or adaptations of 
Western texts.  Suzanne MacAlister, "Ancient and Contemporary in Byzantine Novels," 34; Roderick 
Beaton, The medieval Greek romance, 97. 
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Palmerín de Olivia, and in Núñez de Reinoso’s Los amores de Clareo y Florisea y los 

trabajos de la sin ventura Isea, all leading to our analysis of the confluence of the two 

traditions in Cervantes’s Don Quijote. 

 As can be seen from this brief explanation, it is obvious that the term “Byzantine 

literature” is a misnomer when used to refer to the ancient Greek novels of the first 

through the fourth centuries; more accurately it should be restricted to indicate the 

romances of the twelfth inspired and influenced principally by the novels of Heliodorus 

and Achilles Tatius (Komnenian period) and fourteenth centuries (Palaiologan period). 

These works seemed to have enjoyed quite a bit of popularity in their day, as evidenced 

by the number of surviving manuscripts.  In Hispanic studies, the term “novela bizantina 

española” has generally been used to denote the works written in Spanish in the sixteenth 

and seventeenth centuries which demonstrate a close relationship thematically and 

structurally with one or more of the ancient Greek novels.  For our study, in spite of its 

problematic nature and, in the absence of a more universally acceptable label, we will use 

the term “Byzantine” literature as well as “ancient Greek novels.” For convenience and to 

conform to the terminology employed by respected critics when referring to the Greek 

prose works of love and adventure dated from the first through the fourth centuries A.D., 

which so profoundly and continually influenced literary production during the 

Renaissance, specifically in Italy and Spain, as well as modern literature up to our day.  

 We will now continue our chapter with expositions dedicated to the two literary 

traditions that are central to our study.  The first part of this chapter concerns the 

“Byzantine” literary tradition, and begins with a section covering the ancient Greek 
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narratives, that includes a discussion of the standard features of plot and format, and a 

presentation of their characteristic elements, such as thematic commonalities, structural 

traits, frequently used devices and motifs, and methods of characterization.  We will 

follow with a survey of the six best well-known and transcendent of the imaginative 

works of Greek prose fiction of love and adventure that surfaced in the first through the 

fourth centuries A.D., offering a description of their plot and format and pointing to their 

numerous similarities.  Next, we will touch upon the true Byzantine novels, those of the 

twelfth and fourteen centuries (the Komnenian and the Palaiologan eras), which 

constitute the first written revival of interest in the ancient narrative texts, more than eight 

hundred years after Heliodorus and Achilles Tatius wrote them.  These works, in 

numerous aspects, mimic their trailblazing predecessors. 

 The second part of chapter one focuses on the chivalric literary tradition.  In that 

section, we will look at certain details pertinent to knights and knighthood, as well as the 

concept and institution of chivalry.  Next, we will provide information pertaining to the 

beginnings of chivalric literature in general, and, then, concentrate on the development of 

novels of chivalry in Spain.  The chapter concludes with an analysis of the characteristic 

elements displayed in the novels of chivalry. 

The Ancient Greek (“Byzantine”) Novels 

 We will follow Tomas Hägg’s book, The Novel in Antiquity and Ben E. Perry’s 

The Ancient Romances to attain a grasp of some necessary background material 

pertaining to the ancient Greek novels.  Hägg divides early Greek history and its 
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accompanying literature as follows, with the caveat that all limits are, naturally, artificial, 

and all dates are in round figures. 

 750 — 480 B.C.    Archaic Period 
 480 — 330 B.C.    Classical Period 
 330 — 30 B.C.    Hellenistic Period 
 30 B.C. – A.D. 330    Roman Imperial Period 
 A.D. 330 – 1453    Byzantine Period 
       (Hägg The Novel in Antiquity xi)7 
 
 In addition, there is a transitional phase between the Imperial and Byzantine 

Periods, often called “late antiquity.”  The Greek novel was ‘born’ in the Hellenistic 

period,8 which begins with Alexander’s conquest of the Orient, but the group of works of 

most interest to our study were scripted in the years of the Roman Imperial period, 

basically from the time of the first emperor of the Roman Empire, Augustus (31 B.C.-14 

                                                
7 Homer and Hesiod were the two great poets of the first period, sometimes designated as “Pre-classical”.  
In the Classical Period, many of the genres of Western literature arose, including lyrical poetry (Sappho 
and Pindar), odes, pastorals, elegies, epigrams, tragedies (Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides) and 
comedies (Aristophanes—Old Comedy and Menander—New Comedy), histories (Herodotus and 
Thucydides), philosophical treatises and dialectics (Plato and Aristotle), rhetorical treatises.  Greek poetry 
flourished in the third century B.C., and the chief poets of the Hellenistic Period were Theocritus, 
Callimachus, and Apollonius of Rhodes.  In the Roman Imperial Period, we find significant historians such 
as Timaeus and Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Eratosthenes of Alexandria who wrote on astronomy and 
geography, and in medicine, Galen and Hippocrates.  In literature, the Roman Period is represented by 
Virgil and his eclogues and the Aeneid, as well as Petronius’s Satyrica and Apeleius’s Metamorphoses.  
Biographies of saints, chronicles and encyclopedias flourished in the Byzantine Period, primarily written in 
the Atticizing style.  We shall discuss later in more detail the revival of the ancient novel during the twelfth 
and fourteenth centuries. 
 
8 Perry, The Ancient Romances, 78, 37.  Perry declares that Greek romance [sic] is essentially Hellenistic 
drama in narrative form and that the outward form of romance is that of historiography.  Perry additionally 
states that Greek romance “is a specialized offshoot of historiography…developed under the influence of 
popular taste and sentiment in Hellenistic times.”  He also agrees with Bruno Lavagnini (Le Origini del 
Romanzo Greco, 33) in that “…the spiritual values embodied in these romances… [are] something peculiar 
to the cultural outlook of Hellenistic times, historically conceivable only in that age, and a characteristic 
expression of it…”  The Hellenistic age came to an end in 30 B.C., when Cleopatra was defeated, and 
Egypt, which had been the last surviving independent Greek state, was incorporated into the Roman Empire 
(Gavin Betts, Three Medieval Greek Romances.  Velthandros and Chrysandza, Kallimachos and 
Chrysorroi, Livistros and Rodamni, xviii). 
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A.D.), through that of Constantine (ruled 307-337).9  A process of syncretism interblends 

elements from various pre-existing genres (Sacchetti 24) as this new genre takes motifs 

and formal elements from historiography, Hellenistic erotic rhetoric, biography, travel 

tales and utopias, Hellenistic erotic poetry, the dramatic presentations, (particularly the 

New Comedy,10 represented by Menander).  

 Bowie remarks on the great variety of narrative prose that appeared in the High 

Roman Empire, but we can see as one, somewhat coherent group, six that have survived 

in their entirety or in summary form, “each a variant on the ‘ideal’ romance” (41-45).  

These novels were authored by Chariton (Chaereas and Callirhoe), Xenophon of 

Ephesus (Ephesiaka), Iamblichus (Babyloniaka), Longus (Daphnis and Chloe), Achilles 

Tatius (Leukippe and Klitophon), and Heliodorus of Emesa (Aithiopika).11  Of these, four 

have come to us complete, but about Xenophon’s work there is speculation that what has 

                                                
9 García Gual opines that the genre’s “siglo aúreo” was the second century A.D.  He explains that with a 
Roman victory at the Battle of Pydna (≈164 B.C.), Macedonia’s power was broken, and subsequently 
Greece was declared a Roman province.  Territories, such as Egypt and Syria, that had previously exhibited 
a notable national personality, were deprived of their political independence.  This loss led to the 
abandonment of old religious beliefs and public interest in affairs of state.  A moral and religious 
decomposition resulted, produced by the collision of traditional cultures with new elements (a shift from a 
“closed” society to an “open” society).  In addition, the empire suffered from unstable social and economic 
environment, which became more acute following the second century as economic crises periodically 
wracked large parts of the empire (33, 50-51).  See also Perry, The Ancient Romances, and Hägg, The 
Novel in Antiquity for further discussion regarding the appearance of the novel and details regarding 
Hellenistic society.  
 
10 Niklas Holzberg, The Ancient Novel, 32.  “The novel has the content of New Comedy and the form of a 
history.”  Schmeling also details several similarities he finds between New Comedy and the ancient novel 
(101-04). 
 
11 Most have alternate names:  simply Callirhoe; The Ephesian Tale of Anthia and Habrocomes; A 
Babylonian Story/Affair or Rhodanes and Sinonis; or A Pastoral Tale of Daphnis and Chloe, by Longus; 
and Ethiopica, Ethiopian Story, or The Story of Theagenes and Charikleia.  From this point forward, for 
compactness and ease of reference, we will use the forms cited above in our text.  Additionally, we will 
adopt the spelling of names used in Reardon’s book Collected Ancient Greek Novels. 
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survived is but an epitome of a longer novel.12  Iamblichus’s work is available to us only 

in summary form and in a few additional fragments. 13  Owing to their early translation 

into Latin and several Western languages (English, French and Italian), and the existence 

of multiple papyri and manuscripts, the three representatives of the “Second Sophistic,”14 

Longus, Achilles Tatius, and Heliodorus, became “part of the conceptual world of 

educated people” throughout the European continent and England and, their works, 

recognized as “prose epics,” became the models that writers aspired to imitate (Hägg The 

Novel in Antiquity 192, 35).15 Two of these idealized tales of love and adventure, 

Leukippe and Klitophon and the Aithiopika, served as models for the “learned” Byzantine 

novels of the twelfth, and, perhaps the fourteenth, centuries, and left a recognizable 

footprint in Western literature during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and beyond.  

These two works are generally taken to be the models to which critics refer when they 

speak of the influence of the ancient Greek novels.16  Suffice it to say, these ancient 

                                                
12 Kytzler, " 348-50 and Anderson, "An Ephesian Tale," 126-27. 
 
13 The incomplete Babyloniaca survives in the Bibliotheca (a collection of extracts and abridgments of 280 
volumes of classical authors) compiled by the ninth-century Byzantine patriarch Photius, in three 
manuscript extracts, and in “some one hundred short quotations in the Suda lexicon of the tenth century.”  
See Sandy, "Introduction.  Iamblichus  A Babylonian Story," 784.; Johne, 184;  Holzberg, 85. 
 
14 Perry, The Ancient Romances, 350.  Hägg, The Novel in Antiquity, 107.  Sacchetti, , 25. 
 
15 Nevertheless, Hägg asserts that the novels of these three authors are “highly individual works of 
literature, ill suited to serve as typical representatives of a popular genre.” 
 
16 Chariton’s Chaereas and Callirhoe was discovered and published in 1850, while Xenophon’s 
Ephesiaka, was discovered and published in 1726.  (Perry, The Ancient Romances,  98).  Regarding the 
Babyloniaca, Sandy reports that Photius’s résumé appears in print in1601, while in1606, Andreas Schott’s 
Latin translation of the Bibliotheca became available ("The Heritage of the Ancient Greek Novel in France 
and Britain," 763). 
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novels, in one manner or another, have influenced literary production for centuries and 

we deem it important to have knowledge of them in order to understand more clearly 

what is meant by the term  “Byzantine” literary tradition. 

 Vastly different from the other five novels of love and adventure, however, is 

Longus’s Daphnis and Chloe  “…the only Greek prose-romance we have which is purely 

pastoral” (Edmonds ix).  This novel more likely influenced later pastoral novels, such as 

the Arcadia (1504) of Sanazzarro, Montemayor’s Diana (1559),17 and the play Aminta 

(1573) by Tasso (García Gual 264) and not the novels of love and adventure.18 

 In order to indicate their historical sequence, Perry divides the Greek novels into 

two phases (chart to follow):  the Pre-sophistic and Sophistic. Perry’s second phase, 

“sophistic,” is more commonly referred to as the “Second Sophistic,” and that is the term 

that we will use from this point on.  It applies to the “Greek cultural revival” occurring in 

the last two or three decades of the first century A.D.19  Perry asserts that the two groups 

                                                
17 The work appears at about the same time as the Aithiopika becomes famous all over Europe.  Pinheiro 
claims, “The most extraordinary thing about Diana. . .is that Montemore [sic] managed to reconcile Longus 
with Heliodorus.  The subject matter is clearly derived from the pastoral and bucolic genre, but the 
narrative technique. . .stems from that masterpiece of prose architecture, namely Heliodorus’ Aethiopica” 
(M. Futre Pinheiro, 793). 
 
18 This work is commonly categorized as a pastoral novel (its full title in the manuscript tradition is A 
Pastoral Story of Daphnis and Chloe), and it is obvious that the author tried to merge the narrative form of 
the Greek romantic novel with elements of the genre of pastoral poetry created by Theocritus in the third 
century B.C. (Gill,  285).  Hunter indicates that Longus was also inspired by the Eclogues of Virgil (A 
Study of Daphnis & Chloe, 370-71).   
 
19 Perry’s “sophistic phase” is not to be confused with the classical sophistic art of the first sophists, 
followers of the Sicilian philosopher Gorgias (483-375 B.C.), the man considered by many to be one of the 
founders of sophism, a movement traditionally associated with philosophy.  This rebirth to which we are 
referring was denominated the “Second Sophistic” by Philostratus, an Athenian sophist of the 3rd century, 
and that is term Reardon, for clarity, uses.  He defines the Second Sophistic as “the renaissance of rhetoric 
as an art form” ("Chariton," 319). 
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of writers are distinguished more by their mentality and educational background than by 

a strict chronology.  The narrative writers of the Second Sophistic phase of prose 

development were shaped by classical and academic standards, with a focus on returning 

to the ideals of classical times.  These Second Sophistic novelists were influenced by the 

cultural and educational movement called “Atticism” (Reardon "Chariton" 317-18).  

Therefore, in their works, we find an imitation of Attic vocabulary since many educated 

Greeks were seeking to reestablish the Greek language of the classical period in place of 

the Koine, the “common language,” which was a simplified international Greek that had 

developed along with the spread of Greek civilization, after Alexander, that became 

known for its syntactical and morphological simplicity.20  Atticism was an attempt “to 

shape literary works, even in the smallest detail of language, after the pattern of the 

ancient Athenians, the ‘Attics’” (Hägg The Novel in Antiquity xii).  To Atticism was 

�ravele another tylistic tendency known as Asianism, the grandfather of which was the 

fifth century B.C. sophist Gorgias.  McCulloh explains that this rhetorical inclination was 

a complex of various elements, but it was basically characterized by extravagance and 

affectation (37-38).  

 The Pre-sophistic [also called “non-sophistic” since the dating and sequence are 

somewhat uncertain (Hägg The Novel in Antiquity 34)] romance writers intended to defy 

the classical and academic standards, and saw themselves as creative artists, 

                                                
20 Hägg states:  “Atticism covers a non-classicizing diction; rhetoric is put into a frame of popular 
narrative” (The Novel in Antiquity, 107). 
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emancipating themselves from historiographical convention. 21  Nevertheless, the Pre-

sophistic works all tend to contain an element of history, but one that is not afraid of 

anachronisms, and the narration of the adventures that happen to the principals is 

presented straightforwardly through a linear chronology, directing the reader’s attention 

alternately to the circumstances of the hero and heroine.  To distinguish these two types 

of romances is important because the pre-sophistic works show us the fundamental nature 

of the genre in its beginnings,22 while those of the Second Sophistic signalize “an upward 

and outward movement in the range of the novel.”23  We have spent time on this 

dissimilarity in approach among the six Greek writers in order to educate our reader 

regarding the significant variability in the novels of this time period.  We deem it 

important to be aware that all the “Byzantine” novels were not just copies of the ones that 

came before, but rather each is a unique creation, although there are many commonalities 

the groups shares.  We follow with a chart adapted from Perry, who divides the ancient 

                                                
21 Throughout Perry’s book, he employs the term “romance” for these ancient narratives; thus, when 
summarizing his thoughts, we will honor the label he assigns to them. 
  
22 Hägg believes that the novels of Chariton and Xenophon reflect how the novel looked in its “original 
shape and…as it was read by a fairly broad audience in the centuries around the birth of Christ” (The Novel 
in Antiquity, 34). 
 
23 Perry, The Ancient Romances, 109. Reardon sees the sophists (of the Second Sophistic) as more 
adventurous in exploiting the possibilities of the basic pattern found in the pre-sophists’ works.  Achilles 
Tatius employs ego-narrative; Longus focuses on psychological developments in his protagonists and does 
away with travel and physical adventure; Heliodorus borrows the technique of flashback from the Odyssey 
and enlists the reader’s own hermeneutic effort (Reardon, "General Introduction," 9). 
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Greek novels into Pre-sophistic and Sophistic phases, indicating authors and approximate 

dates of creation.24 

Pre-sophistic novels 
1. Ninus Romance  (also known as Ninus fragments or Ninus and Semiramis; deals with the 

legendary founder of Babylonia):  ca. 100 B.C.  
2. Pagan Greek prototype of the Recognitiones of Pseudo-Clement:  before second century A.D. 

(purports to recount the fortunes of the family of Clement of Rome). 
3. Chariton, Chaereas and Callirhoe:  first century A.D.25; discovered & published in 1750.26 
4. Xenophon of Ephesus, Ephesiaka: early second century A.D.; discovered and published 

1726.  
 

Sophistic novels (Second Sophistic novels)  
5. (6.)  Iamblichus, Babyloniaka: ca.165 A.D.27; (Photius’s résumé appears in print in 1601; 
 in1606, Andreas Schott provides a Latin translation of the Bibliotheca.28  
6. (5.)  Longus, Daphnis and Chloe: late second century A.D.   
7.   Achilles Tatius of Alexandria, Leukippe and Klitophon: middle of second century A.D. 
8.   Heliodorus of Emesa, Aithiopika: first half of third century A.D. 
         (The Ancient Romances 350)  
 
                                                
24 Perry is uncertain as to the chronological order of Iamblichus and Longus, thus explaing the double 
numbers for each.  Holzberg adopts another division of the Greek novels:  the Idealistic Novel in Early 
Imperial Times and the Idealistic Novel in the Age of the Second Sophistic.  In the first he includes 
Chareas and Callirhoe and the Ephesiaka, Antonius Diogenes’s The Wonders beyond Thule (available in 
four fragments and summary form in Photius’s Bibliotheca), probably written before the Ephesiaka, and 
novels for which only fragments exist:  Parthenope, Chione (both perhaps written by Chariton), Calligone 
(reminiscent of Chareas and Callirhoe, probably 1st century); Phoenicica of Lollianus, first half of 2nd 
century.  The second group is comprised of Babyloniaka, Leukippe and Klitophon, Daphnis and Chloe (he 
believes that Iamblichus’s work preceded that of Achilles Tatius whose work came before Longus’s) and 
Aithiopika (The Ancient Novel  50-60, 84-105).  Hägg classifies The Wonders beyond Thule as a “fantastic 
travel tale” (The Novel in Antiquity, xii, 117-21).  Todd labels it a “wonder-tale, the tale of things 
marvelous, not to say incredible, experienced by travelers over distant lands and seas” (5). 
 
25 Reardon posits 50 A.D. ("General Introduction," 17). 
 
26 This makes Chariton “the latest of the romancers to be made known to the modern public” (Perry, The 
Ancient Romances, 98). 
 
27 Reardon suggests yet another category, “subsophistic”, into which this work would fall, fundamentally 
due to its emphasis on “ghosts, corpses, pursuits, and mistaken identities” as it relies more on Grand 
Guignol (as does the Phoenicica) than on other qualities for its effect ("General Introduction," 9). 
 
28 Sandy, "The Heritage," 763. 
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 The precise dating of the ancient novels29 seems impossible and critics’ opinions 

vary.30  Reardon writes that “the margin of doubt varies from a couple of decades to a 

century or more… it is commonly thought, though it cannot be demonstrated, that the 

first, shadowy ‘proto-novels’ appeared in late Hellenistic times, and the genre grew in 

confidence during the first century of our era” reaching “its peak in the conditions of 

relative prosperity and renewed literary activity that mark the period of Hadrian and the 

Antonines” ("General Introduction" 5).    

 The six aforementioned ancient ‘ideal’31 Greek novels, Callirhoe, Ephesiaka, 

Babyloniaka, Daphnis and Chloe, Leukippe and Klitophon, and the Aithiopika, are the 

ones that have been recognized as influencing Byzantine and later Western European 

literature.32  They should be distinguished from a variety of other Greek prose writing of 

the same period—“travelogues, fantastical or philosophical; collections of tales; 

biographies” and, also, from the Roman novels of Petronius and Apuleius.33  Written 

over a period of three to four centuries, these six works exhibit many communalities, but 

                                                
29 For example, Morgan claims that Heliodorus probably completed his novel in the years between 350 and 
375.  See note 14 for additional support of a fourth-century dating ("Heliodorus," 419). 
 
30 For another table reflecting titles and chronology see Bowie, 40-41. 
 
31 Perry names two types of ancient novels:  the “serious or ideal” and the comic or unideal,” further 
defining the comic as anything one would call “burlesque, picaresque, satirical, realistic disillusioning, 
unmoral” (The Ancient Romances, 87). 
 
32 Haight reminds us that the extant Greek novels are probably only a small part of the output of the genre 
(11). 
 
33 Simon Goldhill, 194.  Perry places the works of these two authors, along with Lucian’s True History, in 
the category of “comic or unideal” novels (The Ancient Romances, 87). 
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to consider them  “all the same,” “built on an identical pattern,” and lump them together 

and suppose that they all evolved based on the pattern set by the novel that preceded each 

one is to rob their respective authors of each one’s uniqueness and individualized 

conception of this literary form.  The individual authors approached their works in a 

different manner and many tastes were catered to.  The novels’ different qualities imply 

different readers (Reardon "General Introduction" 10).  Xenophon appears to be more 

connected to folklore and folk hero tales; he seems more concerned with putting readers 

in exciting situations than expecting readers to employ their critical judgment.  Longus’s 

Daphnis and Chloe seems more like a subtle work of art; indeed, “technically 

considered,” the whole novel seems to be an ekphrasis, a “form of writing which was 

much in favor with professional rhetoricians”.34  Achilles Tatius combines refinement 

with melodrama, and it is not hard to assume that his irony, as well as Heliodorus’s epic 

and dramatic qualities, endeared the authors’ works to a more sophisticated, educated, 

literarily astute audience. 

Generalized Features of Plot and Structure 

 However, there are some undeniable similarities in plots and format, and, in order 

to offer our reader a generalized vision of the plot of these “adventure novels of ordeal” 

(with the exception of Longus’s, as noted), we turn to Bakhtin, who has succeeded in 

encapsulating an overall format of the basic plot line: 

                                                
34 Perry, The Ancient Romances, 110.  Perry explains that an ekphrasis might be a “description of almost 
anything visible—a landscape, a battle, or a person,” but that, frequently, it “took the form of an exegetical 
interpretation of a picture or a statue.”  
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There is a boy and girl of marriageable age.  Their lineage is unknown, 

mysterious (but not always:  there is, for example, no such instance in Tatius).  

They are remarkable for their exceptional beauty.  They are also exceptionally 

chaste.  They meet each other unexpectedly, usually during some festive holiday.  

A sudden and instantaneous passion flares up between them that is as irresistible 

as fate, like an incurable disease.  However, the marriage cannot take place 

straightaway.  [This is not true in Chariton, Xenophon, Iamblichus, whose 

principals are already married as the story commences.]  They are confronted with 

obstacles that retard and delay their union.  The lovers are parted, they seek one 

another, find one another; again they lose each other, again they find each other.  

There are the usual obstacles and adventures of loves:  the abduction of the bride 

on the eve of the wedding [we do not find this trait in any of the six ancient 

narratives to which we refer in this study], the absence of parental consent (if 

parents exist), a different bridegroom and bride intended for either of the lovers 

(false couples), the flight of the lovers, their journey, a storm at sea, a shipwreck, 

a miraculous rescue, an attack by pirates, captivity and prison, an attempt on the 

innocence of the hero and heroine, the offering-up of the heroine as a purifying 

sacrifice, wars, battles, being sold into slavery, presumed deaths, disguising one’s 

identity, recognition and failures of recognition, presumed betrayals, attempts on 

chastity and fidelity, false accusations of crimes, court trials, court inquiries into 

the chastity and fidelity of the lovers.  The heroes find their parents (if unknown).  

Meetings with unexpected friends or enemies play an important role, as do 
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fortune telling, prophecy, prophetic dreams, premonitions and sleeping potions.  

The novel ends happily with the lovers united in marriage [are simply reunited, if 

married at the beginning] (87-88; italics his). 

In addition, Bakhtin points out that the action of the plot develops against a broad and 

varied geographical background, generally in countries separated by seas; that the authors 

utilize descriptions of the countries, cities, structures, works of art, habits and customs 

and more; that much space is given to discussions on “various religious, philosophical, 

political and scientific topics”; that large portions of the texts are consumed by speeches 

by the characters composed in accordance with the rules of contemporary rhetoric.  He 

asserts that the romances incorporated elements derived from various different genres 

(“all the aspects of the novel…are…in no way new…They had all been encountered 

before and well developed in other genres of ancient literature”) and fused and 

consolidated them into a novelistic unity (86, 89).  For all the differences of approach of 

these authors, “much of the machinery of narration and devices of exposition and 

narrative movement” are found regularly from one story to another (Reardon The Form 

of Greek Romance 27). 

Other Characteristic Elements of the Ancient Greek Novels 

 After distilling analyses of and commentaries about the ancient Greek romance 

from several critics that focused on all of them, as well as those who investigated 

individual ones in depth, we now present other basic elements that appear in the ancient 
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Greek novels of love and adventure.  We will look now more closely at commonalities in 

themes, narrative structure, devices and motifs, and method of characterization. 

 The literary term “theme” may be defined as “the central idea…that unifies and 

controls an entire literary work.”35  In that context, the major theme found in the ancient 

“ideal” Greek novels is that of love, “sensual love, always at first sight” (Wolff 127), the 

trials of love (eg., suffering, tears, fainting, illness), and many of the components of a 

love relationship (eg., fidelity, loyalty, jealousy).  Many of the sub-themes, then, arise out 

of the principal love relationship.  We are always introduced to two young, exceptionally 

beautiful, well-born protagonists who share a mutually exclusive love for one another, 

who are sometimes espoused in the first few pages of the novel and, in other cases, must 

wait for the official consecration of their everlasting commitment until the end of the tale.  

Their sentimental devotion toward each other is repeatedly and severely tested during the 

course of the novel as their superhuman beauty becomes a liability, enflaming the desires 

of others, requiring them to defend their chastity and fidelity in the course of their 

adventures from attempted violations of their vows of constancy.  

 The defense of chastity and the struggle to maintain fidelity to the beloved other 

require constant vigilance as the hero and heroine repeatedly reject, usually through lies, 

deceit, and disguise, the amorous advances of others:  pirates—Trachinus and Pelorus, in 

the Aithiopika; bandits—Hippothous, in the Ephesiaka; noble men and high-ranking 

officials—Dionysius and Oroondates, in Chaereas an dCallirhoe; women—Demaeneta, 

                                                
35 Wheeler, Literary Terms, 15.  Nilsson points out that the term theme “is often imprecise,” possibly “too 
vague to be truly useful,” since it does not “really distinguish between dominant content, central subject, 
unified ‘thought,’ or authorial intention” (96). 
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Melite and Arsake, in Leukippe and Klitophon); and even kings—Artaxerxes and 

Psammis in Chaereas and Callirhoe), these ignited by the extraordinary beauty of either 

the hero and the heroine.  Lustful desire of carnal pleasure, “erotic love,” manifested by 

many of the secondary characters—Artaxerxes (Chaereas and Callirhoe), Manto 

(Ephesiaka), Gamus (Babyloniaka), Lycaenium (Daphnis and Chloe), Melite and 

Thersander (Leukippe and Klitophon), Demaeneta, Thisbe, Trachinus, and Achaemenes 

(Aithiopika)—stands in direct opposition to the “pure” love depicted in the relationship of 

the principal characters. 

 The theme of love also involves that of loyalty, not only to the beloved of the 

opposite gender, but also to one’s friends, and is seen additionally in the devotion 

exhibited by some servants and slaves toward their masters and mistresses.  In these 

works we meet truehearted friends upon whom the protagonists can rely and who 

accompany them in the search of their missing beloved.  Curiously, it is more commonly 

the hero who is succored.  Devoted friends include:  Polycharmus (Chaereas and 

Callirhoe) who repeatedly consoles and convinces Chaereas that suicide is not the answer 

to his sorrows; Soraechus, the Just, (Babyloniaka), who saves Rhodanes and Sinonis from 

death by poison, frees them of the charges of grave digging, prevents Sinonis from killing 

the farmer’s daughter, and assists Rhodanes in his hunt for Sinonis; and Hippothous, the 

brigand (Ephesiaka) who, although initially seen bent on sacrificing Anthia to Ares, later 

befriends Habrocomes, and helps the latter seek Anthia.  Leucon and Rhode, slaves of 

Habrocomes and Anthia (Ephesiaka), display their allegiance from the opening pages to 

the happy ending.  Menelaus, the Egyptian, and Clinias (cousin to Klitophon) (Leukippe 
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and Klitophon) are essential to Klitophon’s well being, dissolving his suicidal 

inclinations, particularly when confronted with Leukippe’s three Scheintods, apparent 

deaths.  These steadfast friends console and bolster spirits in adversity and provide 

companionship and assistance in the journey to find the missing beloved. 

 In contrast, the authors paint scheming, unscrupulous, and disloyal figures such as 

Cybele, slave to Arsake (Leukippe and Klitophon), who, while appearing obedient, is 

predisposed to betraying her mistress at any moment for personal gain, and Thisbe, maid 

of Demaeneta (Aithiopika), the exaggerated example of disloyalty, connivance, and 

treachery, whose machinations against her master, mistress, Knemon, and friend, 

Arsinoe, ultimately culminate in her death.  Also, it cannot be ignored that libidinous 

Melite (Leukippe and Klitophon) and lustful Arsake (Aithiopika) are foils for the loyal 

and trusting Leukippe and Charikleia. 

 Jealousy is another element that frequently surfaces in the romantic relationships 

that dominant this group of Greek romantic narratives, which sparked such enthusiasm in 

the Western literary world.  Beginning with Chariton and continuing through Heliodorus, 

writers exploited this emotion in their plots.  In the case of Chaereas and Callirhoe, 

jealously on the part of Callirhoe’s spurned suitors sets the entire story line into motion.   

Manto, daughter of the pirate leader Apsyrtos in Xenophons’ Ephesiaka, jealous of 

Habrocomes’s love for Anthia and wanting to disgrace her as much as possible, has 

Anthia married to one of her humblest slave, Lampoon, a goatherd.  Later, in a jealous 

fury, she orders Lampon to kill Anthia.  Nearly insane with jealousy when she learns of 

her husband’s infatuation with the heroine, Rhenaea, the wife of Polyidus, soldier for the 
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Prefect of Egypt, beats and reviles Anthia, and then, gives her to a slave with orders to 

have her sold to a procurer in Italy.  In the Babyloniaka, jealousy takes on a significant 

role.  Sinonis, seized with homicidal jealousy at the sight of Rhodanes’s kissing the 

farmer’s daughter (the kiss is merely an act of gratitude for her help in warning him and 

Sinonis), must be restrained three times so as not to kill her.  Thwarted in her third 

attempt, she spitefully invites Rhodanes to her wedding with king Gamus (this is just a 

threat) and later, Rhodanes is informed that she is marrying (out of pique) the youthful 

king of Syria.  Rejected by Chloe (Daphnis and Chloe) and jealous of her attentions 

toward Daphnis, Dorco disguises himself with a wolf-skin and hopes to catch Chloe 

alone to satisfy his desire for her.  In Achilles Tatius’s work, Klinias (Klitophon’s 

cousin), in a fit of jealously motivated by his boyfriend Charikles’s announcement that 

the latter’s father has arranged a marriage “with an ugly maiden”, delivers a diatribe 

against the female sex.  In the love quadrangle involving Thersandros, Melite, Klitophon 

and Leukippe, Thersandros and Melite evidence repeated faulty judgment inflamed by 

jealousy as they attempt to possess the heroine and the hero.  Heliodorus has Thyamis, 

the pirate leader, “kill” his wife-to-be, Charikleia, who Thyamis has secreted away in a 

cave for her “protection” from a hostile band of brigands, so as to ensure that no one in 

the enemy band of pirates can ever enjoy her company.  In the same work, Peloros, a 

pirate and officer of the pirate Trachinos, incited by Kalasiris, allows his jealousy to 

spiral out of control as he insists that Trachinos grant him his choice of the spoils from 

capture of the �raveled’s ship, Charikleia.  Their disagreement, fueled by their 

covetousness of the Ethiopian beauty, sparks a debate among the pirate company, causing 
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open war among the brigand band, which terminates with Trachinos’s death and the loss 

of Peloros’s arm.   

 We, thus, observe how the individual authors present throughout their works a 

mélange of thematic antitheses:  ideal, sensuous love vs impure, carnal, erotic love; 

fidelity vs. infidelity; loyalty vs. disloyalty; jealousy and envy vs. trust and good will; 

truth vs. deceit, control vs. subjugation; good vs. evil.  Most often the hero and heroine 

exhibit only the most exemplary behavior.   

 Adventures,36 isolation, and the idea of religion, as in religious beliefs, figure 

heavily in the thematic structure of the “Byzantine” novels.  The separation of the 

enamored couple leads to countless adventures orchestrated by the Greek Tyche (Roman 

Fortuna), Fortune or Chance, to whose control all seem to be subjugated.  Eros, the 

Greek primordial god of sexual love and beauty, is also often an active participant, and he 

is fond of drama, paradox, and spectacular reversals of fortune.  The couple, individually, 

and occasionally jointly, is tossed hither and yon in the Eastern Mediterranean and its 

hinterland, from Sicily to Babylon, Greece to Egypt, and even Ethiopia.  They wander 

searching for each other and also, sometimes, for answers regarding their past.  The hero 

and heroine are ripped from their familiar surroundings and agonize, often contemplating 

suicide when faced with separation from those they know.  The protagonists endure 

loneliness and isolation from the beloved and homeland.  They are private individuals, 
                                                
36 The oldest and most famous precedent of narration of fantastic voyages and adventures is, of course, the 
Odyssey, but also popular were the Arabic tales of Sinbad and others in the Arabian Nights and the 
novelized life of Alexander the Great, which, although in part history, is, to a greater extent, fantasy shaded 
with orientalism.  History seems to disappear under the enormous weight of fictitious elements.  The 
historical biography coexisted with the novel in the Roman epoch, but the lack of distinction in it between 
the historical and the fabulous is evident (García Gual, 67). 
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struggling for control over their lives, and each person appears to be a pawn in a game 

organized by non-human powers.  Thus, the authors utilize contemporary society’s belief 

that people are potential victims of chance, in whose lives Fortune plays the major role 

and renders the individual totally incapable of controlling his/her circumstances.  This 

belief becomes a central force that moves the plot forward and ties the love theme in with 

the role of religion.  While Tyche is generally associated with the misfortunes of the 

protagonists, (divine) Providence, in the form of assistance from the pagan gods, is 

responsible for the positive outcomes and felicitous solutions to their predicaments. “The 

role of divinities is also a mark of pretensions both literary, in a line of descent from 

Homer and Herodotus, and realistic:  prayers to gods and miraculous responses are part 

of the life of second-century Greeks” (Bowie 50).  The gods, and the priests representing 

them, protect the afflicted and are responsible for last-minute rescues, long-desired 

reunions, and subsequent happy endings.  The characters trust in their gods and show 

blind faith in the words of prophecies of oracles and the interpretations of visions and 

dreams by priests. 

 Reardon reduces the structure of the Greek novel plot to “boy-meets-girl, travel, 

separation and tribulations, then final reunion” ("Aspects of the Greek Novel" 122).  

Traveling provides for the repeated sequence of separation, meeting and marriage, or, as 

in some of the romances, renewal of matrimonial bliss.  There is dislocation of lineal 

chronology and interweaving of different story lines.  These ancient Greek romances 

present “an alien world in adventure-time” which Bakhtin explains as an extratemporal 

hiatus that leaves no trace in the life of the heroes or in their personalities between two 
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moments of biographical time (the initial moment love/passion between the hero and 

heroine and their marriage; or as in the case of Chariton, Xenophon and Iamblichus, the 

reunion of spouses separated at the beginning of the story).  What fills this hiatus is all 

the events of the novel which provide a digression from the normal course of their lives, 

the normal, pragmatic and premeditated course of events.  The time sequences are neither 

historical, quotidian, biographical, nor even biological and maturational (88-90).  

 Interruptions of the main and secondary stories produce fragmentation of the 

narrative, but everthing is drawn together at the end.  The denouement is postponed via 

obstacles, but even with the variety of adventures the writers achieve unified work.  

Rovira identifies the following narrative techniques that achieve this:  “nudos,” “empeños 

y laberintos,” “principios in medias res,” “suspensión, episodios e historias interpoladas,” 

“entrelacement.”37  Generally there are two parallel lines of action, occasionally more, 

and the narration of one is frequently abandoned at a moment of high tension to begin or 

continue another plot sequence, often beginning in medias res.  Cliffhanging is “the very 

substance of the story” (Reardon The Form of Greek Romance 27).  All the plot lines 

cross and, at times, as Zimic remarks, in the core of the story, an “involution” occurs as 

we listen to A relating what B shared with him, the latter having heard it from C, and so 

on, producing the impression of “la ficción dentro de la ficción” ("La literatura bizantina" 

1163).  The narrative and the action bounce continually between the past and the present, 

and the authors use flashbacks to help explain events, or justify a character’s behavior. 

                                                
37 González Rovira, 74-99.  Heliodorus is the only one of the six authors to begin his novel in medias res; 
however, this technique is used in many of the secondary stories of all the works.  
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 The authors frequently intervene directly in these works giving commentaries and 

general statements about human behavior, summaries of earlier actions, and glimpses of 

what to expect (Hägg The Novel in Antiquity 14).  The recapitulations refresh the reader’s 

memory regarding past events (sometimes occurring several chapter previously) and 

bring characters in the text up to date with circumstances that they did not personally 

witness.  Meetings with others provide opportunities for the exchange of information, 

revelations and confessions.  Descriptive passages abound, particularly in Achilles Tatius 

and Heliodorus, and Bartsch argues convincingly that, rather than blots on the main 

narrative, these constitute not only “an integral part of the text,” but also provide “a key 

to the correct understanding and interpretation” of these two romances (ix). 

 Peripetiae, sudden or unexpected reversals of circumstances, send the action off 

into different directions, and sensational, surprising events, as well as trompe l’oeil occur 

with frequency.  Bakhtin suggests that these “suddenlys” and “at just that moment” 

occasions provide openings for sheer chance, that is, chance meetings and non-meetings 

(“random dysfunctions in time”), resulting in loss and acquisition, search and discovery, 

recognition (anagnorisis) and non-recognition (Bakhtin 91).  We witness the authors’ 

eagerness to amaze and surprise their readers, sometimes to the extreme of 

sensationalizing.  Wolff goes as far to say that the Greek authors adopted “the unexpected 

as the principle of the genre” (211).  An anagnorismos, a recognition scene, often 

transpires at the end of these pieces when the lovers or couples are reunited, parents 

regain their children, the evil characters receive their just dues, and everyone else lives 

happily ever after (Hägg The Novel in Antiquity 13).  Frye remarks, “Most romances end 
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happily, with a return to the state of identity, and begin with a departure from it. . .This 

means that most romances exhibit a cyclical movement of descent into a night world and 

a return to the idyllic world, or to some symbol of it like a marriage” (The Secular 

Scripture 54).  

 The plots of these romances exhibit remarkable similarities in the devices and 

motifs they employ.  Bakhtin proposes that these plots differ only in the number of these 

elements used, their “proportionate weight within the whole plot,” and the “way they are 

combined.”  The critic also asserts that most of the aspects of these pieces are, in general, 

not new, having already been incorporated in other genres of ancient literature.  For 

example, the love motifs (first meeting, sudden passions, melancholy) can be found in 

Hellenistic love poetry; in the ancient epic, we can find the use of storms, shipwrecks, 

wars, and abduction.  Other motifs, such as recognitions, had played an essential role in 

tragedy, while the ancient geographical and historiographic works, such as Herodotus’s, 

evidenced descriptive motifs.  Rhetorical genres exhibited deliberations and speeches 

(87-89).  The “Byzantine” writers seem to have achieved a successful syncretism of all 

these general features.  

 Abductions, escape (by chance, by cunning, by miracle), pursuit, search and 

captivity (resulting, at times in enslavement or prostitution) all play an immense role in 

the Greek novels.  All the six main novels, except Daphis and Chloe, contain journeys by 

sea and through unknown lands.  Bandits appear; pirate attacks, kidnappings, and 

shipwrecks ensue.  All types of concealment occur.  Women disguise themselves as men, 

characters change their names, and some adopt the identity of other characters.  There are 
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tricks, ruses, mistaken identities, love deceptions, seductions, spells, venomous potions, 

presumed betrayal (with subsequent confirmation of unswerving fidelity), mediated 

suicide, crucifixion, and apparent death (Scheintod), with subsequent “resurrection.”  We 

find the use of premonitions, oracles, dreams, visions, epiphanies, apparitions, marvels, 

and the circumstantial presence of magic.  Complicated sentimental entanglements, love 

triangles and quadrangles, are common. 

 All meetings of characters become an opportunity or pretext for the exchange of 

confessions, secrets, and stories, sometime of dubious truth.  Many characters simply 

disappear once they have passed on the information they are carrying.  Frequent 

encounters with persons of unknown identity occur in the plot, and their identity is 

revealed much later.  The authors employ copious descriptions of zoological, folkloric, 

historic, artistic material, as well as ekphrasis of paintings, which evoke a mental image 

for the reader and often fortell future events.  Soliloquies, conversations and rhetorical 

speeches, and letters are also typical devices.  The authors include courtroom scenes and 

trials, creating opportunities for rhetorical displays.  Wars and military battles provide 

suspense, and either keep the protagonists apart or provide occasions to bring them 

together. 

 We observe that, overall, character development in the ancient Greek romances is 

clearly subordinate to action, and generally, the depiction of the protagonists lacks 

subtlety and complexity.38  Fortune and Providence keep the plot moving along (Wolff 

                                                
38 There are exceptions.  Chariton is one.  According to Hägg, this author’s strength is in his presentation of 
a “gradually emerging, subtle overall picture built up of the actions, reactions, and utterances” of the 
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137).  Perry suggests that rather than being interested in “the portrayal of character or the 

study of human nature on its own account,” what most motivated the early Greek 

novelists was “a sentimental ideal centering about young love and the sensational 

buffetings of Fortune that interfered with its realization and prolonged dramatic 

suspense” (The Ancient Romances 118).  

 Overall, characters fall into stereotypical categories.  Many figures receive no 

development at all; after completing their function, they simply disappear from view. 

Bakhtin and Miralles are especially critical about the authors’ presentation of the 

characters.  The former dubs them as “passive, unchanging, reduced to enforced 

movement through space” (105), while the latter is even more severe, “parecen títeres, 

monigotes sin consistencia humana” (60).  Frye speaks of “black-and-white 

characterization” (The Secular Scripture 53).  However, we observe that some of the 

authors, notably Chariton, Longus, Achilles Tatius and Heliodorus, succeed in producing 

a few psychologically complex characters, mostly secondary ones, who operate in the 

sub-plots and who evolve and develop over the course of the novel.39  Haight, as well, 

finds competent characterization in several works and concludes that the characters 

“usually attain individuality and vitality” and that even those that fall into general 

groups,“may, as in real life, have distinguishing traits” (80).  Morales suggests that we 

                                                                                                                                            
characters.  We see psychological development in Daphnis and Chloe as well.  This critic also praises 
Achilles Tatius for his “art of characterization,” evident in Leukippe, Callisthenes, and Melite (The Novel 
in Antiquity, 9, 51-53). 
39 We will indicate some of these figures in our analyses of the individual works. 
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cast aside expectations of realism in the characterization and consider characters as 

“embodiments of social and moral values” (vii). 

 The idealized protagonists are extraordinary and admirable, wellbred and gifted.40  

The hero, handsome and often rather passive, and the heroine, beautiful and hapless, meet 

by chance and are always beautiful and young; they rise infallibly to every emotional 

situation.  Their marital fidelity and/or chastity are jeopardized by fate; rivals, jealousies, 

intrigues complicate the plot:  “the girl resists, the man dares, and at all points each 

remains inviolably faithful to the other, 41 and invincibly hopeful of reunion somewhere, 

someday” (Reardon The Form of Greek Romance 25).  The hero and heroine express 

extremely intense emotions, from pining to wasting away, to despair in reaction to love at 

first sight.  Streams of tears and swooning (this more typical of the heroine) are common 

as they confront misfortunes and tribulations, loneliness, isolation, and separation from 

the beloved and their own world.  According to Wolff, critics of the Greek romances 

have often pointed out the superiority of women over men “both in character as persons 

and in characterization as personages”(150).  Billault concurs:   

Boys actually seem to be hurt more easily than girls.  Chaereas is always on the 

brink of suicide, Daphnis and Klitophon frequently shed tears, and Theagenes 

tends to despair.  On the other hand, Callirhoe haughtily faces misfortune.  After 
                                                
40 Billault claims that they are a “new type” created by the ancient novelists that lie in direct opposition to 
the “pitiful and cynical” protagonists found in the Satirica and the Golden Ass (118). 
 
41 Klitophon is an exception; he has had experience with prostitutes, and his momentary lapse with Melite 
occurs even after he knows that Leukippe is alive.  Leukippe remains ignorant of this “slip.”  Daphnis, as 
well, does not go to his wedding bed a virgin, but his love lesson with Lycaenion has functionality:  “es un 
paso obligado en la búsqueda del saber amoroso” (Brioso Sánchez and Crespo Güemes, "Introducción a 
Dafnis y Cloe," 12). 
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she has been sold to Dionysius, she does not allow him to suspect her real past 

(2.5.8).  When the eunuch of the king of Persia utters some threats in order to 

compel her to bestow her favours upon his master, she does not waiver (6.7.8).  

Charikleia, too, can brave danger:  she defies Arsake (8.8.5ff) and, when she is 

back in Ethiopia and understands that she is in peril of being sacrificed, she 

resolutely carries out her plan to be recognized as the king’s daughter and does 

not give in to panic. (118-19)  

A comparison of the hero Theagenes and the heroine Charikleia (Aithiopika), and 

Leukippe, Klitophon, and Melite (Leukippe and Klitophon) would appear to support this 

opinion.  The female characters, in general, are presented as stronger, more clever, 

decisive, intuitive, and opportunistic in the face of the vicissitudes of fortune, and excel 

in adaptability and resourcefulness over their male counterparts.  Referring to Theagenes 

as the “best” of the heroes, Wolff claims that Theagenes “possesses active courage, of a 

theatrical, spectacular sort,” but it is apparent that he completely lacks “fundamental 

cheerful toughness which characterizes the real hero”; he is ready to “cave in” and sinks 

into gloom, apathy and inactivity (150).  This does not mean, however, that the heroines 

are totally immune to displaying streams of tears and swooning in the face adversity. 

 Parents (when present) are rich, doting, and anxious, but do not oppose their 

children’s love affairs.  Billault points out the fact that this type of character is new in the 

ancient novel and varies in social rank; some are royalty (Charikleia’s—Aithiopika), 

others well to do people (Chloe’s father), while Daphnis’s father is a landlord (Daphnis 
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and Chloe).42  Many slaves are faithful, protective, resourceful as they attend obediently 

to their masters, similar to those we find in New Comedy.  Others have a minimal 

presence int the novel and die violent deaths for their skill in carrying out criminal 

activities, such as Thisbe and Cybele in Aithiopika.  Tough and avaricious pirates and 

rascally brigands, sometimes sympathetic, sometimes cruel and ruthless, constitute 

another frequently used type in the ancient novel.  Numerous barbarians, characterized as 

superstitious and rich, populate the stories and the majority of these men are awestruck 

by the beauty of the heroine and, predictably, make amorous advances.  A ‘brother’s 

keeper,” sensitive, empathetic, faithful, often accompanies and loyally advises the hero.  

Rustics, simple and commonly old, deferential and obliging, offer protection and pass on 

important information.  The femme fatale appears in all but one of the novels (Chaereas 

and Callirhoe), representing a danger to the heroine; this figure constitutes the 

unscrupulous rival who is outwitted by the heroine and defeated by the hero.  We find 

large numbers of characters afflicted with an obsession to pry into the affairs of others. 

Six Ancient Greek Novels43 

 We will now explore the six aforementioned romances:  Chariton’s Chaereas and 

Callirhoe, Xenophon of Ephesus’s Ephesiaka, Iamblichus’s Babyloniaka, Longus’s 

Daphnis and Chloe, Achilles Tatius’s Leukippe and Klitophon, and, Heliodorus’s 

                                                
42 Other types of characters designed by the ancient novelists are the bandit and the enforcer of the law, a 
kind of ancient policeman (Billault, 119-21). 
 
43 Appendices A-F provide summaries of these works.  
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Aithiopika.44  Our purpose here is to point out salient features of the narratives, and 

especially, the adaptations by the six authors of many of the narrative, structural, and 

thematics elements that we have described above.  This exposure to the variety of 

treatments of the “Byzantine” characteristics will give an appreciation of the wealth of 

literary material contained in the ancient Greek novels, helping to explain why these 

stories were such treasure chests of ideas for future writers.  Knowledge of these works 

will give us the background information necessary to better recognize and analyze the 

manner in which the “Byzantine” techniques and themes mesh with the prose narratives 

and poems in chivalric tradition.  We then will apply this database of knowledge of 

“Byzantine” features to our study of the confluence of “Byzantine” and chivalric literary 

traditions in the works studied in chapters two through seven. 

Chariton of Aphrodisias --- Chaereas and Callirhoe 

 Reardon declares that this novel,45 written in or before the “earliest years of 

Nero’s reign (54-68 A.D.),” by a man in the legal profession (secretary to the advocate 

Athenogoras), is “nothing less than the first fully extant European novel,” and that it 

seems to mark an important stage in the history of the genre, at which “prose fiction itself 

come of age.”  As impressive as this seems to us today, the critic reports that, by contrast, 

                                                
44 For all the novels we will use the spellings of proper names found in the translations of Reardon’s 
Collected Ancient Greek Novels, indicating book and section, when available.  
 
45 Reardon advocates that the book should be referred to as simply Callirhoe, basing that choice on 
Chariton’s final words of the romance, “this is my story about Callirhoe,” thus indicating the person of 
primary importance ("Chariton," 317). 
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the existing literary establishment of those times deemed it “sentimental and cheap” 

("Chariton" 319, 17). 

 Literary critics, in general, seem to concur that Chariton’s Chaereas and 

Callirhoe is the oldest of the fully extant specimens of the ancient Greek romances.  

Many of the elements it contains appear in later romances, although often modified, 

sometimes considerably.  Perry believes that literary compositions are “willful creations 

of men made in accordance with a conscious purpose,” embodying a projection of 

separate ideas, a personal orientation and aesthetic perception (The Ancient Romances 9).  

One could assume that, as is common in the production of most literary works, each of 

the Greek authors chose to emphasize specific elements while writing his novel and 

desired to offer to his contemporaries his own unique rendition of the romantic prose 

narrative within the context of the unique circumstances in which he and his public 

coexisted.46  We have cited previously many of the identifiable characteristics that the 

ancient novels share, as themes and structural and narrative elements are repeated and 

will look at the features that set Chariton apart. 

  Many features distinguish Chariton from the later writers.  Chaereas and 

Callirhoe is the only novel to make use of apparent historiographical features for 

background verisimilitude and structure (Cueva 473).  Later novelists include such 

features, but do not rely on them for background and structure as Chariton does.  Several 

characters in this work can be identified with figures from history.  For example, 

                                                
46 See Perry for his ideas regarding the origin and development of the ancient romances (The Ancient 
Romances, 8-27). 
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Hermocrates (Callirhoe’s father in thenovel ) was a real Syracusan general, whose 

daughter married Dionysius I of Syracuse, a tyrant of Syracuse from 405-367 BC, but 

who in the romance might be confused with his son, Dionysius II.  However, the 

portrayal of these characters is not always historically accurate.47  As an example, 

Hermocrates is represented as being alive and active in Syracuse during the same time 

period that Artaxerxes (Artaxerxes I Mnemon) is occupying the Persian throne, but in 

reality, Hermocrates died in exile in 404 and Artaxerxes’s reign covered the period from 

404 to 358 (Reardon "Chariton" 325-26).  However, Ruiz Montero stresses that the writer 

also includes contemporary historical and social references.48  The story takes place in 

the past, and history has a tremendous effect on the behavior of the characters.  In this 

way Chariton imitates the classical historians in technique.  He seeks not to be seen as a 

historian, but rather to create the “effect of openly mixing fictitious characters and events 

with historical ones” (Hägg "Callirhoe and Parthenope" 197).  

 Unlike the other novelists, Chariton presents a real moral dilemma for his female 

protagonist.  Callirhoe, after being sold to Dionysius as a slave, discovers that she is 

carrying her husband’s (Chaereas’s) child.  She anguishes over the moral decision of 

whether she should kill him or allow him to be born into slavery; should she be loyal to a 

husband whom she loves, although she believes she has lost him forever; or is her 

primary duty to their unborn child and, in the best interest of the child, should she marry 

                                                
47 See the following for explanations:  Perry, "Chariton and His Romance from a Literary-Historical Point 
of View," 100-04 and The Ancient Romances, 137-40; Reardon, "Chariton," 325-27.  
 
48 "Caritón de Afrodisias y el mundo real."  
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the noble Dionysius?  Callirhoe does not honor her marital vows because she has 

discovered she is pregnant and becomes the only heroine in the Greek novels who is 

explicitly unfaithful (Anderson Ancient Fiction 41), in the strict sense of the word.49 

 Chariton’s tale contains a simple and linear structure with an uncomplicated 

narrative; flashbacks and subplots are missing.  Structurally, we see the interplay between 

the narrated action and dramatic presentation of episodes.  Every dramatic possibility is 

exploited as the writer plays the events in his story against the emotions they generate 

(Reardon "Chariton" 333-34).  We sense an ever-mounting tension as Callirhoe’s extreme 

beauty elicits “love-at-first sight” responses from a series of increasingly highly ranked 

suitors, Dionysius (prince), Mithridates (satrap), Pharnaces (satrap), Artaxerxes (king).  

Chariton constantly directs the reader’s attention towards the emotion generated by his 

heroes’ situation, smothering the reader in sentimentality.  We witness a wide range of 

emotions, almost as if Chariton were following a check list:  “fear, joy, grief, surprise, 

hope, disbelief. . . Language is charged with pathos and drama:  lament and entreaty 

jostle with paradox and antithesis, emotional debate with passionate soul-searching” 

(Reardon The Form of Greek Romance 20, 24).  The trial in Babylon affords Chariton the 

opportunity to showcase a dramatic debate conducted according to the prescribed rules of 

rhetorical procedure, culminating in a startling climax as the “dead” Chaereas steps 

forward in court. 

                                                
49 In the Babiloniaka, Garmus’s eunuch Sacas discovers that Sinonis is planning to marry the king of Syria 
after separating from Rhodanes because she is angered by his supposed infidelity.  One might conjecture 
that this jealousy and spite could have led her to enjoy intimacy with that king.  Her unfaithfulness, 
however, is only implicit.  
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 A fundamental problem of structure that plagued all the authors of these ancient 

novels was how to keep the hero and heroine both alive at once but separate in the 

reader’s mind; how to keep track of an accumulating burden of incidents; how to initiate 

each new movement (Reardon The Form of Greek Romance 27).  Chariton deals with this 

by assigning to one after another of the characters (and not always the two main ones) the 

task of carrying the action forward.  He creates organic links between the lines of action, 

sometimes using letters that are exchanged and others by utilizing secondary characters 

that move between the scenes of action.  Chariton also goes to a good deal of trouble to 

motivate and explain an action as credibly as possible (Reardon "Chariton" 335).  For 

example, he uses a series of letters to establish Dionysius’s awareness of the relationship 

between Chaereas and Callirhoe, and Mithridates’s attraction to the latter.  The satrap 

Mithridates entrusts the delivery of two letters (one from Chaereas and one penned by 

him to the heroine) to Hyginus.  While the latter, following the satrap’s orders, 

reconnoiters alone in Miletus, leaving behind the slaves that were accompanying him, the 

slaves are arrested under suspicion of robbery in Priene and the chief magistrate forwards 

the confiscated letters and gifts intended for Callirhoe to Dionysius, explaining, in yet 

another letter, the origin of the items.  Chariton usually covers the same period of time 

only once and, as the lines of action interlock, “one can speak of a single course of 

events, described from changing points of view” (Hägg The Novel in Antiquity 23). 

 The author narrates relatively little and rapidly; the majority of the text is direct 

speech (Hägg Narrative Technique 110), resulting in a more dramatic presentation of the 

story.  The monologues of lament and agonized apostrophes exhibit extremely intense 
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emotions, streams of tears and swooning.  Seeking to keep his reader up to date as the 

narrative advances, Chariton employs numerous recapitulations throughout the tale. 

 Eros engineers unpredictable adventures and mortal perils as Tyche (Chance) 

throws in dramatic turns of events that land the heroes in one pathetic plight after another.  

Although Chariton presents a number of recognizable New Comedy types, the 

resourceful slave (Plangon), the villain (Theron), and the faithful friend (Polycharmus), 

he paints Callirhoe, Chaereas, Dionysius, with bold, rich colors and draws individualized 

portraits of some minor characters, notably King Artaxerxes and Queen Statira.  Even 

though most of his characters are idealized, we find some who are considerably realistic, 

especially among the secondary characters.  The fact that the noble Ionian Dionysius is, 

at once, the principal rival of Chaereas and an alternative hero adds to the interest in this 

figure.  Reardon opines that Chariton “s’intéresse au caractère, surtout pour ses 

personnages secondaires” (Courants Littéraires Grecs 352).  Chariton’s story is an 

exception to the other Greek romances in that he does not have a femme fatale. 

Xenophon of Ephesus --- Ephesiaka50 

 This novel was probably written in the middle of the second century A.D.; almost 

nothing is known about its author.  Although the Suda, a tenth century Medieval Greek 

encyclopedia, claims the Ephesiaka consisted of ten books, today we have only five, a 

fact that leads some critics to believe that what has come down to us is an epitome.  No 

                                                
50 The novel was published in 1726 in Greek with a Latin translation by A. Cocchi (Todd, 9).  It was 
published in Italian in 1723 by A.M. Salvini (Kytzler, 358). 
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definitive conclusion has been reached.51  It is now generally thought that Xenophon 

imitated Chariton and, although the story may have been popular among the masses in 

antiquity, there is no evidence that it was noticed in academic circles (Anderson "An 

Ephesian Tale" 126-27). 

 Modern day opinions regarding this work vary considerably, from Graham 

Anderson’s description of it as “a specimen of penny dreadful literature in antiquity” 

("An Ephesian Tale" 126-27) and Reardon’s labeling it  “a maladroit imitation [of 

Chariton]” (The Form of Greek Romance 35), to Haight’s opinion of it as, “a gem of a 

novel,” a story of “lively and compelling interest” (55), and to Kytzler’s positive 

comments, describing it as having a “well-rounded structure” and being a “colorful story” 

and “entertainment for the masses” (353, 59).  Anderson points out that scholars who 

designate Xenophon’s story as “crude”, “clumsy,” “simplistic,” “cliché-ridden,” are 

naming qualities of folktales.  Asserting that this tale is closer to folktale than any of the 

other ideal novels, he advocates that it should be judged by the conventions of folktales 

rather than a “more complex literary aesthetic” (Anderson "An Ephesian Tale" 126).  The 

Ephesiaka is the shortest of the ancient Greek novels, but complicated in plot.  The reader 

must attempt to sort out the forty-four characters that exit and reenter as the adventures 

accumulate. 

 The story commences, as do the Odyssey and the Iliad, with the revenge of an 

offended deity; Habrocomes displeases Eros.  The latter causes the story to move 

forward, while Fate, the Greek goddess Τύχη (Tyche), seemingly in control of all aspects 
                                                
51 See Schmeling 15-19 and Kytzler, 348-50 for discussions regarding this controversy.. 
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of human destiny, also plays a dominant role in the story.  Fortuna reigns unpredictably, 

but even all the other deities operative in this piece—Artemis, Apollo, Isis, Helios, and 

Ares— , (Xenophon adds a heavy element of religion to the usual love and adventure 

interests   found in these works.), seem unable or unwilling to influence her inexplicable 

and inexorable decisions.  Strangely, even though their own personal efforts provide no 

relief, when the protagonists offer prayers, thanksgiving, vows and sacrifices to the gods, 

this piety is recompensed.  “Virtually every time they address a god or goddess they are 

rewarded with some consolation” (Kytzler 344).  Through all their cruel hardships, 

unfortunate circumstances, tribulations, Habrocomes and Anthia demonstrate resolute 

chastity and marital fidelity, Anthia succeeding principally due to guile, shrewdness, 

inventiveness, and resourcefulness. 

 We observe a pattern develop in the work:  the extraordinary beauty of these two 

young people inflames the desire of a series of disparate individuals:  commanders, 

pirates, robbers, maharajahs, and others.  The presence of pairs is obvious in the 

Ephesiaka:  “a pair of lovers each with a pair of parents; the pair of lovers has a pair of 

servants; a pair of pirates fall in love with the hero-heroine pair; then a married couple 

develops a strong attraction for the protagonists; “a pair of homosexuals [try] to attach 

themselves to Habrocomes.”52  Apparently motivated to improve upon the traditional 

stock of motifs in quantity and quality, Xenophon intensifies the actions with 

melodramatic and sensational effects (Holzberg 53).  Haight points out how the heroes’ 

                                                
52 Schmeling, 38.  The usage of pairs is also noted in Hägg (Narrative Technique in Ancient Greek 
Romances, 121-22). 
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misfortunes are often closely paralleled.  Both heroine and hero become entangled in a 

web of erotic attachments:  Anthia is assailed by nine lovers; Habrocomes is desired by 

four.  Both heroes are shipwrecked (Anthia twice), captured by bandits and pirates, 

sentenced to execution for murder, sold into slavery (Anthia repeatedly).  The couple 

faces apparent death multiple times:  “Anthia as a human sacrifice, by taking “poison,” 

by being thrown in a trench with fierce dogs; Habrocomes, by crucifixion and pyre” (50). 

 Xenophon utilizes different structural and narrative techniques.  To maintain this 

string of adventures with two parallel lines of action, Xenophon employs an alternation 

technique as he switches between the fortunes of Habrocomes and those of Anthia.  The 

same period of time is handled twice; an active phase in the life of one corresponds to a 

pause in the activity of the other (Hägg The Novel in Antiquity 25-26).  Hägg notes how 

Xenophon composes with “compact blocks of direct speech,”53 mainly “monologues or 

exclamational pieces, and blocks of ‘summary’” side by side (Narrative Technique 110).  

But, Xenophon prefers to report what the characters do and think rather than allowing the 

reader to hear directly what they have to say (Schmeling 95).  Hägg emphasizes how this 

author fuses the characters’ action and their inner mental processes, and in the 

summaries, reports not only external events, but also the inside point of view of the 

narrator (Narrative Technique 121).  In addition, Xenophon chooses to expound using 

indirect speech in lieu of interrupting a summary.  Oracles and dreams announce future 

events and the characters are allowed to react to the information given.  The novel is 

characterized by “brevity, restraint” and little decoration, with the action so rapid and so 
                                                
53 This compares to 29% of Xenophon’s novel composed with direct speech.  
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complex, the author does not take time for descriptive passages (Haight 56).  Xenophon 

provides little background scenery or local color.  Documentary evidence, such as letters 

and votive inscriptions directly quoted, advance the action.  Only two inset narrations are 

included in this short work.  That of Hippothous and Hyperanthes gives an explanation as 

to the origin of the corrupt way of life of the noble born Hippothous, who becomes the 

story’s intermediary.  The second, centered on the Spartan couple Aigialeus and 

Thelnoxie, serves to emphasize the “love is eternal” theme (Schmeling 68).  Both of these 

interpolated tales are patterned on the larger tale, but Hippothous’s story, in its majority, 

constitutes a mirror image of Habrocomes’s, but reflecting “evil instead of good.”54  

 Kytzler and Haight see a “cinematic” quality in Xenophon’s techniques of 

numerous changes of places and mood and in the structure and devices he employs to 

arouse emotion.55  As we are exposed to this kaleidoscope of different environments and 

contrasting actions and counteractions, we notice a virtual lack of rhetorical 

ornamentation, readily detectable in the other Greek novelists.  

 Whereas Anderson opines that Xenophon’s characters are “depicted 

melodramatically” and that the minor characters are “generally either benign, 

sentimental, and sympathetic, or else patently villainous” ("An Ephesian Tale" 126), and 

Holzberg maligns him for making “no attempt to give characters individual features” 

(52), Reardon praises Xenophon for his presenting “dans ses personnages principaux de 

                                                
54 For a more detailed comparison of Hippothous’s and the hero’s story see Schmeling, Xenephon of 
Ephesus, 54-55. 
 
55 Kytzler, 345.; Haight, 58. 
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vrais êtres humains” (Courants Littéraires Grecs 354).  Dalmeyda comments on the 

morality of the characters, claiming that, in addition to the perfection of virtue exhibited 

by Habrocomes and Anthia, we find a gallery of persons whose conscience leads them to 

sympathetic responses and the exercising of acts of honesty even in adverse situations.56  

There are multiple examples:  Apsyrtos (chief of the pirates and Manto’s father); Lampon 

(the goatherd to whom Manto gives Anthia in marriage); the wily procurer (who shows 

sympathy when Anthia pretends to be afflicted with seizures); and Hippothous, the 

brigand chief.  The latter, a “noble” robber is a  “unifying secondary character” 

(Anderson "An Ephesian Tale" 126), who is also Habrocomes’s trusted companion and a 

common link between the two series of adventure; he is twice vital to the plot.  In 

contrast to the typical polarization of heroes and villains, Hippothous exhibits a mixture 

of good and bad in his character. He is, on occasion, kind toward Habrocomes, brutal and 

sadistic to Anthia, coldly opportunistic, converting into a gigolo in order to repair his 

fortunes.  In this character, Xenophon demonstrates some awareness of providing a more 

“realistic” presentation of human behavior. 

 

 

 

 

                                                
56 George Dalmeyda, “Introduction,” Les Éphésiaques; ou, Le roman d'Habrocomès et d'Anthia, trans. and 
ed. Georges Dalmeyda (Paris: Société d'edition "Les Belles lettres", 1926) xviii-xxiv. 
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Iamblichus --- Babyloniaka57 

 Iamblichus was definitely a non-Greek from the Near East, perhaps, as Stephens 

claims, born to a Syrian father and mother and then educated by a Babylonian tutor58 or 

possibly, as Hägg tells us, a Babylonian by birth who acquired a Hellenic education.59  

He wrote this prose romance during the reign of Marcus Aurelius (AD 161-180), 

probably after 165 (The Novel in Antiquity 34).  Iamblichus’s complete work has not 

survived, but the remains survive in Photius’s résumé of this lost work, first available in 

print in 1601 in Greek, and then in Latin, five years later, in Andreas Scott’s translation 

of Photius’s Bibliotheca (Sandy "The Heritage" 763).  Several elements, such as the 

element of jealousy, the oriental setting, and a military denouement, remind us of 

Chariton, but the succession of morts apparents and the insertion of a variety of 

digressive material dealing with the ways of the Orient align Iamblichus more closely 

with Achilles Tatius.60  Iamblichus experiments with the same basic novel pattern as 

Achilles Tatius, but “with its ghosts, corpses, pursuits, and mistaken identities, relies for 

                                                
57 In spite of the fact that we possess the Babyloniaka only in summary form and that this work exhibits a 
strong influence from folklore (totally foreign component to the other five novels), we chose to include this 
work in our survey based on his use of the predominant pattern we witness in the other four “canonical” 
works (Reardon, "General Introduction," 9)  Longus’s novel, as previously mentioned, falls more into the 
pastoral genre, but opinions with respect to the classification of this novel vary.  See the following for 
differing views:  Goldhill;Sacchetti, 23-40. 
 
58 Based on upon E. Habrich’s Iamblichi Babyloniacorum Reliquiae (Stephens, 667). 
 
59 Although not a certainty, it seems that Iamblichus was an Oriental by birth, as most likely were Achilles 
Tatius (Egyptian) and Heliodorus (Syrian), which, if true, would account for the content of the oriental 
narrative tradition being more perceptible in their works (Hägg, The Novel in Antiquity, 34). 
 
60 Reardon conjectures that Iamblichus and Achilles Tatius were contemporaries (Courants Littéraires 
Grecs des IIe et IIIe siècles après J.-C., 368). 
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its effect more on Grand Guignol than on other qualities” (Reardon Collected Ancient 

Greek Novels 9).  According to Stephens, this prose piece consisted of sixteen books 

(667), while Johne states that it was longer, probably in the range of thirty-five to thirty-

nine books (184).  Iamblichus’s “goût du mélodrame, de l’incident sensationnel” remind 

us also of Xenophon (Reardon Courants Littéraires Grecs 368).  

 From Photius’s summary, we learn that Iamblichus, while keeping his tale to the 

Babylonian milieu (no travel by sea or shipwrecks in this story), incorporates most of the 

elements found in the other Greek “‘love-and-adventure’ stories.”61  The hero and 

heroine, Rhodanes and Sinonis, are a married couple and separated initially due to the 

sexual advances toward Sinonis by the cruel despot Garmus; they must suffer much 

before they are rescued.  They endure being placed in chains, nailed to a cross, abducted, 

exposed to intrigues by eunuchs, and influenced by magic.  There is a happy ending as 

the liebespaar is reunited at the end, and Rhodanes becomes the new King of Babylon.62

 Iamblichus exploits the theme of suicide or near-suicide, and apparent deaths and 

“fausses identités” function to prolong the story.  Holzberg points out Iamblichus’s 

“penchant for jarring events,” and the fact that he exposes the reader to numerous bloody 

scenes:  a dog feeding on corpses, a robber consuming human flesh, and a king who cuts 

                                                
61 This is the term Anderson uses to refer to the ideal ancient Greek novels (Ancient Fiction.  The Novel in 
the Graeco-Roman World, 2). 
 
62 Bowie points out similarities with Achilles Tatius and Heliodorus in the succession of false deaths, 
(attempted) suicides, and a variety of digressive material ("The Greek Novel").  Dissimilaries with the ideal 
novels include an entirely non-Greek setting and the repeated use of grotesque elements, such as ghostly 
goats and man-eating dogs (Whitmarsh, 4).  Swain asserts it differs owing to the homicidal jealousy of 
heroine, the bizarre role reversals, the author’s overdone love of paradox, and his exaggerated use of magic 
(8). 
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off ears and noses as punishment or buries alleged miscreants alive (86).  We are 

confronted with the repeated use of many types of poison that cause death, apparent death 

or sleep, as the characters encounter lethal honey rendered poisonous (because the bees 

have fed on venomous snakes), a rose in which a poisonous fly is hiding, and simple 

poisoned drinks of a more ordinary type.  There seems to be an absence of the religious 

element, as the Photius summary makes no mention of divine intervention, although 

Rhodanes and Sinonis do take refuge in Aphrodite’s sanctuary, and the goddess’s priests 

are woven into the story.  Apparently fascinated by magic, the author includes a special 

excursus describing magic practices in Babylonia. 

 Of particular interest is Iamblichus’s development of his heroine, Sidonis, who, 

although apparently as extraordinarily beautiful as the other novels’ female protagonists, 

is depicted as a “barbarian.”  Her beauty can cast spells and her passion erupts into 

cruelty and jealousy.  Her love for Rhodanes does not keep her ever faithful in all 

situations, a virtue common to all the other heroines in the ancient Greek novels, save 

Callirhoe.  Sinonis exhibits her aggressive nature when she murders the rich lecher 

Setapos, when he is drunk and helpless, going so far as to cover the mouth of the dying 

man with her hand to mute the sound of his exiting soul.  She also attempts to murder the 

farmer’s daughter, who has received a kiss from Rhodanes as thanks for her selfless 

protection of him, and later arranges for her to be condemned to sleep with the public 

executioner.  Sinonis’s rage and blind jealousy, total lack of self-control, and vengeful 

nature set her apart from any other heroine in the Greek novel.  In addition, she 

intentionally seeks to hurt her husband Rhodanes, punishing his perceived infidelity by 
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marrying the young King of Syria.  In the words of Johne, “Sinonis acts like a man and 

goes beyond what is permissible for women.  Her emotions know few limits and her 

mistrust of her partner is new to this genre” (185).  

 Although we are forced to base our analysis solely upon Photius’s epitome, we 

perceive that Iamblichus created a structure incorporating various levels of illusion and 

deception that effectively sabotage the reader’s preconceptions of appearance and reality.  

Stephens indicates how normative expectations are constantly infringed upon as we 

confront several characters that look so much like one another that they are misidentified 

even by their parents.  We also have social inversions in such things as a  “just” tax 

collector, a priest who is condemned to be an executioner, a heroine who chooses to 

marry someone else besides the hero, her husband, and a farmer’s daughter whose 

“modesty, cleverness, and genuine good nature” more loosely meet our standards for a 

true heroine than Sinonis’s erratic and egotistical antics (Stephens 668-69). 

Longus --- Daphnis and Chloe63  

 Of the author Longus we know next to nothing.64  Longus “is not mentioned by 

any other writer before the Byzantine age, and, himself, mentions no historical name or 

event” (Todd 35).  Nevertheless, MacQueen offers that, even though Longus was 

                                                
63 Possible dating ranges from the middle of 2nd to middle of 3rd century.  MacQueen narrows the range and 
argues for a date well within the Second Sophistic, and that it was written sometime during the period 
between the accession of Marcus Aurelius (161 A.D.) and the murder of Alexander Severus (234 A.D.) 
(202).  The Greek text of the novel was published in 1598, while the first printing of the French translation 
by Amyot appeared in 1559.  Angell Daye, in 1587, penned the first English translation. (Wolff, 8) 
 
64 Haight, 119; Hunter, "C. Longus, Daphnis and Chloe," 361. 
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personally obscure and his novel seem to escape the notice of classical antiquity, his 

novel may “represent a turning point in literary history, but it did not cause any 

immediate changes” (187).  According to Haight, Daphnis and Chloe “is unique in type, 

characters, setting and structure” (119). 

 Calling Longus “the most marked individualist among the writers of Greek 

novels,” and “the most conscious artist,” Hägg declares that, “[his] novel is carefully 

polished, down to the smallest detail” (The Novel in Antiquity 35, 37).  Although it 

contains a number of obvious links which connect this prose pastoral to the traditional 

novel of love, travel and adventure, in addition to elements of New Comedy (principally 

chapter four), this novel has always been recognized as being markedly different from the 

other extant ancient Greek works, and those differences become apparent in the first few 

pages.  Longus, speaking in the first person,65  explains in the proem, the inclusion of 

which already distinguishes this piece from the others, that he, while hunting, has come 

upon, in a fair grove of the Nymphs, a painted picture which appears to tell a tale of 

ancient love: 

. . .there were figured in it young women, in the posture, some of teeming, others 

of swaddling, little children; babes exposed, and ewes giving them suck; 

shepherds taking up foundling, young persons plighting their troth; an incursion 

of thieves, an inroad of armed men. (Longus)66 

                                                
65 This is reminiscent of Homer’s invocation of the Muses at the beginning of the Odyssey (Hägg, 
Narrative Technique, 316). 
 
66 We quote from the Edmonds’s edition. 
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Most of the scenes mentioned announce events in the tale that follows, providing a sort of 

preliminary agenda for it. 

 Inspired to write about this picture, subsequently the narrator seeks out an 

interpreter to assist him, and he composes a story in four books, many fewer than those 

provided by the other authors.  Longus makes it clear from the start that his creation will 

be something useful for mankind to possess67 and enjoy, purporting that it will cure the 

sick, comfort the distressed, refresh the memory of past loves, and educate those who 

have yet to be exposed to love.  He plans to accomplish two goals:  entertain as well as 

educate his reader.  He presents his tale as an offering to Eros and the Nymphs and Pan. 

 Thus, departing from this ekphrastic device, Longus begins his tale on the island 

of Lesbos, and the theme of travel is replaced by a detailed depiction of this single milieu 

and its rustic life; in this manner, Longus insists upon unity of place  (Hägg The Novel in 

Antiquity 35).  Most critics label Longus’s work a pastoral novel.68  The novel’s intensely 

static quality, the “nothing happens” feature common of bucolic and pastoral tradition, 

contrasts sharply with the characteristic forward thrust of the narrative movement found 

in the other Greek novels as the hero and heroine are separated and confront a series of 

unpredictable and perilous episodes before they reunite to enjoy a life of mutual love.  

                                                                                                                                            
 
67 According to Holzberg, this is a clear allusion to Thucydides’s “declared intention that his History will 
be ‘a possession for eve.’”  (98).  
 
68 Its full title in the manuscript tradition is A Pastoral Story of Daphnis and Chloe  (Gill, 285).  According 
to Hunter, Longus received inspiration from the Eclogues of Virgil (A Study of Daphnis & Chloe, 370-71).  
Reardon, though, theorizes that the source of its distinctiveness lies in that the author chose to merge the 
narrative form of the “Greek romantic novel…with elements of the genre of pastoral poetry created by 
Theocritus in the third century B.C.” ("General Introduction," 28). 
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But in Longus, there is no need to concoct a motivation for a journey; instead, he uses a 

“journey” in time, eighteen months in the lives of Daphnis and Chloe, restricting the story 

to the pastoral landscape of one milieu and its rustic life.  There is no “love at first sight” 

here but rather “an account of how love grows and how lovers come to recognize their 

condition,” which becomes the very substance of the narrative (Hunter A Study of 

Daphnis & Chloe 370).  The focus is on the gradual intensification of sexual awareness 

and experimentation in the naïve couple who must overcome obstacles in order to live 

happily ever after, with the central narrative interest in the novel, at least until the forth 

book (where obvious elements of New Comedy are introduced), being “psychological” 

and emotional.  Hunter states, “The forward movement of ‘plot’ takes place in the minds 

and attitudes of the characters (370).” 

 Nature is at the center of the story and the basis of the action as Longus utilizes 

the dynamism of the rhythm of nature to take a journey through time.  The natural 

sequence of the change of seasons represents the progress of the growing love between 

Daphnis and Chloe.  “En exaltant le thème de l’amour qui figure dan le roman, et en 

diminuant en même temps l’importance de l’élément de voyage, Longus fait que 

l’obstacle qui se présente à l’union finale des amants soit un obstacle pour ainsi dire 

« interne », d’ordre psychologique” (Reardon Courants Littéraires Grecs 376). 

 The element of religion is given major relevance, and it is as much a part of the 

set of the romance as its locality (Haight 128).  Eastering and Knox advocate that the tale 

can been seen as an allegory of love, as the reader is initiated in the gradual unfolding of 

its mystery, and as Eros is identified with other divine forces of nature, represented by the 
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Nymphs, Pan, Dionysus and Demeter (139).  These gods, who are honored as deities, are 

naturally worshipped in the countryside, and this novel shows concretely how Eros and 

his subordinates, the Nymphs and Pan, benevolently direct human acts.  In fact, Chalk 

asserts that Longus’s story displays a consistent pattern of cause and effect, all 

originating from Eros.  “Eros instructs the foster parents to send Daphnis and Chloe out 

with the flocks, I, 7; arranges the situation which results in their falling in love, I, 11-13; 

manifests himself to Philetas, and says he makes it his daily task to bring them together, 

II, 4, 5; gives the final permission for their marriage, IV, 34” (34).  Longus replaces 

“Fortune” with Eros, and this god in not a simple mythological decoration.  “La divinité 

motrice est Eros….ci Eros fournit le sujet de l’œuvre entière” (Reardon Courants 

Littéraires Grecs 380).  

 We meet no kings or queens in this romance, but with city life playing such a 

limited part in the plot, it seems logical that most of the leading characters are not nobles, 

but rather, country folk, serfs, respectable souls, hospitable and kind.  Daphnis and Chloe 

are idealized, naive and unreal, in a sense, rather Arcadian; however, neither one is really 

a bona fide shepherd; on the contrary, they are both born of nobles, but raised by 

shepherds, in reality outsiders who do not belong to this pastoral setting (MacQueen 161-

62).  

 Longus employs parallel action as each stage in Daphnis’s development in his 

journey toward love has its counterpart in Chloe’s budding awareness.  Chloe remains 

chaste; however, Daphnis’ chastity is less indispensable, and he is instructed in love by a 

neighbor’s wife, Lycaenium, herself a young bride.  She, along with the pederastic 
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parasite Gnathon (he wishes to take Daphnis back to the city with him), bring in 

corruption from the city, but the oxherd, Darcon, and Lampis, the herdsman, both 

rejected suitors of Chloe, also behave less ideally than the hero and heroine, who appear 

as artless rustic teenagers who never become individuals (Easterling and Knox 137-39). 

 Longus’s Daphnis and Chloe is unique among the Greek novels of the first 

through the fourth centuries A.D. that have come down to us.  We have noted, among 

other variances, the minimization of adventures and a more psychological approach to the 

development of the love theme as glaring variances.  Even though the plot contains many 

of the usual features of romance, most are adapted to the pastoral tone (Haight 128-29).  

Additionally, there is marked mixing of realistic traits in this work, such as in the 

description of nature and life on the island, with purely idealizing ones (Hägg The Novel 

in Antiquity 39). 

Achilles Tatius --- Leukippe and Klitophon69  

 Basing the assumption on the discovery of seven papyri,70 it is believed that 

Achilles Tatius, a native of Alexandria, who apparently knew Egypt and Phoenicia as 

well, was a much-read author in the late second through the early fourth centuries, at least 
                                                
69 The editio princeps in Greek did not appear until 1601, but in the West, by virtue of translations into 
Latin and European languages, the work was already known.  In 1544 Annibale della Croce produced a 
Latin translation, albeit only of books five through eight.  Lodovico Dolce translated this fragment into 
Italian in 1546.  Subsequently a complete manuscript in Greek appeared in Venice in 1551, and, in 1554, 
Annibale della Croce completed his Latin translation.  The first French translation was published in 1556, 
then the first English one in 1597.  The Spanish translation has a date of 1617, and the first German 
translation came out in 1644.  (Plepelits, 413). 
 
70 The work was originally written on papyrus rolls, but it seems it was among the first literary works to be 
copied onto a codex, which consisted of leaves of papyrus or parchment bound together in book form 
(Winkler, "Leucippe and Clitophon," 170-71.  All our references refer to Winkler’s translation in Reardon’s 
Collected Ancient Greek Novels.  Numbers in parentheses indicate book and section. 
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in Greco-Roman Egypt.  Plepelits gives us the following evidence of the novel’s 

continuing renown.  Photius, the patriarch of Constantinople in the ninth century, 

includes it in his Bibliotheca, codex eighty-seven, in which he lambastes Achilles Tatius 

for his “obscenity and shamelessness” (387).  Leukippe and Klitophon is mentioned (as is 

the news that Achilles Tatius converted to Christianity and became a bishop) in the Suda 

[Souda] (the tenth century Byzantine Greek historical encyclopedia of the ancient 

Mediterranean world).  The eleventh century polyhistorian, Psellus, points out that “even 

among highly educated people,” both Achilles Tatius and Heliodorus enjoyed great 

popularity, so much so that a learned debate over which novel should rank higher took 

place.  Leukippe and Klitophon inspired the eleventh-century author Eustathios 

Makrembolites to pen Hysmine and Hysminias, a deliberate variation of the story (412).  

Achilles Tatius was once thought to be an imitator of Heliodorus, but in 1938, 

papyrologists confirmed the dating of a newly discovered papyrus of his novel, which 

indicated that his literary production occurred squarely in the second century, thus 

reversing the previously held temporal succession of Heliodorus first, followed by 

Achilles Tatius (388).  

    Achilles Tatius, in drawing on a variety of generic resources,“travel adventure, 

love story, psychological study, picaresque narrative, paradoxography, and description of 

paintings,” seems to have adopted “sophisticated eclecticism” as his fundamental rule of 

composition while creating nail-biting tensions, using not only the conventions but [also] 

the apparatus of melodrama” (Winkler "Leucippe and Clitophon" 173-74).  Readers are 

often perplexed by the obviously contradictory writing styles he exhibits.  Plepelits 
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explains that Achilles Tatius found himself influenced by the literary-rhetorical 

movement called the Second Sophistic”which reflected the struggle between two 

principles of style, the principle of “baroque style”, and that of “classicism.”  The former 

advocated artistic prose, using the resources of poetry and excluded only verse proper; 

the latter was distinguished by moderation, lucidity, and unpretentiousness.  The critic 

identifies that a more florid, lofty style in Achilles Tatius’s purple patches, which employ 

the artifices of rhetoric, while he reverts, in the purely narrative passages, to a quite plain, 

unaffected simplicity in his digressions and descriptions (398-99). 

 Achilles Tatius’s Greek novel distinguishes itself from the others in numerous 

ways, at times with innovations, at others with reversals or over-exploitations of 

conventions.  One of the first innovations noticed is the use of a first person narrative, the 

ego-narrative, which the author utilizes to heighten suspense.71  The author, on a visit to 

Sidon, in the process of making his votive offering in the temple of Astarte, stumbles 

across a painting representing Europa and the bull (meant to symbolize two main subjects 

of the novel, love and abduction), as well as a statue of Eros, and becomes enthralled by 

the former’s implied eroticism.  Achilles Tatius uses a rhetorical description, an 

ekphrasis, to jump-start the narrative and to hint at some of the action to come.  The 

author lets the reader “see” what he himself sees in great detail.  A sighing young man, 

the main character, Klitophon of Tyre, is standing nearby and is soon narrating to the 

author the story of his trials at the mercy of Eros’s power.  Unfortunately, this 

framework, requiring a “restricted narrative perspective” (Hägg The Novel in Antiquity 
                                                
71 Phillmore believes that this device gives Achilles Tatius a “certain dramatic advantages” (109).  
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42), is but perfunctory in the long run, since by the end the author either evidently forgets 

or ignores it, and does not provide any epilogue answerable to the introduction.  The 

book stops with the end of Klitophon’s narrative, and even the protagonist never connects 

his presence in Sidon with the story he has shared.72 

   Throughout the novel, it is obvious that Achilles Tatius enjoys the descriptions of 

works of art, a type of ekphrasis, as we are read descriptions of five wall paintings, as 

well as an allusion to a sixth.  Within two of these (3.6.2 and 5.3.3), the author explicitly 

notes their symbolism, a function performed as well by the opening ekphrasis, using the 

descriptions as portents (Plepelits 399).  In addition to these descriptions, numerous long 

digressions73 stop the action in the story.  These appear in the form of descriptions and 

discussion of phenomena of nature, exotic animals and plants, the Nile and its 

inundations, physiological and psychological processes in man (such as kissing, weeping, 

loving, and homosexuality).  Hägg analyzes that some of these pieces of “authorial 

commentary,” “description,” “digressions”74 are attached directly to the plot or 

connected thematically to it, while others function as symbols of foreboding (The Novel 

in Antiquity 44).  Bartsch cites Achilles Tatius’s “proclivity for the parenthetic,” referring 

to the frequency with which action is interrupted and a section of description is 

                                                
72 Morales offers alternate explanations for this puzzle, but summarizes that what is more important is the 
effect of the “lack of satisfactory closure” which is “to keep the reader guessing—it is the sting in Achilles’ 
‘swarm of stories’” ("Introduction," xxvi).  
 
73 Wolff judges that these divagations were meant to serve only one artistic purpose, that of “retardation 
and suspense,”but owing to their frequency, they simply elicit impatience and tedium in the reader (202). 
 
74 For Holzberg, these inserts contain “elaborate feats of language skill” and displays of “stylistic 
brilliance” (91).  
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foregrounded over the story (3).  In defense of Achilles Tatius’s use of descriptions, Hägg 

alleges that the author uses detailed descriptions frequently because he likes to describe 

and knows that his audience likes these descriptions of painting, places, animals, and 

customs (Narrative Technique 240-41). 

 The author of Leukippe and Klitophon places more emphasis on the love theme, 

while the adventures, in contrast, occupy a relatively small place in the action.  There is, 

as well, a dramatic distancing from the typical religiosity found in the rest of the 

romances we are discussing.  Love, neither simple and naïve as in Chariton and 

Xenophon, nor the “cosmic force” as Longus depicts it (Reardon The Form of Greek 

Romance 37), is the focus of the first two chapters (one quarter of the work), and the love 

at first sight motif is slightly modified in that, although Klitophon falls at Eros’s first 

arrow, Leukippe’s love develops gradually, and she must be wooed.  Holzberg points out 

that in Chariton and Xenophon the erotic element was restricted to three basic steps: 

falling in love at first sight, the pledging of undying faithfulness, and marrying after 

impressive resistance to all temptations (Holzberg 93).  Achilles Tatius modifies this 

austere pattern.  In addition, he complicates the erotic theme by including a criss-crossed 

pair of lovers (a love quadrangle consisting of Klitophon-Mellite and Thersander-

Leukippe), while having both the protagonists operate as go-betweens for the wayward 

inclinations of these spouses.75 

                                                
75 Reardon finds it difficult to distinguish or separate “the romantic convention of love” from the social act, 
the seduction, the intrigue, and the amatory complication” (The Form of Greek Romance, 37). 
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 Although the other ideal Greek novels are considered serious in tone and purpose, 

Achilles Tatius deviates from this pattern with a slightly ironical distance from his hero 

and the events of his story.  One might say that throughout his work, Achilles Tatius 

seems to be ridiculing the convention of romantic love, making sport of simple 

sentiments with which the Greek novels are endowed.  He offers a long digression on the 

tears and the pity they arouse (3.14); he allows Klitophon to muse skeptically over the 

“possibility of virginity in a man” (5.20, repeated 8.5, emphasis ours); he includes a 

philosophical discussion between Klitophon, Menelaus, and Clinias regarding the love of 

women compared with love of men (2.35-38).  As he breaks up the pattern we have seen 

in the previous novels by employing over-exploitations of conventions, Achilles Tatius 

appears to be playing with the rules rather than by the rules.76  He utilizes three 

Scheintods,77 with subsequent “resurrections”, three letters, several suicide attempts, 

multiple, extensive recapitulations, two love-stories of primary interest instead of one 

(Leukippe-Klitophon and Calligone-Callisthenes), triple attempted seduction of 

Klitophon (by Melite, Arsake and a man), two trials by ordeal, and four dreams.78  

                                                
76 Cervantes, too, is recognized for his manipulation of literary conventions.  It is abundantly clear that in 
the Quijote, while Cervantes is parodying many of the defects of the novels of chivalry, at the same time, 
he is also deliberately recreating the novel of chivalry in a new and improved version. 
 
77 Twice Leukippe appears to die right before Klitophon’s eyes, and, once, she “dies” in a vivid narrative 
told to him in prison. 
 
78 Hägg indicates that Achilles Tatius works mostly with “symbolic dreams,” which frequently have a dual 
purpose:  an immediate function in the action and a deeper meaning, which is revealed later to the 
characters and to the reader (Narrative Technique, 343). 
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 Indeed, numerous authors79 advance the idea that this author wrote with the 

intention to parody the standard elements of the novel evident in the works of his 

predecessors.  Rattenbury remarks that Achilles Tatius “did not exactly parody his 

predecessors, but it is suggested that by attempting to humanize romance, he…showed up 

the absurdities of the usual stories” (256-57).  Durham agrees, in part, and demonstrates 

that Achilles Tatius focused specifically on ridiculing the “‘unreasonable’ morality” 

adopted by previous novelists, and that he made a conscious effort to make his story more 

absurd than theirs (4).  He mocks particularly the superhuman heroes and heroines of his 

forerunners who act at considerable variance to the “official” standard of conduct. His 

lovers are not the incarnation of purity and faithfulness we encounter in the other novels.  

Leukippe is initially a willing lover and readily acquiesces to Klitophon’s overtures, but 

is thwarted only by her mother’s intrusion.  After their aborted liaison, Leukippe boldly 

begs Klitophon to take her away from her parents.  Only later does Leukippe turn chaste, 

but not because of obdurate virtue; rather, her change of direction is due to Artemis’s 

intervention and the injunction that she remain chaste until marriage.80  Durham points 

out how Klitophon is blatantly “unheroic,” which is noted in his repeated outbursts of 

grief, abject sentimentality, and constant threats of suicide, as well as his unfaithfulness 

to Leukippe:  he succumbs, out of pity, to Melite’s lustful advances after he discovers 
                                                
79 The following are among the authors that offer examples of Achilles Tatius’s irony, parody and humor:  
Cizek; Haight, 104, 108; Wolff, 216-17. 
 
80 Morales concludes that, after Artemis’s visit, Leukippe becomes not only virgin, but “‘extra-virgin’,” 
defending herself with “all the defiance and display of a Christian martyr” ("Introduction," xxvii).  Once 
Leukippe is restored to her parents, ironically, her father, upon learning of her misfortunes, has grave 
doubts about her claim to chastity, especially in view of her exposure to pirates and service as a slave.  To 
erase all uncertainty, she must prove her virginity through the trial of the syrinx (8.4, 8.14). 
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Leukippe is alive.  In the last book, while relating to the priest and Sostratus (Leukippe’s 

father) his and Leukippe’s adventures, Klitophon touches briefly on his relationship with 

Melite, omitting the scene in which he provided Melite the “remedy” for her ailing soul 

(8.4), and glibly remarks, “if one can speak of such a thing as male virginity, this is my 

relationship to Leukippe up to now.”  Earlier, Klitophon proudly admits to having 

previous, multiple sexual experiences with prostitutes  (2.37), a situation unparalleled in 

the other ancient Greek novels.  Further proof of his non-heroic persona is observed as 

Klitophon blames Fortune for everything and never protects himself when pummeled and 

verbally abused by Thersandros.  Not only does Klitophon show no resistance, but also 

he takes pride in the way his teeth extract vengeance on Thersandros’s knuckles for the 

damage the latter has inflicted on his nostrils.  Furthermore, Klitophon is credulous 

enough to believe the story of a fellow prisoner who communicates Leukippe’s murder, 

loses courage entirely, and wants to be executed (Durham 4-9). 

 Another example of Achiles Tatius’s use of parody is apparent in the scarcely 

credible trial scene and the irony that Klitophon is tried and condemned for the death of 

the person he loved.  And lastly, one cannot ignore the parody operative in the use of the 

test of fidelity, a measure common in medieval tales, while in the Greek novels, the 

heroines are subjected to a trial of virginity (Durham 11 n72).  Melite’s ordeal, in the 

waters of the holy Styx, ostensibly a manner of confirming her marital fidelity, is ordered 

by the judges and successfully, but ironically, “proves” her faithfulness only on the basis 

that no intercourse with Klitophon occurred while Thersander was absent from Ephesus 

(8.14).  There can be no doubt that Achilles Tatius’s ample use of irony and parody is a 
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characteristic that distinguishes him from the other Greek authors of the novel of love and 

adventure.81  Another differentiating element we find in Achilles Tatius’s recounting of 

this freely invented, serious love affair is the fact that the action takes place, not in a 

historical setting, but rather, in the times of the author himself, although not to himself 

personally.  Perry finds this break from tradition to be “without parallel…in ancient 

literature” (The Ancient Romances 111).  

 In the area of characterization, Achilles Tatius again sets himself apart from the 

other other Greek writers.  Although he presents many types, the loyal friend, the lustful, 

imperious noble, the sometimes distraught but always resourceful heroine, the 

impassioned lover, both a hero and heroine of noble heritage possessed of exceptional  

beauty, and others, we perceive an effort to represent the inner thought processes of 

several individual characters and a certain “psychological depth” (Brioso Sánchez and 

Crespo Güemes 151) and complexity as the author attempts to explain emotional 

reactions and display a tolerance for human weaknesses, resulting in an obvious 

humanization of the rigorous morals evident in the other romances.82  Human 

psychology rules the action, not Tyche, and that psychological development leads us to 

speak of “realism” in this work.  For example, we follow Leukippe through stages that 

include insomnia, fear, awkwardness, boldness, and hope as her love for Klitophon 

blossoms (Reardon Courants Littéraires Grecs 363).  We see Sostratus, Leukippe’s 

                                                
81 Morales says, “Achilles Tatius exhibits a comic disregard for any pious laudation of chastity and 
virginity” (xxvii). 
 
82 “Les actants d’Achille Tatius semblent assez complexes, grâce à l’alternance des réactions réalistes, 
milésiennes, et des accès de vertu exaltante” (Cizek, 113). 
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father, incredulous before the assertion that his daughter is still a virgin; the intrigue of 

Klitophon and Melite shows much finesse as the hero ardently resists the “other woman” 

until he is assured of reunion with his beloved.  However, true “character development” 

(the characters actually evolve) appears in the depiction of Callisthenes and Melite, the 

latter perhaps “the most elaborately drawn character” we have yet to see (Haight 105).  

Love transforms Callisthenes, a wealthy orphan, from a self-centered, volatile figure to a 

courteous and virtuous individual.  He later becomes philanthropic, trains for military 

service, and wins distinction in warfare”.  Melite is granted a detailed physical 

description.  She expresses her feelings subtly and plausibly, without inhibition, as she 

tries to convince Klitophon to succumb to her desire, and, as well, in the scene where she 

attempts to make peace with her infuriated husband, Thersander. Other facets of her 

personality emerge as she exhibits charm and generosity to the jailer and mercy to slaves 

(Haight 107).  We support Reardon in his judgment that Achilles Tatitus’s story “peut 

traiter tout aussi bien d’êtres humains que de marionettes” (Courants Littéraires Grecs 

365). 
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Heliodorus of Emesa --- Aithiopika83 

 Heliodorus’s Aithiopika is the latest of the extant Greek extended prose narratives 

and the fact that twenty-four known manuscripts exist (Morgan "Heliodorus" 424), dating 

from the late eleventh century to the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, corroborates 

Wolff’s claim that the Emesian’s novel was very popular and influential (196).  In fact, 

MacQueen attests that of all the ancient Greek novelists, Heliodorus had the “most 

palpable influence on the earliest European novels” (154).  

 The very first words of Heliodorus’s exordium set his romance apart from those 

of other novelists by beginning the story in medias res and, thereby, disassociating his 

tale from history, whose first words were expected to provide the ancient reader with 

information regarding what kind of a book he was reading and something, at least, of 

what it is about, while also providing the author’s name and provenance.  Heliodorus 

shuns those formalities and plunges abruptly into his narrative, albeit from an oblique 

point of view, creating tension.  This declaration of independence for narrative prose is an 

astounding innovation, as Heliodorus acknowledges implicitly that he is a novelist 

(MacQueen 145-46).  In this work, the narrator, nevertheless, stays very much in the 

                                                
83 This novel was written between 350-375 A.D.  From the seventh century on it also circulated as 
Charikleia.  The editio princeps was published in Basle in 1534, the editor having simply transcribed Ms M 
“with a fair sprinkling of misreadings and misprints.”  The next complete text printed was that of 
Commelinus (Heidelberg 1596), reprinted in Lyon in 1611, with the major advance that the editor collated 
four sources to produce it.  A French translation by Amyot came out in 1547, and a Latin translation by 
Warschewiczki was published in 1551.  A German version appeared in 1554, an Italian in 1559 and an 
English one in 1569 (Morgan, "Heliodorus,", 419, 421, 426).  In Spain, among the extant translations 
(several have been lost), we find a direct translation from Amyot’s French version, published in Antwerp, 
but the most important version in regards to the number of editions as well as the quality of the text was 
Fernando de Mena’s translation (1587), entitled La historia de los dos leales amantes Theágenes y 
Charikleia, a version that saw four additional editions.  See González Rovira for further details (20-23).  
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background, with the truth emerging dramatically from the characters as they learn what 

we readers learn. 

 Heliodorus’s romance is the longest and most sophisticated of the ancient Greek 

novels; its heroes are of even nobler extraction,84 and, according to Morgan,  “their 

beauty and moral worth exceeds that of their predecessors.” This critic also regards the 

Aithiopika as “something of a throw-back, disregarding the new moral and psychological 

possibilities opened up by Achiles Tatius and Longus, and reverting to the historical 

setting of the earliest novels” ("Heliodorus" 439).  While retaining the conventional 

devices of Greek novels of love and adventure (dreams, epiphanies, oracles oaths, 

recapitulations, letters, soliloquies, conversation and rhetorical speeches, mediated 

suicide, apparent death and resurrection, mistaken identities, etc.) and integrating them 

completely in the plot, Aithiopika displays additional innovations.  The romantic pattern 

of separation and reunion is replaced with one of return and recognition; the movement is 

not circular with the protagonists ending up where they started.85  Charikleia returns to 

her native Ethiopia, and her royal status as princess is reestablished.  Fusillo notes that 

while the other novels “use a linear time for a circular story,” Heliodorus “uses a circular 

time for a linear story.”  On the other hand, the narration is:  

                                                
84 Only two other princess heroines are known:  Semiramis in the Ninos Romance and Chione in the 
fragmentary Chione Romance (Morgan, "Heliodorus," 439). 
 
85 Reardon, also points out Heliodorus’s “linearity.”  He asserts that Theagenes’s and Charikleia’s 
adventures are outgrowths of a bourgeois life:  “il [Heliodorus] l’a [le voyage] modifié dans son essence en 
ce qu’il a fait de la fin de son histoire en même temps son but” (Courants Littéraires Grecs, 384). 
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. . .totally anti-linear. . .following the model of the Odyssey, but with an original 

use of mystery and suspense; it starts in mediis rebus with the pirates attacking the 

couple on the banks of the Nile, then goes back to the beginning and tells the 

previous episodes in the middle of the novel, where the opening scene is narrated 

from a different perspective, and moves on toward the final triumph. . . (Fusillo 

78)86 

 Additionally, notable is the fact that the protagonists are physically separated for 

only a short time in the novel.  The differences between the separate parts of the novel 

reside in the varied participation of the heroes in the action, which, in turn, depends on 

the number and importance of the scenes in which the heroes take part. Schissel von 

Fleschenberg points out that occasionally, the main action is demoted to an insignificant 

episode, and minor actions, often with secondary characters, advance the main storyline.  

This is clearly seen in 6.1-5, where the frame story (Knemon—Kalasiris) relates to minor 

characters, while the added stories concern the major actors of the novel, who at this 

point do not influence the action nor are they the center of attention (51, 54).  

 Heliodorus also distinguishes himself as a master of entrelacement, achieving 

with expert convolution and intricacy an interlocking integration of characters and a 

“tightly linked chain of interdependent occurrences,” forging seemingly unrelated events 

and people into a story that is, at once, more complex and also more “economical,” in 

that the author unifies the action instead of presenting a series of basically stand-alone 

                                                
86 This critic claims that what makes the Aithiopika unique from a thematic as well as a narrative 
perspective is this “grand architecture” (Courants Littéraires Grecs, 79). 
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episodes.87  The relationship between Charikles, priest of Pythian Apollo at Delphi (and 

Charikleia’s foster father), and the Egyptian, Kalasiris, high priest of Isis, provides links 

to the past, but also a projection of future actions.  Charikles narrates the birth, exposure 

and deliverance to him of Charikleia by Sisimithres88 and establishes the groundwork for 

the course of events to come, as Kalarsiris becomes her guardian and assists in the 

restoration of her birthright.   

 Further evidence of Heliodorus’s masterful intertwining web of characters and 

events is seen in the various roles played by Tisbe and Thyamis in that they both function 

as bridges from one section of the novel to another and conjoin the main characters to 

others vital to their journey as well.  Tisbe is associated with Knemon as a former slave 

of Demainete (his stepmother), as well as (at the latter’s request) Knemon’s seductress 

(part of a plot concocted by Demainete to punish her stepson for rejecting her amorous 

advances), and she is partly responsible for Knemon’s banishment.  Tisbe is also the 

lover of Nausicles, a merchant friend of Kalasiris, and dies by Thyamis’s sword, the 

pirate leader mistaking her for Charikleia.  Even in death, Tisbe becomes an object of 

mis-identification as Knemon and Theagenes believe her corpse to be that of Charikleia.  

Tetra-like, too, is Thyamis’s role, as he performs in different sections of the novel as 

pirate, possible assassin or husband of Charikleia, son of Kalasiris, deposed priest of Isis, 

and helpmate/friend of Theagenes in the search for Charikleia, and protector and 
                                                
87 Morgan, "Heliodorus," 400.  See also Sandy for a detailed analysis of the complexity of Heliodorus’s 
plot maneuvering (Heliodorus, 21-74). 
  
88 This occurs in a story within a story as Kalasiris is relating to Knemon background information 
regarding Theagenes and Charikleia, and, within that narration, Kalasiris includes Charikles’s narration of 
how Charikleia came to consider him her “father.” 
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advocate for both hero and heroine.  With a tightly woven texture, Heliodorus avoids one 

of the weaknesses perceived in some of the other romances, that of lack of direction and 

unity, exemplified by the tendency to fall apart into a series of exciting, sometimes 

repetitive, but only loosely connected, adventures.  

 In his work, Heliodorus exhibits mastery of the use of multiple points of view and 

also, measured release of information (Sandy Heliodorus 3).  He is artfully opaque in the 

handling of intrigue.  Heliodorus entices his reader to reach further by teasing and 

surprising him/her with persistent games of partial knowledge as he loses few 

opportunities to bewilder, while avoiding another weakness of the conventional romantic 

narrative, monotony of means, which leads to predictability (Anderson Ancient Fiction 

128-31).  As previously noted, the narrative does not follow a linear chronological 

sequence.  Heliodorus opens his in the middle of the story, in medias res89, and it is not 

until the end of the fifth book (halfway through the novel!) that the reader is fully 

informed of the events that lead up to the opening tableau and that scene is 

disambiguated.   

 According to Morgan, Heliodorus deliberately withholds information to induce 

puzzlement and speculation ("Heliodorus" 441-42).  The author makes a “hermeneutic 

demand” on the reader, obliging the latter to follow the story as it develops, reassembling 

and interpreting it.  The author moves away from telling his story toward showing it, as 

                                                
89 The Aitiopika is the only novel of love and adventure from the first through the fourth centureies A.D. 
that uses this technique as an opening strategy, but it appears in the secondary stories of the other novels.  It 
is not a new technique, but had already been used by Homer and Virgil.  See Schevill, "Studies in 
Cervantes:  Persiles y Sigismunda.  [Part] I. Introduction" and "Studies in Cervantes:  Persiles y 
Sigismunda.  [Part] II. The Question of Heliodorus."  
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he enlists the reader into an actively interpretive role.  The omniscient author removes 

himself from most of the text, and the reader frequently receives a visual description of 

what any observer present at the imaginary scene might have witnessed.  Sometimes the 

reader is presented with the point of view of a single character or group inside the fiction, 

these figures acting as an imaginative point of identification for the reader, and, at other 

times, the narrator represents himself as a reader, as he strictly records data, providing no 

extrinsic information.  The reader becomes an “imaginative participant,” and Morgan 

claims that Heliodorus’s “narrative mode” is “unique” in the ancient genre (442).  In his 

article analyzing this mode, Morgan examines the characteristic pattern of withholding 

information (“the riddle”), the releasing of information obliquely and gradually (“the 

clues”), and then, the subsequent explaining of it in retrospect (“the answer”).  This 

system constitutes Heliodorus’s manner of avoiding the predictability of the stereotyped 

basic plot ("The Aithiopika of Heliodoros" 103). 

 A religious sentiment and aura pervade this novel of ambiguity and mystification, 

as no fewer than five priests act prominently in the development of the intrigue, 

representing three different gods and religions.  They are Charikles, priest of Apollo at 

Delphi, Sisimithres, an Ethiopian Gymnosophist, Kalasiris, priest of Isis, his two sons, 

Thyamis (who turns to piracy after his younger brother usurps his post) and Petosiris 

(deposed in the novel by the rightful holder of the position, his older brother, Thyamis), 

As an acolyte of Artemis, Charikleia’s piousness and devotion to purity manifest 

themselves constantly, and her efforts are rewarded at the end when she is conferred the 

position of priestess.  Forward movement of the plot is provided by a system of divine 
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intervention via oracles, dreams, and apparitions.  We read numerous passages when a 

character “senses the hand of god,” and Heliodorus employs terms that are ambiguous, 

sometimes referring to “divine entities” while others seeming to imply events being 

caused by divine malevolence, “a malign or vengeful power operating at a level between 

gods and men” (Morgan "Heliodorus" 449).  But overall, Heliodorus seems to not 

provide any clear distinction between gods and the concepts of destiny or chance.  

Morgan refers to the Aithiopika as a “religiose” text, as Heliodorus resorts to frequent 

references to supernatural agencies, but the critic sees Providence as only “Plot in 

disguise.”  We, as well, fail to see any consistency in the treatment of “religion” and 

concur with Morgan in his analysis that the “whole divine apparatus” is “a literary device 

to give the plot a sense of direction, purpose, and eventual closure, rather than a statement 

of belief intended to instruct its readers in the ways of god” ("An Ethiopian Story" 

350).90  

 In the structure of this work, Heliodorus introduces a new element in prose 

romance, one which he has borrowed from Homer, that of the flashback.91  While the 

structure of romance is generally epic, its action and emotional content are often 

dramatic.  Haight believes the Aithiopika reveals most strongly a structure of drama, as 

the characters move as though on stage, and the plot moves forward “in a manner that 

                                                
90 This position is in opposition to the theory originated by Kerényi (1927) and developed by Merkelbach 
(1962) in which ancient fictions are judged to be cult texts of mystery religions in antiquity (Morgan, 
"Heliodorus," 446).  See also Merkelbach, 283-95 and Reardon, The Form of Greek Romance, 170-75.  
 
91 Reardon, The Form of Greek Romance, 40.  Also, Reardon, Courants Littéraires Grecs, 386. 
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resembles the modern cinema” (80-83).92  Anderson indicates how Heliodorus has 

woven into his “epic or tragic texture” a convoluted subplot, reminiscent of New 

Comedy:  the tale of the fortunes of Knemon.  Overall, we see that Heliodorus has 

commandeered a wide range of standard classic material.  Homer is ubiquitous; allusions 

to Euripidean tragedy appear; he also incorporates a “whole texture” of Herodotean 

history and “a Herodotean world view.”93  Hägg points out also the influence of the field 

of philosophy, which is revealed in a number of Platonic reminiscences.  Seemingly 

intent upon the inclusion of his masterpiece in the corpus of classical literature, 

Heliodorus embraces influences from various quarters while determining to not lose his 

own identity (The Novel in Antiquity 73, 70). 

 Other distinctive features of Heliodorus’s romance include the marked absence of 

non-functional digressions, inclusion of only a few dangerous adventures, separation of 

the heroes limited to only one occasion, and the ubiquity of surprises, down to the last 

moment in which we are treated to a zoological charade involving Theagenes as well as a 

horse and bull that have been stampeded by a giraffe.  But, it is also in the area of 

characterization that Heliodorus separates himself from his predecessors. 

 Rattenbury labels the characters in the Aithiopika “marionettes. . .agitées” 

“personages conventionnels,” never “êtres de chair et de sang.”  Emphasizing that 

characterization was a weak point overall in the Greek novels (a generalization expressed 

                                                
92 Maillon also comments on the cinematographic aspect of Heliodorus’s structure (XCII).  
 
93 The influence of Herodotean history is seen in the detailed descriptions of campaigns and sieges  
(Anderson, Ancient Fiction, 48). 
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by many scholars who study the Greek novels), he claims that the majority consists of 

types, “le soupirant vertueux, le noble pirate, la princesse frivole, le juste roi,” limited to 

making speeches, lamenting and complaining (XXI-XXII).  On the other hand, although 

the translator, Jean Maillon, feels that most of the main characters are “simplifiés à 

l’excès,” he identifies Kalisiris as “le plus vivant,” and Charikleia as a feminine figure 

full of passion:  “pas une défaillance, même au milieu des pires dangers…Elle doute de la 

Providence, se méfie de Théagène, flaire les pièges de la perfidie féminine et n‘hésite 

pas…à conseiller le mensonge à son candide fiancé.”  For Maillon, the secondary 

characters, in general, are “plus vrais et plus vivants,” such as the figures of vice, 

Demainete and Arsake, along with the infamous Kybele, who are full of life and 

portrayed with nuances and verisimilitude (LXXXIX-XC).  Feuillatre, however, is 

impressed by the way that the constant variety of characters gives spark to the story.  He 

argues that, although Heliodorus seems not to be concerned with his characters’ physical 

appearance, the “portrait moral” of many, and particularly of the secondary actors, 

receives detailed attention.  Their psychological individuality shines through in the 

“réflexions. . . hesitations…révoltes” that precede their actions, as well as in the remorse, 

feelings of joy or sadness that follow.  Throughout the novel, the author displays the 

feelings of his characters by means of gestures, changes in attitude or physiology, all of 

which succeed in bringing them to life.  For example, we notice the joy exhibited on the 

face of the pirate Trachinos, or on Kybele, Arsake’s servant, and Persina, Queen of 

Ethiopia.  Heliodorus utilizes nuances of desperation and shame.  The psychology of the 

crowd is constantly reflected in the exterior manifestations of their feelings (20-21).  We 
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are treated to individuals such as Thyamis, of honest heart, a generous soul, bandit by 

necessity, capable of pity toward Charikleia and his own traitorous brother, Petosiris.  

Thyamis is contrasted to his sibling, an intriguer without scruples, consumed with 

jealousy and blinded by power.  The two adulteresses, insidiously wicked Demainete and 

sexually insatiable Arsake, are markedly different, the former more overtly vengeful, but 

less cautious and more easily blinded by her personal passion for Knemon, but one who 

weaves too many webs and does not hesitate to detroy her husband, Kenmon, and Thisbe.  

Demainete’s demise constitutes strictly a matter of misidentification and being in the 

wrong place at the wrong time.  In Achilles Tatius, Oroodante’s wife, Arsake, operates 

within certain constraints because of her position of power (wife of the satrap) and is 

totally dependant on her nursemaid, Kybele, who cleverly devises strategies to achieve 

her mistress’s passion.  Arsake does not perceive the consequences of Kybele’s various 

self-serving plans and is easily betrayed by Kybele’s own son, Archaimedes, upon his 

mother’s request.  In the end, both lustful adulteresses recognize the unsustainability of 

their convoluted intrigue, neither succeeds in the consummation of her lust, and each dies 

at her own handout of fear of public repudiation.  Kalasiris, in the Aithiopika, is, perhaps, 

the most carefully depicted of all the characters, equivocal and contradictory.  He is as 

capable of dissertating about the sources of the Nile and about Homer, while also 

demonstrating belief in magic and the words of apparitions.  In Kalasiris, Winkler finds 

evidence of a bifurcation of his character in that, at times, he exhibits the personae of a 

holy man and at other of a “charlatan swindler.”94 
                                                
94 "The Mendacity of Kalasiris and the Narrative Strategy of Heliodoros' Aithiopika," 329-50.  In this 
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 The Aithiopika has been canonized as the “classic” Greek romance.  It is possible 

that Heliodorus’s work may represent the last romance of love, travel, and adventure 

written in antiquity.  Hägg proposes that this author is both the “climax and the 

termination of a long tradition” (The Novel in Antiquity 70).  By adeptly orchestrating the 

typical elements appearing in earlier ancient Greek novels, Heliodorus at once identifies 

himself with a tradition and differentiates himself from it, managing to create a work that 

has repeatedly inspired countless authors through the ages, down to the present day.95  

 We have no evidence of any ancient Greek novels being written after the 

Aithiopika.  The pagan era which had stimulated the rise of the ancient novel was 

followed by “an ideologically motivated, ‘closed society’ in which the exploration of 

human conduct was subordinated to theology” (Reardon "The Greek Novel" 221).  “In 

the age of asceticism in the East, which is sometimes called the Dark Age that, from a 

humanistic standpoint, extended from the fourth century to approximately to the middle 

of the ninth,” the novel of love and adventure is replaced with the biography of a saint, in 

Perry’s terms the “martyr-epic” or “saintly epic” (Perry The Ancient Romances 102). 

Hägg defines the hagiographic novel as “the life of a saint in which the fictitious element 

has got the upper hand.”  Hagiography becomes an important literary genre that exhibits 

                                                                                                                                            
article, Winkler goes into great detail regarding Kalasiris’s duplicity and his complex role in the narrative. 
 
95 For the information regarding the Nachleben (fortunes) of the Aithiopika in some of the Western 
literatures, see, among others, the following:  for English literature, Wolff; for French and British literature, 
Sandy, "The Heritage."  (Sandy forgets Núñez de Reinoso’s Los amores de Clareo y Florisea y los trabajos 
de la sin ventura Isea when he claims that “imitations and adaptations of Greek novels begin in Western 
Europe with Nicolas de Montreaux’s Oeuvre de la chasteté, 1595-1599”.)  For Spanish and Portuguese 
literature, see Pinheiro and Gonzalez Rovira, 153-97.  Huet writes of the origin of the novel in the East and 
of its Western progeny, XCVI-CI. 
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books of very different kinds, from popular to ultra-literary, from fictitious to factual 

(Hägg The Novel in Antiquity 165, 64).  Later, in the early eleventh century, there was 

“burst of metaphrastic activity” as the older hagiography was recast into the “high” 

register, a hyper-correct Attic language96 and saints’ lives were no longer written.97 

Twelfth Century Byzantine (Komnenian) Novels98 

 In this section, we will look at the correctly labeled Byzantine literature of 

Byzantium.99  In twelfth century Byzantium, the writers looked back into the works of 

those of the first through the fourth centuries for inspiration, themes, and techniques.  

Particularly Achilles Tatius and Heliodorus were much read and esteemed in this age.100  

Nevertheless, the Byzantine novelists were not attempting slavish imitations.  They 

adapted the skeletal structure of the ancient novels and manipulated the ancient discourse, 

integrating it with voices of other discourse, and created a medium for offering their own 

                                                
96 Attic was also used for romances in the twelfth century (Beaton, The medieval Greek romance  11). 
 
97 Mango, 249. Browning, 153. 
 
98 Unless otherwise indicated, our information regarding the medieval Greek romances comes from 
Roderick Beaton’s book The medieval Greek romance on the page numbers referenced in parentheses. 
 
99 Beaton casts a dissenting vote in regard to this designation, preferring to refer to the Greek secular 
literature of 12th and 14th century Byzantium as “medieval Greek romances”.  See page one for his 
reasoning.  He additionally points out that, since the term “Byzantine literature” refers to texts written 
exclusively in Greek, using it produces the false image of linguistic homogeneity, when, in reality, 
literature produced in the Byzantine Empire was also written in Latin, Syrian, Coptic, Church Slavonic, 
Armenian, and Georgian (8). 
  
100 Partial proof of this lies in the number of manuscripts which have survived, but we also know that 
leading Byzantine intellectuals of different centuries “mentioned, compared, and interpreted” the works of 
these two men.  (Hägg, The Novel in Antiquity, 74). 
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new and special statements reflecting the specific climate of their own time and place 

(MacAlister "Byzantine Developments" 277-78).  There seems to be a genuine effort to 

renew the ancient Greek models, as the twelfth-century authors repeat, exaggerate, omit, 

and transform the old thematic elements (Beaton, The medieval Greek romance 49-

69).101  

 We will begin by covering some of the factors that spawned a renewed interest in 

the conventions of ancient Greek novels after an interval of approximately eight hundred 

years, and the subsequent revival and re-creation of the novel as a genre in the twelfth 

century, when the ancient novels were re-appropriated.  Brief comparisons will be 

followed by more detailed discussions of each of the twelfth century texts. 

 Back in the ninth century, an incipient renewal of enthusiasm for classical literary 

culture is first perceived with Photius:  “he seems to have been at the centre of a group of 

officials and others interested in widening and deepening their knowledge of their literary 

heritage” (Browning 99).  Rhetorical theory of antiquity was revived and studied, and 

men produced commentaries on the great textbooks of the past.  In this classicizing 

“Renaissance” of the nineth and tenth century, the rich and varied intellectual life of the 

Macedonian age also saw the production of encyclopedic works (Browning 102, 05).  In 

spite of political instability, constant military engagements, and financial woes in the 

eleventh century, the renewed interest in early Roman Imperial culture continued.   

                                                
101 Beaton compares five thematic elements present in the classical novels and the revival novels. 
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 Of particular importance to the reappearance and development of narrative fiction 

in twelfth-century Byzantium is the proto-romance Diyenís Akrítis,102 said to have been 

composed somewhere around the middle to the end of the eleventh century (29)103 by a 

moderately educated man, perhaps a monk,104   

…whose overriding purpose was to preserve something, of the heroic stories of 

his homeland by giving them literary form and linking them to the literary 

precedents of Homer and Hellenistic narrative. . .The truth seems to be that the 

poem consciously initiates a movement from the harsh world of oral epic or 

heroic ballad, in which men prove their honour by fighting and women are 

abducted, raped or brutally killed, towards the world of the romances that came to 

be written later in the same century, in which human, secular love transcends the 

workings of a cruel and capricious fate. (47) 

This extended narrative about a secular hero has been identified as “by far the most 

important precursor of the fully fledged revival of the romance genre in the twelfth 

century” (28).  There is no precedent in Byzantine literature for the heroic genre, and 

Beaton affirms that this text qualifies as “the oldest piece of writing of any length to be 

written in a form of modern Greek,” making this heroic narrative the equivalent in 

                                                
102 A summary of this Greek vernacular poem is found in Appendix G.  There seem to be two accepted 
spellings for the first name: Diyenís and Digenes and two for the last:  Akrítis and Akrites.  We will use 
Beaton’s spelling:  Diyenís Akrítis. 
 
103 This dating is supported by Mavrogordato also (lxxxiv).  
 
104 Besides the author’s having drawn possibly on material from the oral tradition, Beaton claims that the 
author seems to have been inspired by other literary traditions, such as secular hagiography, the the ancient 
Greek romances, the Alexander romance, and Homer (46-47).   
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western Europe of the Chanson de Roland, the Nibelungenlied, and the Poema del Mio 

Cid.  The critic is also confident that a vernacular version of this text was circulating in 

the mid-twelfth century and influenced literary developments of that time (29).  Diyenís 

is a hero of border warfare in the tenth century against Moslems and robber knights, on 

the outskirts of the Empire, and this “warrior-epic”, which stands at “the head of a line of 

epic-romantic development in the East, “is profoundly similar to that represented in the 

West by the chanson de geste…and the romance of chivalry as a whole” (Perry, The 

Ancient Romances 103).  

 Beginning in 1081, the tough military emperor Aléxios I Komninós ascended to 

the throne of the Byzantine Empire,105 initiating a dynasty recognized for its firm and 

relatively stable rule, that continued for almost one hundred years, until its collapse in the 

final decades of the twelfth century, which were marked by civil disorder.  During the 

reigns of the three Komnenian emperors, (Aléxios 1081-118, his son John II, 1118-1143, 

and the latter’s son, Michael, 1143-1180), the army assured the Byzantine Empire’s 

security, which had been shattered ten years before at the defeat in the Battle of Manziert.  

In that conflict of 1071, the Byzantine army under the emperor Romanós IV Dioyénis 

was defeated by the Seljuk Turks, and, for the next ten years, Central Anatolia, the 

geographical and economic heartland of the eastern empire since Roman times, lived 

under Turkish rule.  It was in the years following that defeat that literary fiction, dormant 

                                                
105 Also called the Eastern Roman Empire.  The Byzantine Empire from 1081-1204 coincided with the 
areas of Greek colonization in the ancient world.  From 1071 onwards the language of almost all 
Byzantines was, for the first time, Greek (Beaton, The medieval Greek romance, 7, 11). 
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since the fourth century (except for its ecclesiastical offshoot, the saint’s life), began to be 

rekindled. 

 In the mid-twelfth century, secular novel and satire suddenly appear with 

innovative adaptations of long-forgotten literary conventions of the ancient Greek novels.  

Beaton contends that “It is impossible not to see the revival of the romance in the twelfth 

century in terms of an increasing secularization and the search for a new identity among 

Byzantine literati in the generations that came after the defeat at Manzikert 1071” (10, 

28).  We consider these novels to be of importance for our study in that they constitute an 

example of how authors in a different time period can be inspired by and manipulate 

previously written material to produce original and appealing works for their 

contemporary audience.  Beaton reminds us in these four twelfth-century texts, there is 

good reason to seek clues for the existence of contacts between eastern and western 

literature during the twelfty century (49).  As we move toward our analysis of the 

Quijote, we will see time and time again how writers’ efforts to re-appropriate and 

combine themes, narrative techniques, motifs of diverse literary traditions,result in 

literary creations that amalgamate elements from earlier genres and times, creating 

original and appealing material for a new audience in a different time period.  

 In the literature of the Komnenian era we perceive “. . .two apparently 

contradictory trends in the literature . . :  the simultaneous cultivation of hyper-correct 

‘Attic’ language, in which the divorce between spoken and written Greek is pushed to an 

unprecedented extreme, and of the vernacular, not just as a means of expression. . .but 
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also as a source for literary material” (11).106  Interest in the high Atticist lanuage 

indicates,  

 . . .the search is for the authentication of that identity in a past as remote, and 

therefore authoritative, as that of the Bible; in the case of the writers who 

experimented with the vernacular. . .similar authentication is sought. . .in 

something shared as a lowest common denominator:  the language of the street 

and the names of trades and utensils in poems attributed to Pródromos, the 

common heritage of proverbial wisdom in [Michael] Glykás. (11) 

A third linguistic register exists between these extremes, one based on the ancient Koine, 

that was characteristic of the gospels, early church fathers’ and saints’ lives.  In the 

twelfth century, this “middle” style was used for didactic and popularizing literature (12).  

The twelfth century novelists exploited all three registers.   

 The Komnenian novels,107 written in the learned literary ancient Greek (high 

style) are Rodánthi and Dosiklís by Theódoros Pródromos, Drósilla and Chariklís by 

Nikítas Evyenianós, Arístandros and Kallithéa by Konstandínos Manassís  (surviving 

only in fragments), all three in accentual verse, and, a fourth, composed in prose, Ysmíni 

and Ysminías by Efstáthios Makremvolítis.108  None of these novels has been dated with 

exactitude, although it is generally agreed that the initiative in the revival was taken by 

                                                
106 In each instance, the writer is looking to establish his and his public’s identity as Greek. 
 
107 Designated as “revival” novels by MacAlister who dubs the learned literary ‘ancient’ Greek “artificial 
Attic Greek” and “high style” ("Byzantine Developments," 275). 
 
108 See Appendix H for summaries of these four works. 
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Pródromos,109 and that all the works were composed in the middle part of the twelfth 

century (71, n6).  Soviet scholars, Polyakova and Vasilákis, however, do not share this 

view.  They date Makremvolítis’s romance to the early part of the twelfth century, thus 

making his romance pre-date those of Pródromos and Evyenianós (67, n1).  

 Like their ancient models, the Komnenian novels are set in a pagan, non-specific 

ancient or late-antique world.  The gods are the same, with Eros and Tyche being the 

predominant forces in human life, as individuals are subordinated to these irrational, 

cosmic forces; true  “providence” is absent at the level of story in these Byzantine novels 

(67). Chastity and fidelity are idealized against a background of violence and cruelty, 

preferably in oriental surroundings.  The novels of both periods (the ancient Greek and 

the twelfth-century Byzantine) share the theme of love between a young couple who 

confronts a lengthy series of trials and adventures, and whose journey invariably 

terminates in a happy ending.  The writers repeat and exaggerate other thematic elements 

visible in their ancient predecessors’ works, while sometimes these elements even acquire 

radically new meanings.  Parallels with the Byzantine novel and the ancient ones include:  

the linking of their creations with the past (past both as an object of literary allusion and 

as a stage for the action narrated); exploitation of concept of “love as a tyrant,” a cosmic 

force over which individuals are powerless; the manifestation of the interrelationship of 

love, death, and resurrection; the conceded fact of conflict with the mighty and 

indiscriminate force of Chance (Τύχη) and the passive hero; the relationship of nature 

                                                
109 Beaton, The medieval Greek romance, 67 n1, 77-79 and MacAlister, "Byzantine twelfth-century 
romances:  a relative chronology." 
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and art (including narrative art), often shown by  ekphrasis, these descriptions showing 

the superiority of artifice and rhetoric over nature (51-66, 146).  Many of the same 

literary motifs are used and even some of the characters’ names have been recycled.  

Additional links to the ancient Greek narratives noted include: “frequent invocations to 

the uncertainly and malevolence of fate, fake death of the hero or heroine, recovery from 

which is sometimes called a ‘resurrection,’ movement from an early experience of love at 

first sight to its maturing, and testing through a series of adventures and wanderings” 

147).  Each of the twelfth-century novels is constructed with a tripartite structure. 

 Perry indicates that, in Byzantine times, Leukippe and Klitophon and the 

Aithiopika are considered to be the standard for the ancient prose romance genre (The 

Ancient Romances 99), and Hägg calls Heliodorus and Achilles Tatius the “godfathers” 

of this twelfth century revival, perhaps due to the fact that their works existed in a 

number of manuscripts, indicating a larger readership, while Chareas and Callirhoe and 

the Ephesiaka were preserved in only one manuscript (The Novel in Antiquity 74).  The 

four Komnenian writers show their preference in practice:  Pródromus and his younger 

contemporary, Nikítas Evyenianós, imitate, with varying degrees of skill, Heliodorus’s 

compositional technique, but they are equally indebted to Achilles Tatius.  Evyenianós 

makes use of the pastoral tradition, and we detect the influence of Longus in his Drósilla 

and Chariklís.  An analysis of the fragments of Arístandros and Kallithéa reveals that 

Manassís follows Pródromos and Heliodorus in his beginning in medias res, but the 

greater influence is that of Achilles Tatius, not only in entire episodes that are adopted, 
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but also in the order in which they appear and words that are employed.110  From out 

reading of Makremvolítis, we observe that he followd closely Achilles Tatius, using first-

person narrative, dreams, descriptions of gardens, ekphrases of works of art, and analyses 

of mental processes.   

 Beaton emphasizes that “the significance of the twelfth century romances for their 

own time does not lie so much in isolated departures from their models, as in the 

importance which these models came to acquire from being imitated in that way at that 

particular time. . .” (50).  It is significant that the twelfth-century Byzantine authors 

recognized the attractiveness of the basic format presented by the ancient Greek novels, 

but they were intent at interpreting the narrative structure and techniques in their own 

personal way. 

 We now consider the four Komnenian novels individually,111 pointing out, 

particularly, the deviations from their ancient models.112  Even though these are re-

                                                
110 Anastasi, 216-17.  See this article for specific examples of material adopted from Leukippe and 
Klitophon. 
 
111 For information regarding these texts we have relied heavily on the following:  Beaton’s, The medieval 
Greek romance and"The Byzantine Revival of the Ancient Novel"; MacAlister’s, "Byzantine twelfth-
century romances," "Byzantine Developments," and"Ancient and Contemporary," and Nilsson.  
 
112 The selection of the term “novel” to refer to these twelfth-century works is due to their being conscious 
revivals of the early genre.  Whether to describe the works of fiction whose subject is love and adventure of 
the twelfth-century as “novels” or “romances” has constituted a question among Byzantinists, just as it has 
among scholars of the ancient novel.  For the latter group, Hâgg prefers the “unmarked” term “novel,” 
reasoning that it is “less liable to implant prejudices as to the nature of the genre.”  Hägg indicates that the 
use of the generic term “romance” would perhaps create the impression that the Byzantine works and the 
earlier novels differ more greatly in content and convention than they do in reality (The Novel in Antiquity  
4).  In contrast, Beaton explains that he chooses the term “romance” in order to emphasize the links 
between these works and similar literature in the west, and because all but one of the nine Byzantine works 
(four in the twelfth-century, five in the fourteenth) are written in verse (The medieval Greek romance, 1).  
We elect to follow Hägg in referring to this literary works as “novels,” but choose to follow Beaton in the 
spelling of the Byzantine authors’ names, their works, and their characters. 
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interpretations of their antique sources, these novels contain many references to their own 

times, demonstrate a great deal of creativity, and each author, in a slightly different 

manner, tries to work out “the common problems of salvation in the world, and, in the 

text, of the rhetorical possibilities of the written world” (67).113  Rhetoric and the power 

of artifice (verbal and visual) constitute the central props of these tales (Beaton "The 

Byzantine Revival" 716). 

Theódoros Pródromos --- Rodánthi and Dosiklís114  

 Theódoros Pródromos was one of the most prolific and respected writers of the 

age in which he wrote, and his novel Rodánthi and Dosiklís is the most 

uncompromisingly intellectual among the three complete works we possess, filled with 

the author’s views about art, nature, and power (67, 85).  This writer is concerned mostly 

with rhetoric and an author’s inventiveness.  Each of the nine books has tight thematic 

unity. 

 Several aspects of Pródromos’s work do not derive from the ancient Greek 

novels.  One of the most obvious is that Rodánthi and Dosiklís is not written in prose.  

Also, toward the end of the novel, we witness content that has no parallel in the ancient 

Greek novels:  the use of a magical element, a gaudy bush bearing flowers of different 

                                                                                                                                            
 
113 Nilsson (32-35) and Agapitos offer alternate interpretations ("Narrative, Rhetoric and 'Drama' 
Rediscovered:  Scholars and Poets in Byzantium Interpret Heliodorus," 145).  On the growing sensitivity of 
the intellectuals of the late 11th century as a background against which to see the revival of the novel, see 
Macrides and Magdalino, 139-56. 
 
114 The author was born around 1100 and died between the mid-1150’s to shortly after 1170 (Beaton, The 
medieval Greek romance, 67).  
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colors that cures illness (used by Dosiklís to revive Rodánthi).  Beaton speculates that 

this feature, bearing a distant affinity with the magical element in the Arthurian 

romances, could be based on popular tradition or perhaps Arab tales.  It serves as an 

example of what we will see in comparable episodes in the Greek novels of the 

Palaiologan period (fourteenth century).  Also found are oblique references to 

Pródromos’s own time, such as military upbringing of the hero, and details of the 

embassies and battles with pirates, both reflecting the interest of the Komnenian court in 

martial virtues (67-79).  

  Pródromos includes several reversals of conventions found in the ancien Greek 

novels.115  For example, reminiscent of the episode of the impending human sacrifice of 

the hero and heroine in the Aithiopika, Prodrómos’s rendition has Dosiklís and 

Krátandros (the hero’s Greek friend), potential sacrificial victims, in a burst of rhetorical 

mastery, dissuade the Pissan king, Vryáxis, to free them (after two prior postponements 

of their demise).  But when Krátandros’s father adds his rhetorical support to save them, 

the king becomes irritated and impatient and reaffirms the plan to burn the pair, who 

survives only because “fate” intervenes with a shower of rain (borrowed from 

Ephesiaka).  Says Beaton, “Pródromos the rhetor seems here to be deliberately poking 

fun at his own profession:  it isn’t fine words that influence action, but the whims of the 

mighty and the caprices of Chance.”  The writer’s dominant theme throughout the novel 

                                                
115 Beaton, The medieval Greek romance, 70-73. These pages contain additional examples. 
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appears to be the subordination of nature to human artifice, as he attempts to assert that 

human artifice is superior to the works of nature (69,73).  

Nikítas Evyenianós --- Drósilla and Chariklís116 

 Evyenianós, a teacher of rhetoric and secretary at the court of Manuel Komneos 

(Agapitos "Narrative, Rhetoric, and 'Drama'" 146), was a younger contemporary of 

Pródromos who survived him to write a monody on the death of his teacher, and, not 

surprisingly, the principal model for his Drósilla and Chariklís was Pródomos’s 

Rodanthe.  The resemblance is obvious in the structure and in the frequent allusions to 

the elder writer, but Evyenianós also makes use of the pastoral tradition, especially 

Longus (as seen in the initials of the two protagonists and similarity in character names, 

among other borrowings), but in a new way.  His lyricism and linguistic inventiveness, 

manifested in the coining of a significant number of compound words, pre-announce 

these stylistic features of the later vernacular novels.  Evyenianós adds to his novel a 

lyrical elaboration of the theme of love and its associations, as well as love songs and 

love letters and “a whole new iconography of love” (73,75). 

 An important departure from the ancient texts can be observed in Evyenianós’s 

careful integration of a tragic subplot with the main plot, as he delays until the end of the 

novel, even as the principal couple, Drósilla and Chariklís, is felicitously reunited, the 

death of Kléandros’s mistress, Kalligóni, an event which provokes the suicide of her 

bereft lover.  Thus the tragic outcome of the subplot, which has heretofore run parallel, 

                                                
116 The author’s birthyear is unknown, but he died between 1156 and 1170 (73).    
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generates a final chapter of contrasts with a funeral and a wedding (74-75).   Generally 

speaking, death in the ancient Greek novels is not common and usually reserved for the 

less savory, minor characters.  The heroes often threaten suicide, but never carry though 

with it.  Evyenianós apparently was not willing to simply reproduce the requisite “happy 

ending” for all featured in all the ancient Greek novels, but chose to diverge from the 

standard with Kléandros’s death.  We find it interesting that both parties to the illicit 

affair are eliminated at story’s end. 

Konstandínos Manassís --- Arístandros and Kallithéa 

 Konstandínos Manassís was a prominent teacher of rhetoric at the Komnenian 

court, and is mostly known for his influential Sýnopsis Istorikí, “a world-chronicle in the 

long-established ‘popularising’ tradition of Byzantine chronography” but the first one 

written in verse.117  Beaton indicates that Arístandros and Kallithéa118 was probably 

written within a few years either side of 1160, and he states that,  “The author of this 

romance seems to have belonged to the same literary circle as Pródromos and the prolific 

allegorizer and polymath, Ioánnis Tzétzis, who was active around the middle of the 

                                                
117 The author lived c.1127 to c.1180 (Agapitos, "Narrative, Rhetoric, and 'Drama'," 147).  The romance is 
dated c.1160 (76). 
 
118 Any criticism or reconstruction of the fragments of this novel (according to Beaton, several modern 
editors have been active in this regard) that we were able to locate is written in Latin or Greek, languages 
that lie outside of our linguistic competence.  Therefore, all of our information about this novel was 
obtained from Beaton’s The medieval Greek romances, pages 76-77.  Anastasi’s article has been invaluable 
for solidifying the notion of Manassís’s acquaintance with and use of a great deal of material from Achilles 
Tatius.  
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twelfth century and he uses the fifteen-syllable verse form, the so-called ‘political’ 

verse.”119   

 From the available fragments, critics have discerned a few new elements in the 

novel; for example, the role of the wicked eunuch has not been seen before, the heroes 

pass through the hands of three sets of tyrannical masters, and the author exhibits a 

fascination with fabulous and wild, exotic beasts (Beaton "The Byzantine Revival" 718).  

The last element will reappear in the vernacular texts of the fourteenth and fifteenth 

centuries, in Kallímachos and Chrysorrói (Kallimachos and Chrysorrhoe) in descriptions 

of the Ogre’s Castle and in that of the Castle of Eros in Véltandros and Chrysántza 

(Belthandros and Chrysantza) (76).  

Efstáthios Makremvolítis --- Ysmíni and Ysminías 

 The only ‘learned’ Greek novel written in prose, Ysmíni and Ysminías (Hysmine 

and Hysminias), by Efstáthios Makremvoliítis, is “traditionally dated to the 1180’s,” 

making it the last of the twelfth-century ‘learned’ novels to be written.120  The ancient 

text that Makremvolitís used most extensively is Achilles Tatius’s Leukippe and 

Klitophon. Alexiou points out that almost all the major episodes, as well as minor details, 

can be paralleled in Achilles Tatius’s work.  An example occurs in Books One and Two 

                                                
119 This verse form was also used by the author of Diyenís Akrítís, but it first appeared in the tenth century, 
and it has continued to be used to the present day.  It is unclear how the meter came to be called “political”; 
it has never had anything to do with politics.  The adjective in the twelfth century seems to have meant 
‘down to earth,’ ‘day to day,’ and from that, perhaps indicating ‘prosaic.’  See Beaton, The medieval Greek 
romance, 94-97, for a more detailed explanation. 
120 Beaton presents a brief summary of the diametrically opposed views on the dating, with the Soviet 
scholars advocating that Makremvolítis’s novel is the earliest of the twelfth-century novels, while scholars 
in Western Europe support the notion that his novel was the last of the four (77-78). 
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of the latter’s work.  The detail of the painting which catalyzes Klitophon’s whole 

narrative is the figure of Eros as a young boy, winged, with bow and torch (I.l.13).  Later, 

when Klitophon is torn between his incipient passion for Leukippe and his impending 

marriage to his cousin, Kalligone, he hears the voice of Eros declare that he cannot 

escape the three weapons of Love –fire, bow and arrows, wings (II.2-5).  In Ysmíni and 

Ysminías, the figure of Eros is central to the painting described in Book II.7-10.  The 

attributes are the same:  Eros asserts his power over Hysminias, not as an inner voice, as 

with Klitophon, but by appearing in a dream as a mighty basileus, and by forcibly 

enrolling him as slave [III.1] (33).  Other elements in this novel appear to be borrowed 

from Heliodorus, such as the idea for a religious setting, including pagan festivals and 

sacrifices, the masquerade that the lovers are related, the description of a city sacked by 

pirates—Makremvolitís emphasizes their cruelty—, and from Xenophon’s Ephesiaka, 

likely to be the model for at he hero’s initial contempt and subsequent enslavement by 

Eros and also, possibly, for the immodesty of the heroine. 

 Makremvolítis’s novel shows original and important departures in the history of 

the novel, both in form and content.  We present five unique aspects detected by Alexiou 

(30-33).  These relate to the narratoror’s perspective, the narrative technique used, and 

the presentation of the main character.  Discarding the last vestiges of historiography 

from his novel, Makremvolítis deliberately avoids specifying any real geographical 

location, seemingly to signal that his work is nothing more than pure fiction.  

Makremvolítis forgoes historical verisimilitude and throughout the novel employs the 
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first-person point of view.121  Schlauch asserts that the presentation of a story in the first 

person, “heightens the reader’s sense of intimate participation” (22).  A subplot and 

superfluous intrigue are absent owing to the successful use of ego-narration.  

Makremvolítis’s treatment of character is entirely consistent with the egocentric point of 

view.  In reality, Ysmíni is not a character in her own right; she is only seen through 

Ysminías’s eyes.  By not introducing a parallel action, the need for recapitulations is 

reduced (only three relatively brief ones appear in this work).  For the first time, an 

author introduces a heroine who flirts openly and brazenly with the hero before there is 

any indication that the attraction is mutual (Alexiou 136).  Her immodest behavior 

includes her pressing her ankle against his foot under the table, the touching of his hand 

as she passes the wine; she even tickles and kisses his feet when—according to the 

custom pertaining to heralds—she washes them after the meal.  In spite of her sexual 

provocation intended to result in Ysminías’s falling in love with her, the heroine does 

remain chaste until the end, but Makremvolitís has already added his personal variation to 

the convention.  Once Ysmíni has succeeded in attracting the hero, she doe not exhibit 

consistent, unwavering submission to the hero, but rather vacillates between 

responsiveness and withdrawal (V.16-17, VII. 1-7).  As for Ysminiás, Makremvolitís also 

presents a unique hero.  His hero, Ysminías, reacts openly with laughter to Ysmíni’s 

obvious advances toward the herald, and Makremvolitís depicts his hero as falling in 

                                                
121 Makremvolitís uses Hägg’s second level of first-person narration: “the narration follows the registering 
of events in the ego mind, but direct speech and lengthy description are freely admitted.  The audience is 
not supposed to keep the verisimilitude of the narrative act constantly in mind” (Narrative Technique  127-
28). 
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love, not at first sight, as in the ancient novels, but rather through stages of an inner 

psychological process, often visible through the hero’s dreams.  Thus, we are witnessing 

a unique depiction of the usual passive, powerless, frankly, often one-dimensional male 

protagonist of erotic novel.  Alexiou adds that Makrembolítis freely adapts in a new 

context the erotic material of Achilles Tatius’s novels, and his bold eroticism stands out 

in several of the dream sequences (42). 

 Two other features of Makrembolítis are noteworthy, one in regard to style and 

the other elated to ”realism” and character development.  Beaton is of the opinion that 

Makremvolítis in utilizing “the new rhetorical trends” apparent in these revival novels 

achieves their most successful development and integration (85).  Rohde (Der 

griechische Roman und seine Vorläufer) complains strongly about Makremvolítis’s style, 

referring to it as “a vast flood of words [Redeschwall]…farfetched puns and the most 

meaningless, alliterative accumulations of words…silly antitheses, classic passages 

inserted from numerous older authors…the result is only a tangle of words 

[Wortgekräusel] which outdoes even Achilles, and painful quibbles dressed up in 

piteously pretentious phrases (Hägg The Novel in Antiquity 77).  Alexiou interprets the 

accumulation of rhetorical effects and over-obvious use of genre’s motivic and plot 

clichés as deliberate, employed as intended parody, indicating that the obvious use of 

“the genre’s motivic and plot clichés” can be similarly explained (38-40).122 

                                                
122 This critic offers this example:  “The captain of the ship, who, in exaggeratedly solemn words and with 
a whole arsenal of classical allusions, performs the sacrifice of Hysmine to the sea god, in this reading, 
becomes the central character in an extremely funny scene.” 
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 To close our section on the twelfth-century novel, we turn to a feature they 

contain which exemplifies their attitude and skill as they re-appropriated the ancient 

novels and refurbished elements of those novels in original ways.  Commenting on 

twelfth-century Byzantine literature, Hunger points to “the antinomy of strict imitation in 

regard to the whole and broad diversity in detail,” notable in Komnenian authors’ 

combination of traditionalism and abundant variation (33).  Writers integrated a 

considerable number of parts from the ancient Greek novels, used in different ways, to 

form a new unity.  An example of revival authors’ (specifically, Pródromos, Evyenianós, 

and Makremvolitís) use of the ancients’ motif of dreams demonstrates this practice.  

While the ancient novels assigned the dream a prognostic or revelatory function, on the 

surface, the Byzantine revival only seems to duplicate that practice.  In reality, the 

dreams’ “prophetic power is constantly undermined by, or subordinated to, something 

else” (MacAlister "Byzantine twelfth-century romances" 181).  

 MacAlister indicates that the dream is an act of non-human revelation and in the 

Byzantine period, “the practise of seeking prognostication through dreams was accepted 

and taken seriously” (183, 183n6).  However, within the revivalists’ novels, the 

supernatural foreknowledge and guidance that the dreams were expected to provide are 

“constantly rendered superfluous or false by human action or psychology, or 

subordinated to something human,” such as reason, action, or initiative (183).  The critic 

further indicates that the audience’s expectations, or “apperceptive background,” are 

ruptured by a doubt about or rejection of the dream’s veracity, or through some twist or 

inversion regarding the information provided.  In other instances, the writers, with the 
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purpose of making “their own special statements” directed as “their contemporary 

audience’s subjective belief system,” reformulated these “non-human interventions” in 

different ways:  by transferring a whole episode from reality into a dream; by having the 

contents of a dream rendered an illusion; by transforming the dream itself into an illusion; 

or by having a character offer a reasoned rejection to the veracity of the revelation (196). 

 In Makremvolítis’s novel we find another purpose for dreams, that of a way to 

show the development of the Ysminías’s psychology, reflecting his guilt and anxiety  

(MacAlister "Byzantine twelfth-century romances" 187).  Both Hägg and Beaton 

recognize the relative lack of external events, with the emphasis instead placed on the 

inner processes and experiences of the hero.123  Alexiou would lead us to believe that in 

this author’s work there is a deeper psychological dimension than in the other novels, and 

it is evident, in large part, through Makremvolitís’s skillful use of dreams, which occupy 

a greater part of this novel than of any of the other Byzantine novels.  She analyzes that, 

in contrast to the ancient Greek novels, where dreams are usually portentous rather than 

erotic, “all of Ysminías’s dreams are personal or erotic”(40,42).124  Hägg sees a “bold 

attempt to present the unconscious the awakening sexuality of a pubertal youth,” 

principally through the dreams (The Novel in Antiquity 79).  It is fascinating to observe 

how Makremvolitís has taken the dream element he found in the ancient Greek novels 

and given it original treatment and such varied nuances in the development of his novel. 

                                                
123 Hägg, The Novel in Antiquity, 75.  Beaton, The medieval Greek romance, 85. 
 
124  While there is extensive interplay between dreams and reality, this critic further assures us that 
eroticism is mainly confined only to the dreams. 
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 With a retrospective nod to the novelistic conventions of the past, the Komnenian 

quartet mined broad diversity in detail and gave rise to abundant variation in their literary 

creations.  We will now move forward to the fourteenth-century romances, in Beaton’s 

estimation, the “first ‘modern Greek’ literature” (88-94).  We will take a look at what 

happened in Byzantium after the close of the Komnenian dynasty, and how the 

fourteenth-century Palaiologan romances,125 whose creators were influenced less by their 

twelfth-century predecessors than the latter were by the ancient Greek novels, show a 

distinctive character.  They are still escapist literature, but, instead of an escape into the 

distant past of pagan Hellenism, the escape they offer is “into the world of chivalry and 

romantic love as it developed in the West” (Betts xxx).  

Fourteenth and Fifteenth Century Byzantine (Palaiologan) “Romances”126 

 The stability that the Byzantines had enjoyed so long under the Komnenians was 

not destined to last.  In 1204, Constantinople was sacked by the Franks or Latins (mainly 

French and Italian) of the Fourth Crusade under Venetian leadership.  A Latin Empire 

was established, and this new administration chose the spoken Greek of the day for 

                                                
125 As distinguished from the Komnenian ‘novels,’ for the fourteenth-century works we adopt the label 
“romance,” following Beaton’s preference and Agapito’s distinction between the Komnenian ‘novels,’ 
“which feign a ‘bourgeois antique setting’ and the Palaiologan ‘romances,’ “which are placed in a 
‘contemporary aristocratic’ environment” (Agapitos, "Dreams and the Spatial Aesthetics in the Byzantine 
vernacular romances of love," 15 and "Dreams and the Spatial Aesthetics of Narrative Presentation in 
Livistros and Rhodamne," 112). 
 
126 Also referred to by Beaton as “vernacular” romances, and “medieval Greek” romances,” the first 
examples of ‘modern Greek’ literature.  In this section, we use Beaton’s designation “romance” for these 
works (88).  In this part of our study, page references to Beaton’s book The medieval Greek romance will 
be again be given in parenthesis within the text and in the explanatory footnotes. 
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official matters, not the artificially maintained Attic Greek (Betts xx).  Control of the 

capital was regained in 1261, but the restored Empire of Michael VIII was fragmented 

and impoverished and faced with major problems in its foreign relations.  After several 

decades of rule by Michael Komnenos and his descendants, a revolt broke out in 1342 in 

Thessalonica, the second city of the Empire.  Ultimately, struggle for power culminated 

in victory for John Palaiológos, and his dynasty held power, with only a single brief 

interruption, until the Ottoman conquest of 1453.  Beaton further explains:  “But the 

empire as a political and economic entity never really recovered, and the political history 

of the final two centuries of Byzantium is one of continuous conflict, both civil and 

external, and of inexorably shrinking geographical boundaries and economic and military 

strength” (87).127   

 Regarding literary achievements, this period (1261-1453) shows “a remarkable 

continuity from the intellectual and rhetorical interests of the twelfth century.”128  There 

is again much interest in religious issues.  But we observe in the early fourteenth century 

the sudden emergence of the vernacular “as the unchallenged medium for almost all 

literary fiction.”  Beaton identifies eleven romance texts, divided into two groups.  The 

first group consists of five original poems, (The Tale of Achilles, Kallímachos and 

Chrysorrói, Vélthandros and Chrysántza, Lívistros and Rodámni, and The Tale of Troy), 
                                                
127 See also Browning, 166-72. 
 
128 But this ‘vernacular’ is far from being simply the spoken Greek of the time.  It contains many 
grammatical forms and syntactical constructions obviously borrowed from the learned language.  Among 
these constructs are a large number of variant forms, many of which are today characteristic of different 
regional dialects.  All of these features combined produced a novel ‘stylized’ vernacular, created by the 
Byzantine literati (Beaton, The medieval Greek romance, 88, 89, 89 n5, 97). 
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which exhibit pronounced Greek elements.  His second grouping contains six translations 

and/or adaptations of Western texts.129  This body of eleven texts tells “fictional tales of 

love and adventure and betrays some generic affiliation with the twelfth-century love 

novels or the chivalric novels of the west, or, in some degree, with both.”  They are all 

written in “political verse” (which had nothing to do with politics), a fifteen-syllable 

verse form seen also in the epic Diyenís Akrítis (Appendix G) and in one of the twelfth-

century romances in “high language,” Arístandros and Kallithéa by Manassís.  “This 

fifteen-syllable metre represented a compromise, or a meeting point, between learned 

literature and popular oral tradition” (97).  Beaton adds that, although no generic term 

was applied to this kind of writing, “There is…an impressive degree of cohesion among 

the romances of love and adventure, both thematically and stylistically, which suggests 

an implicit awareness of a common genre” (98). 

 All of these romances are anonymous and they circulated in manuscript form.  

They are thought to have been copied between one and two centuries after their probable 

date of composition.  These circumstances lead to problems of authorship, date, and place 

                                                
129 The six translations and adaptations of western romance (The War of Troy, Flórios and Plátzia-Flóra, 
Imbérios and Margaróna, Apollónios of Tyre, Boccaccio’s Theseid), derived from French and Italian 
sources, will not be addressed since they are outside the scope of our study.  Agapitos considers all the 
Palaiologan romances to belong to one genre containing two subdivisions.  The first sub-group is labeled 
erotica diegesis and denotes a specific fictional category with an exclusively erotic subject.  The narrative 
is focused equally on the male and female protagonists, her strong presence becoming a chief characteristic.  
The plot proceeds as follows:  the boy finds the girl, they marry (i.e. they wed or perceive their sexual 
union as marriage), are separated, re-united, and the story finishes with a happy ending.  Three romances 
fall into this classification:  Kallímachos and Chrysorrói, Vélthandros and Chrysántza, and Lívistros and 
Rodámni.  The other category of fiction, arche, is one in which love plays a central, but not exclusive role.  
The story is more or less biographical in the sense that we see how the hero is born, brought up, educated, 
how he performs wondrous deeds, embarks on his amorous adventure, loses his beloved, and then meets, 
himself, a tragic end.  The Tale of Achilles and The Tale of Troy are categorized in this group ("Dreams and 
the Spatial Aesthetics," 12-16).  Moennig establishes similar subdivisions. 
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of composition (99).  Nevertheless, Beaton finds no reason to doubt that Kallímachos and 

Chrysorrói was most likely written by Andrónikos Komninós Vranás Doúkas Angelos 

Paleológos, nephew of the first emperor of the Palaiologan dynasty, Michael VIII 

(101).130  Three of the five romances, Kallímachos and Chrysorrói, Vélthandros and 

Chrysántza, and Lívistros and Rodámni, can be confidently dated between 1310 and 

1350; the Tale of Troy (in reality this is a romance centered on the figure of Paris), likely 

the last of the original romances, is certainly late and probably written between the mid-

fifteenth and mid-sixteenth centuries, and possibly composed even after the defeat by the 

Ottoman Turks in 1453 (101-02, 104).  Beaton speculates that the Tale of Achilles,131 

could be a point of transition between the vernacular ‘proto-romance’ Diyenís Akrítis 

(c.1100), with its mixture of heroic and romance elements, and the kind of more 

developed form of vernacular romance that we find in Kallímachos and Chrysorrói, 

Vélthandros and Chrysántza, and Lívistros and Rodámni, thus making it the earliest of 

the five (99). 

Beaton summarizes for us the general outline of the texts thus:  

The stories of the five romances are built upon a common and limited 

stock of narrative incidents.  In each of them, a royal prince, ignorant or 

scornful of Eros, sets out from his home.  In a fabulous castle he first sees 

                                                
130 Betts (33-34) presents several considerations refuting this conclusion, as do Agapitos and Smith (The 
Study of Medieval Greek Romance).  
 
131 This romance has nothing to do with the classical legends surrounding the hero in the title.  The author 
has woven a tale around a legendary name with limited respect for the background from which the 
characters were originally drawn.  It is the only one of these original romances that uses a tripartite pattern, 
which is common in the twelfth century works (106).   
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the princess with whom he is fated to fall in love.  About halfway through 

the series of their adventures their love is consummated, but a setback 

follows.  In two of the five romances the setback proves fatal and a happy 

ending is thwarted [Tale of Achilles, Tale of Troy].  In the other three, hero 

and heroine are separated for a time, one or both is believed dead, but the 

pair are [sic] reunited after hair-raising adventures, with the aid of a 

woman helper who comes to a sticky end. (105-06) 

 Beaton asserts that all four twelfth century romances, “exercised some influence 

on the vernacular writers of the fourteenth century” (49).  We see obvious manipulations 

of some conventional elements of the ancient and twelfth-century novels in the separation 

of the lovers, the use of Scheintod, and the multiple adventures that keep the lovers apart.  

Obvious deviations from their Komnenian precursors include:  the change from the 

bourgeois hero and heroine of the ancient Greek novels and of the twelfth-century Ysmíni 

and Ysminías, as well as the aristocratic pair in both Pródromos’s and Evyenianos’s 

novels, to protagonists of royal lineage in these later romances; the taboo on sex before 

marriage is not operative, all of the poems showing a frank attitude regarding the sexual 

side of romantic love; the death of a hero or heroine transgresses the conventions of older 

romances.  Additionally, magical means are used in Kallímachos and Chrysorrói and 

Lívistros and Rodámni to effectuate Scheintod, and the figure of a female helper appears, 

but later she dies (49, 106).  Such a figure was not seen in the earlier traditions.  In these 

fourteenth and fifteenth century verse romances, the heroes are either of Byzantine or 

Roman lineage though the co-stars are sometimes of Eastern Mediterranean origin.  Also 
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different is the fact that the action no longer evolves within a Mediterranean, classical 

setting; the scenery is contemporary, but with obvious utopian elements and a liking for 

folktale motifs.  We find fairy tale elements, such as dragons, winged horses, and magical 

objects, incorporated into the story.  The number of characters taking part in the action is 

reduced. 

 Betts points out two main features of these romances that are also essentials in the 

ancient Greek novels:  the concept of Fortune and the tradition of rhetoric.  Prominent 

among the features taken from rhetoric is the lengthy and elaborate descriptive piece 

known as ekphrasis.  In regard to Fortune, the authors have merged it and Destiny into a 

two-fold power that, irrationally and arbitrarily, operates to produce good or evil effects 

on people.  In adopting the role of the traditional divine machinery, and thereby, ignoring 

Christian teachings, the authors were the able to express their enthusiasm for a more 

risqué approach to romantic love (xxvi).  The erotic aspect of romantic love is given 

particular emphasis. 

 Although certain general features are shared, each romance presents a distinct 

personality.  Kallímachos and Chrysorrói takes place against a background of a never-

never land replete with strange, folkloric marvels.  Vélthandros and Chrysántza 

distinguishes itself by its extreme attention to structural symmetry and by the fact that the 

first part takes place entirely in the realm of the fantastic.  Lívistros and Rodámni 

differentiates itself by its length, the sequence of the episodes (it is unique among the 

vernacular Greek texts of the period in that it tells two stories in parallel), and its use of 

the frame-story technique (105, 107, 121-22).  The first part of The Tale of Achilles is 
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reminiscent of the typical first section of a novel of chivalry in which the parentage, birth, 

youth and acts of military prowess of the hero are present.  The same is true of the 

beginning of the Tale of Troy. 

 We will now consider separately each of the five romances in the chronological 

order of the composition, as suggested by Beaton.  We will begin with observations on 

the narrative structure and follow with a summary of each Medieval Greek “original 

romance.”132  

Tale of Achilles133 

 The main portion of the narrtive falls into three parts.  These three parts present 

war and love, first in terms of antithesis, then in the form of a synthesis of the two, this 

occurring in the final part.  The theme of love is conspicuously absent in the first part, 

which recounts the parentage, birth, youth, and military prowers of the hero.  The second 

phase of the narrative begins with Achilles’s wooing and includes a long ekphrasis of the 

girl, daughter of the king he has just defeated, and her palace.  He succeeds in winning 

her favors.  The two kinds of “combat” in which the hero has learnt to excel, war and 

love, are interwoven in part three.  His victory in love must be consolidated by feats of 

arms.  Achilles must abduct the daughter of at the hostile king and and defend his action 

                                                
132 This is Beaton’s term for the vernacular romances of the fourteenth through the fifteenth centuries.  For 
the following synopses, we continue to rely on Beaton’s book, now chapters seven and eight.  Bett’s Three 
Medieval Greek Romances also helped us with summaries of three of the romances, those of Kallímachos 
and Chrysorrói, Vélthandros and Chrysántza, and Lívistros and Rodámni. 
 
133 Its dating is uncertain, although Beaton believes it is the oldest of the five (100).  This verse romance is 
sometimes referred to as the Achilleid. 
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by force.  Beaton believes that in his story, the author was attempting to “balance the 

macho heroism of an all-male world with the conventions and interests of the more 

literary romance” (105). 

 Summary:  Achilles, the son of an unnamed king and queen, learns all the arts of 

letters between the ages of four and eight, before going on to specialize in feats of 

physical prowess.  In his mid-teens he vanquishes all opposition in a tournament.  Some 

time soon thereafter, his father entrusts him with a military campaign against a 

neighboring king, Myrmidons, whom he defeats, chasing the monarch’s men back to 

their own castle, where he chances to see the daughter of the defeated king (she is never 

named), and it is love at first sight.  The girl is, at first, haughty and rejects his letters.  

Appearing to her in a dream, Eros changes her mind, and, at last, Achilles’s love is 

reciprocated.  They meet face to face for the first time when Achilles pole-vaults, in full 

armor, into her walled garden.  They spend the night together, and the following day, he 

pays a more formal visit, accompanied by his twelves retainers, to announce that he will 

abduct her at midnight.  That night the king sends out an army, headed by the girl’s two 

brothers, to thwart Achilles, but he and his men defeat them.  The couple weds and a 

round of celebrations follows.  A tournament134 is held in honor of the couple, and 

Achilles distinguishes himself.  The traditional happy ending of romance is altered by the 

girl’s death, from illness, six years later.  Achilles mourns her, and prays not to outlive 

                                                
134 The inclusion of this chivalric element could indicate a familiarity with Westerm novelof chivalry as 
well as the author’s interest in a combining of literary traditions. 
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her.  The romance in its original form seems to have ended with the burial of the girl and 

the hero’s inconsolable grief. 

Kallímachos and Chrysorrói135   

 The story, which follows the chronological order of the events narrated (with two 

minor exceptions), begins with a prologue that establishes an attitude to the events 

described.  This posture is reiterated in different words many times in the course of the 

romance: life is a constant mixture of joy and sorrow, even in the realm of love.  There 

are two parts in the narrative; the second begins with a brief repetition of the prologue. 

The first part consists of Kallímachos’s adventures from the time he leaves home with his 

brothers, until he and Chrysorrói become lord and lady of the Ogre’s castle.  The second 

contains the heroine’s abduction and the quest and adventures of the hero, which lead to 

their permanent reunion. 

 Summary:  The story begins against a stylized background of a never-never land 

of strange and folkloric marvels.  A king has three sons, and in trying to determine which 

should be his successor, he sends them out into the world to prove who is most valiant 

and worthy of the throne.  Kallímachos, and his brothers come upon an impregnable 

castle guarded by supernatural creatures.  Less courageaous that their younger brother, 

the others abandon the venture and return home.  Undaunted, the hero vole-vaults over 

the ramparts, landing in the interior of the castle, which is apparently devoid of humans.  

While admiring a ceiling painted with pagan deities, his gaze is drawn downward to a 

                                                
135 This work was written between 1310-1350 (101).  
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nude female figure of indescribable beauty, hanging suspended by her hair.136  The 

owner of the castle, an ogre,137 who had conceived a passion for the young maiden, 

appears and beats his victim, in an unconventional manner of courting, before the hero’s 

eyes.  Thanks to a tip the girl gives him, Kallímachos kills the ogre, and the damsel 

reveals her identity.  She is Chryssorrói, daughter of the king and sole survivor of a 

kingdom ravaged by the ogre in order to possess her.  The two fall in love, and, after 

exhchanging vows, bathe in the castle pool, and consummate their love.  They live 

happily for a while as lord and lady of the Ogre’s castle. 

 But their idyll does not last as Fate turns against them.  A powerful king, 

wandering about with his army, happens to pass the castle, spots the heroine as she leans 

over the ramparts, and falls madly in love with her.  With the aid of a witch and her 

poisoned apple (which only produces death-like coma), the king leaves Kallímachos for 

dead and abducts Chryssorrói.  Back at the monarch’s palace, the heroine resolutely 

rejects his offer of marriage.  Expecting that that her refusal will be short-lived, the king 

orders a penance for all the men of his kingdom:  they must shave their heads and wear 

hair shirts until such time as Chryssorrói agrees to the marriage.   

 The effects of Fate are felt again when Kallímachos’s brothers discover his 

predicament through a dream.  They find him and remove the golden apple from his 

hand, thus ending his apparent death.  He sets out to recover his beloved and meets a 

                                                
136 Inspiration for Ariosto’s introduction of Orrigille?  Beaton calls this whole scene the author’s “coupe de 
théâtre” (108). 
 
137 Betts translates the term as “dragon” (xii).  
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ploughman, who explains the reason for his shaved head and attire.  Once at the king’s 

castle, the hero insinutates himself into serve as an under-gardener and makes his 

presence known to Chryssorrói by hanging a ring on a tree.  The lovers enjoy secret 

trysts, until one day, a palace eunuch reveals the amorous encounters, and the two are 

accused of high treason.  Kallímachos lands in prison, but Chryssorrói takes the initiative 

and delivers a carefully constructed speech in which she proves to the king’s satisfaction 

that she is already Kallímachos’s bride.  The king grudgingly releases her, and the couple 

returns to the site of their original happiness, the Ogre’s Castle, which they intend to 

make their home.  

Vélthandros and Chrysántza138   

 This romantic poem is carefully constructed and displays a symmetrical structure.  

The action falls into two parts, the first of which takes place entirely in the realm of the 

fantastic and the second, in the real world.  In the first section the hero discovers the 

Castle of Eros, submits to Eros the King, and chooses the most beautiful from among a 

groups of forty princesses, who, as he and we readers later discover, is Chrysántza.  The 

second part narrates the courtship of Vélthandros and the princess, their elopement, 

separation and narrow escape from death, their marriage, and the hero’s ascent to a kingly 

throne.  Throughout, the sequence of narrative follows the temporal order of the events.  

Beaton presents the following diagram to illustrate the symmetrical structure.  The 

vertical columns show the sequence of narrated events with arrows, beginning at the top 

                                                
138 This work was written between 1310-1350.  It is not clear if it predates Lívistros and Rodámni, or if that 
order is reversed (102). 
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of the left-hand column and ending at the top of the right-hand column.  The thematic 

correspondences between the two halves of the narrative can be seen by reading 

horizontally. 

First half      Second half 
 
Hero alienated from family    Hero reconciled with family 
          
Hero alone      Hero married 
          
Hero sets out from home    Hero returns home 
          
Journey by land     Journey by sea 
          
River followed upstream    River followed downstream 
          
Arrival at Castle of Eros    Departure from palace of Antioch 
          
Symbolic initiation into love    Actual initiation into love 
          
Obeisance to Love the King    Oath of loyalty to king of Antioch 
       (The medieval Greek romance, 120) 
 
 Summary:  The prince Vélthandros, son of the mighty Greek king Rodofilos, 

quarrels with his father over the way he is treated and, despite the entries of his elder 

brother, Filarmo, leaves home, accompanied by three squires.  After an adventure in the 

bandit country of Turkish Anatolia, he arrives at the coast of Tarsos.  In the vicinity, he 

comes upon a stream containing a band of fire within its current; intrigued, he determines 

to follow it to its source.  He arrives at a sumptuous castle whose gate bears an inscription 

indicating that this is Castle of Eros the King, along with a warning against entering.  

Among the statues and automata inside the castle, at the end of the hall, the hero finds 

two statues.  The one made of sapphire is holding a peacock.  The tears issuing from the 
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figure’s eyes are the source of the stream’s water.139  The constant sighs of the figure 

provide the stream’s band of fire.  (Beaton interprets the source of fire to be the wound of 

the second statue [109])  Another statue stands close by, and this male image has an 

arrow in his heart.  Both statues bear inscriptions:  the first states that Vélthandros will 

become enamored of Chrysántza, the daughter of the prince of Antioch; the second band 

declares that Eros has determined the destinies of the couple.  The messages distress and 

confuse the prince. 

 Eros summons the hero to his presence and informs him that he will be the judge 

of a beauty contest the next day, charged with selecting the most beautiful noble 

woman140 from a group of forty.  He pronounces one to be without flaw and reports back 

his findings to Eros.  (He does not know her name.)  Suddenly, Love and the princesses 

vanish from the room.  Upon exiting the castle, Vélthandros rereads the prophetic 

inscriptions on the statues and resolves to seek out the unkown Chrysántza. 

 Upon arriving at the plains of Antioch, Vélthandros meets a prince out hunting 

and, after impressing the man with his archery, is installed in his royal retinue.  In due 

course, he sees the prince’s daughter, Chrysántza, the winner of the contest, and the 

recognition is instantaneous and admiration mutual.  Two years pass, however, before, 

hearing her sighs of longing in the garden one evening, the hero decides to take the 

initiative and approach her.  By night’s end they have made love, but their escapade had a 

                                                
139 In Bett’s interpretation, the peacock’s tears are the source (3, 31 n4).  We believe Bett’s interpretation is 
more logical. 
 
140 Beaton translates with “princess” (109). 
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witness, and Vélthandros is thrown into prison.  Chrysántza devises a clever plan to save 

him, asking her faithful lady-in-waiting, Fedrokáza, to contend that she is the woman the 

guards saw with Vélthandros.  To further cover their tryst, the Chrysántza goes to her 

father and complains with feigned rage that Vélthandros trespassed in her garden.  Also 

as part of the plan, the attendant consents to a formal marriage of convenience with the 

young man, thus allowing the pair to continue their clandestine relations. 

 Before long, the couple tires of their situation and decides to escape with 

Fedrokáza and several of of Vélthandros’s squires.  During a storm, they furtively steal 

away.  The next day, while attempting to cross a swollen river, the group becomes 

separated.  Dazed and practically naked, Vélthandros and Chrysántza are thrown up on 

opposite shores.  Fedrokáza and the retainers drown.  On one side of the water, 

Vélthandros stumbles upon Fedrokáka’s body.  Wandering along the other shore, 

Chrysántza comes across the corpse of one of the squires, unrecognizable from the fury 

of the river.  Convinced that the body she has found is that of her beloved, Chrysántza is 

preparing to fall on the dead man’s sword, when Vélthandros appears and forestalls her.  

Searching for the other squires, the lovers make their way downstream; they find that 

they are the sole survivors.  A ship appears that belongs to Vélthandros’s father.  They 

hail it, and after a recognition scene with the count on board, the hero learns that his elder 

brother, Filarmos (the same one who tried to dissuade him from leaving their kingdom), 

has died.  The ship had been dispatched to look for the new king.  They return to 

Vélthandros’s native land, are married and proclaimed king and queen. 
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Lívistros and Rodámni141 

 This romantic poem has a more complicated narrative structure than the other 

four.  Two stories are brought together through one character, Klitovós, who is the 

protagonist in one story (the subsidiary one) and the friend of the protagonist, Lívistros, 

in the other.  Klitovós tells both stories, and in its use of a first-person narrator, this text 

exhibits its lineal descent from two earlier first-person narratives in Greek fiction, 

Achilles Tatius’s Leukippe and Klitophon, and Makremvolítis’s Ysmíni and Ysminías, 

each one using a different approach.  Klitophon’s tale begins with a frame:  the narrator 

runs into Klitophon on a visit to Sidon, but then becomes a silent narratee as he yields the 

narration to the young visitor; at the end of the story, we do not return to the starting 

point, giving the impression that Klitophon has been talking to strangers.  Makremvolítis 

(twelfth century) does away with the frame and writes a straight first-person narrator.  

According to Beaton, the design of Lívistros and Rodámni is even more creative in that 

he uses a frame reminiscent of the classic Arabic and Persian collections whose best 

known example is the Thousand and One Nights, in which the act of story-telling 

becomes itself an event in the story.  “The text begins and ends with a realistic frame, in 

which Klitovós is imagined as telling the whole story, of his own and of Lívistros’s 

adventures, before an audience which includes the princess Myrtáni, whose favors he 

hopes by this means to regain”(123).  By the end of the narrative, we understand that 

                                                
141 This work was written between 1310-1350 (105). 
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Myrtáni, now a widow, is the girl that Klitovós loved and lost, and that this tale is his gift 

to her.  It ends with his hope that they reunite and live a long happy life together. 

 Klitovós begins his narrative in medias res; he is wandering in exile after an 

unhappy love affair, about which the reader knows nothing until more than half of the 

entire narration is over, at which point he tells his personal story.  But, interestingly, he is 

also starting Lívistros’s story in the middle.  The main narrative is divided into two parts 

which are differentiated by the change of narrator:  in the first part, Klitovós is the 

narratee (he reports what his friend has told him, using Lívistros’s actual words); the 

second part is told by Klitovós directly to Mytáni, and he become an actor in the 

adventures of Lívistros who is trying to recover Rodámni.  Therefore, the action of the 

second part runs parallel of the first. 

 Summary:  Beaton has devised an ingenious way of presenting a synopsis of this 

convoluted tale, in which the intertwining of the two distinct stories and the overall 

intricate nature of this romantic poem is aptly elucidated.  For this reason, we choose to 

yield to his voice for the present summary and incorporate it here in toto.  For his 

summary, Beaton combines the main events of both stories in the order in which they are 

supposed to have occurred.  The critic’s organizational arrangment makes the story more 

easilty understandable, but we remind our reader that this design differs grossly from the 

order in which the author presents his narrative.  For his system, Beaton assigns a number 

to each episode, Arabic for Lívistros’s adventures and Roman for those of Klitovós. 

 Lívistros, a prince of a ‘Latin’ land called Lívandros, first hears of the 

power of love after an incident while hunting [1]; that same night, he dreamt that 
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he was ambushed by winged and armed Cupids…who arraigned him before the 

throne of Eros, the King of Love and ruler of a castle and domain peopled by 

allegorical figures.  Eros accepts the hero’s submission and pronounces that his 

fate will be to love and marry Rodámni, daughter of King Chrysós [Golden] of 

Argyrókastron [Castle of Silver].  Before he wakes, the whole subsequent course 

of his adventures has also been prophesied to him [2].  This dream is followed by 

another, in which he dreams that Eros the King introduced him to Rodámni; so 

great is his erotic excitement, however, that he awakes before he can embrace her 

[3]. 

 Lívistros then sets off on his travels, to find the Castle of Silver [4].  After 

two years of wandering, he and his band of retainers pitch camp under its walls, 

and are curiously observed by the inhabitants, including Rodámni, from the 

ramparts [5].  The castle is triangular in shape, and the wall on each side is 

surmounted by a series of allegorical statues, representing the Virtues, the twelve 

months of the year, and the attributes of love [6].  One of the hero’s henchmen 

gains entry to the castle, where he wins the confidence of the eunuch set to guard 

the heroine’s seclusion [7].  Mutual love is gradually established through a 

lengthy exchange of letters, Lívistros attaching his to arrows and firing them 

through the window into Rodámni’s bedchamber, she replying through her 

eunuch and Lívistros’ henchmen [8].  At length, after an exchange of rings 

affected in the same way, Rodámni consents to a secret meeting which takes place 

when she leaves the castle to go hunting with her kinsmen [9].  The two make 
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love and swear fidelity [10].  But there is an obstacle:  Rodámni has already been 

betrothed to one Verderíchos, king of Egypt.  Her father is sufficiently impressed 

by Lívistros’ appearance, however, to propose a tournament in which the two 

suitors should compete for his daughter’s hand.  Lívistros defeats his rival, who 

leaves in dudgeon for Egypt, and hero and heroine are married with much 

ceremony [11]. 

 The pair lives happily for two years [12], at the end of which time the 

defeated rival, Verderíchos, reappears on the scene, this time in disguise.  With 

him is a witch who successfully enables him to abduct Rodámni, leaving Lívistros 

apparently dead by means of a magic ring [13].  Revived to find his bride 

vanished, the hero leaves his adopted home and sets out alone to recover her [14].  

After two years of wandering, he falls in with another wanderer in a similar 

plight:  this is Klitovós, the protagonist of the second story and narrator of both 

[15 = IV].  Together with Klitovós, the hero comes upon a hovel in which lives 

the witch who had provided the magical means for Rodámni’s abduction.  She has 

been cast off by her former master and is willing to reveal all, and even to 

summon up daemonic aid for Lívistros, in return for a promise of clemency [16 = 

V].  The hero solemnly binds himself to these terms, and he and Klitovós set out 

on magic flying horses which carry them across the sea to Egypt [17 = VI].  

Rodámni meanwhile has been granted a stay of consummation by her captor 

during which time she has been running a country inn, at which she asks all 

comers for news of Lívistros.  To avoid too great a shock to her, Klitovós 
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volunteers to find her at the inn and explain the situation [VII].  That done, 

Lívistros arrives, and the three ride off together, back across the sea on the old 

woman’s magic horses [18 = VIII].  They return the horses, and Rodámni, on 

learning the witch’s part in her abduction, demands that she be put to death 

immediately.  This, despite his earlier promise of clemency, Lívistros does [19 = 

IX]. 

 The reunited pair make their way back, along with Klitovós, to the Castle 

of Silver, reminding one another along the way of the letters and songs they had 

exchanged during their bizarre courtship and recalling yet others [20 = X]. 

Klitovós’ single state casts a blight on the company, however, and Lívistros 

rewards him for his constant help and companionship with the hand of Rodámni’s 

sister, Melanthía [21 = XI].  Lívistros and Rodámni rule happily over her father’s 

kingdom [22]. 

 The second story is that of Klitovós, the son of an Armenian noble from 

the fictional province of Litavía.  He has the misfortune to fall passionately in 

love with the king’s daughter [I].  She, however, is already married to a powerful 

Persian.  During her husband’s absence, she returns Klitovós’ love, but the king 

notices what is going on and has Klitovós thrown into prison, where his rival, on 

his return, is about to have him put to death [II].  He escapes thanks to the 

resourcefulness of the girl, Myrtáni, but has to flee the country and forsake all 

hope of ever being reunited with her [III].  Some time after this, in his 

wanderings, he meets Lívistros who is also in search of a lost love [IV = 15], and 
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his doings become part of the latter’s story for a time [V-XI].  After his marriage 

to Rodámni’s sister, he lives happily with her in the Castle of Silver for several 

years [XII].  But, on the death of his wife, he becomes homesick for Armenia and 

takes leave of his friends in order to return there [XIII].  He arrives to find his 

beloved Myrtáni now a widow, and begins to tell the story of his own and 

Lívistros’ adventures in hopes of pleasing her and regaining her favours [XIV].  

The story as told by the text ends with the end of its own narrating [XV].  We do 

not know whether Klitovós and Myrtáni lived happily ever after.  (110-112) 

Tale of Troy142 

 A literal translation of the full Greek title yields, “Tale which took place at Troy:  

all the destruction [that] there took place”(112).  Nevertheless, this romance has little to 

do with Homer and is simply a story that is woven around a legendary name; this is, in 

essence, the romance of Paris.  In comparison to the original romances that preceded it, 

this text shows little ingenuity; it is episodic, a patchwork of material from other authors.  

It is an unsuccessful attempt by an inferior author to combine popular history with the 

form and conventions of romance (130-31).  Structurally, there are two parts; a clear 

break and shift in the focus of the narrative occur roughly one hundred verses after the 

mid-point.  The material that comes before deals with Paris’s childhood, exile from his 

home and disguise as a monk, a deception that allows his to again access Helen’s castle 

and affections while Menelaos is away.  The second part, in which traditionally obstacles 

                                                
142 This verse romance was written between the mid-fifteenth and mid-sixteenth centuries (104).  It is 
sometimes called the Byzantine Iliad. 
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would appear for the lovers, is more closely derived from Manassis’s account of the 

Trojan War, and, a few details are from Homer.  Basically, in the second half, the 

conventions of romance fade considerably.  

 Summary:  The poem opens with Hekabe’s prophetic dream regarding her son 

Paris, foretelling that he will be the cause of the destruction of Troy.  In order to prevent 

the demise of the city, Paris is put in a basket and sent out to sea.  Shepherds find it and 

bring him up.  Later, he is secluded in a tower, but all these expedients fail, and one day 

Paris sets out from home in search of adventures.  After his ship wrecks, Paris finds 

himself taken in by monks on an island.  The fair Helen happens to keep vigil in a remote 

castle on another island.  There is a tournament to win her, and Menelaos earns the prize, 

only to be taken quickly away on an expedition.  Disguised as a monk, Paris gains entry 

to her castle, and, dropping his monastic garments, he impresses the retainers with his 

feats of arms.  He and Helen fall in love at first sight, and Paris remains in the castle with 

her, until they discover that she is pregnant.  Recognizing the danger they are in, they 

escape by sea and travel to Troy, whose inhabitants are not pleased by Paris’s return.  The 

first part ends.  

 The Greeks organize an expedition to Troy for redress of the wrong suffered, and, 

from this point on, Paris and Helen’s fate is determined by the larger events contained in 

the poet’s sources.  The Greek ships arrive, and, Paris himself becomes secondary to 

Achilles as an actor in the story.  On the pretext of marrying their sister, Paris and 

Deiphobos kill Achilles, then, Paris is assassinated as retribution for the murder of that 
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hero.  We see the immolation of Priam and his daughters on the burial mound of Achilles, 

and the romance concludes with a lament for the passing of the glory of Achilles. 

 In three of the Palaiologan romances just discussed, Kallímachos and Chrysorrói, 

Vélthandros and Chrysántza, and Lívistros and Rodámni, Western elements are visible.  

They are particulary noticeable in Lívistros and Rodámni, in which the hero follows the 

very Western practice of carrying a hawk for fowling and of having a hunting dog on a 

lead.  Both heroes are described as “Latin” (Frank or Westerner).  Rodámni agrees to ask 

her father to arrange a contest between her suitors, and she suggests a Latin joust.  This 

contest shows a mixture of West and East in that after his jousting victory, Lívistros is 

given a Byzantine reception.  The use of the words “liege” and “prince” also stand out.143 

 But more importantly, Betts points out two broader features seen in all three 

romances, which are identifiably of Western origin.  The first is the setting in a 

contemporary background where magical and supernatural elements are presented as part 

of everyday life.  The second general feature is the castle motif.144  These last two 

features are clearly associated with the novels of chivalry, and it appears that these 

anonymous authors chose to blend the East and the West, perhaps intrigued by the 

possibilities they offered, by incorporating literary elements from a foreign genre into 

their narrative poems (xxiii-xxiv).  Agapitos echoes Betts in the assertion that the 

vernacular romances evidence the influence of “Western chivalric story-telling on the 

                                                
143 The hero swears to become a “liege of Love,” a designation that can identified as a reference to the 
Western feudal system (Betts, xxii). 
 
144 See Cupane ("Il motivo del castello") for an in depth look as the treatment of the motif of the castle in 
three of Palaiologan novels.  
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Greeks” (Agapitos "Dreams and the Spatial Aesthetics" 9).  We should recall that at the 

time during which these Palaiologan poets were at work, the romances of Chrétien de 

Troyes were circulating, and in Spain, the “original” Amadís de Gaula may have already 

been written. 

 With this lengthy exposé regarding the literature written in Greek, we hope to 

have provided the background information necessary to elucidate, among other things, 

the importance of the terminology to employ when referring to the six ancient Greek 

novels of love and adventure, the evidence of the continued impact of these novels on 

Greek literature of later centuries, and the obvious blending that took place between the 

narratives models of the first through the fourth centuries and the newer novelistic 

creations centuries later.  But the appeal of the ancient Greek novels did not die in 

Byzantium, and the knowledge of their themes, narrative techniques, and structure 

spread.  Once discovered, translated, and dispersed, the ancient Greek novels, specifically 

those from the triad of Longus, Achilles Tatius, and Heliodorus, effectively found their 

way into later Western texts in many parts of Europe, as we shall see in the representative 

works in Spanish and Italian which we study in the chapters two through secen.  

However, the Byzantine novels of the twelfth century and vernacular romances of the 

fourteenth century did not seem to have served for subsequent literary development in 

European languages, principally due to their not being translated into the Western 

tongues.  Nevertheless, it is necessary to consider these two groups for various reasons.  

In regards to the twelfth century pieces, it is important to note the adoption and then 

adaptation of themes, narrative techniques, and motifs, as well as the obvious omissions, 
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effectuated by Byzantine writers, a process which seems to occur continually over the 

course of time as new historical and social factors affect readers and writers.  We will see 

the results of such processes in this study in the peninsular Spanish and Italian literature 

that we have selected to analyze.  In the case of the fourteenth century romances, it is 

important to be aware of the fact that the Byzantine medieval poets were seemingly 

influenced by the chivalric literature of the West, and it is intriguing to speculate about 

any possible influence, direct or indirect, from the ancient Greek novels on Chrétien de 

Troyes himself.  However the confluence of literary traditions was achieved by the 

various authors of these later romances, it is obvious that it was desired; they understood 

the atrraction of that combination. 

THE CHIVALRIC LITERARY TRADITION  

 
 Part of the attraction to the authors who wrote chivalresque novels and to the 

people who read them has to do with the fact that knights and chivalry did, indeed, exist 

historically, albeit their literary representation is patently an idealistic manifestation of 

that historical reality.  In this section, we explore the development of novels of chivalry, a 

genre of literature that depicts knights who behave chivalrously and perform gallant 

deeds.  This literary form enjoyed great popularity in Europe in the Middle Ages (and 

beyond also), but attained great prestige in Spain principally in the first half of the 

sixteenth century, and interest in the genre continued until the beginning of the 

seventeenth century, when the last Spanish chivalric composition, Policisne de Boecia, 
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was published (Roubaud LVIII).  Cervantes’s classic novel, the Quijote, is popularly 

categorized as a “libro de caballerías,” although it is also commonly recognized that that 

association comprises only one facet of this magnificently complex work.  To better 

appreciate and understand this literary tradition, a few concepts and historical-literary 

factors should be explained.  For this reason, in this section we begin by addressing the 

topics of knights and knighthood and the concept of chivalry, before exploring some of 

the origins of the novels of chivalry, and then, looking at their evolution in Spain.  We do 

not aspire to produce an in-depth study on each of these topics, but rather wish to provide 

enough background material for the uninformed reader and to establish a basis for our 

analysis of the works on which this study is focused.  To close this section, we will offer, 

as we did with the ancient Greek novels, a description of the most characteristic elements 

(themes, narrative structure and techniques, motifs, characterization) found in this literary 

genre.  The identification of all these elements will assist us in our study of the process of 

blending of the two literary traditions, an interest that is identifiable in various Spanish 

and Italian authors centuries before Cervantes.  This accomplished author, in the Quijote 

and other works he wrote, elected to take advantage of these literary models, skillfully 

creating masterful literary pieces that are distinguished by well-devised, original 

combinations of literary traditions. 

Knights and Knighthood 

 Warfare conducted by men riding horses has a long history.  Horseback-mounted 

warriors and raiding parties appear to have predated the chariots (Menon 1) and evidence 
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shows that those were built in Mesopotamia by the Mesopotanians as early as 3000 B.C. 

and in China during the second millennium B.C. (Anthony).  In the fourth century B.C., 

Philip II of Macedon and his son, Alexander the Great, integrated horse-borne warriors 

and the traditional Greek infantry.  In the armies of the late Roman Empire cavalry 

played an increasingly important role.  The mounted nobility of the Eurasian nomadic 

invaders, among them the famous Attila the Hun, 406-453, exemplified the advantages 

and efficacy of mounted warfare (Littauer).  These latter two traditions contributed to the 

development of the medieval knightly cavalry (Keen Medieval Warfare 13-35). 

 In Europe during the eleventh and twelfth centuries, there were social 

developments which reflected an ambivalence about and a shifting of the concept as well 

as the function of a knight and what status in society he held.145  Keen uses the shifts of 

meaning and emphasis in the application of the word miles to illustrate this reality 

(Chivalry 27-28).146  In classical Latin, miles meant only “soldier”; in the eleventh 

century, it denotes specifically a mounted warrior, distinguishing him from a foot soldier.  

The word milites (plural form) came to designate a warrior group, another section of 

society, separate from the clergy on the one hand and the imbelle vulgus, the common 

people and, particularly, the rustics, on the other.  In old charters, a third usage of the 

word miles is apparent; it seems to signify the standing of an individual.  Initially it 

identified men of very moderate means whose families might hold a very small estate, 

differentiating them from the greater men, such as counts and castellans, who held noble 

                                                
145 Bumke supports Keen saying, “…miles has a complicated semantic history in the Middle Age” (6).  
 
146  In this paragraph, we paraphrase Keen’s analysis contained in his book Chivalry on pages 27-28.   
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status.  Nevertheless, later, and extensively in France, by the early twelfth century, these 

affluent men also began to identify themselves with the term milites.  This new function 

of the word as a title would imply that the two groups, the lesser knighthood (earlier often 

described as vassi or vassals) and the greater nobility (the overlords of vassals) were 

coalescing in terms of social cohesion, albeit not in an economic sense.  The word miles 

has at this point attained clear honorific associations.  Says Keen, “As a designation, it 

had risen in the social scale” (Chivalry 28).  Bumke explains the etymology of the term 

“chevalier” in French, which derived from caballarius, meaning “stable hand,” clearly 

referring to a person of the lower level of society.  As time passed, chevalier signified 

“the man who owns a horse” and “who goes into battle mounted.”  With this shift the 

term had a more elevated meaning that included “fitness for battle and noble birth” (77). 

 Knighthood, then, seems to be a kind of “petty nobility,” and, as time goes by, 

greater nobles adopt the same title as these socially inferior men, blurring the distinction 

between the great and petty nobility, albeit not economically, and the two poles of 

aristocracy “begin to be drawn together.”  Keen concludes that mutual need drew them 

together as “the territorial lords needed the service of the petty knights in their endless 

wars and, in return, the lesser knights benefited by rewards, in the form of arms, money 

or land, or perhaps in help with an advantageous marriage, or in protecting of their 

privileges and fortunes, among other benefits.” Armed with knowledge of the origin of 

the figure of the knight, we continue with an explanation of chivalry (Keen Chivalry 28).  
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Chivalry 

 The concept of chivalry, a way of life, in theory, is manifested in the behavior of 

many of the knights who lived in the Middle Ages, although, in reality, there are 

abundant examples of knights who chose to live outside the rules of the code of chivalry. 

Novels of chivalry consistently reflect idealized chivalric practices and notions.  A 

clearer understanding of the meaning of this “chivalry” and the evolution of the concept 

will be useful.  According to Keen, the term “chivalry” is an “evocative word, conjuring 

up images” but “elusive of definition…It is a word that was used in the Middle Ages with 

different meanings and shades of meaning by different writers and in different contexts… 

sometimes no more than a body of heavily armed horsemen. . ., sometimes spoken of as 

an order. . .or an estate, a social class. . ., sometimes. . .used to encapsulate a code of 

values. . .[not] divorced from aristocracy. . . men of high lineage. . .; it very frequently 

carries ethical or religious overtones” (Chivalry 1-2).  

 In order to arrive at a workable definition of chivalry, Keen reviews three treatises 

on chivalry147 that seemingly combine the influences of both the courtly romances and of 

ecclesiastical opinion of great churchmen of the Middle Ages, who were instrumental in 

determining the purpose of knighthood and its place in society.  These three works are the 

anonymous poem Ordene de chevalerie composed in Northern French before 1250148 

(c.1220), the Book of the Ordre of Chyvalry (Libre que es de l’ordre de cavayleria) 

                                                
147 We again use Keen’s work as the basis for our information regarding these treatises, Chivalry, 6-17.  
 
148 Kaeuper advocates a date of 1220 (23) 
. 
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(c.1260’s)149 by Ramon Llull, the great Majorcan mystic, and the Livre de chevalerie, 

authored by the French Knight Geoffrey de Charny in the fourteenth century.  The latter 

“offers us a model of the chivalrous man which we ought to be able to recognize from 

real life” (Chivalry 18).  Keen adds, “All three date from a period when the ideas of great 

church reformers of the Gregorian period had been absorbed into the mainstream 

medieval culture. . . ,” but they “appear to be little touched by them” (Chivalry 6).  The 

following description of these works paraphrases Keen’s introductory comments on the 

literature that established most of the tenets of chivalry. 

 In the vernacular poem, Ordene de chevalerie, Hugh, Count of Tiberias takes his 

captor, the Sultan Saladin, through the steps of initiation into knighthood as prescribed by 

Christian law.  In these verses, chivalry is characterized as “a path towards Christian 

salvation in the repose of paradise” (Keen Chivalry 7); nevertheless the investiture of a 

knight is represented as a secular rite not requiring a priest or a church’s altar.  

Particularly stressed are the two classic knightly virtues of loyalty and courtesy, ever 

present in the ideology of the courtly romances.  We recognize as classic themes in 

romantic narrative two of the four commandments contained in the poem:  that the knight 

must shun false judgment and treason and that he must honor and aid womankind.  

According to Keen, this poem offers an introduction into what many thought chivalry 

meant (Chivalry 28).  

 A second cornerstone of chivalric literature, Llull’s Libre que es de l’ordre de 

cavayleria, composed in Catalonian, became the classic account of knighthood (11) and 
                                                
149 Kaeuper establishes a date between 1279 and 1283 (24).  
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has preserved something of the knightly ideal outside of the literary romantic sphere in its 

role today as a key text for anyone with interest in the topic of knighthood.  Immensely 

successful, the book was translated into French, Castilian, Middle Scots and English.  

The book describes in detail what is expected of a knight, the virtues that earn renown, 

and a knight’s duties.150  Llull declares the knight’s first duty to be the defense of Christ 

against unbelievers (25).  Additionally, he must defend his temporal lord, and protect the 

weak, women, widows and orphans (29, 35), exercise his body continually, by hunting 

wild beats and by seeking jousts and tournaments (even though these were banned by the 

Church) (30), be ready to go out from his castle to defend the ways and to pursue robbers 

and malefactors (38).  Required are wit and discretion, and above all courage, “chivalry 

abides not so agreeably in any place as in nobility of courage” (34).  The knight must 

seek both justice and mercy; loyalty and truth, hardiness, largesse and humility comprise 

the principal qualities of character expected of him (36).  Llull’s words are more 

ecclesiastically oriented than those of the Ordene de chevalerie, but he appears to stress 

harmony between the order of knighthood and the priestly order, although each possesses 

its own independent sphere of influence.  Also apparent is Llull’s perspective that 

knighthood is closely bound up with secular government:  “his knight is not only a nobly 

born warrior but also a lord of men, and much of his duty comes under the general 

heading of maintaining law and justice” (Keen Chivalry 11). 

 Geoffrey de Charny, a French knight (c.1300 to 1356) who lived and died in 

arms, was the author of three works of chivalry.  Kaeuper asserts that Geoffrey could 
                                                
150 In this paragraphy, we use Price’s edition of Llull’s work, indicating page numbers in parentheses.   
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deserve the title of “theoretician of chivalry” in fourteenth-century France (3).  The most 

important of his works is his treatise Livre de chevalerie, written between 1344-1352  

(21-22).  Since he speaks throughout of “men at arms,” not just knights, we see clearly 

that for Geoffrey chivalry “extends beyond the circle of those who have been formally 

dubbed knights” (Keen Chivalry 13). 

 Charny places significant value on earthly renown and endeavor.  “Qui plu fit, 

mieux vaut” (“he who achieves more, is the more worthy”151); he asserts that no man 

should be complaisant once he has achieved, but must continue to seek out opportunities 

to achieve more.  Geoffrey advocates that the man at arms be in love, because to honor 

that love he will seek even higher renown in deeds.  Keens points out that: 

. . .deeply Christian religious feelings…coloured his whole view of 

chivalry…Chivalry is a means to salvation:  he who takes arms for just purpose 

will save his soul, be it in his lord’s cause, or in defence of the weak, or to save 

his own honour and heritage, or against the infidel…The good, simple and bold 

are preux:  those who by their valour displayed in many places have risen to high 

rank are soulverain preux; but those who are plus soulvereinement preux 

distinguish themselves by the wisdom with which they attribute all their glory and 

achievement to the grace of God and the Virgin. (Chivalry 13-14)  

Although the general picture of chivalry that Geoffrey presents is essentially the same as 

in the two earlier works, in three salient respects his account differs from theirs.  We have 

                                                
151 This translation is by Keen (Chivalry 12).  The original French is from Geoffroy de Charny, "Livre de 
chevalerie (1344-1352)," 464-65, 468-72. 
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already mentioned how, within the order of chivalry, he includes the whole estate of men 

at arms, which ranges from squires to poor knights to the knight proper.  Additionally, 

Geoffrey believes that love as a human passion, properly regulated, “sharpens and refines 

the honourable ambitions of martial men” and knights should treat women, in the context 

of the chivalrous life, as real human beings, not as exaggerated Frauendiensts of courtly 

literature.  And thirdly, Geoffrey induces dynamism into knightly obligation, advocating 

a never-ending quest for achievement requiring prowess and valor (Keen Chivalry 13-

14). 

 It would seem helpful to recapitulate the characteristics, qualities, and duties of 

knights delineated in these treatises, many of which were evidenced and, certainly 

expected, in real life during the Middle Ages, but which were also reproduced faithfully 

in the narratives of the fictitious lives of the heroes, such as Amadís, Palmerín, and the 

Caballero del Febo, who populate the novels of chivalry.  The genuine knights are 

distinguished by their bravery, courtesy, integrity, humility, devotion, piety and chastity.  

Loyalty and prowess, hardiness and courtoisie are absolutely necessary.  The perfect 

knight is a perfect gentleman, gently born, gentle-mannered, truthful, faithful, and 

courteous to women, pure, brave, and fearless, unsparing of self (Hearnshaw 2).  While 

embodying a noble ideal, the chivalric vows impose numerous duties.  Hearnshaw lists 

the most conspicuous: 

to fear God and maintain the Christian religion; to serve the King faithfully and 

valorously; to protect the weak and defenceless; to refrain from the wanton giving 

of offence; to live for honour and glory, despising pecuniary reward; to fight for 
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the general welfare of all; to obey those placed in authority; to guard the honour 

of the knightly order; to shun unfairness, meanness, and deceit; to keep faith and 

speak the truth; to persevere to the end in all enterprises begun; to respect the 

honour of women; to refuse no challenge from an equal and never to turn the back 

upon a foe. (21)  

Earlier we mentioned that Llull emphasizes loyalty and truth, hardiness, largesse, and 

humility as the principal qualities expected of a knight.  Raoul de Hodence, in his 

vernacular manual of chivalry, Roman des Eles, which appeared early in the thirteenth 

century, explains that knights can rise through prowess if that prowess is accompanied by 

liberality and courtesy, and that a knight must, in addition to being a lover, avoid pride, 

envy, and slander, and refrain from boasting (Busby 24). 

 After considering these treatises, Keen observes that because the word “chivalry” 

is so “tonal and imprecise” that it is difficult to pin it down with a precise meaning.  In 

conclusion, he suggests the following: 

On basis of the treatises examined, chivalry may be described as an ethos 

in which martial, aristocratic and Christian elements were fused together.  

The compound is something new and whole in its own right. . .The 

military aspect of chivalry is associated with skill in horsemanship 

specifically, a costly expertise which could be hard to acquire, for one not 

born to a good heritage.  The aristocratic aspect is not just a matter of 

birth; it is connected with ideas of the function of knighthood and with a 

scale of virtues which implies that aristocracy is a matter of worth as much 
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as it is of lineage.  The Christian aspect is presented surprisingly free of 

the imprint of ecclesiastical prejudice and priorities.  Chivalry, as it is 

described in the treatises, is a way of life in which we can discern these 

three essential facets, the military, the noble, and the religious. (16; 

emphasis ours)  

 Hearnshaw determines that the importance of chivalry resided in the fact that it 

constituted a “complete way of life,” as it molded a knight’s character and whose 

influence prevailed from the cradle to the grave (21).  There are many impressive real life 

examples of individuals who exemplified to the world the virtues and graces of Chivalry: 

bravery, courtesy, integrity, devotion, piety, and chastity, as a less barbaric society began 

to emerge:  Godfrey of Bouillon, Tancred of Sicily, Guillaume le Mareschal (“The 

Flower of Chivalry”), Saint Louis, the Cid, Bertrand du Guesclin, Edward, the Black 

Prince, Chevalier Bayard (1473-1524), Pierre Terrail, Seigneur de Bayard, considered to 

be the last true Knight in Shining Armor (21).  The lives of these men did much to uphold 

the reputation of chivalry.  Hearnshaw concludes, “As a type of training; as a code of 

honour; as a standard of good form; as a school of courtesy; as a norm of piety, 

ceremonious but not enthusiastic; in all these respects Chivalry made an enduring mark, 

not only upon the later Middle Ages, but also upon all the subsequent centuries of 

Western civilization” (30). 

 Many other historians have offered their individual interpretation of the concept 

of chivalry. Davis defines chivalry:  “that peculiar and often fantastic code of etiquette 

and morals which was grafted upon feudalism in the eleventh and succeeding centuries” 
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(106). Warre Cornish tells us that it as “a body of sentiment and practice, of law and 

custom, which prevailed among the dominant classes in a great part of Europe between 

the eleventh and sixteenth centuries” (11).  Bémont and Monod explain, “Chivalry was a 

system which modified and completed feudalism.  It was not an institution, but an ethical 

and religious association, shedding a ray of ideal beauty through a society corrupted by 

anarchy” (257).  Kitchin claims that “at its highest, and in theory, chivalry sets before us 

the perfect gentleman—gently born, gentle-mannered, truthful, faithful, courteous to 

women, pure, brave, and fearless, unsparing of self, filled with deep religious feeling, 

bowing before God and womankind, but haughty in the presence of all others” (243).  As 

he analyzes chivalry, Milman notes the inclusion of the following elements: “a high sense 

of honour, disdain of danger and death, love of adventure, compassion for the weak and 

oppressed, generosity, self-sacrifice, and altruism ” (204).  Keen concludes that people’s 

general conception of what constituted chivalry remained basically unchanged from the 

end of the twelfth century or thereabouts to the end of the fifteenth…” (Chivalry 16).  

Certainly by the time of Cervantes, things had changed.  But in literature, writers 

depicted the institution (or ethical system) of chivalry through rose colored glasses, and 

their idealization of knights and the observance of their tenets was not a true reflection of 

society by the time Don Quijote decides to set out to improve the world.  

 Having examined the beginnings of the identity of a knight and the chivalrous 

behavior expected of him, we now look at the development of the novels of chivalry.  We 

will first present ideas regarding the origin of chivalric literature. 
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Beginnings of Chivalric Literature 

 Literature of chivalry flourished in Western Europe during the Middle Ages, a 

literature that was encouraged by the existence of flesh and blood knights who embodied 

the concept of chivalry as it was reflected in the treatises, but a literature, in turn, that 

inspired behavior in real life, as the stories incorporated and idealized the elements 

contained in these treatises.  We paraphrase and follow Sir Henry Thomas’s Spanish and 

Portuguese Romances of Chivalry (3-8) in his explanation of the origins of this genre.   

 According to Thomas, this chivalric literature grew out of a wealth of epic poetry 

localized in northern Gaul, during the period following the Frankish invasion and 

subsequent conquest (fifth and sixth centuries), whose substance and audience slowly 

shifted.  By end of the eleventh century, the epic material of the chansons de geste 

centered on national and local heroes and continued to inspire soldiers in the battlefield as 

they listened to the trouvères who sang them and the barons who heard them declaimed 

and performed by the jongleurs in their castles.  By the twelfth century, the performance 

of these epics by the jongleurs had extended to the market places where they amused 

people at fairs and festivals.  Thomas points out that after the middle of the thirteenth 

century, the chanson de geste became a private recreation as people began to read them, 

no longer in rhyming verse but in prose.  As the years passed, the original composers of 

the chansons de geste, the Southern French troubadours, often soldiers, became men of 

letters, who in turn retailed their material to the jongleur.  But these performers, once 

their audiences had bored of the same material recited from town to town and village to 

village, during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, could no longer afford to remain 
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totally true to the original material, and they began to add purely invented matter, often 

based on popular local legends of general appeal, and to fuse this material with the larger 

and national legends.  Expanding their repertoire by using their imagination, they, thus, 

brought romantic fiction closer in time to their audience. 

 Regarding the importance of the trouvères, we feel it noteworthy to mention the 

key role they played within the larger seigneurial courts of twelfth-century France “in 

finalizing the shape of chivalrous modes and ideology” that we later find portrayed in 

works such as those of Llull and Charny (Keen Chivalry 31).  These courts served as 

centers of secular literary culture, and gathering in them men from different levels of 

aristocratic society, who were the audience to whom the chansons de geste and the early 

Arthurian romances were addressed.  The trouvères moved from the battlefields into this 

rich, secure world of the courts and became the composers of courtly literature, 

encapsulating within it “an amorous ethic of service to a lady,” which, of course, was 

equivalent to the ethic of faithful service to a lord.  The force of this adulatory passion 

was considered the “source of all excellence and endeavour” in the one bound to her 

service.  Female approbation thus “offered a new, secular and psychologically very 

powerful sanction to the secular conventions of the code of courtly virtue and martial 

honour” (30-31). 

 Returning to the jongleur and his role in the development of the romances of 

chivalry, Thomas points out the effect of the jongleur’s amplification of the material 

contained in the epics as well as the concurrent and continual simplification of the 

original epics that occurred through the formation of the three cycles.  These are reflected 
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in Jean Bodel’s well-known couplet of the twelfth century:  “Ne sont que trois matières à 

nul homme attendant, / De France et de Bretaigne et de Rome le grant” (Thomas 6).  

Each one of these cycles refers to the origin of the epic  (“historical”) material utilized by 

the authors, and each one distinguishes itself by identifiable characteristics.  For our 

study, the matière de Rome carries little importance since basically its contribution to the 

novels of chivalry is simply the setting of some of the romances as well as some 

mythological themes taken from classical antiquity.  With Charlemagne at its center, 

along with the tales of his paladins and wars with the Moors and Saracens, the matière de 

France, is characterized by “a lofty idea of honour and sacrifice in the service of God and 

the Emperor and a high sense of value of an oath of fealty” (Thomas 7).  This 

Carlovingian cycle provided a vast reservoir of material particularly for Ariosto, Pulci, 

Dolce, and other Italian writers.  The third cycle was that of Bretagne (Brittany, France), 

of Celtic origin (the cycle is key to the development of the novel of chivalry in Spain), 

consisting of a series of chivalric novels in prose dealing mainly with the life of the 

wizard Merlin, the deeds of King Arthur, and the adventures of Lancelot and other 

knights.  According to Thomas, by the middle of the thirteenth century, the trouvères had 

become masters of this material, as they appropriated the myths of the “passionate, 

imaginative and idealistic Celts, although stripping them of much of their subtlety and 

mystery in their attempt to conform to the Christian and feudal standards of the times.  At 

times, these Celtic elements appear “merely extravagant, and even at times, absurd” 

(Thomas 7-8), as the trouvères incorporated the fantastic, the mysterious, the marvelous 

into their literary production.  These Breton stories also introduced a new ideal into 
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literature:  that of the knight-errantry, motivated arbitrarily, irresistibly, by an instinct for 

adventure, adventure for its own sake (Buendía 24). 

 Key names associated with this matière de Bretagne are:  the Welsh cleric 

Geoffrey of Monmouth, credited with the creation of Merlin (Buendía 27), author of 

Historia regum Britanniæ (c.1136; Historia); the Anglo Norman clerc and poet Wace, 

who wrote a verse history of Britain, Roman du Brut, in Norman French (c.1155); and, 

perhaps the most influential of them all, Chrétien de Troyes, renowned for five lengthy 

romance-type narrative poems composed between approximately 1170-1190 (Érec et 

Énid, Cligés, Le Chevalier au Lion [Yvain]), Le Chevalier de la Charrette [Lancelot], 

assigned by the author to Godefroi de Leigni for completion, and  Le conte du Graal 

[Perceval], left unfinished at his death and added to by four successors in what are known 

as the Four Continuations).  Geoffrey’s Historia regum Britanniæ is a pseudo-history of 

the kings of ancient Britain based largely on Celtic legends in which he celebrates in 

great detail King Arthur and what he judges to be the golden age of pre-Saxon England; 

King Arthur becomes a worthy rival to the heroic Charlemagne.  Approximately twenty 

years after the writing of the Historia regum Britanniæ, Wace renders this work in Old 

French romance form and is the first to write about King Arthur’s Round Table.152  

Chrétien de Troyes was also a clerc,153 and as such, shared in the same educational 

                                                
152 Uitti and Freeman point out that Wace’s work in more than a mere translation, but includes “elaborate 
and fascinating descriptions” and “frequent narratorial interventions,” and, thereby, addresses the interests 
and curiosity of his Anglo-Norman aristocratic public (21-22, 36).   
 
153 “Clerc” is translated as “cleric,” but it is defined by Uitti as “an individual who had studied formally in 
school, but who was not necessarily a ‘cleric’ in the sense of having taken holy orders.”  In the twelfth 
century, “clerkliness was an honorable state, spawning ecclesiastical privilege” (6).   
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training received by most of the prominent members of the First Estate and spent his life 

in the employ of aristocratic patrons, as a member of a team—or “workshop”—of court 

functionary-poets attached to the court of Champagne.  His job was to please and 

entertain, and, according to Uitti, his œuvre “constitutes one of the prime sourcebooks for 

the medieval notions of courtoisie (courtly and civilized behavior) and chevalerie (5).  

All five of Chrétien’s verse romances take place in the time and geographic space of the 

Arthurian world, and his matière is a “vast repository of Celtic tales,” featuring King 

Arthur, his queen and the knights of the Round Table.  Claiming that Érec et Énide 

“constitutes the earliest-known Arthurian romance,” Uitti concludes that with this work, 

“a new era opens in the history of European story telling” as Chrétien “reinvents the 

genre we call narrative romance; in some important respects, it also initiates the 

vernacular novel” (36).  

Development of Novels of Chivalry in Spain 

 Scholars have much discussed and continue to speculate about the origin and the 

progressive development of this variety of romantic fiction, chivalric literature, in Spain.  

It should be apparent, as was observed in the discussion of the ancient Greek novels, that 

the emergence of a literary form most generally is due to a variety of factors and 

influences.  Pascual de Gayangos identifies four different theories regarding the origin of 

chivalric literature in the Peninsula.  He relates that some authorities advocate that this 

genre was born as a result of the contact between European and Eastern Mediterranean 

peoples during the Crusades; others express the opinion that it was the Moorish invaders 
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who brought it to Spain (“origen arábigo”).  A third camp believes that the roots reside in 

the Scandinavian countries and other nations in the North (“origen gótico”), while a 

fourth group supports the idea of chivalric literature deriving directly from the Greek and 

Roman mythological tales (Gayangos III).  No definite resolution of this issue, in 

Gayangos’s opinion, seems possible, but it is agreed that chivalry, as an institution, 

originated outside of Spain, in the North, as has been previously discussed. 

 Both Carlovingian and Celtic legends crossed the Pyrenees into Catalonia with 

the trouvères and travel along the Way of Saint James to Galicia and Portugal.154  

Generally agreed to have been composed, at least in part, in Santiago de Compostela, the 

twelfth century Latin Pseudo-Turpin Chronicle (Historia Caroli Magni), which recounts 

Charlemagne’s alleged conquest of Spain and is based on the tradition of the chansons de 

geste, was enormously popular (Thomas).  It is evidence of knowledge of the matière de 

France in Spain.  Later, another footprint of the Charlesmagne series, that of the legend 

of Maynete y Galiana,155 is found in the Crónica General, compiled under the direction 

of Alfonso X, el Sabio.  We find also El Mainete, which tells about Charlemagne’s youth, 

in the Gran Conquista de Ultramar.  The latter, an enormous compilation referring to the 

conquering of Jerusalem in the First Crusade, contains the story of Berta de los grandes 

pies, Charlemagne’s mother, and that of the Caballero del Cisne, considered to be the 

first example of chivalric literature in Castilian (Buendía 35). 

                                                
154 Buendía, 37-38; Thomas, 9-10. 
 
155 Some scholars claim that this is a native addition to the cycle (Thomas, 10).  
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 The passage of the material from the Celtic cycle, a repository of gallantry and 

fantastic adventures, into Castile transpires later, potentially due to the lack of direct 

contact with it, unlike the case of Galicia and Portugal which enjoyed frequent 

interactions with the Celts, and to the practical and more austere Castilian character, 

along with their being preoccupied with the reconquest of their own soil and the defense 

oH. f their faith.  References to the Celtic legends prior to the fourteenth century are few  

(Thomas 24).  Nevertheless, evidence that they had filtered down into Castilian literature 

is found in the first part of the Anales Toledanos (second half of the thirteenth century) in 

the Grande e General Estoria, of Alfonso X, el Sabio (second half of the thirteen 

century), which contains the story of Brutus, and in a mention of the Round Table in the 

Gran Conquista de Ultramar (Buendía 38).  The famous Cancionero de Baena (middle 

of the fifteenth century) contains references to several of the Celtic as well as 

Carlovingian cycles.156  We note indebtedness to the Breton cycles also in the 

anonymous Libro del caballero Zifar, in the episodes of the Enchanted Island and the 

Dauntless Knight.  Exhibiting a combining of the two cycles is the “primitive” Amadís de 

Gaula, whose first three books are said to have been written in the early fourteenth 

century, reference to which is made by Pero Ferrus, one of the oldest troubadours 

mentioned in the Cancionero de Baena, a poet known to have written a poem on the 

death of Enrique II in 1379, and who probably was born in the first third of the fourteenth 

century (Gayangos XXIII). 

                                                
156 Buendía, 38-39; Thomas, 26.  
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 Nevertheless, by the early fourteenth century, Castilians were reading the French 

romances that had circulated first in the courts of Lisbon, Toledo, Pamplona, and 

Barcelona during the later years of the thirteenth century, probably as French 

manuscripts, now translated into the vernacular (Entwistle 31-32).  Thomas points out 

that the circulation of Welch monk Geoffrey of Monmouth’s pseudo-historical Historia 

regum Britanniæ provided knowledge of this matière (23).  Entwistle proposes that that 

work, written in Latin by a historian, probably attained popularity and acclaim for both 

those reasons, and he theorizes that Eleanor, daughter of Henry II of England and Eleanor 

of Aquitaine, wife of Alfonso VIII (ruler of Castile 1158-1214), was likely the one who 

introduced Geoffrey’s work into the Spanish Peninsula (33).  

 While France, Germany and most of the rest of Europe were producing novels of 

chivalry during the thirteenth to the fifteenth centuries, Spain was slow in adopting them, 

due to a variety of factors, among which figures the popularity of the simple and severe 

cantares de gesta, characterized by their “realismo,” meaning “historiocidad,” and thus, 

the absence of the marvelous and fantastic, and due to their “tradicionalidad, o mejor, su 

enorme capacidad de resistencia al tiempo y su perduración…su vitalidad” (Alborg 50-

51).  These epic poems, of informative nature and in which a national air and spirit 

prevailed, produced in the growing Christian kingdoms in the north of the Spanish 

Peninsula, satisfied the people’s “curiosidad admirativa ante el suceso notable que 

provoca un interés de índole…novelesca” and also their desire to know about events that 

affected or were affecting the destiny of their communities (39).  Another factor 

influencing the late acceptance of this literary movement in Spain, according to 
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Gayangos, is that there already existed a certain chivalric and legendary atmosphere in 

the country, where “real” national heroes, who fought the common enemy (Bernardo del 

Carpio, el Cid, Ferrán González, among others), starred in popular legends, and the epic 

literature satisfied curious listeners and readers, leaving no room for interest in invented 

heroes (V).  Even though Spain was slow to embrace and to produce chivalric literature 

(by then, this literature had already begun to fall out of style in the rest of Europe), we 

know that the Arthurian stories circulated in the courts of Lisbon, Toledo, Pamplona, and 

Barcelona during the latter part of the thirteenth century, and that they then were 

translated.  Once that occurred, these stories continued to fertilize the literature and 

society of the Spanish kingdoms for another couple of centuries. 

 We can comfortably say that the wave of original Spanish novels of chivalry did 

not officially commence until the beginning of the sixteenth century, as the chivalric 

themes in the Spanish crónicas transitioned almost imperceptibly into novelistic format 

that focused on the triple dogma of love, loyalty, and honor.  This new series of fictions 

spread throughout the world and, according to Ticknor, “became more famous than either 

of its predecessors” [meaning, Arthur and his Round Table, Charlemagne and his Peers] 

(231).  A whole family of romances, whose descendants, as Cervantes says, were 

innumerable,157 begins with the publication of Garci Rodríguez de Montalvo’s, Amadís 

de Gaula (1508), whose work inaugurates a period of immense popularity for this literary 

form.  Ticknor states that our first notice of the story of Amadís de Gaula comes from the 

                                                
157 “alguno de los del innumerable linaje de Amadís de Gaula” (Part II, I, 462) We cite from the edition by 
Fajardo and Parr of El Ingenioso Hidalgo Don Quijote de la Mancha.  
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latter part of the fourteenth century “by several poets in the Cancionero of Baena,” and 

also from “the Rimado de Palacio of the Chancellor Ayala, parts of which…were written 

in 1398 and 1404” (232).  Montalvo “reworked” this primitive version into three “books” 

and then added a fourth of his own invention.  Numerous novels of chivalry appeared in 

Spain soon after the resounding success of the Amadís.  Buendía calculates the 

production of almost one novel of chivalry per year between 1508-1550, nine between 

1550-1588, and three more before 1605 (30).  Translations into Italian, French, and 

English extended geographically the popularity of this literary type. 

Characteristics of novels of chivalry 

 In this section, we present the most salient characteristics of the novels of chivalry 

in general.  As was done with the “Byzantine” novels, we will present these features by 

discussing them in terms of conceptual themes, narrative structure and narrative 

technique, devices, motifs, and elements ofcharacterization.  Because detailed research 

into a great number of the novels of chivalry is not only impractical, but considerably 

beyond the scope of our study, we will draw heavily on the apt analyses already 

accomplished by the following recognized critics:  José Amezcua, Federico Francisco 

Curto Herrero, Daniel Eisenberg, Antonio Rey Hazas, Luciana de Stéfano, Frida Weber 

de Kurlat.158  These critics speak generally about the model of the novel of chivalry 

                                                
158 Amezcua, Metamorfosis del caballero. Sus transformaciones en los libros de caballerías españoles; 
Curto Herrero, Estructura de los libros españoles de caballerías en el siglo XVI and "Estructura de las 
novelas españolas de caballerías en el siglo XVI"; Eisenberg, Romances of Chivalry in the Spanish Golden 
Age; Rey Hazas, "Introducción a la novela del Siglo de Oro, I (Formas de narrativa idealista)," Luciana de 
Stéfano, "El Caballero Zifar:  novela didáctico-moral"; Weber de Kurlat, "Estructura novelesca del Amadís 
de Gaula".  
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established by Montalvo’s foundational piece Amadís de Gaula.  Some of these critics, 

notably Curto Herrero, provide detailed information regarding how novels of chivalry 

after the Amadís deviate from the model Montalvo unwittingly provides.  We must 

recognize that there is indeed a great deal of variation among the novels of chivalry as the 

genre develops over several decades.  This evolutionary process occurs as different 

authors, at least partly out of a desire to establish their own individual stamp, choose to 

eliminate, reduce, substitute, or transform certain key elements of the Amadís, for 

example, by drastically minimizing the love element, by placing an exaggerated emphasis 

on adventure, or by ridiculing some of the tenets of chivalry.  Cervantes’s Don Quijote 

demonstrates some of these approaches.  A fourth authorial change noted is innovation, a 

procedure visible, for example, in the incorporation of themes from other genres (Curto 

Herrero Estructura de los libros españoles de caballerías 19-20).  

 Curto Herrero sees the genre divided into three phases: “la fundacional, la 

constituyente, la fase de expansión y evolución” (Curto Herrero "Los libros de 

caballerías" 286).  The “fundacional” period ends at the beginning of the fifteenth century 

with the publication of Montalvo’s Amadís de Gaula, a synthesis of the prior Celtic 

narrative models based on  worldly knight errantry oriented toward the achievement of  

personal fame using a double focus on love and adventure.  This work establishes the 

narrative outline model that is to become the basic framework for the subsequent novels 

of chivalry and provides the basis for the types of characters, their attributes, and the 

relationships between them (Curto Herrero Estructura de los libros españoles de 

caballerías 22).  The second phase, “la constituyente,” includes works published between 
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1510 and 1512:  Las sergas de Esplandián (1510) and Florisando (1510), these being 

two continuations of the Amadís, and Palmerín de Olivia (1511) and Primaleón (1512), 

the first two of the Palmerín series (Curto Herrero "Los libros de caballerías" 287).  This 

solidifying or stabilizing stage completes the tendency toward nationalization (observed 

in a turning toward a moral and didactic orientation) begun in the foundational phase and 

amplifies the thematic and formal horizons of the chivalric genre (Curto Herrero 

Estructura de los libros españoles de caballerías 23, 26).  After 1514, the works 

published tend to follow some of the directions displayed in the prior two phases, and we 

also find here those that synthesize the “foundational” and “constituent” phases while 

innovating with material from other genres (27).  

 In general the novels of chivalry contain complicated plots that are confusing and 

difficult to summarize.  They are always set in the past, though never before the birth of 

Christ, and the novels exude an air of pseudo-historicity in that they always pretend to be 

true “crónicas” or “historias”; the autors allege that the stories have been found in some 

remote place, written in a non-Romance language, and that their translation into Spanish 

has required great effort (Eisenberg 56).  The hero knight, always male and of royal 

blood, will travel extensively through familiar and unfamiliar parts of the world, but also 

to imaginary places invented by the author.  His journeys will have various purposes:  “to 

see, serve, elope with, or retire from his lady, to attend a tournament, to go to the aide of 

kings or queens in need of military assistance, to repel invaders or to claim what is 

rightfully theirs, to obtain a healing agent for someone ill, to help free someone held 

captive, to catch a glimpse of some beautiful woman, to get to know the identity of or to 
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find his parents” (Eisenberg 62).  There is essentially no concern for the practical, 

mundane aspects of life, “realismo,” nor a preoccupation with verisimilitude, as we 

confront fantasy, magic, fiction, marvel, although there are novels which exhibit an anti-

Arthurian reaction to this tendency, Florisando (1510), for example (Curto Herrero 

Estructura de los libros españoles de caballerías 27).  

 The novels of chivalry clearly focus on the themes of love, honor, adventure (vital 

to the establishment of identity and destiny), acquisition of “fama,” religion, and loyalty 

of two kinds:  political, to a sovereign; in love, to the beloved.  The knight seeks prestige, 

fame, and reputation, and his adventures, individual, group, or collective, constitute the 

means of obtaining these (Eisenberg 63).  Women in need of assistance, ranging from 

queens to humble servant girls and those whose honor has been attacked, motivate many 

adventures.  Eisenberg also identifies adventures based on encounters with the 

supernatural, from combat with unnatural beasts, to the penetrating of obstacles created 

by magic, or to being misled by a apparition or held in an enchanted castle or on a 

magical island (71-72).  Tied to the main themes of love and adventure, the passion for 

the acquisition of “fama” and the inviolability of loyalty, to a king or to the beloved, gain 

particular significance for the characters and their authors.  Nevertheless, love is 

generally just a pretext for adventure, not the main focus of attention; courtship is usually 

secret and typically beset with external difficulties (71).  As María Rosa Lida de Malkiel 

puts it,  “It [the Arthurian literature of the Spanish Peninsula] fails to stress the 

supernatural adventures typical of the Matter of Britain, or the irresistible force of love, 

or the mystic mood of the Grail romances.  Hence, its choice of the Pseudo-Boron cycle, 
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in which external action prevails over delineation of character, passion, and symbolic 

meaning” ("Arthurian Literature " 412).  Love is viewed as a refining element, necessary 

to improve men, but their women and the knights’ sentiments usually play a secondary 

role in the plots.  

 We now consider some of the characteristic structural features of the novels of 

belonging to the chivalric literary tradition. Novels of chivalry are generally quite long 

and open, allowing continuations in cycles; notably, the Amadis and Palmerín stories 

developed into prolonged cycles, novel after novel.  Curto Herrero, who for his 

dissertation (Estructura de las novelas españolas de caballerías en el siglo XVI) executed 

a magisterial study of the structure of the novels of chivalry from the Amadís through the 

end of the sixteenth century, analyzes how these books evolved over time and points out 

variants, transformations, and innovations therein.  The following is a paraphrase of his 

main considerations regarding the structure of the novels of chivalry.  The main construct 

of these books resides in the tension between absence and meeting (“ausencia/reunión”), 

elements that correspond to another binomial that provides the motivation, that of the 

search and the acquisition of what was searched for.  The smallest structural unit of these 

works is the “adventure,” and there are three types:  individual, group (meaning those 

involving the hero and a number of his own men), and collective (involving opposing 

camps).  Adventures combine to form strata, “estratos,” defined as a group of adventures 

framed by a space or journey with a common motivation; these “estratos” then conjoin to 

form a  “narrative plane,” in other words, a “book.”  These “estratos” can put things into 

motion or close an action.  In addition, there are intermediary ones that develop and 
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transform the contexts that make possible the step from the initial situation to the final 

situation.  In the Amadís, the Curto Herrero contends that each book has a different 

motivation, but all of them are associated with and subordinate to the general motivation 

of the entire work as the travel framework allows for a succession of episodes that arise 

out of successive confrontations between the protagonist and his enemies.  On a 

superficial level, each narrative plane (book) has three parts:  initial situation, central 

body of knightly adventures, and a final situation.  At the abstract level, structurally, the 

action begins with a negative situation and ends with a positive one, passing through an 

intermediate part that is “neutral,” sometimes negative and sometimes positive.  These 

two extreme situations are complementary, and we find between them the same 

relationship:  between the potential and the execution of deed, between a lack of 

something and the elimination of the lack by acquisition, between a wish and the 

achievement of what was wished for, between “able to have” and “having” (60, 1009, 

1032, 1034).  

 According to Curto Herrero, the novels of chivalry can generally be divided into 

three main parts:  an initial situation which includes certain constants, such as:  

information regarding the future hero’s secret birth, the loss of his parents and his 

upbringing far from them; a prophecy regarding an extraordinary future; demonstrations 

that the young protagonist is an exceptional hero; his knighting; the qualification of the 

knight as a lover; often, tests of fidelity of love and a culminating secret marriage; the 

knight involved in adventures with groups of knights to provide proof that he is an 

indisputable leader.  Thus, we find this part dedicated to the qualification of the 
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protagonist as a hero and the reestablishment of the attributes that, for different 

circumstances, he has been lacking, such as royal lineage and knowledge of his parents.  

A ceremony of the bestowing of knighthood usually concludes the initial situation.  The 

emphasis in this part is on the individual adventure.  The last part centers on collective 

confrontations due to territorial or religious motivations.  Commonly there is a 

declaration of war and an assembling of armies with initial skirmishes; later, we read of 

collective battles with truces, during which individual and group challenges occur.  The 

novel ends with a resolution of the conflict/s and the establishment of peace, and, more 

than likely, closes with a public, official marriage, and the distribution of honors and of 

lands to the knight and those in his group.  The authors also provide an episode, such as 

the kidnapping of the king, the enchantment of the monarch and/or of knights and ladies, 

which serves as the base for future continuations.  In the intermediate section, we read of 

the chivalric adventures of the hero and the knights belonging to his group in a collection 

of successive episodes designed to build on the initial potentialities of his greatness and 

to bring to fruition the prophecies that adhere to them, all leading to the expected and 

anticipated denouement established at the beginning (1010-1016). 

 In his analysis, Curto Herrero identifies certain constructive constants in these 

books of chivalry.  Each contains a prophecy frame, in that there is a pre-established plan 

drawn out by the author that develops what has been mentioned mysteriously and 

synthetically.  The author thinks the reader is interested more in the “how” the hero is 

going to accomplish the announced objective and not the “what” the author has, new or 

unknown, to say to the reader.  We know that the young knight will become king or 
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emperor; we want to know how he achieves this.  Every novel of chivalry revolves 

around a search, whether for adventures in general, without a precise objective, a search 

for a concrete object, or a search for some abstract idea that gives rise to success in the 

face of a test, such as fame (recognition), honor.  A journey serves as a frame for the 

episodes as well as a consequence of the search for something.  There are continuous 

separations and meetings (1017).  Each adventure or knightly episode is presented as a 

confrontation between two parties (a subject and an anti-subject), in which one of them 

imposes himself on the other and wins the object of dispute.  Curto Herrero labels these 

three relationships as opposition, imposition, and acquisition.  Each “estrato” has a 

ternary structure:  a motivating factor, a variable number of episodes, and a final 

objective to which the initial motivation is oriented (such as a search for a person or the 

freeing of an imprisoned or enchanted king).  When considering the general structure of 

the books of chivalry, we find a transformation from a condition that initially is in 

negative form, or showing a lack of something, to a final positive condition (after the 

elimination of the “lack”), with intermediate episodes that make this transformation 

possible, which phase also exhibits a ternary structure (1024). 

 The novels of chivalry contain episodes that are interrupted by others, which in 

turn are interrupted, and then brought back together with the intent to relate different 

themes and actions in an enormous connected structure (1019).  We previously observed 

this technique of interweaving of episodes, linking and tying up of narrative knots, in our 

discussion of the ancient Greek novels.  As the search for the achievement of knightly 

objectives progresses, the story lines of the novels of chivalry exhibit an alternation 
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technique that starts with a gathering of knights, followed by a spatial dispersion of them, 

and then a reassembly of the same characters, generally taking place in the court of the 

king or in a forest (“reunión, dispersión, reunión”).  As a consequence of this alternating 

technique, the encounters have different results, depending upon if the knights belong to 

the same band or not: 

1)  if they do recognize each other,  they form a group to continue the 

search; 

2)  if they do not recognize, a combat ensues which does not end with a 

victor because they recognize each other during the battle and stop. 

3)  if they are not of the same band, there is combat, with varied results 

depending upon who the knights are; combat definitely happens if  the 

protagonist is present. (1019-20)159 

 Frida Weber de Kurlat also speaks of the organization of the narrative material 

and the techniques employed in the chivalric genre.  She points out that the characteristic 

starting place of these novels is the narration of a brief genealogy of the hero, rather than 

his birth.  She identifies two planes in these narratives:  the exterior link to history, and 

the internal organization of the novel.  Weber emphasizes both the technique of passing 

from certain characters, situations and encounters to others without any connecting 

comments, “sin nexos”(30), and simply ending a chapter and beginning a new chapter 

with new people, in a new place, and, possibly, at a new chronological moment, and that 

of of utilizing transitional statements that announce the termination of the current theme 
                                                
159 "Estructura de las novelas españolas de caballerías."  Translation ours. 
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and character, and passage to another episode.  Using the formula of “dexar ‘x’…tornar a 

‘y’,” the authors employ a formula taken from the historiographical and “Byzantine” 

traditions (32).  Sometimes these links between episodes prepare the reader for a long 

separation from the characters or end with a note of suspense, leaving him/her 

anticipating a future event.  We also see the technique of alternating scenes of action 

followed by sections of description.  The authors frequently speak in the first person, 

singular or plural, and with this internal connection, “nexo interno,” (34), they resolve the 

problem of simultaneous or successive actions by the characters.  Weber also mentions 

the  “nexo externo,” represented by the use of the second person plural of verbs such as 

“saber,” “oír,” or the use of the pronoun “vos,” which seeks to establish a connection 

between the narrative or narrator and the reader or listener in order to include the latter in 

its/his/her surprise, desperation or happiness, and thus, weave together more tightly the 

narrative structure (35).  Lack of real suspense, except in minor situations, or during 

occasional events, and the summary technique are also obvious element (49, 54). 

 In chivalric novel after chivalric novel, the authors paint the life of a “caballero 

andante” as a continuous battle in which the paladin proves his valor and reaffirms his 

primacy over others.  The knights are directed characters, puppets in the hands of the 

author, in that they are created to execute the previously established plan set by the 

author, and the protagonist’s mission consists of achieving what has been laid out in that 

plan (usually expressed in a prophecy).  The author directs him from one place to 

another, by means of “wise persons” or damsels who requests favors, by chance, storms, 

shipwrecks, winds, or enchanted boats, but tries to make it appear that it is Divine 
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Providence or Fortune that is in control (Curto Herrero "Estructura de las novelas 

españolas de caballerías" 1021).  There is ample use of the devices of coincidence, 

mishaps and obstacles, sudden discoveries, and deus ex machina in these works.  The 

regard for realism is minimal, at best, and descriptions of landscapes, dress, and objects 

are limited.  However, the places created by the authors’ imagination (Arcalaus’ tower, 

the  “Ínsula Firme,” Urganda’s palaces, among others) tend to receive more descriptive 

attention (Rey Hazas "Introducción a la novela del Siglo de Oro, I (Formas de narrativa 

idealista)" 78).  The authors employ symmetry and contrast as constructive elements.  

They use the contrast in and opposition of bands of knights, of places, of ideals, of 

knightly goals.  They present contrast of situations that range from one extreme to 

another:  from the initial situation to the final situation; from those of sadness to those of 

joy; from lacking to obtaining of what was lacking; from secret marriage to public 

marriage; from loyalty to disloyalty and vice versa; from the “here” of the court of one 

king to the “there” of the court of another king, sultan, emperor.  We find opposition of 

characters at a human level—the knights of one band and those of another, Christian and 

pagans—and oppositions at the super-human level—the enchanters Urganda and Melía, 

assistants respectively to the Breton knights and to the infidels (449).  When the hero 

publicly marries his true love toward the end of these romances, the other important 

members of the cast are paired off and multiple nuptial unions are established, all 

anticipated to live “happily ever after.”  We observe parallelisms, such as both Amadís 

and Galaor having similar adventures but in different geographical locations.  The device 

of antithesis abounds; there is a constant dialectic between virtue and vice, infraction and 
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punishment, reunion and separation, fame (as in renown or reputation) and dishonor, love 

and rejections or lack of love, friendship and animosity.   

 Curto Herrero ("Estructura de las novelas españolas de caballerías") identifies two 

devices that link the knightly adventures with their confrontations between the hero and 

his enemies:  the journey and the knight protagonist himself, either alone or with his 

group, who is present in the novel from the beginning to the end (443).  The element of 

discord is a sine qua non of the romances of chivalry; the conflicts between good and evil 

occur in armed conflicts between individuals, between small groups, and in huge battles 

between great numbers on each side  (E. R. González 101).  

 Authors use the device of “amplificatio” to retard the outcome of an adventure or 

the ending of the “historia.”  Damsels (often unnamed), squires, and dwarfs function as 

bearers of information as they travel between individuals and groups and bring characters 

up to date with recapitulations of events of which the reader is already cognizant, or new 

facts that the author has not yet shared with the reader. 

 Speaking about the novels of chivalry, Bakhtin brings forth the idea that dreams 

in these works do not function as an “element of content,” but rather acquire a generating 

function.  Chance is personified with good and evil fairies.  Bakhtin determines that the 

unique chronotype of this type of novel, full of good and evil magicians, is that of “a 

miraculous world in adventure-time” (152-53).160  In these books, “suddenly” becomes 

normalized; it is generally applicable, almost ordinary; miracles become commonplace.  

                                                
160 Bakhtin defines “adventure time” as a highly intensified but undifferentiated, extra-temporal hiatus 
appearing between two moments of real time sequence [biographical time] (89).  
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Unexpectedness itself ceases to be something unexpected, but rather what is expected.  

The hero inhabits a world of miraculous chance that preserves his identity and provides 

the code by which he measures his identity; the hero is every bit as miraculous as his 

world.  He is “its best representative.”  Generally speaking, the novels manifest a 

“subjective playing with time, an emotional and lyrical stretching and compressing of it” 

(151, 153). 

 All the main characters in the romances of chivalry are knights, ladies, kings, 

aristocratic.  The characters, overall all, belong either to the forces of good or the forces 

of evil (E. R. González 43).  Those belonging to the former are generally Christian, 

strong, well-built, handsome, courteous, gallant, generous and disinterested; they 

demonstrate strength of character, love of justice, fidelity, and loyalty.  The figures in the 

group of “others”  (monsters, dwarves, magicians, enchanters) are portrayed as 

unattractive and proud, inhuman and enemies of justice.  The evil persons, “traidores,” 

“malvados,” and false accusers come and go without showing signs of change or 

evolution; they demonstrate three essential defects:  pride, ambition, and desire for 

vengeance.  They function against the natural order of things (43).  Also among the evil 

characters, we see giants that are not supernatural beings, but merely “very large and ugly 

men, convinced of their superiority over ordinary men”; clearly the villains of the novels, 

they are never Christians.  They usurp kingdoms and carry off women; they are haughty 

and disrespectful and offer the knight the chance to show his/her extraordinary abilities in 

defeating and killing them.  Customarily, the final fate of the knight’s enemies is death 

(Eisenberg 65).  
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 Painter enumerates the four tenets of a chivalric hero:  he must be possessed of 

prowess; he must hold unswerving loyalty to whomever he has sworn fealty; he should be 

amply generous in regard to his wealth and social position; and he must be, in all cases, 

courteous (28-32).  All these criteria are met in novels of chivalry where we find a hero 

who is the archetype of the man of action:  rash, impulsive, bold, and honorable.  And 

always aristocratic; his superiority is affirmed by the defeat of another.  He displays the 

qualities of the “ideal” knight:  temerity, loyalty, bravery, assistance to the weak and 

defenseless (orphans, damsels, the aggrieved), generosity, honorable behavior, and 

strength.  Eisenberg, in his comprehensive chapter covering the common elements of 

novels of chivalry, details the following “desirable qualities” of the personality of the 

romance hero:  intelligence, a calm temper, magnanimity, mesura.161  Additionally, the 

hero is consistently gracious in his treatment of others; he possesses a highly developed 

ethical sense; he avoids boasting or reciting his feats and avoids conflict whenever 

possible, although, he does engage his opponent when he is unsuccessful in convincing 

the adversary of the error of his ways.  The knight possesses numerous desirable abilities, 

as well.  He is a good courtier, neither wordy nor taciturn, an outdoorsman who enjoys 

nature and generally dislikes urban life.  He maintains a good sense of humor and is so 

likeable that he is seldom alone.  He may play a musical instrument and composes verses, 

and, in military action, remains conscious of his status and does not mix with the 

common soldiers.  The knight never seeks money; in fact, money is seldom mentioned.  

                                                
161 “Mesura” is understood to mean moderation in spirit and passions, a combination of restraint and 
courtesy, with exterior demonstration of submissive attitude and respect. 
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If he seeks anything, it is prestige, fame, and reputation; he uses his adventures as a 

means of obtaining these (62-64). 

 Stéfano is less complimentary in her evaluation of the chivalric hero, however.  

She claims that in them we discover individuals driven by impassioned impulse, who 

erupt quickly with blind rage in the face of injustices and offenses to personal dignity.  

Prideful words and attitudes abound.  The chivalric knight is “a super-individualist” with 

“a morbid attraction for armed combat, a combat so personal that when defeated, the 

vanquished pay homage to the lady of the conqueror” (182).  

 The motivation for the authors of the romances of chivalry to include women in 

their books is, we believe, partly motivated by the need and desire for variety, but also, 

certainly, by the fact that the courtly love in these books constitutes one of the main 

themes, albeit a subordinate one to adventure, loyalty, and the acquisition of “fama.”  

Women serve as background or provide motives for action.  Women, ranging from 

queens to humble servant girls, needing assistance, whose honor has been attacked and 

can only be cleansed through battle with the accuser or dishonorer, or whose territories 

have been usurped, make frequent requests of the hero, and he will not resist helping a 

deserving person.  Women, mostly figures under the authority of male protectors, 

generally do not travel for pleasure or amusement, but they are frequently kidnapped by 

evil-doers, thus setting up an adventure for the hero.  At tournaments, women are literally 

and figuratively spectators.  Readers know that the woman with whom the protagonist 

falls in love is the one that he will eventually marry, but typically adverse circumstances 
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exist that prevent the wedding from occurring until the end of the story (Eisenberg 70-

71).  

 E. R. González categorizes the secondary characters in the novels of chivalry into 

five groups:  the witnesses, the “linking” person, the messenger, the recapitulator, the 

sages (“los testigos, “el personaje-enlace,” “el mensajero,” “el recapitulador,” “los 

sabios”).  Thousands of unnamed warriors and soldiers also appear along side the central 

characters.  The “personaje-enlace” can be either someone who leads the hero from one 

adventure to another (“conductor”), or one who relates the injustices suffered by an 

individual, which will then motivate the hero to action (“relator”).  The most important 

individualizing characteristic of these “linking” secondary characters is their participation 

in the action, by deed or by word.  Their identity is tied mostly to their function of 

moving the story forward, and they exhibit minimal psychological development or 

evolution, depicted more with generic feelings than individualized manifestations of 

sentiment. 

 The messengers are generally of a greater status that the first two categories.  In 

the Amadís, Gandalín and the Doncella de Dinamarca stand out as the messengers “par 

excellence”, not limiting themselves just to relaying the message, but providing their own 

personal observations regarding the sender of the message.  The recapitulator, in brief 

resumés, refreshes the memory of the reader as to what has happened, and the 

“refundidor” shares with him his authorial duties.  Likewise, the sages substitute for 

interventions by the omniscient narrator and can be considered the spokespersons of the 

author and share ideological affinity with him regarding his opinions over the principal 
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themes comprehended in the romance.  The “wise ones” are closer to the ideal of moral 

perfection and do not experience changes experienced by the hero (40-44).  We can find 

representatives of these types in subsequent romances of chivalry, as well. 

 Critics’ opinions vary, but, in general, in-depth psychological development of 

characters is lacking.  Rey Hazas alleges that the hero is presented as “maduro y 

acartonado desde el principio” (76).  In contrast, E.R. González states that there is 

humanization of characters; they are not simply allegorical figures or symbols, and he 

points out a process of evolution in some of he main characters of the forces of good 

(included in this group are the Amadís, Lusuarte, Galaor, Oriana, Gandalín, and 

Agrajes).162  The same author acknowledges, however, that the characters are measured 

by their actions, and, because those belonging to his category of “las fuerzas del bien” 

represent all that is virtuous, they are limited in their expression of psychological 

development, as are the representatives of “las fuerzas del mal”, who seem to be 

personifications of the forces of evil that threaten the justice of the established order.  

Authors elaborate specific adventures to highlight certain facets of the hero’s personality, 

and, by linking together of all his exterior actions, emblematize simultaneously his 

interior development (60-66).  Spitzer notes that this interior evolution is manifested by 

the different names by which the knight is known throughout the chivalric novel.163 

Curto Herrero presents the viewpoint that the hero’s chivalric activity does not emanate 

                                                
162 See E.R. González’s Chapter II for more details (64-95). 
 
163 “…el caballero adquiere diferentes nombres, cada uno de los cuales revela la etapa alcanzada...la 
evolución interior queda claramente indicada.. . .” (Spitzer, 139). 
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from his interior; it does not represent an achievement by or of his own personality, but 

rather, that activity originates from the exterior, the hand of the author.  Therefore, he 

begins his mission with some defined characteristics and the story adds nothing to his 

way of being; he is a hero, and is so from the beginning of the novel (Curto Herrero 

"Estructura de las novelas españolas de caballerías" 1019).  

 

 Now that we have discussed the many of the distinguishing characteristics of both 

the ancient Greek novels and the novels of chivalry, we will proceed to analyze certain 

representative texts that demonstrate, although at times tentatively in some cases and 

others, certainly inexpertly, the incorporation and combination of many of the elements 

of the “Byzantine” and chivalric literary traditions as we move forward in time to the 

Quiote and Cervantes’s perfect sythesis of these traditions.  We will begin our analysis 

with the anonymous Libro de Apolonio and El Libro del caballero Zifar, and, continue, in 

chapter three, with the narrative poems of Boiardo and Ariosto, whose works were so 

influential for Cervantes and many other Spanish authors.  Our fourth chapter deals with 

of the Spanish novel of chivalry, Palmerín de Olivia, and we follow with a chapter 

dedicated to Los amores de Clareo y Florisea y los trabajos de la sin ventura Isea, by 

Núñez de Reinoso, whose attempt at confluence of the “Byzantine” and chivalric literary 

traditions, in our judgment, although interesting, a failure.  We then will analyze this 

confluence of traditions in Cervantes’s most popular work, the Quijote.  Finally, we will 
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explore the amalgamation of the “Byzantine” and the chivalric literary traditions in other 

works by the most well known Spanish author. 
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Chapter Two:  Libro de Apolonio and Libro del cavallero Zifar 
 
 
 
 

LIBRO DE APOLONIO 

 
 We begin the exploration of the confluence of the ”Byzantine” and chivalric 

literary traditions by studying the Libro de Apolonio, a poetic version of the legend of 

Apollonius of Tyre composed in the middle of the thirteenth century.164  Seventy 

references to Dios and fifteen to the Creador, plus moralizing statements and brief 

sermons (on covetousness, 52-59 and on God’s care of the afflicted, 93-94) would seem 

to substantiate the assertion that the anonymous medieval author of this work was 

churchman.165  His religiosity is also apparent in his censuring of sins and in references 

to books of saints.  In addition, he begins his poem “En el nombre de Dios e de Santa 

María” and ends it with “Amen Deus”. 

 The Apollonius legend was born in the last years of pagan antiquity.  It is 

generally accepted that the hypertext166 on which the Spanish author based his poem is 

the Historia Apollonii Regis Tyri (HART)167, whose date of composition is debated to be 

                                                
164 Monedero ("Introducción," 14-15) supports a composition date of 1240.  Corbella ("Introducción," 13) 
indicates that many authors agree on date of 1250, but the Alvar pushes it back to 1260 (Libro de Apolonio.  
Estudios, Ediciones, Concordancias, I, 96). 
 
165 All quotations and verse references are from the Monedero’s edition of this poem.  References are 
indicated by verse number, and, when needed, by line, for example, (66.1). 
 
166 This is terminology from Genette, 11.  
 
167 The oldest manuscript is that of the Biblioteca Larentiana de Florencia (Pluteus LXVI, no. 40) 
(Monedero, 20).   
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as early as the first half of the third century A.D. or as late as the sixth century, though 

the earlier date is more probable (Monedero 21).  However, Marden contends that the 

version that the Spanish author knew was neither of those which are extant today, but 

rather a version before those, a missing “mixed text” which contained coincidences with 

the Gesta Romanorum (a fourteenth century collection of fables and exempla) and with 

the Pantheon of Godfrey of Viterbo (composed in the last years of the eleventh century, a 

species of world history, interspersed with numerous fables and legends, including the 

legend of Apollonius) (LII-LIII, XXIII-XXIV).  

 Many of the motifs of the HART date back to the classical period of Greek 

literature, in particular Homer’s Odyssey, but, in spite of the abundance of Odyssean 

topoi, Alvar concludes that “La Historia no copia a la Odisea, pero sí tiene temas que son 

suyos, situaciones que proceden de los viejos periplos camino de Itaca, y esto crea un 

clima que es inútil negar” (Libro de Apolonio 59; also 48-55).  The protagonist is a hero 

marked by a destiny that leads him to wander.  Alvar also points out the presence of the 

Latin authors Virgil and Ovid in the Historia, as well as numerous motifs we observe in 

the ancient Greek novels (Libro de Apolonio 63-66, 55-58). 

 But, the HART version probably used by the Spanish author was, according to 

Klebs (qtd in Monedero 47), already somewhat Christianized, exhibiting themes related 

to the lives of saints and to medieval hagiographic narratives (Corbella 29).  For example, 

the tale of Apollonius, in general, shows close similarity with the legend of St. Eustace 

and St. Clement, while the episode of the virgin Tarsiana being taken to a brothel mimics 

the lives of Saints Agnes, Dionisia, Irene, Agatha, among others (Corbella 30). 
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 Several critics approach their study on the Libro de Apolonio by comparing it to 

the Latin version and indicate divergences from it in the poet’s innovation and personal 

twists.  Corbella indicates that basically there is nothing “new” in the Libro de Apolonio, 

except the author’s “recreación” of traditional material, adapting it to the new bourgeois 

society of the thirteenth century, and the author’s originality resides in this blending of 

the universal168 and the local, adapting it to the Spanish culture of the writer’s medieval 

times (11).  This critic places particular value on the “contemporaneización, 

medievalización y cristianización” attained in the treatment of a classical theme (31).  

The anonymous cleric’s169 skill as a re-creator stands out, as he reworks the Latin text 

through amplifications, reductions, the managing of nuances and clarifications, and 

suppressions.  His original approach rests in the Christianization of the original legend.  

This conjoining of pagan and Christian elements is also perceived in the author’s 

approach in adapting the Latin text to medieval customs and thus, “acercando así la 

historia al público y facilitando su participación en la intriga” (Monedero 48).  The author 

does not forget that his characters are pagan, but that their spirit, and even their words, 

identifies them strongly with Christianity (Monedero 47). 

 Alvar is more exuberant about the originality of this work.  He states that “El 

autor traduce y recrea y lo [el original latino] convierte en criatura poética,” exercising 
                                                
168 This legend was extremely popular in the Western world of the times).  “[Apollonius of Tyre]. . .having 
been turned into Latin early in the Middle Ages. . .attained in Western lands a vogue that was denied to the 
rest of the other romances [of its kind] . . .and so exerted a remarkable influence in several of the literatures 
of Europe. . .through the course of many centuries” (Pickford, 609 n3). 
 
169 Monedero believes that the author was “un clérigo secular” (as opposed to a monk living in a 
monastery), an opinion she justifies citing the various examples of “leve ironía” that stand out in several 
occasions (28-29). 
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the principle of aemulatio (imitation) by combining amplificatio (augmentation) with 

abreuiatio (reduction), detractio (omission) and adiectio (addition) to flesh out the 

succinct Latin text with the purpose of creating his own distinctive work ("La 

originalidad española" 80-81).  The author creates a work of art as he achieves balance in 

the material, without easy theatricality and implausible miracles.  He accentuates the 

hero’s kindness, humanizes the characters as we “feel” their feelings, and paints realistic 

“slices” of life (for example, the scene in which Tarsiana debuts as juglaresa in the 

market in Mitilene, and the depiction of the citizens’ happiness in Tiro upon the return of 

Apolonio from Antioquia).  The author presents, “cuadros de la vida de su tiempo,” 

making the story come alive, enriching it, taking an old legend and converting it into a 

creature of his times” (Alvar "La originalidad española" 86, 80-89).  Approaching the 

work from a different angle, Surtz adds that the author converts the pagan content of the 

legend into religious, Christianized material and adds Christian teachings as, he insists on 

the sinful nature of his character(s).  It appears that the author consciously reworked the 

Latin text in an effort to demonstrate the role of Divine Providence in human affairs, in 

its triumph over Destiny (Surtz 331 n7). 

 Numerous critics have indicated this work’s strong association with ancient Greek 

novels written between the first to the fourth century.170  Artiles states, “El Libro de 

Apolonio es una novedad bizantina versificada, metida en cánones de cuaderna vía” (15).  
                                                
170 Alvar, Libro de Apolonio  55-59 and"La originalidad española del Libro de Apolonio," 78-81; Grismer, 
Atkins, and Marden, The Book of Apollonius, vii-ix; Deyermond, "Motivos folklóricos y técnica estructural 
en el Libro de Apolonio," 124; Artiles, El "Libro de Apolonio," poema español del siglo XIII, 15-19; 
Cabañas, "Prólogo," Libro de Apolonio; Bermúdez, "Estudio Preliminar," Libro de Apolonio; Isabel 
Lozano-Renieblas, Novelas de aventuras medievales, 38-44. 
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We agree with Surtz in that the author’s knowledge of the Greek novels was more likely 

attained from Latin and vernacular literature, such as the lives of saints, that had 

preserved their patterns, rather than his having had any direct knowledge of the ancient 

narratives themselves, most of which were not available until the Renaissance (334).  

Lozano-Renieblas (42-44) and Perry (The Ancient Romances 294-95) note parallels with 

the legend of St. Clement contained in the Pseudo-Clementines.171  As he recreated in 

verse form this legend most likely from a Latin172 version, the Spanish author worked 

with numerous elements and motifs identifiable with the novels of the Roman Imperial 

era. 

 We will now explore reflections of this influence from the “Byzantine” literary 

tradition looking first at the thematic affiliation with those novels.  We will follow with a 

discussion regarding the author’s use of certain structural and narrative techniques and 

his treatment of characterization, all of which evidence “Byzantine” characteristics. 

 Thematically, Libro de Apolonio is akin to the ancient Greek narratives in that it 

is a story of adventure, and love as well, a tale of the wanderings of Apolonio, containing 

an endless variety of adventures and peripeteia, and, as in almost all the ancient Greek 

narratives, the journey is circular, beginning and ending in the same location.  The love 

theme is present as Luciana is befallen by a growing attraction to an unsuspecting 

                                                
171  See Appendix J for a summary of the legend of St. Clement contained in the Pseudo-Clementines. 
 
172 A Greek version has been posited, but never found.  For a discussion of the Spanish author’s sources 
see Lozano-Renieblas, 38-51. 
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Apolonio, culminating in her being bedridden by love sickness and her bold declaration 

to her father, in riddle form, that the only suitor who will satisfy her is Apolonio. 

 Fleeing Antíoco’s wrath, Apolonio is isolated from his countrymen, and later, he 

becomes separated from his loved ones, from his wife due to her apparent death, and 

from his daughter, as a consequence of his extreme grief and his need to protect her from 

Antíoco’s reach.  He leaves her as an infant to be raised by innkeepers Dionisa and 

Estrángilo in Tarso.  Thus, Apolonio experiences loneliness and isolation, as is the case 

with many of the heroes in the “Byzantine” novels.  Unlike the latter, however, Fortuna 

does not move the plot, but rather Divine Providence seems to be the controlling entity, 

certainly the one to which characters appeal for assistance.  The Spanish author places the 

life of the hero under the protection of Divine Providence.  A synthesis of the main action 

reveals that the story is about Apolonio’s being harassed by adversity over which he 

ultimately triumphs.  This is a plot line seen repeatedly in the ancient Greek novels. 

 With respect to the poem’s structure, one observes a rectilinear development in 

the plot, with events ordered chronologically and with only three breaks in the main story 

line, to insert three collateral episodes:  Antíoco’s scheming against Apolonio after the 

latter’s deciphering of the King’s riddle; Luciana’s fate in Éfeso; and Tarsiana’s life in 

Tarso, as well as her experiences in Mitilene.  But these escapes from the main action are 

all tightly associated with the central action.  The main participants in each deviation are 

closely tied to Apolonio, his misfortunes, and future occurrences; therefore, the feeling of 

a fragmented narrative is avoided (Artiles 32-33).  The digressions, so prevalent in the 
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ancient Greek novels, here are series of moralizing sermons and exempla with which 

infuse into the old legend a decided orientation toward Christianity. 

 The action in Apolonio’s tale develops in the Mediterranean, and travel is by sea, 

the sea itself being a leimotiv of the poem (Monedero 33), generating other motifs similar 

to those in the ancient Greek novels.  There are two storms and one shipwreck, these 

occurring at moments of high tension:  in Apolonio’s trip from Tarso to Pentápolin as he 

flees Antíoco’s relentless pursuit (107-113), and in the voyage from Tarso to Tiro, after 

Apolonio is told that Tarsiana is dead, his ship being redirected to Mitilene by the stormy 

conditions (456-457).  Apolonio is the lone survivor of the shipwreck.  This first storm 

leads to Apolonio’s meeting his future wife, Luciana.  The second storm sets up the 

recognition scene with Tarsiana.  A third maritime journey takes Apolonio to Ephesus 

resulting in the recognition scene with Luciana and the total restoration of Apolonio’s 

family.  Pirates always roam these seas and figure into the protagonists’ peripeteia.  As 

often is the case, pirate interventions produce divergent results.  In this work, their effect 

is initially beneficial in that they interrupt Teófilo’s attempt to murder Tarsiana, and thus, 

allow her to escape from Tarso, but then become negative as the pirates sell their hostage 

to a “uome malo,” who envisions attaining great wealth as he employs her in his brothel. 

 The motif of apparent death appears twice in the poem.  We are told that the 

rigors of Tarsiana’s birth (resulting in internal hemorrhaging) cause Luciana to lose 

consciousness.  Seeing no signs of life, all believe she has passed from the earth.  

Apolonio orders a coffin made and, at the insistence of the ship’s captain, who in his 

superstitious beliefs is convinced that her dead body will cause bad luck for the ship and 
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its occupants, her embalmed body is thrown overboard.  Subsequently, the reader is told 

of her “resurrection” at the hands of a medical student in Ephesus,173 but Apolonio 

remains convinced that he has lost her forever (270-83).  Apolonio’s separation from his 

daughter is voluntary, as he heads off to Egypt, and although not explained by the author, 

we can assume that this is the manner in which he chooses to deal with his recent loss.  

When Apolonio returns to Tarso some thirteen years later, expecting to be reunited with 

his daughter, Dionisa claims that Tarsiana has died from a fatal illness, an announcement 

that plunges Apolonio into acute grieving.  Again, the reader is privy to the truth and the 

fact that she has already been spirited away to Mitilene and enslaved to a brothel owner.  

Apolonio’s total belief in this apparent death is shaken when he discovers that he is 

unable to cry at her “false” tomb (448), and he considers that to be a sign that she is 

might not be buried there. 

 The topics of chastity and fidelity figure also in the poem.  Tarsiana, determined 

to remain pure, succeeds in curbing her customers’ desires with a moving recounting of 

her woeful past and further protects herself from her owner’s designs by resourcefully 

marketing her musical and vocal talents at the market, as a juglaresa, a sin-free 

enterprise. 

                                                
173 Luciana’s return to life (313-315) reminds us of Callirhoe’s in Chariton’s Chaereas and Callirhoe, 
although her false death is caused by spousal abuse. 
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 Alvar notes strong parallels with the legend of Xenophon of Ephesus’s 

Habrocomes and Anthia, as well as with other ancient Greek novels,174 in particular with 

regard to the characters of Tarsiana and Anthia (Alvar Libro de Apolonio 55-59).  The 

latter also avoids death when her goatherd assassin sells her to merchants, who in turn 

market her to the owner of a house of prostitution.  She, too, evades deflowering and 

manages to preserve her virginity, but her saving tactic is feigning an epileptic fit.  In the 

Libro de Apolonio, Luciana, after her post partum recuperation, safeguards her 

reputation, too, and Apolonio’s honor as well, by recurring to the safety of a convent.  

Anthia keeps her purity by representing to Psammis that she is consecrated to Isis.  

Tarsiana appeals to the clients’ sympathy. 

 In the “Byzantine” novels, once the heroes separate, the writer must work to 

fashion their reunion.  Authors of the ancient Greek novels were fond of recognition 

scenes and the medieval Libro de Apolonio contains two.  In the first, the author cleverly 

ties up the “nudos” of the narration regarding Tarsiana in the brothel and her relationship 

with her protector Antinágora.  Apolonio is on his way back to Tiro without his daughter 

whom he had hoped to recover in Tarso, when stormy seas force his crew to take refuge 

in the port of Mitilene.  The author builds tension and interest as he places father and 

daughter together on Apolonio’s ship.  As a kindness to the despondent king, Antinágora 

sends the vivacious Tarsiana to see him, hoping to lift his spirits.  She first attempts to 

dispel his gloom with music and later with riddles.  Tarsiana throws her arms around 

                                                
174 Alvar (Libro de Apolonio.  Estudios, Ediciones y Concordancias) offers several examples of the 
author’s “concrete knowledge” of this and other ancient Greek novels.  
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Apolonio, with the intent to ease his depression.  The king clearly misunderstands the 

gesture and responds by slapping his daughter.  As Tarsiana reacts with tears and a 

lament containing information regarding her unknown parents, Apolonio apologizes 

(540) and finally recognizes the young woman that has been keeping him company in his 

lowest moment. 

 Another link to the “Byzantine” novels appears in the utilization of a vision.175  

In this instance, a divine messenger’s intervention sets in motion the second of the 

recognition scene.  On his way to Tiro with his newly found daughter, Apolonio is 

instructed by an angel to dock in Ephesus.  There, of course, he reunites with Luciana at 

the Temple of Diana, and the family is whole once more. 

 One of the characteristics of the ancient Greek novels is its moralizing and 

religious backdrop.  Teaching was, of course, also one of the goals of the clerics of the 

“nueva maestría” (1.3), known as the mester de clerecía or “[poetic] art of the clergy 

(Grismer, Atkins and Marden xiii).”  The moral digressions and comments in the Libro 

de Apolonio parallel the Greek authors’ penchant for presenting certain moral ideas and 

lessons in their works so that the reader not only is entertained, but also taught, as he 

benefits spiritually from his/her reading.  According to Monedero, these moralizing 

remarks function to profile the psychological and moral features of characters and to 

assist in explaining motivations and attitudes (48).  The author condemns incest and 

avarice, exemplified by Antíoco (52-61); he places, ironically, discourse regarding the 

                                                
175 One example is found in Leukippe and Klitophon.  Artemis appears in a dream to Sostratos, announcing 
that in Ephesus he will find his daughter and nephew (Book 7.12 in Winkler’s translation ("Leucippe and 
Clitophon," 267). 
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fickleness of fortune on the lips of Dionisa (339-341); and at the conclusion of the poem, 

he offers moral reflection about death and the necessity of performing good works in this 

life, this after showing how the fisherman is rewarded by Apolonio for his kindnesses 

toward him (651-657).  

 In Libro de Apolonio we also detect many parallels with the ancient Greek novels 

in the area of character portrayal.  To begin with, only the main characters are described 

physically, and the narrator points out that they are, exceptionally attractive.  The three 

protagonists (Apolonio, Luciana, Tarsiana) possess noteworthy attributes, a parallel to the 

supremely beautiful and exemplary heroes of all the “Byzantine” novels.  Apolonio is 

recognized for his handsomeness and charm; Luciana and Tarsiana are praised for their 

loveliness and intelligence.  Similar to the Greek main characters, they all belong to the 

noble class.  The author develops their humanity throughout the work by means of their 

actions and the description of their psychological and physical reactions to their 

situations.  Although there are the stock “good” and “bad” people176, who populate the 

story, as is common, also, in the Greek novels, the author develops more fully a few of 

his characters, particularly Apolonio, Luciana, and Tarsiana, who, of course, are 

categorized among the good.177  The hero prince is depicted in multiple facets:  as a 

sabio, who upon his return to Tiro after correctly guessing the meaning of Antíoco’s 

riddle, immerses himself immediately into his books to verify that he, indeed, has 

                                                
176 Artiles labels the characters “los bienhechores” (76-83) and “los culpables” (69-75).  
 
177 This placing of individuals into opposite groups results in an emphasis on the goodness of the good. 
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properly analyzed the enigma; as a proud prince, who will not appear before a king, 

unless he is properly dressed; as a servant, who immediately acquiesces to Luciana’s 

request to be her teacher; and as a captain, who sends his crew into the town to purchase 

provisions to celebrate his saint’s day and then remains below, paralyzed by depression 

(459-460).  

 With regard to Luciana, the narrator draws out in great detail the process of her 

falling in love with Apolonio.  She takes the initiative and requests that her father, name 

Apolonio her music teacher (197) and, then later, bedridden, suffering from mal de amor, 

she proactively announces in writing to her father that she will only marry “el pelegrino,” 

and even bribes him in person declaring, “que si de Apolonio en otro me camiades, / non 

vos miento, desto bien seguor seyades, / en pie non me veredes quantos días biuades” 

(237.2-3).  Luciana’s boldness stands in direct contrast to Apolonio’s passivity and 

patient inaction at Architrastres’s court. 

 Apolonio’s daughter, Tarsiana, however, exudes spontaneity and 

resourcefulness.178  With death imminent at the hand of Teófilo, Tarsiana chooses to 

pray as her potentially last act on the face of the earth (79.2-3).  Determined to maintain 

her virginity, Tarsiana displays adeptness for persuasion in her convincing narrative 

covering her life’s misfortunes, achieving that all potential violators of her person leave 

her room paying her, but not for services rendered.  Later, in defense of her purity, she 

finesses her pimp into permitting her to sing and play in the market, a sin-free manner of 

                                                
178 Tarsiana ressembles Charikleia in the Aithiopika in these and other attributes. 
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saving her virtue.  In her interactions with Apolonio, nimbly skirting repeated verbal 

rebuffs by him, Tarsiana does not back down.  And when verbal resources are exhausted, 

she reflexively employs an act of affective persuasion as she attempts to hug her then 

unknown father.  The author paints her with numerous facets and talents.  She is anything 

but bland and lifeless.179 

 It is clear that our author’s vision of characterization consists primarily of little 

description of the characters’ physicality, while relying upon their actions to demonstrate 

their inner selves.  He elects to provide an in-depth “realistic” profile of a small number 

of the poem’s actors, spending much ink on providing his readers or listeners with a 

multi-faceted perception of these individuals; they are memorable owing to the care taken 

in representing them. 

 The connections with the chivalric literary tradition are neither as strong nor as 

ubiquitous as the ones discussed regarding the “Byzantine” novels.  Nevertheless, 

numerous elements that appear in the novels of chivalry are visible and are key to the 

poet’s interpretation of this legend.  Some analysts might even object to a discussion of 

chivalric elements in a work written a good century before the assumed date of the 

primitive Amadís, but there can be no doubt that many of the basic concepts and 

perceptions upon which chivalric literature was based precede their later depiction in 

chivalric novels.  The reader might recall from our chapter one that the anonymous poem 

Ordene de chevalerie dates from the first half of the thirteenth century and Llull’s 

treatise, Book of the Ordre of Chyvalry (Libre que es de l’ordre de cavayleria) was 
                                                
179 Tarsiana compares with Melite (Leukippe) and Chariclea (Aithiopika) in complexity and depth. 
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penned close to the 1260’s-1280’s.  Notions regarding knights and chivalry were likely 

very much in the air at the time of the creation of the Libro de Apolonio.  We find, and 

are supported by respected critics, such as Lida de Malkiel (La idea de la fama 160-61) 

and Artiles (49-52), that interwoven into the medieval Spanish poem are courtly and 

chivalric emotions and aspirations, which reflect the values medieval society placed on 

such praiseworthy behaviors and postures, as outlined in the treatises on chivalry and as 

represented later in the many romances of chivalry. 

 We maintain that the qualities of the characters, their attitudes, and actions 

indicate that the author of the Libro de Apolonio, in contemporizing the legend, wishes to 

present a chivalric hero.  Yet, it is obvious that the warrior element of the honorable 

knight is absent; the word “arma” appears only once in the poem (60.1); Apolonio leads 

no army in any conflict, nor does he participate in any kind of combat.  He possesses 

knowledge of logic, grammar, and music; he is an intellectual “que sentía desdén por las 

armas” (Alvar "Apolonio, clérigo entendido" 62).  This hero seems purged of any warrior 

instinct and appears to extol the art of peace, prudence, compassion, sound judgment, 

piety, and devotion to the gods (Pidal 170-71).  

 García Blanco indicates that the poet offers us an Apolonio, who is “un dechado 

de cortesanía”, but for one “felonía” (his striking of his daughter), immediately rectified, 

is presented as the perfect knight, the consummate gentleman, and at the same time a 

very human nobleman, as evidenced by his bout of melancholy and his occasional tears 

of sorrow in his most abject moments of despair (370).  This paragon of virtue is devoted 

and faithful to his wife, humble and respectful in the courts of his social superiors, 
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courteous, but truthful, in expressing his opinion about Luciana’s performance on the 

vihuela.   

 The first quatrain180 establishes for the reader two main characteristics of the 

hero, both mainstays in the depiction of chivalric heroes:  his bondad and his cortesía.181  

The bondad entails a natural inclination to perform good deeds and polite treatment of 

social inferiors; the cortesía implies an elegance of manner, sophisticated polish, and 

modesty as he faces adversity.  A natural consequence of his bondad is his largueza, a 

generosity exhibited when he saves the city of Tarso from hunger, gives a large sum of 

gold to the citizens of Mitilene after being reunited with his daughter, magnanimously 

contributes to the convent in Éfeso, where Luciana has lived for over a decade, and at the 

end, lavishly rewards the fisherman of Pentápolin.  Apolonio’s athletic prowess indicates 

to Architrastes the former’s noble status (149.3, 151.1-2).  His knowledge and talent with 

music demonstrate the acquisition of these chivalric attributes.   

 The poet employs the designation of cavallero for Apolonio several times.  In 

verse 360.12, he is identified as “un noble cavallero”, “un reçio cabdalero,” and later, 

arriving at Mitilene, alone and melancholy as a result of his seemingly never-ending 

misfortunes, he is labeled “lazdrado cavallero.”  Additionally he is referred to as a man 

                                                
180 “E(e)n e nombre de Dios y de Santa María, / si ellos me guiassen, estudiar querría / conponer hun 
romance de nueua maestría / del buen rey Apolonio y de su cortesía”.  Alvar points out that “la cortesía” is 
not tied to a single virtue, but rather “rezuma un conjunto de actitudes que conduce al éxito social. . .pues 
tiene carácter moral y social” (Alvar, "Apolonio, clérigo entendido," 61).  In Corbella’s opinion, with this 
beginning, the author wanted to “exaltar el sentimiento de caballerosidad y las cualidades más nobles de su 
personaje” (71 n1d). 
 
181 In the Flores de Filosofía, “cortesía” is described as “suma de todas las bondades, e suma de la cortesýa 
es que aya omne vergüença a Dios e a los omnes e a sý mismo” (Knust, 47). 
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“de buen continente” (110.3) and a sensible person, “omne de grant mesura” (572).  In 

general, throughout the poem the author attributes to his protagonist all the chivalric 

virtues that in medieval times were judged to be admirable and exemplary.  

 More evidence of the courtly and chivalric atmosphere of the poem appears in 

scenes revealing the importance of the social hierarchy Apolonio is acutely aware of how 

disrespectful it would be for him to appear before the king and his court in tatters and 

refuses to do so.  Architrastes does not inquire directly as to his guest’s rank and takes the 

precaution of allowing Apolonio to choose where he sits at the banquet.  He even enlists 

Luciana’s assistance in determining Apolonio’s “situación,” so that all can adjust their 

behavior appropriately:  “sabet de su faziendo quanto pudierdes saber / contra éll que 

sepamos cómo no captener (“comportarnos”) (166.3-4).  Apolonio, very much aware of 

his position in the social hierarchy, in order to preserve his dignity, feels compelled have 

on a crown in order to play the vihuela, and he manifests urbanity and smooth politeness 

in his evaluation of Luciana’s musical performance (Lida de Malkiel La idea de la fama 

160-61). 

 Another element typical of the novels of chivalry, and in reality, of the medieval 

period for over three hundred years, is the presence of tournaments, chivalric encounters 

during which knights would compete and, at the same time, hone their combative skills 

during times of peace.  Tournaments also figured largely in the era of courtly love, as 

knights would also compete for their lady’s approval and to show themselves worthy of 

her admiration.  In the present poem, the poet has his pagan hero, in celebration of his 

reunion with his daughter in Mitilene, order a true medieval tournament to be organized 
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in which “castillejos de tablas”, a sort of scaffolding to which board were attached, would 

be constructed (546).  The knightly competitors would then hurl their lances at the 

“tablas” with the intention of making them come crashing down (Monedero 48).  The 

inclusion of this event further validates the perception that the poet wanted to update this 

legend to appeal to his contemporaries.  It suggests that in the chivalric ambiance of the 

thirteenth century this key element of chivalric tradition, so often mentioned in the 

subsequent novels of chivalry and so closely associated with the knightly culture, was 

definitely in vogue, and, we believe that the poet elected to incorporate this element into 

the old legend that he was following to modernize it. 

 The protagonist Apolonio, as well as the king of Pentápolin, Architrastes and 

Antinágoras, the leader of Mitilene, clearly exhibit chivalric characteristics, attitudes and 

attributes which align them with those knights in the novels of chivalry whose adventures 

enthralled readers of Spanish for over a half of a century and others for longer than that.  

Overall, however, the Libro de Apolonio exhibits and overwhelming number of 

characteristics that align it with the ancient Greek novels:  journeys, storms, shipwrecks, 

pirates, kidnapping, separation and reunion, anagnorisis, and a happy ending.  Even 

though some “Byzantine” characteristic features are missing, for example a beginning in 

medias res, we believe that the author’s main inspiration came from the ancient Greek 

novels.  Nevertheless, in the process of contemporizing the Apollonius legend, he 

advantageously blended together the “Byzantine” literary tradition with the chivalric, 

perhaps seeking, as well, to broaden the appeal of his literary creation. 
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LIBRO DEL CABALLERO ZIFAR182 

 
 Most critics today believe that this work was composed around the beginning of 

the fourteenth century, some time after the jubilee in Rome, which began on the twenty-

fifth of December, 1300 (C. C. González 21).  Walker asserts with a fair degree of 

certainty that the author was an educated and well-read cleric, and there is substantial 

evidence that indicates that he was Ferrán Martínez, the Archdeacon of Madrid 

(Tradition and Technique 1, 18).  A testament to the work’s popularity is the fact that it 

was printed 1512, in the early sixteenth century, and enjoyed a second printing in 1529.  

 The Libro del Caballero Zifar is generally accepted to be the first indigenous 

romance in Spanish (Tradition and Technique 1).  Entwistle claims it is the “oldest 

original Castilian fiction” (74).  Attempts at classifying its literary genre have aroused 

rather diverse responses.  Ticknor places the “Zifar entre las novelas de caballerías que 

merecen el olvido en que yacen” (26), while Gayangos calls this work a “novela de 

caballerías independiente”183 and points out the importance of the moral element, which 

later will become a fundamental feature of many books in this genre (XLVII).  Wagner 

declares that this work “…stands midway between that form of literary expression of 

which the Conde Lucanor is the type, and the full-fledged Romance of Chivalry” (12).  

Thomas considers this work “the first real Spanish romance, immature and transitional 

                                                
182 Quotations are from the edition by Cristina González, as are “book” and page number references.  In 
our quotations, we will reproduce exactly the spellings given by C. González, who follows Wagner’s 
edition.   
 
183 Gayangos established five cycles among the Spanish novels of chivalry:  those belonging to the “ciclo 
bretón”, the “ciclo carlovingio,” the “ciclo greco-asiático,” the “Palmerines,” and the “independientes.” 
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indeed, but still a romance of chivalry…an early work of capital importance” that 

combines the chivalric, the didactic and the hagiographic (12-20). 

 Ruiz de Conde classifies the Zifar as “una novela de caballerías, pero de género 

impuro, mezclado con el cuento. . .la obra tiene una intención ética, al mismo tiempo que 

una intención estética, ya que se trata de una obra de tesis con un tema religioso-moral a 

la vez que con un propósito recreativo” (35-39).  Bohigas Balaguer calls this anonymous 

work “la primera novela caballeresca escrita en España,” affirming that it is composed of 

“elementos heterogéneos, que le dan un carácter muy especial…En él hallan cabida, en 

forma que no se da en ninguna otra obra, todos los géneros y tendencias de la literatura 

española de fines del siglo XIII o principios del XIV. . .” (531-32).  Menéndez Pelayo 

judges the Zifar thusly:  “. . . en conjunto el Cifar no es un libro de caballerías 

espirituales, sino mundanas, si bien recargado en extremo de máximas, sentencias y 

documentos morales y políticos, que le dan una tendencia pedagógica y le afilian hasta 

cierto punto en el género llamado por Amador de los Ríos didáctico-simbólico.”  He 

continues:  

La composición de esta novela es extrañísima, y son tantos y tan heterogéneos los 

materiales que en ella entraron, no fundidos, sino yuxtapuestos, que puede 

considerarse como un espécimen de todos los géneros de ficción y aun de 

literatura doctrinal que hasta entonces se habían ensayado en Europa. . .La fábula 

principal. . .[exhibe] la fusión  de elementos tan discordes como el bizantino y el 

céltico. (2: 106) 
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Walker believes the work to be epic-hagiographic in tone, based on the legend of St. 

Eustace184 and pervaded throughout by a sense of God, and acknowledges that the early 

books contain many “Byzantine elements”:  journeys, shipwrecks, acts of piracy, loss of 

children, separations and reunions, etc. (Tradition and Technique 18).  A. Durán 

considers the work divided into three clearly differentiated parts:  Zifar’s adventures as a 

“Byzantine” hero who loses his wife and children only to later recover them after many 

adventures in strange lands; a section with a novelistic structure containing authentic 

maxims in the style of Eastern literature; and the chivalric adventures (97).  Amezcua 

also cites the influence of the “novela bizantina,” also commonly called the “Greek 

novel” (Libros de caballerías hispánicos 34).  Landrón presents the strongest case for 

reclassifying the Zifar as a “Byzantine” novel, although we notice that his analysis 

focuses mainly on Zifar and Grima and the action in Books One and Two. 

 We view the Zifar as an effort to combine in one work three diverse literary 

traditions:  the didactic, the “Byzantine,” and the chivalric.  The work resists any 

definitive classification into any one category, but we feel that the author’s interest is 

assembling material from a variety of sources resembles the tactic employed in the 

“Byzantine” novels whose authors, as referenced in our chapter one, drew from a wide 

variety of sources.  The result in this medieval work, however, is that the parts seem 

juxtaposed and the feel of a unified whole is missing.  In our estimation, the author 

succeeds somewhat in his endeavor to associate the different sections, but in general the 

                                                
184 Landrón and Wagner echo this connection ("El Libro del caballero Cifar y la novela bizantina," 100;  
"The Sources of El Cavallero Cifar," 13-29).  See Appendix K for a summary of the legend of Placidus (St. 
Eustace). 
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threads that connect the lengthy story are too loosely woven and the transitions between 

the sections are inexpertly fashioned.   

 Judging from all these opinions, it is patently obvious that there is a confluence of 

elements present in this work, and the presence of the chivalric and “Byzantine” 

traditions is frequently recognized.  Totally unknown, however, is how the author 

acquired familiarity with the features of the ancient Greek novels and the novels of 

chivalry.  As a cleric, it is possible that he was literate in Latin, and thus, could have been 

exposed to the works of Achilles Tatius or Heliodorus, whose works enjoyed a revival of 

interest during the twelfth to the fourteenth centuries in the Byzantine sector of the 

Roman Empire.  According to Amezcua, “These novels [ancient Greek novels] …had 

circulated in Europe from the twelfth century, translated into Latin” (Libros de 

caballerías hispánicos 34).  Evidently a well-read individual, the author would 

conceivably have had familiarity with the Breton legends and, possibly, the poems of 

Chrétien de Troyes, from which much knowledge of chivalric behavior and virtues could 

have been gleaned. 

 In the following pages, we will discuss the abundant presence in the Zifar of 

elements characteristic of the ancient Greek novels of love and adventure as well as those 

that can be identified with the novels of chivalry.  Our primary focus will be on the 

following “books”:  Book One-“El cauallero de Dios,” Book Two-“El rey de Menton,” 

and Book Four-“Los hechos de Roboan.”  Book Three, entitled “Castigos del Rey 

Menton,” is essentially a didactic treatise, a catechism for the education of princes 

(Scholberg 117).  The inclusion of this section, could potentially have served as 
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inspiration to Cervantes for the chapters in Part Two of the Quijote in which Don Quijote 

gives advice to Sancho when the latter set out to become governor of his ínsula. 

 Thematically, Zifar aligns itself closely with the main focal points found in the 

“Byzantine” novels:  love, adventure, isolation, and religion (chance, intercession of the 

gods).  A couple’s constancy and unflinching devotion for the other partner is central to 

the development of these works.  Separation from and desired reunion with the beloved 

(in this case, spouse), is frequently the catalyst of or the motive for the couple’s 

adventures in the ancient Greek narratives. 

 In the Zifar the love element is, however, minimized overall, while the religious 

element is emphasized, since the author is obviously bent on creating a didactic exposé.  

However, Zifar and Grima, his wife, are depicted as a pair of happily matched 

individuals, whose mutual support is manifested in numerous ways.  The series of 

adventures in the story is initiated when Zifar is shunned by his liege, as a result of the 

latter’s acceptance of the advice of his counselors who, because of their jealousy spawned 

by the high regard in which the king holds the Zifar, indicate to the king the financial 

liability which Zifar poses to the crown.185  The knight announces his decision to migrate 

and confides in his wife, gently instructing her via stories of friendship and, then, 

confiding in her about the prophecy of his grandfather.  Zifar sets a goal is to restore 

noble status to his family.  In Galapia, Zifar listens and acquiesces to Grima’s petition to 

remain for longer than what he thought necessary.  As the family rests by a fountain in 

                                                
185 Zifar’s horse dies every ten days, requiring the king to provide a new one for him. 
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the kingdom of Falac186) after they end their stay in Galapia, there occurs a tender scene 

as Zifar, “acostose el cauallero vn poco en el regaço de su muger, e ella espulgandole, 

adormiose (135).”  When the couple is separated by the sailors (they contrive to depart 

only with Grima) and their paths diverge for what will be a period of over nine years, 

Zifar articulates extreme sorrow at the loss of his wife and requests divine intervention.  

 Both spouses remain chaste and loyal to one another during their long separation.  

Grima directs her energies to establishing a convent in Orbín and subsequently “un 

hospital para fijosdalgo” in Glanbeque, kingdom of Menton.  Zifar lifts the siege at 

Menton, subdues its enemies, is granted the hand of the king’s daughter, and anticipates 

that he will inherit the title of king upon his father-in-law’s death.  Apparently, Zifar’s 

desire for a title and the restoration of his noble status lure him into a marriage with the 

daughter of his liege, even though he remains ignorant of his wife’s fate.  However, to his 

credit, he refuses to consummate the union, remaining chaste until he is, later on, reunited 

with his wife.  Grima’s loyalty to her husband is tested when they recognize each other in 

Menton, but she remains silent, understanding the dilemma in which her husband finds 

himself regarding her reappearance after so many years of separation and his current 

position as monarch.   

 The themes of adventure and isolation, another part of the backbone of the 

“Byzantine” novels, apply to the Zifar also.  Reardon asserts, “For isolation seems indeed 

to be the central concern of the Greek novel” ("The Greek Novel" 223).  Indeed, the 

protagonists of the early Greek novels are isolated, separated from family, friends, loved 
                                                
186 Walker indicates that “falac” in Arabic means “misfortune” (Tradition and Technique", 38).  
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ones, and, generally far from their native land.  Tyche and Eros play them like 

marionettes, and they must react sagely and nimbly to adversity and opportunities.  These 

heroes attempt to save themselves, or at least adapt to their situation until their fortune 

changes or the gods hear of their plight and save them.  They typically are unaware of the 

location of their soul mate and often do not actively seek out him/her, but act resigned to 

the separation, as does Zifar. 

 In the Zifar, the impetus for Zifar’s adventures is not to find Grima, but rather his 

mission is to restore the lost honor and socio-political position of his ancestors; Zifar 

strives to right his ancestor Tared’s wrongdoing.  Tared had been deposed owing to his 

“maldad” and “obras malas” (93).187  But “adventure” also applies to Grima, and to some 

extent, to Zifar’s sons, Roboan and Garfín, as well.  When all the family members are 

dispersed in Falac, their isolation from each other (they have already extracted 

themselves from their known world—the land of Zifar’s king) commences.  Lonely and 

alone, Zifar stumbles across the Hermit, who introduces him to Ribaldo, the fisherman’s 

servant.  The latter submits Zifar to an “interview” consisting of complex interrogation, 

intended to reveal to him the kind of person Zifar is, and when satisfied that he is a good 

man, Ribaldo urges Zifar to undertake the “adventure” of Menton.  Rejected by his king, 

self-exiled out of necessity from familiar surroundings and separated from all his family, 

Zifar struggles to change his fortune and become someone new; he desires to rule a 

kingdom.   

                                                
187 “Tared” in Arabic means “expulsado”  (Walker, Tradition and Technique, 34).  
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 Grima’s first adventure is involuntary; the second, she chooses.  Spirited away 

and in danger of seduction by merchants who subsequently exterminate each other over 

their disagreement as to which one will have the rights to this beautiful lady, Grima, too, 

is isolated from all that is familiar, first in a prison cell and then alone, as the Christ Child 

guides her ship to a safe port.  Cut off from her husband and sons, from everything, and 

from everyone, proactive, resourceful, and ambitious, she establishes a convent in the 

Kingdom of Orbín, which she heads for nine years.  At that time, she requests permission 

of her sovereigns to return to her homeland.  Granted special protection by the Virgin 

Mary a second time, Grima travels in a ship steered by the Christ Child.  She is directed 

first to the land of the king of Ester, where “vn ome bueno” describes the place as one 

that “non ha buen gouernador” and elaborates on the misfortunes of the current King of 

Ester, “vn rey muy soberuio” (108), who is being challenged by the newly ascended king 

of Menton (her husband).  He suggests that she instead travel to the kingdom of Menton, 

and she decides that that is where she will build her inn.  Her final “adventure” occurs 

when, after reuniting with her sons and being found asleep in the same bed with them 

after a long night of conversation, the king condemns her to die by burning.  The father-

son recognition results in her salvation from an unjust death. 

 The author of the Zifar does not offer the reader much detail about the plight of 

the two sons.  After they are removed from the security of their familial circle, they are 

brought up by a burges and his wife, “. . .y fueron tan bien nodridos e tan bien 

acostunbrados que ningunos de la su hedat no lo podrian ser mejor; ca ellos bofordauan 

muy bien e lançauan, e ninguno no lo sabian mejor fazer que ellos. . .e eran muy bien 
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razonados e retenian muy bien quequiera que les dixiesen, e sabian lo mejor repetir con 

mejores palabras. . .” (205).  In addition, “. . .eran de buen recabdo e de grant coraçon,” 

demonstrating their good character and fearlessness when they rescue their kidnapped 

foster father:   

. . .ca ellos amos ados, armadas en su cauallos, fueron en pos de los malfechores e 

alcançaronlos e mataron e ferieron dellos, e sacaron a su padre e a otros tres que 

eran con el de poder de los ladrones, e venieronse con ellos para la çibdat.  Todos 

se marauillauan mucho deste atreuimiento que estos moços cometieron, teniendo 

que otros de mayor hedat que no ellos non lo osarian cometer… (206).   

The foster parents send them to court of Menton (their father’s court) to be knighted and 

the Zifar gives them lands and vassals.  The boys demonstrate their military adeptness 

and bravery as they defend their father against the traitorous Count Nason.  Garfín 

impresses with his father’s fortitudo y sapientia, while Roboan reveals his impetuosity.  

Against Nason’s nephew, Roboan distinguishes himself as esforzado, a characteristic 

attributed to his father as well.  

 In the early Greek novels, adventures, encounters, and love are manipulated by 

Tyche, Aphrodite, Isis, Helio/Apollo, Artemides.  Protagonists invoke these pagan gods 

in times of exasperation over their circumstances and when faced with danger.  Although 

the main characters rarely do much (they always seem to be reacting to circumstances), 

the success or failure of their actions is controlled by external agents.  Often in 

soliloquies, they make fervent petitions for assistance, which are invariably heard, and 

help is afforded, albeit, it may not come immediately.   
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 Rather than address pagan gods, the characters in the Christianized Zifar 

frequently invoke Divine Providence, as evidenced in this sampling of examples.  Zifar, 

after losing his family, actually hears “vna bos del cielo” in response to his lament, which 

assures him that “por quantas desauentura te auenieron que te verdant muchas plazeres e 

muchas alegrias e muchas onrras.  E non temas que has perdido la muger e los fijos, ca 

todo lo abras a toda tu voluntad” (139), as God confirms officially what Zifar has 

believed all along:  that all his travails are part of a divine plan that will end happily.  

This instance can be classified as a miraculous prophecy or a prophetic miracle 

(Monedero 139 n85).  Zifar invokes God before battles and claims that God determines 

the victor, and that, if he is on the side of right, God will grant him victory, which he 

does.  Overhearing the infighting among the sailors who have kidnapped her, Grima 

prays to the Virgin Mary, and, when she emerges from the hold of the ship after the death 

of all the mariners, she spies the Christ Child on the mast.  The Señora de Galapia 

apparently expires, exclaiming “Santa Maria val!” (118), when she anticipates the defeat 

of her soldiers, overwhelmed by the danger foreign occupation would pose for her and 

her child.  As all mourn, “llorando e faziendo grant llanto,” again “vna bos,” this time 

described “tan clara e tan dulce,” accompanied by a “claridat entonçe en la capiella que 

les tolliera la lunbre de los oios” (120), commands the señora to arise; the Virgin Mary 

returns her to life because her Son wills it so.  Divine Providence, through the works of 

God and the Virgin Mary, is an active member of the cast in the Zifar. 

 The story in the Zifar, basically, follows a lineal chronological progression, as 

seen in the some of the “Byzantine” novels, such as Chariton’s and Xenophon’s.  The 
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protagonist has a goal in mind and experiences peripeteia.  The basic theme is the 

recovery of fortune by a noble family.  The story features a varied plot full of surprises 

and into which stories (often exempla) are interpolated.  The main character, torn from 

his family by mala fortuna, travels over a large, nebulous geographic area, fighting an 

inexorable destiny.  The travails over, there is a happy ending when the hero is reunited 

with his family.   

 The story of Zifar, in Books One and Two, is the part of the book that structurally 

emulates that of the ancient Greek novels in many aspects.  With regard to the ancient 

Greek novels, Bahktin talks about the “open structure of the narrative,” distinguished by 

separation meeting and marriage (87-107).  The road (travel) and the motif of meeting 

mean that these are “adventure novels of ordeal, where the protagonist(s) experience 

testing, external and formal, rather than judicial and rhetorical, of their nobility, courage, 

strength, fearlessness, intelligence (86).  Reardon cites the “typical” Greek novel plot:  

boy meets girl, travel, separation and tribulations, final reunion; the endings are always 

happy ("Aspects of the Greek Novel" 119).  In his discussion of “adventure-time,” 

Bahktin points out that “there are absolutely no indications of historical time, no 

identifying traces of the era” and that the composition consists of “a series of short 

segments that correspond to separate adventures” (91-92).  The protagonists seem to 

operate in a pattern of movement from one crisis to another.  

 Since the author of the Zifar, in our estimation, conceived of his work as primarily 

a didactic exercise, several of the aforementioned elements did not fit his purpose.  For 

instance, Zifar and Grima are already married at the beginning of the narrative and the 
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impetus for their journey differs from the Greek models.  The last element in the 

Reardon’s structure, marriage, is modified by a double anagnorisis and Zifar’s appearing 

to be a bigamist, until God lends him a hand.  We do, however, witness the other basics, 

such as separation of the heroes, travel, and varied experiences of the family members, 

the testing of their character, an ultimate reunion of all concerned, and a happy ending.  

Several other structural and narrative commonalities between the ancient Greek texts and 

the Zifar are noteworthy. 

 Both the Zifar and the “Byzantine” novels contain frequent interruptions of the 

main story line, resulting in fragmentation, as well as complication of the narrative.  

Hernández points out that when reading Libro del cavallero Zifar, “...we are sometimes 

entertained by the story itself. . .” while “. . .at other times the narrative of the story seems 

to fade away and, in its place, appear exhortations to practice the Christian moral code of 

medieval chivalry. . .The author creates the feeling of an intermittent coming and going 

from escapism of romance to the sermonizing of a moralist” (89).  In the Prologue and 

the beginning verses, the author of the Zifar advises that his purpose is to provide “buen 

consejo”, “entendimiento”, and  “enxienplos” (71-72).  He qualifies such statements by 

recommending that the reader look for both aspects at the same time, thus making 

compatible and simultaneous the duel purposes of entertainment and instruction, “de 

cada cosa que es y dicha pueden tomar buen enxienplo” (74); italics ours).  Zifar’s 

adventures are interrupted by Grima’s, but within her “tale,” years pass and few details 

are provided.  Garfín and Roboan’s fate is suspended for many pages, but, in the 

meantime, they mature.  The author describes very little of their upbringing with the 
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burges and his wife, but brings them back into the story to achieve the reuniting of the 

family.  The reader constantly encounters interruptions in the form of exempla, fables, 

moralizing comments, and sermons.  Although written along general chronological lines, 

the poet snaps the main story of the Zifar from time to time to take its readers on detours 

by interweaving different story lines of other characters and by digressions, often 

authorial comments, which delay the further development of the plot, all these amounting 

to the procedure that Pinciano refers to as “soltar y anudar” (2: 86). 

 While apparently interested in providing some cohesiveness, the author of the 

Zifar, at the same time, incorporates into his work a variety of materials, but, the efforts 

to unify this work are awkward and, in our opinion, unsatisfactory.  His concern for 

unity, however, shows through in certain thematic connections with the main story lines.  

The author interrupts the flow of main action with countless vignettes, fables, and 

exempla, generally linked with a moral lesson related to the circumstances recently 

narrated.  For example, the author breaks in the progress of Zifar’s story with the 

narration of Ribaldo’s turnip theft episode (171-172).  This accents Ribaldo’s cleverness 

and resourcefulness, while, at the same time, reminds the reader of the possible dire 

consequences of lying.  Toward the end of the battle with Count Nason’s troops over land 

ownership, the narrator inserts the fable about the wolf and the sheep (223), which relates 

to the act of returning stolen property.  With this fable, the author intends to emphasize 

the good deeds of Garfín and Roboan, “commo caualleros buenos e syn codiçia, 

queriendo dar buen enxienplo de sy” (224).  The hermit utilizes the fable of the ass and 

the lap dog to warn Ribaldo about the possible ramifications of his proposed interrogation 
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of Zifar.  The action pauses, also, as we read the facetiae exchanged by the hermit and 

Ribaldo, and later, those exchanged between Roboan and the dueña Gallarda (356).  Zifar 

himself narrates three stories to Grima, all of which constitute instructional tools.  Two 

deal with friendship (81-91), and the third is a lesson regarding how no one escapes 

God’s will (138).  As with some of the ancient Greek novels, Leukippe comes to mind, 

the modern reader, at some point, might wish that the author would allot more space to 

the characters and their problems, and less to digressive material. 

 Insertion of stories within stories is a characteristic of the Greek novels, but this 

technique is also found frequently in medieval works of Arabic origin (C. González  

“Introducción” (75, 91-92).  The insertion of two stories (designated “interpolations” by 

some critics), one in Book Two, sections 240-251, featuring “el Cauallero Atreuido,” and 

the other in Book Four, sections 409-431,whose subject matter is “las Ynsolas Dotadas,” 

aborts the flow of the principle action, but each of them seems to mesh successfully with 

the tone and purpose of the main text.  The episode of the “Cauallero Atreuido” can be 

considered didactic in that it follows the episode of the treason of Count Nason and his 

family and illustrates the consequences of breaching promises.  In the episode of the 

“Ynsolas Dotadas,” both Roboan and the king fail because they allow themselves to be 

tricked by the devil (Walker "The Unity" 156). 

 The Zifar parallels the “Byzantine” narratives in that it rests on a strong moral 

base.  It manifests an obvious morality in the opposition of good and bad characters.  As 

in the Greek novels, exemplary behavior is rewarded, while dishonesty, traitorous acts, 
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and other reprehensible behavior generate punishment.  The author takes diverse source 

material and weaves it into a structurally sound literary unity illustrating his theme. 

 Books One and Two of the Zifar employ other narrative techniques found in the 

“Byzantine” novels beyond those previously indicated (interruptions and suspension of 

the main story, insertion of stories, anecdotes, etc.).  Among the most salient are:  

recapitulations; anagnorisis; postponement of the denouement via obstacles and 

surprising events; interplay of past and present events.  We will examine the use of these 

features in that order. 

 In lengthy works with multiple story lines, such as the ancient Greek novels, 

authors often feel the need to refresh the reader’s memory regarding past events.  Some 

of the recapitulations in the Zifar have an additional purpose; they serve to influence 

characters’ behavior.  The author uses them in two ways:  to motivate a character’s 

action, or to have the characters themselves become informed of another’s activities.  

Thus, when the Christ Child sails Grima to Ester, where she will establish her “ospital do 

posen todos los fijos dalgo que y acaesçieren” (202), an inhabitant informs her that a 

“cauallero” of the court of Menton (Zifar) has recently fought and killed relatives of the 

king of Ester who were terrorizing Menton.  He adds also that Ester is so lawless that she 

is sure to be robbed as she unloads her belongings.  Based on that report, Zifar’s wife 

moves on.  In another instance of the recounting of past events, when preparing to knight 

Garfín, Zifar asks to hear background information on the boys’ past (212), the king 

realizes that he is speaking to his lost children.  Both of theses recapitulations lead to 

recognition scenes. 
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 By approximately half way through part one of the Zifar (138, entitled “El 

Cauallero de Dios”), Zifar is alone.  Garfín has been snatched by a lioness, Roboan has 

become lost when attempting to follow his mother, and sailors have spirited away Grima.  

Zifar travels on, meeting new friends, orchestrating several military victories in the 

service of other rulers, all in an effort to recoup his family’s good name and status.  Then 

the narrator diverts the focus from Zifar and begins the process of reuniting the family.  

First, he sends Grima to a port in the land of the King of Ester, whose two sons and 

nephew have recently been killed by Zifar, in his bid to assist the king of Menton.  

Grima, favorably impressed by the news of the powerful and just leader in kingdom of 

Menton, “…fue caer el pensamiento en e su coraçon, dubdando sy era aquel su marido o 

non. . .” (199).  After a five-day sail, she arrives in the port of Bellid, and this time 

receives a more detailed report regarding the kingdom’s ruler, although she still does not 

understand that the king is her spouse.  She decides to reside in Glanbeque and to 

establish “vn ospital do posen todos los fijos dalgo que y acaesçieren. . .” (202).  The 

king (Zifar) hears about Grima from his queen (daughter of the old king of Menton) and 

“por las señales que oyo della dubdo sy era aquella su muger. . .” (204).  When he sees 

her, Zifar realizes that she is indeed his spouse, although Grima is not as certain about his 

identity since the king is speaking a different language, appears fatter, and wears a longer 

beard, but “sy le conosçio o non, commo buena dueña non se quiso descobrir, porque el 

non perdiese la onrra en que estaua” (204).  Neither one reveals his/her secret to those 

present in the court.  Zifar perceives his dilemma; Grima behaves nobly and discreetly.  

Both remain silent, and suspense builds. 
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 Three sections later, a young woman who works for Grima overhears Garfín and 

Roboan talking about the former’s abduction by a lioness and reports this information to 

Grima.  After listening to a detailed description of how they came to live with “su padre e 

su madre que los criaron” (208), Grima is certain these are her children and she faints.  

The boys, when they obtain more details about their past from Grima, do not doubt that 

she is their mother.  At this point, the reader is anticipating a fourth “recognition” (Zifar 

discovering his sons), but then the author delays the movement toward a total anagnorisis 

with a surprising event.188 

 Swift turns in the course of the narrative are another procedure employed by the 

“Byzantine” authors.  This surprise turn of events consists of Zifar’s condemning his wife 

to be burned, after being informed that she was found asleep on the bed with two young 

men.  The just Zifar, still ignorant of the identity of these individuals, must mete out the 

expected appropriate punishment for such seemingly inappropriate behavior, even though 

he knows he will be killing his wife.  He laments, “O dueña desauenturada, commo fueste 

perder el tu buen pres e la tu buena fama que auias entre todas las dueñas desta tierra?” 

(211).  When the King of Menton interviews the young men, he understands that he is 

looking at this long-lost offspring.  Grima is saved from punishment, but any further 

news about her is postponed until after Count Nason’s rebellion is quashed, and after the 

author sermonizes about the fate of traitors with the “Cauallero Atrevido” story, all of 

                                                
188 With Grima’s incarceration and imminent execution the author creates an unexpected event and build 
suspense for the final unknotting of Zifar’s dilemma (he is married to the daughter of the former king of 
Menton and the author must dispense of this wife before Grima can be formally recognized as Zifar’s 
wife). 
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which constitute digressions that delay the reuniting of Zifar and Grima as husband and 

wife. 

 In rapid succession, within eight short “sections,”189 all the family members 

gather in one location and reunite, but the Grima-Zifar reunion is complicated by the fact 

the Zifar is still married to another woman.  To resolve this predicament, the author uses 

“Nuestro Señor Dios, guardador de aquellos que la su carrera quieren tener e guardarse 

del errar en ninguna guisa” (252) to conveniently sicken the queen and carry her off the 

earth.  This death clears the way for the public recognition of the king’s wife and children 

by his subjects (253-54), forty pages after he learns that Garfin and Roboan are his sons.  

With all the loose ends tied up, the tortuous path to reuniting the family finally comes to 

an end. 

 Also evident in the ancient Greek novels is the technique of a continuous play 

between the present and the past.  In the lengthy prologue, the author narrates squarely in 

his historical present and shares a verifiable incident regarding Ferrand Martinez, 

“arçediano de Madrid en la yglesia de Toledo.”  He describes how he successfully returns 

to Toledo for the burial of the body of the expired “don Gonçalo, Obispo de Aluaña e 

cardenal en la yglesia de Roma, que fue natural de Toledo” (67).  The narration indicates 

that this work, once begun, can be finished with the help of God, an idea that is repeated 

throughout the book.  

                                                
189 In the C. González edition (based on a mix of Ms. M and P) the Zifar is divided into sections, each one 
preceded by an epigraph announcing the action in it, but they are not numbered.  We remind the reader that 
the numbers in parentheses are the page numbers in the C. González edition. 
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 The story itself commences in medias res.  Zifar is being dismissed from his 

military duties with his king, and, shortly thereafter, the time frame moves to the past as 

Zifar relates his “poridat” to Grima, the information his grandfather relayed to him 

regarding his illustrious lineage (92-94).  Returning to the “present,” the story proceeds 

with the departure from the kingdom of Tarta and the loss of Grima and the children.  

After Grima’s kidnapping, the reader follows her adventures, including her experiences 

with the merchants, the time spent founding and administrating a convent, and then her 

journey to the kingdom of Menton (142-50), all of which covers a time period of nine 

years.  Then, the text returns to Zifar, still back upon the shore just after the abduction, 

lamenting the trick played upon him by the sailors.  In the following thirty-three sections 

(151-97), the author deals only with the knight-errant.  Zifar meets the hermit, makes 

Ribaldo his squire, executes a successful military campaign in Menton and marries the 

King’s daughter.  At that point, the narrator announces that “…dexa la ystoria de fablar 

del rey e de la reina, e torna a fablar de la muger del cauallero” (197), and he returns to 

Grima, who is arriving at the lands of count of Ester, where she is brought up to date with 

information regarding the siege and the victory by the king of Menton.  Grima’s and 

Zifar’s stories converge for a short while, until Garfin’s recounting of his and his 

brother’s past.  The narrator again transports the reader back in time with an explanation 

of the fate of the two sons from the time they lost their parents up until the present 

moment in the book.  Once all the family members have converged on the court of 

Menton, the jumps back in time cease, and the story continues in chronological order. 
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 Numerous in the Zifar are the narrative devices, motifs, and topoi which, as we 

previously indicated, appear in the ancient Greek romances.  Perhaps that fact is what 

prompted Menéndez y Pelayo to comment about “la fusión de elementos tan discordes 

como el bizantino y el céltico” (1: 112).  We are aware that these ancient Greek texts 

likely did not directly motivate the inclusion of these characteristic “Byzantine” elements 

in the Zifar; however, their inclusion validates the observation that they continued to be 

literarily popular eight centuries later.  The author utilizes the following elements 

prevalent in ancient Greek novels:  apparent death, lost children, abduction, captivity, 

maritime storms, attempted seduction, geographical and historic descriptions, and deceit 

in various forms.  We will examine these features. 

 In the Greek novel Aithiopika, the queen Persinna gives away her baby daughter, 

Charikleia, who is raised by the priest Charikles in Delphi, but the girl is reunited with 

her parents in Ethiopia at the end of the story.  In the Zifar, the parents lose both sons, but 

the loss is an accident.  Garfín is carried away by a lioness and presumed devoured.  

Roboan wanders away in the city of Falac and is not found by his frantic parents.  The 

parents appear convinced that they have lost their children forever.  This situation is an 

example of the use of apparent death, a device often used by the novelists of the Roman 

Imperial period.  Later, it is Grima’s turn to “die.”  A staple of many “Byzantine” novels 

is a kidnapping, and, in the Zifar, Grima is taken away by sailors.  With her abduction, 

the author can then expand the travel theme to include maritime travel, which then 

logically involves inclement weather and its consequences.  Grima is held captive and at 

the mercy of some mariners, all of which wish to possess her.  In this way, the author 
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incorporates the theme of threats to chastity, another “Byzantine” feature.  The 

kidnapping of Grima and the loss of the children separates the protagonists and provides 

the opportunity for multiple story lines and an eventual reuniting. 

 The ancient Greek novels abound in geographical and historical descriptions in 

which the authors take the opportunity to demonstrate their knowledge of exotic places 

and people.  The author of the Zifar adopts the same practice.  After Zifar shares his 

secret (“poridat”) with Grima regarding the circumstances surrounding Zifar’s family’s 

loss of honor and status, the narrator offers geographical and historical commentary about 

the Zifar’s homeland, India.  In this lengthy digression, the author embeds another story, 

that of ancient times when “Ninbos el valiente” was the “primero rey del mundo” and the 

Christians called him “Nino,” and he constructed the city of Babylon and the tower 

Magdar.  A series of curiosities follows.  He explains that Noah named the Indian Sea 

and that the people who lived near it became known as “Indians.”  He tells of several 

wise men and learned kings, and, among the five main kings of the world, is the king of 

India, recognized for his erudition.  He insists that in India, “sus reyes fueron sienpre de 

buenas costumbres e estudiauan todavia en la diuinidat, e por esto son omes de buena fe   

e de buena creencia.”  Finally, the author reveals his purpose for this prolonged 

digression:  “E esto todo de las Indias…fue puesto en esta estoria, porque se non falla en 

escriptura ninguna que otro rey ouiese en la India mal acostunbrado synon el Tared onde 

vino el Cauallero Zifar” (97-98).  The author’s insistence that there existed no other 

inferior leaders in “las Indias” other than Tared appears to emphasize the importance of 

Zifar’s quest and embellish the grandeur of his accomplishment.  The author concludes 
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this section with an announcement predicting Zifar’s future successes, after which the 

following chapter returns to the main story.   

 Deception, in a variety of forms, such as concealment, lies, disguises, tricks, 

ruses, seductions, spells, presumed betrayal, presumed death, etc., fills the “Byzantine” 

novels of the first through the fourth centuries and these elements not only add variety 

and suspense to the works, but also serve to move the plot forward.  In addition, authors 

utilize these various devices to reveal personality traits, influence reader perception or 

judgment of a character, and create questions about the motive for the use of the 

deceptions.  

 In spite of the obvious evidence indicating that the author wants to present us with 

a didactic story of an exemplary, moral individual, in the Zifar, within the main narrative, 

the most frequent deception tool found are the lies.  In her edition of the Zifar, C. 

González classifies some of these events as “good lies” (those that are justified by a good 

end), and suggests that the reader consider the motives of the teller of these.190  

Nevertheless, they still constitute a conscious evasion of the truth, even if they are 

circumstantially justified.  None seems to necessarily carry malicious intent, but rather 

they are presented as motivated by concerns for personal safety or the protection of 

another’s feelings.  Grima and Zifar are the primary transgressors.  When Grima speaks 

to the king of Orbín, (146-48), she lies regarding the origin of the riches found on board 

her ship, indicating that they are her personal belongings that she is carrying as she flees 

from a king “que era cruo e muy syn justiçia” (146).  C. González indicates that Grima 
                                                
190 See 147, n201; 149, n206; 203, n284; 209, n293 the C. González edition of Libro del Caballero Zifar.  
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presents the facts in that manner “. . .probablemente por modestia y por prudencia.  La 

verdad, por una parte, podría despertar demasiada admiración en los presentes y, por otra,  

podría hacerles cuestionar el derecho de Grima a las riquezas” (147 n201).  Grima 

falsifies the facts again in the next section, still fearful of the possible appropriation by 

the king of her goods, as she explains to the queen of Orbín that all the rich cloth she 

possesses was intended to use, before she opted to escape, in a monastery in her own 

country (149).  Arriving in Menton, Grima again deceives, representing that the reason 

she could not establish “vn hospital…do resçebiese los fijos dalgo viandantes quando y 

acaesçiesen” was that in “las Yndias,” the king was greedy and appropriated his citizens’ 

riches to fund his wars.  In the church, listening to mass in the chapel, “la buena dueña” 

fabricates a fiction to justify her presence there (203).  In the next section, Grima also 

“lies” by her silence, as does Zifar, in not revealing her relationship with him (204).  This 

is a lie that is justified by a good end. 

 Zifar is guilty of misrepresentation, as well.  Prior to the aforementioned scene, 

Zifar, “vn dia folgando en su cama,” pronounces a falsehood to his second wife, the 

daughter of the old king of Menton, when “vinosele emiente de commo fuera casado con 

otra muger.”  Suddenly repentant, Zifar begins to cry “porque la su muger que non veria 

plazer desto en que el era, e que segunt ley que non podia auer dos mugeres….e que asy 

beuia en pecado mortal” (196).  When the young queen inquires as to the cause of his 

tears, Zifar explains that “Yo fis muy gran yerro a Nuestro Señor Dios, de que no le fis 

emienda ninguna, non compli la penitençia que me dieron por razon deste yerro” (196).  

He then auto-imposes a penance of “dos años en castidat” in order to “tornar al amor de 
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Dios.”  He lies to avoid committing adultery (Libro del Caballero Zifar 197, n273).  

Using another form of deception, Zifar, in the garb of Ribaldo, succeeds in fooling the 

enemy by feigning insanity to gain entrance into the besieged city of Galapia.  

 The author incorporates in the Zifar a large number of supernatural events, 

miracles, and instances of celestial voices; he frequently uses dreams and prophecies, as 

well, all of which are devices the Greek writers exploited.  In the “Byzantine” novels, the 

pagan gods, particularly Eros, Helios, Aphrodite, Isis, and Apollo exercise firm control 

over the destiny of the protagonists.  In the Zifar, there are “other world” supernatural 

events as well as Christianized ones orchestrated by Jesus, God, and the devil.  Dreams 

and prophecies, also commonly utilized by the authors of the ancient Greek novels, figure 

as important devices of the narrative.  

 Although Walker categorizes Grima’s journey as a Christianized  “supernatural” 

event (Tradition and Technique 89), we view it as one of the several instances of divine 

intervention.  Burke names Grima’s adventure the “‘portus salutaris’ episode” (the Latin 

deriving from a common theme of the liturgical poetry of the era).  Grima is abducted by 

evil merchants and prays that the Virgin save her from danger.  Burke summarizes: 

 The Mother of Jesus causes each of the merchants to covet Grima for himself 

 alone, and in the fight which ensues, they kill one another.  A voice then tells 

 Grima to ascend to the deck and to throw the bodies into the sea.  She obeys and 

 is astonished to see a fair, white child, whom she recognizes as Jesus Christ, 

 seated upon the mast guiding the ship.  Walking about, Grima discovers a large 

 quantity of gold, silver, seed pearls and other jewels along with cloths of great 
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 price and quality.  Guided by Jesus and impelled by “un viento el mas sabroso 

 que podiese ser,” the ship after two months arrives at the port of Galan in the land 

 of Orbín.  It is the day of the festival of the Assumption and the entire city is 

 rejoicing.  Astounded at seeing the great ship drawn up in the harbor, its sails 

 extended, its anchor up, yet not moving at all, the inhabitants of the town rush to 

 tell their king.  He comes to the ship and after learning that Grima is of gentle 

 birth, invites her to stay with him and his queen.  ("Symbolic Allegory" 70)  

In Orbín, Grima founds a convent of the order of “San Benito,” which becomes known as 

the Convent of the “Dueña Bendicha.”  After a sojourn of nine years in that kingdom, 

Grima departs, and her new ship is also guided by the Baby Jesus, who again takes her to 

a portus salutaris in the kingdom of Menton, in which, ultimately, she will find her 

children, husband, and renewed familial happiness. 

 Burke aptly analyzes the connections of this episode with the Marian miracle 

material common in Spain and much of medieval Europe:  

On the literal plane the author. . .demonstrates the power of the Mother of Jesus is 

great enough to rescue the faithful from danger and guide them to safety. . . On an 

allegorical plane and a second level of meaning, he has utilized multiple symbols 

and associations with topics of liturgy, sermons, and even courtly poetry to “be 

suggestive of the mystery of God’s universe. . .the Divine Will in and behind 

everything. ("Symbolic Allegory" 70, 83-84). 

Not only is Grima’s adventure entertaining, but it also contains deep moral significance, 

an apt combination of dulce and utile. 
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 The narrator interrupts the battle Zifar is leading against the enemies of Galapia 

with another surprising supernatural event.  The señora de Galapia, upon hearing her 

donzella’s account of the raging battle, becomes overwhelmed with the thought that her 

troops will fail and that she and her son will fall captive.  She cries out “Santa Maria 

val!” and falls into a fatal swoon, and “todas quantas dueñas y eran cuydaron que era 

muerta…non la podian meter en acuerdo (118-19).”  A voice is heard in the chapel where 

the woman is lying, exhorting her to rise, accompanied by a great light.  The señora 

opens her eyes and thanks the Virgin for her intercession. 

 The Christianized divine intervention continues to be apparent in the instances in 

which Zifar and others hear celestial voices.  This technique of using God’s voice to 

advise Zifar allows the author to move his protagonist through difficult situations.  For 

example after Grima is abducted, the voices counsel Zifar:  “Cauallero bueno…non te 

desconortes ca tu veras de aqui adelante que por quantas desauenturas te auenieron que te 

vernan muchas [plazer is fem.] plazeres e muchas alegrias e muchas onrras; e non temas 

que has perdido la mugger e los fijos, ca todo lo abras a toda tu voluntad” (139).  Later, 

the king of Tabor retires for the night, pondering what course of action will be necessary 

to ensure his rightful ascension to the throne, concluding that “auia a poner las manos 

contra aquellos quell querian desheredar.”  As he sleeps, the monarch perceives the 

image of a small child and hears the voice of Baby Jesus, “leuantate e cumple el 

pensamiento que pensaste para ser rey e señor ca yo sere contigo con mi gente” (274).  

Another miraculous voice is the one that gives advice to Roboan the night before his 
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battle with Count Faran, one of two kings attempting to usurp his (Roboan’s) power 

(444). 

 God provides a miracle to solve the sticky situation in which Zifar finds himself:  

he is the husband of two women.  Zifar is sad because only eight days are remaining of 

the two years of enforced chastity for his alleged sin, but the author orchestrates a true 

deus ex machina to help out the bigamist and writes, “Nuestro Señor Dios. . . non quiso 

que en este pecado visquiese, e ante que se cumpliesse aquel plazo diole vna dolencia a la 

reyna que la aquexaua mucho, de manera que sintio en si que era de muerte…antes de los 

ocho dias finose la reyna e Dios leuole el alma a parayso” (252). 

 Dreams and prophecies play a key role in the “Byzantine” novels and in the Zifar, 

as well.  This device affects a variety of characters.  Grima predicts that Zifar will 

succeed in his quest to restore honor and gain a kingdom:   

E çertas quiero que sepades que tan ayna commo contastes estas palabras que vos 

dixiera vuestro auuelo, sy es cordura o locura, tan ayna me sobieron en coraçon, e 

creo que han de ser verdaderas.  E todo es en poder de Dios, del rico fazer pobre e 

del pobre rico.  E moued quando quesierdes en el nonbre de Dios, e lo que auedes 

a fazer fazetlo ayna; ca a las vegadas la tardança en el buen proposito enpesçe 

(94).  

Later, Grima asserts that Roboan “ha de ser vn grant enperador” (352), a pronouncement 

that parallels the prophecy she makes of Zifar before they begin their peregrination.   

 The Hermit, in a dream, hears “Leuantate e dy al tu huesped que tienpo es de 

andar; ca çerto sea que ha a desçercar aquel rey, e a de casar con su fija, e a de auer el 
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regno despues de sus dias” (162), a prediction about the future success of his houseguest, 

Zifar.  Ribaldo speaks to his “amo” the fisherman (163), “Avn verna tienpo…que abre yo 

mayor poder que tu” (163).  Ribaldo has a “feeling,” which he relates to Zifar:  “asy va 

ome a parayso, ca primeramente ha de pasar por purgatorio e por los lugares mucho 

asperos. . .E vos ante que lleguedes a grant estado al que auedes a llegar, ante auedes a 

sofrir e a pasar muchas cosas asperas. . .el coraçon me da que a grant estado auedes a 

llegar e grant señor auedes a ser” (170).  From these comments, the alert reader is 

prepared to expect Ribaldo to exercise increased importance in the life of Zifar, as indeed 

he does.  He is later dubbed “Cauallero Amigo” and becomes Zifar’s right-hand man.   

 The Princess of Menton tells her father: “…bendito sea el nonbre de Dios que vos 

tal cauallero quiso aca enbiar.  Fio yo por la merçed suya que por este sera la çibdat 

desçercada e nos fuera deste premia” (183).  She foresees that Zifar will be the salvation 

of the kingdom.  Roboan interprets the signs of God’s will that the family’s success 

[mejoramiento] is incomplete, and that He will see to it that there will be further success 

as He finishes what He has begun,  “E pues Dios nos començo a fazer merçed asy commo 

vos vedes, non ay caso por que deuemos dudar que el non lieue e de çima a todos” (350).  

Zifar prophesies that Roboan will attain greater status than he (260).  Zifar repeats his 

feeling and presentment that Roboan will have great success in his endeavors:   

. . .ca mi voluntad es que fagas lo que posiste en tu coraçon, ca creo que buen 

proposito deonrra es que demandas e çierto so que sy lo bien siguierese te 

nonenojares que acabaras tu demanda, con la merçed de Dios; ca todo ome que 

alguna cosa quiere acabar, tan bien en onrra commo en al que se fazer puede, 
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auiendo con que la seguir, e fuere en pos ella e non se enojare, acabarla ha 

ciertamente (350-351). 

The prophecies of the Princess of Menton and Zifar recall the prophetic element that 

pervades chivalric literature, but that is utilized in the “Byzantine” prose narratives as 

well. 

 The author of the Zifar appears to place scant importance on the development of 

his characters, not unlike the novelists of the first through the fourth centuries.  We see 

the loyal, courageous and strong knight, the faithful wife, the obedient sons, the good and 

just king, the traitorous nobles, and the comic squire, who later becomes the trusted 

military assistant.  Their essence is exteriorized.  They act, but rarely do they reveal any 

private thoughts.  The author, more concerned with what they do than who they are and 

why they act the way they do, avoids delving into their psychological development.  

Nevertheless, just as Haight asserts regarding that certain characters in the ancient novel 

are differentiated by their inner thoughts and motivations, attaining individuality and 

vitality (21-22, 80).  Some characters in the Zifar exhibit distinguishing characteristics 

that make them memorable; one of these is the protagonist. 

 Zifar, after becoming the victim of bad luck (any steed of his expires at the end of 

ten days in his possession) and of calumnious intrigue at the court of Tarta, shows faith in 

God and a fervent desire to alter his condition, striving to end his poverty and unfortunate 

lot by setting out to recover his family honor and position.  He assists the señora of 

Galapia, but rejects the easy road of remaining in her kingdom.  He remains focused on 

his goal even when assaulted by additional blows of fate that result in the loss of his wife 
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and sons.  He exhibits resignation to his lot and confidence that God will correct the 

“desgracias” in his life; in his mind, they are all part of a divine plan.  He is law abiding 

and willing to burn at the stake his own wife because that is what the rules of justice 

dictate.  He is a loving father whose concern for a proper education for his sons manifests 

itself in his lengthy castigos.  

 Whereas the authors of the ancient Greek romances exalted their heroes and 

heroines for their extreme physical beauty, the author of the Zifar, true to his moralistic 

tendency, lavishes his praise on Zifar and Grima for their exemplary behavior.  Their 

perfection is an interior quality; it is exhibited in their actions and reactions in the face of 

continued adversity and repeated misfortunes.  Obviously, Zifar and Grima are 

commendable, estimable models mainly because they exude patience and have faith in 

God’s plan for them. 

 With such a preponderance of elements common to the ancient Greek novels, one 

might begin to wonder what evidence there is of this work’s affinity with the novels of 

chivalry.  There are some critics who strongly propose that the Zifar character does not 

conform at all to the characteristics and expectations of the knight as described by the 

treatises on chivalry and whose model behavior was etched in our minds forever by the 

image of the perfect “caballero,” Amadís de Gaula, the ideal hero and lover.191  

Nevertheless, Curto Herrero’s in-depth study ("Estructura de las novelas españolas de 

caballerías") which examines chivalric novels from Amadís de Gaula through those 

                                                
191 After examining the “Byzantine” novels, we feel that Theagenes of the Aithiopika,can be considered an 
antecedent to the ideal hero of chivalric literature, a man who is an ardent lover as well as a brave warrior.  
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written at the beginning of the seventeenth century clearly indicates that a variety of types 

of chivalric heroes were imagined by the various authors over time as they elected to 

emphasize or ignore characteristics and actions in earlier novels of chivalry that do not fit 

their attempts at originality.192  As do several of the critics cited earlier, we detect a 

strong interest by the author of the Zifar in tapping the chivalric ethos of his time.  The 

first four crusades had already been completed by the time this author was writing and 

attempts in Spain to regain territory from the Moors were ongoing.  The author’s 

audience could relate to territorial disputes, sieges, and opportunistic land takeovers, and 

would most likely be interested in the adventures of a hard-fighting and just knight, who 

succeeds in earning a kingdom of his own to rule.   

 Whatever his background knowledge was, this cleric’s literary ambition seems to 

have included a desire to continue the story of Zifar and his family by means of an entire 

“book” devoted to the chivalric type adventures of the son, Roboan.  At the close of that 

portion, there is mention of the birth of “Fijo de Bendiçion,” son to Roboan and Seringa, 

who also will distinguish himself as an “amador de justiçia” (456).  Although the 

anonymous cleric apparently did not compose a continuation of the Zifar tale, we point 

out that that manner of ending certainly reminds us of how authors of the later novels of 

chivalry in Spain spawned continuations, starring other members of the original 

bloodlines.  

                                                
192 In his dissertation, Luis Landrón argues strongly that Zifar represents another kind of “caballero 
andante”.  He describes Zifar as “muy meticuloso y nada impulsivo,” as well as “sensato. . .sosegado. . 
.hombre que siente y tiene vergüenza” (120-21).  He cites support for this interpretation from other critics, 
for example, Lida Malkiel (La idea de la fama).   
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 We continue our analysis of the Zifar with a look at the prominent elements of the 

chivalric literary tradition found in this very “Byzantine”-like work.  Although the 

chivalric influence can be detected throughout Books One, Two, and Four, it is especially 

the latter, “Los hechos de Roboan,” that we consider to be an example, although 

primitive, of a novel of chivalry.  Roboan plainly exemplifies, in attitude and actions, the 

typical knight-errant of later chivalric literature.  Noting characteristic features of this 

tradition, we will compare aspects of Zifar’s story to Roboan’s and show how the 

chivalric influence in Book Four is more conspicuous in that portion of this hybrid 

medieval work.  We will also point out that some of Zifar’s actions and the circumstances 

he encounters have parallels with Roboan’s behavior and situations.  It is important to 

recognize that several of the chivalric characteristics that we point out mimic “Byzantine” 

features, such as the themes of love and adventure, fidelity, separations, and misfortunes, 

that had already made their way into the plots of the narratives of chivalric adventures. 

 In the Zifar, the themes of love and adventure are apparent, although the treatment 

of the first theme is somewhat limited.  Using Heliodorus’s work as representative of the 

ancient Greek novels of love and adventures, “love” between the protagonists is sustained 

by “chivalric” valor, in multiple occasions, and by heroic measures to remain chaste and 

faithful.  In the Zifar, knightly adventures and victories are stressed, while attention to the 

relationship of the beloved is minimized.  In the first half of the Zifar, the typical 

chivalric love theme of a knight striving to prove himself to the object of his affection so 

as to deserve her does not apply, owing to the fact that the knight and Grima are a 

married couple.  But, the theme of conjugal fidelity operates here, obviously surfacing 
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after the two protagonists are separated.  Love is expressed in different ways.  Zifar 

shows respect for his spouse and her feelings when he tells her his “poridat” (secret), and 

chivalrously rejects her suggestion, as they depart the kingdom of Tarta, that he ride the 

remaining horse while she walks, but he does not actively pine for her or search her out.   

 In Book Four, as well, the love theme is barely present, since Roboan’s main goal 

is to test his worth as a knight and demonstrate his capabilities as a leader and combatant.  

He does not actively seek a lady to serve or to inspire him.  But he and Seringa do fall in 

love, and he asks her to wait for him.  The young prince asserts that he must continue his 

journey “adelante do he a yr e ordene Dios de mi lo que quisiere” even though he 

believes that Seringa’s uncle’s offer of a union with his niece “para muy mayor ome de 

mayor estado seria muy bueno este casamiento” (386).  Roboan feels the need to prove 

that he is a knight worthy of leading a kingdom.  That quest to accumulate conquests for 

glory and honor takes precedence over any emotional attachment.  This attitude is 

reminiscent of some novels of chivalry of the sixteenth century in which the author 

focuses so intently on knightly adventures and the acquisition of “fama” (in order to be 

deserving of his lady), that attention to the love theme is diminished (for example, in 

Palmerín de Olivia).  

 In novels of chivalry, a typical motivating factor for the knight’s journey of 

adventures is the search for a person, most frequently, the woman the knight has fallen in 

love with.  Another catalyst for adventures evident as the chivalric novels evolved into 

continuations with offspring protagonists is the need to free an imprisoned or enchanted 

king from the clutches of wrongdoers.  In the Zifar, the wrongdoer was a king, and Zifar 
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is determined to clear the family name of that blight; that is what energizes him.  The 

author of the Zifar provides Zifar with the desire to fulfill his grandfather’s prophecy and 

reign over a kingdom so as to reestablish his family’s aristocratic heritage, lost due to the 

transgressions of his ancestor.  With a different motivation, Roboan leaves his father’s 

kingdom, and continues his father’s “story” to “prouar el mundo e ganar onrraa” (351); 

he wants to complete the family’s good fortune: 

…lo que Dios comiença nos por acabado lo deuemos tener; ca el nunca començo 

cosa que non fuese acabada en aquel estado que el la quiso dexar.  E pues Dios 

nos començo a fazer merced asy como vos vedes , non ay caso por que deuemos 

dudar que el non lieue e de çima a todos; e por amor de Dios, vos pido señor por 

merçed que me querades perdonar e enbiar e que me non detengades, ca el 

coraçon me da que mucho ayna oyerede nueuas de mi (350). 

He interprets the signs of God’s will; he determines that the betterment of the family is 

incomplete and asserts that God likes to finish what he begins.193  Overall more 

characteristically chivalric than “Byzantine” in his attitude and actions, Roboan sets out 

to obtain renown and recognition (“fama y honor”), seeking to establish an individual 

reputation while acquiring a kingdom over which to rule. 

 The novels of chivalry are known for constant changes in geographical setting and 

scenarios, from the court to the countryside, from land-based adventures to maritime 

ones, from one kingdom to another, from a real to an invented land, island, etc.  We have 

already indicated that this characteristic applies also to the ancient Greek novel.  Zifar 
                                                
193 Here, the son echoes similar words pronounced by Zifar in justification of his pursuing his quest (79) 
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travels less than his son.  The knight and his family leave the kingdom of Tarta and 

migrate to the town of Galapia.  After a month, the four depart and head for the kingdom 

of Falac, where Zifar loses all his family members.  Wandering in grief (heroes in the 

ancient Greek novels wander disconsolate also), Zifar is befriended by a hermit, meets 

Ribaldo, and, at the latter’s suggestion, sets out for the kingdom of Menton, from whence 

he does not depart.  There, all family members are reunited, and the story has a happy 

ending.   

 Roboan’s years of questing have a different, more chivalric, feel.  His travels first 

take him to the kingdom of Pandulfa where he assists Seringa.  Then later, after a brief 

stay with the king of Turbia, during which the young prince advises that monarch on how 

to restore the affections of his subjects, Roboan arrives in the lands of the emperor of 

Trigida.  After becoming emperor, defending his territory against the kings of Garba and 

Safira and Count Faran, marrying Seringa, and siring offspring, Roboan returns to 

Menton for a visit, now ranked higher than both his father and brother.  The author 

finishes the story with a happy, circular, similar to those so often seen in the ancient 

Greek novels. 

 One could say that the stories of both knights use a prophecy frame, common in 

the chivalric novels, in which a pre-established plan drawn out by the author anticipates 

the final objective.  At the start of each knight’s adventures, the reader is aware of what 

the protagonist’s goal is, and then, is curious to discover how it is to be achieved.  The 

interest lies not in what the author has new to say, but more in his manner of directing his 

characters so that they may fulfill the prophecy.  Curto Herrero comments, “All books of 
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knight errantry are essentially a demonstration of “how” the unknown young knight 

becomes king or emperor” ("Estructura de las novelas españolas de caballerías" 1017). 

 Zifar’s grandfather prophesies that another of their line will come who exhibits 

“bondat” and “buenas costunbres” and who will raise them out of their impoverished 

state.  He advises Zifar, “…con la merçed de Dios, si bien te esforçares a ello e non te 

enojares de fazer bien” that he could be the one to restore the family’s royal status (93).  

And even Grima’s intuition, “…[las palabras] me sobieron en coraçon” (94), informs her 

that the grandfather’s prediction would come true.  The narrator himself assures us of the 

success of the quest, “…este cauallero fue bien acostunbrado en todas cosas, e gano muy 

grant pre e grant onrra por costunbres e por caualleria, asy como adelante oyredes en la 

su estoria” (98). 

 As Roboan prepares to depart, Zifar presages his son’s success:  “…acabaras tu 

demanda, con la merçed de Dios; ca todo ome que alguna cosa quiere acabar, tan bien en 

onrra commo en al que se fazer puede, auiendo con que la seguir e fuere en pos ella e non 

se enojare, acabarla ha ciertamente”(350-51).  Grima also predicts greatness, “. . .que de 

todo en todo que ha de ser vn grant enperador” (352). 

 In general, the novels of chivalry organize adventures according to cause and 

effect, a strategy evident in the Zifar.  For example, Zifar arrives in Galapia to find the 

city gates closed and a siege in progress.  Once he gains admittance and the Lady of 

Galapia enlists his help, he devises a plan to rid her of her oppressor.  This procedure is 

repeated in Book Four, in the kingdom of Pandulfa.  The challenges faced by both 

“caballeros” have, at a superficial level, three parts:  an initial negative situation, central 
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body of knightly adventures, final situation (the knight is successful) (Curto Herrero 

"Estructura de las novelas españolas de caballerías" 1024-25).  This same tripartite 

construction also applies to the entire “book” of each knight’s exploits, that is, Books 

One and Two for Zifar and Book Four for Roboan.  In these “books,” the final solution is 

a positive one:  for Zifar, the reuniting of his family, for Roboan, his marriage to Seringa 

and then, their visit to Menton, as he is reconnected with his family, too.  As in the 

“Byzantine” novels and then again within the novels of chivalry, the circumstances in the 

story progress from a state of order disturbed to order restored. 

 Armed conflicts abound in the romances of chivalry and the hero knights 

participate in three main types of them:  individual, small group (involving only the 

knight and close companions), and collective.  Zifar is poor and has no group of 

“caballeros” that accompanies him194; hence, in the Zifar, only the first and last types of 

battles occur in his story.  Diz gives this summary of the armed encounters in the Zifar.  

There are three stand alone duels (which seem to function as an introduction to a 

subsequent collective confrontations); four battles (against Count Rodan, the kings of 

Ester, of Grimalet, and those of Garba and Safira); one military campaign; and six duels 

contained within the description of the battles, three for Zifar (against Rodan’s son, 

against the king of Ester’s nephew, and later, against the same king’s two sons).  With 

regard to the Zifar’s duels, he is not the antagonist; he is challenged, then summarizes the 

                                                
194 A similarity this work shares with epic poems is that the narrative is focused on the individual efforts of 
one hero. 
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cause of the conflict, offers the enemy a chance to repent, and expresses his trust in 

divine justice before engaging them, a display not common among chivalric heroes (189). 

 In comparison to his father, Roboan is more active, more impulsive, and 

aggressive in his military encounters, a figure more true to the image of a chivalric 

hero.195  Roboan openly seeks “fama” and “onrra” (229); he is eager to fight and 

demonstrate his prowess; he evinces blind heroic energy.  On his father’s behalf, he heads 

the military campaign against Count Nason and duels individually with Nason and his 

nephew.  He wants to “yr …con aquellos algareros a ganar alguna buena señal de 

caballeria…atal qual la gano mi hermano Garfin [he has killed Nason and acquired a 

battle scar]; ca non podiera major señal ganar que aquella que gano, ca la gano a grant 

pres e a grant onrra de si, e por aquella señal sabran e conosçeran los omes el buen 

fecho que fizo” (229; emphasis ours).  Roboan openly challenges Nason’s nephew (230-

231), commences hostilities with the king of Grimalet (362), and confronts the son of 

Grimalet (369). 

 In the planning and execution of battles, both Zifar and Roboan adopt similar 

techniques:  negotiations with diplomacy; a war cry to animate the other “caballeros”; the 

strategy of attacking first the highest ranked caballero (count or king); taking prisoners as 

bargaining tools; and finishing with a division of the spoils to the rank and file.  Zifar and 

Roboan are always victorious.  We note that the author frequently affords more space to 

                                                
195 Scholberg notices a marked difference between the character of Zifar and Roboan, finding the former to 
be “austere, [a] somewhat more epic type of hero, struggling to overcome difficult hardships.”  His son, on 
the other hand “is a more chivalric hero, polished, urbane, witty, and given over to sentiment” (119). 
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the negotiations to avoid conflict and the preparation for combat than to the description of 

the battles.196 

 The incorporation of the marvelous is expected in a romance of chivalry.  As 

noted above, the author frequently incorporates supernatural material.  However, the two 

“interpolated” tales of magic and enchantment, “El Caballero Atreuido” (240-250) and 

“Las Ynsolas Dotadas” (409-431),197 while providing fantastic interludes, also carry 

moralistic messages.  Interestingly, in the case of the “Ynsolas Dotadas,” the author 

connects the supernatural with God.  Nobleza gives Roboan a magic banner, which was 

woven by seven saintly sisters and derives its power ultimately from the hand of God.198  

This gift plays a signal role in this and a later episode in which it makes him invincible in 

battle. 

 The question of the purpose or value of these interruptions in Zifar’s story is often 

raised.  Walker argues convincingly that these “digressions” underline rather than 

undermine the essential unity of the work” ("The Unity" 149).  He advocates that the two 

episodes fit the theme of the individual books, function as important unifying structural 

elements, and provide “a unity of tone” for the novel:  
                                                
196 This is not the usual proportion seen in most novels of chivalry; there, more time is spend in fighting 
than in the avoidance of conflict or preliminary preparations. 
 
197 There are several theories as to the origin of the story of “Las Ynsolas Dotadas”.  Some say it is of 
Celtic lore (Scholberg, 113)); Krappe claims that its roots are in an Indian folk tale that entered Spain 
through the Arabic tradition (103).  Wagner insists that this episode recalls legends of the Breton cycle 
(56).  
 
198 Mullen, 266.  He derives this opinion from the text:  “Ca aquellas syete donzellas quell pendon fizieron, 
bien auia cada una setenta años. . . E las donzellas fueron sienpre de tan buena vida que non quisieron 
casar, mas prometieron castidat, e mantouieronla muy bien e muy santamente, de guisa que Dios fazia por 
ellas en aquel inperio muchos miraglos, e nunca labrauan cosa por sus manos en que Dios non puso 
señalamente su uirtud” (444). 
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The motifs found in the supernatural sections correspond to a considerable degree 

with those to be found in the realistic sections.  And this unity is not confined to 

the structure, but also embraces the tone.  Each supernatural episode fits the tone 

and milieu of the book in which it appears, as well as being made to tie up with 

the events and themes of that book (156).  

We advocate that these two supernatural adventures are connected to the main story with 

different degrees of pertinence.199  Told after the victory over the Count Nason, “El 

Caballero Atrevido at the Enchanted Lake” is loosely connected to Zifar’s reality by the 

fact that the lake in the story is the same one into which the traitor Nason is thrown.  No 

character from the story has a part in this tale, but thematically it fits since it deals with 

dishonesty.  The narrator directly states the reason for its inclusion:  “E este cuento vos 

conte. . . .porque ninguno non deue creer nin se meter en poder de aquel que non conosçe, 

por palabras fermosas quel diga nin por promesas quel prometa. . .[uno deue] esquiuar las 

cosas dudosas. . .”(251).  He then praises the inhabitants of Menton for not being tempted 

by the lady in the lake. 

We briefly summarize the “Caballero Atreuido” story.  A knight, “vn cauallero 

del regno de Porfilia,” motivated by curiosity, allows a beautiful woman to entice him 

into joining her in her underwater kingdom.200  Although the knight has promised not to 

speak to the inhabitants of the island, as he rides through the city with his son, he engages 
                                                
199 For another discussion regarding how these stories constitute an integral part of the compositional plan 
of the Zifar, see Ruiz de Conde, 46-57. 
 
200 This “other world” of the stories of folklore, according the Propp, is a reference to the kingdom of the 
death, while at the same time, it is associated with the rites of initiation (Propp, 523-35). 
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another woman in conversation.  At this point in the tale, the author interrupts with a 

moralistic tirade concerning desonra and buena fama, and adds another digression, that 

of father who asks his daughter about women’s love interests.201  She tells him that a 

woman who loves many cares only for the present object of her affection, an indictment 

not only of the woman with whom he is conversing, but also of the dueña, who has lured 

him onto the island, as is soon revealed.  The conversation with this temptress costs the 

Caballero Atreuido dearly.  When he returns to town, his lady is waiting to confront him, 

seated “en vn estrado e tenia el vn braço sobre el conde Nason, que dio el rey de Menton 

por traydor, e el otro braço sobre el visauuelo (Zifar’s) que fuera dado otrosy por traydor” 

(249).  This “Señora de la Trayçion,” who is, in reality “un Diablo muy feo e mucho 

espantable”(249) with “vn grito muy grande e muy fuerte” and a “viento torbelliño” 

ejects the Caballero Atrevido and their son from the home of Treachery, resulting in “vn 

terremotus que semejo que todos los palaçios e la çibdat venia a tierra” (249).  This 

episode obviously emphasizes the inescapability from the transgression of treason here in 

this supernatural world.  The insertions connects logically with the rebellious acts of 

Count Nason and the punishment he received for his treason, events that have just 

occurred in the real world of the text.  The tale serves as an instructional tool. 

 We would advocate that, in contrast to the tale of the daring knight, the adventure 

on the “Ynsolas Dotadas” fits more tightly into the narrative for two reasons.  First, 

because Roboan participates directly in it.  Secondly, it involves a character that is critical 

                                                
201 Both Wagner (84) and Walker ("The Unity of El Libro del Cavallero Zifar, 157) indicate that the author 
is paraphrasing St. Jerome.  
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to Roboan’s future.  The episode serves to highlight the magnanimity of the emperor 

“que nunca rie” who desires to teach the prince to avoid future errors through this test of 

character.  The lesson learned is bitter, but a wiser leader emerges.  Roboan allows 

himself to be tricked by the devil, just as the emperor of Trigida before him.  Although 

sorrowful and repentant over his foolish error, Roboan, rather than falling into a deep 

depression as the emperor did, accepts his failure and appears to consider the episode a 

learning experience.  As a result of his “stumble” with Nobleza, Roboan somewhat 

sullies his reputation as an exemplary knight, but as a character he gains in humanity. 

Both he and the emperor act out of greed and show weakness in the face of temptation.  

Nevertheless, the emperor, at the end, is able to say, “este Diablo maldito nos fizo 

sabidores para nos guardar de yerro o de non creer or todas cosas que nos acometan con 

falagueras palabras e engañosas” (431), and is able laugh once more. 

 We offer a summary of the “Ynsolas Dotadas” tale.  A boat202 ferries the 

protagonist to the island where he marries a beautiful woman.  The author is very precise 

about the time frame of Roboan’s visit on the island, “biuio el enperador [Roboan] en 

aquel ynperio doze meses menos tres dias” (415).  Very quickly the author warns the 

reader that things will change, “Mas el Diablo, que non finca de engañar al ome en 

quanto puede. . .non quiso que cunpliese alli el año el enperador. . .”  The devil appears 

“en figura de muger, la mas fermosa del mundo” (415).  After Roboan has asked for his 

second dona, the hawk, the empress relates a tale within that, sharing the enxenplo of the 

water, the truth, and the wind, used to teach the importance of the truth.  With this tale, 
                                                
202 According to Propp, a typical mode of transportation to the “other world”  (295).  
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Nobleza (and the author) are delivering an indictment about Roboan’s unfaithfulness; 

moreover, they are foreshadowing the end of Roboan’s stay in her kingdom.203  Roboan 

requests and receives the third gift, a horse, which Nobleza cannot deny him, since she 

promised from the start to always give him whatever he asked.  She attempts to keep him 

from departing, even though she is cognizant of Roboan’s dealings with the devil.  

Roboan inadvertently spurs his horse, and it races off with him.  Roboan is ejected from 

the island.  

 Burke interprets this last incident as an allegory illustrating certain facts of 

Christian doctrine: 

The author treats two important problems of medieval Christianity.  One is the 

conflict between caritas-cupiditas [Burke states, “Caritas is all that which draws 

man to God; cupiditas is everything which pulls him away”]; Roboan loses 

Nobleza and his position in the Islas Dotadas through cupidity—perhaps the 

gravest of medieval sins.  The other is the tension caused by a belief in a Christian 

God combined with a pagan reliance upon Fortune.  Roboan freely chooses the 

path of covetousness and thereby suffers the consequences.  Nobleza, however, 

believes in the power of Chance and can thus only endure what Chance deals her.  

The author doubtless was hoping to make clear to medieval man that it is better to 

be able to make a choice within the context of Christianity than to have to be 

subject to the whims of capricious Fortune. ("The Meaning" 64)  

                                                
203 Also, by means of this exemplum, the author returns to his thesis expressed in Book one regarding the 
value of friendship. 
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Technically the inclusion of these two stories ruptures the main narrative thread, 

but, thematically and practically, they are associated with the principal story line, tending 

to amplify the author’s didactic messages.  Rather than being digressions, we believe that 

they are intrinsic parts of the work.  

 These tales also are examples of how the author employs the device of antithesis, 

common in the chivalric novel, especially as it relates to vice versus virtue.  The 

traitorous behavior of the Caballero Atrevido and Count Nason is the opposite of that 

expected of a loyal and faithful knight.  Roboan’s covetous actions do not conform to the 

generosity and selflessness required of a noble knight.  Among the characters, also, we 

observe the contrast between the triumphs afforded the “good” (Zifar, Roboan, Garfin, 

Ribaldo), and the failure of their opponents (Rodan, Ester, Nason, Grimalet, Garba and 

Safira), characterized by pride, unbridled ambition or weakness and lack of wisdom. 

 The author consistently weaves into his story many episodes that refer to behavior 

expected of knights.  Rodan’s son does not respect Zifar as a caballero because Grima is 

riding their palfrey.  When Rodan’s son insults Grima and threatens Zifar, the latter 

reminds him of one of the rules of knightly conduct:  “Çertas sy vos cauallero sodes non 

faredes mal a otro fidalgo syn lo desafiar, mayormente non vos faziendo tuerto” (99).  

The king of Brez refuses to respond to the emperor’s request for him to appear, telling the 

Cauallero Amigo “non te quiero dar respuesta…ca tu señor non es tal ome para que yo le 

deua responder” (378), indicating that he refuses to show any allegiance to a foreigner.  

Zifar rebukes the messengers of the king of Grimalet saying that the king erred in not 

sending notice to Seringa to explain why he was pillaging and occupying her lands.  He 
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continues to lecture them regarding appropriate kingly procedure:  “ca non faria mal vno 

a otro por ninguna manera, a menos de mostrar sy auie alguna querella del, que gela 

hemendase, e sy non gela quisiese emendar, enbiar lo a desafiar asy commo es costunbre 

de fijos dalgo” (380). 

 The motif of offspring unknowingly being knighted by their father is used in the 

Zifar, as is a representation of the elements typically associated with a knighting 

ceremony, but only in the second ritual of investiture.  We read two somewhat different 

versions of ritual of investiture.  The first knighting is that of Garfin and Roboan, sent by 

their foster parents to the court of the king of Menton (Zifar).  The narrator summarily 

dismisses the event with “el rey resçebiolos por sus vasallos e fijolos caualleros con muy 

grandes alegrias, segunt el vso de aquella tierra” (213).  Then, he gives them land.  The 

second ritual transpires when Roboan travels to Trigida and the emperor offers to knight 

him.  They discuss the advisability of two knightings, concluding that Roboan, once 

dubbed by the emperor, would never be placed in a position of violating his loyalty to his 

father in favor of the emperor (397).  The author follows with a lengthy description of the 

different stages of a more solemn investiture than the first.  It consists of an all night vigil 

in the church, standing continually, and a mass the next morning at which the king dubs 

and girds the young man, pronouncing him a knight “en el nonbre de Dios.”  The king 

invites all his kings and the novel to dine with him, and, as the novel enters, he is greeted 

by hugs and kisses from a series of young women who wish him well.  The next day, they 

proceed to another church, where the young man has held second vigil the night before, 

and he is bathed in “vna grant pila de porfirio que estaua lleña de agua caliente” as young 
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maidens sing, “Biua este nouel a seruiçio de Dios e a onrra de su señor e de sy mesmo.”  

The young knight is subsequently dressed by a damsel in a silk “camisa.”  The king 

awards him a lance with a pendant and an unsheathed sword and places a wreath on the 

novel’s head; the archbishop follows with a blessing.  Lastly, the new knight is given 

“paños muy nobles” (398-399).  

 A common feature of the chivalric novels is that they tend to support a large cast 

of characters; may remain nameless and disappear once they have served their purpose.  

The reader finds limited descriptions of physical appearances and there is little 

psychological development, even of the protagonists.  The only details about Zifar’s 

appearance are given when Grima has difficulty recognizing her husband after almost a 

decade apart due to the fact that he is heavier and wears a beard; she also perceives that 

he speaks differently and “non fablaua el lenguaje que solia” (204).   

 By contrast, the author paints a clear picture of Zifar’s character.  In all aspects of 

his behavior (except in his taking another wife), his behavior conforms to that described 

in the chivalric tenets.  He is loyal, brave, just and inclined to help the weak and 

defenseless.  He demonstrates courtesy, especially to women, and a generous spirit. 

 Grima appears to be the perfect wife, understanding, industrious, faithful, and 

compassionate.  The Lady of Galapia is rapidly sketched and Seringa is depicted as not 

being shy about expressing her feelings.  Ribaldo stands out for his humorous comments, 

his pithy sayings, his realistic observations, and his quoting of proverbial wisdom.  

Overall, however, the characters are divided into categories, the exemplary and the 

flawed, the brave and the cowardly, the honorable and the ignoble. 
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 In our analysis of the anonymous poem Libro de Apolonio and the heterogeneous 

book, Libro del Caballero Zifar, also of uncertain authorship, written in medieval Spain 

and separated chronologically by approximately fifty years, we have exposed an 

abundance of narrative material (thematic, structural, etc.) associated with the 

“Byzantine” and chivalric literary traditions.  By the time these authors penned their 

works, the French Arthurian romances of Chrètien de Troyes had been circulating for 

approximately seven to eight decades, planting seeds, along with other works, that would 

blossom into the full-fledged novels of chivalry.  A primitive form of the Amadís de 

Gaula had probably been started, if not completed.  In Byzantium, certain writers were 

rediscovering the Aithiopika and Leukippe and Klitophon and composing their own 

stories utilizing structures and techniques they found in these works.  Various versions of 

the legend of Apollonius of Tyre were circulating, and they, too, exhibited characteristics 

emanating from Greek classical and novelistic literature of the first through the fourth 

centuries A.D. 

 The authors of the Libro de Apolonio and El Libro del Caballero Zifar were most 

likely literate churchmen, and their works reveal attempts at mixing together, at varying 

degrees, the “Byzantine” and chivalric genres.  In general, their efforts yielded only 

partial success, but at least, they demonstrate a willingness to incorporate elements from 

the two genres and an intuition that such a combination would be particularly attractive to 

the reading public.  Their works indicate that they were guided, as well as limited, by 

their contemporary literary and social climates.  In the Libro de Apolonio, the author 

combines a Christianized version of a pagan legend, a hint of concern for the chivalric 
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tradition, and a clear example of “Byzantine” influence, however acquired.  The Libro del 

Caballero Zifar, a “product of medieval eclecticism” (Mullen 258), appears to be an 

experiment in the meshing of the two literary traditions under study, while addressing the 

expectation for a focus on didacticism that prevailed in the literature of his day.  Overall, 

the process of blending of the “Byzantine’” and chivalric traditions produces imperfect 

fruit; however, these works do represent an inclination to or an enthusiasm for innovation 

by means of a synthesis of elements from various literary traditions.  
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Chapter Three:  Matteo Maria Boiardo’s Orlando innamorato 
 and Ludovico Ariosto’s Orlando furioso 

 
 
 
 
    In this chapter we will discuss the confluence of the two literary traditions, the 

chivalric and the “Byzantine,” in works by the Italian master poets Matteo M. Boiardo 

(1440 or 1444 -1494) and Ludovico Ariosto (1474-1533), specifically the Orlando 

innamorato of the former, composed in the second half of the fifteenth century, and the 

Orlando furioso, written by the latter in three stages and published in 1516, 1521, and 

1532, during the first third of the sixteenth century.  While preserving the elements of the 

Carolingian poetic cycle (wars, quests, large scale battles, individual duels, betrayals and 

selfless loyalties) within a story focused on the court of Charlemagne, the two authors see 

to it that love, traditionally connected only to stories associated with King Arthur, 

becomes a potent force in the lives of the crusaders for Christianity, the peers, other 

worthy knights, and even several Saracen kings and nobles. 

 With enthusiasm for chivalric tales waning in Europe even as these writers were 

actively producing, one might wonder why these authors chose to contribute to that 

genre.  Whatever their reasoning, it seems apparent to us that they tacitly understood that 

by meshing heroic deeds and war with love and tapping into the “Byzantine” structure, 

themes, and situations, they would be able to attract and entertain their reading audience 

by intertwining adventures arising from the bellicose pursuits, so characteristic of the 

chivalric tradition, with material involving sentimental attachments, love stories typical 

of the “Byzantine” genre.  Sources for the depictions of military encounters were most 
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abundant (epic poems, chronicles, and histories recounting military campaigns through 

the ages) and, for the love theme, there were many places to look for inspiration:  in part, 

in chivalric prose and poetry in Italian,204 the French Arthurian cycle of literature with its 

emphasis on love, honor, and noble behavior, but especially “Byzantine” novels with 

their love themes, situations, details, and distinctive narrative and structural techniques. 

These characteristics had already been incorporated into religiously oriented saints’ lives 

stories, as well as into secular literature of earlier European literature, as we have noted in 

chapter two.  The use of these elements provided avenues to create variety and pleasure 

for the readership to which Boiardo and Ariosto directed their narrative poems. 

 Undeniably, features of the structure, the techniques, the motifs, and the overall 

narrative approach implemented by the ancient Greek authors had already been 

experimented with by other generations of writers throughout the centuries, following 

their initial appearance in the early centuries after Christ, and, thus, these  “Byzantine” 

literary characteristics were in the air, literarily speaking, even if Boiardo or Ariosto had 

no direct access to any of the novels written in by the Greeks during first through the 

fourth centuries A.D.  Our Italian authors succeeded in blending the chivalric and 

“Byzantine” literary traditions, taking great advantage of the techniques of the ancient 

Greek prose writers, who sought to entertain and attract readers by means of creating a 

labyrinthine structure that keeps several story threads spinning concurrently, many of 

which ultimately integrate with the tale’s other themes and actions.  The readers were 

                                                
204 For example, Andrea da Barberino’s I Reali di Francia and Gerrin Meschino, the anonymous poem 
Spagna in Rima, and Pulci’s Morgante. 
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treated to works that reflected at least some thematic unity, but that also featured 

romantic variety with numerous interrelated story lines, punctuated by suspenseful twists 

and turns, disguises, and surprises. 

 It would seem useful at this point to restate the structural and narrative elements 

that are generally associated with the “Byzantine” literary tradition so that we can better 

appreciate the enormous impact they had on Boiardo and Ariosto.  It bears repeating  

that the features that have been designated at “Byzantine” were initially associated with 

only two of the ancient Greek novels, the Aithiopka (Heliodorus) and Leukippe and 

Klitophon (Achilles Tatius), owing to the survival of more manuscript copies of them.  

These works, later, were the first to be translated into Latin, and, subsequently, into the 

European languages.  The characteristics of these novels were then designated as 

representative of the “Byzantine” literary tradition as a whole.  Once the works of 

Chariton, Xenophon of Ephesus, Longus, and Iamblichus became known and 

disseminated, during the late seventeenth through the nineteenth centuries, a broader 

view of the variety in the ancient Greek novels of love and adventure became apparent.  

Nevertheless, the elements found in Heliodorus’s and Achilles Tatius’s works continues 

to be those generally associated with what has becme known as the “Byzantine” literary 

tradition.   

 The “Byzantine” novels of the first through the fourth centuries A.D. deal 

principally with the theme of love.  An extremely handsome hero and an exceptionally 

beautiful heroine, who exhibit only the most exemplary behavior, fall in love, are 

separated, and experience a myriad of adventures, some plausible, others cleverly 
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contrived.  Tyche (Roman Fortuna) conspires against them, imposing isolation and 

suffering, and it is Providence, usually directed by the god,s that frequently orchestrates 

their reunion.  Ultimately, they converge at the end of the text in a happy, occasionally 

tearful, embrace, and a joyful wedding (often involving multiple couples) ensues.  The 

individual authors present in the love relationships that fill these works a mélange of 

thematic antitheses:  ideal, sensuous love vs. impure, carnal, erotic love; fidelity vs. 

infidelity; loyalty vs. disloyalty; jealousy and envy vs. trust and good will; truth vs. 

deceit, control vs. subjugation; good vs. evil. 

 Love sickness, manifested by insomnia, melancholy, pining, and physical malaise, 

afflicts lovers who are far apart owing to adverse circumstances (whose initial cause is 

often parental disapproval).  Lovers resort to soliloquies to express their anguish and 

frustration and letters to communicate with the beloved.  Complicated sentimental 

entanglements that figure into the works, frequently in the form of love triangles and 

quadrangles (the lovers themselves often serve as go-between for a master) complicate 

the lovers’ lives, threaten their efforts at maintaining chastity and fidelity, and retard their 

ultimate reconnecting.  Desperation on the part of the masters in the face of unrequited 

feelings and unbridled jealousy, not uncommonly, leads to the use of venomous potions.  

There are instances of presumed betrayal (with subsequent confirmation of unswerving 

fidelity), as well as threats of suicide.   

 In the novels of the “Byzantine” literary tradition, there is large cast of characters 

that is always in motion.  Constant action is the hallmark of this genre, and traveling, 

journeys, motivated by quests for an object of desire, generate never-ending meetings and 
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separations, assembly and dispersion.  The chance encounter of a new or mysterious 

character or the stumbling upon a strange event is sure to mark the beginning of a new, 

ancillary story.  Sudden or unexpected reversals of circumstances (peripetiae) send the 

action off into different directions.  Dramatic, emotion-laden scenes are a staple in these 

works. 

 In the process of weaving together different narrative threads, interruptions of the 

main story and subplots cause fragmentation of the narrative.  As the writers seek to 

achieve unity with variety, practically all sequences, the denouement of any story line, 

the resolution of any problematical situation, the completion of any journey, are 

postponed via obstacles.  After these are resolved, the reader can expect the resumed 

movement of the character toward his/her destination and/or object of desire to be littered 

with other challenges and subject to detours.  Fortuitous meetings and unfortunate non-

meetings affect the flow of activity or alter its course. 

 Convergence of actors provides opportunities for exchange of information, 

revelations, and confessions between listeners and narrators, who are equally curious and 

willing to share their personal woes and life experiences.  When characters disperse into 

different directions, each faces new adventures, and the author will then follow one 

person for a time.  The relating of this person’s activities is then disrupted, usually at a 

moment of high suspense, and the path of the other character is addressed for a while.  

The narrator offers periodic recapitulations of previously related actions to help the 

reader remember a character’s circumstances prior to the moment when he/she appears 

again in the narrative flow.  At times, the author uses other actors in the narrative to 
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provide these memory-jogging interludes.  There is dislocation of lineal chronology as 

the narration and the action bounce continually between the past and the present. 

 “Byzantine” writers were fond of inset stories, labeled “interpolations” by some 

critics, “digressions” by others.  This term is often interpreted in a pejorative sense, 

indicating that the material is not germane to the main story and, therefore, expendable, 

extraneous, and of little importance to the novel’s meaning.  We would argue that the 

Greek romance novelists of the first through the fourth centuries incorporated these side 

stories for, perhaps, at least two reasons:  to enrich the principal story with variety and 

entertain their audience with stimulating interpersonal circumstances; to demonstrate, at 

the same time, their skill in narrating a complex story that involved manipulating 

numerous characters populating multiple story lines, all of which (in most cases) 

ultimately come together by the end of the tale to produce a cohesive whole.  Moreover, 

it is clear to us that these additional stories, often are bound, in some fashion, to the main 

narrative.  They could be associated with it thematically, or, perhaps, by means of 

functioning as the catalyst for a forthcoming episode.  They might showcase figures in a 

well-known myth that undergo trials similar to those confronting the hero/heroine of the 

novel.  Also, they potentially serve as a manner to introduce new characters that will be 

instrumental later on in the course of the narrative.  Frequently, these inset stories will 

begin in medias res, a technique utilized by both Heliodorus and Achilles Tatius to 

initiate their novels and which has attracted the attention of generations of writers since.  

 The Greek “Byzantine” authors utilize the devices of flashback and 

foreshadowing (often in the form of prophecies and omens), and the narrator or author 
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sometimes gives direct indications of what is to come with a straightforward 

announcement of future events.  Authors also commonly intervene by inserting 

commentaries, summaries, and general statements about human behavior. 

 Odd, sometimes sensational, and surprising happenings occur, often at the end of 

a chapter or a change of scene, for which an explanation will not be forthcoming until 

much later in the narrative sequence, tweaking the readers’ curiosity and creating an 

intense anticipatory surge.  Generally there are two parallel lines of action, occasionally 

more, and the narrator of one is frequently abandoned at a moment of high tension to 

begin or continue another plot sequence, which, itself, often commences in medias res.  

All plot lines cross; in core of story, an “involution” occurs as we listen to A relating 

what B shared with him, the latter having heard it from C, and so on, producing the 

impression of “la ficción dentro de la ficción.”   

 In the “Byzantine” novels, abductions, escape (by chance, by miracle, by means 

of lies or cunning), pursuit, search & captivity (incarceration, enslavement, bondage) 

augment the excitement, enliven the text, and add twists and turns to the plot.   Pirate 

attacks, bandits, kidnappings, shipwrecks allow the author to diverge, delay, and redirect 

his characters and narrative.  On occasion, apparent death (Scheintod), with subsequent 

“resurrection,” amplifies the suspense quotient.  Moreover, the devices of premonitions, 

oracles, dreams, visions, epiphanies, apparitions, marvels appear with great regularity.  

Readily detected in the “Byzantine” novels, as well, are copious descriptions of all kinds, 

ekphrasis, especially of paintings and stone carvings, the latter useful for providing 
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background or historical information to the reader, but also employed to depict situations 

paralleling, in some manner, those of the characters who contemplate them.  

 The ancient Greek authors’ affinity for the element of concealment is impossible 

to ignore.  It arises in a multitude of forms: disguises, tricks, ruses, mistaken identities, 

love deceptions, seductions, and spells.  Also critical to point out is the recurrent use of 

and dramatic effects of anagnorisis, moments of startling discovery, which are generally 

revelations of a character’s true identity, especially of someone who was thought to be 

lost.  In the ancient Greek novels these are recognitions by birthmarks and tokens, and 

these revelatory moments are carefully crafted.  The recognition causes a dramatic 

change in the status of the “discovered” and constitutes another surprise for the reader, 

although, often the latter has been offered along the way little pieces of information that, 

if alert, might lead the reader to guess a figure’s true identity before the event actually 

transpires.   

 Our analysis of the Orlando innamorato and the Orlando furioso reveals that the 

structural arrangement of the mix of epic and romance material Boiardo and Ariosto 

manipulate mimics, to a substantial degree, the narrative techniques and thematic 

orientation that the ancient Greek authors practiced and that have left such an indelible 

mark in literature down to the present day.  The confluence of chivalric and Greek 

literary traditions in these two Italian masterpieces flows noticeably more smoothly than 

in the previously studied medieval works, Libro de Apolonio and El libro del caballero 

Zifar, where a sometimes clumsy combination of elements occurs.  Ariosto, particularly, 
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is adept at blending the two literary traditions, exhibiting, generally, more logical 

interrelationships among episodes and achieving smoother transitions between canti. 

ORLANDO INNAMORATO 

 
 With the “Byzantine” elements now fresh in mind, we will commence an 

examination of Boiardo’s Orlando innamorato, starting first with a brief overview of the 

three Books into which it is divided.  Next, we will reconstruct it canto by canto, 

indicating the “Byzantine” elements contained therein.  Since this poem and Ariosto’s as 

well are already recognized as belonging to the chivalric literary tradition, we feel it is 

important to indicate the impact the “Byzantine” literary tradition had on them.  To that 

end, in our reconstruction we will render in italic print each use of a “Byzantine” 

characteristic identified to highlight the pervasiveness of that influence in this work.  The 

reader will certainly realize that many of the “Byzantine” features that we point out had 

already over time been utilized in some novels of chivalric tradition and are thus, 

identified also with that tradition.  But we choose to highlight these common features 

since a likely source for them in the chivalric literary tradition is the ancient Greek novels 

we studied in chapter one. 

 Boiardo’s Innamorato205 three “Books,” each divided into canti.  The first and 

second Books have twenty-nine and thirty-one canti, respectively, while the third was left 

                                                
205 From this point forward, we shorten the Boiardo’s title to Innamorato.  Ariosto’s poem will be 
designated with Furioso. 
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incomplete at only nine canti.  Each Book seems to have a different thematic focus, 

which we will indicate presently. 

 Book One opens relating about an impending pagan invasion of France by king 

Gradasso of Sericana for the sole purpose of appropriating Durindana (Orlando’s sword, 

identified long ago as belonging to Virgil’s Hector) and Baiardo (Ranaldo’s horse), but 

no military confrontation with Charlemagne and his forces occurs right away (although 

later in the book, Gradasso besieges Paris).  Instead, the poet fills his canti with the 

efforts of four knights (Ranaldo, Ferraguto, Gradasso, and Orlando) in their pursuit of the 

elusive Angelica, as they experience adventures with giants and monsters, rescue ladies 

in distress, and listen to complicated tales arising from chance meetings.  Boiardo 

introduces a new character to the traditional Rolando/Orlando legend, that of Angelica, a 

pagan princess.  Her father, Galafrone, Khan of Cathay (China), has sent her as a decoy 

to Charlemagne’s court to entice his knights to joust against the invincible lance of her 

brother Argalia.  These jousts are intended to distract both Christians and pagans 

assembled in Paris, so that her brother Argalia may overcome the Christian knights and 

dispatch them as prisoners to distant Cathay.206  Warriors from both camps are addled by 

her jaw-dropping beauty; even the Emperor himself is attracted to her, but the second part 

of her brother’s and father’s quest is not achieved due to Argalia’s death at the hand of 

Ferraguto.  In the midst of a joust, whose prize is Angelica, the princess leaves abruptly 

and, in the woods of Ardennes, a Renaissance version of Virgil’s intersection of worlds 

(Ross 4), she drinks from the Stream of Love, with the effect that she immediately falls 
                                                
206 Giamatti says her purpose is to “cause havoc in and desertion from the Christian camp” (xxix).   
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passionately in love with Ranaldo.  That peer, in the same forest, samples from Merlin’s 

fountain, originally created to relieve the love pangs of Tristan for Isolde [Iseult].  The 

fountain’s water generates the opposite effect, and Rinaldo is instantly seized by an 

intense hatred of and aversion to Angelica.  Back in Paris, wanting her only for himself, 

Orlando leaves Charlemagne’s court, consumed by passion, on a mission to attain her, 

and, in the process, stumbles into various adventures.  The siege of Albraca, a large 

fortress in Cathay into which Angelica takes refuge from Agricane, king or emperor of 

Tartary, who is determined to have Angelica for his wife (she loathes him), constitutes a 

major event in this Book and one of the two main focal points of action, along with Paris. 

 Book Two is more concerned with the war against Charles the Great, specifically 

the campaign by Agramante, son of Troiano, who seeks revenge for his father’s death at 

the hands of Orlando, as well as to extend “la legge di Macone” (“Mahomet’s law”) 

(II.i.37).207  Beautiful women, as well as supernatural, allegorical, and real events 

continue to distract warriors from both camps, but much of the pagan knights’ energy is 

concentrated on the quest to locate Rugiero, who the king of Garamanta, failing to 

extinguish Agramante’s bellicose inclinations, asserts is vital for the success of the pagan 

campaign in France.  Rodamonte, the impetuous king of Sarza, bolts from the war 

council meeting in Biserta, determining he will invade France on his own, and, in fact, 

single-handedly routs the Christians in Monaco before transferring his attention to the 

                                                
207 All citations for Boiardo’s poem are from Ross’s bilingual edition of Orlando innamorato.  Matteo 
Maria Boiardo, Orlando Innamorato, translated by Charles Stanley Ross, and edited by Anne Finnigan 
Ross uses the standard Italian edition of the Innamorato by Aldo Scaglione.  References are to book, canto, 
stanza, and verse, where needed eg., II.vi.35.v3. 
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siege of Montalbano, lead by Marsilio, King of Spain.  Angelica’s activities in this Book 

are minimal, but her presence is continually felt through the intense rivalry for her 

attentions on the part of Orlando and Rinaldo.  She sends Orlando to the castle of 

Falerina, where she hopes the sorceress’s magic will hold him, thus allowing her to 

pursue Rinaldo, who abhors her.  But then, passing into the wood of Ardennes again, 

Rinaldo drinks from the Stream of Love, while Angelica quenches her thirst at the stream 

with the opposite effect, and now, loathes Rinaldo.  At the end of Book Two, we find the 

elusive princess in Paris, once more, this time under the guard of Namo, Duke of Bavaria, 

and waiting to be awarded to the better fighter, Orlando or Rinaldo, depending upon who 

performs more adeptly in combat against the Infidel. 

 Book Three introduces a new character, Mandricardo, King of Tartary, who, 

acquiescing to the urging of his countrymen, sets out to avenge his father’s death 

(Agricane, mortally wounded in a duel with Orlando).  Mandricardo will join Ruggiero 

and the other pagans as their forces defeat Charlemagne in Southern France.  Charles’s 

disorganized Christian soldiers retire in confusion to the confines of Paris.  Prior to the 

commencement of hostilities in Paris, Rugiero, the courteous pagan, and Bradamante, an 

accomplished Christian warrior and sister to Rinaldo, have met and fallen it love.  Their 

eventual union is forecast in a prophecy, and it is foretold that they will engender a 

famous line of heroes, the Estense; however, Bradamante is informed that Rugiero’s 

conversion to the Christian faith must occur first.  Book Three breaks off in the midst of a 

scene of mistaken identity when Fiordespina is instantly smitten by a handsome sleeping 

knight she comes across during a hunt, this cavalier being none other than Bradamante, 
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who is sporting cropped hair, cut by a hermit in the process of tending to her head wound 

inflicted by a group of pagans.   

 This bare narrative excludes numerous digressive episodes and scores of 

secondary characters.  Boiardo’s poem has been described as complex and perhaps 

disjointed, owing to the rapid succession of incidents and its profusion and variety of 

monsters, wizards, enchantments, titanic duels, sieges, quarrels, and tourneys, mined 

from the traditional chivalric material written in the centuries preceding Boiardo’s 

lifetime.  Regardless of its perceived defects, in our view, Boiardo succeeds in 

establishing a world of valor and beauty in the process of recounting the ardors of 

Charlemagne’s knights, the champions of Christianity, immersed in a variety of martial 

and amatory adventures.  We observe, additionally, that Boiardo’s narrative shows clear 

signs of a blending into the chivalric material of a plethora of narrative and structural 

elements characteristic of the “Byzantine” literary tradition.  

  Now, we commence a more detailed deconstruction of each canto.  We believe 

that a thorough treatment of the material is necessary to appreciate Boiardo’s conscious 

or unconscious dependence of the narrative techniques and structure, themes, and motifs 

that are characteristic of the “Byzantine” literary tradition.  The amount of detail we 

present may, perhaps, at times seem excessive, but we feel it necessary to dissect the 

poem completely to demonstrate how extensively it is permeated with elements 

belonging to that tradition, which is consciously combined with the chivalric subject 

matter.   
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 Boiardo begins Canto i announcing that we will hear about stupendous feats that 

Orlando accomplishes for love.  We are introduced to the emir Gradasso, “a giant with a 

dragon’s heart” (I.i.4.v4) and, pursuant to his quest to obtain Durindana and the steed 

Baiardo, he has set sail to conquer and destroy all the lands he traverses on his mission to 

ultimately confront Charles the Great in France.  Abruptly, at stanza eight, the reader is 

taken to court in Paris where King Charles has organized a tournament for Christians and 

Saracens alike.  Suddenly, Angelica and her brother, Argalia (identified by her as “Uberto 

dal Leone”(deceit); we will meet the “real” knight by that name later as he and eight 

others help defend Angelica at Albraca), interrupt the proceedings with a challenge:  

joust with “Uberto,” with lance only, and the victor receives Angelica as the prize.  The 

focus shifts from a flock of love-struck knights, who are drooling over Angelica, to 

Malagise (Malagise), Ranaldo’s cousin, who knows the arts of magic.  With the aid of his 

tome of spells, he calls up demons to inquire about the two foreign visitors, and we learn 

of their background, the power of Argalia’s golden lance (it topples an opponent with 

only a touch), and Angelica’s magic ring, which functions two ways:  placed on a finger, 

it counteracts enchantments; inserted in the mouth, it makes one invisible.  The narrative 

quickly switches to the brother and sister again who have raised a tent near the forest 

outside of Paris.  Two stanzas later, we are back with Malagise who puts Angelica to 

sleep with a magic potion and is intent upon indulging his passion with her there in the 

forest.  His attempt is foiled by the magic ring she wears since it nullifies enchantments.  

The conniver is taken prisoner, tied with chains, and conveyed to Cathay to be locked 

inside an ocean rock. 
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 Back in Paris, the narrator relates what has happened since Angelica and Argalia 

retired to the forest:  a lottery has been established to determine the order of the jousting 

with Argalia.  His name having been drawn first, Duke Astolfo of England impetuously 

races to Merlin’s Stone toward nightfall, boasting he will defeat Argalia, but, instead, is 

taken prisoner after his defeat.  The next morning, Argalia topples the quarrelsome, fast-

tempered, amorous Ferraguto, nephew of Marsilio of Spain.  Rejecting imprisonment, as 

the rules of engagement would dictate, he continues to fight without a helmet.  Argalia, 

overwrought by anger at Ferraguto’s arrogance, forgets his spear and now wields his 

sword.  Furiously, in the meadow at the edge of the woods the two charge at one another.  

The canto ends here at a moment of tension). 

 In the short span of ninety-one stanzas, Boiardo has initiated several story lines:  

the forthcoming invasion by Gradasso, a new character and her magnetic effect on 

several main characters, the fate of Malagise and that of Astolfo, the outcome of the duel 

between Argalia and Ferraguto.  The mélange of characters and situations is reminiscent 

of the “Byzantine” novels as is the interruption of the encounter between Argalia and 

Ferraguto at a suspenseful moment.  Additionally, the assumption of another’s identity 

(Argalia) is a frequent “Byzantine” tool for deception (incorporated into the chivalric 

tradition also). 

 Shorter by nearly twenty-five stanzas, Canto ii begins with the Argalia and 

Ferraguto conflict that was left unfinished at the end of the previous canto.  Each 

confesses his special circumstance:  Argalia wears magic armor, and Ferraguto’s body is 

charmed.  Intent upon winning Angelica, Ferraguto proposes a deal with Argalia:  the 
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brother surrenders and gives Angelica to Ferraguto.  Argalia confers with his sister, but 

Angelica thinks Ferraguto is ugly and refuses such an arrangement.  She formulates a 

plan whereby she disappears via her magic ring to make arrangements for her and her 

brother to return to her father’s kingdom, while Argalia continues to engage Ferraguto 

briefly, and then, flees to rendezvous with his sister in the Ardennes Wood.  Ferraguto 

pursues the two of them into the woods.  

 The narrator now switches to Astolfo, left unguarded in Argalia’s tent.  After 

appropriating Argalia’s lance (but ignorant of its powers), the Duke heads back to Paris 

and on the road meets Ranaldo.  The peer, burning with desire for Angelica, has left Paris 

to learn the results (curiosity) of Ferraguto’s joust with Argalia.  Astolfo informs him that 

he can find Ferraguto in Ardennes Wood.  Once Astolfo is back in Paris, Orlando seeks 

him out and discovers that Angelica and her brother have fled into the woods and that 

Ranaldo is close behind.  After a tormented lament on his love for Angelica and a 

soliloquy revealing his jealousy of Ranaldo, Orlando abandons Paris to search for 

Angelica as well.   

 Leaving the three barons chasing after the elusive object of their desire, the 

narration bounces back to Paris, and the second half of this canto is dedicated to the 

jousting in the tournament that Charles had arranged.  Many Christian knights fall to their 

Saracen opponents and proud Grandonio, king of Morocco, taunts the entire Round Table 

and insults Charlemagne’s court.  Astolfo assures Charles that he alone will knock down 

the boastful Saracen king.  The vaunt enrages Grandonio and the canto ends with that 

duel about to commence and promises of “Great marvels and more strange adventure” 
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(I.ii.68.v8).  We see in this canto movement from the meadow outside the woods in 

opposite directions:  away from the woods and back toward Paris, and into the woods.  

Both these loci serve as central points of reunion and separation for the action and the 

characters.  In the “Byzantine” novels, the authors also tend to use a few locations that 

serve as gathering points and points of departure for the characters. 

 In Canto iii, the duel between Grandonio and Astolfo is quickly resolved with the 

help of Argalia’s golden lance; Grandonio falls, the wound previously inflicted by 

Oliviero opens up, and the Saracen, disgraced, is taken away.  Boiardo now directs his 

attention to Astolfo and takes advantage of the jousting situation to reinforce the 

established reputation for treachery and dishonesty with which members of the House of 

Maganza were traditionally painted in other chivalric literary works.  Feeling invincible 

after toppling Grandonio, Astolfo taunts and exchanges insults with several members of 

the clan.  By means of a vengeful trick, Astolfo is attacked from behind by Anselmo della 

Ripa.  Enraged at the sleight, Astolfo attacks all the Maganzans, and a courtyard brawl 

ensues.  After reestablishing order, Charles does not believe Astolfo’s claims of 

innocence and imprisons the duke for his impertinence.  The narrator then leaves King 

Otto’s son as he diverts the tale in another direction, to that of the three innamorati who 

are chasing Angelica (rivals in love).  Ranaldo is the first mentioned as he rides into the 

woods looking for Angelica and drinks from Merlin’s Fountain, the water of which 

makes anyone who drinks it fall out of love and hate the one he formerly adored 

(influence of “Byzantine” complicated love intrigues).  No longer lusting for Angelica, 

the peer reaches a stream, the Stream of Love, and decides to rest.  Soon Angelica arrives 
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and drinks from the stream (chance meeting).  Seeing Ranaldo, she declares her love for 

him, but, repulsed by her advances, Ranaldo rides off.  After a two-stanza lament 

highlighting her intense desire for Ranaldo and frustration regarding his spurning of her, 

Angelica dismounts and reposes on the very spot on which Ranaldo had been resting.  

She falls asleep. 

 At stanza fifty-one, the reader is given an update on Gradasso’s progress toward 

France.  His ships have reached Spain and his forces are only three days away from Paris.   

The narrator quickly returns to the other two wanderers, dealing first with Ferraguto who, 

upon finding Argalia, renews their duel and stabs him in the groin, delivering a fatal 

wound.  Observing chivalric convention and grieving (he alleges he sought only to attain 

fame and did not intend to kill Angelica’s brother), Ferraguto honors the fallen knight’s 

wish of being cast into a stream wearing all his armor.  Ferraguto, however, borrows his 

helmet for “four days” and begins to walk along the bank of the stream.  At stanza sixty-

eight, Orlando reappears  (appearances, reappearances; comings and goings) and has 

the luck of stumbling across (chance meeting) Angelica, who was last seen sleeping by 

the same stream in the same spot Ranaldo had laid.  Ferraguto sees the two figures from a 

distance and challenges Orlando for the damsel.  As the two begin to duel, Angelica 

awakens, and, terrified, takes flight.  Orlando, sensibly, requests breaking off the battle 

(interruption) since the object of desire has fled; Ferraguto refuses, and they continue.  

The canto ends and that confrontation is still in progress (suspense and curiosity). 

 Shortly after the beginning of Canto iv, a messenger, Fiordespina (Marsilio’s 

daughter and Ferraguto’s cousin), produces a “suddenly” moment, so common in the 
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“Byzantine” literary tradition, by interrupting the Ferraguto-Orlando encounter.  She 

bears news that Marsilio’s country is falling into ruin under attack by Gradasso and adds 

that Falsirone, Ferraguto’s father, has been captured.  Now it is Ferraguto who, 

anticipating the opportunity for winning renown and fame, requests a suspension of the 

conflict with Orlando and, that granted (interruption), heads west for his quest 

(separation).  Orlando directs himself east, in search, yet again, of Angelica (dispersion 

of characters; the constant search for a lover).  

 The remainder of the canto concerns the events in northeastern Spain as Marsilio 

attempts to repel the domination of Gradasso, who has repeatedly conquered other lands 

in his march west for his ultimate confrontation with Charles.  We recall that the Emir’s 

abandonment of his country and journey were motivated not primarily by territorial 

acquisition, but rather by his obsession to possess the steed Baiardo and the blade 

Durindana.  In the course of his march West, he acquires additional loyalties and forces 

to attain that goal.  The narrative shuttles among the various actors in different places 

(simultaneous actions) in the invasion:  from Marsilio, who is delighted that King Charles 

has sent reinforcements to aid him, to Grandonio who is trying to recoup Barcelona by  

orchestrating his attack and assigning various kings to capture key Christian knights, to 

Ranaldo, who is directing the Christian forces against the invader and engaged in battle 

with Gradasso.  The latter believes that he can easily defeat Ranaldo and gain possession 

of Baiardo.  The two opponents engage and the canto ends. 

 The battle between Ranaldo and Gradasso continues in Canto v, but Ranaldo’s 

attention is intermittently diverted to his brother Ricciardetto, recently captured by 
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Orione.  Gradasso is amazed by Ranaldo’s fighting acumen and lack of fear, and, after 

the peer slaughters the King of Macrobia in order to rescue Ricciardetto, the king of 

Sericana proposes a duel for the next day.  They agree to meet six miles distant from the 

troops, and the terms state that if Ranaldo kills or captures the king, Gradasso will release 

all the prisoners he holds.  In the event Gradasso is victorious, the king will take Baiardo 

and leave for his kingdom, promising to never again travel into the West. 

 After this explanation, the tale switches back to Angelica who has managed to 

return to Cathay.  During another impassioned lament regarding her attraction to 

Ranaldo, she settles upon the idea of enlisting the assistance of the imprisoned Malagise, 

Ranaldo’s sorcerer cousin.  She charges him with making Ranaldo come to her or risk 

being thrust back into prison.  The waters of Merlin’s fountain have infused Ranaldo with 

such an intense hatred of Angelica that he refuses Malagise’s impassioned petition to go 

to Angelica, even though he knows that his compliance will buy his cousin freedom.  

Incensed at Ranaldo’s ingratitude, the vengeful Malagise devises a plan to bring shame to 

Ranaldo.  With the aid of the demons he calls up, Malagise arranges to have Ranaldo go 

to the dueling spot at the first hour, long before the time Gradasso thinks they are to 

commence.  He then proceeds to order the demon Dragonazzo (disguised as Gradasso) to 

lure Ranaldo onto a ship that will swiftly take the peer miles away from the eastern shore 

of Spain (travels) where the Christian and the Saracen were scheduled to fight.  On board 

the vessel, “Gradasso” disappears, and Ranaldo belatedly recognizes the ruse 

(anagnorisis).  Three hundred miles later, Ranaldo disembarks at a palace and garden 
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guarded by the sea.  (We later learn that this setting has been created by Angelica’s 

magic in one of her numerous attempts to awaken in Ranaldo a desire for her.)  

 The narrator leaves Ranaldo to pick up on Orlando’s progress in trying to find 

Angelica.  Several adventures impede (interruptions) his prompt arrival at Albraca.  

Carrying a book given to him by a palmer he aided, which explains “every question, 

every doubt” (I.v.67), Orlando confronts a Sphinx-like beast on a cliff and learns that he 

will find Angelica at Albraca fortress (prophecy).  Leaving the squalid monster dead, 

rather than answer her riddles (all of the answers are in the book he forgets to consult), 

Orlando rides until he meets the giant Zambardo at the Bridge of Death.  Their fight is in 

progress at the canto’s end. 

 In spite of Zambardo’s many weapons and serpent skin, Orlando eventually is 

able to slice him in four places with Duridana in Canto vi, but the giant, knowing he will 

die, defiantly manages to activate his net, which grabs Orlando with his arms pinioned at 

his sides.  Orlando dangles painfully and helplessly above the ground.  He has dropped 

Durindana.  A friar comes along who is being pursued by a Cyclops (constant new 

encounters, surprising circumstances).  The beast, judging Orlando to be a tasty morsel, 

picks up the Count’s sword and uses Durindana to cut the net’s chain.  After a brief fight, 

Orlando stabs the predator in the eye with one of the Cyclops’s own lances.  Orlando, 

guided by the friar, releases the one-eyed monster’s prisoners and heads again for 

Albraca.  But en route, he comes upon another circumstance that delays his arrival.  On 

a bridge over a stream, a damsel offers him a drink from a crystal cup (magic potion) of 

“water from the river.”  The Count suspects nothing, and, after swallowing, his mind 
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immediately goes blank; he loses his reasoning capacity and memory of everything, 

including Angelica.  Now a prisoner of Dragontina, he wanders through her garden 

admiring the loggia that depicts the story (ekphrasis) of Odysseus and Circe, which 

parallels his situation to a great degree. 

 At stanza fifty-four, there is a brief update regarding Gradasso, who, back on the 

beach, arrives ready to combat Ranaldo, but after a long wait, leaves fuming because his 

opponent has failed to appear for their scheduled duel.  The focus then switches to the 

battle at Provence where Ricciardetto also has noted Ranaldo’s disappearance.  With 

their leader absent, the Christian troops abandon Marsilio’s troops and march back to 

Paris, where Charles is preparing for battle with Gradasso.  The first encounter there is 

between Ogiero the Dane and the hatchet-wielding Urdasso, one of many allies Gradasso 

has accumulated since leaving Sericana.  The outcome of their match is left hanging.  The 

canto stops. 

 Canto vii opens with the continuation of the Ogiero-Urdasso combat and 

threatens to end on a sour note as, overall, the Christians are being routed by Gradasso, 

who demands Baiardo and makes Charles promise to send Durindana to him once it or 

Orlando is found.  Then, Astolfo, with his customary bravado and self-assurance, 

challenges Gradasso and, to the surprise of all, unhorses him with Argalia’s golden lance.  

Gradasso departs with all his men, to return to his homeland, and Astolfo sets out to 

search for the missing Ranaldo. 

 The following canto, number viii, is centered on only one character, Ranaldo, and 

his several marvelous adventures.  He shuns the lure of the Pleasure Palace (at which he 
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has disembarked after his being whisked away in a ship from his scheduled duel with 

Gradasso), fabricated by Angelica to tempt him with treasure and entice him (temptress) 

into her arms.  Jumping on the ship that brought him there, Ranaldo sets out to sea to 

escape the hated woman, and the vessel transports him near a vast wood.  Disembarking, 

his experience in gruesome “Castello crudele” begins.  There, an old crone tells him the 

story of Marchino, Stella, and Grifone of Altaripa, and the insatiable man-eating monster 

engendered by Marchino’s perverted wickedness inflicted on Stella.  Ranaldo believes he 

can defeat the beast and their battle begins. 

 While Ranaldo continues to engage the beast of “Rocca crudele” in Canto ix, the 

narrator diverts the reader’s attention to the impassioned Angelica at the fortress at 

Albraca to whom Malagise has returned after failing to bring back Ranaldo.  The sorcerer 

imparts the additional bad news that Ranaldo is, at that very moment, mightily fighting 

for his life with Marchino and Stella’s horrific offspring.  He gives her instructions on 

how to free the love of her life, and Angelica flies away on a black demon to assist 

Ranaldo. Structurally, Boiardo uses inset story of Marchino, Stella, and Grifone to bring 

Ranaldo and Angelica together again, only to separate them when the former spurns the 

latter’s offer to spirit him away from the dangerous circumstances. 

 Ranaldo manages to strangle the cruel beast but remains imprisoned in the pit 

until he uses the file to open up the gate to exit.  Almost immediately, six hundred men 

and a giant beset Ranaldo; nonetheless, with Fusberta in hand, he makes short work of his 

attackers and leaves the castle, returning to his ship on the beach.  The narrative on 

Ranaldo is left suspended when “suddenly” he hears a damsel wailing on the shore 
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(mysterious person).  It is Fiordelisa.  The technique of diverting a character’s forward 

action is a typical “Byzantine” procedure.  In addition, the cursory introduction of an 

unnamed character stands out as a common feature of that tradition.  Then the narrative 

jumps to tell of another character. 

 At this point, the narrator refocuses on Astolfo who, in his search for Ranaldo, 

has arrived near Albraca and comes across Sacripante’s troops.  Astolfo rejects the 

Circassian’s offer to serve him in his fight for Angelica’s hand against Agricane, emperor 

of Tartary.  (Sacripante has loved Angelica for a long time, as well.)  As Astolfo rides 

away, an overwhelming desire to possess the duke’s golden arms and steed (he rides 

Baiardo, intending to return him to Ranaldo when he finds his cousin) grips the king, and 

he trails the Englishman, seeking the opportunity to relieve Astolfo of both items.  The 

narrator then arranges for the English duke to come upon the Saracens, Fiordelisa and 

Brandimarte.  This couple will figure prominently throughout the Innamorato and the 

Furioso.  Seeking only fame (Astolfo has no real interest in the woman), he challenges 

the valiant Count of Castle Wild to a joust for his lady.  After his victory with the golden 

lance, Astolfo does not intend of keep his prize, Fiordelisa, since he has jousted only for 

honor.  When the Duke restores his damsel, Brandimarte is conquered by the duke’s 

courtesy and vows eternal allegiance to Astolfo.  Sacripante comes upon the threesome, 

and the pagan promptly begins to covet Fiordelisa (pirates and others with an instant 

attraction to beautiful women), in addition to the arms and steed that originally attracted 

him.  Astolfo proposes a joust, making the stakes their respective mounts.  Sacripante 

falls and retreats on foot while Astolfo gives Brandimarte the king’s horse. 
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 The threesome rides on as night falls.  Possessing prior knowledge of Dragontina 

and the layout of her garden, Fiordelisa warns the two cavaliers about the sorceress’s 

River of Forgetfulness.  (Orlando has already drunk [Canto vi] its debilitating waters.)  

She leads the two to a secret gate for the garden, and they find numerous knights, among 

them nine barons, all of whom do not recognize one another.  They are trapped there, 

undone by Dragontina’s black magic.  These prisoners attack Brandimarte and Astolfo 

and a brawl ensues.  Orlando, still under the enchantress’s spell as well, pursues Astolfo. 

The Englishman rides the faster Baiardo, who bounds over the garden wall to elude 

Orlando.  The canto ends with that pursuit in progress (suspenseful moment). 

 Afraid of Orlando’s Durindana, Astolfo swiftly heads East (after jumping the 

garden wall) at the beginning of Canto x.  Orlando abandons the hunt for this unknown 

intruder (we recall that Orlando’s memory was erased by the cup of forgetfulness from 

the river) and returns to the garden where Brandimarte, alone, is engaged in fierce battle 

with the other inhabitants (who do not recognize him either).  The pragmatic Fiordelisa, 

fearing for Brandimarte’s safety, convinces him to drink of Dragontina’s cup, with the 

idea that she will go to seek outside help and return to rescue him at a later date.  

Brandimarte acquiesces and falls into a state of oblivion.  Fiordelisa and Brandimarte are 

separated once more.   

 Next, the canto directs its attention to Astolfo who discovers more troops 

assembled in the vicinity of Albraca and understands that Angelica is inside the fortress, 

resisting the marriage her father, Galafrone, has promised to Agricane, king of Tartary.  

As in many chivalric novels, the author provides a lengthy description of the standards 
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and blazons of different troops that comprise an army, in this instance, Agricane’s.  Now 

understanding the reason for the mustering of so many troops, Astolfo gallops without 

delay to assist Angelica, a journey of a few days.  A messenger interrupts Angelica’s 

rejoicing at the arrival of help; he announces that the battle with Agricane has begun.  

Astolfo sallies out alone and, although initially successful using the golden lance, is 

quickly outnumbered and taken prisoner.  Agricane appropriates his mount, Baiardo.  But 

soon Sacripante and an endless horde, headed by seven kings and one emperor, Brunaldo 

of Trebizonda, inflict chaos into Agricane’s attackers.  Seeing his men abandon the field 

and flee on the hills and plains, Agricane advances in a mighty rage to turn the tide.  The 

narrator ends the canto with the vague disclosure that the king of Tartary will undergo 

“a great trial” (suspense; curiosity; foreshadowing). 

 Over two-thirds of Canto xi is devoted to the battle inside the fortress of Albraca, 

in which its few defenders overcome Agricane’s three hundred men.  The king himself 

must flee outside its walls.  At this point, the narrator returns to Ranaldo, who, upon 

exiting Castle Cruel, comes across the disconsolate Fiordelisa who has been searching for 

a brave knight to liberate her beloved Brandimarte from Dragontina’s garden.  Ranaldo 

learns that Orlando is also entrapped there and vows to free all those imprisoned.  As they 

journey together, Fiordelisa promises she will share with Ranaldo a novella to pass the 

time.  Thus, the activities of all the principal characters are frozen once more as the reader 

is entertained with a new story. 

 But for the final stanza, Canto xii is devoted entirely to the novella of Iroldo, a 

knight, Tisbina, his lady, and Prasildo, a baron hopelessly enamored of Tisbina.  
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Fiordelisa insists the tale is verifiable.  This interpolated story initially appears to be an 

ancillary story with no relationship at all to the central story; however, later in Boiardo’s 

poem, he integrates these characters of this novella into the main narrative in a number 

of adventures.  Iroldo and Prasildo participate with Ranaldo in the adventure of Falerina’s 

death squad, the battle at Albraca, and the encounter with Balisardo at the Islands Far 

Away.  Within this inset, Boiardo employs several features characteristic of the 

“Byzantine” literary tradition.  For example, with it he is spinning a story within a story, 

and he includes a love triangle.  He uses a go-between who tries to help Prasildo win 

Tisbina’s affection.  In addition, he includes lovers’ laments, the imbibing of magic 

potion, and apparent death (of Iroldo and Tisbina).  These elements are common to both 

the “Byzantine’ and chivalric literary traditions.  The author also utilizes several features 

that are typical exclusively to the chivalric literary tradition:  the undertaking of a 

dangerous quest to prove a knight’s love for his lady, an adventure to magical garden 

paradise overseen by a narcissistic supernatural being (named Medusa), the fortuitous 

intervention by a knowledgeable figure who facilitates the cavalier’s success in 

outwitting his adversary (a nameless man).  

 We briefly gloss the storyline.  One day in the forest, the lovers Iroldo and 

Tisbina overhear Prasildo’s plaints regarding his rejection by the girl he loves (Tisbina).  

The two devise a plan whereby Tisbina will send the baron on a mission, in their 

estimation impossible to accomplish, to bring back a coveted item from Medusa’s 

enchanted orchard.  Verbal or physical contact with the sorceress results in memory loss 

and thus, they assume Prasildo will forget his attraction for Tisbina.  Tisbina promises to 
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give herself to Prasildo if he obeys her demand.  In a chance meeting with a pilgrim, 

Prasildo learns how to outwit Medusa and obtain the prized possession, a branch from the 

Tree of Treasure.  When Tisbina learns of his successful accomplishment of the task, she 

feels she cannot break her word, believing that if she denied what she had vowed to give, 

Prasildo would die from the rejection.  Distraught and grieving, the pair then determines 

that their death will be preferable to separation (reminiscent of Romeo and Juliet), and 

they obtain a fatal potion so that they may be together in hell.  Tisbina, after taking her 

portion of the liquid, whose effects have a five-hour delay, visits Prasildo, intending to 

make good her promise of giving him her body.  Pressed for an explanation of her 

obviously sad face, Tisbina explains all to Prasildo, who then releases her from her oath, 

at which point Tisbina returns to Iroldo, telling him of Prasildo’s courtesy.  She then 

succumbs to the effects of the poison.  Meanwhile, after Tisbina leaves, Prasildo locks 

himself into his room, intending to end his life (threatened suicide), as well.  Before he 

can act, he receives a visit from the misogynistic doctor who concocted the poison.  The 

man discloses that he had provided the couple with only a sleeping potion.  Prasildo 

rushes to Tisbina’s house and reveals the truth to the despairing Iroldo, who, 

overwhelmed with intense gratitude, in turn, rewards Prasildo for his courtesy toward the 

couple by ceding to the baron the prize he originally sought, Tisbina.  Fiordelisa finishes 

her novella and the canto ends suspensefully with the traveling companions’ hearing “a 

loud and piercing howl” (I.xii.90.v3).  

 This same screech opens Canto xiii, and Ranaldo and Fiordelisa trace this shrill 

bellow to a giant who is guarding the cave to which Rubicano (Argalia’s steed) has 
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returned after Ferraguto untethered him upon Argalia’s unfortunate demise in Canto iii 

(surprise at unusual, strange events).  We sense the beginning of a new delay as Ranaldo 

and Fiordelisa proceed east toward Dragontina’s garden with the goal of releasing her 

drugged prisoners.  (Unbeknownst to the travelers, before they arrive there, these will be 

freed by Angelica, who goes there believing she will find her beloved Ranaldo.)  After 

defeating the giant and gryphons who guard the cave, Ranaldo enters and finds a book 

written in blood, containing the account of Albarosa and her misfortunes at the hands of 

Trufaldino, king of Baghdad, a most perfidious villain.  This inserted novella contains the 

seeds for a substantial block of action in later canti (I.xviii, xxi-xxvi), during which 

Ranaldo will strive tirelessly to carry out his vow to avenge Albarosa’s horrific death.  In 

“Byzantine” novels, revelation of past events is also achieved by means of written 

documents or papers, especially when no eye witnesses remain who could relate verbally 

their circumstances. 

 Next, the couple’s rescue mission (on behalf of Brandimarte) is further hindered 

by a centaur that attacks them.  Strong Ranaldo fights well and begins to prevail over the 

beast.  Foreseeing defeat, the man-beast flees, but not before abducting Fiordelisa and 

dropping her into a stream, resulting in her apparent death.  (Later, the reader learns she 

was plucked from the water by an old man and imprisoned.)  Fiordelisa’s incarceration 

sets up an encounter with Angelica in the same tower prison, who also has fallen into the 

clutches of the same old man.  He is under orders from the wicked Falerina to procure 

victims for her flesh-eating dragon.  In this manner, our author orchestrates another 

separation of the characters and establishes a new narrative thread regarding corrupt 
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Falerina, ruler of the dominion of Orgagna in the absence of King Poliferno (he is 

fighting in Agricane’s army at Albraca), that begins to evolve later in Canto xiv with 

Orlando’s being lead to her bridge trap (although, at this point, her identity is unknown to 

the reader).  This thread will bring together Ranaldo with the Iroldo and Prasildo of 

Fiordespina’s novella and provide extensive involvement of and challenges for Orlando 

when Angelica sends him off from Albraca to destroy Falerina’s garden in Book II.iii-v, 

vii.  But it is with the kidnapping of Fiordelisa that Canto xiii ends, leaving the reader 

asking many questions. 

 Frequent recapitulations are a staple of the “Byzantine” literary tradition with its 

multiple story lines and long character roster.  Canto xiv commences with a reiteration of 

Ranaldo’s combat with the centaur begun in the previous canto; Ranaldo, as expected, is 

the victor.  However, without Fiordelisa to guide him, the peer is uncertain as to which 

direction to take; nevertheless, he determines to continue along the northerly path 

established by her and, beside a stream, he finds an armed cavalier (introduction of 

mysterious character).  Later (toward the end of Canto xvi), we will discover, as is 

common in the “Byzantine” literary tradition, that this is Iroldo (disclosure of identity 

postponed) seeking help for prisoners Prasildo and Fiordelisa who are being lead to be 

devoured by Falerina’s dragon.  At this juncture with the meeting of an unknown man, we 

are suddenly diverted back to Albraca, where Agricane has succeeded into forcing 

Angelica’s defenders, Sacripante and Torindo the Turk and their men, back into the 

citadel.   
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 Her defenses severely diluted and sensing she is on the cusp of defeat, Angelica 

resolves to use her magic ring and leave to seek reinforcements.  Shortly after setting out, 

an old man, who must pay tribute to Poliferno, dupes her and imprisons her in the turret 

on a bridge, in which he collects victims for Falerina’s dragon.  This is the point at which 

she meets Fiordelisa and hears of Ranaldo’s most recent adventures with that maid 

(recapitulation).  Again employing her magic ring, Angelica escapes with the goal of 

reaching Dragontina’s garden to free the Christian barons who can offer her protection at 

Albraca.  With the magic ring placed in her mouth rendering her invisible, Angelica 

walks undisturbed into the garden and sees Orlando, whose turn it is to be guard that day.  

Once she slips the ring on his finger, the Count is himself again (the ring rendering 

impotent Dragontina’s magic spell), and, in no time, all the barons are disenchanted, and 

Dragontina sees her gardens razed.  The nine knights and Angelica ride back toward 

Albraca.   

 During Angelica’s absence from her citadel, the rogue Trufaldino has captured 

Torindo the Turk and Sacripante (the only two kings left defending the fortress besides 

the king of Baghdad himself) as they slept and has them placed in the dungeon.  He sends 

forth a messenger to offer them to Agricane as prisoners of war and to propose an 

arrangement to surrender Albraca to the king of Tartary.  Incensed by such a traitorous 

tender, Agricane vows that he will “. . . win by force or courage, / to gather glory 

openly!” (I.xiv.53.v4-5).  The narrative returns to the progress of Angelica and the nine 

barons (Orlando, Oberto dal Leone, Grifone, Aquilante, Brandimarte, Chiarione, Antifor, 

kings Ballano and Adriano) on the way back to Albraca.  Outside the fortress, Orlando 
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sounds the challenge with his horn, and Agricane believes that he is facing a mighty force 

sent by Galafrone, Angelica’s father. 

 All of Canto xv chronicles the confrontations of the barons, incredibly 

outnumbered, against Agricane’s allies outside the fortress.  Agricane sports a retinue of 

two million strong.  While Orlando battles with Agricane, Angelica is wrested from her 

protectors and captured.  She calls out to the Count, and he abandons his attack on 

Agricane to rescue her.  Orlando wants to place Angelica within the safety of the castle 

walls, but Trufaldino will not let him and the other barons enter, unless they accede to his 

terms.  The deceitful villain fabricates a lie about a disagreement with the other two kings 

(Torindo and Sacripante) that prompted him to incarcerate them.  Fearing bodily harm 

from them if they should be released, Trufaldino demands protection from the barons 

before he will open the gates to them.  In desperation, they all, including Orlando, swear 

an oath to champion him against anyone for any reason, and, then, the false traitor allows 

them to enter the citadel. 

 A commentary by the narrator on the fickleness of Fortune, hinting at bad times 

ahead for Agricane, sets the tone for Canto xvi, leading the reader to intuit that the large 

numbers of soldiers under the Tartar king’s command will fail to produce a victory for 

him.  In the third stanza, the presumptuous king rashly challenges Orlando and all the 

other barons to combat.  Orlando’s duel with him spreads out over nineteen stanzas, as 

the advantage swings from one to the other, and is interrupted by a bell tolling from the 

fortress announcing the arrival of Galafrone (Angelica’s father).  We are given detailed 

description of the supporters he has collected to rebuff Agricane’s assault of Albraca.  
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Among his generals is the proud Marfisa, the armed maid who, in the Furioso, turns out 

to be Ruggiero’s twin.  Understanding that Orlando is a formidable foe and unable to 

entice him with a gift of Moscow’s realm, Agricane proposes to Orlando one final test of 

strength to take place the following day.   

 At the end of the canto, we are returned to Ranaldo who was left two canti ago 

coming upon an anonymous knight in full armor weeping beside a spring.  He begs the 

grieving man to tell him the cause of his discomfort.  Here the canto ends.  Boiardo often 

cuts away from the action involving Ranaldo when he comes upon an unknown character, 

the discovery of which is almost always marked by an auditory signal of some sort.  As 

another form of interlace, Boiardo arranges for Ranaldo to stand out as being the 

character that listens to or read more inset stories than any other in the poem.  The 

narrator defers further information regarding the unknown cavalier until the following 

canto. 

 The doleful figure Ranaldo has run across (chance meeting) is Iroldo.  To begin 

Canto xxvii, the narrator refreshes our memory (recapitulation) of Fiordelisa’s novella 

by having Iroldo recount to Ranaldo a truncated version of how he lost his love Tisbina 

and share his current feelings of helplessness.  Then, Iroldo explains to Ranaldo how his 

friend Prasildo, the baron, came to be in his current predicament:  he has voluntarily 

become a prisoner himself in exchange for Prasildo’s freedom.  This young knight had 

languished four years in the Falerina’s prison where the cruel enchantress collects her 

victims.  Now, a death squad is marching Prasildo into the jaws of the dragon-like serpent 

that guards the portal to Falerina’s garden.  Iroldo feels incapable of rescuing his friend, 
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deeming that the task could only be accomplished by Orlando or the son of Amone 

(Ranaldo).  Iroldo is ignorant of the identity of his listener (non-recognition). 

 Impressed by the intensity of the bond of friendship between the two cavaliers, 

Ranaldo is moved to commit to bringing a happy ending to Prasildo’s plight.  Ranaldo 

successfully defeats the leader of the death squad, the six hundred pound Rubicone, and 

sets free Prasildo and the maiden accompanying him, who turns out to be none other than 

the luckless Fiordelisa (delayed revelation of identities).  His curiosity piqued by the 

account of Falerina’s perfidy, Ranaldo desires to seek out Falerina’s garden to exact final 

revenge, but Fiordelisa dissuades him, reminding him of his promise to effect the release 

of Orlando, Brandimarte, and the other cavaliers immobilized by Dragontina’s 

enchantment.  However, when the foursome reaches the forest beside the river where the 

garden used to be, they discover that it has already been destroyed (by Angelica) and 

they continue toward Albraca.  From one of Agricane’s frightened soldiers who is fleeing 

the combat scene, they learn that Orlando and Brandimarte are among the defenders.  

Suddenly, they come across the fierce Marfisa, resting until Galafrone is in need of her 

assistance.  Displaying her signature arrogance, the warrior maid challenges the trio of 

knights (Ranaldo, Iroldo, and Prasildo) to a fight, she against all three.  That battle is 

deferred until the next canto. 

 Canto xviii relates the animated struggle between the presumptuous warrior maid, 

protected by enchanted armor, and the confident Ranaldo, who wields Fusberta, his 

sword, with great skill and accuracy.  When Ranaldo knocks her sword to the ground, in 

revenge, Marfisa punches him with her hand.  The blow causes the son of Amone to lose 
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his faculties.  Rabicano rides away with him and when the peer awakens, he is furious to 

think a woman is besting him.  He gallops back to the field, sharp blade gripped tightly, 

to reengage Marfisa.  In an instant this story line is abandoned; the narrator declares he 

wishes to return to Orlando and chronicle his success in beating back Galafrone’s men at 

Albraca.  The next day, as Orlando and Agricane resume their suspended duel, the 

latter’s men are left to fend for themselves against the other barons and Christian troops.  

Begun at noon, the combat is stopped at dark by mutual agreement, but as the two 

combatants talk of worthy and chivalric matters, war and love, Agricane discovers that he 

and Orlando fight at Albraca for the love of the same woman.  Insane with jealousy (love 

triangle), the Tartar king demands that the Count renounce his love for Angelica, and 

when Orlando refuses, the combat begins anew in the dark of the night.  The canto breaks 

off here. 

 Rage drives Agricane in the combat at the start of Canto xix.  His Tranchera 

cannot cut Orlando, but only numb his nerves and bruise his bones.  Eventually, 

Durindana mortally wounds Agricane and, about to die, he requests baptism, telling 

Orlando that he has won a great horse, which the king had taken from one of his 

prisoners.  Orlando leaves the dead Tartar sovereign by the fountain stone, still wearing 

his crown, his sword in his hand.  (He will lie here until Book II.xix when a defenseless 

Brandimarte will come across him and borrow his weapon to defend against the 

highwayman Barigaccio.)  The Count mounts Baiardo, and holding his own horse by the 

reins, he exits the meadow where he and Agricane have struggled.  A loud fuss attracts 

him.  In what has become a signature move, Boiardo uses this auditory maneuver to 
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signal an interruption in the action of a character and a diversion to another sector of his 

intricate literary creation.  The “Byzantine” authors who preceded him by roughly a 

thousand years are also adept at suspending the novel’s actions at a point of interest 

and/or high tension, thereby piquing the readers’ curiosity and leaving them questioning 

“and then. . .?”  The device of suspending the action in one narrative thread to take up 

another previously interrupted operates continually in both the Innamorato and the 

Furioso, resulting in a complex, multicolored tapestry of actions and personalities. 

 As Orlando is drawn to the “gran rumore” after his victory against Agricane, we 

readers are transported back to the battle outside of Albraca where Galafrone displays no 

mercy to Agricane’s leaderless ranks and frees that king’s Christian prisoners, among 

them Astolfo, Brandimarte, Ballano, and Antifor.  The narrative then migrates to the 

ongoing duel between Marfisa and Ranaldo a few miles from the fortress.  As he searches 

for enemy stragglers, Galafrone chances by the fierce duel and sees Rabicano, his 

deceased son’s horse.  He attacks Ranaldo, supposing (mistaken identity) that he has 

found the culprit who killed his son, Argalia.  Offended by the interruption of her duel, 

Marfisa flies into a rage and unhorses Angelica’s father, who, promptly, is defended by 

three kings and three barons, all Christians he has just released.  Soon, Marfisa is 

confronting over one hundred opponents; Ranaldo thinks she is being wronged (the 

chivalric rules of engagement do not allow for such uneven odds) and joins Marfisa’s 

men in defending her.  Abruptly, we are shuttled two leagues away to Orlando, Iroldo, 

Prasildo, and Fiordelisa (on the road to Albraca after finding Dragontina’s garden in 

ruins), and they hear news from Marfisa’s maid about her battle.  Upon the mention of 
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Brandimarte, Fiordelisa races to greet him, finding him to be an observer of the skirmish 

involving Marfisa, Ranaldo, Galafrone, and a host of others.  He is ashamed of his 

companions for ganging up on Marfisa.  The two lovers retire to a grove for some time 

alone, but their rendezvous is short lived because the next morning, as they sleep, they 

are visited by a palmer/wizard.  The final stanza foreshadows a new mishap for the 

unlucky couple:  “(the palmer) did Brandimarte wrong” (I.xix.65.v4). 

 The narrator  (authorial comment/clarification) at the beginning of Canto xx, 

states that the old man mentioned at the end Canto xix is a wizard who is attracted by 

Fiordelisa’s beauty and then narrates the details regarding Fiordelisa’s abduction.  

Determined to spirit her away, the palmer rubs her eyelids with a root (magic plant) that 

induces sleep and carries her off.  When she awakens, she screams. 

 Meanwhile, Brandimarte awakens in stanza eight, shocked to be alone, and 

detects a different clamor, this coming from a damsel and three giants.  (Brandimarte and 

the reader are fooled into thinking that the woman is Fiordelisa.  The author is purposely 

leading us to a wrong assumption.)  Witnessing the scene from afar, Brandimarte 

initially believes that the young woman being kidnapped is his beloved, a case of 

mistaken identity.  He races fearlessly to her rescue, and the narrator hints twice that he 

will die if no help comes, alerting the reader to some type of future intervention.  If he 

has been a careful reader and has a good memory, the reader might anticipate the 

appearance of Orlando who, when last mentioned in the previous canto, had just been 

attracted by a ruckus of some sort.  Of the “Byzantine” writers, particularly Heliodorus 

was also fond of dropping of hints of this sort and expecting his reader to remember 
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where the action of the main protagonists was stalled out, so as to connect the dots, as it 

were, when a new situation arises with an initially strange event and/or an unidentified 

protagonist. 

 In a brutal battle, Brandimarte eliminates one of the giants, Oridante.  Orlando 

and another, Ranchiera, battle fiercely for four hours, before the Count smashes his 

opponent’s skull.  Marfusto, the third, though, is the most savage of the three attackers, 

and, engaged with Brandimarte, he inflicts him with several severe wounds before 

Orlando, certain that the last strike to Brandimarte’s head has ended his days, severs 

Oridante’s thighs.  Orlando revives Brandimarte from his swoon from loss of blood, in a 

tense scene of apparent death and resurrection. 

 Unexpectedly, the narrator pushes aside these characters and reverts back to the 

confrontation pitting Galafrone, his men, and the majority of the barons freed by 

Angelica against Marfisa, Ranaldo, and her soldiers.  Their formidable opponents force 

all the barons to lose their nerve, and they retreat to the castle of Albraca.  Ranaldo learns 

(revelation of identity) that the renegade and trickster Trufaldino (the king who tortured 

Albarosa, I.xiii) is inside Albraca and sounds his horn to challenge him.  The narrator 

announces an ugly encounter to come (authorial comment; foreshadowing) at the finish 

of the canto. 

 Approximately half of Canto xxi is devoted to Ranaldo’s attempts to execute 

justice for Trufaldino’s nefarious plot against Count Orrisello, Albarosa’s brother, which 

resulted in the king’s merciless torture and execution of Albarosa (I. xiii.25-45).  Most of 

the cavaliers, including Orlando, who, under duress, had promised to defend Trufaldino 
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against any of his enemies (I.xv.52), recognize they were tricked into defending a pitiless 

traitor and ruthless scoundrel.  They fight Ranaldo against their will because they are 

committed to upholding chivalric statues that require a knight to never renege on a vow.  

Ranaldo asks God to help them understand that they are protecting an inhuman, evil 

Saracen and that they are accomplices of Trufaldino if they let his treachery go 

unpunished.  However, the knights’ concern over losing their honor should they fail to 

observe the oath they pledged forces them to stand behind Trufaldino and against 

Ranaldo, their friend.  

 The narrator abandons the “pugna sì robusta” (I.xxi.37.2) between Ranaldo and 

the barons to revisit to the scene where Orlando and the anonymous maid are tending to 

the injured Brandimarte.  (Her identity is not revealed until I.xxv.19; nevertheless, in the 

process of sharing her story with Brandimarte and Fiordelisa, we learn she is the daughter 

of Manodante, king of the Islands Far Away.  This king, although mentioned a few times 

in the text, will not appear in person until II.xi.55.)  She treats him with special herbs 

(magic plants) that immediately heal his massive gash (miraculous occurrences).  

  His wits regained, Brandimarte now realizes that the woman he saved is not the 

love of his life.  In his despondency, he tearfully looks to heaven, voicing a tirade against 

of Fortune (lover’s lament; soliloquy) within which he reveals the story of his life to 

Orlando and to the as yet unnamed damsel.  In this retrospective narration, Brandimarte 

relates that he is the son of a king, but is ignorant of his sire’s name or that of his native 

land, although he does recall his mother’s (which he does not mention).  He was snatched 

from his royal house and sold off as a slave, becoming a servant of the Count of Castle 
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Wild.  This Count freed him and, childless, named him his heir, and left him his castle 

and possessions.  The unnamed maid, in turn, is quick to point out that others suffer the 

strange shifts of Fortune as well, and, for the next twenty canti, she offers to her 

liberators details of her past in another inset novella.   

 The young woman’s tale is an example of the deceiver being deceived.  Daughter 

of a king and of marriageable age, she had two suitors (love triangle):  Folderico, old, 

rich, and of noble blood and considered wise; the other Ordauro, young, handsome strong 

and manly.  Predictably, she favored the latter, but knew she would need her father’s 

approval and feared that he would prefer Folderico (parental opposition, however, in this 

instance, only an assumed objection).  Therefore, she, trying to succeed with wily ways, 

devised a plan whereby, she thought, she would win the man of her choice by having all 

pretenders participate in a race with her.  Being an exceptionally fast runner, she 

anticipated outrunning all except Ordauro, whom she would allow to be the victor.  She 

mentions that the race took place near Damogir; with this place name, the narrator is 

dropping a hint as to her relationship with one of her listeners.  In the end, however, the 

crafty Folderico used a trick to outwit her, tapping into her avaricious nature.  His 

deception outperformed hers and she had no choice but to become his wife.  Regardless, 

she vowed not to tolerate her unhappy situation, but rather swore to hang horns on the 

inordinately jealous and possessive Folderico who guarded her every move.  The 

unknown woman interrupts her own novella when Orlando and Brandimarte show signs 

of wanting to continue their search for the latter’s beloved.  Overwrought with worry 

about Fiordelisa, Brandimarte claims he has heard none of her monologue.  The mention 
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of Damogir has fallen on deaf ears (non-recognition).  The three move on to search for 

Fiordelisa in the forest.  The canto concludes. 

 Beginning with a brief recounting about how an evil palmer kidnapped the 

sleeping Fiordelisa from Brandimarte’s side, Canto xxii picks up the thread of 

Fiordelisa’s adventures.  The old man intends to vent his lust on her, but as they enter a 

cave for privacy, a lion emerges, and tears the palmer to shreds.  Traveling along a 

mountain slope in an attempt to return to Brandimarte (looking for lover), Fiordelisa now 

becomes the victim of a Savage Man, who ties her to an oak tree.  Leaving her weeping 

and screaming for death (Fiordelisa seems to spend a majority of her time in stressful 

situations), the narrator then returns to the three travelers who are searching for her.  

 The unknown maid traveling with Orlando and Brandimarte resumes her story, 

which occupies the bulk of this canto.  She tells how Folderico kept locked her up in a 

tower, but Ordauro dug a tunnel from his palace to Folderico’s to visit her.  She reveals 

that she and Ordauro hatch a scheme (she pretends to be her own twin sister) whereby 

she could gain her freedom once and for all.  A short time later, the three giants accosted 

them while they are traveling through a valley, and Folderico died trying to wrest the 

damsel from them.  That is when Brandimarte and Orlando came to her assistance. 

 As she finishes her story, a “suddenly” moment occurs when a stag with massive 

golden antlers (marvelous creature) jumps into view and Brandimarte pursues it.  (Much 

later, we discover that this is another decoy sent by Treasure Fairy (Morgana) to deceive 

Orlando.)  As darkness falls, the knight loses sight of the animal and beds down for the 
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night.  The next morning, setting out once again to find Fiordelisa (searching for the 

loved one), Brandimarte, all of a sudden, hears a voice in distress.  

 This time the voice does belong to his beloved, and Brandimarte discovers her 

tied to a tree.  The combat with the Savage Man is over quickly as the lusty baron 

outsmarts (deception) the wild man, making him think that he has succeeded in sending 

Brandimarte over the cliff (apparent death), and manages to kill the savage.  The couple 

rides away to look for Orlando.  We are told that the Count has found “altra ventura” 

(authorial comment).  

 We are now transported back to the contentious brawl involving Ranaldo and the 

barons who are defending Trufaldino, holed up in Albraca.  When we last saw them, 

Ranaldo was fighting a wickedly cruel battle with Grifone, son of Oliviero (one of the 

twelve peers).  A furious blow to Grifone’s magic casque leaves him temporarily 

senseless.  When it appears that Ranaldo has slain his brother, Aquilante attacks and 

delivers a violent blow to his opponent’s helmet that renders Ranaldo unconscious.  

Rabicano runs away with him until he regains his wits.  The battle resumes, and a blow 

from Ranaldo on Aquilante’s helmet results in a similar effect.  Chiarone charges and 

occupies Ranaldo until Grifone awakens.  Soon, all three knights are attacking Ranaldo, 

and Marfisa runs out to help.  King Torindo of Turkey, originally one of Angelica’s 

defenders inside Albraca, but later betrayed by Trufaldino and then expulsed from the 

stronghold by Galafrone (who believed Trufaldino’s deceit), is also fighting with Ranaldo 

against the barons.  Three separate battles are raging at once and the narrator 

announces he will tell of each separately, beginning with the one involving Grifone and 
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Aquilante against Marfisa.  The canto ends at a moment of high tension as Grifone raises 

his sword in mid-air to direct a blow at Marfisa’s shining helmet.208   

 The first twelve stanzas of Canto xxiv feature the other two battles (Ranaldo 

versus Chiarone and Adriano, and Torindo fighting Oberto dal Leone) being waged 

outside Albraca, all arising from Ranaldo’s desire to punish Trufaldino for Albarosa’s 

death.  The narrator postpones the resolution of all three frays to return to Orlando and 

the anonymous damsel searching for Brandimarte (he had ridden off on impulse upon 

spying the golden stag).  After a night sleeping in a meadow, a maid suddenly appears to 

the Count and his companion.  She bears a white, jewel-encrusted horn and a book. 

Appealing to Orlando’s seemingly insatiable appetite for adventure, she tells him to 

sound the horn and read the text, which will yield tantalizing and dangerous enterprises.  

Cautioned to show no fear, Orlando engages two bulls with iron horns and tames them, 

slaughters a dragon, and charges a legion of foot soldiers and cavaliers that spring from 

the dragon’s teeth Orlando must sow (magic).  Orlando prepares to sound the horn a third 

time, and the canto concludes. 

 At the beginning of Canto xxv, Orlando continues to blow the horn, and a 

completely white young hound finally appears.  Judging that he has been deceived, 

Orlando prepares to ride off as the mysterious damsel who introduced the adventure 

reveals that the recompense for his success with the three aforementioned trials is this 

hound, without which one cannot hope to capture the golden stag, a magical animal who 

                                                
208 This scene is repeated in the battle between Don Quijote and the Biscayan, who are left poised to strike 
at the end of chapter eight of Part One of the Quijote. 
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will yield its owner infinite wealth.  Having no interest in accumulating the gold and 

silver being offered and rejecting the animal, Orlando deems his time and the adventures 

have been a waste of his time.  (The fairy Morgana has orchestrated this sequence of 

trials to lure Orlando to her realm.  Orlando will experience her underworld and her 

power in Book II.)  His focus is on returning to Albraca and aiding his love object, 

Angelica.   

 Riding east, Orlando and maid fortuitously stumble upon a knight with a fierce 

face. The stranger recognizes the damsel and accuses Orlando of having stolen the maid 

from him.  This is Ordauro, the vigorous, handsome lover with whom she had run off 

subsequent to her dissatisfaction with her older, possessive, and impotent husband, 

Folderico.  Orlando, pleased to travel alone again, gladly hands Leodilla (she is named at 

last in stanza nineteen) over to Ordauro, and continues east toward Albraca, alone.  

Leodilla and Ordauro head west to Circassian lands after this long sequence of meetings 

and separations. 

 At stanza twenty-two, the narrative reverts back to the three-way duels outside 

the citadel walls.  Trufaldino has been watching but, as the action heats up, tries to sneak 

back to the castle.  Ranaldo announces that if the traitor is not brought out into the field 

the next day, he will kill all of Trufaldino’s defenders.  All promise to comply and retreat 

to the stronghold for the night.  Inside, Astolfo, in conversation with Aquilante and 

Grifone, surmises that their opponent is really Orlando, dressed as the Lord of 

Montalbano (mistaken identity), but when corrected by the others (recognition), he 

decides to leave the fortress and join Ranaldo.  Ranaldo is happy to see his cousin. 
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 At this juncture, the narrator returns to Orlando, who has reached the citadel and 

receives a warm welcome of kisses and caresses from Angelica.  Fearing Queen Marfisa, 

she asks Orlando to fight her to dissolve her siege; he promises to do so.  Grifone and 

Aquilante tell Orlando that he will have to fight Ranaldo, who has challenged everyone, 

the next day.  The news of Ranaldo’s presence awakens jealousy and suspicion in the 

Count who assumes that the former has come to Albraca for love of Angelica, thus 

bringing back the attention to the love intrigue this threesome.  His exaggerated passion 

for Galafrone’s daughter intensifies his paranoia.  Wrestling with mixed emotions, 

Orlando is at once unhappy and uncomfortable about breaking his friendship and family 

ties with Ranaldo, while at the same time he confesses to feeling powerless against the 

forces of Love and blames it for making him proceed with the ill-considered conflict.  At 

the end of the canto the narrator projects “Un smirurato assalto ed inumano” 

(I.xxv.61.v7), an authorial intervention creating expectations. 

 The next three canti, xxvi, xxvii, xxviii, relate, almost exclusively, the war raging 

outside Albraca, fueled by Ranaldo’s insistence on punishing Trufaldino and Orlando’s 

love-driven, misguided perception of and erroneous suspicions regarding Ranaldo’s 

purpose for being so near Angelica.  The flitting back and forth to other story lines is 

temporarily suspended, an interesting contrast to the preceding twenty-five canti.  

Nevertheless, Boiardo continues to utilize other “Byzantine” elements throughout this 

trio of canti. 

 Within the aforementioned canti, Orlando duels with Marfisa; Ranaldo captures 

Trufaldino and drags him to death behind his horse.  Orlando challenges Ranaldo, who is 
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reluctant to fight his cousin, although he insults Orlando for his villainy in protecting the 

scoundrel Trufaldino and for his subjugation to Angelica’s false love.  Orlando’s passion 

for Angelica is stronger than his mind and reason.  Ranaldo, although distressed over 

facing his cousin, will not avoid a duel.  The pair exchanges insults and blows, with 

Ranaldo fairing poorly, as Durindana inflicts several well-placed blows.  The fight is 

suspended by darkness, and the Count and his friends return to the citadel.  Angelica 

discovers that Ranaldo is outside her door and, consumed by love’s flames (the effects of 

the Stream of Love), begs Orlando to allow her watch their duel the next day.  She 

promises, “Ti lascirò di me prender piacere” (I.xxvii.51.v3), if Orlando will complete one 

exploit, without question and without fail, whenever she asks it of him.  The next day, as 

Angelica observes the assault, the two friends alternately deliver strikes to each other’s 

head that leave them dazed and unconscious.  At the moment that Orlando is ready to 

deliver a devastating blow to the stunned Ranaldo, Angelica intervenes and reminds him 

of his vow to satisfy any undertaking with which she charges him.  To save Ranaldo, she 

determines that she must end the duel and, consequently, sends the Count off to 

Orgagna’s realm from which, she feels certain, he will not return since his skill and 

strength will be no match for the enchantress.  Orlando is directed to kill the dragon that 

guards that false garden created by Falerina’s magic.  Angelica claims to be troubled by 

the danger this man-eating dragon (fantastical animal) poses, since all strangers passing 

through the realm are captured and imprisoned, destined to be sustenance for the beast.  

Orlando departs immediately (I.xxviii.33).  
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 The poem continues with a scene involving Ranaldo and Angelica after the duel.  

He refuses to talk to her, and she retreats to the citadel to deliver a lament to Fortune, 

but resolves to be patient, in the belief that all contemptuous hearts will eventually yield 

to love. 

 We are sent back to Orlando’s progress, and, naturally, on his journey to the 

enchanted garden, he encounters a new adventure with an unnamed maid who he finds 

lamenting loudly and begging for mercy as she dangles from a pine tree beside a stream.  

A knight (later identified as Uldarno) guards the bridge, challenging any knight who 

attempts to release her.  Beginning with this strange turn of events, which arouses 

Orlando’s as well as the reader’s curiosity, the malicious Origille takes center stage in the 

narrative, and Orlando is detoured from his assigned task.  In another suspenseful 

ending, the canto concludes with the sentinel warning the Count to ignore the wicked 

maiden’s pleas for rescue, pointing out that already seven other knights who believed her 

screams for mercy have died because of her malice.   

 Boiardo finishes Book One with another short canto, number xxix, in which we 

listen to Uldarno recount to Orlando Origille’s self-centered, manipulative deeds in 

another inset story, this one also appertaining to the theme of love.  Origille’s deceptive 

and whimsical practices bear comparison to Angelica’s iniquitous behavior vis-à-vis 

Orlando.  The wronged Uldarno, initially blinded by Origille’s charms and promises, 

relates how the wicked maiden contrived a convoluted scheme (deception) involving the 

three pretenders to her hand (Uldarno, Locrino, Ariante) plus the assassin (Oringo) of her 

brother, Corbino.  She cunningly enticed Uldarno and Locrino to don the signs of other 
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knights (false identity), and sent them to duel the other two.  When the trick was exposed, 

Origille’s malicious machinations yielded grievous consequences for all involved.  Since 

she was the cause of the crimes committed for love, her father sentenced her to the cruel 

circumstances which Orlando now observes:  she is to remain suspended by her hair from 

a tree branch over a river bank, perpetually a prisoner, twisting and turning in the breeze.  

The four knights she conned are charged with the task of guarding her, one at a time, 

until they are killed in battle against all who would try to liberate her. 

 As with the Tisbina, Prasildo, and Iroldo side-story told earlier by Fiordelisa, this 

tale introduces a character (Origille) that might initially be presumed to have only short-

lived importance to the main stories.  Nevertheless, Origille resurfaces in nine later canti, 

and Ariosto is sufficiently impressed by this character to appropriate her and weave her 

into the fabric of several significant episodes of his Furioso.  This woman’s beauty is 

extreme, but she is false and full of lies, characteristics that Orlando fails to detect as he 

begins to desire her.  Instantly and impossibly dazzled by her loveliness and charms, he 

forgets Angelica completely.  The next day, after freeing her from her predicament, the 

wily, self-serving Origille invents a ruse to steal his horse and escapes from his 

company.209  On foot, toward evening, the Count spies in the distance a group of 

                                                
209 In this character, we detect a parallel with the cameleon-like Ginés de Pasamonte in the Quijote.  
Appearing first in Part One, we learned that owing to his criminal behavior he has been sentenced to serve 
time as a galley slave (I, XXIII).  He shows no signs of appreciation by stealing Sancho’s donkey (I, 
XXIII).  Many chapters later (XXX), he reappears disguised as a gypsy and Sancho is able to reappropriate 
his mount.  Once freed by Don Qujote, he steals Sancho’s donkey (I, XXIII).  Then, in Part Two, he is 
brought back acting as a puppeteer, Maese Pedro, with a prophetic monkey (II, XXV-XXVI).  In the 
following chapter Cide Hamete Benengali reveals his identity and gives a recapitulation of his activities in 
Part One.  Origille (Orrigille), throughout the Innamorato and the Furioso is brought repeatedly into the 
action, never reformed, and always an irritant to other characters. 
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travelers approaching him.  The canto leaves us with this vision, wondering who these 

people are (curiosity).  The narrator adds to the sense of expectation by announcings that 

the next Book will tell of the new Rugiero, “Blessed with all virtues and outshining / 

Every man that the world has known” (I.xxix.56.v4-5). 

 The influence of the “Byzantine” tradition in Book One of the Innamorato is 

considerable.  We have pointed out numerous structural techniques and narrative devices 

clearly observable and characteristic of the ancient Greek novels as a whole.  These 

include interlacing of multiple story lines, resulting in the frequent leaping back and forth 

in time as the narrator attempts to weave together all the events into some semblance of a 

unified larger narrative.  The action is punctuated with endless “suddenly” events at 

which point the narrator suspends the progress of characters to attend to other narrative 

threads.  Lamenting soliloquies in which characters bemoan the injustices of Fortune and/ 

or express their intense emotional upheaval, frustration over rejection by the object of 

their love or jealousy in the face of a perceived rival’s interest in the beloved make 

repeated appearances.  We find interpolated tales, the majority related to love and love 

relationships that provide variety and introduce, on occasion, characters that will play a 

role later in a part of the main narrative or situations that will more extensive 

development at a later time.  Apparent deaths, potions, abductions, and love triangles also 

figure in the tapestry of this work. 

 Within Book Two of the Innamorato, we detect a much more chivalric orientation 

than that of the first Book, which is not to say that the incorporation of “Byzantine” 

elements is abandoned.  Their presence is only slightly muted, but nevertheless, still 
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clearly recognizable.  To begin his second “book,” Boiardo transports his readers to 

Biserta in Africa.  The “Byzantine” novels are noted for their frequent changes in loci, 

and Boiardo rarely leaves his characters in one location for long as he juggles the various 

story lines.  In Africa, he establishes the groundwork for a new military campaign against 

Charlemagne, this one headed by Agramante (Troiano’s son).  In Spain, years before, the 

king of France slew Barbante, another descendent of Alexander the Great and a distant 

relative of Agramante.  Later, Orlando, don Chiarone, and Rugiero the Vassal (father of 

the third Rugiero) were the knights responsible for Troiano’s death.  In Canto i, Boiardo 

introduces information regarding the third peer of his poem, Rugiero (said to be the 

special man, we will discover, destined to the be founder of the renowned House of Este.)   

 At the council of kings called by Agramante, the twenty-seven year old leader 

declares that he wishes to wage war on Charles the Great to increase the fame of all who 

participate and to glorify Mohammed’s law.  The ninety-year old king of Garamanta (a 

priest of the god Apollino, an astrologer, and enchanter, as well) pronounces the first 

prophecy concerning Rugiero.  He explains to Agramante that this distant relative is a 

Saracen warrior that Agramante he must have among his warriors if he wants a chance of 

defeating the king of France, but adds that if he (Rugiero) becomes Christian, the latter 

will kill Saracen men everywhere (II.i.69-71).  In “Byzantine” as well as chivalric 

literature, prophecies regarding the novels’ hero are a characteristic element.   

 The ruler of Garamanta reveals the circumstances of our new hero’s past, which 

echo those of many chivalric heroes in that he and his twin sister are ignorant of their 
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heritage.210  When their mother died in childbirth, they passed into the care of a 

necromancer and vavasor, Atalante, living in the realm of Agramante.  The African priest 

explains that the wizard/astrologer and boy live at Mt. Carena; however, Garamanta 

indicates that Atalante’s magical garden might be difficult to reach.  The canto ends, and 

we know nothing regarding the search for Rugiero until our curiosity is finally satisfied in 

Canto iii. 

 After accumulating all this new information, the reader expects to make the 

acquaintance of this special individual in Canto ii, but, as he has done time and again in 

the previous book, the narrator redirects his tale to pick up actions previously 

interrupted.  First, we return to Marfisa and Torindo’s siege at Albraca.  Ranaldo, in the 

company of Iroldo, Prasildo and Astolfo, quietly departs in search of Orlando.  (We must 

remember that he has gone to purge Falerina’s garden of its dragon, as per Angelica’s 

request.)  The four travelers come upon a damsel whose sister has been tied to a tree by a 

madman; both maidens are not named.  The man protects a bridge above a river that 

forms a deep lake.  In no time, all the travelers combat this fierce guardian,211 with the 

exception of Astolfo, and become underwater prisoners of Morgana the fay, who is still 

trying to capture and punish Orlando.  After Orlando disappears into the depths griped in 

the arms of Morgana’s accomplice, grieving and unable to assist his friends, Astolfo, 

mounted on Baiardo, is led away by the sisters.  Half a day later, upon reaching a river, 

                                                
210 Rugiero’s twin sister is unnamed in Boiardo, but in the Furioso, Ariosto assigns that relationship to 
Marfisa the warrior maiden. 
 
211 This is Aridano, hired hand of Morgana.  He is finally named in II.vii.36 in a recapitulation in which the 
narrator also gives the thug’s back-story. 
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they hear a mighty trumpet blare, and the reader is left in suspense to wonder about its 

origin and meaning. 

 We bounce back to Albraca and hear that Torindo, determined to exact revenge on 

Angelica, has summoned his brother Caramano to gather all the able bodied men in 

Turkey to bolster the siege.  At stanza thirty-six, our narrator declares he needs to clarify 

the facts, (“Acciò che ‘l fatto ben vi sia palese”), and he brings the reader up to date on 

the circumstances of some of the other principles in his story.  He tells us that 

Brandimarte departed Albraca to follow Orlando in his journey to the Falerina’s magic 

garden.  Grifone and Aquilante have also left the fortress, and it is they who arrive first, 

by chance, near the sorceress’s palace.    

 In response to their inquiry, the brothers receive an explanation of the nearby 

Bridge of Roses and the rules that apply to those who wish to cross.  According to the 

information given them, King Poliferno aspires to fame as a good host and requires all 

those wanting to traverse the bridge to agree to spend one night so that he may 

demonstrate his hospitality.  This is a fabrication.  In reality, they have arrived at one of 

Falerina’s traps used to capture victims for the beast that keeps watch over her garden.  

The brothers, attracted by the music and the amenable atmosphere, agree to stay and, 

behold! They see a beautiful lady approach on Brigliadoro (mysterious person).  To their 

queries about how she obtained the steed and Orlando’s whereabouts, the woman212 

fabricates a lie about discovering the steed near a dead baron, his head crushed, wearing 

                                                
212 This is Orrigille.  She stole the horse from Orlando when she lied to him about a strange adventure at an 
inscribed rock (I.xxix.49-52). 
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the emblem of a small tree on his helmet’s crest.  (The new signs given him by Angelica, 

but unknown to the listeners.)  The news of Orlando’s “final fate” (apparent death) 

disquiets his friends. 

 That night, the three travelers (Grifone, Aquilante, and Origille) find themselves 

bound and imprisoned.  The next day, their jailer is conducting them to be fed to the 

dragon at the entrance of Falerina’s garden, when, in the distance, they spy an unknown 

cavalier on foot.213  Information regarding their predicament ends here, and we are sent 

back once again to the situation at Albraca where the defenders conduct a surprise attack 

on Marfisa and her men.  To finish the canto, the narrator announces a forthcoming duel 

between Sacripante and the woman warrior. 

 In Canto iii, we receive information on three narrative threads. The narrator 

jumps from the scene at Albraca where Sacripante and Galafrone’s troops are fighting, 

then to Biserta where Mulabuferso, after failing to locate Rugiero, shares with the 

Agricane his doubts about the veracity of Garamanta’s information.  In last third of the 

canto, we are brought up to date with Orlando’s journey towards Falerina’s garden.   

 Sacripante continues the defense of Albraca out of love for Angelica and attempts 

to end Marfisa’s siege.  While engaging in one-to-one combat with the warrior maiden, a 

messenger interrupts their duel with bad news regarding the death of Sacripante’s brother 

at the hand of Mandricardo, who, additionally, has reduced his realm, Circassia, to flames 

and ruination.  Conflicting forces invade him:  desire for revenge, as well as his long-

                                                
213 This is Orlando.  The last time we saw him, I.xxix.54, he had just made out in the darkness a group of 
travelers gradually approaching him along the plain. 
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standing affections for the princess.  When requested to lift the siege and leave, Marfisa 

remains defiantly unmoved by Sacripante’s report of his people’s devastation, and they 

re-engage in battle.   

 With the outcome of that conflict left in the balance, the narrator takes the story 

back to Biserta.  The jumping back and forth to different scenarios has by this point 

become the norm in Boiardo, and we readers have now come to expect this procedure, 

one that is continually used in the “Byzantine” novels, to great effect.  The excessive use 

of this technique in the novels of chivalry, however, is the object of Cervantine criticism 

in the Persiles.  During the discussion at the war council, hot-headed Rodamonte, King of 

Sarza, insinuates that the king of Garamanta is lying about the Agramante’s need for 

Rugiero and declares that he, without the assistance from the other rulers assembled there 

at the council, will commence war in France, depending solely on his strength and horse.  

The old prophet of Garamanta then reveals the existence and power of Angelica’s ring, 

indicating that it contains the power to counteract Atalante’s and all others’ 

enchantments.  The malicious knave Brunello promises Agramante that he will retrieve 

the prized ring.  Rodomonte departs, the council dissolves, and the kings return to their 

realms to prepare for the anticipated invasion of France. 

 The action switches to Orlando, who, on foot, is rebuking himself for having been 

duped by Origille, (she deceived him and then stole Brigliadoro).  He discerns coming 

toward him the brigade marching Grifone, Aquilante, and the faithless Origille to become 

a meal for Falerina’s dragon.  Recognizing his friends, he attacks.  When Orlando 

displays his sovereign strength as he avoids capture, the captain of the brigade thinks he 
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is Ranaldo who previously killed their leader Rubicone (I.xvii.23-29), another case of 

mistaken identity.  Orlando, of course, frees the prisoners.  He continues to be attracted to 

Origille, ignorant of the fact that she and Grifone have become innamorati during their 

time together in prison.  The four separate and Origille accompanies Orlando as he 

perseveres in his search for Falerina’s garden.  When they meet a lady messenger, 

Orlando asks her for instructions as to what he might find in Falerina’s garden.  The 

narrator promises to reveal Orlando’s marvelous adventure there and closes the canto. 

 For the first time, we read a canto that focuses exclusively on one character; there 

are no diversions to other story lines.  Canto iv relates Orlando’s successful performance 

against all the marvelous animals and beings that Falerina has conjured to protect her 

territory.  Fantastical interludes of this type are common elements in chivalric literature 

and in these, the hero is pitted against all manner of ferocious opponents who threaten to 

destroy him.  Nevertheless, as in this case with Orlando, the hero’s superhuman strength 

and keen acumen assure victory over the forces of evil.   

 Orlando’s adventure in Falerina’s garden spreads into Canto v, where he handily 

defeats the menacing dragon and other supernatural creatures.  For full honor, however, 

he deems it necessary to obliterate the entire garden.  Once her enchanted creation is no 

more, the sorceress must be dealt with.  Falerina asks for death, but adds that if she dies, 

so will all the prisoners she has taken.  Abruptly, the narrator leaves us in suspense as to 

the prisoners’ fate and takes us back to Albraca.  Marfisa and Sacripante are still dueling, 

although neither one can hurt the other due to Marfisa’s impenetrable armor and 

Sacripante’s charmed body.  Brunello sneaks into Albraca and steals Angelica’s ring; 
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crossing the countryside, he comes upon Marfisa and Sacripante and deftly makes away 

with the former’s blade and the latter’s steed.  (This theft precipitates a prolonged pursuit 

by Marfisa, giving rise to multiple incisions by her into events.)  Caramano, Torindo’s 

brother, approaches the fortress with a great army of reinforcements from Turkey, and 

Galafrone feels overwhelmed at the numbers.  Summoning Sacripante to him, Angelica’s 

father requests that he go solicit aid from his friend, Gradasso of Sericana, about whom 

no mention has been made since I.vii.67-71.  Again, for love, the king of Circassia puts 

aside his grief and ignores his countrymen’s dire situation.  Hoping to win the favor of 

Angelica, he accepts the mission and, disguised as a pilgrim, sneaks out of the fortress. 

 The next canto belongs mainly to Rodamonte whom we left in the third canto 

swearing to undertake the invasion of France by himself.  Here in Canto vi, impatient 

after a lengthy delay owing to unstable weather conditions, his men assembled and his 

ships prepared, Rodamonte rashly orders his helmsman to set sail, even though a gale is 

brewing.  The predicted tempest materializes (storms at sea) and his ships are scattered.  

The narrator revels in the opportunity to present a detailed, poetic description of a storm. 

Leaving the ships bobbing in the churning waters, the narrator, for twelve stanzas, 

switches to Paris.  Charles the Great, aware of the approach of an invading fleet, hands 

out assignments for the defense of his lands.  

 Returning to the fate of the Saracens and employing a feature often manipulated 

in the works belonging to the “Byzantine” literary tradition (travel by sea characterized 

by its instability and its potential dangers), Boiardo presents a dramatic description of the 

power of the storm while utilizing this natural phenomenon to create suspense.  The 
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anticipated confrontation between the opposing military forces is placed into motion and 

the infidels display their fury in combat against the Christians when the storm throws the 

pagans ashore at Monaco. 

 For approximately half of Canto vii, we read of the battle raging on the shores of 

France.  The narration offers ample evidence of the strength and virtual indestructibility 

of the Saracen Rodamonte.  Bradamante, the designated leader of one of Charles’s 

reserve units, fights with Rodamonte for the first time during this military engagement.  

Rodamonte’s swing intended for Bradamante slices her mount’s neck and shoulders, and 

the Maid ends up under the dead steed.  She is incensed, believing he purposely attacked 

her horse, which constitutes a severe violation of the chivalric tenets.  Not offering her 

any assistance, Rodamonte turns to wield his sword against other Christians.   

 At mid-canto, we are reunited with Orlando and Falerina, who are traveling to 

release her prisoners.  We read a recapitulation regarding Ranaldo, Iroldo, and 

Prasildo’s encounter with Aridano, Morgana’s guardian of the bridge, and their being 

thrown into her lake (II.ii.18-25).  This procedure of providing a reminder of previous 

events makes frequent appearances in both the “Byzantine” and chivalric novels, most 

usually being told by one character to another rather than being offered by a narrator, as 

in this instance.   

 As they travel along, Falerina becomes terrified when she recognizes in the 

distance Morgana’s fatal bridge.  She alerts Orlando that he will be no match for the fay’s 

murderous, inhuman Aridano, the cold-hearted guard of the crossing point.  Morgana 

hopes he will catch for her or kill Orlando, the cavalier who spoiled her spells of black 
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enchantment (the golden antlered stag and the horn that could destroy the world.)  (All 

this time, Falerina is ignorant that her companion is the sought-after knight, an example 

of non-recognition.)  Falerina explains that Morgana gave the guardian of the bridge 

magic arms so that he always has six times the strength of any knight that opposes him.  

Looking across the bridge, Orlando recognizes his cousin’s (Ranaldo) armor hanging on 

a tree and believes the bridge’s guardian has murdered Ranaldo.  This is another use of 

the device of apparent death, but only interpreted that way by Orlando since the reader 

knows differently.  The Count and Aridano initiate their battle, and Orlando appears to 

have the upper hand, the blows of his enchanted Balisarda nullifying the charmed 

protection the fearsome Aridano wears.  But soon, bleeding from his wounds, Morgana’s 

henchman envelopes Count in a crushing embrace, hauls him to the bank of the lake, and 

both fall in. 

 Orlando’s adventure into the realm of Morgana214 carries over into Canto viii, 

occupying it in its entirety, and consumes over half of Canto ix.  After the combatants 

descend to Morgana’s submerged world, the struggle continues and, finally, the Count 

succeeds in slaying Aridano.  He travels for miles in Morgana’s underground world and, 

at one point, encounters a frieze depicting Daedalus’s labyrinth and the story of the 

Minotaur, Theseus and Ariadne.  This use of ekphrasis corresponds to Orlando’s journey 

in Morgana’s realm in that, like Theseus’s flight out of the labyrinth, it is also circuitous 

and his ability to leave will depend upon his obtaining a special secret.  As he goes out of 

a cavern, carved on the door are words of advice to all who pass saying that, to exit this 
                                                
214 According to Quint, she is the allegorical personification of Fortune (18).  
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world, one must catch the fay by the forelock.  Orlando pays no attention to these 

directions that pre-announce what Orlando’s behavior should be.  Because he ignores 

the signs, he suffers uncomfortable consequence.   

 Guided by Fortune (II.viii.34), at long last, he comes out into a meadow and 

discerns the fay, asleep beside a fountain.  Orlando also discovers her prisoners (among 

them Ranaldo, Brandimarte, Iroldo, Prasildo, and Dudone) trapped on the other side of a 

crystal wall that splits the meadow.  Through the glass, Dudone instructs him to quickly 

seize the enchantress by the forelock before she wakes and procure the fairy’s key 

(Fortune’s key), without which no one can hope to emerge from her underworld.  

Orlando delays, and Morgana flees, taunting him and taking him on a difficult journey of 

pain and torment (beginning at the close of Canto viii and continuing in Canto ix) that 

leads him through a stony, thorny wasteland.  In this allegory, Penitence appears and 

accompanies him every step, inflicting more abuse for his error of judgment (not seizing 

Fortune when he first had the chance) by thumping and whipping him repeatedly.  

Eventually, “Come Dio volse e la ventura buona” (“As his good fortune—and God—

wished”, II.ix.17.v5), Orlando grabs Fortune’s forelock.   

 Morgana offers to free all her prisoners and give Orlando the key he seeks if he 

will leave behind one person, King Manodante’s son, the blond boy lover without whom, 

she claims, she cannot live.  The narrator intimates in comments that create curiosity and 

foreshadow further contact with Morgana that Orlando will regret that decision and 

predicts that he will be obliged to return to her kingdom some time in the future.  Passing 

through the bejeweled gateway, all the freed men emerge into a cypress field and don 
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their armor.  Dudone informs them of Agramante’s mustering of troops, and how King 

Charles has commissioned him to find Orlando and Ranaldo.  Again, Orlando’s heart 

duels with the obligations of honor and of love, the responsibilities of duty and the lure of 

delight.  Predictably, he turns his back on Charles and chooses to report back to Angelica 

at Albraca, and Brandimarte accompanies him eastward.  Ranaldo, Dudone, Iroldo, and 

Prasildo take off toward Montalbano (II.ix.48) to help Charles.  After gathering together 

briefly, the former captives and their liberators set out in opposite directions, and the 

narrator will relate separately the progress of each group. 

 The narrator announces that he will follow Ranaldo’s journey (and not 

Orlando’s), which will involve “strane aventure e diversi paesi” (II.ix.49.v2), a clear 

indication that they will encounter circumstances that will postpone their arrival in 

France.  In retrospect, we readers understand that with this separation of characters, the 

author is preparing the groundwork for a convoluted series of events, initiated by 

Orlando’s deal with the Treasure Fairy (Morgana), that will culminate, four canti hence, 

in a tearful reunion and huge recognition scene at Damogir in the kingdom of the Islands 

Far Away ruled by Manodante. 

 On the fifth day of their journey, the four knights (Ranaldo, Dudone, Iroldo, and 

Prasildo) hear a horn whose sounds emits from a castle on the mountainside.  A maid 

ferries them over to the meadow at the base of the mountain, and the castellan advises 

them that they have entered King Manodante’s realm and must serve him for one day.  

He explains that a necromancer pagan giant, Balisardo, lives downstream in two castles 

connected by a bridge and has been killing cavaliers.  He indicates that Manodante wants 
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him caught so that he may punish him for his damage to the leader’s kingdom.  (This is a 

lie.)  The cavaliers have two options:  do battle with Balisardo or remain on the meadow 

and starve.  The men, enthused by the prospect of a new adventure (and seemingly 

unperturbed by this delay in their reaching Montalbano) board the boat once more and 

head downstream to oppose the fierce giant who stands ready on the bridge between the 

two castles.  The canto closes on this note of suspense. 

 Canto x continues the adventure started at the end of Canto ix.  Ranaldo and his 

friends combat ineffectively with the malevolent magician Balisardo, who transforms 

himself, by sorcery, into various animal forms over a hundred times to defeat the knights, 

ultimately ensnaring them all on his ship.  We are told that later Astolfo also becomes a 

prisoner in Manodante’s kingdom after he reluctantly left his friends submerged in 

Morgana’s lake back in II.ii.25.  Toward the end of Canto x, the narrator leaves the 

knights imprisoned on Balisardo’s ship sailing toward the Islands Far Away, so that the 

giant can deliver his captives to Manodante.  Balisardo does not know the identity of any 

of his prisoners.  The narration then switches to the progress of Orlando and 

Brandimarte.  They are on foot and still on their way to Albraca.  Suddenly, they see 

Marfisa pursuing Brunello.  (He stole her sword six days prior to this and he continues to 

aggravate, torment, and elude the lady as he travels back to Biserta.)  Orlando and 

Brandimarte observe the chase.  This chance encounter serves to provide an update on 

Marfisa’s mad scramble to retrieve her sword, and the canto ends. 

 At the beginning of Canto xi, Orlando becomes Brunello’s victim as well when 

the knave snatches Orlando’s sword, Balisarda, and his horn.  This theft leaves the reader 
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curious about and anticipating the how, when, and where of their return.  Shortly 

thereafter, the two comrades arrive at the same river on which Ranaldo and friends have 

just traveled to reach Balisardo’s castles and, by chance, the wicked Origille comes 

along at the same time.  These coincidences have important ramifications for the 

subsequent adventures as Origille’s repeated disloyalty creates more problems for 

Orlando.  Recognizing Orlando on the riverbank, she turns pale, and feigns repentance 

for her past misdeeds, begging forgiveness, an unnecessary exercise owing to the fact that 

Orlando is still blindly infatuated by the devious wench.   

 The castellan informs them of their obligation to Manodante; they must try their 

hand at killing the wizard Balisardo.  After a frenzied battle, Orlando becomes the giant’s 

prisoner on his ship.  Brandimarte jumps on board to save his friend and commences to 

hack and maim the crewmembers.  After the knight beheads the pagan giant, the skipper, 

begs for mercy and then reveals the story behind Manodante’s dragnet for Orlando. The 

knights learn of that not only Ranaldo and his friends, but also Aquilante and Grifone are 

currently languishing in Manodante’s dungeon, which become a point of convergence of 

the characters.  He further explains to them that the king has negotiated with Morgana to 

capture Orlando for her (she wants him locked up as punishment for disdaining her 

golden-antlered stag (I.xii.57-58) and ruining her enchanted traps (I.xxiv.18-58, I.xxv.1-

18.)  If Orlando is caught, she will release to him his beloved son, Ziliante.  The captain 

further reveals that the necromancer giant, Balisardo, boasted that he could lure in the 

Count with magic arts, but neither he nor Manodante knows what Orlando looks like.  

The knights ask the helmsman to take them to Damogir in the Islands Far Away. 
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 Orlando and Brandimarte devise a plan (deceit) to present when they appear 

before Manodante to announce that they have killed Balisardo and offer to catch Orlando 

so that the king can have his son back.  Origille displays her despicable, crafty ways 

again when she betrays the knights and relates the details of the plan to Manodante in 

exchange for having her lover, Grifone, freed.  Thrown into the dungeon that night, the 

two knights concoct another scheme in which they will exchange identities and 

Brandimarte will vouch that he is the sought-after Orlando.  Leaving the new “Orlando” 

in the dungeon (who will be hanged in the event the promise is broken), the new 

“Brandimarte” (Orlando) vows to the king to return Ziliante safely and soundly to his 

kingdom.  At that point, “Orlando” and the other prisoners will be released.  After 

“Brandimarte” departs, Astolfo reveals “Orlando’s” actual identity, and Brandimarte is 

condemned to death.   The canto shifts abruptly to Orlando who, reaching Morgana’s lake 

again, sees a sorrowful damsel mourning a dead dragon on the shore; she is another 

mysterious individual.  At the same moment, Fiordelisa happens to ride up (unexpected 

meeting) accompanied by Bardino (named, but of unknown significance).  This man, we 

discover in the next canto, is the kidnapper who spirited the young Brandimarte away 

from his parents and sold him to the count of Castle Wild (I.xx.41-48). 

 Canto xiii commences revealing that the lady by the lake that Orlando sees is the 

fay Morgana and the seemingly dead dragon is Ziliante.  Because of a botched spell, he 

has apparently expired and we are told that the fay descends into the lake to bury him.  

But this apparent death (Scheintod), utilized by all the known ancient Greek novelists of 

the first through the fourth centuries, is short lived, and, by the time Orlando manages to 
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penetrate again her underworld, Morgana has resurrected the boy and brought him out of 

his strange shape. 

 Before the narrator proceeds with the details covering Orlando’s triumph over 

Morgana and Ziliante’s rescue, he fills in the information (narrator explanation) 

regarding Fiordelisa since the time she departed Albraca searching for Brandimarte and 

how she happened to meet Baradino.  She was on her way back to Albraca and ran into 

him on the road.  The damsel and Bardino wait above while Orlando descends into 

Morgana’s world, confronts her, and obtains Ziliante’s release.  Then the group sails to 

Damogir, where Bardino is recognized as Brandimarte’s kidnapper, Brandimarte 

discovers (anagnorisis) he it the son of King Manodante and brother of Ziliante; Leodilla 

learns that she is Brandimarte’s sister.   

 Dudone, among the prisoners released by Manodante, tells the cavaliers about 

Agramante’s amassing of an enormous army set to crush the Christians and King Charles.  

Orlando chooses to again go east to pursue Angelica, and Brandimarte elects to stay with 

him.  In contrast, Ranaldo, Dudone and Astolfo are ready to lend aid to the king of 

France.  A reunion of many characters followed by their dispersion generates once again 

parallel story lines.  The threesome rides west and comes upon the false demesne of 

Alcina, the decadent and evil-hearted fay, sister of Morgana.  Infatuated by Astolfo, she 

lures him into the waters by enticing him to board a whale, and he is carried away.  

Ranaldo and Dudone swim out to bring him back and the canto stops, almost in mid-

stroke. 
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 The narrator starts off Canto xiv indicating that perhaps he has spent an excessive 

amount of time on magic spells and enchantresses and promises to give the reader a canto 

full of “ferrite e fiamme e foco e ferro” (II.xiv.1.v8), indicating he awareness of returning 

to relating chivalric deeds.  Nevertheless, he deviates from that course.  He cannot resist 

relating to the reader that Ranaldo and Dudone failed in their rescue attempts for Astolfo 

that began in the previous canto.  He then continues with details of their story.  Resuming 

their journey to help Charles, they end up in Hungary, where King Filippone has amassed 

troops to help the Christians.  Ranaldo becomes captain of these troops and marches into 

the Italian plain with the king’s son, Otachiero.  The author renews the epic tone at this 

point, and the last two-thirds of the canto, after a recapitulation of the battle started in 

II.vii.1-30 between Rodamonte’s men and the French under Duke Namo and the men of 

Lombardy lead by Arcimbaldo, covers the conflict from that point.   

 The narration in the final section of this canto describes the efforts of Ranaldo and 

the Hungarian troops to repulse the Saracens who are on the verge of defeating two of 

Charlemagne’s divisions on the coast.  Rodamonte demonstrates disdain for the tenets of 

chivalry again, and, in confronting Ranaldo, aims purposely to disable Baiardo.  To save 

his cherished mount, Ranaldo races into the forest to leave him protected there and 

returns to the scene on foot.  Rodamonte overcomes Dudone, and the latter is chained as 

his prisoner. 

 The beginning of Canto xv rounds out the battle between Saracens and Christians 

and features the dueling, again, between Ranaldo and Rodamonte.  A second time, 

Rodamonte ignores the chivalric rules of engagement, this time abandoning his duel with 
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Ranaldo to face Charles, Oliviero, and Ogiero, as their men cascade down the ridge.  

Nightfall comes, and Ranaldo returns to the mountain to retrieve Baiardo, but the 

Christian prisoners tell Rodamonte that the Christian has gone to Ardennes Wood.  

Ranaldo descends the slope and does not see Rodamonte, but notices the pagan ships and 

inquires about the fierce king.  He is told that his opponent has headed to Ardennes 

Wood, a place we have previously identified as one of the points of convergence and 

divergence of the poem and the location of Merlin’s Fountain and the Stream of Love, 

both of which play a pivotal role in the interactions between Ranaldo, Angelica, and 

Orlando.  The effects of fountain and stream generate considerable discord and conflict. 

 Once in the wood, Rodomont, hunting for Ranaldo, comes across Ferraguto, and 

they duel over Doralice, both men claiming to be her suitor.  In a different part of the 

wood, Ranaldo has an allegorical adventure with the God of Love and Pasitea, one of his 

servants, who abuse him for rejecting love (Angelica’s) and, further, inflict the 

punishment of non-reciprocated love.  Rather than the being the expected point of 

convergence of characters, Boiardo, in this instance, has bifurcated the locus of Ardennes 

Wood to present two different, but parallel, adventures (Rodamonte’s and Ranaldo’s).  

Drinking from the Stream of Love, Ranaldo now craves Angelica’s attentions and wants 

to return to India.215   

 As Ranaldo exits the woods, he sees a lady with a knight whose armor bears an 

erupting volcano.  Ending a canto with reference to an unknown figure is now a familiar 

                                                
215 We readers now anticipate a visit to the woods for Angelica to drink from Merlin’s fountain and fall out 
of love with Rinaldo 
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maneuver of Boiardo’s and also identifiable in the “Byzantine” novels.  Heliodorus is 

equally fond of introducing an anonymous character, leaving the reader to wonder who 

he/she is, while postponing for a time the disclosure of his/her name before finally 

satisfying the reader’s curiosity.  The canto closes with another snapshot of Marfisa and 

Brunello, whom she has been chasing, at this point, for fifteen days. 

 On this occasion, the focus of the following canto is the two figures that ended the 

previous canto, Brunello and Marfisa.  Canto xvi commences with a recapitulation of 

Brunello’s criminal behavior, and the narrator explains that, now, Marfisa is on foot (her 

horse died of exhaustion on the sixth day) and devoid of armor (when her strength began 

to ebb, she shed it.)  A “suddenly” moment now occurs to distract the warrior queen in 

her obsessive struggle to capture the annoying rascal.  She comes upon a maid in white 

accompanied by a knight.  At this point the strangers are unnamed.  We learn three canti 

later (Canto xix) that at this moment she runs into Brandimarte and Fiordelisa and vents 

her anger and frustration spawned by Brunello’s thievery and elusiveness on them. 

 But, leaving Marfisa diverted from her chase with an undisclosed distraction, the 

narrator follows Brunello’s course and directs us to Biserta.  There we read a 

recapitulation of his successful heists: the coveted ring from Angelica; Sacripante’s 

steed, Frontalatte; Orlando’s sword, Balisarda, and horn, originally belonging to 

Almonte, Argamante’s uncle, but taken by Orlando when the latter slew him, along with 

his helmet and Durindana; and Marfisa’s blade.  Upon relinquishing his spoils, the knave 

is rewarded by Agramante for accomplishing his mission by crowning him king of 

Tingitana.  With the ring now in the Saracens’ possession, Atalante’s garden on the 
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summit of a mile high rock is visible, but no one is able to ascend the crystal wall that 

surrounds it.  Crafty Brunello suggests the Saracens fake a tournament.  Agramante 

orders them to use the flat side of their swords since this is not a bona fide competition.  

Brunello is confident that the battling and sound of horns will attract Rugiero’s attention.  

Taking the bait, Rugiero descends, and Brunello supplies him with armor, a sword 

(Balisarda) and a horse (Frontalatte) on the condition that later he will join Agramante in 

the projected invasion of France.  In the next canto, we will observe the chivalric hero 

prove himself in arms, with terrible swings and countless deeds, and demonstrate his 

noble character in the process of displaying his strength, prowess and sense of justice. 

 As a reminder of the build up to the eventual conflict in Paris between the 

Saracens and Christians, the narrator announces at the start of Canto xvii the forces that 

beleaguer Charles:  Gradasso (from Levant), Marsilio (Spain), Mandricardo (Tartary).  

Immediately after this reminder, we are brought back to the tournament at the bottom of 

Mount Carena.  In the midst of the contest, several of the kings allied with Agramante 

attack him at the same time, and, when Rugiero observes these overly aggressive, 

offensive moves, he rushes to assist the king.  In the fray, the coward Bardalusto betrays 

Rugiero by stabbing him from behind.  Incensed by this breach of chivalric conduct, the 

young man chases the king of Alcazar into the forest and, as retribution, splits him to the 

chest.  Rugiero returns to Atalante’s safe haven for treatment of his wounds. 

 A break in the action occurs at this midpoint in the canto, and the narrator 

declares that Brandimarte and Orlando need for him to transfer them to France.  We 

then read a quick comment demonstrating the narrator’s (and most likely, author’s) 
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concern that his story is becoming too complicated, and the multitude of story lines needs 

to be reigned in.  As we catch up with the Count, his loyal friend the Count of Castle 

Wild and Fiordelisa, we realize that we are making a considerable leap back in time.   

Narrative action moving back and forth between the present and the past is a technique 

typical of the Greek narratives.  The three companions have recently departed from 

Manodante’s kingdom (II.xiii.54), and Marfisa is still chasing Brunello after the theft of 

her sword (II.v.41).  But we have just read in II.xvi that Brunello is in Biserta and has 

lured Rugiero down from Atalante’s towering garden. 

 When we reestablish contact with Orlando, Brandimarte and Fiordelisa this time, 

they are moving eastward to Albraca to find the besieged Angelica and report on 

Orlando’s mission to Falerina’s garden.  We know that something must occur to send 

them in the opposite direction, but this does not happen immediately.  However, there is 

a diversion that slows them down.  It is in the form of the inset narrative of Queen 

Calidora and King Larbino, based loosely on a reformulation of the Narcissus story.  It 

appears that the narrator himself is supplying the background details surrounding the 

need to prohibit people from crossing the guarded bridge, but at the very end, the narrator 

quickly adds that he is relating information that Orlando heard directly from Queen 

Calidora herself.  This episode delays the travelers, but it also allows Orlando to 

reconnect with Sacripante and hear that the situation at Albraca is dire.  Sacripante, 

passing quickly by Orlando and Brandimarte as they discuss who should engage the 
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knight that prohibits passage across the bridge, is designated simply as a “pilgrim,”216 

but mid-bridge, he throws off his garb to reveal full knightly armor as he engages the 

guardian (later identified as Isolieri, from Spain).  We recall that the King Sacripante had 

recently been commissioned by Angelica and her father to elicit help from Gradasso and 

had left Albraca in disguise.    

 Now in Canto xviii, the threesome finally refocuses on its journey east to Albraca.  

The crush of enemy troops (all the principal leaders share a grievance of some kind 

against Angelica) camped around the citadel hampers access.  Finally, during the 

nighttime hours, Orlando and friends are able to enter the fortress.  In the process of 

bringing Angelica up to date on his activities, Orlando mentions that Ranaldo has left for 

France.  Still ardently attracted to the Lord of Montalbano due to the effects of the 

Stream of Love, Angelica begins to list reasons, all false (deception), as to why they, as 

well, should go Paris.  A band of twenty sneaks out at night from the fortress, and, the 

next day, the Orlando, Angelica, Brandimarte, and Fiordelisa break off from the rest of 

the group, but are soon to separate as Boiardo orchestrates a dizzying series of 

convergences and divergences in their journey west.   

 That afternoon, the four travelers hear a deafening racket (curiosity), which turns 

out to be scores of men riding in formation under Torindo, Caramano, and Menadarbo 

(the latter the sultan of Syria and Egypt); the group is searching for Angelica after not 

finding her in Albraca, which they just finished burning to the ground.  By mutual 

                                                
216 The only mention of a “pilgrim” so far in th poem was in reference to Sacripante’s need of a way to 
leave Albraca unnoticed (II.v.64-65).  Alert readers might make the connection to this character before he 
throws off his robe. 
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agreement, Orlando leads off the ladies to safety, while Brandimarte stays to confront the 

leaders (separation); he slays the sultan, topples Torindo, and chases off his brother, 

Caramano, who realizes he is no match for Brandimarte.  The latter becomes lost in the 

woods and beds down for the night.  A woman’s crying voice awakens him (suspense, 

curiosity).  The canto stops. 

 Leaving the reader in suspense yet again, the narrator does not explain the source 

of the scream, but rather jumps to the fate of Orlando and the ladies who wander into the 

territory of the Lestrigons, cannibalistic and vampire like giants (based on mythic people 

in the Odyssey 10).  They attack Orlando and knock him unconscious.  Fearing for their 

lives and still on horseback, Angelica flees to the west and Fiordelisa to the east, both 

pursued by the groups of voracious creatures intending to make a meal of them.  Orlando 

regains consciousness after the blow by the Lestrigon king, kills all present, and goes to 

search for Angelica, who he manages to rescue by eliminating forty of the beasts.  

Brandimarte, in the meantime, finds the source of the scream, Fiordelisa, and then saves 

her from thirty hungry attackers.  Fiordelisa reports that she saw Orlando fall senseless 

from a club blow; his friends fear he may be dead, but the reader knows that is not the 

case.  Ever faithful Brandimarte turns back to the rocks where the Lestrigons live, intent 

on finding the Count. 

 Canto xix opens where the previous one ended, with Brandimarte and Fiordelisa 

searching for Orlando or his body, but now this mission is interrupted.  The exhausted 

and frustrated Marfisa, running after the elusive Brunello (II.xvi.7), sees the couple, and 

they become the object of her pent-up wrath.  Brunello speeds on.  Threatening to harm 
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Fiordelisa (the warrior queen dangles her over a cliff), Marfisa demands Brandimarte 

give up his steed and arms.  Armed and mounted, off she gallops.  This is the last time we 

have notice of the fierce maiden in the Innamorato, although the narrator indicates that 

she will meet two knights who will guide her to France.  Ariosto picks up on this 

comment, and, in the Furioso, these unknowns are Mandricardo and Rodomonte, who, 

after calling a truce in their duel for possession of Doralice (XXIV.96-112) are on their 

way to answer Agramante’s summons for assistance.  They come upon Marfisa in the 

company of Viviano, Malagise, Aldigiero, and Ricciardetto (Furioso, XXVI.70).   

 Returning to the fate of the unfortunate Brandimarte and his lady love after 

having been accosted by Marfisa, we find them subsequently set upon by a band of 

thieves, led by Barigaccio, a presumptuous, if bold, peasant, whom Brandimarte, failing 

in his attempt to reform the man, ultimately duels and kills.  Mounted on his victim’s 

horse, the knight and Fiordelisa continue on their way, only to next come across “two 

strange and fearful things” (II.xix.49).  (When the narrator deals with them again, the 

couple happens upon Febosilla’s palace [II.xxv.2]). 

 The narrator reverts to telling about Orlando and Angelica after her rescue from 

the Lestrigons.  They ride along through Syria until they reach the sea at Beirut.  There, 

Norandino, King of Damascus, is embarking to Cyprus for a tournament called by its 

king, Tibiano.  Norandino is in love with his daughter, Lucina, and wishes to demonstrate 

his worth in arms.  He asks the Count to join the company of cavaliers that serves him.  

Assenting, Orlando inexplicably gives the king a false name, Rotolant, and fabricates a 

lie, claiming he hails from Circassia and has lost everything in war.  Masking one’s 
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identity is a common feature in the literature of the chivalric and the “Byzantine” 

tradition”.  In the course of Amadís de Gaula, the hero changes his name four times, as 

does Don Quijote during the course of his novel.  Among the “Byzantine” novels, we 

find Callirhoe masquerading as a slave (Chaereas and Callirhoe), Chariclea and 

Theagenes (Aithiopika) passing themselves off as brother and sister, and Leucippe 

changing her name to Lacaena when she is sold to Melitte (Leukippe and Klitophon). 

 Canto xx revolves around a characteristic of chivalric literature, the tournament 

with all the pageantry, displays of skill, fierce blows, and descriptions of emblems and 

alliances.  We notice in this canto the element of misidentification or lack of recognition 

that plays a prominent role in the “Byzantine” novels, but also operates frequently in 

chivalric literature.  Helmets, visors, and emblems on banners and armor purposely, but 

often inadvertently, mask a knight’s identity.  Many a duel occurs between relatives and 

friends owing to confusion over the true nature of the opponents.  Lack of recognition is 

caused by disguises or non-recognition of adult individuals, who as infants or youngsters 

having been abandoned or abducted when young and raised by others.  Once they 

mature, their parents do not know their own flesh and blood or discern familial 

resemblance.217   

 In the Cyprus tournament, Orlando fights under the signs of Norandino, which 

display an erupting volcano.  Grifone and Aquilante occupy a place in the Greek 

                                                
217 In this poem, for example, we note the case of non-recognition between Brandimarte and Manodante 
and between Doristella and Fiordelisa, among others.  In the Aithiopika, we have the case of Chariclea who 
as a young woman is a stranger to her parents King Hydaspes and Queen Persina.  In the Zifar, neither the 
knight nor Grima recognizes Roboan and Garfín as adults.  In the Libro de Apolonio, the eponymous hero 
remains ignorant of his ties to Tarsiana even after several days of contact with her.  
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Costanzo’s retinue.  When the twins and Orlando joust, none is aware of the true self of 

the other, although Grifone seems to feel that, from the manner in which he conducts 

himself in combat, that Norandino’s man is his friend Orlando.  Costanzo, chagrined by 

his company’s defeat by Norandino’s representatives and fearing further embarrassment, 

invents a lie to rid himself, and the tournament, of Orlando.  The Greek reveals to the 

Count that King Tibiano, the tournament host, is planning to imprison him and arranges 

for his departure from the island.  Orlando and Angelica leave Cyprus and dock in 

Provence.  On their way to Paris, they pass through Ardennes Wood, where, exiting the 

wood, they see Ranaldo, but do not recognize him (he is wearing the signs of the 

Hungarian army), but he does recognize Angelica.  As a consequence of his recent drink 

from the Stream of Love (II.xv.60), he passionately addresses her, declaring his love and 

devotion.  Orlando, insulted by his impudence and jealous, challenges him to a duel.  The 

canto breaks here. 

 Canto xxi opens with a second duel between Orlando and Ranaldo; this time the 

cause is Angelica.  Angelica runs off and helps Oliviero and Charles locate the 

combatants in the wood; they are urged to make a truce.  

 For the first time since Canto xvii, the action returns to Africa, where Agramante, 

is musing over “Brunello’s” courage and strength.  Since Rugiero had been wearing 

Brunello’s armor and riding his steed, Agramante is under the impression that it was 

Brunello who defended him.  Riding through the grove, he discovers Bardulasto’s dead 

body and becomes furious by what he sees. The ground rules he established for the false 

tournament had been disobeyed.  Brunello is accused and sentenced to hang.  Rugiero has 
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been observing the situation and cannot let the crafty Brunello suffer for his (Rugiero’s) 

deed.  Never one to forget a favor, the young man descends to the plain (Atalante had 

been stitching up his wounds) and confesses the truth to the king.  Agramante realizes 

that this bold, strong, valorous youth before him is the Rugiero for whom he has been 

searching.  He honors the young man’s request to be knighted.  Atalante then offers a 

second prophecy (the king of Garamanta pronounced the first (II.i.69-71) telling him that, 

initially, Rugiero will be a critical factor in helping Agramante destroy Charles’s realm.  

In time, the young man will become Christian and be slain by the traitorous Maganza 

clan.  In addition, the wizard reveals that Rugiero’s descendents will remain Christian, be 

virtuous, and bring joy, love, and grace to their world (II.xxi.53-60).  Agramante invites 

Rugiero’s wizened protector to accompany the Saracens in the invasion of 

Charlemagne’s kingdom.  The canto ends. 

 The narrator spends half of Canto xxii presenting a description of the lists of the 

African kings that Agramante has gathered at Biserta.  A courier informs Agramante that 

several of the ships that Rodamonte had had in his command have arrived in port, 

bringing a Christian prisoner, Dudone, but no one has knowledge of Rodamonte’s 

whereabouts.  (The reader knows that he is in Ardennes Wood; his frightened troops set 

sail from Provence when they could not find him, taking the Christian prisoner Dudone 

with them.)  

 The scene now shifts to the wood where the Rodamonte and Ferraguto are dueling 

over Doralice of Granada (combat began back in II.xv.38), each claiming that she 

belongs to him.  Rodamonte carries her image on his banner.  A courier from Marsilio, 
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interrupts to report that Marsilio is besieging Ranaldo’s lands at Montalbano.  Ferraguto 

renounces his claim to King Stordilano’s daughter, and the two make peace, swear an 

oath of brotherhood, and set out together for Montalbano.  On the way, they meet two 

other brothers, Ranaldo’s cousins, the sorcerer Malagise and Viviano.  Desiring to take 

the two Saracens prisoner, Malagise calls up two hundred demons to attack Rodamonte 

and Ferraguto.  The demonic war is a failure, and the Christian brothers become the 

prisoners, instead. 

 The action in Canto xxiii begins with Marsilio greeting his nephew and 

welcoming Rodamonte with banquets and great enthusiasm when they arrive near 

Montalbano to succor the Saracen cause.  The narrator then presents a description of the 

lists under Marsilio’s command and announces that, unbeknownst to the pagans, King 

Charles will soon be attacking them.  The scene shifts to the French king down on the 

plain, who is in the process of advising the two feuding peers, Ranaldo and Orlando, that 

he will award Angelica to the one who demonstrates with his work that he deserves her.  

The conflict at Montalbano starts in stanza eighteen, fills the remainder of the canto, and 

consumes Canto xxiv, as well. 

 Canto xxv offers a recapitulation of the extraordinary deeds and different 

pairings among the opponents (primarily Charles versus Marsilio and Ranaldo against 

Ferraguto).  The spotlight then shines on the third pair of combatants:  Orlando engaged 

with Rodamonte.  The latter delivers a wallop that leaves the Count senseless.  In a totally 

unanticipated move, Bradamante and the troops under her leadership, riding forward 

from their hiding place, surprise the pagans from behind.  Bradamante searches for 
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Rodamonte, hoping to exact revenge for his treatment of her in their first battle in 

Provence (II.xv.12-22) when the Saracen killed her charger.  The outcome of their 

encounter is suspended until Canto xxix, and the narrator switches to Brandimarte and 

Fiordelisa, ending the focus on the pagans versus the Christians conflict.  From this point 

through Canto xxviii, the action revolves around Brandimarte.  

 After their episode with the thief Barigaccio (II.xix.22-47), the maid Fiordelisa 

and Brandimarte chance upon a palace.  An anonymous damsel on the balcony motions 

for them to continue on their way, but Brandimarte, in typical knightly fashion, cannot 

resist the possibility of an adventure.  This fantastical interlude features a giant and a 

dragon that are capable of transforming into the other figure as they attack Brandimarte, 

trying to keep him from entering the palace.  As expected, Brandimarte makes short work 

of these superhuman obstacles, and waiting for something else to happen, he and 

Fiordelisa admire a fresco of prophetic pictures on the palace walls.  This is the third 

ekphrasis that appears in this book, and its purpose is to honor Boiardo’s patrons by 

recounting pictorially the history of the Este clan.  The ekphrasis extends over fourteen 

stanzas.  Heliodorus and Achilles Tacio, as well as the other ancient Greek writers of the 

first through the fourth centuries A.D. discussed in our chapter one, were quite fond of 

this descriptive literary device and employed it on multiple occasions in their novels.  It 

was a useful tool with a variety of purposes, ranging from allowing the writer to exhibit 

his rhetorical skill, to providing a reader with historical or background information, while 

also allowing him/her to foreshadow events through reference to well known 

mythological figures.  After the lengthy description, the damsel on the balcony 
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(Doristella, named by the narrator in stanza seventeen) descends and informs 

Brandimarte that he must kiss whatever he finds in the sepulcher, and that it will demand 

a valiant heart.  In the tomb is the fay Febosilla, who, after being a woman for a thousand 

years, has been obliged to assume the shape of a dragon and to maintain that appearance 

until kissed by someone brave.  

 Fifteen stanzas into Canto xxvi, Febosilla is returned to her human form by 

Brandimarte’s reluctant kiss, and, in gratitude to him, she charms his armor and his horse, 

Batoldo.  She implores the knight to lead Doristella back to her father, King Dolistone, in 

Liza, Syria.  Using the same justification that Fiordelisa did in Book One (xii.4), 

Doristella declares, “Stories make journeys seem much shorter” (II.xxvi.20).  With these 

words, the author subtly indicates a connection between the young maids.  She volunteers 

to relate her novella to Brandimarte and Fiordelisa as they move toward her homeland.  

She speaks of a kidnapped sister, a forced and unfulfilling marriage to the Sobass of 

Bursa, a Turk named Usbego, and her determination to not lose the man she truly loves, 

Teodoro of Armenia.  She explains that Usbego’s unwavering, boundless jealousy led 

him to take desperate measures to keep Doristella under guard, motivating him to seek 

out a barricaded spot to confine her far from her father’s kingdom in Liza.  That place is 

Febosilla’s magic palace, in which, at a later time, a necromancer placed the giant and 

dragon that Brandimarte fought. 

 The young damsel is forced to break off her narration when suddenly a group of 

thieves appears.  Brandimarte captures the leader, Fugiforca, and plans to take him to 

Liza to be hanged.  The rascal recoils at the mention of Liza and shares his story.  He 
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discloses that years ago he kidnapped a daughter of King Dolistone and Queen Peròdia 

(Doristella’s parents) and is certain that torture will be his punishment when they identify 

him.   

 The group reaches the city of Liza at the beginning of Canto xxvii and finds it 

besieged by Teodoro of Armenia, who blames Doristella’s father, Dolistone, for 

Usbego’s departing the kingdom with his love and transporting her to an undisclosed 

destination, thus removing her from his life.  While Brandimarte fights a multitude of 

soldiers, several others capture the ladies and take them to Teodoro.  He recognizes his 

love.  The young man ends the fighting and sends a diplomat to Dolistone and Peròdia, 

suing for peace and asking for Doristella’s hand.  Dolistone recognizes the kidnapper 

Fugiforca (the latter was raised in his household) and demands to know his other 

daughter’s whereabouts.  The criminal only knows that he sold her to the count of Castle 

Wild, located a thousand miles away.  At this moment, Brandimarte asks the king and 

queen if their daughter had any birthmarks.  The berry stain Fiordelisa bears beneath her 

right breast confirms her parentage, and she is joyfully recognized (anagnorisis) as the 

daughter whose absence had been so protracted as to cause them to believe she was dead, 

but now she has been returned to them.  The sisters are reunited and a double wedding 

ensues.  Happy endings, involving multiple weddings occur with great regularity in the 

“Byzantine” works of the Greek novelists of the first through the fourth century A.D. and 

are also a standard in the chivalric literary traditions. 

 The loyal Brandimarte, although pleased to be espoused at last to his devoted 

Fiordelisa, does not stop thinking what could have become of his friend Orlando after the 
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Lestrigon episode and decides to leave for France to search for him.  After passing the 

isles of Rhodes and Crete, a gale sends the ship to Africa, and he and Fiordelisa, by 

coincidence, disembark near Biserta.  Flirting with danger, since Agramante’s law says 

that all Christians that land there are to be killed, Brandimarte informs the African 

commandant that greets him that he is from the Islands Far Away and wishes to prove 

himself in the court of Agramante.  By the walls of Biserta, Brandimarte’s men set up a 

pavilion given to him and Fiordelisa by her parents.  We read another ekphrasis, this one 

of the exquisite embroidery depicting worthy stories and great deeds of the twelve 

Alfonsos, present, past, and future, all ancestors to the Duchess Leonora, daughter of 

Fernando I de Naples) and wife of Ercole d’Este. 

 In the short Canto xxviii, Brandimarte jousts with Agramante and meets Rugiero.  

The three undertake a lion hunt when these wild animals attack the villagers.  At a 

celebratory banquet held the next day in Agramante’s palace, a drummer (the equivalent 

of a fool) points out that Mohammed has chosen a lord (Agramante) who commands 

many lands, who has gathered together many men, and whose power frightens the earth 

and the heavens, but who chooses to waste his time in frivolous activities, when he 

should be carrying out his promise to defeat King Charles.  Insulted, but realizing the 

truth in the drummer’s taunt, Agramante springs into action.  He makes arrangements for 

the governing of his territories in his absence and determines a time frame for the 

departure of his army of thirty-two kings and their respective armies. 

 With Canto xxix, the emphasis on war, bloody duels, and constant discord is 

renewed and lasts until the end, Canto xxxi, the last of Book Two.  Elements 
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characteristic of chivalric literature reappear, such as a detailed accounting of the African 

sovereigns who accompany Agramante, information regarding military strategies, 

revenge re-matches, and massive confrontations, as the narrator relates the effect of the 

influx of the African troops upon Marsilio’s ongoing siege of Montalbano.  The 

advantage in battle swings back and forth several times between the sides.  The peer 

Ranaldo distinguishes himself with his ferocious combat skill and acumen.  We find 

Orlando, on the other hand, hiding in Ardennes Wood, praying for an almost defeat and 

hoping the situation turns so hopeless that Charles will ask him personally to save the 

day.  Under those circumstances he would certainly earn him the prize of Angelica.   

 During the ferocious engagement, Ferraguto, beaten up badly by Ranaldo, seeks 

rest and refreshment in the woods.  Leaning over to drink from the stream, he loses his 

helmet (the one he “borrowed” from Argalia, in I.iii.64-67).  Orlando recognizes him, 

and they talk.  Ferraguto wonders why this normally ferocious and fearless knight is not 

participating in the attack on Christendom, while the valiant Ranaldo wins renown and 

bolsters his reputation.  Orlando burns with rage at Ferraguto’s comments and, casting 

aside his original selfish plan, enters the fray, becoming “�ravele” (II.xxxi.22), slashing 

and smashing pagans with all his might.  Witnessing the damage Orlando is inflicting, but 

not intimidated by his fury, with Balisarda in hand (the sword that can nullify Orlando’s 

charmed invulnerability, stolen from Orlando by Brunello, and given to the young man 

by the latter), Rugiero attacks the Count.  During their duel, Orlando cuts deeply into 

Rugiero’s thigh and, the always-observing, protective Atalante cringes.  Apprehensive 

about the well being of his treasured charge, the false magician forms a deceit with his 
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foul arts and conjures up hordes of raucous men, who seem to trounce the Christian 

troops.  He creates a mock King Charles, who is shouting for help, a counterfeit Olivieri 

in chains being dragged away by a giant, and a mortally wounded fake Ranaldo.  Aghast 

at such shocking images, Orlando ignores Rugiero and rushes to confront the apparitions, 

who lead him far astray.  The evil spirits vanish when Orlando reaches the seashore.   

 Startled and thirsty, Orlando turns and enters the forest.  Bending over a spring’s 

edge, he perceives maids dancing and singing within a crystal palace visible in the 

waters’ depth.  He jumps in to join them and, proceeding toward their palace, he feels 

such great happiness that he forgets who he is and why he came there.  The last canto of 

Book Two closes with Orlando being a prisoner of the Naiads of the Laughing Stream.  

 This is the second time that Orlando loses him memory (the first was when he 

imbibed Dragontina’s amnesiac drink, [I.vi.44].)  These events show Orlando to be 

gullible, not at all analytical, but impulsive and easily manipulated, definitely not the 

attributes of a stalwart heroic figure.  We wonder what long term vision Boiardo had for 

the development of this character who at times seems more a bumbler and buffoon than 

the pious, faithful, selfless tragic epic hero of the Chanson de Roland from which this 

character originally derives. 

 Perhaps Orlando’s rash behaviors could be interpreted as signs of a certain innate 

irrationality, a characteristic / a weakness that might have attracted Ariosto’s attention as 

he embarked on his Furioso.  Possibly these hints regarding Orlando’s tendency toward 

injudicious behavior were the seeds that latter blossomed into his full-blown bout of 

madness in the Furioso.  We speculate that Ariosto might have considered Orlando’s 
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losses of memory as being one step away from a total loss of mental control, that is, 

insanity.  In the Innamorato, Orlando’s actions and mental state are caused by external 

influences, both spells, magical influences.  In the Furioso his insanity is, fundamentally, 

self-imposed, his way of coping with not attaining the object of his desire, the capricious 

flirt Angelica, and losing out to a poor unknown Moorish soldier.  His reaction is, 

although on a much larger scale and a deeper psychological level, similar to that of a 

small child who has a tantrum when he/she cannot have what he/she wants. 

 Boiardo states in the proem of the contents of Book Three that this section will 

relate the deeds of Mandricardo and other knights, present the freeing of Orlando and 

other paladins, offer the genealogy of Rugiero, treat the siege of Paris, and contain 

Fiordespina’s attraction to Bradamante.  This is an ambitious plan, but he manages to 

address all these story lines despite the Book’s containing only nine canti, although some 

are treated more in depth, while others the author clearly intended to expand later.  

However, in the four stanza introduction to Canto i, the narrator promises, as well, to tell 

of military victories by Charles, amazing deeds performed for love by Orlando, and of 

Rugiero, and his betrayal.  Curiously, these promises are not fulfilled in this unfinished 

third section of Boiardo’s poem.  The denouement of the Siege of Paris is not determined, 

Orlando does not undertake any exploits motivated by love, and the development of 

Rugiero’s future remains incomplete.  Nevertheless, there is plenty of interesting action, 

some of it with new characters, Mandricardo, for example, and several loose ends are tied 

up:  the battle at Montalbano reaches it end, and Orlando is rescued from the Laughing 

Stream.  Moreover, the dynastic story involving Rugiero advances.  The reader now 
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knows that Bradamante is the woman he will marry.  Additionally, although the final 

outcome of the battle of Paris looks bleak for the Christians soldiers, the break in 

hostilities effected by the storm that temporarily interrupts the fighting opens the door to 

the possibility of a final victory, about which Boiardo did not have the time to write.  

 Regardless of its length limitations, the overall structure of this Book is similar to 

the others in that, within the canti, Boiardo follows a story line to a point, then interrupts 

the action, most likely with an auditory signal whose origin with be revealed in a later 

canto.  We do note in this Book, however, that there seems to be a slight reduction in the 

number of times per canto that the narrator jumps from the narration of the adventures of 

one character or group to those of another.  Rather, Boiardo tends to stay with one 

character for a longer span of time.  For example, Madricardo’s initial escapades occupy 

all of Canto i and half of Canto ii.  The activities of Grifone and Aquilante take up the 

second half of Canto ii and bleed into one-third of Canto iii.  The second two-thirds are 

occupied with Mandricardo and Gradasso and the rescue of a damsel, Lucina, from an 

evil Ogre (sometimes referred as a “Cyclops”).  In Canto iv, Gradasso and Mandricardo 

join with the pagans versus Christians conflict near Marseilles, but the narrator then 

spotlights Rugiero almost exclusively, while toward the end of that canto, Bradamante 

receives a larger portion of the action.  The future founders of the Este line take over 

Cantos v and vi in toto.  All of Canto vii relates the rescue of Orlando from the Naiads, 

and he becomes an effective force in Canto viii in facing the Saracens during the battle of 

Paris.  Canto ix, in its short twenty-six stanzas, encompasses the infatuation of 
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Fiordespina with the knight (Bradamante) she finds sleeping in the forest.  Let us begin to 

examine more closely the canti in Book Three. 

 We meet new protagonist, Mandricardo, in Canto i of Book Three.  He is the son 

of Agricane of Tartary, who Orlando killed in the siege of Albraca (II.iv.5-37).  An old 

man reminds him of his obligation to avenge his father’s death and, ashamed at his 

inaction, but full of spite and scorn, he leaves his land on foot and without armor.  One 

day he comes upon a large tent standing by a fountain.  He enters and becomes the 

prisoner of the Fountain Fay (who has acquired Hector’s armor, minus the sword, which 

Orlando has).  She offers him the opportunity to prove himself a champion.  After besting 

the warrior Gradasso (also a prisoner), Mandricardo advances to more tasks that will 

propel him to acquiring the coveted arms.  The giant Malapresa falls to him and, the next 

day, in Canto ii, the damsel of the Fay leads him  to a white building where he swears 

loyalty to Hector’s shield.  The courtyard in which the shield is displayed has painted 

arches that depict the story of Ganymede (ekphrasis) and explain the origin of the white 

eagle blazon featured on Hector’s arms.  The eagle was featured on the shield of the 

House of Este family. 

 Mandricardo’s fantastical adventure continues; he reaps magic grain which turns 

into a harvest of wild beasts, fends off an attack by birds, tears loose the tree by its golden 

roots, and slaughters a serpent with magic skin and ten coiled tails.  Finally he is 

recognized as the lord of the maid and of the Fountain Fay.  The latter requires him to 

swear that he will win the magic Durindana, girding himself with no other sword before 

that.  In addition, Mandricardo is admonished to never abandon the white eagle signs.  
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Both promises later spark multiple conflicts with other characters, first with Rugiero 

(over the signs) in Boiardo, III.vi.40-44, and later, in the Furioso, with Ruggiero again, 

Canto XXVI.101-108, and with Gradasso, (over the sword), in Canto XXVII.54-64.  All 

the Fay’s prisoners are released, and Mandricardo and Gradasso, now companions, ride 

away together to “perform strange, wondrous deeds” (III.ii.39), before they reach 

France.  With this foreshadowing of future adventures, narrator continues to appeal to 

reader curiosity. 

 Leaving Madricardo and Gradasso on the road to Paris, the author passes to 

another pair of characters who travel a different road in pagan lands.  They are Grifone 

and Aquilante, twin sons of Olivieri, who both have charmed armor and swords.  About 

the mid-point of Canto ii, they chance upon their guardians, the Black Fay and the White 

Fay, who proceed to conspire to delay their prescribed fate (death in battle) in Paris.218  

To preserve their lives a little longer, the fays asks the brothers to kill a knight named 

Orrillo that purportedly has been persecuting and tormenting them.  Orrillo is the son of a 

fay and goblin, and his enchantment consists of his ability to never die, but to 

continuously reassemble himself after suffering injury; whenever he loses a body part, it 

can reattach to make him whole again.  He also has an enormous crocodile with 

impenetrable skin which Grifone and Aquilante take turns fighting, until, working 

together, they manage to dispatch him.  In the process of their seemingly never-ending 

                                                
218 Ariosto does not assign them that destiny.  They survive to the end of the Furioso and witness Rinaldo 
confront and kill Rodomonte in canto XLVI.  
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struggle with Orrillo, the narrator announces the passing of an unnamed armored 

cavalier leading a giant on a chain, of whom no further mention is made.219   

 Left to wonder about the identity of this person, we are sent back, at stanza 

twenty-two, to follow Gradasso and Mandricardo, who have traveled through Syria and 

reached the sea.  They spy a naked damsel tied with chains upon a rock.  The despairing 

maiden, Lucina, now wife of Norandino, king of Damascus (for whom Orlando fought at 

the tournament in Cyprus), is the prisoner of a “Cyclops” (who, in reality, is blind) that 

feasts on human flesh.  Her story, begun here in medias res, is not fully developed in 

Boiardo, but Ariosto picks up the thread in the Furioso (Canto XVII) and builds on the 

skeleton Boiardo provides here.  Both Saracens confront the beast.  He captures and 

chains Gradasso; however, Mandricardo takes advantage of ogre’s lack of sight, and, 

after the monstrous being falls into a chasm, has time to free both Lucina and his friend.  

As they gallop away along the seashore, fleeing the seemingly invincible beast, 

Providence provides rescue in the form of a ship belonging to king Tibiano (Lucina’s 

father).  A wind and tempest come up as they speed away in the vessel, and the narrator 

ends the canto because “Things of delight need to be varied” (III.iii.60.v8). 

 The storm at sea blows Tibiano’s ship to Aigues-Mortes on the French coast, and, 

as Canto iv commences, the travelers land not knowing exactly where they are.  All of a 

sudden, they hear loud trumpets, horns and drums, and men fighting.  Gradasso and 

                                                
219 Ariosto turns this reference to an unnamed figure into an adventure for Astolfo in which he captures the 
giant Caligorante with his magic horn (a gift from Logistilla) and ties him with a chain.  On the way to 
Jerusalem, he comes across the brothers still combating the constantly reconstituting knight, Orrilo (XV.42-
67). 
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Mandricardo leave Tibiano and Lucina (separation) and, from the summit of a hill, they 

observe Agramante’s campaign against King Charles (begun back in II.xxix).   

 The author offers a brief recapitulation of the reason for the campaign and makes 

it a point to indicate that Orlando is not present to help his king, reminding us that he 

had “been subdued and caught by maidens” (III.iv.8), which occurred at the end of Book 

II.  Rugiero’s fierce involvement in the combat is noted, and he and Ranaldo engage in 

battle for the first time, neither one knowing the identity of the other.  The contest 

between the Christians and Saracens lasts and lasts, and the Christians falter against the 

massive rabble that Agramante has amassed.  Rugiero and Ranaldo are on foot, but 

cannot continue because the swarm of combatants, the routed and disorganized Christians 

and the overflowing mob of Saracens, presses against them.  With their battle impeded, 

Ranaldo determines that he can best serve Charlemagne’s disheartened troops if he is 

mobile and astride Baiardo (he had previously dismounted to fight Rugiero).  Baiardo has 

stayed close by, but when Ranaldo attempts to mount him, the horse turns and runs away.  

The peer gives chase into the woods, and the narrator promises that he will “find high 

adventure there” (III.iv.40.v4).  This is the last we hear of Ranaldo in this poem. 

 The narrator reverts to Rugiero who is also in need of transportation, but finds 

that the bishop Turpino has appropriated his Frontino.  After Turpino tumbles off the 

horse into a marsh and Rugiero saves him, Rugiero graciously offers further use of the 

steed to him.  The bishop is impressed with his courteous offer, but returns the animal.  

The Christians are pushed back to Paris and its gates.  Rugiero wanders on his steed, 

coming to where Rodamonte and Bradamante are struggling.  She has taken over the 
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fight during Orlando’s swoon (II.xxv.11-12).  Both the Saracen and the Christian are 

unknown entities for Rugiero, but Rugiero amiably announces to them both that Charles 

has been defeated and has departed from Gascony.  Rodamonte, irritated over 

Bradamante’s interfering in his battle with Orlando (who has been knocked unconscious), 

denies Bradamante’s request for a postponement of their struggle.  Rugiero rebukes him 

for his ill-behaved nobility and tells Bradamante that he will assume the duel for her so 

that she can follow her liege.  She departs.  No authorial comment closes the canto. 

 The narrator begins Canto v with a metaphor.  He points out the variety he has 

incorporated in his work; he has planted different flowers in his garden, so that each 

person can find something to like.  Some will be drawn to the aspects of love; others will 

prefer the fierce fights.  With these verses, we feel that Boiardo is expressing concern 

about the unity of his poem and wishes to justify the incorporation of such a large number 

of adventures and novelle in his poem  

 Rugiero and Rodamonte face off in a furious match, but the narrator divulges 

(prophecy) that Rugiero will not die in their impassioned fight since “his hour had not 

struck” (III.v.5, 3).  Bradamante interrupts the duel when she returns after having 

considered that her behavior in letting Rugiero join her duel had been discourteous.  She 

feels compelled to apologize to Rugiero for her misstep.  In spite of her loyalty to the 

emperor, she has determined that she is bound more to herself and her personal honor 

than to the emperor.  She catches Rugiero at the moment in which he is delivering a 

stunning blow to Rodamonte that leaves the Saracen unconscious and his sword on the 
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ground.  Rugiero waits patiently and chivalrously, not wanting to breach the tenet of 

chivalry that forbids striking an unarmed foe. 

 Bradamante is touched by his courteous actions and inspired to discover the 

identity of this deferential individual.  When Rodamonte recovers from his swoon, and 

seeing his hand empty, realizes that he had been vanquished by his opponent, he, as well, 

is moved by Rugiero’s courtly politeness and declares Rugiero “the world’s best 

cavalier” (III.v.12, 7).  The ferocious, but now meek, African declares that his own 

“prowess is not worth a straw” and offers to serve the youth whenever the need might 

arise.220  He departs to seek out the pagan camp. 

 Now alone, Rugiero and Bradamante converse and exchange background 

information (willing narrators and listeners).  The future head of the Este dynasty 

explains in detail his august lineage (He is descended from Hector) and his father’s 

betrayal, followed by his upbringing under the care of a wizard.  Bradamante listens, 

enraptured and “on fire with love” (III.v.39, 5).  The young man believes the Christian 

knight is a man (mistaken identity) and is greatly surprised (his heart trembles) when the 

maiden, after identifying herself as belonging to the house of Chiaramonte and Mongrana 

and admitting that she is sister to Ranaldo, suddenly removes her helmet and reveals her 

face and cascading locks.  As Rugiero begins to uncover his face, the crashing sound of a 

group of armed mounted men cuts short their quiet moment.  A posse of pagans is 

looking for stranglers after Agramante and his allies have decimated the Christians and 

sent them packing to Paris.  Assuming that Bradamante is a Christian enemy, the brutal 
                                                
220 This occasion never arises in the Innamorato.  In the Furioso, the two characters remain enemies. 
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and zealous Martasino (new king of Garamanta) immediately attacks the bareheaded 

maiden and inflicts a gaping head wound.  She does not faint, but rather, after binding the 

gash, returns to cut and slice the enemy; with one fierce swing, she halves Barigano (king 

of Bernica and Rassa).  In a paroxysm of rage, the five enemy kings instantly converge 

on Bradamante, and Rugiero, calling the Saracens “discourteous” and “traitors,” releases 

his fearsome strength, first upon Pinadoro.  The Maid singles out Martasino, and, in the 

moment she charges him (III.v.57, 4), the narrator proclaims that he will reserve the 

result “for later.”  Another canto ends with the action frozen in mid-stride. 

 The “later” arrives right away, at the beginning of Canto vi.  Bradamante strikes 

the king with such a ferocious blow that she stuns him, knocking Martasino back in his 

saddle.  Daniforte (seneschal of Tunis) brings forth thirty or more followers to challenge 

the Maid, who defends herself competently against the rabble void of armor and shields.  

Ever vigilant of her companion’s circumstances, she sees Martasino, now revived, deliver 

a vicious blow to Rugiero’s head, rendering him unconscious.  Infuriated, Bradamante 

forsakes the assault of the four other kings and, vexed and violent, proceeds to rush the 

despicable rogue and slaughter him.  The three remaining kings confer and determine that 

Daniforte should go at the damsel, fake a retreat, and then draw her off so that the other 

two, along with some eight other soldiers that have managed to survive Bradamante’s and 

Rugiero’s fury, can finish off the young peer without interference from the warrior maid.   

 The author thus separates the lovely couple and chooses to follow the young maid 

first.  Far from the initial point of confrontation, Bradamante tumbles to the ground when 

her horse falls jumping over a ditch, but she is unscathed.  However, Daniforte is certain 
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he can eliminate his vulnerable prey quickly.  But Bradamante also knows how to 

deceive, and beats the seneschal at his own game:  she feigns a final collapse.  The 

Saracen climbs down from his horse.  She ceases to play dead and decapitates him.  Night 

is fast approaching and the Maid, wounded and tired, now realizes she is lost.  Mounted 

on Daniforte’s steed, she drops the reins and lets the animal wander. 

 The narrator indicates that we will pick up Bradamante’s tracks later, and he 

reconnects with Rugiero and his difficulties with the adversaries Pinadoro (king of 

Constantine) and Mordante (king of Tolometta).  We readers are assured in an authorial 

comment hat this fight with end quickly, and indeed it does, as Rugiero prevails over 

both men, sending them to a bloody death.  At this point, night has descended, and the 

young man in love is alone and distressed not to find Bradamante there.  He begins to 

search for the beautiful maiden and comes upon two barons by a cliff (III.vi.34), whose 

names are not disclosed for another ten stanzas.  (We learn then that they are 

Mandricardo and Gradasso.)  These nameless cavaliers agree to assist him in his search 

for his “close companion” (a designation Rugiero uses so as not to reveal Bradamante’s 

gender).  Their camaraderie begins to unravel when Mandricardo sees that Rugiero’s 

shield bears Hector’s blazon, the white eagle, the same signs the Tartar promised the 

Fountain Fay to always defend.  Mandricardo is still without a sword, and Rugiero 

wonders how they will combat.  The Tartar explains who he is and that he seeks to obtain 

his blade Durindana from Milone’s son (Orlando).  He declares that he and Rugiero can 

fight with clubs.  When Gradasso hears talk of Durindana, he declares that he was the 

first to search for that sword and, he challenges Mandricardo to a duel.  Tempers are out 
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of control, and the kings engage in combat.  Rugiero does his best to part them, but is 

unsuccessful.  All of a sudden, in the distance, a cavalier and a maid appear.  Rugiero 

meets them and explains the ridiculous situation (fighting over a sword they do not have).  

In the next instant, the two barons recognize each other (the couple is Brandimarte and 

Fiordelisa) recalling the time they hunted with Agramante outside Biserta.  Brandimarte 

informs the combatants that Orlando is a victim of enchantment, and he enlists their aid 

in freeing him from the Laughing River, home of the Naiads.  Rugiero decides to tag 

along, and the canto ends with the narrator’s designating what is to come a “strange 

adventure” and a “foul spell” (III.vi.57.v6), always enticing his reader with intriguing 

descriptions. 

 In Canto vii, Brandimarte and wife, Gradasso, and Rugiero (Mandricardo lost 

when lots were drawn to determine the participants in the adventure) rescue Orlando, 

from the Naiads’ bewitchment in the Laughing Stream.  The ladies in the stream are 

mistresses of deception who imprison unsuspecting knights mesmerizing them with their 

charm and magic art.  Fiordelisa possesses, as in other occasions, the know-how 

necessary to counteract their debilitating bedevilment.  (Boiardo refers to her as “maestra 

in tutte l’arte,” [III.vii.5.v 6.].)  Nevertheless, Rugiero and Gradasso fail to follow her 

explicit instructions and find themselves below water in the company of Orlando.  

Brandimarte is on the verge of succumbing to the Naiads’ charm, when Fiordelisa 

resourcefully employs an artifice that succeeds in liberating all three knights who, once 

out of the water, have no recollection of their prior predicament. 
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 Another chance meeting brings into their midst an unnamed dwarf who is seeking 

assistance in avenging “The greatest, strangest villainy” (III.v.8.v4), with those words 

piquing the knights’ and the reader’s curiosity.  Because Boiardo’s work was left 

unfinished, the reader never knows what new adventure the author had in mind.  

However, the effect of this crossing of paths is that the group splits up:  Gradasso and 

Rugiero accompany the dwarf, while Orlando, Brandimarte, and Fiordelisa head to Paris.  

As another consequence of the dwarf’s petition for help, we witness a demonstration of 

Rugiero’s indomitable spirit and fearlessness, as compared to Orlando’s fear of demonic 

works and fairy spells (recall, he has just escaped from the Naiads), and the young man’s 

willingness to undertake chivalric causes. 

 But before the group disperses, Gradasso, claiming that Durindana is actually his 

(Charles promised it to him, I.vii.43), asks Orlando to relinquish it.  The Count’s 

response is to draw that sword, and another duel ensues; Gradasso wields his scimitar.  

The king pounds Orlando on the helmet, and the latter teeters, unconscious.  Brigliadoro 

bears him off, but once the Count awakens, he wants to continue the battle.  With 

diplomacy and civil speeches, Rugiero and the dwarf convince the determined 

combatants to mend their rivalry.   

 The narrator declares that he will reserve Rugiero’s and king Gradasso’s deeds 

for later, and he directs his attention to the group who one morning sees Paris, besieged 

and ringed with enemies.  Only one peer, Ogiero, the Dane, maintains the defense inside 

the city walls (the rest of the peers are Agramante’s prisoners).  Orlando is saddened by 
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the prospect of the overwhelming defeat of the Christian.  Then, suddenly, a great roar 

emits from the camp, and the narration ends. 

 The air trembles and the earth echoes as the pagan army commences its assault on 

Paris at the opening of Canto viii.  Two-thirds of the canto covers the bloody encounters 

between the Saracens and the Christian defenders.  The daring Brandimarte and Orlando 

attack the Saracen’s central tent and free the more than one hundred Christians that 

Agramante had previously imprisoned there.  Orlando stalls Rodamonte’s scaling of the 

towers of the city.  A spire falls on Orlando’s head and leaves him unconscious.  The 

author foreshadows the death of a list of pagans that Brandimarte engages.  Charles the 

Great topples Agramante from his horse with his lance.  The defenders of Christendom 

are on their way to suffering a disastrous route when, suddenly, a gale crashes through 

the sky, producing torrential rains.  An earthquake rumbles and shakes the structures, and 

the hostilities cease.  The intervention of Providence functions as a deus ex machina.  Not 

only do natural forces interrupt the battle, but the narrator, as well, stops his description 

of it.  

 At stanza fifty-two, the narrator restarts the thread dominated by Bradamante, 

giving a recapitulation of her battle with Daniforte (III.vi.16-29).  We find her wandering 

in the woods, lost and wounded.  She stumbles upon a hermitage and requests care and 

shelter.  Surprised to see a human face after sixty years of living alone, the hermit relates 

to her a vision he saw that morning involving Rugiero.  A vessel bearing souls was 

proceeding through the air with oars, and the helmsman of the ship announced that 

Rugiero has left France without being baptized.  Bradamante is heartbroken to think her 
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beloved is far away and unprotected by faith.  In the process of treating her, the hermit 

discovers she is a woman, and, after attending to her lesions, he obliges her to leave his 

hut.  By a stream, she dismounts, drinks, and lays down to rest.  Not long afterwards, 

Fiordespina (Fiordispina, daughter of Marsilio of Spain), out on a hunting trip, finds her 

asleep.  The sight of “him” provokes her thoughts to love. 

 In the second-to-the last stanza of this Book, Boiardo leaves the ladies seated 

beside a river, beneath the shade of tree.  In the last stanza, he draws the reader into his 

present, as he laments the fate of Italy which is suffering yet another invasion by the 

French at the moment he is composing his poem.221 

ORLANDO FURIOSO 

 
 We will now move on to discuss Ariosto’s Orlando furioso in which we continue 

to witness the confluence of the “Byzantine” and chivalric literary traditions.222  In our 

estimation, Ariosto seems to have a better control over the blending process of these  

                                                
221 It is interesting to note in the Furioso the status of the main storylines and characters abandoned so 
abruptly by the author.  As we just saw, Bradamante is resting in the woods being admired by Fiordespina.  
Ariosto expands this situation and weaves it into three canti, XXII, XXIII, and XXV.  Rodomonte is 
process of chasing Orlando when the Battle of Paris is suspended by rain.  That contest resumes in Canto 
VIII of the Furioso; it is that very night of the rain when we find Orlando for the first time, having a 
sleepless night thinking about Angelica, who at the end of the Innamorato is under guard by Duke Namo. 
That same night, she escaped into the woods and comes upon Rinaldo and Gradasso.  Rinaldo is pursuing 
Baiardo who is running into the woods.  Astolfo is last seen being spirited away whale in Alcina’s 
kingdom.  Ariosto presents him in Canto VI transformed into a myrtle bush, and makes him an 
indispensable character in the Furioso.  
 
222 For our English citations from the Orlando furioso, we use Reynolds translation.  We use the Turchi 
edition for the Italian citations.  References are to canto, stanza, and verse, where needed, eg., IX.78.v35. 
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traditions.  He demonstrates a better sense of how to achieve a more palatable and 

entertaining synthesis of these genres than his predecessor Boiardo, particularly in the 

adeptness with which he transitions from storyline to storyline.  Boiardo seems familiar 

with the “Byzantine” element of entrelacement, but, in his application of it, appears to 

lack the finesse to consistently maintain a smooth narrative flow. 

 We feel it is appropriate to approach Ariosto’s masterpiece in a slightly different 

manner from that which we used with the Innamorato.  We judge it to be more 

expeditious and less cumbersome to briefly identify just the “Byzantine” narrative and 

structural elements in the canti, while, overall, offering only limited plot elaboration.  

Moreover, we are of the opinion that an examination, at the most, of the first twenty-four 

canti is sufficient to expose the variety of  “Byzantine” elements present therein and the 

consistency with which Ariosto synchronizes the “Byzantine” and chivalric techniques 

and motifs in his narrative poem.  The material in canti twenty-five through forty-six is, 

generally speaking, more heavily weighted toward military endeavors, strategies, bloody 

conflicts, and, perhaps, a slight increase in the utilization of magic,223 miracles, and 

divine intervention/Providence,224 as well as the use of allegory.225  The construction of 

the poem from Canti XXIV through XLVI continues to reflect  “Byzantine” influence:  

                                                
223 Malagigi summons demons/spirits twice.  We read two interpolated tales featuring magical devices: the 
nappo incantato (magic cup), and the story dancing dog who is really a sorceress temporarily transformed. 
 
224 Astolfo travels to heaven and to the moon, recovers Orlando’s wits, battles harpies, cures Senapo 
(Prester John), catches the South Wind in a wineskin, and turns boulders into horses, leaves into ships.  The 
ship of the Seven Kings, tossed by storms, makes its way empty and unmanned to the shores of Biserta. 
 
225 Dame Discord and Pride sow their seeds among the Saracens to elicit infighting.  An allegory regarding 
Rinaldo’s emotions concerning Angelica features Jealousy and Scorn. The Black Angel (Satan) sends 
demons to strengthen the Saracen cause and weaken the Christian defenders 
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story lines are interrupted, characters convene and disperse, parallel actions are narrated, 

interpolated stories intervene in the main actions, recapitulations are common, surprises, 

suspense, and curiosity keep the reader intrigued.  While the application of “Byzantine” 

technique and elements remains obvious, our analysis reveals that the bulk of the features 

we identify in the first twenty-four canti are repeated in the last twenty-two canti of the 

poem.  It would seem excessive, and perhaps even tedious to the reader, to engage in 

monotonous restatement of what we have already pointed out.  Moreover, we contend 

that our analysis of the first half of this marvelous poem suffices to prove Ariosto’s 

interest in the “Byzantine” literary characteristics, as well as his striving for an intricate 

harmonization of the two literary traditions.  In this section, we will continue to indicate 

in italics “Byzantine” features used by the author and remind our reader that some 

elements, such as continual meetings and separations, prophecies, and all manner of 

deception, are also identified with the chivalric literary tradition, which had already been 

impacted by the “Byzantine.”  We begin with Canto I of the Furioso. 

 After the dedication of the poem to his patron Ercole, Duke of Ferrara, in Canto I, 

Ariosto takes several stanzas to reintroduce the principals of the poem, Angelica, 

Orlando, and Rinaldo, with some flashbacks regarding the circumstances surrounding the 

presence of the three in Paris.  King Charles has forestalled the fight between the cousins 

by placing Angelica under Count Namo’s care, until one or the other of the paladins 

proves his superiority in battle defending against Agramante’s forces.  Several mini-

recapitulations appear in short order as more of Boiardo’s characters (including 

Ferraguto, Gradasso, and Baiardo (Rinaldo’s horse) step into and out of the stage, in a 
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series of chance meetings and separations of persons.  Loud noises (rumori) and human 

shrieks announce the arrival of sometimes mysterious or unknown characters into a 

scene, these often not identified until later, such as the white knight who enters at stanza 

fifty-nine and is not named until stanza seventy (Bradamante), a technique that arouses 

curiosity and flames the reader’s interest.  The supernatural, in the form of the ghost of 

Argalia, is used to plant the seeds for a future conflict between Ferraù and Orlando over 

the latter’s helmet.  We observe also the continual play of recognition (Angelica 

recognizes Rinaldo, Ferraù recognizes Angelica) and non-recognition (Sacripante does 

not realize the white knight is a woman).  Marked by cinematic constant motion, 

Sacripante’s pitiful lament about the absence of his love precedes another deceitful 

performance of Angelica who, already in Boiardo, has cajoled the king of Circassia into 

performing a mission on her behalf.  Now, he naively falls again for her beguiling charm.  

An authorial explanation reminds the reader of the effect of the two fountains presented 

in the Innamorato and the canto concludes at a moment of tension:  Rinaldo, on foot, is 

angrily approaching Sacripante, mounted on the paladin’s errant destrier, Baiardo. 

 The action in Canto II is markedly less convoluted, restricted to mainly covering 

events dealing with Rinaldo and Bradamante.  The author intervenes and explains 

Baiardo’s strange behavior (he will not cooperate during the duel; he does not want his 

master [Rinaldo] hurt).  While Rinaldo and Sacripante duel over Angelica, she flees, soon 

encountering a lascivious hermit who conjures a sprite from his magic book for the 

purpose of relieving her of Rinaldo’s insistent stalking.  The scheme consists of having a 

messenger tell Rinaldo that Orlando has found Angelica and that the couple is headed 
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back to Paris.  Once Rinaldo return to the city, Charlemagne sends Rinaldo away 

(separation) to England to obtain reinforcements.   

 With Rinaldo far away, the author turns to Bradamante (at stanza thirty) and 

gives a recapitulation of her relationship with Ruggiero.  She has just (in Canto I) sent 

Sacripante sprawling on the ground, and then, continuing her search for Ruggiero, by 

chance she comes upon crestfallen Pinabello, of the Maganza House.  He woefully 

shares the tale of the abduction of his lady by a knight in armor mounted on a bird-like 

quadruped (strangers meeting and telling their story).  In the process of tracking her 

down, he discovered a Castle of Steel, impossible to scale.  He assumes the structure is 

the work of a necromancer.  The Maganzan relates that Gradasso, the dwarf, and 

Ruggiero came along (at the end of the Innamorato, after the rescue from the Naiads, the 

two knights are petitioned by the dwarf to lend assistance in an adventure), and he 

enlisted their aid to rescue his damsel.  They fought a “knight” (Atlante disguised) on the 

flying horse and, bedazzled by his magic shield, became his prisoners in his impenetrable 

Castle of Steel.  When a messenger suddenly interrupts the chance meeting, Pinabello 

learns that the Maid is a Clairmont (arch enemies of the Maganza clan), and immediately 

starts to calculate a way to betray her.  His deceit results in her lying unconscious at the 

bottom of a cavern.  The canto ends, and the author leaves the reader wondering as to 

her fate.  

 Canto III, focusing entirely on Bradamante, features the prophecy pronounced by 

Merlin in which he reveals that she is predestined to bring honor to all Italy.  A wise and 

helpful, nameless enchantress, (functioning like the powerful and caring goddesses in the 
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“Byzantine” novels), conjures spirits from a book to assume the semblance of 

Bradamante’s heirs.  The sorceress (Melissa, not named until Canto VII) instructs 

Bradamante as to how to liberate Ruggiero from Atlante’s castle and reveals the secrets 

of Angelica’s magic ring (introduced in Boiardo).   

 Pinabello’s death is foreshadowed (III.6) at the beginning of the canto and the 

reader is left in suspense at its end.  Bradamante and Pinabello are eyeing one another 

carefully, both brooding betrayal, when suddenly they are startled by a mighty roar 

(“l’orecchia da un rumor lor fu intruonata” III.77, line 4). 

 The writer continues to follow the Bradamante/Pinabello scene in Canto IV and 

explains immediately that what the two opponents perceive is the din created by Atlante 

and the hippogriff.  When the Maid manages to defeat Atlante, the Castle of Steel and he 

disappear.  Ruggiero and Bradamante see each other for the first time since they were 

separated in Boiardo.  Their reunion is extremely brief.  Ruggiero spies the hippogriff 

and, because he has not experience in controlling him, the quadruped is able to fly off 

with him and Atlante’s magic shield.  Bradamante grieves at their separation. 

 In the last third of this canto, the action switches to Rinaldo who is now in 

Scotland.  An abbot he meets proposes an enterprise that will bring the peer fame and 

honor by championing a damsel.  The first inset story begins, that of Ginevra, daughter of 

the king of Scotland (Canti IV.50-72, V (all), VI.3-16).  Her tale begins in medias res; 

she is already in prison when Rinaldo learns of her predicament.  Rinaldo determines that 

he will rescue her.  The next day, the paladin hears screams in the forest and discovers 

Dalinda, the Scottish princess’s lady-in-waiting who is about to be killed by two evil 
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ruffians (paid by Polinesso, the Duke of Albany).  Saved from death by Rinaldo, Dalinda 

relates Ginevra’s plight.  The story goes as follows. 

 Polinesso desired to possess Ginevra, who is in love with an Italian baron, 

Ariodante (love triangle).  First, the Duke of Albany used Dalinda (who is in love with 

Polinesso) as a go-between in an attempt to win over Ginevra.  That plan having failed, 

the Duke prevailed upon Dalinda to dress and act like Ginevra (deceit, disguise, 

mistaken identity) to fool Ariodante into relinquishing his claim to her.  When Ariodante, 

from afar, witnesses “Ginevra” admitting Polinesso to her chambers, he is crushed, feels 

defeated, and rushes away.  A stranger reports to Ginevra that Ariodante has apparently 

drowned after plunging into the sea (attempted suicide).  Believing that his brother’s 

“death” was caused by Ginevra’s infidelity, Lurcanio denounced the damsel.  As a result, 

she has been sentenced to death, according to Scottish law, unless someone champions 

her.  Rinaldo is prepared to duel on her behalf when a squire of the king reports that an 

unknown knight (mysterious, unnamed person) has arrived to defend Ginevra against her 

accuser.  Ariodante, in disguise, has returned to defend his love (Scheintod, resurrection).  

After Rinaldo prevails upon the king to suspend the joust, (Lurcanio does not recognize 

his brother during their conflict), the Italian baron reveals himself (revelation of identity).  

Polinesso confesses and dies, and the king allows the reunited lovers to marry.  Nothing 

more is said about Ginevra in the poem, but later, Ariodante participates with the Scottish 

army in the battle for Paris, and even fights along side Rinaldo (Canto XVIII.155). 

 This inset story is filled with standard “Byzantine” elements:  love complication, 

go-between, disguises, apparent death, mysterious, unnamed persons, reunion and happy 
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marriage of the lovers.  But structurally, we believe that it is an example of an 

interpolated story that, although entertaining, could easily be removed since the only link 

with the central story that we find is that Rinaldo assists in resolving the problematical 

situation of the principals.  One could also argue, however, that Ariosto attempts to 

establish a tighter connection when he begins Canto VI with authorial commentary on the 

theme of deceit and that topic is extensively treated in Ruggiero’s experiences with the 

devious Alcina which begin after the resolution of the Ginevra/Ariodante story. 

 The action in Canto VI changes to Ruggiero at stanza sixteen.  He is on the 

hippogriff after having been freed from Atlante’s Palace of Steel.  He descends on 

Alcina’s island, where he commences his exploits with this deceitful sorceress.  The 

author provides a recapitulation of events from Boiardo’s work to explain Astolfo’s 

current condition:  Alcina, tiring of his company, has turned him into a myrtle tree that 

now talks to Ruggiero.  The son of Otto of England, depicted in Boiardo as somewhat 

arrogant buffoon, warns Ruggiero about the mistress of the island (foreshadowing), 

advice that the youth disregards.  A lengthy description of the “beauty” of the 

manipulative, fickle enchantress prepares us for her devious and lascivious behavior.  

Seduced by her false charm, Ruggiero doubts the veracity of Astolfo’s warnings and 

forgets his beloved Bradamante.  He spends his days in pursuit of pleasure with Alcina. 

 Abruptly, the narrator turns his attention to Bradamante, who, in her search for 

the man she loves, continues to inquire about Ruggiero’s whereabouts.  Determined to 

seek help from Melissa, the sorceress, she heads for the cave containing Merlin’s tomb. 

There the kind enchantress explains that Atlante sent Ruggiero into Alcina’s realm so 
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that he would forget Bradamante and never regain his friend.  Basically, he uses his 

magic to enslave the youth.  Promising to rescue him in a matter of days, Melissa 

conjures up a horse for transportation and travels to Alcina’s realm.  Once there, she 

disguises herself as Atlante, rebukes Ruggiero, and breaks Alcina’s spell with Angelica’s 

ring (called the “ring of reason” because it sees the truth, in Canto VIII.2).  The young 

man comes to his senses and finally sees Alcina as she truly is, a hideous, conniving old 

hag.  Once freed from the enchantment of the evil sorceress, Ruggiero thoughts of 

Bradamante return.  His escape from her realm occupies the first twenty stanzas of Canto 

VIII. 

 Already in these seven canti we perceive a difference in the Ariosto’s 

construction of the narrative as compared to that of Boiardo’s.  Up to this point, Ariosto 

has spent, essentially, over two and one-half canti with Bradamante’s story, taken us to 

Rinaldo in Scotland and developed an interpolated story that occupies the later half of 

Canto four, all of five and a portion of six, and then, abandoning the peer, he reconnects 

with Ruggiero’s story.  His vicissitudes are then related over the span of approximately 

three more canti.  What we are witnessing are large blocks of narration devoted to a 

single story line, a feature that lends the work a smoother narrative flow.  In the 

Innamorato, the frequent jumping back and forth to the actions of different characters and 

the doling out information in short spurts results in an uneven, choppy narrative that can 

become tedious for the reader as he/she struggles to put all the pieces together into some  

 At stanza twenty-one in Canto VIII, the narrator leaves Ruggiero on the beach in 

a wasteland between Alcina’s and Logistilla’s realms and we will not see him again until 
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Canto X.  The narrator then advances three other plots, “…like a good instrumentalist / 

who plays on many different strings” (VIII.29.v1-2):  Rinaldo has moved to England for 

reinforcements for Charlemagne; Angelica encounters a scheming hermit; Orlando 

finally appears in the narrative, the night a sudden downpour (divine providence) has 

temporarily suspended the hostilities at the Battle of Paris (in the Innamorato), saving the 

Christians from total destruction.  The second and third storylines exhibit a number of 

“Byzantine” elements.  The crafty lustful hermit tries to touch Angelica, who strikes and 

pushes him back (defense of chastity).  He uses a magic juice (magic potion) on her eyes 

that induces heavy slumber to aid in carrying out his sexual assault, but he proves to be 

impotent.  He and Angelica are abducted by the pirates from the Island of Ebuda, whose 

land has been taken over by sea monsters needing humans to feed on daily.   

 The narrator leaves the Indian princess in captivity, and diverts back to Paris.  It 

is nighttime and in a soliloquy directed at the absent Angelica, Orlando laments his 

reprehensive behavior toward her and expresses his regret for having entrusted her to 

Count Namo, from whom she is certain to escape.  In a fitful slumber, he dreams that he 

is searching for her and hears her voice calling for help.  Convinced that his lady is in 

danger, he disguises himself, donning black arms (instead of his usual quartered signs), 

and quits Paris.  Brandimarte, without telling Fiordiligi (“Fiordelisa” in the Innamorato), 

follows him, and that couple, now separated, will have many individual adventures 

during their time apart.  The loyal damsel hunts continually for her husband. 

 In Canto IX, Orlando continues his search for Angelica (it is now spring), and, 

dressed in Arab garb to cover his identity (disguise), he inquires about her among the 
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Spanish and African troops.  In northwest France, a damsel (stranger) tells him (Canto 

IX.9-14) that King Oberto of Hibernia (Ireland) is preparing to move against the cruel 

Ebudans and challenges him to assist, if he wishes to show his valor.  She relates how the 

inhabitants of that island hunt for women to feed the voracious beast that inhabits their 

land.  After hearing the description of the horrible beast and his appetite for human flesh 

Orlando comes to associate those circumstances with the danger he assumes (from his 

dream) assail Angelica.  He believes he will find her on that island and departs from 

Bretagne by sea only to meet a storm that blows the ship to Antwerp.  There an old 

messenger asks him to rally to the aid of a fair maid (unnamed).  At this point detoured 

from his goal of reaching Ebuda, Orlando accompanies the venerable figure to meet 

Olimpia, daughter of the Count of Holland, who tells her story up to this moment, while 

the Count curiously listens.  Orlando will participate with members of this new inset 

story for three canti.  As with several of the interpolated stories in his poem, Ariosto 

avails himself of significant number of  “Byzantine” elements to spin this story.  

Additionally, he has been careful to associate this lengthy digression to one of the main 

characters of the larger narrative (Orlando), while, at the same time, he weaves the story 

into a logical position within the poem:  it delays Orlando in his quest for Angelica, and, 

while he does eventually arrive on the Island of Ebuda to rescue Olimpia, he is unaware 

that Angelica was, indeed, there at one point, but was rescued by Ruggiero prior to his 

arrival.  The Olimpia story occupies Canti IX, X.1-34, and three-fourths of XI, after 

which we have no further notice of her or Oberto. 
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 Olimpia’s story is as follows.  The daughter of the Count of Holland, Olimpia 

falls in love with Bireno, Duke of Zealand.  But King Cimosco of Friesland wants to 

marry his son, Arbante, to her.  When she and her father refuse that plan, Cimosco 

invades Holland and begins a war, killing her father and brothers.  Now unprotected, 

Olimpia has no choice but to acquiesce to the unwanted marriage.  However, unwilling to 

compromise her fidelity to Bireno by submitting to her new husband’s expectations in the 

bedroom, Olimpia murders Arbante, cutting his throat on their wedding night.  Cimosco 

flames with revenge.  He kills and burns the houses of her supporters.  Prior to the 

wedding he had taken Bireno prisoner when the latter tried to help Holland with its war.  

The king wants to kill him, too; however, his malevolent inclinations and his hate for 

Olimpia inspire an even crueler plan.  He makes known the stipulation that Olimpia’s 

friends must turn her over to him within one year or he will kill her love Bireno.  The 

damsel tells Orlando she has tried to raise troops to combat her enemy, but with no 

success.  She is now destitute and sees only one option:  surrender herself to Cimosco so 

that the duke can go free.   

 But, she does not trust Cimosco and wants to be assured that Bireno will be 

released.  She seeks a champion to escort her to her doom in Friesland and who will make 

certain that the king will indeed release Bireno unharmed once she is in Cimosco’s 

custody.  She asks for Orlando’s help.  He is determined to rescue both her and Bireno, 

and sends a messenger to Friesland saying that he is passing cavalier who represents 

Olimpia and wants to challenge the king.  The king agrees, but plans to trick Orlando.  

His machinations are no match for the senator of Rome, who outwits and kills him.  All 
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the Friesians are taken prisoners.  Holland and Zealand unite.  Olimpia is reinstated and 

gives her countship to Bireno.   

 Bireno and Olimpia set sail for Zealand where they are to be married.  Bireno, 

however, is feigning his love for her.  He now fancies Cimosco’s daughter and wants to 

rid himself of his new wife.  En route to Zealand, the faithless lover abandons Olimpia on 

a deserted island.  There the narrator interrupts her story leaving her on the shore, 

sobbing at her misfortune and wailing her desperation, until the next canto.   

 The narrator resumes the story of Ruggiero’s return to the West on the hippogriff.  

Upon leaving London, he sets out for Ireland and, flying over the Hebrides, he sees a 

woman (Angelica) chained to a rock.  He uses Atlante’s magic shield to immobilize the 

orc and rescues Angelica.  He then is seized with a blind passion for her, once more 

forgetting Bradamante, but his armor prevents his from taking advantage of her, and she 

flees from his amorous advances.  

 This is the second time that Ruggiero has demonstrated disloyalty to his beloved 

Bradamante.  The first time he betrayed her could, perhaps, be excused since he was 

under the power of Alcina’s spell.  But when in the company of Angelica he 

disremembers his future spouse and attempts to seduce the damsel, Ruggiero is choosing 

to respond to her extreme beauty at a libidinous level, and, essentially, his actions 

indicate that he is an impulsive, immature young man.  When reading this account of rash 

behavior on the part of Ruggiero, we recall that in the Innamorato, Orlando, also, twice 

forgets his love Angelica, but his king and everything else, as well.  These two men share 

a propensity for beautiful women; however, Ruggiero, over time, matures, and he 
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becomes exclusively devoted to Bradamante.  Orlando, on the other hand, irreversibly 

fixated on Angelica’s charms, does not choose to cope with being snubbed by her and 

goes mad.  Only with the help of Astolfo does he recover his wits, but the reader never 

knows if Orlando is cured of his predilection for attractive women and will behave more 

prudently in the future.  We should recall that both he and Rinaldo are already married 

when they become smitten by Angelica.   

 Continuing in Canto XI, after Angelica eludes Ruggiero with the help of her 

magic ring, the narrator then reconnects with Orlando who is still en route to Ebuda.  An 

authorial comment assures the reader that all the delays experienced by the Count in his 

expedition to Ebuda are necessary so that, by God’s will, Oberto will have time to arrive 

and assist in the destruction of the cruel inhabitants (foreshadowing). 

 When Orlando finally lands on Ebuda he spies a woman bound to a tree and 

immediately assumes that he has found his Angelica (mistaken identity), but the reader 

knows that Ruggiero has already taken Angelica away and wonders who the damsel is. 

Previously, Ruggiero did not stay to kill the “orc,” but escaped on the hippogriff.  Now, 

Orlando fights with the sea monster and slays him.  Then the Ebudans attack him, 

worried that with the beast dead, Proteus will again exact revenge on the islanders.  

Orlando scatters the savage horde, temporarily, and unties the damsel’s bonds.  At that 

moment, Oberto of Ireland arrives with troops to punish the populace for its ruthless 

practices.  Olimpia’s boundless beauty engages Oberto, and he falls in love with the 

hapless damsel.  Olimpia senses new hope for her life when he promises to oust Bireno 
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from her land, an act that is carried out quickly.  In Ireland, Olimpia becomes Oberto’s 

queen. 

 This complicated episode is replete with “Byzantine” influence.  We observe, 

first, that the story begins sin medias res and that it contains many twists and turns.  It 

also includes two love triangles (Olimpia-Arbante-Bireno, as well as Olimpia-Bireno-

Cimosco’s daughter), successive obstacles, deception/concealment, fidelity/infidelity, an 

apparent happy marriage, imprisonment, abduction by pirates, lots of travel by sea, 

storms, and a happy ending, when Olimpia marries Oberto (her third husband!).  The 

main issue in the love relationship of Olimpia and Bireno, Duke of Zeeland, is that of her 

constancy (inviting a comparison with Bradamante’s unswerving devotion), and his 

infidelity and capriciousness, the latter providing a nice foil for Ruggiero’s recent 

transgression with Alcina and his subsequent aborted attempt to take advantage of 

Angelica (her magic ring renders her invisible, Canto X.114-115).226 

 Once the Olimpia adventure is concluded, Orlando separates from Oberto and 

Olimpia who sail off to marry, never to enter the poem again.  The lord of Anglante 

returns to France to continue the quest for his beloved Angelica.  The canto finishes with 

“a piercing shriek of terror” (XI.83, line 4) reaching Orlando’s ears, announcing another 

intrigue. 

 “Byzantine” writers reveled in the practice of concluding a scene at a moment of 

high tension, or with the sudden appearance of a stranger, or with any other unusual 

                                                
226 The mutual unwavering steadfastness exemplified by Fiordiligi and Brandimarte presents, as well, a 
contrast to Ruggiero’s infidelity issues. 
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occurrence, to create interest and entice the reader to continue to the next section.  Flush 

with curiosity, the reader eagerly turns the page, and, in the new part, the author satisfies 

the reader’s curiosity.  In the Furioso, we see this technique used repeatedly.  A good 

example is the ending of Canto XI, in which Orlando hears a frightening screech, and the 

beginning of Canto XII, in which we are shown a villain transporting a terrified damsel. 

 Canto XII shows both Orlando and Ruggiero duped by illusions (deception, 

trompe l’oeil) of their cherished women created by Atlante to lure them into his Palace of 

Illusions (captivity), a sanctuary in which he hopes to insulate Ruggiero from the 

prescribed fate of a treacherous early death.  Atlante has already drawn in a great number 

of valorous knights who spend the day and night wandering fruitlessly looking for the 

object of their desire.  In Orlando’s case, he keeps hearing Angelica begging for help, but 

can never locate her.   

 In the meantime, Angelica has taken refuge in a hillside cave, hiding after having 

escaped from Ruggiero’s prurient advances.  Needing an escort to assist her in returning 

to her Asiatic kingdom, she wanders from the cave looking for Orlando or Sacripante 

and, “by fate” (XII.25, line 5), she stumbles across Atlante’s fortress.  Her magic ring 

protects her from the sorcerer’s spell, and she manages to free the Count, Sacripante, 

Ferraù (freeing him by mistake) from the wizard’s palace.  Circassia’s king rides off 

looking for her, but, when Orlando reveals his identity to Ferraù, the pair begins to duel 

over the Count’s helmet.  (The ugly Spaniard has vowed to not wear a helmet until he 

obtains Orlando’s.)  In order to terminate their senseless encounter (both knights are 

invulnerable), Angelica (invisible) races away (separation) with the helmet, which she 
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eventually loses to Ferraù (he picks it up while she is sleeping).  Still wandering east, she 

comes across an injured youth lying between two dead companions.  The youth is 

Medoro and the deceased his fellow soldier Cloridano and their leader Dardinello, 

Agramante’s cousin.  It will be six canti before the narrative thread that explains this 

scene receives attention and the name and the importance of this young man is revealed.  

The reader is left to wonder about the identity and the circumstances surrounding this 

discovery.  Angelica’s story is now interrupted and does not resume until Canto XIX.   

 Playing with chronology, the narrator reverts back to pick up on Orlando’s 

situation after the dispute with Ferraú over the helmet.  After Orlando and Ferraù 

separate to pursue Angelica, Orlando wanders near Paris, still under siege, at this point 

wearing an undistinguished helmet (Angelica stole his) and still dressed in black.  He 

now is unrecognizable from his attire (disguise).  He engages in battle with Agramante’s 

troops, fells two monarchs, and decimates a horde of Africans.  Traveling on at night, 

meandering in his search for Angelica, he devises a light twinkling from a tall cliff  

(XII.86).  And so, with this visual stimulus, commences in medias res the story of Isabella 

and Zerbino, which continues into Canto XIII, but then is interrupted and receives no 

attention until it is picked up again in Canti XXIII and XXIV, at the end of which 

Zerbino expires, owing to wounds inflicted by Mandricardo.  It is broken off again and 

resumed in Canto XXVIII and comes to a gruesome finish in the first quarter of Canto 

XXIX.  The couple is separated most of the time, and this situation generates parallel 

narratives, with both protagonists contributing significantly to Orlando’s activities.  In 

addition, the introduction of their trials includes the presentation of another character, 
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Gabrina, who will also participate in the Furioso in various capacities; her influence will 

permeate, partially or completely, six canti.  This character’s past is revealed in another 

inset story in Canto XXI.  But in Canto XII, the unnamed hag manages to escape when 

Orlando commences the fight with the pirates and is not resurrected until eight canti later. 

 We return to Canto XII and to Orlando.  The Count is curious about the source of 

the light, and when he follows it into a cavern, he discovers a tearful maiden guarded by 

aged beldam.  Isabella’s story, related in Canto XIII, reads with the familiar ring of a 

“Byzantine” novel.  The young Saracen princess (daughter of King Maricoldo of Spain) 

and the dashing Christian prince (son of king of Scotland) fall in love at first sight.  

Anticipating parental disapproval and overt opposition to their union, the pair decides to 

elope.  Zerbino devises a plan to abduct the willing Isabella; he enlists the help of his 

friend and ship captain Odorico, who is to spirit her away from Spain (travel by sea).  A 

ferocious storm pushes the ship onto jagged rocks, and a small number of travelers, 

including Isabella, abandons the wrecked vessel with a small boat.  After reaching shore, 

and while the few shipwrecked survivors ponder their next step, Zerbino’s trusted friend 

Odorico allows his lustful appetite to overpower his good sense, and he attempts to 

violate the princess.  As Isabella runs away screaming from his clumsy advances, a horde 

of corsairs perceives her plight and saves her, only to then imprison their captive in this 

cave, keeping her a virgin and intending to sell her to a merchant who will then pass her 

on to a sultan (enslavement).  The brigands interrupt her narration when they irrupt into 

the cave.  The slashing and bashing that ensues allows Isabella’s unnamed guardian to 

escape undetected.  Once her captors are slain, Isabella begs Orlando not to abandon her, 
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and, after traveling for several days, the two “…chance to see a gentle knight” (XIII.44.3) 

restrained “in heavy chains and fettered hand and foot” (XXIII.51, line 2).  The author 

says that, at this time, “to tell who he was would not be quite / Appropriate. . .” 

(XIII.44.4-5), and switches to tells of Bradamante. 

 Having moved forward in time with the Count, the narrator goes back in time to 

reestablish contact with Bradamante who, as captain of a battalion of troops, has been 

defending Marseilles against the infidel invasion.  One day, Melissa finds her weeping 

desperately over Ruggiero’s absence.  The sorceress instructs her on how to save 

Ruggiero from Atlante’s Palace of Illusions, and, as they ride together, reveals the august 

female progeny for which Bradamante will be responsible.  In spite of the explicit 

instructions Melissa imparts to achieve a successful rescue of her beloved, Bradamante 

becomes a captive also when she does not conquer the illusion of Ruggiero that the 

necromancer creates.  The lovers are reunited in space, but, due to the cunning sorcerer’s 

spell, neither recognizes the other.  The author assures the reader that he will arrange for 

their liberation later, creating curiosity/suspense as to how this will transpire. 

 In Canto XIV, the emphasis is on the storming of Paris.  The narrator presents a 

review of the Spanish and African troop and foretells the deaths of a pair of them, one 

being Dardinello.  His death sparks events that will eventually result in Orlando’s 

madness.  Prior to the Saracen attack on the Christian city, Charles, in prayer, implores 

the Almighty to take pity on His people and demonstrate His omnipotence by providing 

help in procuring a victory over the infidels.  This prompting of the involvement of divine 

Providence signals the probability of a success for the defenders of the faith.  Angels take 
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Charles’s petition to the Ineffable who, in turn, commands the Archangel Michael to 

enlist the services of Silence and Discord.  The former is charged with making 

arrangements for the British and Scottish reinforcements to enter Paris in absolute 

silence.  Dame Discord is responsible for disrupting Saracen military operations through 

divisiveness and enmity, infusing confusion and disunity into the leaders. 

 In stanza thirty, we meet up again with Madricardo, who, on his way to Paris to 

assist Agramante, unwittingly, plants more seeds for future unrest among the Saracens, 

enmity that will severely weaken the cohesiveness needed for the Africans to conquer 

Charles’s people.  He abducts Doralice (Canto XIV.52-56), daughter of King Stordilano, 

who is en route with her retinue to join her love, Rodomonte, in Paris.  Ariosto has now 

established a new love triangle, and we witness how the writer takes a simple 

“Byzantine” element, manipulates it to tie in with other facets of the narrative.  This 

abduction generates a domino effect:  if Mandricardo does not run into Doralice, then 

there is no disagreement between these pagan warriors on the battlefield (Canti XXIV 

and XXVII), Rodomonte does not fall in love for Isabella (Canto XXVIII), and the 

crazed Orlando is not seen by Fiordiligi combating the Saracen on his Bridge of Peril 

(Canto XXIX), a sighting that results in the search for the crazed peer. 

 Infatuated by her beauty, the king of Tartary (Mandricardo) woos and conquers 

Doralice; they sleep together in a shepherd’s hut, an action that prefigures those of the 

princess of Cathay and Medoro in Canto XIX.  After leaving the hut, the couple comes 

across two cavaliers and a fair maid (Canto XIV.64); at this juncture, the narrator 

suspends their story until Canto XXIII.70.  Again, there is a disruption of linear 
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chronology, which elicits an inquisitive, “I wonder who those people are” from the 

reader.  (Many canti later he/she will discover that this threesome is Orlando, Zerbino, 

and Isabella, and this event occurs  just after the Count has rescued Zerbino from the 

Maganzans (XXIII.53-56) and shortly before Orlando goes mad in the same canto.) 

  The next canto, XV, revolves exclusively around Astolfo, whom we last saw on 

Logistilla’s island with Ruggiero (Canto X.64).  In the Furioso, the son of Ottone of 

England is given quantitatively a much larger part quantitatively and qualitatively in the 

narrative than he had in the Innamorato.  He is chosen to accomplish more serious or 

complicated adventures, for example the retrieval of Orlando’s wits or the leadership of 

the Nubians who are instrumental in the Christian victory during the conflict in Africa.  

This traditional figure in Italian romance, in Ariosto’s hands, loses some of his customary 

personal characteristics.  He becomes less impetuous and comic, but more thoughtful and 

analytical.  Astolfo also seems to accumulate the bulk of the magic devices sprinkled 

throughout the poem and he employs judiciously in accordance with his reformed nature.   

His competent handling of magic tools (a guide against enchantment that can break any 

spell and a horn given to him by Logistilla) contrasts with Orlando’s approach to such 

things in the Innamorato.  There Orlando does not think to use the magic book given to 

him by a palmer (I.v.66) to answer the Sphinx’s questions and ignores the information 

depicted by the labyrinth frieze upon entering Morgana’s realm (II.xiii.13-17), events 

which highlight his carelessness and lack of sagacity.  

 On Astolfo’s journey westward after leaving Logistilla, at the confluence of the 

Red Sea and the Nile, a hermit offers to ferry him across and on the way describes a 
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gruesome giant that uses an ingenious net to entrap travelers and at whose hands Astolfo 

will die should he continue to travel along the shore.  Intrigued and undeterred, the prince 

of England declines to change his course and soon begins to sees remnants of the giant’s 

maniacal torture and consumption of unfortunate passers-by.  After employing the horn 

to catch the giant Caligorante in the cannibal’s own net, Astolfo goes to Damietta where 

Grifone and Aquilante, still in battle with Orrilo (The twins were thus engaged at the end 

of the Innamorato; Orrilo is the son of a fay and a goblin, who, injured, reassembles and 

emerges whole), recognize him.  Astolfo wisely consults his book that gives directives on 

ways to neutralize spells, and following its instructions, succeeds in plucking the magic 

hair without which Orrilo cannot survive.  Later in Jerusalem, a traveler from Greece, 

known to Grifone, submits to him the latest news regarding Orrigille, the specious and 

faithless hussy he thinks he loves and that, in Boiardo, he left behind in Beirut before 

sailing to Cyprus for King Tibianos’s tournament (II.xx.7-8).  She has acquired a new 

lover (the spineless, opportunistic Martano) and moved on to Antioch.  Ariosto presents 

the vicissitudes of this ill-fated love triangle at King Norandino’s celebratory tournament 

in Damascus in fragments across three canti.  It occupies a section of Canto XVI (5-16), 

a major portion of Canto XVII (17-24; 69-135), and approximately one-fourth of Canto 

XVIII.   

 The story of Grifone and Orrigille is interrupted in Canto XVII by another story, 

that of the reasons behind Norandino’s competition, told by an eyewitness, one of his 

knights (XVII.25-68).  Ariosto also provides a background for Lucina’s captivity on the 
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island where Mandricardo and Gradasso find her in the Innamorato.227  He then 

augments Boiardo’s material by presenting the knight’s rendition of Norandino’s escape 

as well.  The knight’s explanation is part recapitulation and part new material.  A 

second suspension of the story of the victimization of Grifone by Orrigille transpires in 

Canto XVIII.8-58, when the narrator expresses a need to reestablish contact with the 

battle in Paris in order to follow Rodomonte’s fate as well as the successes of the 

Christians.  In that canto, the poet ends stanza fifty-eight by advising the reader that 

Rinaldo will slay Dardinello (foretelling), but that event will not be addressed until much 

later in the canto (XVIII.146-153).  The narrator then renews Grifone’s story in stanza 

fifty-nine and carries it through stanza one hundred forty-five. 

 Returning to the trials and tribulations inflicted by Orrigille and endured by 

Grifone, we note that the core of the action revolves around the “Byzantine” element of 

deceit.  Deception, manifested by Orrigille’s incurable inclination to mislead Grifone as 

well as others (claiming Martano as her brother), coupled with her falseness of character 

and lack of scruples (formulating the scheme to defraud Grifone), place in motion a series 

of events that produces broad ramifications affecting several characters.   

 With regard to the “Byzantine” technique of entrelacement, we observe that it is 

in the lengthy Canto XVIII (192 stanzas) that Ariosto’s utilization of that feature reaches 

dizzying proportions.  There are no fewer that eight changes of story lines, as the narrator 

flits erratically from one situation to another.  The canto begins with Grifone savaging the 

                                                
227 With both the Orrigille and Lucina stories, Ariosto has taken fragments from Boiardo and expanded 
them into complex story lines. 
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mob in Damascus that mistakenly believes he is the coward Martano.  Abruptly, at stanza 

eight, the action switches to Paris, focusing on Rodomonte, who is driven out of the city 

by an intense assault.  He comes upon Doralice’s dwarf (brought there by Dame Discord) 

who relates Mandricardo’s abduction of Rodomonte’s ladylove.  Inflamed with jealousy 

and rage, the king of Sarza exits the city to search for the villain.  Turning to the scene of 

the Christians battling outside the city, the narrator reports that the influx of Scottish 

troops coupled with the renewed hope and fierceness among King Charles’s men yield 

victory after victory among the defenders of the faith.  The Africans are routed.  

Dardinello’s demise is foretold, and, in an instant, the narrator reverts back to the 

incident of Grifone’s furor in Damascus.  Norandino, admiring the knight’s valor, at long 

last, realizes that he has wronged Grifone (with imprisonment and the accusations of 

fraud and theft) by believing Martano’s lies and asks for pardon.  The men reconcile and 

the injured and weakened Grifone receives healing and repose in Norandino’s palace 

(Canto XVII.69-70). 

 Immediately, the narrator darts back Palestine to events that transpired after 

Grifone left secretly to find Orrigille (Canto XV.105).  Astolfo and Aquilante discover 

that Grifone is gone and are mystified by his disappearance.  Serendipity brings to the 

pair the same Greek traveler that spoke earlier to Grifone, and the man reports, again, his 

sighting of Orrigille with her new paramour, Martano.  Informed that Grifone was also 

aware of the hussy’s location, Aquilante requests that Astolfo wait in Palestine until his 

return and sails to Antioch.  Once there, answers to his inquiries yield the information 

that the couple left for Damascus.  Traveling south by land, Aquilante stumbles across the 
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Orrigille and Martano and recognizes his brother’s armor and steed.  The couple lies 

about the manner in which they acquired them, and Aquilante captures them.  Brought to 

Damascus, the miscreants are imprisoned, and the twin brothers joyfully reunite.  King 

Norandino announces a new tournament for the following month. 

 News of that tourney reaches Jerusalem.  There, Astolfo (awaiting Aquilante’s 

return) and Sansonetto (the governor of the city) decide to participate.  On the road to 

Syria, the men come upon another knight, who instantly challenges them to a duel, until 

she recognizes Astolfo later.  The knight errant is the warrior maiden Marfisa (the first 

mention of her in the Furioso; her companions do not know her name or gender until 

Canto XIX.107), and hearing of the upcoming festivities in the Syrian capital, she opts to 

accompany the travelers.  When Marfisa realizes that the tourney prizes are her arms,228 

she impetuously grabs them from the royal stand without considering proper protocol.  At 

this affront to the king, a mêlée ensues during which Grifone and Aquilante, defenders of 

the king, combat Marfisa and her two companions, until one brother recognizes Astolfo 

as the knight who defeated their nemesis, Orrilo.  With hostilities suspended, 

explanations unfold, and Grifone is glad to yield his prizes to their proper owner.  After a 

sojourn of more than a week with Norandino, Olivieri’s sons, Astolfo, and Sansonetto, 

feeling the pull of duty to assist in the Christian cause, take their leave.  Marfisa decides 

to journey with the four of them, and they board a cargo-vessel in Tripoli to cross the 

sea.  The valiant five stop at Paphos in Cyprus where they meet Lucina and hear her tale 

                                                
228 In the Innamorato, Brunello stole her sword, and while chasing after him, she stripped off her armor.  
Ariosto adds the information that they were collected by an Armenian merchant who then sold them to 
Norandino. 
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again.  Shortly after their departure from Venus’s isle, a violent storm arises, and amidst 

the crackling of lightening and the bellowing of thunder and the rising seas, the narrator 

abandons the ship and its passengers to return to events in Paris.  The travelers are left 

languishing at sea until Canto XXIX, and the reader is in suspense about their fate. 

 The narrator now picks up where the action left off in the first part of this canto.  

In Paris, Rinaldo recognizes on Dardinello’s shield the same heraldic emblems (white 

and crimson quartering) as those traditionally born by Orlando, his bitter rival in love; 

Rinaldo challenges the African prince to a duel.  It is not long before the Saracen 

succumbs to Fusberta’s (Rinaldo’s blade) fury.  At the sight of the death of their loved 

and respected prince, his troops scatter; witnessing the disorganization, Marsilio and 

Agramante withdraw.  Among the Moorish soldiers, are two, Medoro and Cloridano, who 

will receive the spotlight in the last switch of story lines in this canto. 

 Ariosto closes off the Canto XVIII with almost thirty stanzas dedicated to the 

story of these loyal followers and the sacrifice they make in the name of honoring their 

leader.  Wanting to give their monarch a proper burial, they search for Dardinello’s body 

in the blackness of night.  To Medoro’s prayer invoking her assistance, the brilliant moon 

casts her silver light upon the body of the unfortunate young man (miracle).229  

Discovered carrying the corpse of their departed monarch, Medoro and Cloridano are 

attacked by Zerbino and his Scottish troops.  The pagans take refuge in the woods and the 

hectic canto comes to a close. 

                                                
229 This scene recalls several in the ancient Greek novels in which the female protagonists, particularly, 
pray to the gods for their intervention. 
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 This canto is an excellent example of the manner in which Heliodorus structured 

his Aithiopika.  We are referring to the way in which Ariosto replicates that author’s 

technique of loosening and tightening multiple knots of narrative material.  It clearly  

This characteristic was one of many that López Pinciano cited and highly praised in his 

evaluation of the Greek novel.  The technique appears repeatedly throughout the Furioso, 

but the concentration of the technique in this one canto is especially impressive and 

Ariosto’s intensification of this structural strategy motivates the reader to keep turning 

the pages.  By using it in such a condensed space, we surmise that Ariosto might be 

trying to subtly call attention to his virtuosity as a writer, since it requires great skill and 

creativity to manipulate so many story lines, transition smoothly between them, and tie 

together a large amount of information in such an entertaining fashion.  Upon reading the 

final stanza, the reader might even experience, as well as admiration, a sort of mental 

fatigue after trying to keep up with the narrative pace Ariosto has established.  

 The Scots, led by Zerbino, continue to pursue the pagans in beginning of Canto 

XIX.  Cloridano abandons Medoro, who refuses to let go of Dardinello’s body and is 

captured.  Against orders to not harm him, a brutal knight lances him, and Cloridano 

jumps from his hiding spot to confront that enemy.  He is mortally wounded; Zerbino 

rides off intending to discipline the disobedient soldier, and the Scottish troops leave 

Cloridano and Medoro for dead.  At this moment, Angelica, last seen in XII trying to 

return to Cathay, happens by.   

 Determined to punish her for the immutable disdain she shows for the love 

Orlando and Rinaldo bear her, and, offended by her reckless pride, the God of Love 
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wounds Angelica with an arrow (intervention of deities) at the moment she discovers the 

young bleeding soldier.  She nurses him back to health in the shepherd’s hut, all the while 

burning with passion for him.  She begins to waste away and finally speaks of her love.  

They marry, and, on their way to Barcelona to find a ship to take them to Cathay, they 

see, on the shore, a mud-caked madman (unknown person creates curiosity) who menaces 

to attack them.  (This strange person is Orlando, already gone mad, [XXIII.132-133].) 

 The narrative now reconnects with the five companions (Grifone, Aquilante, 

Sansonetto, Astolfo, and Marfisa) who are in their fourth day of being battered by a 

tempest at sea.  The storm pushes them along the coast of northern Palestine, near the 

port of Laiazzo (formerly Aegea), and the captain begins to explain his fears regarding 

the nearby kingdom of man-hating women.  All who enter the port become prisoners of 

the inhabitants and are killed or become.  The captain and crew prefer drowning to the 

dangers of the shore, but the paladins are ready to confront the perils it promises.  Once 

the warrior women pull their ship into the harbor, an old crone informs that the rules of 

the state of Alessandretta require men to prove their prowess at two tests of virility:  a 

man is required to vanquish ten other male opponents in combat and then lie with ten 

women as husband in one night.230  If one man from a captive company of mariners 

succeeds, he earns the liberty of the rest, who must leave or become slaves, but he stays 

behind to become the husband to ten women to whom he is assigned.  The travelers’ 

eventual victory over the killer women is foreshadowed early in the adventure in stanza 

                                                
230 These conditions remind us of the “tests” in the “Byzantine” novels required of women, such as the test 
of the syrinx to prove Leukippe’s virginity, and the test of the waters of the Styx, that evidences Melitte’s 
fidelity to Thersander, both occurring in Achilles Tatius’s novel, Leukippe and Klitophon. 
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sixty-one, which describes Astolfo’s confidence in clearing the citadel with a blow on his 

horn. 

 Marfisa (her gender undetected by the inhabitants of the land) is chosen by lot to 

be the champion of the group.  After besting the first nine, Marfisa’s battle with the last, 

the black cavalier, proves the fiercest.  When evening falls, they agree to suspend the 

contest, and the unnamed black knight invites Marfisa and the other to spend their last 

evening with him.  Her sex becomes evident when she unhelmets, and they both begin to 

share names and disclose secrets.  The narrator postpones the naming of the black knight 

until the next canto.  

 The courteous cavalier reveals, at the beginning of Canto XX, that he is Guidone 

Selvaggio, a Clairmont, bastard son of Duke Aymone, Rinaldo and Bradamante’s father.  

Guidone is the narrator of two stories.  He relates his personal story and how he became 

prisoner in the realm of these strange women about ten months prior.  The other cavaliers 

are curious about the scarcity of males and the reason the women subjugate them.  

Guidone obliges them with a lengthy history disclosing the genesis of the vengeful rules 

operative in the state founded by the misandrist Orontea.  The captured cavaliers hatch an 

escape plot that would have failed were it not for Astolfo’s horn.  However, when the 

duke deploys the horn’s shrill energy, the knights’ fright is so intense that they flee and 

set sail without accounting for Astolfo who is left to fend for himself.  A short time later, 

Marfisa parts from her companions, disembarking at Luni, on the western coast of Italy; 

the remaining three proceed to Marseilles and, from there, head to Paris on horseback, 

arriving the next day at a castle on the way.  The narrator first indicates that they will be 
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hospitably received there, but in the next stanza, he shares that the castle’s lord “feigned 

respect” (XX.105), and, in short order he seizes the three men in their sleep and forces 

them to pledge to perform a strange service, not explained.  After creating curiosity, the 

narrator redirects the narrative to Marfisa  

 At a rushing stream, the warlike maid comes across an old, travel-worn woman, 

who requests assistance crossing the water.  With a recapitulation about this unnamed 

character that was introduced eight canti ago, we are reminded of the aged crone who 

was guarding the captive Isabella.  This figure will serve as a vortex that draws in a 

substantial number of other actors (Marfisa, Zerbino, Isabella, Pinabello, Ruggiero and 

Bradamante).  From this inauspicious beginning by the water’s edge, this character will 

dominate the remainder of this canto, Canto XXI in its entirety, a small part of Canto 

XXII, over one-fourth of Canto XXIII, and several stanzas of Canto XXIV, in which she 

meets her just end.   

 After transporting the elderly woman across the water, Marfisa decides to travel 

further with the apparently downtrodden (but in reality, opportunistic) old lady, and a pair 

of chance encounters occurs in quick succession.  First to happen along is Pinabello of 

Mayence who is riding by with his lady.231  Pinabello’s companion mocks and laughs at 

the aged dame.  Marfisa feels insulted and asserts that her lady is more beautiful than 

Pinabello’s; she calls for a duel.  The stakes are set at the damsel’s dress and horse.  

Marfisa knocks the knight from his saddle, and the crone dresses in the youthful garments 

                                                
231  This is the same cavalier that betrayed and tried to kill Bradamante in Canto II.  He still rides the 
Maid’s horse.  The narrator offers a two-stanza recapitulation of that episode. 
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and jewels as vanquished Pinabello leads his disgruntled lady away.  The stage is now set 

for the reintegration of Zerbino into the narrative and a continuation of the Isabella-

Zerbino story.   

 Four days later, Zerbino (still searching for the rogue soldier who attacked 

Medoro in Canto XIX) happens upon the two women, and duels with Marfisa after also 

ridiculing the appearance of the wrinkled beldam tricked out in the finery taken from 

Pinabello’s lady.  Zerbino suffers the identical fate (he is toppled by Marfisa’s lance) as 

Pinabello did earlier, and, consequently, must comply with the pre-set condition that 

stated that, henceforth, he must obey and champion the wizened dame.232  As the knight 

and hag travel on, Zerbino intones a lament regarding the loss of his dear love, Isabella, 

whom he believes died in shipwreck (apparent death).  These words reveal to the crone 

the identity of her protector.  The narrator provides another recapitulation of the Isabella 

story. True to her malevolent and perverse nature, the cursed witch begins to torment 

Zerbino with partial information about his beloved, prompting him to want to begin to 

search for her.  However, the malicious woman alone controls their trajectory, and 

Zerbino must acquiesce to her commands.  At the end of the canto, they met a cavalier. 

We find out who it is in the next canto. 

  In Canto XXI, the inset story that Ermonide (the anonymous knight at the end of 

the previous canto) tells is another example of the “Byzantine” technique of a story 

                                                
232 Bound by his promise, Zerbino is in the same position as were Orlando and the nine defenders of 
Albraca in the Innamorato when the treacherous Trufaldino demanded an oath to protect him.  Both Italian 
poets use the requirement of strict adherence to chivalric code to generate adventures and place all these 
knights in controversial predicaments. 
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within a story (Chinese box effect).  With Ermonide as a new narrator, the reader learns 

the background of the serpentine hag, Gabrina (named XXI.50), who is responsible for 

his brother’s (Filandro) death.  Zerbino apologizes for having to defend this creature, but 

remarks that in order to maintain unbesmutched his honor, he must continue to serve her.  

The prince of Scotland and the cold-hearted crone travel on and are surprised by “A 

sound of clashing and of shrieks. . . ” (XXI.72.v2), leaving the reader to wonder about 

the cause. 

 The answer to that query is not immediately proffered at the onset of Canto XXII; 

on the contrary, more mystery is created when Zerbino and Gabrina find a dead knight 

lying in a pass between two mountains, from whence those sounds of combat emanated.  

Ariosto intensifies the mystery and surprise.  Then, immediately, he reconnects with 

Astolfo in the state of Alessandretta, where he had been abandoned by the other knights 

(who were frightened by his horn during their mangled escape plan).  The Duke rides 

across Europe on Rabicano, passes to London, only to be informed that his father and his 

troops are in Paris.  Once in France and traveling again on horseback, Astolfo is duped by 

Atlante, disguised as a peasant, who steals Rabicano, and, in this manner, the wizard 

lures the Englishman into his Palace of Illusions.  After the search for his steed and the 

“peasant” is unsuccessful, Astolfo intuits that the palace is enchanted and consults the 

book Logistilla provided him when he left India, finding the remedy to thwart the 

enchanter and release its prisoners.  However, before the Duke can act, Atlante changes 

Astolfo’s appearance so that he seems to be the object or person that each of the prisoners 

is seeking.  They charge him to claim what is theirs, and Astolfo sounds his horn to save 
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himself from the crowd.  The attackers, along with the necromancer, flee in terror.  Right 

away, he lifts the slab covering the threshold to access the sprite concealed there that is 

responsible for the tricks of illusion.  The edifice evaporates leaving only a cloud of 

smoke.  He finds Ruggiero’s hippogriff (two stanzas of recapitulation remind the reader 

of Ruggiero’s first experience with the animal, followed by an authorial explanation as to 

how Astolfo knows how to ride him) and determines he will ride away on the beast for 

adventure.  But then, he spies Rabicano and hesitates.  He thinks it is a good idea to give 

the loyal steed to a friend.  The next morning he glimpses an unnamed knight 

approaching (curiosity).  The narrator stops here, indicating he must go find Ruggiero 

and the Maid. 

 In the area where Atlante’s palace previously stood, the star-crossed lovers 

recognize each other and reunite for a second, but brief, time.  Bradamante wants 

Ruggiero to be baptized before they go to ask her father’s blessing on their union, and 

they head to the abbey at Vallambrosa.  As might be expected at this point, they are 

interrupted in their journey when they meet a distraught woman with a tear-stained face.  

Withholding her identity (she speaks in the third person), the agitated damsel relates that 

a handsome youth is in trouble and that King Marsilio will burn him alive for having an 

affair with his daughter, if someone does not intervene.  In stanza forty-two, the narrator 

insinuates that the victim is related to the Maid:  hearing the predicament, Bradamante’s 

heart is afflicted by misgivings, “as if he were her brother” (XXII.42.v 3).  Arousing the 

reader’s interest in this fashion, Ariosto introduces the story of Ricciardetto 

(Bradamante’s twin) and Fiordispina.  Boiardo provides the seeds for this tale of 
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mistaken identity at the end of Book Three when he creates a situation in which the 

princess, out on a hunt, comes upon Bradamante in armor, and, mistaking her for a man, 

is instantly attracted to her.  Years later, this kernel inspires Ariosto to such a degree that 

from it he incorporates it in his poem, forging the tale (of Ricciardetto and Fiordispina) 

within his story and interweaving it with several other story threads already begun.  This 

diversion to save Ricciardetto not only prevents Ruggiero’s baptism, but also creates a 

manner in which to separate the lovers once more.  Furthermore, this tale incorporates 

two other side stories while providing a continuation of the Zerbino-Gabrina relationship:  

that of Pinabello-his lady-Gabrina, and that of the four cavaliers (Guidone Selvaggio, 

Grifone, Aquilante, and Sansonetto) recently waylaid at a castle on their way into Paris.  

Soon, Orlando will become involved, as well, and the Isabella-Zerbino reunion will 

finally be achieved. 

  We continue with Canto XXII.  The maid describes two routes to the site of the 

imperiled young man’s impending demise, the second one the more dangerous due to 

recent events.  This new narrator brings the reader up to date regarding the demands of 

Pinabello’s affronted and vengeful lady and the establishment of a new law requiring all 

who ride by the castle belonging to Anselmo Altaripa (father of Pinabello) to surrender 

their clothing (the women) and knightly accoutrements (the men).  The young lady 

delivers a recapitulation of the encounter with Gabrina and Zerbino that generated this 

new custom.  She tells them that the four cavaliers who happened to pass by the first day 

the law was created were captured, and then, required to be the enforcers of the new 

rules.  
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 Because it is shorter, the threesome (Bradamante, the harried damsel, and 

Ruggiero) chooses the more perilous route.  Arriving at the point of passage, Ruggiero 

refuses to comply with the conditions of Pinabello’s law and is attacked.  Pinabello rides 

forth, and, while Ruggiero is engaged with the other cavaliers, Bradamante recognizes 

her horse, stolen by Pinabello eight months prior.  The valiant damsel of Dordogne 

challenges him, cuts off his retreat to the castle, and off they go into the woods.  Atlante’s 

shield, still carried by Ruggiero, accidentally deploys and terminates the hostilities back 

at the castle, much to Ruggiero’s shame (he believes his honor to be tarnished since 

others will ascribe his victories to spells).  He picks up the prostrate Fiordespina, covers 

the shield with her mantel, and journeys onward (without Bradamante, whom he cannot 

find) to help the endangered youth.  When the four knights revive, they hear news of 

Pinabello’s demise.  The last scene of the canto shows Bradamante after her bloody 

revenge on the despicable Pinabello; she wishes to return to Ruggiero, but is lost. 

 In Canto XXIII, Ariosto focuses only tangentially on Bradamante, laying the 

groundwork for her next reunion with the love of her life.  Looking for someone with 

whom to leave Rabicano, Astolfo runs into Bradamante, leaves him with her, and flies 

off on the hippogriff to see the world.  Bradamante wanders in the woods eventually 

recognizing that a castle she sees on a hill is her own Montalbano.  Knowing that if her 

family discovers her near that she will be obligated to remain at home, she turns away 

quickly, wanting to continue to search for Ruggiero.  Destiny arranges for her to come 

upon her brother, Alardo, before she can retreat.  Once back with her family, the Maid 

send Ippalca (her maid servant) to Vallombrosa to deliver Frontino to Ruggiero, hoping 
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that he will have arrived, as they had planned.  On the road, Ippalca suddenly encounters 

Rodomonte, who steals the horse; Ippalca follows him.   

 Orlando, however, is granted the most exposure in the canto, for it is here that he 

goes mad, but not before he contributes again to the Zerbino-Isabella story.  Immediately 

after the assassination of Pinabello, by another path, Zerbino and Gabrina happen upon 

the corpse of the despicable knight.  Leaving the hag temporarily, Zerbino commences a 

search for the perpetrator, but, as daylight wanes, he circles back to Gabrina.  They look 

for lodging for the night and arrive at Count Anselmo’s castle.  The hag’s lies to Anselmo 

result in Zerbino’s being accused of murdering Pinabello and sentenced to death.  

Suddenly, Orlando and Isabella arrive in the area, due to “…God, Who often helps the 

innocent” (XXIII.53.v1), and they see in the distance a crowd leading a hapless cavalier 

to death.  Curious, the Count leaves Isabella on the mountain for safety and descends.  

The maligned knight shares with Orlando the cause of his circumstances; Orlando 

challenges Zerbino’s captors (Zerbino does not know and Orlando has never met 

Zerbino) and overwhelms them handily.  The skirmish over, Zerbino spies Isabella 

descending from the hill, recognizes her, but believes that Orlando is her lover.  Because 

of the debt he owes to the Count for his freedom, Zerbino is honor bound to not challenge 

him for her.  He also knows that, based upon the strength and fury he has just witnessed, 

that winning against Orlando would be no small undertaking.  Shortly thereafter, both 

knights remove their helmets, and Isabella recognizes her love.  They are reunited at long 

last, but their joy will be short lived.  No nuptials and happy ending will be granted to 

this pair of lovers, and, in this, their story differs from the “Byzantine” model that has 
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guided their relationship up to this point.  In Canto XXIV, Zerbino will fight 

Mandricardo defending Orlando’s Durindana (which in Canto XXIII, in his frenzied 

state, the Count has left behind) suffer mortal wounds, and succumb in Isabella’s arms.  

Isabella’s fate is postponed until her story is resumed in Canto XXVIII, and, two canti 

later, she will meet a gruesome death. 

 Once Zerbino is freed, he, Orlando, and Isabella travel together until Doralice 

and Mandricardo happen along, the latter in search of the “knight in black” to avenge the 

deaths of the two Saracen kings, Alzirdo and Manilardo, cut down by Orlando outside 

Paris (XII.75, XII.82-84).  After Mandricardo reveals that, in addition, he searches for 

Hector’s sword, Durindana, Orlando reveals his identity, and the two cavaliers fight, first 

with lances, then with sticks, finally with their fists.  When Mandricardo’s horse runs off 

with its owner, Orlando prepares to pursue him, but asks Zerbino and Isabella to wait for 

the Tartar’s return in the event the king circles back.  Searching for his missing opponent, 

Orlando stumbles across Angelica’s carvings on the trees that show the lovers’ names 

intertwined, Medoro’s romantic verses on the grotto wall, and the shepherd who confirms 

what Orlando has been wanting to deny:  that he has lost Angelica forever.  Devastated 

by this truth, Orlando goes berserk, and, indeed, becomes “furioso,” attacking and 

destroying everything and everyone in his erratic path. 

 We now have completed an analysis of over half of the forty-six canti that 

comprise the Furioso, demonstrating the continuous and copious usage of “Byzantine” 

elements.  The confluence of the chivalric and “Byzantine” traditions continues unabated 

throughout the remaining twenty-three canti, as well.  Chance meetings (and missed 
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meetings), separations, interruptions, and recapitulations never cease.  We find 

prophecies, ekphrasis, recognitions and non-recognitions, and novelle.  Story-telling 

techniques, such as beginning a tale in medias res, interruptions, suspension at moments 

of high tension, introduction of unnamed characters, in short, all the “Byzantine” 

characteristics.  

 Before leaving the Italian poets, we believe it is important to point out the 

“Byzantinism” of perhaps the most important story of love within the two poems we have 

just analyzed.  The story of Ruggiero and Bradamante, initiated by Boiardo and, then, 

fully developed by Ariosto, bears a particularly impressive resemblance to the models 

provided by the ancient Greek novelists of the first through the fourth centuries A.D. and 

and especially to the novel most associated with the “Byzantine” literary tradition, the 

Aithiopika.  In a convincing way, the relationship and vicissitudes of Ruggiero and 

Bradamante are deftly merged with all the traditional elements belonging to the chivalric 

literary tradition.  We would like to sketch the resemblances to the “Byzantine” novels. 

 Boiardo starts a love story focused on a pair of exceptional and exemplary 

individuals, and in their first encounter, love is sparked, but his poem ends before he 

completes it.  Judging from the attention afforded to the foreshadowing of Ruggiero’s 

future role as the founder of the House of Este announced in the proem of Book Two and 

elaborated by King Garamanta at the war council in Biserta, coupled with the prophecy 

delivered by Atlante (II.xxi.53-61), as well as the eventual, albeit brief, meeting of 

Ruggiero and Bradamante in Book Three, it is justifiable to assume that Boiardo would 

have enlarged upon this dynastic love theme had his poem not been ended prematurely.  
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Ariosto, a few decades later, assumes the task of completing the development of these 

foundational considerations, constructing a love story that mirrors closely in plot created 

by the authors of the ancient Greek romantic novels, but that totally intertwines with a 

narrative belonging to the chivalric literary tradition.  The author narrates their journey 

toward a final happy union over a road purposely filled with twists and turns, 

interruptions and surprises, imagined as well as real betrayals.  The couple struggles 

without respite to surmount obstacles in order to achieve their long awaited union 

(Goldhill 195). 

 The initial contact between the two protagonists occurs in the Innamorato when 

Ruggiero stumbles across Bradamante’s duel with Rodomonte.  Her first encounter with 

the formidable king of Sarza has occurred when she lead Charlemagne’s knights against 

the ferocious pagan at Montalbano.  During that encounter, Rodomonte kills her horse 

(II.vi.56) and flees; she vows to punish this discourteous behavior.  In Book Three, 

Ruggiero observes the furious combat between the two, much admiring Bradamante’s 

skill, presuming, naturally, that he is watching a man.  He courteously offers to assume 

the knight’s combat with Rodomonte when the latter responds discourteously to a request 

for postponement of the duel so that s/he may follow the routed Charles back to Paris.  A 

short time later, repentant about her prior decision, the Maid returns to the scene to find 

Ruggiero waiting patiently for the unhorsed Rodomonte to regain his sword and remount.  

It is this courteous behavior that inspires in the Maid an attraction to Ruggiero; 

contrastingly, in the “Byzantine” novels, most frequently, love ignites at first sight, 

through the eyes.  In fact, Bradamante, in the Innamorato, never has the opportunity to 
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see her future husband’s face (he is wearing a helmet) since he must quickly defend her 

from an attack of Saracens.  Ruggiero, however, is smitten when she removes her helmet 

during their conversation regarding their lineage.  Their meeting is truncated by the 

arrival of a pagan posse.  To summarize so far the “Byzantine” elements, we have a boy 

and girl who meet, and at least one falls in love when his eyes gaze on her for the first 

time.  Almost immediately, they are separated and brief reunions are few and far 

between, but the poet assures the reader that even “heavens’ lightning in its rage” or 

“pitiless fortune” will be not capable of disconnecting their bond (III.vi.1).  

 In the Furioso, we observe how Ariosto continues to reutilize many elements 

associated with the “Byzantine” literary tradition; however, others he chooses to not put 

into play.  Unlike the heroines in the ancient Greek novels, Bradamante does not suffer 

threats to her virginity and remains chaste throughout the poem.  Ruggiero, on the other 

hand, is not so constant and reminds us of Klitophon in Achilles Tatius’s work, who also 

surrenders to carnal temptation.  The poet assures us that the young warrior loves 

Bradamante; however, despite Astolfo’s explicit warnings about Alcina’s true nature, 

Ruggiero still yields to the seductive attractions of the evil sorceress Alcina, forgetting 

his prior love in the process (VII.5-18).  One canto later, lust overpowers his intellect 

again.  Upon rescuing Angelica from the sea monster at Ebuda, he is seized by an 

irresistible desire to possess her, and Bradamante, at that moment, is totally erased from 

his memory.  Were it not for the difficulty he experiences in removing his armor, he 

would have surrendered to the charms of a second enchantress (X.92-115, XI.1-4).  
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Although in this situation there is no physical intimacy, he was just as disloyal mentally 

as he was physically with Alcina. 

 During their repeated separations, the behavior of both Bradamante and Ruggiero 

mimics that of the separated lovers found in the ancient Greek novels.  The lovers write 

letters expressing their affections; they are prone to soliloquies in which they lament their 

separation from each other and the trials they must endure.233  Bradamante resolves to 

commit suicide when jealousy disorients her reason, and Ruggiero is driven into a 

homicidal rage when rejected by Bradamante’s parents.  They communicate by letters 

when her parents forbid his visits.234  

 The future founders of the Estense line spend very little time together and 

experience a multitude of separate adventures, constituting obstacles to their final and 

celebrated reunion and union at the end of Canto XLVI.  In the use of this “Byzantine” 

structural technique, Ariosto employs a signature characteristic of the ancient Greek 

novels of love.  We note the progression of their separations and reunions.  Bradamante 

continually searches for her beloved, and Ruggiero is involved in combats with 

Rodomonte and Mandricardo, and others, while remaining loyal to Agramanate’s cause.  

He passes through numerous adventures by means of which he slowly evolves, through a 

process of moral and spiritual growth, into a respected individual worthy of the dynastic 

future assigned to him.  After Bradamante rescues Ruggiero from Atlante’s steel castle in 

                                                
233 For Bradamante’s lament, see XLIV.42-48; XLV.30-40; 97-101and for Ruggiero’s, see XLVI.52-59; 
XLV.87-90. 
 
234 For Bradamante’s letter, see XLIV.61-66) and for Ruggiero’s, see XXV.85-92. 
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Canto IV, their reunion lasts but a few moments, until the hippogriff, surprising the 

mounted Ruggiero, takes flight and flies away with him.  Bradamante commences a new 

search and the two actually do migrate to the same location, Atlante’s Palace of Illusions 

(Canto XXII).  Nevertheless, because of the spell therein, they pursue false and phantom 

images of their individual desires and do not recognize one another.  Freed by Astolfo 

(Canto XXII), the pair travels toward an abbey at Vallombrosa.  A lady who tells of 

Ricciardetto’s impending death interrupts their journey.  On their way to rescue him, they 

are again split apart as Ruggiero must fight Sansonetto and three other warriors at 

Pinabello’s castle, and Bradamante rides off after Pinabello, intent upon retrieving the 

horse he stole from in Canto III.  

 Time passes, and Bradamante, now residing with her family, at long last receives 

a letter from Ruggiero indicating that he will meet her in some twenty days.  When this 

does not transpire, and, additionally, she hears that Marfisa and Ruggiero are companions 

at arms, Bradamante becomes suspicious of Marfisa’s motives.  Blind jealousy propels 

her to assume that the warrior maid is her rival and that the rumor that they are to wed is 

true.  She sends Fiordiligi to deliver an anonymous challenge to Ruggiero, who she 

believes has been unfaithful to her.  The Maid arrives for combat with the Saracens, and, 

after Serpentino, Grandonio, and Ferraù fall to her lance (it belongs to Astolfo), there is 

speculation among the pagans that this nameless knight might be Rinaldo’s sister.  When 

at last the lovers engage in combat, neither can bring him/herself to inflict harm on the 

other, and Bradamante agrees to a parley.  Marfisa interrupts the discussion, and, only 

when Ruggiero intervenes in the women’s combat, Bradamante venting her rage and hate 
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on Marfisa with frenzied blows, do they discover that Ruggiero and Marfisa are brother 

and sister.  They hear Atlante’s voice from his tomb in the cypress glade.  Peace is made 

and the three knights set off to avenge Ullania, Queen of Iceland, later arriving in 

Marganorre’s (the hater of women) stronghold, where, through their efforts, the tyrant is 

punished and his supporters assassinated.  

 After this, their paths diverge once more.  Ruggiero opts to honor his commitment 

to Agramante and departs to join him in Arles.  The ladies, now friends, head toward 

Paris.  Before the lovers meet again, Rinaldo and Ruggiero have had their first 

confrontation, Agramante has disillusioned Ruggiero, the latter has shipwrecked on an 

island and converted to Christianity, and Rinaldo has agreed to the young warrior’s 

petition for Bradamante’s hand. 

 The couple’s paths converge again some six canti later in Marseilles (Canto 

XLIV), where Ruggiero is presented to the French king and honored by him.  Much to 

the couple’s dismay, Bradamante’s parents, Aymon and Beatrice, do not consider him a 

worthy suitor for their daughter (he has no kingdom or title) and have already promised 

her to Leone, son of the emperor Constantine of Byzantium.  Such a circumstance, 

parental objection, is another element frequently found in the “Byzantine” novels.  

Railing against his bitter fortune, Ruggiero abandons Paris, vowing to depose 

Constantine and return with a royal crown.   

 Ultimately, after a complex series of events, involving fierce battles between him 

(he wears Leone’s armor) and his own love, Ruggiero returns to Charlemagne’s court as 

sovereign of the Bulgars, and, having proved his worthiness, succeeds in marrying 
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Bradamante.  A happy union of the loyal partners at the end of the story constitutes yet 

another element common in the ancient Greek novels of love and adventure.  The story of 

Ruggiero and Bradamante unequivocally imitates the pattern of the Greek writers and 

qualifies as a “Byzantine” tale. 

 

 Our analysis of these epic romance or romance epic (designations among critics 

vary) narrative poems has led us to several conclusions.  Unquestionable is the decided 

mixture of “Byzantine” elements within the chivalric world in which the characters 

move.  Unequivocal also is the fact that both authors elected to create a poem that 

features wars and battles between defenders of Christianity and those of the Islamic faith 

in defense of Christendom, feats of valor and chivalric deeds blended with stories of love 

(whose focus runs the gamut from true and loyal relationships, to problematical ones 

between lovers of different faiths or social standing, to those characterized by false or 

feigned affection, jealousy, and deceit).  But within these cleverly inventive and 

entertaining pieces, we have searched to ascertain the degree of success the authors 

attained in the fusion of the structural, thematic, and narrative features belonging to the 

two literary traditions on which this study is focused, the “Byzantine” and the chivalric.  

From our point of view, Boiardo definitely demonstrates supreme inventiveness and an 

interest in providing a work full of variety and excitement.  He creates many story lines 

and uses many structural and narratives elements of  “Byzantine” literary tradition, such 

as presenting stories which are told in installments, interrupting stories at moments of 

tension to create suspense and curiosity, and constructing intricate anagnorisis sequences, 
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to name a few.  However, he does not, in our judgment, achieve an aesthetically pleasing 

union of the literary traditions.  Naturally, we must always keep in mind that we are 

dealing with an unfinished work, but we, nevertheless, believe that the three Books we do 

have are a substantive indicator of the poet’s style and artistic purposes.  Boiardo, as does 

Ariosto, borrows from many classical and medieval sources, but it is his fantasy that 

directs his narrative.  In his casual meandering tale, we find ambiguities and omissions; 

characters get lost and incidents are repeated.  The unity of the poem suffers from the 

erratic movement of the narrative which too frequently jumps from one story line to 

another without, in our view, any logical justification other than an attempt to feed the 

reader only small amounts of information to retain his curiosity, but that procedure 

ultimately results in fatigue and confusion as the reader attempts to piece together the 

details of each story.  Some allegorical interludes, such as the one involving Silvanella, 

Queen Calidora and the Narcissus Fountain, while interesting to read and providing 

variety, seem out of place and even superfluous.  In addition, the manner of transitioning 

from story line to story line is monotonous and mechanical.  We come away from a 

reading of this charming poem with an impression of a story chopped into too many 

small parts, and not having a well-planned out structure.  In our judgment, a smooth 

integration of the “Byzantine” and the chivalric literary traditions is not achieved, and 

this is reflected in the overall lack of narrative cohesiveness. 

 With the Furioso, a work magnificent in its variety, we have an author very much 

in control of his material and focused on creating a coherent whole.  As opposed to the 

spasmodic interconnectivity of episodes in the Innamorato, Ariosto displays an intense 
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preoccupation with constructing a tightly woven story.  Ariosto succeeds in manipulating 

the complexity and variety in his work to create a pleasing harmonious effect.   

 The poet deals with three related situations in the welter of events:  the invasion 

of Christendom and siege of Paris by forces of Agramante and other Muslim leaders; 

Orlando’s love (perhaps more accurately classified as infatuation and obsession) and his 

ensuing jealous that drives him mad; and the exploits of Ruggiero and the extolling of the 

virtue and courage of his future wife, Bradamante.  The nexuses between episodes are 

well planned, and the narrative flows.  He orchestrates the sequence of actions so that the 

successive canti “recall, echo, illuminate or shade, parallel or contrast with each other” 

(Brand 55) and achieves a marvelously unified structure, blending throughout his 

narrative poem aspects of the “Byzantine” and chivalric literary traditions.  While the 

“Byzantine” and chivalric influences pervade his work, Ariosto consistently connects to 

his own times, offering his emotional and rational reactions to the world in which he 

lived.  However, for us, it is the repeated intrusion of the real world that disturbs 

somewhat the harmony of his poem.  The authorial comments transport us out of the 

world of imagination and back into the practical world.235  There are times when the 

reader must assiduously search to ascertain a connection between some of the stories of 

love and the three main story strings.  Nevertheless, we conclude that while the 

confluence of the “Byzantine” and chivalric literary traditions in Ariosto is quite 

artistically accomplished and the Furioso exhibits a high degrees of narrative and 

                                                
235 Brand comments on Ariosto’s ability to attain in his poem a “subtle balance” in this work “. . .  between 
the ideals of courage, courtesy, loyalty, friendship, love, and the reality of fear, lust, cruelty, treachery, 
envy, which one met every day” (56). 
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structural unity, it appears to perhaps lack the degree of thematic cohesion achieved later 

by Cervantes.  

 Throughout this chapter, we have noted both Boiardo’s and Ariosto’s dependence 

upon “Byzantine” literary tradition as they availed themselves of a large number of 

structural and narrative elements typical of that tradition.  How they acquired familiarity 

with the “Byzantine” works and or their authors’ techniques and structural peculiarities is 

a matter of speculation.  It is our belief that features of the stories imagined by Chariton, 

Xenophon of Ephesus, Iamblichus, Longus, Heliodorus and Achilles Tatius had 

continued to enjoy a presence in stories of the oral tradition, and that many of their 

distinctive structural and narrative techniques had passed into literary creations composed 

after the fifth century A.D.  In other words, the dominant features of the “Byzantine” 

literary tradition were “in the air” literarily and consistently tapped for development 

throughout the centuries after their initial creation.  Apparently Boiardo and Ariosto 

recognized their entertainment and structural value.  

 Regardless of the means by which the Italian poets acquired knowledge of these 

romantic novels, the many similarities in narrative content and structural features 

between the “Byzantine” works and these fifteenth- and sixteenth-century poems, 

composed over one thousand years after those of the Greek novelists, is promptly patent.  

A process of the intertwining of these literary traditions was in motion.  Love and war 

(chivalry), and the manner in which they interact, dominate these romantic chivalric 

poems.  In the next chapter, we will examine the efforts of an anonymous Spanish author 
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to merge the “Byzantine” and the chivalric literary traditions into a novel published in the 

first decade of the sixteenth century. 
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Chapter Four:  Palmerín de Olivia 

 
 
 
 

 For this chapter in our study of the confluence of the “Byzantine” and chivalric 

traditions in literature that fused love and adventures leading up to Cervantes, we return 

to the Iberian Peninsula to consider a chivalric novel that inaugurates a new family of 

heroes in this genre, El libro del famoso e muy esforçado caballero Palmerín de Olivia, 

more commonly referred to as Palmerín de Olivia.  This work was published in 

December of 1511 in Salamanca by an unknown publisher and circulated as an 

anonymous work dedicated to a young descendant, Luís,236 of the illustrious Fernández 

de Córdoba family who had strong ties with the Spanish monarchy.237  The second book 

of the Spanish branch of this chivalric dynasty, Libro Segundo del emperador Palmerín, 

more commonly known as Primaleón (name of first son of Palmerín and Polinarda), 

came out in June of the next year.  Both works seem to be the work of the same author 

whose identity has yet to be ascertained beyond all doubt.238  The third book in the 

                                                
236 Luís is son of the famous Diego Fernández de Córdoba, Count of Cabra, (c.1460-1525).  The young 
man himself served as a page to Carlos I in Flanders (1516-1517), was son-in-law to the famous general 
Gonzalo Fernández de Córdoba, and acted as ambassador for Carlos V (1522) (Marín Pina, "Introducción," 
IX). 
 
237 In the prologue of the Palmerín, the author says that Luis’s ancestors “fueron siempre naturales 
privados e leales favorescedores de la Casa e Corona Real” (4).  We cite from the Marín Pina, Di Stefano, 
and Pierucci 2004 edition of Palmerín de Olivia.  Chapter numbers appear in parentheses in the original 
lower-case Roman numerals, followed by page number, when appropriate. 
 
238 Marín Pina, "El ciclo de los Palmerines," 6.  See her section on authorship in this article, 6-9.  Mancini, 
as well, presents a discussion of the three hypotheses regarding the authorship, citing the three possibilities 
uncovered by research.  The first suggests that the author is a Francisco Vásquez, native of Ciudad 
Rodrigo, named only in the 1512 edition of Primaleón, in which it is asserted that both books were 
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Spanish series, also by an anonymous author, is Platir (grandson of Palmerín), published 

in Valladolid, 1533, dedicated to the marquises of Astorga, Pedro Álvarez Osorio and 

María Pimentel y Velasco.  Its official title is Crónica del muy valiente y esforzado 

caballero Platir.  It was so popular in Italy that is spawned a new descendent in that 

language, entitled Historia del cavalier Flortir, which appeared in Venice in 1554 (Marín 

Pina "El ciclo" 4-5).  Around 1543-1544, the Portuguese writer Francisco de Morais 

expanded the cycle with his Palmeirim de Inglaterra that was quickly translated into 

Spanish (1547-1548).239 

 Judging by its popularity by the number of editions published,240 Palmerín de 

Olivia enjoyed an extensive following in Spain, but it attracted numerous European 

readers as well, with translations into French (Freer), English (Galigani), Portuguese, 

German, Dutch (Marín Pina "El ciclo" 4), and, in addition, Italian.  In Italy, there were 

several translations starting in 1544 and continuing through 1620 (Demattè 8).  In spite of 

this impressive acceptance, Pero Pérez during the scrutiny of Don Quijote’s library 

considered Palmerín de Olivia to be literarily inferior and ordered it tossed into the 

bonfire, while considering the only worthy member of the Palmerín cycle to be the 

                                                                                                                                            
translated from the originals in Greek.  The second hypothesis indicates that the works are the hand of a 
woman, in collaboration with her son, while the last speculation, and the only one based on a person whose 
existence is verifiable, rests on Joannis Augur Transmierensis (Juan de Trasmiera) of Salamanca, disciple 
of Nebrija (11-14). 
 
239 For more information regarding the Portuguese contribution to the Palmerín cycle, see Marín Pina, “El 
ciclo de los Palmerines,” 3-4 and especially footnote 4. 
 
240 Fourteen editions were known to be printed between 1511-1581 (García Dini).  
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Portuguese Palmerín de Inglaterra.241  Nevertheless, the Palmerín tradition would live 

on into the seventeenth century in the theater with a work composed by Juan Pérez de 

Montalbán (a disciple of Lope de Vega) entitled Palmerín de Olivia.  Additionally, 

Mancini points out the presence and influence of this novel in the Spanish romance from 

the seventeenth through the eighteenth centuries (149-202).242  

 We chose to analyze this particular chivalric novel for several reasons.  We feel 

that this work is more relevant and appropriate to our study in that in it we detect an 

intent to mix into the plot and its structure narrative elements that are reminiscent of the 

ancient Greek novels.  The reasons for the resulting palpable confluence of the two 

literary traditions could range from an eagerness to add variety to the novel, to a 

determination to enliven the plot, to a zeal to differentiate this book from previous novels 

of chivalry, or even, possibly, to a sheer desire to experiment with diverse modalities.  

Regardless of the motivating factors in play, this attention to the intermingling of these 

literary traditions precedes by four decades the translations of the Aithiopika and 

Leukippe and Klitophon that would later be available to Núñez de Reinoso and 

Cervantes.  The usage of “Byzantine” narrative structure and techniques by the author of 

the Palmerin de Olivia leads us to the conclusion that, even in the absence of translations 

in European languages, the impact of the ancient novels of love and adventure remained 

                                                
241 “Esa oliva se haga luego rajas y se queme, que aun no queden del las cenizas, y esa palma de 
Ingalaterra se guarde y se conserve como a cosa única.”  Cervantes Saavedra, El Ingenioso Hidalgo Don 
Quijote de la Mancha, I, 6, 48. 
 
242 For a discussion of the extensive Nachleben of the Palmerian heroes, see Marín Pina, “El ciclo de los 
Palmerines,” 24-27. 
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active, passed along over the centuries in other literary creations as writers continued to 

appreciate the narrative potential they offered. 

 By contrast, in our judgment, the foundational book (Curto Herrero Estructura de 

los libros españoles de caballerías 23) of the Spanish novels of chivalry, Amadís de 

Gaula (1508), does not reflect as clearly and pervasively the fusion of the elements of the 

two literary traditions that we are following, although, we acknowledge, there are, as in 

most novels of chivalry, some reflections of the “Byzantine” tradition in it.  Certainly, the 

fact that the majority of the Amadís de Gaula is a reformulation of a much older text 

influences its structural and narrative orientation, and, at the time it was composed, both 

the older version (thirteenth or fourteenth century) and Garci Rodríguez de Montalvo’s 

reinvention, the extent of the knowledge of and the exposure to the “Byzantine” literary 

tradition was conceivably less widespread, or, perhaps, overshadowed by other literary 

concerns and influences.  Whatever the cause, we argue that the anonymous Palmerín de 

Olivia, belonging to the “fase constituyente” of the evolutionary trajectory of the novels 

of chivalry,243 exhibits more noticeably, and to a greater degree, the blending of the 

chivalric with the “Byzantine” tradition.  We suspect that the orientation of a large 

portion of this work toward the Eastern Mediterranean and the lands of the infidels 

evidences a political and sociological consciousness of and receptiveness to the other-

than-Western cultures that possibly extended into the literary milieu, and may, although 

                                                
243 This phase is the second stage of the development of the novels of chivalry in which there is a 
stabilizing or solidifying of the genre as well as a tendency toward the nationalization, along with 
innovations, and an amplification of the thematic and formal horizons of the chivalric genre (Curto Herrero, 
Estructura de los libros españoles de caballerías, 23-24).  See also his dissertation for a more detailed 
analysis of chivalric novels and their categorization ("Estructura de las novelas españolas de caballerías"). 
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not necessarily, be indicative of the presence of “Byzantine” literary features floating 

about in the creative air.  The possibility of providing concrete evidence indicating direct 

knowledge by the sixteenth century Spanish authors of the ancient Greek novels of the 

first through the fourth centuries A.D. is remote, at best.  However, we do wish to point 

out that several authors, among them P. García244 and Stratikis245 are quite supportive of 

the notion that, through cultural exchanges during and subsequent to Eleanor of 

Aquitane’s visit to Constantinople, French literature, specifically the medieval romance, 

was influenced by the twelfth century Byzantine literature, which, as shown in our 

chapter one, was, in turn, swayed extensively by the Greek novels written in the first four 

centuries of modern times. 

 Owing to the probability that many modern readers possess little familiarity with 

the Palmerín de Olivia246, we now offer a brief summary, inspired by those of Gayangos 

                                                
244 "El 'arco de los leales amadores,' a propósito de algunas ordalías literarias."  
 
245 "Byzantium and France:  The twelfth-century renaissance and the birth of the medieval romance."  
 
246 Part of the lack of attention to this work could be partially attributable to the long ago unfavorable 
critique of Meléndez y Pelayo.  Don Marcelino delivered an especially harsh criticism of the Palmerín de 
Olivia that for decades colored scholars’ opinion regarding this work.  In the past fifty to sixty years, many 
respected critics of chivalric literature have come to very different conclusions, among them Mancini and 
Marín Pina.  The following are Menéndez y Pelayo’s comments: “Porque no hay duda que el Palmerín de 
Oliva carece de originalidad, y no es más que un calco servil de las principales aventuras de Amadís y de su 
hijo.  El nacimiento secreto de Palmerín de Oliva, que se llamó así por haber sido expuesto entre palmas y 
olivos cerca de Constantinopla, tiene las mismas circunstancias que el de Amadís y el de Esplandián, salvo 
que éste fue recogido por un ermitaño y Palmerín por un colmenero.  La historia amorosa de Palmerín y 
Polinarda reproduce punto por punto la de Amadís y Oriana.  Si Amadís triunfa del endriago, Palmerín 
mata a la gran sierpe que guardaba la maravillosa fuente Artifaria.  Si Amadís se resiste a los halagos de la 
reina Briolanja, Palmerín, no menos constante en amores, rechaza a Archidiana, hija del Soldán de 
Babylon, y a la infanta Ardemia.  Finalmente, Palmerín, lo mismo que Esplandián, llega a ser emperador de 
Constantinopla.  En suma, el primer Palmerín es un calco mal hecho de su excelente original.  Si alguna 
aventura añade, es del género extravagante, como la lucha de Palmerín con tres leones, a quienes rinde y 
mata sin la menor dificultad (germen de un episodio de la segunda parte del Quijote).  En cambio le faltan 
todas las bellezas del Amadís:  el estilo es pobre el sentimiento ninguno.  En las descripciones de batallas y 
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(39-45) and Mancini (17-20) of the, in our estimation, somewhat complicated plot.  In the 

interest of brevity, we have omitted minor adventures that will be indicated in our 

presentation of Marín Pina’s structural analysis that immediately follows the plot 

summary. 

 Palmerín de Olivia owes his name to the circumstance of having been found 

exposed as a baby between palm and olive trees on the mountain called Olivia, a short 

day’s journey from Constantinople.  He is the son of Florendos, Prince of Macedonia,  

and of Griana, daughter of the Greek emperor Primaleón, according to the text, the eighth 

since the founding of that city.   

 The hero’s parents fall in love at a tournament, attended by brave princes and 

noblemen, such as Florendos, and Tarisio, of Hungary, called by the Emperor.  Toward 

the end of the festivities, a horde of Turks descends upon the city and, thanks to 

Florendos’s heroism, the invaders are repulsed after their leader, Guazemir (brother of the 

sultan of Babylon), is killed by the Prince.  But the couple’s desired union encounters a 

major obstacle:  Griana’s father has promised her in marriage to Tarisio, grandson of the 

Empress and heir to the crown of Hungary.  Griana and Florendos meet furtively, pledge 

their eternal devotion, and, after a secret marriage (married by God and by word), give 

themselves completely to one another.  Bent on spending their lives together, the 

unfortunate couple devises a plan to flee together, but Tarisio, who has been jealously 

guarding his future possession, intervenes, and Florendos must escape back to his 

                                                                                                                                            
desafíos es pesadísimo; en las escenas amorosas, lúbrico por extremo, aunque no iguala al Tirante” (1943, 
3: 30).  
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homeland, while Griana becomes her father’s prisoner.  The princess remains obstinate in 

the face of her parents’ wishes, and months later, her brief moment of love and passion 

with Florendos results in Palmerín’s secret birth.  Griana, fearing dishonor and her 

father’s wrath, commissions a squire, Cardín, to remove the infant from the royal house.  

Placed in the forest by a loyal servant, the child is discovered by the “colmenero,” a rich 

peasant, Gerardo.  Back in Constantinople, Griana ultimately cedes to the loveless 

marriage with Tarisio and only finds solace in religious endeavors. 

 Palmerín, meanwhile, is lovingly raised by Gerardo and his wife Marcela along 

side their other children, and, one day, Diofena, daughter of the couple, alerts Palmerín to 

the information that he is not a natural child of her parents.  Palmerín discovers in 

conversation with Marcela his mysterious abandonment as an infant.  Repeated vivid 

dreams, populated by a beautiful woman who demands he go seek her out, as well as 

accomplish great deeds in her name, plague his sleep in his mid teens.  One day while out 

hunting, he saves the merchant, Estebon, from a lioness, and, at the merchant’s invitation, 

leaves his adoptive parents to seek his origins and the woman of his dreams.  After 

discerning that, rather than a career as a merchant, the life of a knight is his true calling, 

and, at Estebon’s insistence, he travels to Macedonia, where he is knighted by Prince 

Florendos, although his father is ignorant of his ties to the caballero novel.    

 The prince, ever since Griana’s marriage, has lived submerged in a profound state 

of melancholy, ignoring his princely duties.  But, a deep affection for Palmerín arises 

within him, steeped in pride and fatherly feelings.  The young knight opts to undertake 

the task of confronting the dragon (“sierpe”) that guards the fountain of Artifaria that 
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contains the water that will cure the Emperor’s illness.  Once Primaleón is cured, 

Palmerín decides to continue his quest and abandons Macedonia, much to the sorrow of 

both his father and grandfather; none of the three realizes that they are related. 

 More adventures follow:  Palmerín helps Astor, Duke of Duraço, and, for the first 

time, yields to love, convinced that his daughter, Laurena, is the lady in his dreams.  He 

aids Adriano (brother of the king of Bohemia, as well as uncle to the Emperor Primaleón 

and the empress of Germany) to save his son, Diardo, and the latter’s beloved, Cardonia, 

from the false accusations of count Domarco.  Through Adriano’s magic powers, 

Palmerín learns the name of the damsel who has been appearing in his oneiric illusions.  

In his dying moments, Adrian exhorts the knight to set out for Gante, the seat of the 

German Empire, where he says Palmerín will find that which he seeks.  Outside Gante, 

Palmerín defeats the Invulnerable Knight who was besieging that city, thus, once again, 

providing evidence of his valor and giving the Emperor cause to notice him. 

 In the royal court, Palmerín finally meets Polinarda, princess of Germany, and his 

cousin, Tolomé, son of Frinato (Florendos’s cousin and helpmate) becomes acquainted 

with Brionela, daughter of the duke of Sansoña, Griana’s cousin and confidant.  The main 

protagonists’ love affair flowers amide events at a tourney, meetings in a flowering 

gardens, chaste chats, and the glory of Palmerín’s victory in the jousts in France where 

the French prince, Luymanes, is forced to admit that Polinarda is more beautiful than his 

beloved.  While in France, Trineo, the Emperor’s son, learns of Agriola’s (daughter of the 

king of England) dazzling looks, falls in love “de oídos,” and determines that she is the 

woman he will have for his wife.   
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 Palmerín, Trineo, and Tolomé travel incognito to England to assist their king (a 

sworn enemy of the Emperor of Germany) in a war with Scotland, and are invited to the 

English court.  The German prince and Agriola meet and fall in love.  Anticipating 

intransigent parental opposition to marriage with the German prince, Princess Agriola 

agrees to run away with Trineo.  Palmerín and Tolomé help to make the kidnapping 

attempt a success, and the fugitive couple, out in the high seas, pledges their eternal 

fidelity.  Soon, however, a storm throws the travelers into an isolated and unknown port.  

Palmerín goes ashore to hunt, armed only with a bow and arrows, and loses his 

companions to an assault by Turks who make them their prisoners:  Trineo is taken to the 

island of Malfado, where the malevolent Queen Malfado, who possesses magical power, 

changes Trineo into a dog; Olimael, naval commander for the Grand Turk, tenders 

Agriola to leader as a gift.  Instantly smitten, the powerful sultan takes her for his wife 

and wants to consummate their marriage.  But she is protected by a magic ring and, thus, 

is able to reject his amorous advances and remain faithful to Trineo.  Tolomé is sold as a 

slave. 

 A group of nobles out hunting discovers Palmerín alone as he wanders searching 

for his friends..  So as not to reveal he is a Christian, he feigns muteness.  Among the 

group is Alchidiana, daughter of the Sultan of Babylon, who falls in love with Palmerín.  

She inadvertently provokes a war, which gives Palmerín the opportunity to prove his 

valor in spite of his feigned handicap.  Despite the positive recognition for being 

victorious and the ardent love offered by Alchidiana, Palmerín yearns to escape and 

return to his beloved Polinarda.  The opportunity to leave Babylon materializes when the 
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Sultan plans an invasion of Constantinople in revenge for his brother’s (Guazemir) death 

that occurred a few years before.  A gale separates the squadron of Babylonian ships, and 

the one captained by Palmerín sails west, making its way to Germany.  Olorique, son of 

the king of Arabia, with whom Palmerín has established an indelible bond, opts to 

accompany his friend to the German court, where Palmerín secretly spends fifteen days 

with Polinarda.  Palmerín is embarrassed to present himself before the Emperor without 

Trineo at his side, since he had sworn to protect the prince when they departed for 

England. 

 At this point the narrative switches back to events in Macedonia after Palmerín’s 

departure from there.  Florendos has sunk anew into the habitual sadness of a 

misanthrope.  Still receiving pressure from the courtiers to provide an heir for the 

kingdom, he asks yet again for a year’s reprieve; his plan is to see Griana one last time.  

Disguising himself as a pilgrim and accompanied only by Frinato, he goes to Hungary, 

and in the church, observes Griana from afar.  Later, as a beggar, he receives from her 

hands, in the palace patio, the alms of bread, and finally succeeds in attaining an audience 

with her during which transpires an intense dialogue filled with love and pain.  Griana’s 

husband, the arrogant and unjust King Tarisio, interrupts their conversation, and 

Florendos, blind with pent-up rage, attacks and kills him.  An uproar ensues, and 

Florendos narrowly escapes being lynched.  The ill-starred couple is accused of adultery 

and regicide and taken for judgment before the Emperor of Constantinople, Griana’s 

father, who ruefully recognizes the old error (he understands that he should have let 

Griana marry Florendos years ago) that commenced his daughter’s malcontent. 
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 Fortunately, Palmerín, who after leaving Gante has emerged victorious in several 

adventures, arrives in Constantinople in time to defend Florendos, while Frisol (nephew 

of the Empress of Germany and oldest son of Netrido, the latter Tarisio’s uncle, as well 

as the younger brother of the King of Hungary) represents Griana against her accusers, 

Tarisio’s nephews (Ponteleo and Ordín), who wish to supplant Griana for the rule of 

Hungary.  Palmerín and Frisol handily defeat their opponents, and Florendos and Griana 

are exonerated.  Palmerín is recognized in separate scenes by his parents as being their 

lost son, and, then, is introduced to his grandfather, the emperor.  A new tournament 

celebrates the collective happiness as Palmerín is acclaimed the long awaited heir to the 

kingdom of Macedonia as well as the heir apparent to the Empire of Constantinople. 

 Nevertheless, amidst the contentment and relief of finally discovering his lineage, 

the illustrious and exemplary knight knows he has unfinished business:  he must fulfill 

his vow to not return to Germany until he has rescued Trineo, the Emperor’s son.  He sets 

out with a select group of companions with the hope of finding Agriola and Tolomé as 

well.  Once again, a maritime storm diverts him and his crew, this time to the kingdom of 

the Grand Turk from whom Agriola is soon liberated.  This Palmerín accomplishes with 

the benefaction of other Christian prisoners in a conspiracy that involves an intricate plot 

resulting in the assassination of the unsuspecting Turkish ruler.  

 After sailing away from the lands of the infidels, the freed Christians come upon 

Malfado’s island, but Trineo is no longer there.  He had been given to Princess Zerfira, 

who went to the island soliciting help from the sorceress Malfado to cure her strange 

illness.  Still not giving up his search, Palmerín finds Zerfira and defends her from her 
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enemies, all the while accompanied by a dog that is, in reality, the very friend he seeks.  

Offering to help with her cure, he travels with Zerfira to the court of King Abimar of 

Rumata and Grisca to consult with the magician Muça Belín, the only one with 

knowledge about how to restore the princess’s health and nullify the enchantment of 

which Trineo and others are victims.  Once those tasks are accomplished, all the prisoners 

on the island depart, going their separate ways, the Christians setting their course for 

Constantinople.  When pirates assault their vessels, Palmerín finishes off many, but is 

sorely challenged by one:  we are surprised to learn that it is Tolomé, now a slave of 

Alchidiana.  Commissioned by the princess to obtain news about the hero, whom she 

loves and misses, he and his crew have been sailing around looking for Palmerín.  Now 

that everyone has been reunited, once and for all, the friends return to Constantinople. 

 Multiple weddings occur:  Trineo marries Agriola, Tolomé weds Brionela, Frisol 

takes the hand of Armida  (Palmerín’s half sister), and, of course, Palmerín and Polinarda 

are, finally, officially united.  After the death of Emperor Primaleón, the pair rules 

wisely.  Years pass, and, during a reunion of old friends, an assassination attempt against 

Palmerín disrupts the atmosphere of good fellowship.  Alarmed, Griana and Florendos 

travel to be close to their son and daughter-in-law, but once he is out of danger, Florendos 

returns to Macedonia while Griana stays behind to care for her grandchildren. 

   One day, a damsel appears in court and announces to Palmerín the arrival of 

“tales cavalleros estrangeros que farán escurecer la fama de los tuyos”, in particular a 

valued and formidable one (his name is not revealed), a knight who “passará en bondad a 

todos los que agora armas traen” (384).  Amazed by the pronouncement, the Emperor 
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wishes for more information from the messenger.  Several of the young knights 

assembled depart in search of her and the novel ends. 

. . . 

 We now present a view of the novelistic structure of this work.  Within her 

introduction to the 2004 edition of Palmerín de Olivia, Marín Pina, presents an excellent 

structural analysis that aptly elucidates the organization of the complicated plot of this 

rather lengthy work ("Introducción" XII-XVI).  We wish to offer a partial summary and a 

partial interpretation of her examination of the structure of the Palmerín, combined with 

some of our emendations and amplifications of her sagacious explanations.  We believe 

this will assist the reader in understanding not only the complexity, but also the attempt at 

unity we perceive in this fascinating work. 

 The critic Marín Pina maintains that the book is organized structurally in two 

large blocks or related narrative sequences, whose thematic axes consist of the familial 

ancestry of the hero (A) and love (B).  These she denominates “macro-sequences.”  

Sequence (A) refers to the search for the hero’s knightly identity and the recuperation of 

his lost lineage; this macro-sequence develops in four “narrative moments”:  (A0), (A1), 

(A2), (A3).   

 Marín Pina subdivides the first, (A0), thusly: 

(a) chapters i-viii:  The book opens with focus on an initial conflictive situation:  the 

relating of the secret love affair between the hero’s parents, Griana and Florendos.  It 

ends with birth and exposing of baby to preserve the mother’s honor. 
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(b) chapters ix-xiv:  Palmerín is raised and educated among peasants, in the home of the 

rich beekeeper Geraldo.  The absence of lineage demands the action of recovery of 

identity by the hero, which will justify initially all his adventures. 

 The second “narrative sequence”, (A1), encompassed in chapters xv–xvii, focuses 

on the hero’s search for identity, which generates and justifies the first adventures: 

(a) a fight with a lion defending the merchant Estebon 

(b) giving help to the dwarf Urbanil 

(c) obtaining of the marvelous water from Mt. Artifaria, used to cure his 

grandfather, the Emperor Remicio.  In the emperor’s court, Palmerín’s investiture 

is performed by Florendos. 

Marín Pina explains that lack of lineage, (A), is complicated by another lack, (B), that 

runs parallel with the first and is conditioned by the lack of lineage.  An unnamed damsel 

has appeared in his dreams for ten nights, exhorting him to leave his peasant life, seek her 

out, and perform such deeds as will shed light on his parentage. 

 At least for a time, the second main narrative sequence, (B), apparently displaces 

(A1).  (B), love, gives new meaning to hero’s life and to the quest for his lost lineage.  

Within this macro-sequence, there are two “narrative moments.”  The first, (B), covers 

chapters xix–xxx.  The new demand of love justifies these new adventures:   

(a) the defense of the territory of the Duke of Duraço 

(b) the erroneous falling in love with Laurena (daughter of the Duke), while 

misidentifying her as the damsel in his dreams. 

(c) the recovery of the chest snatched from a damsel. 
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(d) the rescue of Esmerinda from the prison of the giant Darmaco 

(e) the defense of the accused Cardonia and Diardo, son of Adrián 

(f) the assistance to the emperor of Germany, who is threatened with deadly harm 

by the “Caballero Encantado de las Saetas” 

All these adventures demonstrate the extraordinary qualities of the newly knighted 

Palmerín, a knight without lineage, but in love.  Before presenting himself to his beloved, 

he has already accrued renown in the Macedonian and German courts, and his fame has 

been spread by those he has assisted. 

 Sequence [“momento”] (B2), chapters xxxi-xlviii, includes the first romantic 

encounter with Polinarda and concludes with his service in defense of her beauty at the 

tournament in Paris.  There, important connections with other characters occur that will 

have reverberations in most of the remainder of the story, such as, particularly, the 

meeting with Frisol (“Caballero del Sol”), which results in their enmity, since they both 

claim to represent Polinarda.  The author gives Frisol’s background in the form of a tale 

within the tale, as he veers momentarily from the main narrative.  However, Frisol will 

participate continually throughout the novel.  The tournament in France is also critical in 

that it is here that Trineo courts the princess Agriola of England.  After the knights’ 

return to Germany, the clandestine, the intimate rendezvous and secret marriage of 

Palmerín and Polinarda (chapter xlvii) close temporarily sequence (B), which began with 

the quest for the lady in his dreams. 

 Sequence (A), for a time sidelined by (B), returns to the forefront.  If at first the 

lack of knowledge of his lineage did not constitute an impediment for discovering his 
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beloved, now the quest for his origin assumes tremendous importance owing to the fact 

that he cannot hope to have a life with Polinarda in the absence of that information.  At 

this point, the two macro-sequences cross and form a syntagmatic relationship in that the 

love for Polinarda justifies, from now on, the search for his lineage (A), and, only after 

this is discovered, can there be public acceptance of their secret relationship (B). 

 (A2), the third stage of sequence (A), begins when Palmerín, having left Germany 

at the request of Trineo to lend aid to the King of England in his war with the King of 

Scotland, who, in turn, is supported in the conflict by the King of Norway and the 

Emperor of Germany, commences a new set of adventures (chapters xlix –lxviii), at the 

end of which the hero stumbles upon evidence of his royal pedigree (lxiv).  Within this 

section transpire the following:  the rescue of Agriola, kidnapped by the giant Franarque; 

a new and inconclusive battle with Frisol; the liberation of a damsel imprisoned in an 

enchanted castle of the wicked knight Esclotre; the meeting in the cave with the lovelorn, 

dejected, and rejected Varván; and the last confrontation with Frisol, stemming from the 

Prince of Wales’s establishment of a roadblock for those crossing his land (“paso”) with 

the requirement of jousting with ten defenders.   

 When Palmerín rescues the damsel from the enchanted castle in chapter lxiv, he 

discovers his illustrious origin, and that news resolves the initial lack that fostered his 

wandering, as well as removes the obstacle that had interfered with the open admittance 

of his love for Polinarda.  All that seems to remain is his recognition by his parents (A), 

followed by a public marriage to Polinarda (B), thus closing off the two sequences.  

However, the author postpones the denouement by continuing with two large blocks of 
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adventures for Palmerín and his captured friends, Trineo and Agriola, in Turkish 

territory.247   In these, the hero will conclude his social ascension and complete his 

service to his lady 

 For Curto Herrero ("Estructura de las novelas españolas de caballerías" 475-97) 

and Bognolo (97-99), these two narrative masses constitute the second part of the book or 

a third narrative macro-sequence.  Marín Pina, however, understands this large block of 

adventures as the final stage of the first macro-sequence and labels it (A3), based on the 

fact that neither the reuniting of the family nor the recognition of consanguinity by both 

parties has transpired.  In addition, sequence (B), dedicated to the resolution of the 

romantic attachment between the heroes, i.e. marriage, has yet to be determined, being 

that the king of France has plans to unite his kingdom with Germany’s through the 

marriage of his children, Luymanes and Lucemaña, to the Emperor’s offspring.  The 

Emperor of Germany reluctantly agrees to Polinarda’s stipulation that she will not accept 

that arrangement until the return of her brother Trineo (chapters lxix – lxxii).   

 The first sizeable block of adventures in the Islamic world begins with the secret 

departure of the hero, Trineo, and Agriola from England and ends with Palmerín’s return 

to Germany.  It encompasses chapters lxx-xcviii.  After a storm at sea, Palmerín and his 

friends are accidentally separated, and with that dispersion, the lineality of the story line 

                                                
247 Mancini sees the influence of historical issues, such as the victory of the Catholic kings in Granada, the 
revolt of the “moriscos,” and the “Turkish” problem, in the development of this novel.  He believes that, 
owing to these events, there existed an intense interest in Arabs and Turks, to whom, not uncommonly, 
were attributed, erroneously, characteristics of the Moorish inhabitants of Granada.  This resulted in a 
peculiar stance toward all easterners in general that was notably open and sympathetic, in spite of certain 
reserves caused by a generic lack of trust of them and by the Spaniards’ sense of superiority over them 
(36).   
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ends.  While Palmerín hunts on the island to which a storm has blown their ship, mariners 

of Turkish fleet capture and imprison the recently betrothed Trineo and Agriola, 

occasioning a conglomeration of adventures in different spaces:  Trineo becomes 

transformed into a dog at the hand of the capricious enchantress Malfado; meanwhile, 

Olimael takes Agriola as a gift to the Grand Turk (lxxv-lxxvi), where she must await 

rescue; Tolomé, initially transported to Turkey also, finds himself sold into slavery twice.  

In the interim, Palmerín searches for his companions and is delivered into the court of the 

sultan of Babylon, where dressed as a Moor and pretending to be mute, he avoids 

identification as a Christian.  (This sultan is brother to Guazemir, whom Florendos killed 

at the beginning of the book.)   

 During the space of approximately two years, the hero survives among his 

enemies, experiencing numerous adventures such as the fighting with the lions, 

remedying the enchantment of Manarix’s crown, successfully deflecting the amorous 

passions of Ardemia and Alchidiana, and unconsciously succumbing (asleep and under 

the effects of “un vino…confacionado con muchas cosas” [xcv, 194]) to the lustful 

attentions of the Queen of Tarsis (chapters lxxvii-xcv).  Thanks to the sultan’s planned 

attack on Constantinople, in revenge for his brother’s death years before, Palmerín 

figures as one of the leaders of the armada, and, with the aid of a fortuitous storm, which 

separates his ship from the rest, he is able to escape Moorish lands (chapter xcvii).  He 

and Olorique travel to Germany, where the hero reunites briefly with Polinarda (chapter 

xcviii).  The narrator leaves Palmerín enjoying Polinarda’s company to recount what has 

been transpiring elsewhere. 
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 With a retrospective look needed to justify the hero’s presence in Constantinople 

so that the familiar reunion can occur, the author jumps back in time to relate what 

happened to the fleet of the Sultan of Babylon after the storm scatters the ships (chapter 

xcix).  After the tempest that fortuitously sent Palmerín’s ship on a course toward 

freedom, King Balisarca, fleet commander for the Sultan of Babylon, believing that 

Palmerín’s ship has been shipwrecked, proceeds with the incursion into Constantinople.  

The invaders meet defeat from the Greeks and the king, his final hour.  On the Christian 

side, Caniano, heir to the throne of Greece, is among the casualties of the ill-advised 

revenge-based foray instigated by the sultan.  As a consequence, the Emperor sends for 

Griana (married unhappily to Tarisio of Hungary at the start of the novel) to take her 

brother’s place in governing the Empire (chapter xcix).  With the reentry of Griana into 

the story, the author revives the narrative involving her long ago love for Florendos (A0) 

that opened the novel, and then proceeds to take it to closure.  

 The focus then diverts to Florendos (starting at chapter c), who, still chaste after 

almost twenty years, but on the verge of acquiescing to the pressure of the king’s council 

regarding his responsibility to provide an heir to the throne of Macedonia, decides to visit 

Griana one last time.  Disguised as a pilgrim and unrecognizable initially to Griana, he 

gains an audience with her, only to be interrupted by the ever-vigilant Tarisio, whom he 

kills in a fit of frustration and passion.  Both Griana and he are condemned to die for 

committing adultery, a charge they avoided years before with Griana’s deception and the 

abandonment of Palmerín (chapters c-cii).  Ironically, but predictably, it is Palmerín who 

will be the solution of the problem facing his parents.  Palmerín has left Germany to 
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search for Trineo and Agriola, but before embarking on his voyage by sea, he learns that, 

in Constantinople, Florendos and Griana are in need of two knights to defend them 

(chapters civ-ccvii). 

 Separate maternal and paternal anagnorisis close, once and for all, the first 

sequence, (A), that begins the book, and facilitates the closure of the second sequence, 

(B), but, as happened with (A), (B)’s conclusion is delayed with the second large block of 

adventures.  Palmerín’s goal continues to be that of the rescue of the lost friends, Trineo 

and Agriola, both languishing as captives in Turkish territory.  Marín Pina asserts that the 

rescue efforts can be interpreted as the last service that Palmerín performs for Polinarda 

before their wedding ("Introducción" xv).  The journey Palmerín takes in Islamic lands 

after leaving his parents in Constantinople features, among others, the following 

episodes:  his detention by the Turkish general Olimael and his involvement in several 

attacks on Christian kingdoms in order to save his own life; his arrival at the court of the 

Grand Turk [“Gran Turco”] and the rescue of Agriola; the enchantment of Agriola, 

turned into a deer, on the island of Malfado;248 the recovery of Zerfira’s territory; the 

combat with the basilisk; the curing of Zerfira’s illness with the waters collected from the 

prophetic bird; his success at the castle “de los diez padrones”; the disenchantment of 

Trineo; the aid to king Abimar in his war against the Sultan of Persia, whom Palmerín 

takes as a prisoner of war (chapters cxviii–cxlii).   

                                                
248 In the text, this sorceress is alternately referred to as “Malfaldo” and “Malfada.”  The name seems to be 
derived from“mal” and “hado.”  Therefore, we will consistently use the form  “Mafaldo.”  
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   The capture of the Sultan of Persia results in a series of events (chapters cxliv–

cliii) that transpire at the court of this powerful leader and further delay the finding of the 

Palmerín’s friends.  Moreover, this sojourn highlights the hero’s meritorious loyalty to 

his beloved, in contrast to Trineo’s reprehensible behavior with Princess Aurencida.  The 

Sultan falls passionately and irreparably in love with Princess Zerfira and ask her to 

marry him.  Due to the close-knit friendship that has evolved between the princess and 

the two Christians, the latter must delay the rescue of Agriola and the search for Tolomé.  

The Sultan tries to convince the pair to convert to Islam and remain with him in the 

Persian court.  Both knights are the victims of seduction by the Sultan’s sisters:  Palmerín 

rebuffs Liçadra; Trineo succumbs to Aurencida.  The latter is condemned to be burned to 

death when his tryst with the manipulative, brazen Moorish princess comes to light.  Only 

with the help of the wise Muça Belín are Palmerín and Trineo able to rescue Trineo and 

escape from the sultan’s rule.  They proceed to disenchant Agriola and the others 

transformed by Malfado (chapter clv).249   

 The chance reunion with Tolomé occurs at sea, and all the companions proceed to 

Constantinople, where the much awaited, and long deferred, wedding of the heroes 

ensues, as do nuptials of Trineo and Agriola and a host of other couples (chapters clvii – 

clxiv).  Polinarda bears an heir, Primaleón, and the way is prepared for a sequel of the 

story.   

                                                
249 The nullification of Malfado’s spells affects all her victims, Christians and Moors alike.  Palmerín 
releases all of them.  Among those freed, one casually mentioned is the nephew of the unlucky Turkish 
commander Olimael (killed by his own countrymen after the assassination of the Grand Turk), and he will 
later figure in a plot to assassinate the emperor. 
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 The story does not stop here.  One more thread remains to be tied, that of the love 

relationship, (the “love triangle” Alchidiana-Palmerín- Olorique), of Prince Olorique of 

Arabia and Alchidiana of Babylon, who continues to pine for Palmerín, even though, at 

the same time, she recognizes the futility of her aspiration.  Once Palmerín becomes 

emperor, he sends Olorique to Babylon with the news.  For his envoy, he includes a letter 

to the sultan requesting that his princely ambassador be granted permission to marry his  

daughter Alchidiana.  She and Olorique marry and have a child, but Alchidiana remains 

bent on visiting Palmerín in Constantinople.  On the way, their ship is destroyed in a 

storm.  Alchidiana is saved by one of the sailors and is taken in by a kind woman who 

lives near Constantinople.  Apparently, Olorique is lost at sea.   

 One day out hunting, Palmerín comes upon Alchidiana at a fountain (these 

circumstances repeat the way, many chapters back, that Alchidiana discovered Palmerín 

lost and “mute” in her country).  Back in his court, the new emperor mobiliz (among 

them Seregín, son of Cardín, Estebon’s two sons, and Belaquín, son of Muça Belín) finds 

him alive, a captive of Alí Barbancho, leader of a Persian fleet sent out of Alexandria 

heading to a confrontation in Rhodes (chapters clxvi-clxviii). 

 An assassination attempt against Palmerín and others begins to evolve, 

spearheaded by involving Nardides, brother of Tarisio’s nephews Ponteleo and Ordín (the 

accusers of Florendos and Griana who were killed by Palmerín and Frisol).  Also 

participating are Olimael’s250 nephews, Lidcate and Menadén, as well as their father, 

                                                
250 Olimael was killed by his own countrymen who blamed him for the Grand Turk’s death since he was 
the one who introduced the Greeks into the Turkish court (cxxiii, 267). 
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who is trained in the arts of magic (clxx-clxxiii).  The wizard Muça Belín makes a timely 

arrival at the court, and saves Palmerín and Olorique, curing them of their wounds 

(chapter cxxviii), 

 Marín Pina clearly demonstrates how the two sequences (A)—search and 

recovery of lineage—and (B)—search for the love of Polinarda—exhibit parallel 

development in three aspects: the search; the discovery of royal ancestry/meeting and 

secret marriage; anagnorisis/public marriage.  These sequences constitute the structural 

support of the book ("Introducción" XV). 

 Marín Pina’s structural analysis, in our estimation, provides a clear understanding 

of the plot and its architectural underpinnings.  We would like to go further by looking at 

the structure as it reflects similarities to some fundamental features used so effectively by 

the ancient Greek novelists, particularly Heliodorus and Achilles Tatius.  We note that, in 

the main, the  “Byzantine” influence tends to be concentrated mostly in the second part of 

the novel, but that it should be recognized that in the first section “Byzantine” elements 

are not totally absent.  Next, we will focus attention on five mainstays of the “Byzantine” 

narratives:  entrelacement, characters with recurring appearances, interpolated stories, 

anagnorisis, recognitions and non-recognitions, and deception (lies and disguise). 

 One of the first parallels with the Greek prose narratives of the first through the 

fourth centuries A.D. we notice is the author’s employment of the technique of 

entrelacement, the intertwining and the starting and interrupting of the histories of the 

several main actors in the novel, as the writer attempts to narrate the experiences of each 

person when he/she is separated in space from the group.  This technique produces 
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suspense251 as the chapters alternate from character to character, and the reader is left 

wondering about their fate.  In the second part of the novel (that occurring in the Islamic 

world, commencing with the separation of Palmerín from his friends after their risky 

abduction of Agriola from England), the author, partly out of necessity (the dispersion of 

the characters), but also partially motivated, we believe, by the desire to entertain the 

reader with variety and create an atmosphere of curiosity and excitement regarding the 

fate of the individual figures, now alone in enemy territory, moves with regularity the 

action from one to the other, devoting a chapter or more to each as they cope with their 

new situations.  This setting up of a network of episodes ultimately results in the forward 

movement of the main narrative, most generally with progress toward the achievement of 

Palmerín’s goal of rescuing his friends.   

 We will illustrate how this network is constructed in the first of the two blocks of 

adventures in the territory of the infidels.  When a violent storm at sea pushes the 

travelers into an unknown but calm port (chapter lxxiiii), and Palmerín goes ashore to 

hunt, Turks, plying the oceans for booty and slaves for the Grand Turk, take prisoners 

Trineo, Agriola, Tolomé, and Colmelio.  The fleet’s leader, Olimael, gives Trineo to a 

cousin, and circumstances will quickly send him to Malfado Island, there to be there 

transformed into a dog by ruler of the island, the malevolent Malfado (chapter lxxiv).  

                                                
251 The suspense in this book is, admittedly, much less acute than that achieved by Ariosto and Heliodorus 
who delighted in creating cliff-hanging moments.  J. R. González claims it is important to keep in mind 
that, in the Palmerín de Olivia, the accumulation of exhortative prophesies, characterized by their 
imploratory and dialoging nature, tends to limit the inclusion of nail-biting moments at the author’s 
disposal.  For a discussion of the prophetic ideology of Palmerín de Olivia, consult Javier Roberto 
González,76-78. 
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News of his fate is suspended until chapter cxxi.  Tolomé and Colmelio (Palermín’s step-

brother) become slaves to a knight from the dominion of the Sultan of Babylon and travel 

to those lands.  Their story is silenced until revived in chapter cxxviii.  Olimael wishes to 

keep Agriola for himself, although, when her magic ring causes him to tremble 

involuntarily, he desists and determines to present her to the Grand Turk, who, 

passionately attracted by her beauty, marries her (chapter lxxvi).  There she is left living 

platonically with her husband, her chastity protected by a ring given to her by Palmerín, 

until chapter cxx, when the hero, after having been reunited with his parents, has made 

his way to the court of the Grand Turk and frees her. 

 Thus, by the end of chapter lxxv, these three companions have taken off in 

different directions, while Palmerín is left behind to wander in search of them.  As 

mentioned previously, he ends up under the protection of Princess Alchidiana and the 

Sultan of Babylon.  The author follows Palmerín’s adventures for almost twenty chapters, 

until his return to Germany for a brief visit with Polinarda.  The attention then shifts to 

Florendos and Griana, as their story is resumed (chapter c), after having been dropped in 

chapter viii where Griana’s forced marriage to Tarisio of Hungary occurred.  Then the 

focus of the narration reverts back to Palmerín, who, leaving Germany, begins anew his 

search for his companions, until he hears of Florendos’s need, and he diverts to 

Constantinople.  There, Griana becomes reacquainted with her son, Florendos learns 

Palmerín’s true identity, and the hero discovers that he is the heir apparent to the throne 

of Christian Greece.  At that point, a chapter is devoted to Cardín’s mission of visiting 

Geraldo (Palmerín’s adoptive father) and taking him back to Constantinople, and the 
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author includes another diversion in which the old knight Apolón (Polús) is sent to 

retrieve his friend, Netrido, father to Frisol, from exile.  In short order, Netrido is restored 

to the crown of Hungary, as was foretold in his dream (xliv, 100).  After the celebratory 

festivities spawned by Palemerín’s engagement in Constantinople wind down, Palmerín 

sets out on his quest once again.  The author leaves the young emperor-to-be traveling, 

and the next chapter covers the death of the King of Macedonia (Florendos’s father).  

That throne remains vacant only a short while, and, with the marriage of the King of 

Esperte with the Princess Arismena, sister to Florendos, a new king assumes power. 

 In the second large block of Palmerín’s adventures in Moorish territory, there is 

similar back and forth narrative activity as well.  Particularly prominent is the multi-

chapter interlude, near the end of the book, devoted to Princess Alchidiana and King 

Olorique of Arabia already discussed (chapters clix, clxvi-clxix).  The technique of 

interspersing sescondary stories helps the anonymous author to increase the complexity 

of his story and adds a pleasant feeling of expectation and curiosity for the reader.  It also 

allows the writer to work with multiple characters in a variety of scenarios and retard the 

closing moments of his work.  Once Palmerín finally uncovers the truth about his lineage, 

one might expect the story to wind down.  But just the opposite occurs, as the author uses 

the task of recovering his friends to reactivate Palmerín’s chivalric adventures. 

 We find another structural technique in the Palmerín that bears a strong, evident 

resemblance to those practiced by the Greek novelists of the first through the fourth 

centuries A.D., that of tying the work together by means of the periodic reutilization of 

characters that appear in the action of the story, and then are gone, only to reappear later 
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and take an active role in the context of the plot.  Not only do these returning figures 

serve the novelistic purpose of unifying the story, but they also function as a mechanism 

to surprise the reader, who will marvel at the cleverness of the writer’s ability to interject 

the same person into the narrative with varying roles, in multiple capacities.  In the act of 

recognizing a former character, the reader may also realize the advantage of careful 

reading, and, when encountering other new figures, develop a sense of anticipation 

concerning the potential future involvement of the same persons.  Encountering him/her 

again evokes reminiscences of prior scenes in the novel and deepens a reader’s 

enjoyment and curiosity as he/she turns back to reread those events. 

 The anonymous author of Palmerín de Olivia works with several recurring 

characters, such as, among others, Colmelio (a son of Geraldo), Ermes (a messenger for 

the King of England), Estebon (the merchant of Macedonia), Leonarda (a country maid 

who cures Frisol of his leprosy-like disease), and Diardo, Adrián’s son.  We will look at 

the sequence of recurrence for each. 

 Colmelio and Palmerín grow up together, and when Palmerín disappears one day, 

Colmelio departs his home to search for him (xiii).  He surfaces again in the novel as 

Frisol’s squire, and, with his permission, joins himself to the threesome of Palmerín, 

Trineo, and Tolomé (lxviii).  He participates in Agriola’s abduction, and, along with 

Tolomé, is taken prisoner by the marauding Turks, becoming a slave, to Olimael’s cousin 

(lxxiv).  Later, Maucete, an ambassador for the Sultan of Babylon, on his way to the court 

of Persia, buys him (cxxviii).  Palmerín is there and recognizes his brother; they escape 

together after the assassination of the sultan (cxliv).  Back in Constantinople toward the 
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end of the novel, Colmelio helps the young “novel” (“newly knighted”) knights search 

for and discover Alchidiana’s husband Olorique, thought dead, and witnesses the arrival 

of the mysterious damsel with her portentous announcement (cxliv and cxlvi).  Providing 

a unit of continuity, this character maintains a presence in the plot from the beginning 

until the last scene. 

 Estebon and Leonarda each appear twice.  After Palmerín saves the merchant 

from a lion attack, it is Estebon’s invitation that spurs Palmerín to leave his adoptive 

parents and pursue the quest for the damsel in his dreams (xiii).  Estebon reappears many 

chapters hence after his merchant ship has been captured by Turks.  The assassination of 

the Grand Turk has just taken place, and Palmerín and the Christians have sailed away 

from the city of Tubante.  They overwhelm the Turkish crews of the enemy ships, and 

Palmerín saves Estebon’s life a second time.  When the Christian ship puts in at the 

island of Malfado, Estebon and his sons fall under the sorceress’s spell along with the 

others (cxxiv), and wait for liberation until chapter clvi, in which Palmerín dismantles 

Malfado’s spell.  In Constantinople, Palmerín knights Estebon’s sons, and they are 

among the group of new knights that finds Olorique on Ali Barbancho’s ship and returns 

safely with him.  

 After two years of wandering and begging, Frisol (son of Netrido of Hungary) is 

despondent about his future and his disfiguring malady.  Leonarda, daughter of a farmer, 

hears his cries of anguish and frustration in the mountains.  A dream the night before has 

shown her the herbs needed to cure his ailment.  Once cured, Frisol stays with Leonarda 

and her family for six months.  She falls in love with him, but knows he will not stay 
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away from adventure (xlv).  He does promises to return to visit, however.  Leonarda 

resurfaces in chapter civ.  The brother and cousins of a man Palmerín killed the day 

before (the hero was protecting a lady being abducted by them) seek out the hero to exact 

vengeance.  Discovering him asleep next to a fountain, the brother of the deceased is 

about to deliver a fatal blow to the hero, when a man out hunting (unnamed at this 

juncture) intervenes.  As a consequence of that intrusion, Palmerín receives a severe head 

wound, but then is attacked by four others at once.  The unidentified hunter saves him 

and offers to take him to be tended to by a lady he knows.  Palmerín has not yet 

recognized his savior as Frisol nor has the latter determined that he has just saved the 

very man he has combated thrice before, but who was always helmeted.  As they travel 

further into the woods, Palmerín mulls over what one of the fairies told him a chapter 

before, about his being saved from death by “his worst enemy.”  He meets Leonarda, who 

dresses his wounds, and then, spies Frisol’s shield and recognizes his signs.  At that 

point, the hero reveals that he is the knight who has fought Frisol on three occasions.252  

 Ermes is a knight in the court of King of England and another character that 

appears briefly, disappears, and then reappears.  He takes an active role in the plot at a 

point earlier than the two figures just discussed and within a more concentrated period of 

time.  At the request of the king, he regains for the lady castellan a castle that had been 

forcefully appropriated by the covetous knight Misseres.  She arrives back at her property 

accompanied by Frisol, her escort, who has been seriously injured in combat with 

                                                
252 It bears noting that in the situation described the author uses a series of “Byzantine” elements:  
separations, reunions, chance meetings, recognitions, mistaken identities, and revelations. 
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Palmerín (the hero had sought out the Knight of the Sun to recommence their combat, 

begun in Paris, over his duplicate claim to Polinarda’s affections).  When the lady 

explains the cause of Frisol’s condition, Ermes intuits that the perpetrator is one of the 

knights dressed in black who assisted the King of England, and he sets out to find him 

(lxii).  Three chapters forward, he stumbles across the hero and the fickle Valerica.  She 

is protesting her abduction by Palmerín, and Ermes rushes to her aid.  But he and 

Palmerín do not recognize one another (Palmerín is now wearing yellow armor), and he 

falls in a joust with the hero (lxv-vi).  In the next chapter (lxvii), after Palmerín has 

reunited Varván and Valerica and received a falcon from an anonymous damsel, the hero 

finds Ermes prisoner and frees him from the paso honroso arranged by the Duke of 

Gález.  The duke has set up this roadblock for the purpose of capturing Palmerín and 

avenging Frisol’s defeat by him, and Ermes has fallen to the knights who are protecting 

the paso.  He travels then with Palmerín and is present when Frisol  (who is searching for 

the man who has just “dishonored” the Duke of Gález at the paso honroso) comes upon 

the hero.  He witnesses the third confrontation that ignites between the rival knights.  

After Colmelio intervenes and stops the fight, Ermes travels with Palmerín to the court in 

London. 

 Diardo, son of Adrián, uncle of the current king of Macedonia, is yet another 

figure that keeps on reappearing in the novel, from the early chapters until practically the 

closing ones.  Palmerín’s defense of Diardo’s innocence in the face of false accusations is 

one of the hero’s first exhibitions of valor (xxvi-xxviii).  Diardo becomes the enslaved 

lover of the sorceress Malfado on her island and recognizes Palmerín when he comes 
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across the island in his search for the missing Trineo (cxxiv).  He remains enchanted 

there, guarding the deceased Malfado’s damsel helpers, until Palmerín’s return and 

attains his freedom as a result Palmerín’s efforts in nullifying the spell holding all the 

prisoners there (clv).  In chapter clxii, with all the parties back in Constantinople, the 

narrator brings Diardo back one more time, indicating that after his lengthy absence from 

his kingdom of Bohemia, he sets out to be reunited with his love Cardonia. 

 The interpolation of stories is considered, as well, a characteristic of the 

“Byzantine” novels.  We identify three such stories that qualify as a “story within a story” 

in Palmerín de Olivia:  that of Florendos and Griana (chapters i-vii), of Frisol (chapters 

xliv-xlv), and of and of Varván and Valerica (chapter lxv), in order of appearance.  We 

will talk about Palmerín’s parents in a moment, but first, we will focus on the other two 

inset stories.   

 Frisol enters the novel as just another knight in the tournament convened by the 

Prince of France to defend the beauty of the participating knights’ respective ladies.  For 

his last joust, Palmerín combats this character denominated the “Caballero del Sol,” who 

claims to also represent Polinarda.  They are equal in skill and strength, but nightfall 

stops the fight, ending it in a draw.  Both combatants sustain serious wounds, and Frisol 

leaves the tournament.  Palmerín thirsts for a rematch and is determined to find Frisol.  At 

this point, the author interrupts the main action with two chapters to recount Frisol’s 

ancestry and to tell by what means he arrived at the tourney offering to defend 

Polinarda’s beauty.  The reader learns how his father, Netrido, Prince of Hungary, was 

exiled by his brother, the king.  Later, in exile, Netrido had a dream that prophesized that 
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his son would restore him to his royal state.  We are told of the strange disease that 

rendered Frisol disfigured and the object of his brothers’ derision, of his self exile to find 

a remedy for affliction, of his cure by the country maid Leonarda, of his knighting at the 

court of Germany (he arrives in Gante eight days after Palmerín and Trineo departed for 

Paris), of how, when smitten by Polinarda’s beauty, he decides to participate in the Paris 

tournament.  This lengthy interpolation serves to establish him as Palmerín’ rival.  Later, 

Frisol becomes a most loyal companion to the hero, and, by the end of the novel, Frisol 

succeeds in reinstating his father’s royal rights and marrying Palmerín’s half-sister, 

Armida. 

 The interpolated vignette of Varván and Valerica (chapter lxv) presents the 

themes of jealously and fidelity.  It is quite short, is collateral to the main plot, and relies 

on the participation of Palmerín for its conclusion.  In its use of a first person narrative 

with a protagonist who, amid sighs and laments, passionately recounts his desperation 

and hopelessness over un-corresponded love, it exhibits numerous elements identifiable 

with the novela sentimental.  

 Varván tells the story of his troubled relationship with Valerica.  Instead of acting 

to resolve their disruptive issues, the spurned lover gives into his pain and retreats to a 

cave.  Palmerín intervenes, recognizing the errors Varván committed in courting 

Valerica, and orchestrates a resolution to the conflict.  In this succinct episode, seeming 

to better belong in a pastoral novel, the characters show a preference for the solitary life, 

isolation in a wooded setting, the “amor desdeñãdo”, . . . desesperacion, soledad” that are 

implicit in the love affairs of that genre (Avalle-Arce La novela pastoril española 38).  
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Mancini perceives the story as an ironic transformation of the pastoral novels, 

particularly when Varván’s cave later converts to an idyllic place where the pair spends 

three month “a gran vicio e vida my sabrosa” (138).  

 The history of the love between Palmerin’s parents, Florendos and Griana, is 

painstakingly developed.  Mancini asserts that this elaboration of the love theme is 

clearly a “novella dentro de la novela” (Mancini 21).  In our estimation, the love triangle 

Florendos/Griana/Tarisio (another popular “Byzantine” element) bears a more than 

casual resemblance to the love stories developed in Greek novels by Heliodorus and 

Achilles Tatius.  We will place in italics those plot elements that are characteristic of the 

“Byzantine” novels of love and adventure.  

 Florendos and Griana are young royals of marriageable age, noted for their 

exceptional beauty.  Florendos, having heard of Griana’s loveliness travels to 

Constantinople to attend a tournament arranged by the Emperor, scheduled to celebrate 

the knighting of Caniano (the Emperor’s son) and Tarisio (the Empress’s nephew) and 

the feast day of Santa María de Agosto.  His main purpose, though, is to ask for Griana’s 

hand.  Upon laying eyes on the young prince, Griana falls instantly in love, and, intuits 

that his motive for attending the festivities was to see her.  For his part, Florendos, 

confirming his expectations, is immediately captivated by loveliness of the fourteen-year-

old princess.  A sudden and instantaneous passion flares up between them.  

 Prior to the tournament, however, Tarisio, also in love with Griana, has declared 

himself to her and promised to perform marvelous deeds in the tournament in her honor 

(love triangle).  But the young princess thinks of the Prince of Hungary as a brother, and, 
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additionally, is affronted by his bold words and responds with anger to his advances.  He 

reveals to her his wish to marry her, but she diplomatically but sternly rebuffs him.  

Despite her daughter’s apparent rejection of Tarisio his aunt assures him that she will 

speak for him with the Emperor.  The Empress had already been hoping to arrange such a 

union.  The Emperor, unaware of Florendos’s and Griana’s feelings, offers no opposition 

to his wife’s request.  Griana is not informed of this obstacle to her desired marriage to 

Florendos (parental opposition). 

 After the tournament at court ends and all are departing, Guazemir, son of the 

Sultan of Babylon, and his supporters attack the Christian capital, and, in the fray, 

Florendos saves Tarisio’s life.  Shortly after assuring the defeat of the invaders, 

Florendos requests Griana’s hand.  The Emperor feels great regret, sincerely wanting to 

reward Florendos for saving his city, but declares that he has already promised to give 

Griana to Tarisio, and he will not violate the agreement.  Florendos, astounded, back in 

his quarters with his cousin, Frinato, contemplates suicide.  Frustrated, depressed, he falls 

gravely ill (love sickness) from the apparent impossibility of achieving marriage with 

Griana.  Through Frinato, who is acting as a go-between for the unfortunate couple, 

Griana learns of Florendos’s delicate physical state and promises to do whatever is 

necessary to cure him.  A meeting between the lovers is arranged, and Florendos cannot 

refrain from satisfying his passion with her.  Although initially regretful, Griana, when 

Florendos tells her that her father has promised her to Tarisio, becomes resentful and 

rebellious, begging Florendos to find a way for them to elope as a way to achieve their 

happiness.  In short order, Florendos devises her abduction, but it is foiled, and another 
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obstacle arises:  Florendos wounds Tarisio in the confrontation.  Now apart, both lovers 

pronounce heartfelt lamentations about the cruelty of Fate, Griana, imprisoned in a tower 

by her father, and Florendos, disconsolate, far away in Macedonia.  After a dream in 

which a knight admonishes her for her disobedience to her father and her refusal to 

acquiesce to what God has ordered, Griana resigns herself to the inevitable and agrees to 

bow to the Emperor’s wishes for her to marry Tarisio.  Unbeknownst to Tarisio, she gives 

birth to Palmerín, and begins her married life, vowing to never stop loving Florendos.  In 

Macedonia, loyal and faithful Florendos swears to never marry and falls into a perpetual 

melancholy. 

 Their story is resurrected ninety-two chapters later as part of Palmerín’s long 

quest for answers concerning his origin.  Florendos, unwavering in his devotion to Griana 

(he has remained chaste for close to twenty years) decides to pay a final visit to Griana.  

He is disguised as a pilgrim and, initially, not recognized by the love of his life.  When 

Tarisio unexpectedly disrupts Florendos’s revelation of his identity to Griana, a scuffle 

ensues and the prince of Macedonia mortally wounds the King of Hungary.  Detained and 

accused of adultery, the couple is sentenced to die.  Only after Palmerín and Frisol 

successfully defend their innocence does the couple finally achieve the happy union that 

was delayed for so long.  

 This analysis of the three interpolated stories illustrates that the author showed 

skill in tightly linking two of them to the main plot, those of Frisol and Florendos-Griana, 

and, of those two, the latter is better integrated into the text.  The third, the story of the 

lovers Varván and Valerica, is inserted in the context of the protagonist’s adventures, but 
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gives the feel of a separate narration, a gratuitous interruption of the central action, 

perhaps the result of a desire to interject variety, and could be eliminated without 

disturbing the main story.  By contrast, the Frisol’s story is germane because it provides 

background material to justify his inclusion in the story, and, in addition, gives substance 

to a character that will occasion multiple exciting interactions with Palmerín.  We 

contend that the sudden interruption of the main narrative to tell us about Frisol’s history, 

although initially feeling abrupt and unnecessary, serves to implicitly indicate how 

seriously we readers should contemplate this new figure, which will have a significant 

role throughout the novel.  Florendos and Griana’s novel within a novel becomes a 

unifying component of the larger novel, as well.  Although the beginning of their 

relationship bears marked similarities to that of Amadís and Griana in the foundational 

chivalric novel, Amadís de Gaula, the manner in which the author organizes the 

circumstances that lead to their reunion is more complex and exhibits more originality 

(especially believable is Florendos’s reaction to Tarisio’s intrusion of the Macedonian’s 

last—he believes—opportunity to express his love to Griana).  The author links the 

parents’ dire situation to the recognition scene of Palmerín, which then transpires in three 

distinct moments.  To sum up, we feel that both the Frisol and the Florendos-Griana 

“interpolated” stories blend naturally into the plot structure and structurally contribute to 

the unity of the novel.   

 In the Greek novelistic tradition, the device of anagnorisis is used for its dramatic 

effect and generally occurs at the end of the novel.  Boiardo recognized its value and 

wove no few surprises regarding the interrelationship of various characters that are 
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revealed in recognition scenes.  King Manodante discovering his long lost son, 

Brandimarte, and Fiordelisa reuniting with her sister, Doristella, and their parents, King 

Dolistone and Queen Perodia of Liza come to mind.  In the books of chivalry in which 

the hero is of unknown parentage, the reader always knows that sooner or later the 

protagonist will be recognized by his parents.  The forthcoming “how” and “when” of the 

expected moment arouses the reader’s interest and keeps him in suspense.  

 Palmerín learns in chapter sixty-four that he is of royal lineage, but the occasion 

for the recognition by his parents is put off until chapter cvii.  The hero’s recognition 

transpires in three phases after he and Frisol have defended the accused Florendos and 

Griana:  first Griana notices the mole on his face and the cross he wears around his neck; 

then Florendos learns he has a son, the same one he knighted years before; lastly, the 

Emperor Remicio is introduced to his blood, the heir that will inherit from him the crown 

of Constantinople.  Following on the heels of that somewhat protracted and complicated 

recognition sequence is Frisol’s unexpected, simple revelation to his aunt, the Empress, 

that he is her brother’s son. 

 While the vivid anagnorisis scenes of theatrical quality stand out both in the 

ancient Greek novels and in the Palmerín de Olivia, all the authors create a whole web of 

recognitions and non-recognitions throughout their works that are not associated with the 

uncovering of ancestral bonds.  These less formalized, what might be called “mini” 

recognition moments, present as unexpected disclosures of the identity of a member of 

the cast, sometimes un-named.  These can sometimes catch only the characters off guard 

(Palmerín recognizes Ermes and fights to free Ermes from Duke Gález’s imprisonment; 
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Ermes doesn’t, at that moment know who his champion is; Florendos reveals to Griana) 

but occasionally both the reader and the character are surprised, for example, when 

Tolomé and Palmerín suddenly meet on Alchidiana’s search ship).  These recognitions 

tend to stimulate an emotional reaction in those surprised (relief, joy, fear, etc.).   

 Also prevalent in the novel are incidents based on non-recognitions, for example, 

when Palmerín is attacked by Valerica’s brothers and suitor in the forest and an unnamed 

hunter comes along to assist him.  We readers do not know who he is, nor does Palmerín 

or Frisol recognize each other until much later.  Non-recognitions can be mutual, as when 

Florendos is unaware that the young man he is knighting is his son, and Palmerín is 

equally ignorant of their bond.  Or they can be one sided.  For example, in England, 

Colmelio, recognizes Palmerín as he is about to kill Frisol, but Palmerín does not notice 

his stepbrother. 

 Some non-recognition is linked to intended deceptions.  There are occasions in 

Palmerín de Olivia in which characters purposely seek anonymity, by changing the signs 

on their shields, by wearing armor of a different color, or by adopting foreign dress.  

Alone in the Islamic world, Palmerín wears Moorish clothing and chooses not to talk, 

while Prince Olorique, in his journey through the Western world with the hero, dresses as 

a Christian.  Palmerín, Trineo, and Tolomé travel to England in black, unmarked armor, 

to help the King of England who has not inkling of their association with continental 

royalty and certainly would have been surprised that they emanated from the court of one 

of his enemies. 
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 With this constant interplay of recognitions and non-recognitions, the Greek 

novelists and the anonymous author of the Palmerín de Olivia maintain for the reader an 

atmosphere of tension and unpredictability in the shifting panorama of characters.  The 

procedure keeps the reader engaged in the plot and encouraged to relive previous events 

and recall previous scenes.  Every recognition or non-recognition moment causes a 

certain amount of astonishment and/or curiosity.  Certainly, interest in the intricate tale is 

heightened. 

 Several further noteworthy resemblances to the ancient Greek novels in this work 

of chivalric literature deserve attention, although we do not aspire to catalogue them all. 

Readily discernible is that the frequency of using some of these elements seems to 

escalate in the blocks of adventures taking place in Islamic lands.  Particularly noticeable, 

as well, is the recurrent use of the elements of kidnapping, enslavement and/or 

imprisonment.  Travel by sea and the storms that assail that mode of transportation 

provided for separation and reuniting of friends.  Prophecies, in the form of dreams or 

direct statements are, as in the ancient Greek novels of love and adventure, structural 

underpinnings for the course of a plot.   

 The author regularity activates the device of deception, especially in the guise of 

lies and disguise, to steer the progress of the action.  Trineo lies to his father about 

helping the King of England, and he and his companions dress in black so as to not be 

recognized.  Palmerín dresses as Moor in foreign lands and feigns muteness.  In his 

second visit, he dresses as a Turk and lies to Olimael about wanting to help him in his 

attacks against Christians.  Palmerín silences the truth about his being a Christian to 
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Alchidiana and lies to her about being born in Persia.  Palmerín fakes wanting to help the 

Sultan of Babylon in his revenge attack on Constantinople, when, in reality, all he wants 

is to escape.  Female characters are equally devious:  Agriola and Laurena dissimulate 

affection for Grand Turk to ensure the success of the plot to murder him. 

 Reacting to the ground swell of enthusiasm for chivalric novels, in composing the 

Palmerín de Olivia, the author was catering to the tastes of his reading public, who was 

eager to read more stories of love and chivalric adventure.  Their popularity had been 

indicated by the resounding success of Montalvo’s Amadís de Gaula and Las Sergas de 

Esplandián.  Our author, however, seems to have wanted to leave his literary footprint 

with a novel, in many ways, different from Montalvo’s.253  Translations of Heliodorus 

and Achilles Tatius into Italian and Spanish would not be available for several decades, 

but by some means he had acquired knowledge of “Byzantine” narrative techniques, 

structure, and elements.  These he merged into his unique tale of knight errantry.   

 One might ponder about how successful that attempted fusion of the “Byzantine” 

and chivalric literary traditions is in this work.  We would propose that the author met 

with modest success in a few areas.  The anagnorisis component is nicely constructed, 

cleverly unfolding in three phases and effectively placed in the middle of the novel.  
                                                
253 Among the major differences are the following.  Amadís is mainly concerned with personal glory and 
exhibits a penchant for conquest and dominion of territory.  Palmerín searches for personal affirmation and 
looks for his own merit in his personal actions; in his adventures he demonstrates his nobility.  Sentimental 
attachments mobilize his wanderings.  Contemporary problems and concerns invade the Palmerín de 
Olivia, although with a light touch.  The theme of the “Turkish problem” is present from start to finish 
(attack on the Emperor by Guazemir at beginning, attempted assassination of Palmerín by a disgruntled 
Turk at the end).  In his books (particularly Las Sergas), Montalvo shows an accentuated interest in the 
moral element and continually incorporates moral digressions.  In contrast, in the anonymous text, religious 
attitudes are accredited in the actions of the characters.  Their comments and demeanor are a reflection of 
the more fervent religious contemporary environment of the author.  (Many of these ideas are gleaned from 
Mancini, 19-41).  
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While the opening of the novel is lacking in originality, (the author was apparently 

feeling the need to operate within the constraints of the basic norms established for 

chivalric novels largely set by Montalvo’s Amadís), the elaboration of the love theme in 

the novel within the novel of Florendos and Griana contains all the basic elements of its 

Greek model, and in addition, merges well into the plot.  Structurally, he manages to vary 

the narrative with several well-interwoven story lines.  Attention to inner sentiments, 

especially regarding their love life, of a few important secondary characters254 indicates 

an interest in creating less stiff, mechanical255 and more human, credible figures.  

 Overall, however, our reading of the Palmerín de Olivia leaves us with an 

impression of discontinuity and choppiness, in general, a work based on the juxtaposition 

of elements from the “Byzantine” and chivalric literary traditions, rather than a smooth 

integration of the two into the narrative fabric.  This observation is supported by the fact 

that the work can be divided into two parts.  One part is predominantly a novel of 

chivalric adventures with episodes occurring one after another and developed with some 

elements of “Byzantine” influence (for examples, chance meetings, introduction of 

multiple story lines, mistaken identities, prophecies, navel battle, to name a few).  The 

“orphaned” Palmerín discovers he is heir to the throne of Constantinople.  The second 

                                                
254 We find detailed representation of Alchidiana’s struggle with frustration, suffering, acceptance, and 
resilience in face of the rejection of her affections for Palmerín.  With the Sultan of Persia, there is some 
exploration into his intimate thoughts and sentiments on his way to becoming submissive, docile, willing to 
compromise in order to earn Zerfira’s love.  
 
255 Chivalric novels are notorious for the absence of character development.  The same defect has been 
criticized in the ancient Greek novels of the first through the fourth centuries A.D.; however, careful study 
reveals that in several there is evidence of some level of interest in exploring inner intimate feelings and 
motivations.  Dionysius, in Chaereas and Callirhoe, and Melitte, in Leukippe and Klitophon, are examples. 
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part deals directly with the exotic world of the Muslims as Palmerín undertakes “una 

fantastica cruzada contra el infiel” (Mancini 20) in his search for his friends.  This part 

mimics the ancient Greek novels with their emphasis on elements and situations such as:  

obstacles, travel by sea, shipwrecks, naval battles, kidnappings, enslavement, apparent 

death and subsequent resurrection, mysterious entities, spells and potions, sentimental 

rivalries, seductions, deceit, to name a few. 

 As a last consideration, we mention that the author’s treatment of the interpolated 

novels, starring Frisol, Florendos and Griana, could have served as an example to future 

writers as to how to effectively use this “Byzantine” feature.  It may have awakened 

interest in its potential for manipulation and in the desirability of the incorporation of 

inset stories, but with the concomitant need to take great care in executing the process of 

incorporation without disturbing the unity of the piece.  In this sense, we consider these 

interpolated stories as meaningful precedents of the narrative structure in the Quijote. 

 Based upon the sizable amount of “Byzantine” influence we have uncovered in 

the Palmerín de Olivia, it is justifiable to conclude that the concern for unity within 

variety while mixing the “Byzantine” and chivalric literary traditions continued to 

intrigue and inspire writers.  An author in the early sixteenth century, exposed to features 

of  “Byzantine” narrative structure and techniques, (possibility sources of inspiration 

include peninsular literature and/or French romances, and stories in the oral tradition that 

had already incorporated material from the Greek tradition), in composing his chivalric 

tale, elected to work with the elements that today scholars identify as belonging to 

“Byzantine” literary tradition.  His amalgamation met with some success, but smooth 
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transitions and a competent synthesis of narrative structures and elements belonging to 

the two traditions eluded him.  In our next chapter, we will observe an interesting, but 

clearly inept attempt at pleasing the reading public by effecting an uncomfortable side-

by-side affiliation of the chivalric and “Byzantine” genres in Núñez de Reinoso’s 

Historia de los amores de Clareo y Florisea y los trabajos de la sin ventura Isea. 
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Chapter Five:  Alonso Núñez de Reinoso and his Los amores de Clareo 
y Florisea y los trabajos de la sin ventura Isea 

 
 
 
 
  At this point in our investigation directed at evidencing the confluence of the 

“Byzantine” and chivalric literary traditions, we advance chronologically almost fifty 

years into the middle of the sixteenth century to focus our attention on one Spanish 

author whose only known prose work reflects a direct knowledge and appreciation of one 

of the ancient Greek novels of the first through the fourth centuries A.D., Alonso Núñez 

de Reinoso, native of the natural region Alcarria, and his Los amores de Clareo y 

Florisea y los trabajos de la sin ventura Isea (1552).256  Inspired to a great degree by a 

reading of an Italian translation of Achilles Tatius’s Leukippe and Klitophon, Núñez de 

Reinoso wrote a hybrid novel that reflects the “Byzantine” literary tradition while, at the 

same time, attempts to align itself with the still popular chivalric tradition which had 

dominated the peninsular literary world for over half a century, but whose appeal, at the 

time of the publication of Clareo y Florisea, was waning in reputability and quality.257  

We will begin with some introductory information concerning the reappearance of 

                                                
256 Tejeiro Fuentes, Los amores de Clareo y Florisea, 23.  The citations for this work are from the 1991 
edition by Teijeiro Fuentes.  Chapter number and page appear in parentheses.  We will employ the spelling 
of proper names present in this edition and use a shortened title, Clareo y Florisea. 
 
257  Bataillon and Vilanova report that proponents of Aristotelian literary theory were demanding a 
novelistic genre mirroring the dogmas of verisimilitude and teaching while entertaining (deleitar 
enseñando).  These critics indicate that the Greek novels attracted the followers of Erasmus for a multitude 
of reasons, principle among these, the following five: “verosimilitud; verdad psicológica; ingeniosidad de 
la composición, comienzo en la mitad como hacen los poetas heroicos.  De ahí un efecto de sorpresa, y un 
vivo deseo de saber lo que precede; sustancia filosófica; respeto de la moral” (319).  
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manuscripts and translations of the Aithiopika and Leukippe and Klitophon in the 

Western world and the societal and literary atmosphere that buttressed their popularity.  

We will follow with an examination of Núñez de Reinoso’s novel, offering a summary 

and then a discussion of his dependence on and independence from Achilles Tatius’s 

work, and then, indicating his originality and creativity in the process of fusing multiple 

literary genres. 

 The discovery of a manuscript of Heliodorus’s Aithiopika in Greek in “Corvina,” 

the library of King Matthias Corvinus of Hungary, during the sack of Buda in 1526, 

precipitated considerable changes in the conception and production of fictional literature 

in Spain, Europe, and elsewhere.  This last of the known Greek novels of the Second 

Sophistic258 was translated almost immediately from Greek into Latin and from the latter 

into various European languages.  Its popularity probably encouraged the translations of 

Achilles Tatius’s third century novel, Leukippe and Klitophon (González Rovira 163),259 

and, with the circulation of these two works began a vogue for “Byzantine” literature in 

Renaissance Europe (Rose 89).  Heliodorus’s novel showed the Renaissance humanist 

movement that an erotic novel could have transcendent idealism and a truly moral 

purpose.  Novelists in the sixteenth century were experimenting with narrative forms that 

appealed to the reader’s sensibilities and ideology, which had changed since the Middle 

Ages, while at the same time they sought to avoid censure and critical abuse from 

humanists, Erasmists, moralists, and clergy.  These Greek novels of love and adventure 

                                                
258 See our chapter one for an explanation of the Second Sophistic. 
 
259 See pages 19-26 of González Rovira’s book for details regarding translations and editions. 
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complied with the demand for literature that provided entertainment, and, at the same 

time, a large dose of didacticism.  They contrasted with the novels of chivalry in that they 

exhibited verisimilitude, psychological truth, ingenious compositional techniques, 

philosophical substance, and a great respect for morality (Bataillon 622).  Readers were 

intrigued by the suspense emanating from the complex, sinuous plots and excited to read 

about adventures that mimicked the reality of the voyages of discovery in the Americas 

that were on going.  Writers adopted and adapted features of these ancient novels, using 

them as a structural support in “buena parte de los géneros narrativos hispánicos—novela 

pastoril, cortesana, de cautivos, incluso la picaresca (Rey Hazas "Introducción a la novela 

del Siglo de Oro, I (Formas de narrativa idealista)" 99).”  

 The Spanish “Byzantine” novels were bolstered by the literary prestige that 

connected them with classical antiquity.  It is recognized that as a genre, the �ravele 

bizantina española includes, with some dissent,260 three major works before Cervantes’s 

Los trabajos de Persiles y Sigismunda (1617), which is also placed in this category:  

Núñez de Reinoso’s Los amores de Clareo y Florisea y los trabajos de la sin ventura 

Isea (1552); Jerónimo de Contreras’s Selva de aventuras (version I, 1565, version II, 

published in Barcelona in 1583); and Lope de Vega’s El Peregrino en su patria 

(1604).261  It is important to be aware of the fact that, among critics, there is no firm 

                                                
260 See A. Durán, Estructura y técnicas de la novela sentimental y caballeresca, 171-79.  
 
261 González Rovira divides the “novela bizantina española” into two groups, those of the Renaissance 
(authored by Núñez de Reinoso and Contreras) and those of the Baroque era (Lope de Vega’s Peregrino en 
su patria and Cervantes’s Persiles).  See 157-247.   
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agreement as to the most accurate term to use when referring to this body of literature.262  

We choose to adopt González Rovira’s designation of novela bizantina española for its 

recognizability and simplicity, fully aware of the historical inaccuracy of the association 

of the word “Byzantine” with Spain, while accepting, as suggested by González Rovira, 

that the adjective “bizantina” has become generally accepted to use to refer to not only 

the ancient Greek novels, but also to indicate a complex novelistic structure (96).  

 Elements prominent in the ancient Greek novel of the first through the fourth 

centuries appear in Spanish literature prior to the sixteenth century as evidenced in the 

medieval works such as Libro de Apolonio and El caballero Zifar, as well as the Libro de 

Alexandre and Historia de Troya (Crónica troyana) (Teijeiro Fuentes La novela 

bizantina española 16) as we have shown in chapter two.  González Rovira notes that 

even before the publication of Clareo y Florisea in Spain, there are several points of 

contact with the ancient Greek narrative literature in three ways: through influence from 

Italian works (specifically Peregrino y Ginebra); through continuations of the classical 

medieval tradition (Libro de Apolonio); or through the “pervivencia folklórica de una 

trama narrativa amorosa coincidente” [chivalresque tales] (157).263  These works tended 

                                                
262 Other nomenclatures include:  “novelas bizantinas de aventuras,” Menéndez y Pelayo, 1943, 2: 3; 
“novela amorosa de aventuras,” Pfandl, 280; “libros/narraciones de aventuras peregrinas,” López-Estrada, 
"Variedades," 271;  Cruz Casado, "Los amantes peregrinos Angélia y Lucenrique:  Un libro de aventuras 
peregrinas inédito, ““novelas/libros de aventuras”; Avalle-Arce, "Introducción," El peregrino en su patria, 
30.  López-Estrada uses “novelas de amor y aventuras/novelas amorosas de aventuras” in his "Los libros 
sentimentales y de aventuras.  Los libros de pastores," La novela española en el siglo XVI, 114), as does 
Vilanova in his article "El peregrino andante en el Persiles de Cervantes".  
 
263 Rey Hazas points out that the influence of the “Byzantine” novels on the structure of the novels of 
chivalry is obvious since the writing of El libro del caballero Zifar, and can be readily seen in the last two 
parts of Amadis de Gaula, the Esplandián, and Palmerín de Olivia, among other books belonging to this 
genre ("Introducción a la novela del Siglo de Oro, I, 75).  Amezcua, as well, confirms the impact of the 
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to acclimatize and popularize in Spain the structure and motifs exhibited by the classical 

novel in that they organized the narrative of the peregrinatio amoris, the latter 

characteristically a victim of different peripeteia before achieving a final reunion and 

marriage with the beloved.  They also, at that time, were mainly the patrimony of the 

chivalric novels.  In addition, all of these exhibited a “permeabilidad” (Prieto 189-91)264 

that was manifested in the authors’ penchant for mixing elements from different genres 

(González Rovira 157-58).  The same combining of characteristics is visible in the 

ancient Greek novels in which the authors blended elements from the many types of 

literature that preceded their works.  González Rovira offers examples of these texts that 

conditioned readers’ acceptance and enthusiasm for the later Spanish “Byzantine” novels:  

“los relatos caballerescos breves,” such as Partinuplés, Oliveros de Castilla, and 

Carlomagno, medieval chivlaresque tales, mostly of French origin.  Moreover, the critic 

identifies Giacomo Caviceo’s Libro del Peregrino (1508) as a milestone in the 

conformation of this new genre, as well as Quexa y aviso contra amor by Juan de Segura, 

judging it also as a possible link between the ancient Greek prose narratives and the 

Spanish novels of the Golden Age (158-61). 

 All of this literary movement indicates a growing interest among writers in Spain 

in venturing outside the stagnant format of the novels of chivalry.  Possible motives were 

a desire to incorporated more variety, to appeal to a larger reading public, or to display 
                                                                                                                                            
“Byzantine” novels on the chivalric literary tradition:  “Y formando parte del ciclo bretón, o bien por los 
continuos contactos con el Mediterráneo y el mundo árabe, la influencia de la novela griega aparece 
siempre” (Libros de caballerías hispánicos:  Castilla, Cataluña y Portugal, 33-34). 
 
264 This is a term Prieto uses to refer to the co-mingling of features belonging to distinct genres.  When 
referring to this characteristic, González Rovira uses the term “hibridismo” (163). 
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one’s originality.  Regardless of their reasons, some writers, while riding the wave of the 

popularity of the chivalric tales, opted to experiment with material that would enliven 

their narratives.  One such person is Alonso Núñez de Reinoso who found inspiration in 

Achilles Tatius’s novel to write his Los amores de Clareo y Florisea y los trabajos de la 

sin ventura Isea.  The result is a rather awkward amalgamation of the chivalric and 

“Byzantine” literary traditions. 

 Rose states that some critics designate Núñez de Reinoso the “father of the 

Byzantine romance in Spain.”265  Teijeiro Fuentes declares that the writer “inicia la 

españolización del género bizantino” ("Clareo y Florisea" n20).  Rey Hazas describes 

Clareo y Florisea as a “mixtura bizantino-caballeresco-sentimental-pastoril” 

("Introducción a la novela del Siglo de Oro, I (Formas de narrativa idealista)" 84), and 

Zimic calls the work a “novela bizantina contemporaneizada” ("Leucipe y Clitofonte y 

Clareo y Florisea" 55).  It is evident that a considerable part of Clareo y Florisea is a 

recasting (not a translation) of parts of Achilles Tatius’s Leukippe and Klitophon,266 

knowledge of which he acquired first by reading Ludovico Dolce’s Amorosi 

                                                
265 Rose, 90.  However, she believes that that moniker does him a disservice by suggesting a false 
dependency on Tatius’s work and, thereby denying his role as an innovator.  Nevertheless, she asserts that 
by examining the “Byzantine” component, we can better appreciate the author’s contribution to the 
fashioning of the novel. 
 
266 Other viewpoints of Clareo y Florisea range from laudatory to sharply critical.  Pfandl complements 
the reworking of Achiles Tatius’s story:  “Reinoso…tiene el buen gusto de evitar la mayor parte de los 
defectos del original griego, suaviza las inverosimilitudes más groseras, extirpa cuidadosamente las 
excrecencias obscenas, aparta las largas digresiones y descripciones y renuncia a todo lo que le parecía 
atrevido o poco natural teniendo en cuenta su país y su tiempo….” (91).   Bataillon and Vilanova offer a 
less enthusiastic evaluation:  “El carácter inmaturo y primerizo de esta novela se demuestra en la fusión 
claramente perceptible de elementos sentimentales, bucólicos y caballerescos dentro de la estructura de la 
novela bizantina” (321).   
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ragionamenti (1546),267 a translation from Latin to Italian of the last four books of 

Achilles Tatius’s work.  In 1544, Anniballe della Croce had prepared that Latin rendition 

from a partial manuscript in the original Greek of Leukippe and Klitophon.  Later, in 

1551, there appeared in Venice, a complete translation into Italian by Francesco Angelo 

Coccio of all eight books of Achilles Tatius’s novel, bearing the title Dell’amore di 

Leukippe et di Clitophonte, nuovamente tradotto dalla lingua greca.  Núñez de Reinoso 

recognizes in his dedicatory preface his debt to Dolce’s Italian translation and expresses 

curiosity both about the identity of the author and the fact that there were four chapters 

missing.  He does not admit to having knowledge of the later integral work (Coccio’s); 

however, critics Zimic and Teijeiro268 convincingly argue that Núñez de Reinoso most 

assuredly made use of this complete edition before publishing his work in 1552.  After 

closely analyzing the Greek and Spanish texts, we have come to the same conclusion.  

Moreover, we find Clareo y Florisea to be a serious attempt to utilize not only the 

structural elements and motifs from the ancient Greek novels, but also to produce an 

original literary creation that would contrast with the ubiquitous, but still popular, libros 

de caballería, appeal to the Renaissance readership, meet the current demands by 

religious leaders on literature, and conform to the expectations strongly imposed by 

literary theorists of the times.  

                                                
267 The full title is Amorosi ragionamenti: Dialogo nel quale si racconta un compassionevole amore di due 
amanti; tradotto per M. Lodovico Dolce dal fragmento d’uno antico scrittor greco (Zimic, "Leucipe y 
Clitofonte y Clareo y Florisea en el Persiles de Cervantes," 166, n. 51).  
 
268 Zimic, "Alonso Núñez de Reinoso, traductor de Leucipe y Clitofonte”; Teijeiro Fuentes, "Clareo y 
Florisea o la historia de una mentira." 
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 Perceiving the strong possibility that many readers may be unfamiliar with the 

plot of Clareo y Florisea, we will offer, in the next several pages, a summary of Núñez 

de Reinoso’s narrative.  We assert that a good grasp of the story line is crucial to the 

appreciation of the novel’s worth and will aid in the comprehension of the references we 

make in regard to its “Byzantine” construction and elements, as well as to Núñez de 

Reinoso’s innovations.  We are much indebted to Ruth Nutt Horne (Horne 209-14) for 

her competent résumé of this work, which, in the majority, we follow; nevertheless, in 

some parts, we have chosen to enrich and expand her work, as well as to make minor 

corrections. 

 Of noble blood, the knight Clareo, son of Helisandro, the richest and most 

important man in Bizancio, falls in love with his cousin Florisea, daughter of Heliseno, 

brother to Helisandro.  They decide to go away together, “donde su ventura llevallos 

quisiese” (I, 68), living together as brother and sister, until Clareo’s brother, Florisindos, 

can come to their marriage in Alexandria. 

 In the course of their maritime voyage, a sailor tells them the story of the “Ínsula 

Deleitosa”:  Narcisiana, the daughter of the king of Macedonia, lives in exile on the 

island wearing a veil that covers most of her face, owing to the fact that her too beautiful 

face causes death to the onlooker.  Suitors, in the guise of shepherds, have followed her 

there but protected themselves by washing their faces in a magic fluid.  Her favorite 

among them is the shepherd Arquesileo, who is, in reality, Altayes de Francia, son of the 

Emperor of Trapisonda.  
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 One day a strange damsel comes to the island and begs a boon of Princess 

Narcisiana:  she wants Arquesileo to right a wrong for her.  Away from the island, the 

prince sheds his rustic clothing, dons armor, and calls himself “caballero Constantino”.  

In his absence from the “Ínsula Deleitosa,” several envious “shepherds” accuse him of 

having an illicit love affair with a lady of Narcisiana’s court, Queen Sagitaria.  Believing 

the lie, the princess orders that, if Sagitaria fails to find a champion who can prove her 

innocence, both her lady and Arquesileo will have to die.  Arquesileo returns in his 

disguise as Constantine of Scotland and proves their blamelessness by winning the battle.  

Later, he reappears at Narcisiana’s court as a shepherd and finds that she has fallen in 

love with the unknown knight who resembles him. 

 This story, told by one of the sailors, arouses the travelers’ curiosity, and, initially 

they want to disembark there.  However, they are quickly dissuaded from landing on the 

island when they perceive, from a distance, the inhabitants fighting off a raid of giants.  

They continue their journey.   

 Once in Alexandria, Clareo and Rosiano, a friend who accompanies the lovers, 

make many other friends, among them Meneleo, who is instantly taken by Florisea’s 

beauty.  He asks her “brother”, Clareo, for her hand, but Clareo says that she cannot wed 

until his brother arrives.  Meneleo, in reality a pirate and not the wealthy gentleman he 

feigns to be, is affronted by the postponement of his desires and decides to kidnap 

Florisea.  Clareo’s friends help him pursue the pirate’s ship, but desist once they see 

Meneleo apparently “decapitate” Florisea and jettison her body into the sea.  Grieving 

deeply, Clareo returns to Alexandria. 
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 Clareo’s intense mourning arouses the interest, and then the love, of Isea of 

Ephesus, who is in those parts searching for news of her husband, Tersiandro, whom she 

suspects has been lost at sea.  Isea’s hostess, the married Ibrina, and Rosiano become 

lovers, and the two women persuade Rosiano to talk to Clareo on Isea’s behalf, but the 

latter rejects her offer of marriage.  Time passes, Florindos fails to appear, and Clareo 

finds his finances depleted.  He and his friends determine that their only option is for 

Clareo to give in to the proposal of the affluent Isea, with one condition:  out of respect 

for the deceased Florisea, he and Isea may not live in Alexandria as husband and wife. 

 The couple departs for Ephesus and must take refuge from a storm at the “Ínsula 

de la Crueldad,” so named owing to its functioning as the burial ground for all who have 

suffered a violent death.  Attendants are unloading a man and a woman from their ship 

and share their story with the travelers as follows.  Two young men, Casiano and 

Falanges from Barcelona, attended a festival in Valencia.  The lovely Belesinda, daughter 

of the wealthiest man of the city, fell irremediably in love with the indifferent Casiano, 

while his friend became captivated by Belesinda.  Casiano returned home, but Falanges 

lingered in the city, in hopes of interesting Belesinda in his devotion.  Frustrated, 

Falanges determined that only Casiano’s death would pave the way for him to win his 

lady’s heart.  Back in Barcelona, he mistakenly killed Penamor, his rival’s brother, but 

Casiano recognized him as he fled.  The news reached Belesinda, whose feelings for 

Casiano had not abated, and when Falanges returned to Valencia, she stabbed him in the 

throat, hoping to gain Casiano’s favor.  Unmoved, Casiano was of the opinion that 

Belesinda had been the cause of all the trouble; therefore, he shared the details with 
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Falanges’s father.  The latter had the lady arrested; she was tried, condemned, and 

beheaded.  The bodies of Belesinda and Falanges were being brought to the “Ínsula de la 

Crueldad” for burial.  

 During Isea and Clareo’s voyage, the latter continues to retard the consummation 

of their marriage, explaining that it should not take place over Florisea’s final resting 

place, the sea, and that he will not waver in his vow to wait until they have reached 

Ephesus.  He argues, additionally, that any celebration occurring over the mutable and 

unpredictable waves would be affected by the water’s inherent instability. 

 Yet another storm drives them to seek shelter.  This time their refuge is the 

“Ínsula de la Vida,” the beautiful dwelling place of the recently espoused Duke and 

Duchess of Athens.  These most cordial and generous hosts shower their visitors with 

gifts of fine clothing and provide elegant banquets.  Evenings of gracious and provocative 

conversation among the knights and ladies fill the evenings.  One day, Clareo spies 

among the courtiers the callous scoundrel Meneleo, whom Clareo kills in combat, 

proving the rascal’s guilt in the perpetration of Florisea’s kidnapping. 

 Isea finally reaches her homeland with her new husband, and little time passes 

before she releases a house slave by the name of Lacerna of Thessaly, who has been 

cruelly treated by Amete, a servant of her former husband.  This “Lacerna” is, in reality, 

Florisea, and she is astounded by Clareo’s infidelity.  She writes him a reproachful letter 

in which she begs Clareo to intercede for her with Isea, so that she may return to 

Bizancio.  Clareo, ecstatic at the “resurrection” of his beloved, redoubles his resolve to 

keep Isea at a distance.  The unfortunate and unfulfilled wife, assuming that because 
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Lacerna is from Thessaly, she must have skill in making love charms, enlists her help in 

that regard.  Delighted by the news of her husband’s constancy, but revealing nothing, 

Florisea blandly asks permission to seek out in the country herbs for the desired potion. 

 Suddenly, Tersiandro, Isea’s first husband, thought lost at sea, arrives home, and, 

seeing Clareo at his table, accuses him of adultery and dishonoring his house.  He 

proceeds to administer to Clareo a thorough drubbing and locks him up to await further 

adjudication.  During the altercation, Clareo drops his letter from Florisea, and, from it, 

Isea discovers the true identity of the slave she had so compassionately attended and in 

whom she had so trustingly confided.  Devastated and battling anger, love, and jealousy 

all at once, Isea visits Clareo in his cell, attempting, yet again, to find relief for her never-

ending passion for him.  He promises to do her will, but requests that their tryst not take 

place under Tersiandro’s roof, thus orchestrating another delay.  Even though Clareo 

dresses as a woman in clothing provided by Isea, Amete recognizes him and thwarts his 

escape.  In Tersiandro’s control once more, Clareo is sent to prison as an adulterer. 

 In the meantime, Amete locates Florisea in the country and encourages his master, 

Tersiandro, to court her.  However, the latter’s passionate advances meet with little 

success.  Comprehending that there is no room in her heart for anyone but Clareo, he 

devises a plot with Amete, which he thinks will drive Clareo away from Ephesus, thus 

allowing him the opportunity to win over Florisea.  The conspirators send a man into 

prison to relay the message that Florisea has perished upon Isea’s orders.  Hearing of his 

wife’s demise, the despondent Clareo wishes only to die.  He decides to admit guilt on 

the charge of adultery, and, additionally, identify himself as Isea’s accomplice in the 
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death of Florisea.  Rosiano steps in to tell the judges the truth about Clareo and expresses 

his suspicions concerning possible machinations between Amete and Tersiandro.  

Unfortunately, Rosiano can offer no proof, so Clareo is condemned to die. 

 The custom of the country is that no executions can take place while sacrifices to 

the gods are in progress.  Such is the case as Clareo marches to face the sentence imposed 

upon him; he comes across a priest who is in the process of conducting sacrifices to 

Diana; hence, Clareo’s final hour is delayed.  In the meantime, Florisea has escaped from 

Amete’s house and has made her way to the public square.  As she reacts with weeping 

and wailing at the sight of the bound and naked Clareo, Rosiano recognizes her and takes 

her to the judge, identifying her as the damsel for whose murder Clareo has been 

condemned.  When prompted to tell her story, she reveals that the pirates decapitated 

another woman to shake off Clareo’s pursuit of the corsair vessel.  Subsequently, 

Meneleo’s ship was wrecked in a storm, and, Amete, having rescued her, claimed her as a 

slave.  Moreover, she confirms Rosiano’s skepticism regarding Amete and Tersiandro’s 

dubious maneuverings.  

 Clareo and Florisea return to Byzancio and marry.  Isea, dispirited and glum, 

“viéndome sin él, y sin marido, y sin familia, y sin honra, y sin ningún descanso. . .” 

(XIX, 137), decides to travel.   

 Isea makes the decision to leave her homeland, Ephesus, to go live in Alexandria.  

Her ship breaks apart during a fierce storm, and, grabbing on to a board, she saves 

herself, making her way to Pelusio at the eastern edge of the kingdom of Egypt.  There 

she boards another vessel bound for Alexandria, not realizing that it belongs to pirates.  
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In Alexandria, the “sin ventura” Isea is jailed along with the corsairs, the authorities 

assuming she is part of their group.  The town’s custom is to sacrifice to Mars all women 

found in the company of pirates, and Isea is scheduled to endure that fate when a kind, 

rich, powerful gentleman (“el gran señor de Egipto,” XXX, 181) saves her and takes her 

home to be a companion to his daughters.  Hearing of two wise and interesting sisters 

who lived in a beautiful castle some twenty miles away, and hoping to find distraction 

there from her pain and loneliness, still quite sad and depressed, Isea visits and elects to 

stay with then.  One of the ladies dies.  Once Isea is unsuccessful in consoling the second, 

she sets forth once more for Alexandria.   

 On the road she meets a knight, Felesindos de Trapisonda, who listens to Isea’s 

narrative of her misfortunes.  In comparison to her string of calamities, he claims that his 

fortune has been, at the least, equally unfavorable, and he commence his story ab ovo.  

Although the son of the king of Bohemia, he spent his childhood and youth with his 

cousin Altayes de Francia in the court of the Emperor of Trapisonda.  After some 

complicated romantic maneuvers with Roselinda and Periandra, young ladies of the 

court, he fell in love with the Emperor’s youngest daughter, Luciandra.  When she 

mysteriously disappeared, he dedicated himself to recovering her and has been searching 

for her for seven years.  Of those, he passed two languishing in prison as punishment for 

being the cause of the death of the daughter of the Sultan of Persia.  When he spurned her 

affections and refused to marry her, she committed suicide. 

 As he and Isea travel along, a beautiful maiden approaches them and invites them 

to spend the night in her castle.  That evening, she reveals that her aunt had been an 
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enemy of the Emperor of Trapisonda (he had killed her son) and that it is she who had 

Luciandra stolen.  She hid away the princess in the “casa de Descanso,” located at the end 

of the “Valle de la Pena.”  Her memory erased, the lovely Luciandra spends her days 

surrounded by “placer, gloria y contento durable y perpetuo” (XXIII, 151).  Felesindos 

listens to a detailed description of the dangers and unpleasant attributes of this valley, 

through which he must pass to reach Luciandra, and learns that to him alone is this 

adventure assigned.  The damsel also informs him that he must obtain further instructions 

from the sage Rusismundo before he can attempt the rescue effort. 

 Although they set out to find the sage, Felesindos succumbs to the temptation of 

participating in a contest for the hand of Felesinda, daughter of the King of Chipre.  

Before the tourney can begin, a magical castle (“castillo del Remedio”) appears bearing 

an inscription that promises that whoever wins the castle would inside it find “todas las 

cosas que amare y quisiere” (XXIV, 153).  Moreover, the victor will be obligated to serve 

Venus in a future combat with the goddess Palas.  In that ensuring combat, Felesindos 

makes friends with “Sufrimiento” and successfully defeats the demons “Tormento,” 

“Cuidado,” “Tristeza,” among others, thus, earning the right to enter the castle. By this 

time, Felesinda is immensely impressed with Felesindos, and her aunt, Estrellinda, is 

even more deeply in love with the prince.   

 In chapter XXVI, Isea insists that because she is relating her story that 

the’extensions and conclusions to Felesindo’s adventure must wait for a book about him.  

“Y quién fuese aquella dama y los caballeros que con ella venían, y la causa de su venida 

a aquella corte, y la demanda en que andaban, se cuenta largamente en la historia de 
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Felesindos; porque como ésta no trate más que de mis trabajos, no hay para qué aquí se 

diga nada desto” (XXVI, 161). 

 The tourney begins three days later, and Felesindos gains favor with the judges 

with his prowess and combat acumen.  Declared the winner, he respectfully refuses 

Felesinda’s hand, revealing his dedication to his, up to that point, seven-year quest.  The 

king’s tournament rules, however, have provided the option for him to choose a husband 

for the princess from among her chief suitors. 

 A day after receiving the honors at the tournament’s end, Felesindos enters the 

“casa de Remedio” and briefly sets his eyes upon his lady Luciandra, although she does 

not acknowledge his presence or words. Shortly thereafter, Felesinda goes in and, 

suddenly, the castle takes to the air and disappears.  The astounded onlookers hear a 

voice announcing that whoever wishes to win Felesinda for his wife must look for her in 

the “valles amorosos.” 

 Seething at Felesindos’s rejection of her heartfelt proposals of love and eternal 

devotion, Estrellinda’s feelings turn to hate, and she tries to persuade Arminador to kill 

him.  Warned of her projected vengeance, the prince departs hastily with Isea from 

Damascus to resume his search for Rusismundo.  He now calls himself “caballero de las 

Esperas Dudosas.”  Finding no trace of the sage in Alexandria, the two decide to seek 

information at the thousand-door “casa de la Fama.”  Another adventure impedes their 

quest:  the forces of the goddess Pallas are preparing to battle the partisans of Venus, and 

Felesindos must, owing to the promise made in Damascus, join the fray on the side of 

love. 
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 Once that conflict is concluded, Isea and Felesindos continue on their way.  

Stopping for sleep, Isea has a dream in which she is admonished to begin making a real 

effort to conquer her love and push aside her grief.  Nevertheless, she tarries, and, with 

Felesindos, visits the “casa de la Fama” and tours the Underworld, which displays 

features of Christian Hell and pagan Elysium.  Felesindos’s hope for a way to accomplish 

the adventure that will win back his lady remains strong and, Rusismundo, “el gran 

sabio,” notifies the knight that he must proceed alone in his journey.  Isea, rudderless 

again, wanders aimlessly in Europe until she forges the decision to become a nun and 

serve God.  Rejected in that venture for lack of funds, she boards a ship for the “Ínsula 

Pastoril,” where she settles down to write her memoirs she is sharing with her audience, 

the “piadosas y generosas señoras.” 

. . . 

 Clareo y Florisea is a love-adventure story and contains thirty-two chapters.  It is 

obvious that in the first nineteen chapters, Núñez de Reinoso has in mind the contents of  

an anonymous book in Italian he claims to have stumbled across in a bookstore.  He even 

admits that in his letter to Juan Micas at the beginning of the novel, in which he reveals 

that he decided to “imitar” and not “romanzar” (translate) the “gran ingenio” and “viva y 

agraciada invención” of the material that he found there, employing only his creativity 

(“invención”) and some of the words found there to produce his novel.  In the part of the 

text that narrates the love story of the young couple, Clareo and Florisea, we discover 

almost all of the defining features of the “Byzantine” novel that Achilles Tatius’s work 

Leukippe and Klitophon represents:  the falling in love, the pledge of fidelity, the ruse of 
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being brother and sister, the premonitory dreams, travel at sea with the expected ship 

wrecks and pirate attacks, unexpected separation and captivity and enslavement, 

soliloquies lamenting over a lover’s absence, disguises, false death and subsequent 

resurrection, tests of fidelity, love triangles and criss-crossed lovers with lovers’ as go-

betweens, endless series of obstacles to reunion, often owing to suitors, recognition and 

non-recognition, courtroom scenes, happy reunion and return to the homeland, and final 

wedding.   

 Other parallels stand out.  The story uses a first person-narrator from beginning to 

end (unlike Achilles Tatius’s novel where that focus is abandoned at the end).  The novel 

begins in medias res, as does Leukippe and Klitophon.  The protagonists Isea and Clareo, 

as do those of the Greek novel, pronounce numerous laments and bemoan the 

capriciousness of Fortune.  Tersiandro questions the veracity and probability of Florisea’s 

assurance that she is still a virgin, a circumstance appearing in the case of Leukippe as 

well.  In the latter case, it is her father who cast serious doubt on her assertion.  The 

adventures of the protagonists correspond in a great degree to those of Klitophon and 

Leukippe, although Núñez de Reinoso weaves them together with ingenuity and 

observable originality.  We will highlight some of his innovations, adaptations, and 

narrative modifications shortly.   

 When looking at the structure of Núñez de Reinoso’s novel, a cursory perusal 

would perhaps encourage the notion that there is a “Byzantine” part, essentially the first 

nineteen chapters, and then, there is the chivalric part, two stories pasted together, joined 

by the narrowest of threads.  That conclusion is only partially true.  A more careful 
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analysis reveals that the novel has a unifying factor in the narrator, Isea, who is telling her 

story throughout the novel.  She is sharing with her listeners the events that lead to her 

current unhappy state and her decision to write her memoirs.  Nonetheless, the 

impression of disjointedness is strong, and perhaps could be attributable to the lack of 

skill of the author.  Núñez de Reinoso seems enthused by the rich narrative possibilities 

he uncovered in his reading of Achilles Tatius’s work, but could not envision a way to 

execute a smooth combination of the “Byzantine” elements with the chivalric features.  

We are of the opinion that Reinoso, in working with the two literary traditions, might 

have been trying to broaden the appeal of his novel, hoping to attract those readers who 

would enjoy a love story, as well as the fans of the novels of chivalry. 

 The structure of this novel continues to be of interest to critics.  Teijeiro Fuentes’s 

analysis of this aspect shows a possible effort by Núñez de Reinoso to link the 

“Byzantine” material to the knightly adventures.  The critic labels chapters XX and XXI 

as transitional chapters.  These begin the part of the novel in which “la sin ventura” Isea 

proceeds with the story of a life constantly plagued by “suerte contrariada.”  She 

continues to be a main protagonist, although frequently she functions only as an observer 

of the errant Felesindos and his adventures.269   

                                                
269 His full compositional scheme is as follows: “Capítulos I-XIX:  aventuras bizantinas que siguen el 
modelo propuesto por Aquiles Tacio mediante el triángulo amoroso formado por Clareo, Florista e Isea, y 
que finalizan con la vuelta a casa de los dos primeros; Capítulos XX-XXI:  capítulos de transición, en los 
que Isea se determina a salir de su patria en busca de tranquilidad y reposo; Capítulos XXII-XXX:  
aventuras supuestamente caballerescas—torneos, batallas, magos, hechiceras, encuentros inesperados, 
bajada a los Infiernos, sucesos inverosímiles—que tienen por objeto narrar la historia del caballero 
Felesindos en busca de la bella Luciandra; Capítulos XXX (Postrero): despedida de Isea prometiendo al 
lector una segunda parte de su historia” ("Introducción," 23).  
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 With regard to the perception that the influence of Achilles Tatius’s novel on 

Núñez de Reinoso only exists in the chapters containing the love triangle of Clareo, 

Florisea, and Isea, Zimic brings forth evidence that refutes that claim.  His critical 

examination of Leukippe and Klitophon and Clareo y Florisea reveals that chapter XX 

brings together, although in a more abbreviated form, almost all the episodes that 

occurred in Book Three of Leukippe and Klitophon.  In his article, he also compares 

Isea’s lament after being jailed with that of Klitophon after Leukippe’s “death” and finds 

that Isea’s is copied almost word for word from Klitophon’s speech, in addition to the 

fact that the two passages occur in completely analogous circumstances ("Alonso Núñez 

de Reinoso, traductor" 170).  Zimic limits his analysis to these two instances of the 

author’s modeling of Achilles Tatius to substantiate the claim that Núñez de Reinoso 

must have had access to the Coccio’s 1551 Italian translation that consisted of all eight 

books of Achilles Tatius’s third century novel.  After carefully comparing Leukippe and 

Klitophon and Clareo y Florisea, we have no doubt that the author of the latter had 

before him, at some point, the eight books of the former work.  The similarities, in 

number and substance, speak to Núñez de Reinoso’s having a full acquaintanceship with 

Achilles Tatius’s work.  

 Teijeiro Fuentes’s interest in the same area of concern has led him to a similar 

conclusion, that Núñez de Reinoso had most definitely read the integral version of 

Leukippe and  Klitophon and paid close attention to the first four chapters.  Teijeiro 

Fuentes posits that the writer had already finished the Clareo and Florisea portion of his 

novel, but likely was in the process of composing the rest of the chapters.  He offers the 
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following comparison demonstrating the similarity in the arrangement of events to 

support his supposition that Núñez de Reinoso, in chapter XX, had the clear intention to 

rework structurally and spatially Book Three of Leukippe and Klitophon. 

Aquiles Tacio      Núñez de Reinoso 

- viaje a Alejandría     - viaje a Alejandría 
- naufragio      - naufragio 
- llegada a Pelusio     - llegada a Pelusio 
- increpación a los dioses    - increpación a la Fortuna 
- increpación al mar     - increpación al mar 
- lamentos y llantos de Clitofonte   - lamentos y llantos de Isea 
- sacrificio al dios     - sacrificio a Marte 
- salvación final     - salvación final 270  
 
 The use of the maritime sketch of Book Three of Leukippe and Klitophon occurs 

first in the plot, however, in chapter X, in which, now married, Isea and Clareo embark 

on their maritime journey to Ephesus.  Teijeiro Fuentes outlines five principal points that 

Núñez de Reinoso duplicates:  the dangers of the ocean, the movement of the ship, the 

attitude of the pilot, the laments of the seafarers, the outcome ("Introducción" 34-5).  

Clareo interprets the storms as a punishment for his infidelity to his “dead” spouse.  The 

author uses this device to detour the protagonists to the Ínsula de la Crueldad, in this 

manner creating more adventures and establishing a logical lead-in for the incorporation 

of the interpolated tragic novella of Belesinda, Falanges, and Casiano, in the style of the 

Italian novelle. 

                                                
270 Teijeiro Fuentes, "Clareo y Florisea," 356.  Teijeiro Fuentes also points out that chapters (XX and XXI) 
introduce a group of characters (el Gran Señor de Egipto, sus hijas, las dos “ninfas”) who will be present 
until the end of the story owing to the repeated allusions about them by the author. 
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 Turning to other parts of the sixteenth century novel, Teijeiro Fuentes seems to 

have uncovered additional areas of crossing over or “interferencias” in Núñez de 

Reinoso’s novel discoverable in Books One and Two of Achilles Tatius ("Clareo y 

Florisea" 356).  The first example of these can be seen when comparing a scene from 

Book One of Leukippe and Klitophon and chapter XI of Clareo y Florisea.  After supper, 

as the table is being cleared, Klitophon hears from a slave a love tale that increases his 

passion for Leukippe:  “Trataba la canción de Apolo reprochándole a Dafne que huyese 

de él, a la vez que la persigue y está a punto de capturarla, y la joven tornándose en 

arbusto y Apolo que se hacia guirnalda de esa plantas (Longo, Tacio and Jámblico 178-

79).”271 

 Núñez de Reinoso, in chapter XI, reintroduces the theme of Daphne and Apollo in 

the same temporal and thematic context:  the image proposed by the novelist is that of 

Clareo and Isea seated at the dinner table of the duke and duchess of Atenas on the 

magnificent “Ínsula de la Vida” and how, as the servants remove dishes from the table, 

someone retells a love story. 

. . .asentados que fuimos á la mesa y servidos cumplidamente, alzadas las tablas, 

el duque estuvo esperando que todas las damas y caballeros volviesen a cenar, en 

el cual tiempo se cantó suave y dulcemente toda la historia de Dafne con Apolo, y 

cómo él se dolía y ella se tornaba en lauro.  (XI, 102) 

                                                
271  We quote from the Spanish edition by editors Brioso Sánchez and Crespo Guëmes, which contains 
three Greek novels, those of Longus, Achilles Tatius and Iamblichus. 
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Teijeiro Fuentes wonders whether this resemblance of situations and the similarity of the 

stories, constitute a direct relationship, a memory of a previous reading, or, perhaps, a 

literary assimilation of a classic mythologicalGuémes topos brought into the Renaissance 

("Clareo y Florisea" 357).  

 The critic tenders a second “interferencia,” admittedly weaker [“más difícil de 

determinar” ("Clareo y Florisea" 357)], also coming out of Achilles Tatius’s Book One 

and traceable to Núñez de Reinoso’s chapter IX.  He refers to Klinias’s reaction to his 

lover Charicles’s announcement that his father has arranged for the latter to marry a 

damsel.  Klinias inveighs against the feminine sex and offers us a detailed demonstration 

of the malevolent power of women’s amorous affections, reinforced with examples taken 

from a bank of mythological sources well known by the Alexandrian novelist.  The text 

reads: 

. . .el collar de Erifila, la mesa de Fiomena, la calumnia de Estenebea, el hurto de 

Aérope, el crimen de Progne.  Agamenón desea la belleza del Criseida; provoca 

una plaga sobre los griegos; Aquiles desea la belleza de Briseida:  se acarrea un 

pesar sobre sí mismo; tiene Candaules una guapa esposa:  la esposa asesina a 

Candaules.  Pues el fuego de las bodas de Helena prendido otro fuego para ruina 

de Troya.  Y el desposorio con Penélope, la virtuosa, ¿a cuántos pretendientes 

perdió?  Mató a Hipólito Fedra, por amor, pero Agamenón, por no amarlo, 

Clitemnestra. . . (Longo, Tacio and Jámblico 137-38) 

Teijeiro Fuentes conjectures that this extended digression, which stresses the author’s 

familiarity with mythological history, perhaps dazzled the Spanish novelist and led him 
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to incorporate this device in a similar amorous context.  As happened with Klinias, Isea is 

denied the enjoyment of her passion for Clareo, who refuses to consummate their 

marriage.  She laments disparagingly about love and recalls the cruel power of love, 

utilizing this mechanism found in Leukippe and Klitophon: 

. . .Quinto Flaminio, siendo cónsul en Francia, por causa de una su enamorada 

mandó cortar la cabeza á uno que no tenia culpa.  Lucio Catalina, siendo 

enamorado de Aurelia  Orestilla y no queriéndolo ella aceptar por marido, por 

respecto que tenía un hijo de otra mujer, por la complacer y casarse con ella mató 

al hijo con sus propias manos.  Semíramis, reina de Egipto, forzada de amor, se 

enamoraba de muchos vasallos suyos y en cumpliendo sus desesperados deseos 

los mandaba matar.  Lucio Mediano tenía un esclavo, el cual se enamoró de una 

su esclava, la más fea y disforme que harse podía; y como su señor le 

reprehendiese por amar cosa tan bruta, él le tomó tan gran odio que lo mató.  El 

gran Alejandro tomó por mujer a Rosanna, siendo él tan gran príncipe y ella una 

baja mujer.  Marco Antonio, por amor grande que tenía a Cleopatra, dejó a 

Octavia, su mujer.  Semíramis por amor perdió el reino matándola su propio hijo; 

y otras cosas grandes por amor han acontecido, como los libros y grandes 

historias cuentan y destas cosas están llenos. (IX, 85-86) 

Teijeiro Fuentes is of the opinion that this passage points toward the possible similarity of 

approach and intentions of the two authors who, in the process of utilizing this device 

with the idea of surprising the reader with an avalanche of events and personages, sought 

to impress them with an extensive classical cultural acumen ("Clareo y Florisea" 358).  
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 Appealing to the classical tradition, of course, is a topos in the Renaissance and a 

common element in the Spanish “Byzantine” fiction from Núñez de Reinoso forward.  

The writer employs the device again in chapter X, when describing the “Ínsula de 

Crueldad” and naming the famous real and mythological people who had died a violent 

death and were taken to that island to be interred (X, 93), for example, Medea’s children, 

Cleopatra (killed by a snake), Pompey (decapitated by King Ptolemy), and Agamemnon 

(assassinated by his wife, Clitemnestra).  The idea of seeking support in the classical 

literature leads logically into the interweaving of a tragic novella (this one in the style of 

Bandello) in chapter X (Teijeiro Fuentes "Clareo y Florisea" 358).  The connection to the 

classical tradition helps document and validate the problems of his protagonists. 

 In chapter XXXI (183-184), we find a third instance in which Núñez de Reinoso 

has included an incidental detail he discovered in Book Two of the Greek tale.  There, 

Chaerephon, adding to Sostratus’s interpretation of an oracle, explains the marvels and 

qualities of water.  Núñez de Reinoso merges this component into the visit to the wise 

Rusismundo, who takes Isea and Felesindos on a tour of his fabulous lands dotted with 

magical fountains and waters with curative properties (Teijeiro Fuentes "Introducción" 

36). 

 Recognizing the interweaving of these isolated devices gleaned from the Greek 

novel helps us to better understand the creative abilities of Núñez de Reinoso.  With an 

eye on a coherent structuring of his story, the author reworked the passages that 

interested him most.  By identifying the devices, we are able to further confirm that 
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Núñez de Reinoso had complete, albeit tardy, knowledge of the entire Leukippe and 

Klitophon before the publication of his novel. 

 Among the changes Núñez de Reinoso made to the ancient Greek text, González 

Rovira notes how Núñez de Reinoso opted to ignore certain information in Achilles 

Tatius’s work (174).  For example, he does not utilize the information from the analepsis 

by Klinias in Book Five to justify Clareo and Florisea’s leaving Bizancio.  In that Book, 

Klinias gives a résumé of the reasons for the flight of the protagonists (parental 

opposition).  Instead, to send Clareo and Florisea off on their odyssey, Núñez de Reinoso 

sketches a vague and ambiguous explanation:  “. . . concertaron [the young lovers] salirse 

e irse donde su ventura llevallos quisiese. . .Y ansí, amor les dio ingenio como lo 

pudiesen a su salvo hacer. . .[Clareo and his friend Peritoó] acordaron de sacar a Florisea 

y llevalla en Alejandría . . .” (I, 68-69).  On the other hand, the writer from Guadalajara 

does elect to use the artifice of having the couple present themselves as brother and sister, 

but with an additional twist:  until Florisindos, Clareo’s brother can join them, the lovers 

vow to live chastely as brother and sister.  In Núñez de Reinoso’s work, the motivation 

for the dissimulation is altered.  A second modification of the model Achilles Tatius 

presents touches on the degree of fidelity the male protagonist portrays.272  Klitophon’s 

resolve to remain true to Leukippe eventually weakens and, even though he is aware that 

she is alive, he succumbs to Melitte’s unceasing entreaties for satisfaction of her desire 

for him.  Clareo, on the other hand, never violates his marital vows. 

                                                
272 Menéndez y Pelayo calls this a “rasgo notable de depuración moral y estética” (1943, 3:158).  
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 Much is made of the attempts at a categorization of Núñez de Reinoso’s work. 

We have just explored the many “Byzantine” influences in it and the similarities to the 

ancient Greek novels present in the majority of its chapters.273  Then, we find that Isea’s 

journey with the errant knight Felesindos, in chapters XXII-XXXI, bears the obvious 

features associated with chivalric literature. As further evidence of this novel’s hybridism 

(Prieto’s “permeability” of the novel,274) critics mention the inclusion of elements and 

perspectives from a number of literary modalities, for example, the sentimental 

(González Rovira 178) and pastoral novels (Avalle-Arce La novela pastoril española 42-

46).275  Teijeiro Fuentes adds that there is visible influence from the courtly treatises and 

the Italian “novellieri” ("Introducción" 25).  Indicating an association with Celtic fantasy, 

Avalle-Arce, offers an important observation regarding an aspect of the medievalism in 

Núñez de Reinoso’s novel: 

Así y todo, aun en esta primera parte, se produce en la obra una significativa 

taracea de bizantinismo con medievalismo.  Este se expresa en dos formas 

difíciles de disociar:  el imram céltico y los elementos caballerescos.  El crítico 

norteamericano Howard Rollin Patch dice, respecto al imram:  “La forma más 

                                                
273 Cruz Casado, however, argues also for continued Greek influencein this work, specifically from the 
fourteenth century novels.  See Cruz Casado, "Los amantes peregrinos Angélia y Lucenrique)", 341-46, 
512.  
 
274 Prieto observes four structural lines in Clareo y Florisea: “A) un viaje, una acción argumental 
acumuladora de episodios y motivos promovidos desde la novela griega (especialmente Achilles Tatius); 
B) una isla, un paladín, una princesa, unos gigantes, que incorporan el mundo de los libros de caballerías; 
C) una primera persona confesándose en tristeza, y solicitando piedad, que responde a la novela 
sentimental; D) una consideración del pastor como aspiración de vida, que se nutre en la idealización (y 
simbolización) renacentista de la novela pastoril” (191-92).  
 
275 Avalle-Arce points out how Núñez de Reinoso works with two separate concepts of the pastoral.  
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socorrida en que se emplea el motivo de la isla es la del imram o viajes a islas 

dispersas, narrado por un sobreviviente que recalca el elemento maravilloso.” 

Esto, de por sí, ayuda a explicar parte de la novela de Reinoso, pero sucede que el 

imram, a su vez está en la génesis de muchas narraciones caballerescas.  En este 

complejo temático-ideológico hay que buscar la clave para la interpretación de la 

Historia de los amores de Clareo y Florisea.  Una fuerte corriente de 

medievalismo (imram, caballeresco) se encuentra con otra de bizantinismo 

(Aquiles Tacio) y hay un momentáneo equilibrio de ímpetus en que se mezclan 

las aguas, y de esta confluencia surgen los primeros diecinueve capítulos.  

(La novela pastoril española 43-4)  

 Since our major consideration in this study is the confluence of literary traditions, 

we are interested in how writers manipulate with originality this conjunction of elements 

in their literary creations.  While the “Byzantine” elements in Núñez de Reinoso’s novel 

are well documented,276 we believe that it is important to emphasize the author’s 

adaptations and personal innovations, some of which would evolve into constants of 

future Spanish Byzantine novels, for example, their permeability and the utilization and 

inclusion of emotionally charged scenes, filled with the exteriorization of the feelings of 

the protagonist.  González Rovira (23-4); and Teijeiro Fuentes ("Introducción" 32-4)  

point out a number of these authorial contributions, both noting how Núñez de Reinoso 

                                                
276 For example, González Rovira points to “…el enamoramiento, el voto de fidelidad, el parentesco 
ficticio, el viaje marítimo, la separación y cautiverio, el disfraz del sexo contrario, los sueños 
premonitorios, las falsas muertes, el reencuentro obstaculizado por la presencia de pretendientes, el viaje de 
regreso a la patria, y la boda final como premio a su constancia” (173).  We have identified in this chapter 
other elements, as well.  
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unifies the work, to a degree, by connecting the two parts of the novel with the narrator, 

Isea, who, from chapters I-VII, is only an omniscient narrator, converting later into a 

participant in chapter VIII, and, from chapters XXII forward, become simply a 

companion and chronicler of Felesindo’s deeds.  In the “capítulo postrero” (XXXII), the 

focus returns to events experienced directly by Isea. 

 We see some unity achieved by the use of certain elements that appear in the first 

part (Altayes—Felesindo’s cousin, the “Ínsula de la Vida,” and the “Ínsula Deleitosa”) 

that are mentioned again in the second, as well as the inclusion of a character in the 

second part, who, additionally, operates in the first (Felesinda).  Also apparent are certain 

chivalric motifs (giant, jousts, tournaments…), related more to Western medievalism,  

which occur in the Byzantine section of the adventures of Clareo and Florisea (“Ínsula de 

la Vida”), while certain Byzantine elements (travel by sea, pirates and captivity) appear 

in the chivalric second section. 

 González Rovira (176-77) and Teijeiro Fuentes ("Introducción" 23-4) comment 

on the innovation of including three secondary stories emanating from three islands 

(“Ínsula Deleitosa,” “Ínsula de la Crueldad,” and “Ínsula de la Vida”).  The tale told by 

Rosiano about Arquesileo and Narcisiana on the “Ínsula Deleitosa” is a mixture of the 

pastoral and chivalric; that of Casiano, Belesinda and Flanges recounted on the “Ínsula de 

la Crueldad” aligns with courtly literature (Menéndez y Pelayo 2:  80).277  The 

interpolations by Rosiano and Casiano seem to have a moral purpose, demonstrating the 

devastating effects of passion, unrequited love, and revenge.  Both tales provide variety 
                                                
277 See also Núñez de Reinoso, Los amores de Clareo y Florisea, 94, n53. 
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and remain independent from the main plot, since there is no involvement of the main 

protagonists in them, although a parallel could be argued with Isea’s own ardent 

attraction to Clareo and its possible consequences on her future.  Only on the “Ínsula de 

la Vida” are Clareo and Isea active participants and is there a direct link with the main 

narrative.  The courtly atmosphere and the after dinner question-and-answer scene, 

during which Isea offers a vignette concerning the dilemma of a gentleman with three 

lovers, remind us of the Decameron.  Here, also, Isea extols the courtly life and laments, 

again, her misfortunes.  A chance recognition of Menelao, the corsair believed to be 

responsible for Florisea’s abduction and apparent decapitation, allows Clareo to avenge 

his beloved’s “death.” 

 Núñez de Reinoso, in a change from the ancient “Byzantine” novels, has 

introduced a new itinerary, as stops at or near these small landmasses alternate and 

interweave with action occurring in Alexandria, Ephesus, Valencia, and Barcelona. 

Generally, the islands carry symbolic names and are the site of extraordinary events, 

some anachronous, and, as already mentioned, independent from the central adventure.  

In this way, Núñez de Reinoso combines “lo fantástico con lo real, lo indeterminado con 

lo concreto, lo pretérito con lo presente,” and, for this reason a single adventure often 

develops in an environment that is, at the same time, fantastic and real, and, frequently, 

its beginning and conclusion are separated by centuries (Zimic "Leucipe y Clitofonte y 

Clareo y Florisea" 55).  For example, the interpolated short story of Falanges and 

Belesina, which takes place in a concrete, realistic setting, the streets of Valencia and 

Barcelona, but concludes on the “Ínsula de la Crueldad,” that being clearly a symbol of 
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the brutality of which the lovers were victims.  Additionally, at the outset of the novel, 

Núñez de Reinoso places Isea in a pagan-oriental setting, thusly implying the action is 

transpiring at the beginning of the Christian era; however, a few chapters later, the reader 

finds her in series of dissimilar environments:  in a medieval setting of knight-errantry; in 

a society exhibiting typical Renaissance tastes and costumes; on a pastoral island; and in 

Spain, where a critical allusion to monastic institutions surfaces.  According to Zimic, 

what is new, and exemplary, in Núñez de Reinoso’s novel is: “la superposición de 

elementos literarios y sociales modernos, de reminiscencias y preocupaciones personales 

en el cuadro tradicional de la novela bizantina,” along with the fusion of these elements 

in an atmosphere that oscillates continually between the real and the fantastic ("Leucipe y 

Clitofonte y Clareo y Florisea" 55). 

 López-Estrada records the novelty of Núñez de Reinoso’s unique manipulation of 

the pastoral material (López-Estrada Los libros de pastores 353-56).  Among the fresh 

approaches we observe in Clareo y Florisea is a reordering of the psychological 

treatment of some characters:  Clareo acts differently from Achilles Tatius’s Klitophon in 

that he is less passive, less querulous, and less timid and cowardly; Florisea differs from 

her counterpart Leukippe in that she is less forceful and proactive and decidedly more 

concerned with maintaining her chastity.  In Teijeiro Fuentes’s opinion, Núñez de 

Reinoso succeeds in avoiding situations lacking verisimilitude (with the exception of the 

journey into the underworld) or that might prove controversial (such as adultery or 

romantic adventures on the part of the protagonists).  With regard to the visits to three 

islands, Teijeiro Fuentes notes that, rather than eliciting opportunities for long descriptive 
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digressions, they provide the chance to introduce new characters, some of which will 

reappear later in the novel, to initiate new adventures, to capitalize on the writer’s need to 

entertain the reader by inserting novelle representative of different genres, or in the case 

of the “Ínsula de la Vida,” present a situation reminiscent of courtly literature 

("Introducción" 32). 

 We find Núñez de Reinoso’s reinvention of three key characters in Leukippe and 

Klitophon noteworthy modification.  Clareo (Klitophon), although his lamentations are 

extended beyond those written by Achilles Tatius, is depicted in a more favorable moral 

light in that he, without wavering once, withstands Isea’s insistence that they 

consummate their marriage.  In another twist, Núñez de Reinoso has converted a 

secondary character, the “widow” Melite, into the main character of the novel.  In 

Rosiano, Clareo’s friend and confidant, there has been a melding of Klitophon’s cousin, 

Klinias, and his slave, Satyrus, perhaps a reaction to the excessive number of characters 

that populate the work. 

 Núñez de Reinoso interprets in a modern way the Leukippe and Klitophon written 

more that twelve centuries before.  He uses the narrative structure and many of its motifs, 

“imitando y no romanzando,” but incorporates numerous personal touches and 

modifications as he blends narrative elements from many of the novelistic modalities of 

the sixteenth century with those of the classical tradition.  He particularly demonstrates 

the vitality of the confluence of two literary traditions:  the “Byzantine” and the 

chivalresque.  Sensitive to his public’s predilection for novels of chivalry, he sought to 

assemble a love tale that addressed those preferences, but still allowed him the creative 
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freedom to work with the attractive narrative elements he observed in Achilles Tatius’s 

novel.  In creating his fiction, he fashioned a work that differs from its source somewhat 

in tone and intent, and, although it was not very popular in it is time (it was published 

only once), we recognize it as an attempt to produce an alternative to the existing genres 

of entertainment, infused with an evident didactic inclination (López-Estrada "Los libros 

sentimentales" 115).278  But, we maintain that, despite certain clever modifications of 

Achilles Tatius’s story and the use of a first-person narrator to establish a connection 

between the “Byzantine” and chivalric sections, Núñez de Reinoso failed to formulate a 

comfortable structural or thematic unity, leaving the reader with the impression that the 

author simply joined together two stories, each one reflecting a different genre.  While it 

is an interesting exercise in the not infrequent attempts to capitalize on the potential for a 

synthesis of the “Byzantine” and chivalric traditions, Clareo and Florisea could have 

provided Cervantes with insight into the possibilities as well as the pitfalls of such an 

endeavor. 

 

 
 
 
 

                                                
278 “La preocupación por la moralidad en el relato hace presumir alguna relación de este autor con los 
círculos erasmistas”. For additional details on the similarities with Leukippe and Klitophon, see: Cruz 
Casado, "Diego de Ágreda y Vargas traductor de Aquiles Tacio (1617; Jiménez Ruiz, "Introducción"; 
Zimic, "Alonso Núñez de Reinoso, traductor." 
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Chapter Six:  The Blending of the “Byzantine” and the Chivalric 

Literary Traditions in  
El Ingenioso Hidalgo Don Quijote de la Mancha (1605) 

 
 
 
 

 Our diachronic study of the confluence of two literary traditions, the “Byzantine” 

and the chivalric, in several representative works of different eras brings us now to 

consider the evidence of a conscious effort toward the harmonious blending of these 

traditions we find in Cervantes’s seminal and meritorious novel El Ingenioso Hidalgo 

Don Quijote de la Mancha.279  For us, one of Cervantes’s major accomplishments is his 

felicitous, seamless fusion in Part One of this text of the “Byzantine” themes and, more 

importantly, narrative structure and techniques into a book clearly belonging to the 

chivalric tradition.  However, we note that the utilization of the “Byzantine” structure and 

techniques, particularly in the publication of 1605, has also, at times, generated 

confusion, perplexity among readers, and unfavorable commentary by critics due to its 

unusual structural attributes.  It is hoped that our exposition regarding the narrative 

structure and the explanation of the unity coupled with episodic variety that Cervantes 

achieved in Part One will aid in greater understanding and more enjoyment of this 

literary marvel.  

 In this chapter, we will first explore Cervantes’s application of “Byzantine” 

narrative technique and themes to Part One as a whole, which reveals a skillful blending 
                                                
279 For citations in the El Ingenioso Hidalgo Don Quijote de la Mancha we use the Fajardo and Parr 
edition.  Citations in English are from the Jones and Douglas edition.  With both, we indicate part (I, II), 
chapter number, and page, where needed. 
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of the “Byzantine” and the chivalric literary traditions.  Interestingly, Cervantes utilizes 

to advantage one of the structural underpinnings of the “Byzantine” novels (often disliked 

and criticized for diverting attention away from the main narrative), the insertion of 

“secondary stories, ” to actually establish thematic unity in his work.  Next, we will 

delineate with more specificity how he exploits many of the narrative techniques he 

found in Heliodorus and Achilles Tatius to create a “Byzantine” novella, via the 

interrelated stories of Cardenio, a young nobleman, and Dorotea, daughter of a wealthy 

rural couple, in the midst of a chivalric novel and integrates it structurally and 

thematically into the body of the main narrative. 

 Our reader might wonder as to the reason for our delimiting the analysis of the 

confluence of the “Byzantine” and chivalric traditions to only the first Part of the 

Quijote.  The ten years that passed between the composition of Part One and Part Two of 

Cervantes’s most universally recognized work, among other factors, apparently 

influenced the writer’s perspective, thematic considerations, and selections of narrative 

techniques to the extent that, a variety of differences in these areas is readily discernible 

between the two Parts.  In our estimation, one of these divergences is that Part One of the 

Quijote presents itself structurally as being more typically “Byzantine” throughout its 

fifty-two chapters.  Additionally, Part One is a work of a literary nature; it is a parody, a 

critique of the popular, but literarily defective, in Cervantes’s view, novels of chivalry.  

Part Two, on the other hand, is centered on an existential problem as don Quijote 

becomes less of a “loco que tiraba a cuerdo” and more of a “cuerdo loco” (II, XVII), 

more prone to pronouncements discretos than disparatados.  In our opinion, Part One is 
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an attempt by Cervantes to create a much improved version of the traditional novel of 

chivalric adventures by meshing with it, in an expert way, a variety of elements from the 

“Byzantine” literary tradition while reworking and correcting the implementation of some 

of those already operative in chivalric literature (eg., indiscriminate or excessive use of 

secondary stories).  Cervantes evidently envisioned that such a synthesis of the two 

literary traditions would result in a more vibrant literary product while, concurrently, be 

especially entertaining for the public of his days. 

 Don Miguel most assuredly had knowledge of other attempts, some more 

awkward than others,280 at arriving at this confluence of the two literary traditions.  We 

project that he very likely had familiarity with most or all of the works we have covered 

in chapters two through five.  Attuned to the limitations and pitfalls, but energized by the 

potential and possibilities inherent in the narrative structure and techniques of the 

“Byzantine” literary tradition, Cervantes accepted the challenge to smoothly unite the two 

literary traditions. 

 The Quijote of 1605 was conceived primarily as a parody (Zimic De esto y 

aquello 317) of the popular, but faulty, books of chivalry whose reign as the most popular 

genre and general literary quality had begun crumbling about fifty years prior to the turn 

of the seventeenth century.  Part One of Cervantes’s novel exhibits as its driving theme 

the relationship between literature and life, the precarious problem of the confusion that 

many characters exhibit regarding their interpretation of the literature as it effects or 

                                                
280 We have in mind as examples of clumsy syntheses the second version of Contreras’s Selva de aventuras 
(1583), as well as Los amores de Clareo y Florisea y los trabajos de la sin ventura Isea (1552) by Núñez 
de Reinoso. 
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pertains to their own existence.281  Literature motivates men’s lives and provides them 

with illusions by which, in part, they live.  We witness in don Quijote, his mind so crazed 

by the incessant consumption of the material of chivalric stories, as well as in almost all 

the other characters in the novel, the failure to distinguish between fiction and reality.  

The attempted erroneous application of literature to life often results in uncomfortable 

consequences for the misguided readers.  This theme of the dichotomy between fiction 

and reality permeates Part One in its entirety. 

 By contrast, in Part Two (1615), Cervantes operates in a completely different 

manner:  his perspective broadens, and the personalities of don Quijote and Sancho 

“sufren un cambio sorprendente,” while there is a noticeable change in the architecture of 

the novel as well (Togeby 46).  Cervantes maintains the spotlight firmly fixed on the 

main protagonist, identifying all the action with him, alleging that the “novelas y 

cuentos” and “episodios” should be “casos sucedidos al mismo don Quijote,” while the 

“frías digresiones” should be eliminated (II, 3, 379; II, 44, 718: II, 18, 563).282   

 Other differences are noted, as well.  Castro believes that the two protagonists 

transform from literary types into human beings ("La estructura" 147-48).  In Part Two, 

we see the ideal of the past giving way to the realities of contemporary society (Togeby 

49).  Casalduero asserts that Cervantes presents, not a continuation of Part One, but 

                                                
281 “…tutti del romanzo, locandieri, pastori, agricoltori, soldati, borghesi e nobili, sembrano in 
dimestichezza col mondo della carta stampata e della retorica” (Pelligrini, 540). 
 
282 Cervantes himself declared in Part Two how he decided to give the 1615 addition a different form:  
“…en esta segunda parte [el autor] no quiso ingerir novelas sueltas ni pegadizas, sino algunos episodios 
que lo pareciesen, nacidos de los mesmos sucesos que la verdad ofrece, y aun éstos, limitadamente y con 
solas las palabras que bastan a declararlo. . .se contiene y cierra en los estrechos límites de la narración. . .” 
(II, 44, 718).  
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rather, a new world:  the hero knows where he is going, and the illusions are not born of 

his delusions, but from his environment.  This critic declares categorically “…si leemos 

las dos obras como si fueran una, el ritmo de la acción pierde todo sentido y la 

composición se desmorona, dejándonos en una confusión completa” ("La Composición 

del segundo Quijote" 208-09, 12).   

 Thematically, Part Two appears to have an existential perspective.  Cervantes is 

intent upon developing the character of don Quijote, and the utilization of elements of 

“Byzantine” narrative technique are minimized, although not absent altogether.  Zimic 

intuits that, over the course of the decade that separates the publication of the two Parts, 

Cervantes perhaps began to feel compunction for the harsh, deprecating, inflexible 

manner in which he treated his main character and takes to heart his character’s claim in 

Part One, “…hay tanto que decir en los míos [cuentos]” (II, 3, 479).  Reacting to that 

viewpoint, Cervantes arrived at the decision to write “una historia más completa y 

verídica” about his hero, in which he endows him with “…una personalidad 

multidimensional, variable, compleja, motivada por innumerables factores, a menudo 

muy íntimos, recónditos, apenas intuíbles” (Zimic Los cuentos y las novelas 205).  

Overall, it is clear that Cervantes constructed Part Two with only occasional attention to 

“Byzantine” literary conventions. 

 We return to our previously stated proposition that Part One of the Quijote 

exhibits a heavy concentration of “Byzantine” elements woven into the fabric of this 

novel of chivalry.  Ignorance of the basis of Cervantes’s narrative technique, particularly 

the penchant for including interpolated stories, owing to unfamiliarity with the techniques 
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characteristic of “Byzantine” literary tradition is, in our estimation, a major cause of the 

uneasiness, sometimes bewilderment,283 experienced by readers of Part One, especially 

when, in comparison, Part Two presents a markedly different, perhaps less complicated, 

construction.   

 The chivalric literary tradition had already adopted many of the characteristic 

features of the “Byzantine” narrative technique and structure, for example the use of 

prophecies, the constant, unexpected meeting, reunions, and separations of people, the 

intertwining of characters, frequently mysterious and unnamed, that appear, disappear, 

and then reappear at a later moment. In the chivalric novels, action dominates and 

character development is minimal, with a few exceptions, another feature evident in the 

“Byzantine” novels.  An especially popular import into the chivalric tradition is the 

“Byzantine” technique of the intersecting of the central story with a secondary one 

(“dramatic retardation”, Wolff 197), especially at moments of high tension, thus creating 

suspense and anticipation.   

 However, often the manner of manipulating these features is inept.  Authors use 

these structural and narrative elements awkwardly (Ariosto is a notable exception) and in 

excess.  Solutions by means of magic and the marvelous abound, and there is little 

concern with verisimilitude.  Occurrences, interruptions, and meetings result implausible 

and actors artificial.  There is discordant blending of the chivalric and the “Byzantine” 

genres.  But in Part One, Cervantes shows how an artful, harmonious fusion is possible. 

                                                
283 Russell is among numerous critics who express this concern.  “Most modern readers no doubt wish that 
they [the “novelas y cuentos”] were not there, or at least that there were fewer of them” (49).  
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 We reiterate that the impact of the “Byzantine” literary tradition can be detected 

throughout Part One, from its overall narrative structure to the employment of an endless 

stream of “Byzantine” narrative elements.  Cervantes, in the Quijote, however, avoided 

one of the major “Byzantine” features.  There is the obvious absence of a “happy ending” 

for the central story, which would be de rigeur in both the “Byzantine,” as well as the 

chivalric literary traditions.  We will now look at the utilization of some of the 

“Byzantine” elements that Cervantes meshes expertly into Part One of the Quijote.   

 Cervantes incorporates the element of prophecy in an unusual way.  In the 

“Byzantine” and chivalric literary traditions, prophecies are located near the beginning of 

the novel and are of prime importance for the protagonist.  These vaticinations determine 

much of the action to follow.  Cervantes, however, places one toward the end of Part One 

of the novel, in chapter forty-six.  The barber pronounces it in the process of luring don 

Quijote into the cage that will transport him home.  The prophecy functions as part of the 

theatrical deception mounted by the priest and the barber with the help of don Fernando, 

his companions, the servants of don Luis’s father, and the members of the “Santa 

Hermandad,” to convince don Quijote of the “reality” of his abductions at the hands of 

“encantadores.” 

 The “Byzantine” and chivalric novels contain a large roster of actors, many of 

whom contribute to the action only momentarily, generally to deliver information, and 

never surface again.  Cervantes, however, uses the device of characters that appear, 

disappear, and reappear to help to create a cohesive structure.  Obvious representatives of 

this effort at to tightly structure his vast novel are the “ama” and “sobrina” and the priest, 
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Pero Pérez, and the barber, Maese Nicolás.  The women first enter the stage shortly 

toward the very beginning of the novel, chapter five; they close out Part One and, of 

course, attend don Quijote in his final hour, chapter seventy-four of Part Two.  The priest 

and the barber are more visible throughout, particularly in the first Part, and, naturally 

the former attends the knight-errant on his death bed.  Certainly, Cardenio’s and 

Dorotea’s intermittent participation in numerous chapters serves to amalgamate a large 

portion of the mid-section of Part One.  

 This narrative strategy of reinserting characters also encourages the reader to 

recall and reflect on past events.  Cervantes “repurposes” certain individuals, and their 

reappearance occasions, often with ironic results, new episodes and new considerations, 

from the knight’s point of view as well as the reader’s, regarding don Quijote’s 

adventures.  These characters, then, function as support links in the complex fabric of the 

tale.  

 We will examine in more detail three other “reappearing” characters, Juan 

Haldudo’s hired helper, Andresillo, the barber of the basin, and Ginés de Pasamonte, 

thief and galley slave.  There is humor in their second (and, in the case of Ginés, third) 

appearance, and collectively, the three instances point to the “real” consequences of what 

the knight-errant estimed to be a “successful” adventure (Andresillo is beaten; the 

appropriation of the basin results in a fistfight for Sancho; the freeing of the galley slaves 

causes don Quijote to be placed on a criminal wanted list).  Nevertheless, each one seems 

to have a more specific function.  We will follow with our views on each. 
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 We begin with Andresillo, hired hand of Juan Haldudo el Rico (I, 4).  Don 

Quijote is pleased with himself when he stops Haldudo’s mistreatment of the lad and 

exacts a promise that latter will be paid his due wages.  However, the youngster runs into 

don Quijote on the road more than twenty-five chapters later (I, 31), interrupting the 

group heading toward the inn.  He updates him on the aftermath of the knight’s 

intervention on his behalf, and the knight intends to keep his promise to hunt down the 

goatherd when he learns of Haldudo’s non-compliance with don Quijote’s orders.  But 

Dorotea stops this adventure in its tracks by reminding don Quijote of his promise to 

restore her kingdom, and that adventure remains unfinished.  Andresillo’s parting words 

are “. . .si otra vez me encontrare, . . .no me socorra ni ayude con mis desgracia, que no 

será tanta, que no sea mayor la que me vendrá de su ayuda de vuestra merced. . .” (I, 31, 

262).  Don Quijote is incensed with the boy’s ingratitude and cannot perceive the folly of 

his attempt to rectify a wrong.  The situation serves to highlight the intensity of his 

“locura,” founded upon his mania to live a life of chivalric valor. 

 Directly after the suspenseful, but humorous (for the reader), episode of the 

fulling mills, don Quijote spies a man wearing on his head “una cosa que relumbraba 

como si fuera de oro” (I, 21, 150), which he immediately asserts is the “yelmo de 

Mambrino” he has been seeking.  Determined to attain this prize knightly accoutrement, 

don Quijote charges the unsuspecting man to win it.  The man falls from his mule, 

dropping his basin, and runs away from his attacker.  The knight errant proudly dons his 

priceless “celada” and continues his journey.  Nevertheless, when the same barber 

happens to drop in at the very same inn in which the guests have just heard the story of 
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the Cautivo and witnessed his moving reunion with his brother, we intuit that the 

ownership of the “baciyelmo” will again be contested (I, 44).  Not only do we see a 

bloody skirmish between the barber and Sancho over the saddlebags the latter 

appropriated, but the situation generates a lengthy, partially philosophical, partially 

burlesque discussion involving the priest, the barber, Cardenio, and don Fernando 

concerning reality and don Quijote’s slanted interpretation of it.  By reviving this 

character, Cervantes is able to demonstrate how other characters have become influenced 

by don Quijote’s twisted perceptions and become mocking participants in his fantasy.  

 While providing humor, this scene serves to highlight again don Quijote’s 

convoluted mental state, but it also speaks to the insensitivity and heartlessness of the 

priest and barber who display their willingness to exploit the knight’s literary madness.  

In addition, it constitutes another deception they perpetuate in their attempt to control the 

errant “hidalgo.”  One might even interpret this scene as a prelude to the endless intrigues 

invented by the conniving and callous duke and duchess that occupy multiple chapters in 

Part Two.  

 The third character who disappears quickly from the action, only to emerge 

abruptly at a later junction, is the rogue Ginés de Pasamonte.  He flashes in and out of the 

main action several times in Part One and even is the catalyst for an entire episode in 

Part Two, in which he reinvents himself as a puppeteer named Maese Pedro.  When we 

first meet the inveterate thief among the galley slaves, we are told that he is writing his 

autobiography.  Any reference to literature seems to pique Don Quijote’s interest, and he 

inquires naively, and humorously, whether it is finished (I, 22, 167).  This brief reference 
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to literature provides another example of how the theme of literature and life pervades, 

seemingly, ever nook and cranny of Part One.   

 Consistent with his immoral tendencies, Ginés expresses his appreciation of the 

freedom don Quijote won for him by stealing Sancho’s “rucio” (I, 25, 194) in the Sierra 

Morena.  His plans to sell the ass are thwarted a short time later when he unexpectedly 

encounters the knight and his squire on the road in the company of the priest, the barber, 

Dorotea, and Cardenio.  Sancho recognizes his mount, yells threats at the thief, who 

determines that his best option is to abandon the donkey and, for the second time, run 

away.  However, as mentioned above, this is not the last time the protagonists will come 

across him; the next time, his disguise as a puppeteer fools both Sancho and don Quijote 

(II, 26). 

 Cervantes seems to have assigned multiple purposes to this initially rather 

insignificant character.  He first serves as a bridge to the theme of literature and life, how 

each can affect the other and how literature can be tainted with unreliable authors.  He, 

like don Quijote, is a reader of literature; he proposes that his “book” will surpass 

Lazarillo de Tormes and be filled with truths “tan lindas y tan donosas que no pueden 

haber mentiras que se le igualen” (I, 22,167).  We perceive his comments as an oblique 

reference to the illusions one can encounter in literature and the delusions one perpetuates 

in life, a perspective that points, obviously, to the source of don Quijote’s obsession with 

his novels of chivalry.  When he assumes the appearance of a gypsy, and later that of a 

puppeteer, we find further confirmation of Ginés’s role as a foil to don Quijote:  the 

knight deceives himself, but is selfless and altruistic in his desire to right wrongs and 
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assist the defenseless; Ginés constantly seeks to hoodwink others and is solely driven by 

egotistical motives. 

 Another characteristic feature of the “Byzantine” narrative technique is the 

discontinuous flow of the narrative concerning the central characters.  The focus 

regularly shifts back and forth from the actions of primary characters to those of the 

secondary figures.  With this technique of sidelining and then refocusing on the main 

protagonist, the authors create multiple story lines and slowly spin them together. 

 In the Quijote of 1605, Cervantes adopts a similar technique, but as we might 

anticipate, injects his own personal touch.  From chapter to chapter, don Quijote’s uneven 

presence in the events of “his” novel is sometimes a source of consternation for readers. 

There are occasions when this “central” character284 disappears entirely from the action 

(when he sleeps during the reading of the Curioso impertinente) or plays the role of 

spectator, occasionally with a brief comment (at the funeral of Grisóstomo), but 

periodically refraining from commenting at all (after the captive’s tale).  Others take 

center stage, while he is remanded to the periphery. 

 The circumstance that we find unique with this fading in and out of don Quijote, 

his direct, partial, or non-participation, is the manner in which he reemerges.  We can 

only speculate as to Cervantes’s justification for his neglect of his character:  perhaps to 

create curiosity, perhaps to allow for variety, perhaps to provide space for development 

of other characters, in the event the readers were becoming bored with the focus on this 

protagonist.  Regardless of the rationale, this apparent minimizing of his importance 
                                                
284 Selig argues that don Quijote shares his “centrality” with Sancho Panza (215). 
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allows Cervantes to reactivate the knight in a myriad of ways, with the added benefit of 

fomenting reader concern about the “when” and “how” of his return.  With marked 

consistency, when Cervantes does reinsert his knight in the narrative, his actions are 

associated with his chivalric books.  For example, after witnessing Grisóstomo’s funeral 

and listening to Marcela in total silence, his sole response is a warning to the goatherds to 

not interfere with the damsel.  He then promptly sets off to personally offer his aid.  After 

courteously listening to Cardenio, he brings attention back upon himself with a comment 

regarding his beloved chivalric novels.  When he finally comes forth from his three-day 

period of penance in the Sierra Morena, he immediately commences another knightly 

adventure:  to aid Princess Micomicona.  When he erupts onto the scene in his battle with 

the wineskins, even in his sleep he is performing knightly duty:  engaging and killing the 

villainous Pandafilando de la Fosca Vista to restore the princess to her throne. 

 When don Quijote is absent from the narrative, Cervantes is always careful to 

justify his non-participation.  He misses the reading of the Curioso impertinente, because 

he is asleep, recuperating from his penance in the Sierra Morena.  He does not witness the 

reunion of Cardenio with Luscinda and the “reconciliation” of Dorotea with don 

Fernando for the same reason.  During the initial stages of the don Luis’s story, he is 

dangling by his wrist in the courtyard of the inn. 

 In summary, then, the narration of don Quijote’s story manifests an “on again, off 

again” flow during which the knight might be marginally active or inert.  Cervantes 

always returns to him, though, and the knight’s renewed activity most generally 

corresponds to that of the heroes of his chivalric novels. 
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 We will now discuss another characteristic component of this complex technique, 

that of the secondary or intercalated stories, a compositional tool synonymous with the 

“Byzantine” literary tradition that was later adopted by the chivalric literary tradition.  

Over the centuries, Cervantes’s integration of  “novelas y cuentos” in don Quijote’s 

historia in Part One has been the source of endless analyses and discussions.  

Investigations into their pertinence, meaning, and function in the overall structure of the 

Quijote, among other concerns, have produced volumes of critical analyses.  In respect to 

their function or purpose in Cervantes’s novel, opinions lie along a spectrum that has at 

one end those critics who censure their “senseless” inclusion,285 while has anchored at 

the other extreme those who praise the power of their incorporation and their 

inseparability from the main narrative.286  In our judgment, Cervantes consciously and 

methodically integrates the “Byzantine” element of inset stories into Part One, fusing the 

“novelas y cuentos” not only structurally, but also thematically into the main narrative. 

 As we examine the manner in which Cervantes weaves the “Byzantine” element 

of interpolating stories into the fabric of his novel, we should recall that inset stories were 

already a structural convention of the chivalric and pastoral literary traditions, while 

appearing in the Italian epics of chivalry, as well.287  We also need to keep in mind 

                                                
285 Mandariaga claims that Cervantes uses all these “episodios” and “cuentos” as only “un relleno de autor 
cansado. . ., de imaginación fatigada” searching for variety (73-74).  Percas de Ponseti arrives at a similar 
conclusion (167).  Unamuno also expresses a glaring lack of enthusiasm for the interpolations in the 
Quijote.  
 
286 Zimic delves deeply into the varying opinions about their pertinence in the novel and offers a wide 
selection of bibliographical materials (Los cuentos y las novelas, 15-21). 
  
287 Buchanan, 144; Hatzfeld, 174. 
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Cervantes’s unequivocal assertion in the prologue to the Quijote regarding his novel:  

“…todo él es una invectiva contra los libros de caballerías.”  He further expounds upon 

his purpose to parody these books:  “[the novel]…no mira a más que a deshacer la 

autoridad y cabida que en el mundo y en el vulgo tienen los libros de caballería” (I, 

Prologue, 9).  From the exchanges between the curate and the barber during the episode 

of the scrutiny regarding the contents of don Quijote’s library, as well as other comments 

pronounced by the protagonist himself throughout the novel, it is clear to us that 

Cervantes did not consider all chivalric novels to be reprehensible.  Rather, he felt that 

these books fell into two categories:  those well composed and those poorly composed. 

As a third consideration, we would be remiss to not recognize that Cervantes based each 

of his literary works on precise novelistic concepts and composed each with a coherent 

artistic purpose in mind, both of these building blocks justifying the utilization and 

determining the function of all of its constituent elements.  One of the latter in the Quijote 

are the “novelas and cuentos” which are tightly interwoven with the central action (Zimic 

Los cuentos y las novelas 28).  

 In the next few pages we will look at Cervantes’s innovative approach to the use 

of “novelas y cuentos” in Part One, a recognized feature of the “Byzantine” literary 

tradition.  While parodying the overuse or inexpert integration of this element in the 

badly constructed books of chivalry, Cervantes demonstrates how skillful manipulation 

of secondary stories can produce stellar results.  In our research concerning the function 

of the so-called “secondary stories” within the structure of Part One, we have discovered 

numerous approaches and a myriad of ideas concerning this “extraneous matter,” some 
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better substantiated than others.  The explanation formulated by Zimic in his in-depth 

study regarding the function of the “interpolated” stories in the Quijote, Los cuentos y las 

novelas del Quijote, is the most comprehensive and unassailable that we have read.  We 

will use his work extensively to support our view of how the “Byzantine” interpolations 

form part of the parodic structure of Part One. 

 For Cervantes, among the many defects of the inferior (badly constructed) books 

of chivalry, one of the most egregious and unpalatable is the confusion between literary 

fiction and the reality of life.  This confusion manifests itself in every aspect of the books, 

from the characters’ actions, to the plot, and within the secondary stories as well.  

Cervantes, then, in his parodic interpretation of these flawed chivalric novels, in Part One 

twists that defect around to make it the central theme of his book. 

 The erroneous application of fiction to everyday life, conscious or unconscious, 

provides the foundation for Part One.  It is the fulcrum around which everything turns.  

In one way or another, the confusion between fiction and daily life affects don Quijote’s 

adventures, the plot, and the secondary stories, as well (Zimic Los cuentos y las novelas 

29).  But it is made clear that the “confusion” is not specific to any one kind of literature, 

but rather is dependant upon a person’s state of mind.  Accordingly, the individual 

him/herself is responsible for the misperception as well as the consequences of acting on 

that misjudgment.  We quote Parker from his study on the theme of the truth in the 

Quijote, “Los sentidos no engañan, pero los hombres sí…don Quijote se engaña a sí 

mismo. . . [y] los demás le engañan. . . Cada cosa y cada persona tienen su identidad 

inalterable, pero la mente humana tiene que interpretarla” (291).  
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 Don Quijote, of course, is the first figure to exhibit the defect of misinterpreting 

reality.  The victim of a strange madness, the knight is obsessed with the novels of 

chivalry and proposes to set out to perform all the peculiar and marvelous deeds he has 

read about in his books.  His natural character vanishes as it is eliminated by his 

transformation into a generic, conventional knight-errant of literary fiction.  He inevitably 

personifies the inconsistencies, contradictions, and paradoxes of his models.  All of don 

Quijote’s failed undertakings are the result of his irrationality, which is the direct cause of 

his faulty sensorial perception of reality.  For example, his unsoundness of mind leads 

him to “see” giants instead of windmills (I,  8) and to “feel” silk instead of burlap (I, 

16).288  The dichotomy of literature and life, the confusion between fiction and reality is 

repeated in all of the six “novelas y cuentos” in Part One.  We will look briefly at each 

and point how they fit into Cervantes’s parodic and thematic scheme. 

 In the tale of Grisóstomo and Marcela (I, 12-14), the young man returns to his 

village after several merry and exciting years as a student in Salamanca.  His reading of 

escapist pastoral literature fills the educated “hijodalgo” with images of passionate lovers 

roaming the hills with their sheep and goats, spending their days creating verses for the 

woman they adore.  He absorbs the attitude that in the face of desperate situations, owing 

to non-reciprocation of interest, outright rejection, or other circumstances, a shepherd’s 

despair often leads him to the drastic final act of suicide.  Receiving word of Marcela’s 

beauty, Grisóstomo and many others, in a systematic imitation of pastoral literature, take 

                                                
288 Castro further explains that don Quijote’s erroneous interpretations of physical reality commonly 
produce comic consequences, whereas the erroneous interpretations involving moral reality (Haldudo, the 
galley slaves, etc.) have serious consequences (123-25).  
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to the hills, dressed as shepherds, to woo her, believing that she is like the ideal literary 

shepherdesses of their books.  “Grisóstomo cultiva e imita impropiamente la ficción 

literaria, lo que lo convierte de ‘muy sabio’ y lector discreto en creyente obsesionado de 

un mundo inexistente que…lo arrastra al desastre” (Zimic Los cuentos y las novelas 55).  

When she shows no interest in Grisóstomo’s amorous attentions, he loses hope, and, 

under the influence of his crazed passion, he “pone fin a la tragedia de su miserable vida” 

and dies “de amores.”289  Grisóstomo’s irrational imitation of literature takes him down 

the same path that don Quijote has taken:  he wants his life to adjust perfectly to his 

illusions. 

 Marcela, orphaned daughter of a rich farmer, is young and fond of literature as 

well, but of a different type.  Influenced by the reading of mystical literature that fills her 

with spiritual yearnings, she is convinced that it is God’s will that she will neither love 

“por destino” nor “por elección.”  She has promised herself a union only with God, “el 

Buen Pastor” and desires only a life of perpetual solitude and living free in the hills.   

 In contrast to the tragic resolution of Grisóstomo’s literary pastoral obsession, the 

last tale in Part One, that of Leandra, presents some comic consequences to another 

instance of confusion between pastoral literature and life.  In addition, we see the fiction 

created by Vicente de la Rosa used for ignoble purposes.  We will explain. 

 Unlike Grisóstomo, the wealthy country gentleman Eugenio and his friends, the 

former being sole narrator of the events pertaining to Leandra and Vicente de la Rosa, 

                                                
289  Grisóstomo’s death is alternately viewed as a suicide or from natural causes.  See Zimic for a 
discussion of this issue (Los cuentos y las novelas, 51-57). 
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elects to imitate the pastoral existence depicted in Arcadian literature only after being 

rejected by the extremely beautiful Leandra.  Reeling from the disdain the damsel has 

shown him, he uses a retreat into the pastoral setting as a pretext to mask his feelings of 

personal failure, while at the same time, he takes advantage of the misogynistic aspects of 

pastoral literature to present his bitterness toward Leandra.  He converts pastoral poetry 

into a weapon to condemn the young lady.  The pseudo-shepherd spends his days 

criticizing women’s “ligereza,” “inconstancia,” “doble trato,” along with their “promesas 

muertas” (I, 51, 420), never entertaining thoughts about Leandra’s perceptions of him and 

the other suitors.  Perhaps they seemed presumptuous, boring, and infantile to Leandra.  

Leandra’s choice of Vicente de la Rosa over all the other suitors could be explained by 

her desire for a life brimming with adventure and variety, far from the surrounding 

environs.  “El desdén de Leandra se dramatiza…en nombre de un justificado rechazo de 

la literatura convertida en un instrumento grotesco que banaliza y falsifica el arte como 

también la vida, su supuesta inspiración” (Zimic Los cuentos y las novelas 30).  

 The “poeta” Vicente de la Rosa also perverts literature.  His romances, songs, and 

stories serve as instruments of seduction and deception; they are motivated by a vengeful 

design.  We tend to believe that Vicente returns to his village, after a twelve-year 

absence, with a definite purpose in mind:  he intends to exact revenge on those who, in 

his youth, belittled, ignored, marginalized him owing to his poverty and inferior social 

status.  His efforts to impress the townspeople with his exaggerated personal 

achievements (he relates his valorous deeds as a soldier) and the demonstration of 
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multiple talents (musical and literary) are intended to set him apart from the “señoritos” 

of the village (Zimic Los cuentos y las novelas 196-97).  

 Moreover, it is not unexpected that his actions would eventually draw female 

attention.  The fact that he piqued the interest of the most beautiful damsel around is most 

assuredly gratifying.  His alluring personality, his worldliness, his “joie de vivre,” his 

passion, his opportunistic “literary” creativity, his promises to take her away to vibrant 

Naples, enthrall and ensnare Leandra.  By seducing and abducting the young lady, and 

then, abandoning her, carrying away only her father’s money and jewels, Vicente fully 

realized his sweet revenge.  However, we must always remember the nefarious role that 

literature, falsifying the truth, played in his retaliatory plan. 

 Many critics have noted that the tale “El curioso impertinente,” read by the priest 

over three chapters to all the guests in Palomeque’s inn, bears obvious marks of influence 

from Italian novellieri, particularly Boccaccio and Bandello (Zimic Los cuentos y las 

novelas 68-71).  Avalle-Arce argues for an origin in the traditional folkloric tale of “ the 

two friends” (Nuevos deslindes cervantinos 131, 55-211).  Additionally well known is 

that in Part Two of the Quijote, Sansón Carrasco brings forth criticism regarding the 

inclusion of this novella in don Quijote’s book, principally because the knight is totally 

absent throughout its presentation, and, thus, it appears to have no connection with his 

story.  Literary critics who champion its pertinencia explain its function from different 

perspectives, a full discussion of which is outside the scope of the present study.  Suffice 

it to say, we support the notion that this novella does not stand outside the narrative and 
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artistic purpose of Cervantes, but rather, it comprises an integral component of the novel.  

Various aspects of the tale form the basis of our opinion. 

 The fictional Anselmo, like don Quijote, is afflicted with a literary madness 

whose origins can be traced to a confusion between literature and life.  This is reflected in 

the application to his marital relationship of prevailing viewpoints and cynical prejudices 

absorbed from his choice of reading matter.  The attitudes he expresses regarding love, 

conjugal life, and women, and the situations he creates to evince his wife’s supposed 

innate propensity for infidelity (although claiming that his “diamond” will surely resist all 

assaults) strongly suggest a mindset contaminated by a pervasive point of view in his 

social environment with respect to the “fragility,” “instability,” “vulnerability to 

temptation” of women.  This opinion has existed since Biblical times, and it continued to 

be emphasized in medieval and Renaissance literature, of which the novellieri were a 

prominent part (Zimic Los cuentos y las novelas 66-68) and in which stereotyped cynical 

prejudices with respect to women’s fidelity are immediately discernible.  Anselmo’s 

behavior and actions make it plausible to conjecture an intimate familiarity with the 

popular literature of Boccaccesque derivation, establishing in him a predisposed 

skepticism toward his wife’s virtue.  It is equally assumable that his dissolute pre-

marriage escapades as a seducer of women confirmed, in his mind, the cynical notions he 

extracted from his readings.  Firmly convinced that women are “naturally” inconstant, the 

pathetic and insecure Anselmo nevertheless sets out to test his beloved Camila, and, in 

the process, destroys the ideal reality of his married life by electing to view it through the 
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distorted perspective inherent in the cynical antifeminist position represented in the 

novella. 

 In his tragic journey toward the unexpected destruction of his world and of those 

he loved the most, resulting from his foolish application of literature to life, Anselmo 

demonstrates his ignorance of the nature of human beings when he does not consider the 

possible effects on the male psyche, Lotario’s, in his ill-advised experiment.  In this 

intriguing and intricate representation of the consequences of confusing reality with 

literary fiction, Cervantes writes his novella, one of whose purposes is to dramatize and 

emphasize the human reality that we are all imperfect, regardless of gender (Zimic Los 

cuentos y las novelas 91). 

 The next inset tale to consider in the process of pointing out the interlacing of 

“secondary” stories with the main narrative is that of the “historia del Cautivo”.  While 

addressing the issue of the “pertinence” of the “Curioso” and alleging that the latter 

cannot no be fully understood without consideration of the former, Avalle-Arce claims 

that a studied intentional interconnectivity exists between the novella and the captain’s 

tale.  He judges the captive’s story to be the narrative complement and counterpart of the 

novella.  Citing the Renaissance appreciation for variety and the desire for the 

harmonization of contradictory concepts and elements, he indicates that Cervantes 

followed the “Curioso” with the “Cautivo” with that goal in mind.  The history of the 

captive is a stylized “historic” gesture, created (although it assumes an incontrovertible 

reality), lived, and valid as history.  The critic offers further validation of the interest in 

opposites in noting that the “Curioso” is presented as separated from the reality of the 
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listeners, while the tale of the captive represents a reality molded into literature (Nuevos 

deslindes cervantinos 122, 47, 38) 

 Additionally, Avalle-Arce observes the Cervantine irony at work in the 

unexpected contradiction of the opinions pronounced by the self-designated judges of the 

stories’ merits.  The curate judges the “Curioso” as “history,” a real, actual, true account:  

“Bien, dijo el cura, me parece esta novela; pero no me puedo persuadir que esto sea 

verdad; y si es fingido, fingió mal el autor, porque no se puede imaginar que haya marido 

tan necio, que quiera hacer tan costosa experiencia como Anselmo” (I,35, 304).  By 

contrast, don Fernando’s evaluation implies that he views the captive’s tale as fiction 

(138):  “Por cierto, señor capitán, el modo con que habéis contado este extraño suceso ha 

sido tal, que iguala a la novedad y extrañeza del mesmo caso.  Todo es peregrino, y raro, 

y lleno de accidentes que maravillan y suspenden a quien los oye” (I, 42, 356-357).  

 When the Cautivo, Ruy Pérez de Viedma, and Zoraida arrive at the inn, they 

receive a warm welcome.  Luscinda and Dorotea are the most inquisitive and ask about 

the woman “a la morisca vestida.”  They learn her name and no one else presses for any 

further information.  At the dinner table, don Quijote is moved to begin his “discourse on 

arms and letters,” this speech effectively serving as a preamble to the captain’s story.  

With the telling of the captive’s tale (I, 39-41), the link between literature and life is 

immediately recognizable.  Well-documented are Cervantes’s painful experiences as a 

captive of the Moors, and reminiscences of his years of captivity stand out in the tale.  

Perhaps recalling stories of “la literatura morisca/fronteriza” that represented idyllic 

amorous and social relationships between Moors and Christians, perhaps evoking tales 
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from traditional legends and religious stories about supernatural, miraculous rescues and 

salvation from the most dangerous of difficulties (Zimic Los cuentos y las novelas 31), 

the captain imaginatively, choosing only “los puntos substanciales” (I, 40, 337), converts 

the ugly reality of his captivity into stylized literature in which he paints an idealized 

picture of his “savior” Zoraida, who is as important for his existence as Dulcinea is for 

don Quijote’s.  With this “cuento,” Cervantes achieves a harmonious synthesis when he 

combines the transparently artificial, poetic material with verifiable historical events, in 

this way creating a novelistic history or a historical novel.290 

 Within this story, Cervantes utilizes all the essential elements of “literatura 

morisca,”291 but executes several modifications.  His reformulation of this genre 

revitalizes it by bringing in contemporary problematical issues, such as the state’s inertia 

in the recuperation of captive soldiers and the perpetuation by society of the myth 

supporting “inherited” nobility (“nobleza de sangre”).  In a sense, he “corrects” the 

general idealizing feature on which this type of literature is based.  He situates the action 

in a Mediterranean environment, hotbed of the transcendental conflict between Islam and 

Christian Europe, which stands in contrast to the collaboration and generosity depicted 

between Moors and Christians in the traditional  “border” literature.  In his renovation, he 

                                                
290 “. . .una historia novelada o una novela histórica” (Zimic, Los cuentos y las novelas, 162). 
 
291 Some of the typical characteristics are:  a romantized Muslim-Christian border world centered in 
southern Spain, complicated adventures, themes of fortune, providence, love and chastity, a varied milieu 
with interest in geography and history, leading characters for amorous intrigue of a different religions, 
picturesque descriptions of decorative ornamentation, buildings, clothing, customs, etc.  In his book La 
novela morisca de tema granadino, Morales-Oliver offers a more in-depth analysis of its characteristics. 
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draws multidimensional people with dynamic personalities, who reveal by their words 

their psychological conflicts and complex interiors. 

 Rather than characterizing the captain’s story as a mere fictitious invention, we 

suggest that it is a reliable reflection of a repugnant, grievous reality experienced by 

captives.292  In spite of all its imaginative literary contrivances, the moving love story of 

Zoraida and Ruy must be interpreted as a critique and condemnation of the homeland that 

abandons her best sons to their own back luck.293  In the “Cuento del Cautivo,” 

Cervantes interweaves, in a fascinating relationship, fiction and history, illusion and 

reality.  With the “literaturización”294 of a harsh reality (Zimic Los cuentos y las novelas 

176-77), the captain’s tale offers us another example of how Cervantes, while working 

with the “Byzantine” device of inserting secondary stories, effects a concordant 

integration of a tale into the heart of his narrative. 

 As the Cautivo finishes sharing his story, two new people join the other guests in 

the inn.  They are Pedro Pérez de Viedma, a judge, and his teenage daughter, Clara, 

brother and niece of the captain Ruy.  The budding but problematic relationship between 

Clara and her admirer, a young lord of Aragón, don Luis, comprises another “secondary” 

story, which is related intermittently throughout parts of chapters forty-two through forty-

four.  The discontinuity of this narration contrasts markedly with the essentially 

                                                
292 We follow Zimic in this line of thought (Los cuentos y las novelas, 31-32, 171-72). 
 
293 “una crítica y condena de la patria que abandona a tan triste suerte a sus mejores hijos” (Zimic Los 
cuentos y las novelas,172).  
 
294 Chiong Rivero gives this definition of the term “literaturización”:  “the incarnation of fantastic literature 
in quotidian reality” (241).. 
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uninterrupted tale the captain has just completed.  However, the thought arises that 

perhaps the scattered presentation of their “story” is a consciously constructed narrative 

structure, purposely contrived to reflect the fleeting moments that have shaped their 

relationship since its inception (Zimic Los cuentos y las novelas 176-77).  According to 

this line of thinking, then, we observe that their story is fragmented and immersed among 

several actions relating to other guests at the inn, for example, Maritorne’s trick on don 

Quijote, the knight’s disagreement with the barber of the basin, the brawl with the guests 

who try to leave without paying, and the issue of the warrant for don Quijote’s arrest.  

 Prior to their confluence in the inn, Clara and don Luis have never spoken, 

communicating solely by means of looks and “señas,” gestures that they exchange, with 

unpredictable regularity, from the windows of their respective houses, out of the sight of 

their fathers.  The day Clara and the judge set out to embark from Seville for the New 

World, don Luis is ill from grief about her departure and does not appear at the window 

for a final good-bye.  Soon thereafter, with firm conviction and sincere, passionate 

determination to remain close to his beloved, Luis escapes from home, disguising himself 

as a mule groom to follow her along the way.  From inside the inn, Clara recognizes his 

voice while he sings outside the stable.  Don Luis appears sporadically in her presence in 

his disguise, and, although she recognizes him, she never reveals her sentiments before 

her father.  By the time they leave the inn in the company of don Fernando and Dorotea, 

they still have not exchanged a single word.  

 In her reaction when Clara awakens abruptly to don Luis’s singing (she is seized 

with “un temblor extraño”) [I,43, 362)], and, in her subsequent confession to Dorotea a 
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little later (she claims that, irrespective of her feelings “de [no] poder vivir sin él,” 

running away with don Luis is not an option) [I, 43, 365], Clara impresses as an obedient, 

trustworthy daughter, in whom good values and respect have been instilled.  Her sense of 

propriety and unwillingness to dishonor her family and herself are reflective of the values 

and noble qualities we observe in other members of her family, whom we learn about as 

captain Ruy shares his life story.  She has a grandfather who has loyally served his king 

and has earned respect by virtue of his magnanimity and selflessness, an uncle Ruy, who 

exudes decency, humility, nobility, and strength while suffering twenty years of captivity, 

never tempted to burden his father with his plight, and another uncle in the “las Indias,” 

who mimics his progenitor’s generous spirit by sending his father money so that he can 

“hartar su liberalidad natural” and by providing the judge, his younger brother, with the 

means to live a comfortable life (I, 42, 360).  Exhibiting equally laudable traits as well, 

her father shows tolerance, tact, and measured understanding when negotiating with the 

rebellious, resolute, love-struck don Luis. 

 And yet, even with such a stellar moral pedigree, standing in the way of Clara’s 

happiness and much desired marital union with don Luis, is a societal obstacle, a “wall” 

of prejudice that could potentially keep the loving couple apart forever.  Don Luis is the 

son of a rich, land owning noble and is expected to marry within his own social class.  Of 

an “inferior” social class, Clara laments “aun yo no puedo ser criada de su hijo, cuanto 

más esposa” (I, 43, 365).  Zimic points out that the captive’s story and the “cuento” of 

Clara and don Luis complement one another by means of a subtle and implicit irony that 

underlines certain values and attitudes function in contemporary society with regard to 
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personal honor.  The critic proposes that the question of what constitutes virtue, honor, 

and nobility establishes a thematic link that unites these two episodes.  Cervantes 

interweaves in the two stories the conflict between the two concepts of “honor,” the 

fictitious and the genuine (Zimic Los cuentos y las novelas 180-82).  The barrier of 

prejudice confronting Clara is inspired by the concept of “nobleza de sangre,” the belief 

that “nobility,” that is, noble qualities, are inherited, transferred into future generation 

through bloodlines.  Owing to his lineage, any nobleman is assumed to display exemplary 

conduct and impeccable judgment.  (We shall see below an example of how erroneous 

that manner of thinking can be when we hear about don Fernando’s callous and 

reprehensible behavior.)  Clara is deemed to socially inferior, not as “noble” as don Luis, 

in spite of the indications that every member of Clara’s family personifies “true nobility,” 

that is, character based on inner virtue, personal integrity, and individual, civic, social, 

and patriotic merits.  Clara herself displays genuinely good character and grandeur of 

spirit.  Cervantes does not announce the denouement of the beautiful love story of Clara 

and don Luis.  It has no explicit ending; the superior concern appears to be to dramatize a 

grave social problem of insensitive prejudice directed at other human beings.  Within his 

fiction, Cervantes reveals a reality of his times. 

 Faithful to his planned overall parodic approach, Cervantes creates and enmeshes 

in Part One of the Quijote, original and exemplary versions, never servile imitations, of 

the narrative genres popular in his day.  Considering his life-long attraction to the 

methods and techniques found in the novels of the “Byzantine” literary tradition and their 

use in all of the genres in which Cervantes wrote, it is not surprising that he would create 
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a “Byzantine” love story of his own.  The “stories” of Dorotea-don Fernando and of 

Cardenio-Luscinda begin in chapter twenty-three, and the foursome exerts its influence, 

in one manner or another, through over one-third of the novel.  We have reserved this 

story to the end of our chapter for the purpose of exposing in detail the concentration of 

elements from the “Byzantine” literary tradition that it contains and to illustrate the 

masterful confluence between that tradition and the chivalric.  With the story of the two 

couples, Cervantes gives us a “Byzantine” tale that “Dares to compete with Heliodoro,” 

as he states in his Prologue to The Trials of Persiles and Sigismunda, A Northern Story.  

We believe his “Byzantine” creative conception surpasses that of the writer from Emesa. 

 To prepare for our discussion on Cervantes’s intricate “Byzantine” tale, we will 

first present a simplified exposition of the plot.  Afterward, we will analyze in detail the 

elements of “Byzantine” narrative structure and techniques within the story and indicate 

the manner in which Cervantes modified and improved them in his reformulated 

“Byzantine” novel.  

 Summary:  Cardenio is the first of the four main characters of this story to appear, 

and, from his narratives on different occasions in the Sierra Morena, we learn that he is 

an Andalusian of noble lineage who has suffered a traumatic misfortune.  Prior to the 

crisis that precipitated Cardenio’s bouts of madness, he was happily in love with 

Luscinda, a prudent and lovely young lady of similar social background.  Their love 

began in their childhood, and Cardenio had finally asked for her hand in marriage.  A 

request for Cardenio’s services at the court of Duke Richard, a “grande de España,” 

postponed that union.  Cardenio became the companion of the duke’s second son, don 
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Fernando, a womanizer.  The latter revealed to Cardenio his lust for an extraordinarily 

beautiful peasant girl who resided in his father’s lands, and the naïve Cardenio, foolishly 

assuming that the two were friends, countered by sharing intimate details about his love 

Luscinda.  Don Fernando developed an irrepressible desire to have Luscinda for himself, 

and formally solicited her hand.  Her ambitious father granted his request, and nuptials 

were arranged.  Upon witnessing the ceremony and Luscinda’s “agreeing” to marry don 

Fernando, Cardenio believed that she was disloyal and that their relationship was ended.  

He sought refuge in the desolate mountains, hoping to die there. 

 Through Dorotea’s narrative, we learn that she was the unnamed object of don 

Fernando lascivious attentions.  The young man courted her and, although flattered by the 

attentions of the dashing nobleman, the practical damsel harbored grave doubts regarding 

his sincerity and the advisability of a marriage between unequals.  When he burst into her 

chamber one night, out of desperation, she exacted from him a promise that he would be 

her husband.  He then seduced and abandoned her.  Receiving news of his marriage to 

Luscinda, dishonored, but determined to confront her traitorous husband she left home to 

look for him.  Arriving in Luscinda’s hometown, she did not find don Fernando, but did 

hear, much to Cardenio’s relief, that Luscinda had written a letter confessing that she and 

Cardenio had already promised themselves to each other; therefore, she could not marry 

don Fernando.  Additionally, she discovered that Luscinda had disappeared from her 

home.  When Dorotea heard that her own parents were looking for her and that gossips 

were saying she ran off with her servant, she, too, fled to the mountains. 
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 Let us now begin to single out certain “Byzantine” elements in this story and 

remark on the changes that Cervantes makes to modernize and refresh the techniques and 

devices of the “Byzantine” literary tradition that have enticed so many writers, even up to 

our own modern times, to mimic them into their literary creations.  In the introductory 

presentation of Cardenio and Dorotea, we observe the first key “Byzantine” feature we 

will discuss.  Both Cardenio’s and Dorotea’s stories commence in medias res, that is, the 

stylistic convention of introducing a tale at its mid-point, or even, its conclusion, usually 

with some sort of mysterious, enigmatic circumstance or situation, the meaning of which 

will be then unfold later with information from the past.295  By using this technique to 

open a story, the author’s primary intent is to grab his/her reader’s attention and create 

curiosity.  Cervantes uses it for additional purposes.  He converts it into a device by 

which to sow seeds for the development of the plot and for the characterization of its 

protagonists, Cardenio and Dorotea.  Through this approach, furthermore, he explores 

and reveals don Quijote’s and Sancho’s attitudes, as they decipher the strange reality that 

is presented.  Let us look at the handling of the use of the beginning in medias res and the 

variations that Cervantes executes. 

 Initially, Cardenio does not appear to us as a flesh and blood character, but only in 

the form of personal objects that he has discarded:  his traveling bag and his 

diary/notebook.  The contents of these items reveal certain information.  The fine quality 

of his shirts and the quantity of money indicate his socio-economic status and the letter 

                                                
295 This technique is not unique, of course, to the “Byzantine” tradition, since it dates back, in Western 
literature, to Homer and Virgil, and even appears in the Cantar del mio Cid, but with the availability of the 
Aithiopika, there was renewed interest in its application. 
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and verses speak to a problematical sentimental situation.  At this point, Cervantes 

provides a change to the “Byzantine” literary conventions.  In the ancient Greek novels, 

everyone is always inquisitive and wants an explanation for any unusual circumstances 

and events that arise.  People are willing to listen to a story at any time and in any place.  

Cervantes appears to question the verisimilitude of that “Byzantine” attitude and 

comments on it by portraying don Quijote and Sancho with divergent degrees of 

inquisitiveness. 

 After coming across the abandoned personal items, the protagonists continue their 

walk in the Sierra Morena, and don Quijote muses and conjectures as to the identity of 

the unknown traveler and the circumstances that surround his careless abandonment of 

belongings.  In contrast to the knight’s enthusiastic curiosity regarding this intriguing 

adventure of the discarded items, Sancho expresses total lack of interest, preferring to 

remain ignorant about the mysterious owner.  The diverse outlooks are the result of their 

different mindsets, and this divergence in perspective is an illustration of Cervantes’s 

belief that interpretations of reality are ascribable to a person’s state of mind, tendencies, 

and pre-conceived attitudes.  Don Quijote’s characteristic vision of the new and 

unexpected is always imaginative and dramatic.  Sancho’s approach to situations is 

pragmatic and materialistic.  In this instance, if they find the owner of the lost 

pertinences, Sancho knows that he will have to return the money.    

 The “Byzantine” writers were fond of portioning out information in fragments, 

primarily to maintain the reader’s interest and to encourage careful attention to narrative 

details.  Cervantes reveals Cardenio’s story little by little, in a series of “encuentros 
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dramáticos y dramáticas desapariciones” (Mandariaga 90).  After the discovery of 

Cardenio’s personal items, don Quijote and Sancho see a figure jumping from peak to 

peak.  Continuing to wander in the mountains, they stumble across his mule, “medio 

comida de perros y picada des grajos” (I, 23, 177); then, they hear a goatherd’s whistle 

and listen to Pedro relate the rustics’ experiences with the unstable young man.  As the 

recitation of those details winds down, Cardenio suddenly appears, emerging from a 

gorge, talking to himself, coming toward them.   

 Amazed and brimming with curiosity, don Quijote greets the “Roto de la Mala 

Figura” and peppers him with questions about his provenance and reasons for being in 

the mountains.  With Cardenio’s response, Cervantes again alters the traditional  

“Byzantine” material.  The woeful young man does not, as would be expected in the 

“Byzantine” literary tradition, instantly gratify the curiosity of his audience.  Instead, he 

barters with his listeners, placing a request for food.  When, and only when, his hunger is 

satisfied, then he will comply with their request.  Additionally, he establishes the 

condition that he must not be interrupted; if this were to transpire, he would not proceed 

with his narration.  Cervantes has again changed the “Byzantine” literary tradition in 

several ways.  First, newcomers are always most eager to share their information when 

asked to explain their arrival, never placing conditions on their sharing.  Secondly, new 

characters appear suddenly in these stories; little or no background information or lengthy 

introductions or descriptions of them precedes their, usually, brief involvement in the 

story.  Their appearance generally has no rational, logical reason, and they seem to be 

relegated to the sole function of relating information that will help in completing the 
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novel.  Listeners rarely react or comment on what they have heard.  Very often, after the 

sharing of their news, they simply disappear.  Cardenio is a different type of narrator.  To 

begin with, he is hungry.  Once sated, he commences his tale.  After that physiological 

need is met, Cardenio has another specific need to narrate; his emotions influence him to 

share his story.  The incessant reimaging of his misfortunes tortures him, and drives him 

mad.  He seeks relief from his misery and wants to explain his action. 

 Cervantes explores and transforms the whole issue of curious people and willing 

narrators, so central to the “Byzantine” literary tradition.  Cervantes’s narrators have 

specific reasons for revealing their lives.  The way Cardenio’s narration is constructed 

indicates Cervantes’s concern with the mental emotional and psychological complexity of 

the process of narration and listening, any human communication.  This manner of 

treating narrators and listeners contrasts with that in the “Byzantine” literary tradition in 

which we find a conventional ingenuous, unquestioning approach to stories.  The 

narrators seem to only be instruments of transmission rather than “being in” their story 

and having an emotional investment in their words and situations (Zimic Los cuentos y 

las novelas 100).  

 The insertion of Dorotea into the novel reveals some of the same strategies as that 

of Cardenio, but differences are evident as well.  Her story begins in medias res, but it is 

the sound of her anguished soliloquy that first attracts the attention of the curate, the 

barber, and Cardenio.  They discover her sitting beside an ash tree, on the banks of a 

running stream, a locus amoenus that contrasts with the dark wilds where Cardenio 

physically appeared.  Her gradual revelation is achieved via a vivid description of her 
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attire and certain physical characteristics.  In her masculine disguise of a farmer’s helper, 

Dorotea appears as a “he” to the threesome that hides to observe the apparently tortured 

individual.  A poetic vision of the “blancura “ and “belleza” of her feet and her legs, “de 

blanco alabastro,” alerts the reader that his/her first impression might be mistaken.  Her 

observers begin to recognize that her clothing does not match up with the uncovered body 

parts, and that what appears to be one thing may be another.  Her extreme beauty, 

followed by the uncovering of her golden hair and the exposure of her delicate hands 

(“pedazos de apretada nieve”), provide unequivocal proof of her gender.  Once she is 

aware of her onlookers, she wants to flee.  After the priest’s words calm her, Dorotea 

seems eager to share her story, but her motives differ from Cardenio’s.  Her most salient 

concern is to prove that, in spite of appearances, she is a prudent and virtuous woman 

who is fighting to restore her reputation.   

 In the “Byzantine” novels, the device of “engaño a los ojos” or “trompe l’oeil” is 

most commonly used to convince the hero, and the reader, into believing that the beloved 

has died.  This leads to melancholy, depression, and threats of suicide, feelings most 

often vented in lengthy soliloquies.  Later, the “Scheintod” (apparent death) is reversed 

when the maiden or hero “resurrects,” and the ruse is sooner or later explained.  The 

ancient novelists employ this device to elicit surprise from the reader, but with no other 

ulterior purpose. 

 What Cervantes does with this “Byzantine” device is different.  No blood is 

drawn during Luscinda’s nuptials, but when she utters, “Sí, quiero,” apparently 

consenting to marry don Fernando, and then faints, she becomes metaphorically “dead” 
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to Cardenio, who flees to the desolate bowels of the mountains.  Ironically, she almost 

does die, a victim of the enraged don Fernando’s reaction to the contents of the letter she 

hides in the bosom of her wedding dress.  More significant, however, is the effect of this 

“engaño a los ojos y a los oídos” on Cardenio; it causes him to become insane.  Before 

the wedding, his mind is already swelling with pessimism and doubts about his future 

with Luscinda.  When he witnesses the ceremony, overflowing with controlled rage 

toward his “friend” don Fernando and his betrayal, his agitated mind interprets the events 

erroneously.  He directs all the anger and disillusionment stemming from don Fernando’s 

treachery and Luscinda’s “infidelity” onto himself.  He retires from human contact, 

experiences periodic bouts of madness, and fully intends to die in solitude. 

 Interestingly, Zimic perceives this device tinged with Cervantine irony from 

another direction.  He discerns that Cardenio’s gloomy mistrust of future happiness with 

Luscinda might be, at least partially, induced by traditional antifeminist prejudice.  He 

then commits a terrible injustice when he condemns his loyal Luscinda, who, in reality, is 

simply an impotent victim, based upon what he “sees” (Los cuentos y las novelas 107).  

Much later, hearing the rest of the story from Dorotea ends his violent mental episodes, 

and hope for a positive resolution of his situation is restored. 

 In the early stages of Part One, we see an example of the “Byzantine” narrative 

technique of interrupting the flow of the narration unexpectedly, often arbitrarily, and at a 

moment of high tension.  Cervantes ingeniously utilizes this characteristic element in the 

Biscayan adventure, when at the end of chapter eight, don Quijote and the vizcaíno are 

posed to deliver their final blows, and Cervantes freezes the action, claiming that the 
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history he is relating terminates here.  The reader, jolted by this revelation, is left in 

suspense as to the outcome of the skirmish.  Our curiosity aroused; we anxiously turn the 

page to ascertain what maneuver the author will make to be able to continue his account 

of the knight-errant.  To recommence the story, Cervantes utilizes a device common to 

chivalric literature, that of a serendipitous discovery of a manuscript, this one in Arabic, 

that just happens to offer the continuation of don Quijote’s story. 

 Cardenio’s story is interrupted, too, and the halting of the story is not forced or 

capricious, as was wont to happen in the “Byzantine” novels.  This suspension is 

plausible; in fact, the narrator provides at least two hints that it will happen.  First, is 

Cardenio’s warning to his listeners (don Quijote and Sancho) against any interference.  

Secondly, toward the end of don Quijote’s intrusion, the narrator indicates Cardenio’s 

body language, “se le había caído la cabeza sobre el pecho, dando muestras de estar 

profundamente pensativo” (I, 24, 187), a sign that the daft knight fails to interpret.  The 

reader, however, might recall the goatherd Pedro’s description of the “Roto’s” posture at 

the beginning of one of his attacks (I, 23, 179).  All of a sudden, Cardenio insists that 

royal dame, Queen Madásima, is carrying on a relationship with the physician Elisabat 

(characters from Amadís de Gaula).  The substance of this outburst is believable, too, if 

we consider his recent devastating experience with Luscinda and don Fernando.  Even his 

violence is credible, given his stressed mental state.  On account of don Quijote’s 

intrusive remarks, Cardenio cuts off his story at the point where he was about to reveal 

the contents of a correspondence he received from Luscinda. 
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 Moreover, Cardenio’s comments about Madásima can be logically attributable to 

his recent agonizing separation from Luscinda as a result of which he has, consciously 

and unconsciously, developed a sour opinion of any woman, real or literary.  On the other 

hand, don Quijote judges the relationship Between Madásima and Elisabat from a 

different angle, owing to his pre-existing, unwavering belief that no queen in his 

cherished chivalric novels would ever commit such a vile indiscretion.  Don Quijote is 

predisposed to judge women as pure and virtuous, just as, at least momentarily, Cardenio 

is inclined to consider them to be libidinous and immoral.  The reactions are reasonable 

and believable since each character operates with dissimilar mindsets.  The interruption 

results natural and justified, and the narrative is suspended.  The reader and don Quijote 

are left craving more information. 

 Dorotea’s narrative contains two very brief interruptions, but of a different nature.  

These, in contrast to what occurs with Cardenio’s story, do not impede the flow of her 

narration.  In her story, it is the narrator who creates the breaks, interjecting to describe 

the dejected young man’s reactions to what he hears.  The changes in body language are 

in response to the mentioning of the names of the two people who have caused him so 

much pain.  The curate and the barber notice his pale face and perspiration when “don 

Fernando” is designated as Dorotea’s unwelcome suitor (I, 28, 229).  In the second 

instance, the naming of “Luscinda,” the narrator indicates more moderate physical 

reflexes:  he draws together his shoulders; he bites his lips; he raises his eyebrows and 

drops two tears.   
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 Switching back to Cardenio’s story, we recognize that for several chapters, the 

reader remains wondering about the contents of the letter that he was about to share with 

don Quijote.  Ironically, when Cardenio does recommence his story, the character that 

displayed the most inquisitiveness, don Quijote, is absent. 

 In the second installment of Cardenio’s story, as Cervantes continues to work 

with “Byzantine” narrative conventions, we perceive some of his personalized responses 

to several weak areas, in his opinion, of the narrative technique of the model with which 

he has chosen to work.  In chapter twenty-seven, the priest and the barber, who are 

awaiting Sancho’s return to begin the plan for returning don Quijote to his town, come 

across the Roto reciting his sonnets of dejection and disillusionment, one directed at 

Luscinda, the other alluding to don Fernando.  Fortuitous meetings are another staple of 

the “Byzantine” novels.  These reunions occur just by chance; people simply happen 

along and join others who merely happen to be there.  The “Byzantine” authors ascribe 

these occurrences to Fortune, Providence, or the intercession of the gods and do not 

attach great importance to establishing convincing reasons for people to find each other. 

 Always concerned with providing a semblance of reality, Cervantes responds to 

that lack of plausibility, by carefully crafting credible situations and circumstances for 

these meetings to transpire.  He establishes two main focal points for these encounters, 

the Sierra Morena and Juan Palomeque’s inn.  Each individual that has a part in the 

action in those places has a bona fide reason for being there.  Cardenio, Dorotea, Sancho, 

and don Quijote have all sought refuge, for their individual reasons, in the forested 

mountains, and the curate and the barber have entered it on a rescue mission.  If one 
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considers the topographical circumstances of all the characters in motion in this novel, an 

inn is logical gathering place for travelers.   

 Jumping ahead somewhat in the story for the purpose of providing further 

validation of the way Cervantes orchestrates the confluence of characters, we bring up the 

last reunion of our four suffering lovers.  In the “Byzantine” novels, the much anticipated 

rejoining of the loving couple is essentially just another episode.  All the important 

parties assemble in one location where the author effects the anagnorisis and happy 

ending.  At that time, the characters explain to one another everything that was unknown 

before and/or those occurrences that had been interpreted and understood in another 

manner.  When Luscinda, Cardenio, Dorotea, and don Fernando unite in the inn, there is 

a pragmatic aspect at work:  the goal is for them to solve their problems.  The anagnorisis 

becomes a confrontation, and even though Luscinda joyously returns to Cardenio, and 

don Fernando recognizes, reluctantly, his responsibility to Dorotea, the future of the latter 

pair is clouded with uncertainty.  Their “finding each other at last” does not inspire the 

thought “and they lived happily ever after.”  Theirs is an ambiguous “happy ending.” 

 Within the second part of Cardenio’s recitation, we notice Cervantes addressing 

two other characteristics for which the “Byzantine” novels have been criticized, that is, 

the excessive use of recapitulations and digressions, which often had the effect of boring 

or annoying readers, or they were simply superfluous.  As the disturbed young man 

responds to an animated request for his personal information, the narrator succinctly 

indicates that “…el triste caballero comenzó su lastimera historia, casi por las mesmas 

palabras y pasos que la había contado a don Quijote y al cabrero pocos días atrás” (I, 27, 
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215).  No space is allotted to a repetition of what was already told.  The content of 

Luscinda’s correspondence to Cardenio follows immediately.  Later, after having 

described in detail certain aspects of the forced wedding, Cardenio pauses to apologize 

for “estas digresiones…pues cada circunstancia suya me parece a mí que es digna de un 

largo discurso” (I, 27, 221).  The curate, who is oft considered to be the spokesman of 

Cervantes, speaks in support of these “menudencias,” saying that not only are they 

pleasing to hear, but that they are as important as the main story.296  In our estimation, 

these judgments imply multiple interpretations.  It is possible that Cervantes wants to 

demonstrate that selective, judicious use of digressive material, as in providing 

circumstantial information that relates directly to the main story, is not only acceptable, 

but vital to its understanding.  Also plausible is that with these comments, Cervantes is 

alerting the reader to pay attention to the details in Cardenio’s description because of the 

nuances they expose.  Equally conceivable is that the august novelistic may be conveying 

a vague reference to the question of the “pertinencia” or “impertinencia” of the love 

stories in Part One.  Whichever the case, the comments show concern with the 

“Byzantine” narrative strategies, as does his choice to omit recapitulations.  

 The “Byzantine” novelists place more emphasis and value on action than on 

character development.  Their characters are puppets in the hands of Chance, Fortune, 

Luck, and Providence.  They believe that they do not control their destiny and rarely 

exercise their own will.  There is scarcely any attention paid to the thought processes that 

                                                
296 “A esto le respondió el cura que no sólo no se cansaban en oírle, sino que les daba mucho gusto las 
menudencias que contaba, por ser tales, que merecían no pasarse en silencia, y la mesma atención que lo 
principal del cuento”(I, 27, 221). 
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precede their actions (Chariton’s Kallirhoe and Achilles Tatius’s Melite can be counted 

as exceptions).  The reader does not feel as if he/she understands the characters and the 

inner “why” of their behavior.  In a radical reversal of this practice, Cervantes directs his 

attention to unfolding an individual’s character, his/her mental processes and inner 

reflections that govern his/her decisions, reactions and demeanor.  For Cervantes, a 

character’s actions and conduct constitute an instrument to demonstrate a person’s way of 

thinking, his/her inclinations, tendencies, fears, in summary, his/her way of thinking.   

 In the “Byzantine” story of Cardenio-Luscinda and Dorotea-don Fernando, 

Cervantes carefully shows that the existence and solution of their problems and the 

muddled situation that has been created are specifically due to the qualities that make up 

their character:  their virtue or evil inclinations, their selfishness or generous nature, their 

stupidity or keen intelligence, their morality or immorality, their good judgment or 

imprudence, their naïveté or astuteness.  Each is a maker of his/her own destiny, and 

his/her errors and misinterpretations of reality can be traced back to his/her character 

(Zimic Los cuentos y las novelas 107).  Occasionally, Cervantes allows characters to 

voice rationalizations that inculpate fortune or “the stars” for their mishaps.  Ironically, 

though, he demonstrates that the characters themselves are the masters of their fate.  Let 

us look at some aspects of these complex characters created by Cervantes.297  

 Luscinda assumes that she can trust her parents to support her wish to marry 

Cardenio.  She steadfastly believes in being obedient to her parents, but errs in supposing 

                                                
297 In Zimic’s extensive treatment of Cervantes’s attention to character development there are additional 
examples (Los cuentos y las novelas, 107-30).  
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that her good reasons for rejecting don Fernando’s proposal will ward off her father’s 

avarice.  Her devotion to her Cardenio is so intense, she is willing to die before resigning 

herself to life with another man, even if he is rich and important. 

 Dorotea’s nimble intelligence performs a quick assessment of the consequences of 

don Fernando’s stealing into her bedroom.  On the one hand, she recognizes that, if she 

raises an alarm, people will never believe her claim of innocence, words of a farmer’s 

daughter, over those of don Fernando, a duke’s son.  Her “honra” and that of her parents 

would be forever sullied.  On the other hand, she is cognizant that others of her lower 

class have risen in social rank by marrying up.  She acknowledges honestly that the root 

of her predicament lies in her low station.  Aware that her loss of virginity is inevitable, 

she arranges to at least preserve some honor by making don Fernando promise, in the 

presence of witnesses, to marry her. 

 The maid of Osuna deludes herself when she initially believes don Fernando will 

return after his initial enjoyment of her.  Even knowing that societal prejudices will 

interpret her circumstances negatively, she does not foresee that the servant that 

accompanies her in her flight from home will be infected with the same doubts about her 

“honestidad,” her decency, and her modesty.  

 Gnawing thoughts about don Fernando’s abandoning her forever rack her 

continuously, but she understands she is the only one who can preserve her reputation.  

Her speech to don Fernando in the inn aims for the “grande’s” existential vulnerabilities.  

She exploits the negative consequences to him when his actions would become public:  

scandal for him and his name.  As her coup de grâce, Dorotea plants in him the idea that 
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Luscinda’s relationship with Cardenio is as “intimate” as hers with don Fernando, 

knowing that his perverted perspectives will incline him to accept that inference as truth 

(Zimic Los cuentos y las novelas 137).  

 Cardenio portrays himself as a loyal, dutiful vassal with unwavering respect for 

social hierarchy.  In his relationship with his father, he is extremely respectful of paternal 

authority; he is “un buen hijo,” compliant and uncomplaining.  With trepidation about 

distancing himself from Luscinda, he leaves for Duke Richard’s court not only because 

his compliance is expected, but also because he wishes to please his father. 

 However, Cardenio is naïve about human character.  His ingenuousness manifests 

itself in his absolute faith in nobility of lineage, blindly correlating virtue with bloodlines.  

The young man ignores don Fernando’s unscrupulous past conduct and also errs in his 

assumption that the friendship he share with don Fernando is genuine on both sides.  This 

mistaken perspective helps explain why he divulges to the duke’s son intimate 

correspondence from Luscinda and allows don Fernando to gaze on his beloved as she 

stands in her window at night, two acts which combine to ignite his covetous tendencies.  

Cardenio’s presupposition of a friendship with don Fernando, based on integrity, fairness, 

faithfulness, is brutally contradicted by the latter’s perfidy. 

 At Luscinda’s wedding ceremony, Cardenio does not carry through on his sincere 

and well-intentioned promise to defend Luscinda with sword because his vengeful 

impulses are affected by his “entendimiento,” common sense or reason, that leads him to 

understand that that vengeance would be completely futile, absurd, unjustified, and 

inappropriate.  For him, Luscinda’s “sí” represents the ultimate rejection of his love.  She 
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is now irrevocably married, in his judgment, to his social superior; hence, the 

circumstances do not justify any intervention (Zimic Los cuentos y las novelas 113).  

 Don Fernando represents the established order but one of its least savory 

members.  He evokes little sympathy from the reader.  In his selfish disregard for the 

emotional and social wreckage he leaves in the wake of his never-ending, self-serving 

quest for physical enjoyment he aligns himself with Tirso’s malevolent Don Juan.298  

This son of a duke is accustomed to having young country girls who live on his lands 

succumb to his advances, although he is fearful of his father’s censure should the news 

regarding his escapades becomes public knowledge (I, 28, 185). 

 The pompous noble believes that he can act with impunity and that his aristocratic 

pedigree allows him to prey on those of lower social class.  In spite of already being 

married, without compunction he betrays Cardenio to pursue Luscinda, only to run into 

the complication that not only is she not interested in him, but also she is willing to live 

out her life as a nun to avoid associating with him.  Taking advantage of her father’s 

greed and ambition, he arranges for another wedding in order to catch his prey.  Upon 

reading the letter that Luscinda carries in her bosom on her wedding day, don Fernando 

flies into a violent rage, depicting the attitude of a spoiled child who has been denied his 

prize.  His feeling of powerlessness lasts only for a short time, though, and he abducts the 

terrified maiden from the monastery.  Again under his control, don Fernando arrogantly 

assumes that he will be able to win her over. 

                                                
298 Zimic provides a detailed comparison of key parts of both texts (Los cuentos y las novelas, 123-28).  
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 At the inn in the presence of too many witnesses and confronted by Dorotea’s 

magnificent “buenas �ravele,” under pressure of “tantas verdades juntas,” he is trapped by 

his own game, shading his feeble acquiescence to Dorotea’s plea to recognize his 

marriage to her with words that allude to his insincerity.  Of greater concern to him is the 

scandal he anticipates if Dorotea decides to pursue the issue at court.299  He leaves us 

with the clear impression that his concupiscent dalliances will not subside despite this 

inconvenient setback. 

 Continuing our analysis of Cervantes’s “Byzantine” novel starring Cardenio, 

Luscinda, Dorotea, and don Fernando in Part One, we see the author take two traditional 

“Byzantine” narrative elements,300 disguising one’s identity and including stories within 

the stories, and cleverly combine them in a way that tightly entwines this story, but more 

specifically the character of Dorotea, structurally, thematically, and psychologically with 

the main narrative of the mentally misdirected knight-errant.  We will explain. 

 Just as the heroines of “Byzantine” novels occasionally adopt false identities to 

conceal their own, Dorotea converts herself into the archetypical chivalric “damsel in 

distress,” Princess Micomicona,301 in order to assist the curate and the barber in their 

plan to entice don Quijote back to his home.  In this way, when Dorotea, now in the role 

of the princess, relates to don Quijote her plight as an innocent victim who requires the 

                                                
299 Nieto, 509; Zimic, Los cuentos y las novelas, 135. 
 
300 We are indebted to Zimic for pointing out this combination (Los cuentos y las novelas, 130-33).  
 
301 We consider it pertinent to note the meanings associated with the word “mico”: n. “hombre lujurioso.”  
“Hacer/dar mico”:  “dejar plantado” and “dejarle avergonzado”  (Diccionario de la Real Academia 
Española). 
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assistance of a helpful knight, her story becomes connected to his story.  Although in the 

“Byzantine” literary tradition, stories within stories are commonly relegated to 

functioning as occasional retardatory devices that postpone the anticipated joyful 

denouement, Cervantes utilizes Princess Micomicona’s story as an inseparable 

component of the fiber of the novel.  Based on the substance of this fiction, don Quijote 

is painlessly lured out of the Sierra Morena.  Don Quijote’s belief of the tale generates 

the battle with the wineskins toward the end of the “Curioso impertinente.”  And his 

being bound by his promise to the princess to exclusively serve her until he resolves the 

injustice perpetrated by Pandafilando de la Fosca Vista makes it possible for him to 

logically desist from participating in several other adventures (for example, the fight with 

the guests who try to leave the inn without paying and Leandra’s story) . 

 Let us examine Dorotea’s “verdadera historia” (she uses this same phrase when 

she completes her tale [I, 29, 257]), which is her artistic representation of reality (I, 30, 

248-250).  We place in parentheses the facts of her coinciding reality.302  She relates that 

she is only daughter of King Tinacrio the Wise and the Queen Jaramilla, but is now 

orphaned.  (Dorotea is the daughter of farmers, who although “humildes en linaje,” are 

rich.  When don Fernando confronts her in her bedroom at night, she is isolated, as alone 

as an orphaned person.)  Before his death, her father warns her of a future event:  a giant, 

lord of a “grande ínsula,” Pandafilando de las Fosca Vista, who always “mira al revés, 

como si fuese bizco,” will take advantage of her being alone and defenseless to usurp her 

                                                
302 Our comparison corresponds en numerous aspects to Zimic’s analysis of the similarities (Los cuentos y 
las novelas, 131-33). 
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kingdom, taking everything but a small village from her.  Tinacrio tells the princess how 

she may remedy the situation.  (In his status as the son of a “grande” of Spain, don 

Fernando is, or will potentially be, important and powerful, too.  Pandafilando’s “grande 

ínsula” corresponds to don Fernando’s dominion over “un lugar de Andalucía.”  

Clenardo, as well, harbors doubts regarding don Fernando’s intentions and offers his 

daughter a plan to fend off the unsolicited “attack.”  Dorotea describes don Fernando as 

having “ojos de lince,” indicating his ability discern all in fine detail.  We find this 

designation ironic in that don Fernando fails to perceive two critical aspects about his 

victims:  that Dorotea would not let him forget his promise, and that Luscinda would be 

eternally loyal to her Cardenio!  Don Fernando, too, designs to rob Dorotea of her 

“kingdom” (that being her virginity, or, equally possible, her reputation).  However, he 

does not take seriously her fighting spirit, her will to combat the injustice.)  Pandafilando 

suggests to the princess that marrying him would avoid the ruin of her country, but 

Micomicona swears she would never marry one of his kind, “por grande y desaforado 

que fuese.”  (Dorotea also opposes a marital union with don Fernando, noting not only 

that his “pensamientos. . .más se encaminaban a su gusto que a mi provecho,” but that 

“nunca los tan desiguales casamientos [between those of socially dissimilar status] se 

gozan ni duran mucho” [I, 28, 232].)  

 As can be readily discerned, Dorotea’s “fictitious” story actually coincides in its 

essential elements with her own personal story, which is now operating within don 

Quijote’s story.  Don Quijote, thus, becomes a part of her fiction, but not in the reality of 
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her life’s circumstances with don Fernando, since the knight-errant sleeps through her 

confrontation and reconciliation with her husband. 

 Thematically, what we have here is the association of literature to life, fiction to 

reality, which we have concluded is the driving force of Part One.  In relating 

Micomicona’s misfortunes, Dorotea turns her life into a fictional account.  Her story 

about the princess is really her story.303  In our judgment, Dorotea’s act as a distressed 

damsel serves as a cathartic exercise for her.  Her anxiety over her uncertain future, her 

shame for disappointing her loving parents, and the need to prove her innocence and 

virtue, silencing the wagging tongues of the “público,” agitate her without respite.  

Psychologically, she is certain to find at least a modicum of relief in her escape to a 

fantastic existence.  By representing Micomicona as the only possible agent of salvation 

of her realm, Dorotea is stressing her absolute conviction that it is only by means of her 

own initiative and persistence will she find a solution to her tragic personal problem 

(Zimic Los cuentos y las novelas 133).  

 When the narrator tells us that Dorotea imparts to the curate that she has read 

many books of chivalric adventure, it feels as if he is guiding us to accept the assumption 

that her tale is based on her readings of chivalric fiction.  Nevertheless, a careful reading 

of the contents of her tale reveals that the events of her own life are the most probable 

origin of her tale of woe.  In its essential elements, her apparently made-up story 

                                                
303 [Dorotea’s and Micomicona’s stories] “. . .son. . .la misma historia. . .en todos los puntos escenciales”  
(Zimic, Los cuentos y las novelas, 131.  “Micomicona tiene como base una experiencia vital:  la de 
Dorotea”  (Casalduero, Sentido y forma del Quijote (1605-1615), 142).)  
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coincides with her reality, although a few flourishes could be said to emanate from 

chivalric novels. 

 The final “Byzantine” component in the Cardenio-Luscinda-Dorotea-don 

Fernando episode in Part One we will discuss is the one around which the entire episode 

is centered.  It is also one for which Cervantes had a life-long affinity.  We refer to the 

device of a love quadrangle involving “amores entrecruzados,” translated loosely as 

“criss-crossed” loves.  

 We will look first to the likely origins of Cervantes’s interest in this element, then 

observe how he adapted it in several works.  Finally, we will describe the modifications 

we perceive in the Quijote of 1605. 

 It can be supposed that Cervantes was exposed to literary depictions of 

sentimental imbroglios contained in Heliodorus’s Aithiopika as well as Achilles Tatius’s 

Leukippe and Kiltophon.  Equally probable is that he read Núñez de Reinoso’s Los 

amores de Clareo y Florisea y los trabajos de la sin ventura Isea, in which he would 

have seen that author’s rendition of star-crossed love circumstances.   

 Both referenced Greek novels offer examples of a criss-crossed love quadrangle 

and a go-between lover.  We will clarify.  The situation is as follows.  There are two 

young lovers who become slaves of a rich and influential couple.  The slave owner or 

master falls in love with the young woman, while the mistress feels an irresistible passion 

for the young man.  Ineffectual with her amorous pleadings, the mistress, ignorant of the 

intimate connection between the couple, asks the female slave to intercede for her.  In 

this manner, the young woman is placed in the extraordinary, ironic position of having to 
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encourage her own beloved to pretend to love another woman.  An identical play occurs 

between the master and his slave.  The young pair agrees to serve as intermediaries 

mainly for the purpose of creating occasions in which they can see one another.  In his 

own way, each author saves the couple at a critical moment from their complicated 

situation. 

 In his article “El amante celestino y los amores entrecruzados en algunas obras 

cervantinas,” Zimic traces Cervantes’s modifications and re-arrangements of this device 

in two of his dramas, (Los tratos de Argel and Los baños de Argel), in one of his “novelas 

ejemplares,” (El amante liberal), and one novel (Los trabajos de Persiles y Sigsimunda).  

He is of the opinion that the primary inspiration for Cervantes was the version of a 

complicated love affair and the use of an intermediary contained in Achilles Tatius’s 

work.  He concludes that Cervantes reproduced that pattern rather rigidly in his two 

“comedias,” but interpreted it more freely in the short story.  In the Persiles, he does 

away with the symmetrical formula of love interests, with its simultaneously coincidental 

design and actions, and invents an even more improbable scenario ("El amante celestino" 

385).  It involves a monarch advanced in age (Policarpo) who bides his own daughter 

(Sinforosa) to intercede for him, and an intermediary, Auristela, who tells her lover 

(Periandro) to accept Sinforosa’s love, because she (Auristela), in the long term, intends 

to become a nun and wants to leave him in good hands.  Working with just the bare 

framework of Achilles Tatius’s “enredo amoroso,” Cervantes elects to concentrate on the 

actors’ psychological interior, the hidden emotions and feelings of the people involved in 

the love knot.  It is conjectured that this approach was possible because Cervantes felt he 
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no longer had to adjust the characterization of his cast to the political-religious conflict 

between Islam and Catholicism which entailed painting them as either hateful or good 

according to their religious adherences (387). 

 In the Quijote of 1605, Cervantes takes advantage of the “Byzantine”-like 

complex love predicament plaguing the couples Cardenio-Luscinda and Dorotea-don 

Fernando to explore and express his characters’ innermost thoughts to present an interior 

analysis of his characters, as he did in the Persiles.  However, in our estimation, with this 

story, Cervantes also broadens the utility of this device.  Perhaps the most innovative 

aspect of its new configuration is how Cervantes incorporates within it comments about 

contemporary society.  Through his characters, he brings up series of issues such as the 

pernicious effects of anti-feminist prejudices that perpetuate the domination of women by 

men and their treatment as second-class citizens.  (Women must not move about without 

proper escort.)  The public condemns Dorotea for traveling with her servant, presuming 

immediately an amorous connection between them.  In Cervantes’s day, loss of virginity 

outside marriage resulted in social annihilation and isolation.  Society assumed that 

women who claimed to have been violated, in reality, “invited” the unwanted attention; 

the man was held blameless.  The action of the story also points out the vulnerability of 

the lower social classes to abuse by those of noble lineage and the silent condoning of 

such victimization.  (Cardenio, Luscinda, and Dorotea are victims of the heinous 

machinations of don Fernando, their social superior.  All three are dependent upon his 

approval and must prostitute themselves to remain in his good graces.)  Cervantes also 

alludes to the potential disastrous consequences of arranged marriages, whether for 
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political or economic gain.  (Luscinda runs away, but still ends up victimized by don 

Fernando.  Her family name is tainted by the scandal surrounding her “marriage.”)  Also 

suggested are the dangers inherent in the practice of “matrimonio de palabra,” when the 

promises of marriage are insincerely employed by opportunistic predators.  (Don 

Fernando promises to be Dorotea’s husband solely to achieve his concupiscible goals.)  

With this story, Cervantes places in the forefront ethical, social, and human concerns 

circulating in his seventeenth-century world. 

 Along with making the “enredo amoroso” a pretext to incite an interior analysis of 

his characters and as a means of conveying problematical social issues, Cervantes 

modified other aspects of the Greek model.  In the intercalated story under discussion, he 

eliminates the use of an intermediary.  Dorotea does not lust for Cardenio, but rather her 

interests revolve around reestablishing her honor.  Cervantes places a donjuanesque 

figure at the epicenter of the love conflicts.  Don Fernando provokes Cardenio’s and 

Luscinda’s separation and constitutes the disintegrative force in the lives of three 

individuals.  Zimic calls the lecherous, arrogant second son of a duke the “pirata” of the 

“Byzantine” novels, the figure that violates social order.  All the “obstacles,” the trials, 

typical of this literature are incarnated in a single person (Los cuentos y las novelas 139).  

In another twist, Cervantes gives us, alongside Cardenio’s and Luscinda’s example of 

true love that prevails despite obstacles, a relationship characterized, not by warm, loving 

sentiments, but rather by a complicated social and moral mismatch.  It seems that 

Dorotea’s and don Fernando’s final reunion produces a marriage of convenience, as they 

both conveniently rescue their reputations. 
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 In summary, our study of the Part One story of Cardenio, Luscinda, Dorotea, and 

don Fernando reveals that Cervantes, in writing his own tale founded on the “Byzantine” 

literary tradition, deviated substantially from the Greek models that originally inspired 

him.  Most likely inspired by a situation he found in Achilles Tatius’s novel, Cervantes 

executed marked changes in that love quadrangle plus go-between lover scenario.  The 

love story of Leukippe and Klitophon was a source of raw materials that stimulated 

Cervantes’s creative artistry.  Following his passion for moral and literary exemplarity, 

he innovatively converted certain selected elements to manipulate in his new conception 

and composed a new, modernized “Byzantine” novel, distinctive in its spirit and in its 

attention to moral and social issues. 

 In our opinion, with Part One of the Quijote, Cervantes gives us the work that 

exhibits the most harmonious confluence of the characteristic elements of the chivalric 

and the “Byzantine” literary traditions, surpassing all prior attempts to merge the 

traditions into an organic whole.  In this marvelous, artistic synthesis, Cervantes 

incorporates expertly into a parody of the inexpert books of the chivalric tradition the 

many narrative features that he uncovered in the novels of Heliodorus and Achilles 

Tatius, adapting them and molding them to conform to his novelistic conception.  He 

takes advantage of the immense variety and attractive story-telling techniques he found 

and admired in the “Byzantine” stories, and, as he combines these features with his 

chivalric tale, he carefully addresses the weaknesses and adeptly corrects the excesses to 

which both genres are prone.  For his novel, Cervantes conceives of a manner in which to 

create a cohesive whole while delighting the reader with his “mar de historias,” which, 
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over the years, have caused considerable consternation for some causal readers and 

critiques alike.  Cervantes achieves unity in his work through a central, all-encompassing 

theme, that of literature and life, or said differently, fiction and reality, and the 

importance of distinguishing between them.  Throughout the novel, we meet or hear 

about people who misinterpret or misapply literature or fiction to their lives in some 

fashion or another; certainly don Quijote is the most obvious example.  Other characters 

with this propensity are easily identifiable; Grisóstomo, Anselmo, Leandra, and Eugenio 

are among those that come to mind.  Cervantes succeeds in ingeniously weaving together 

all the parts of his most famous work.  The tight thematic interconnectedness of all the 

components of Part One separates this work from those of Cervantes’s predecessors, and 

this example of harmonious thematic unity stands as one of Cervantes’s greatest 

accomplishments. 
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Chapter Seven:  Some Other Aspects of the Combination of the 

“Byzantine” and the Chivalric Literary Traditions in Other Works by 
Cervantes 

 
 
 
 

 It is important for readers to understand that Cervantes’s attraction to  

“Byzantine” narrative structure and subject matter is not manifested solely in its 

application to the Quijote of 1605.  On the contrary, his pronounced fondness, or rather 

passion, for the narrative and thematic elements he discovered in Heliodorus’s and 

Achilles Tatius’s works is blatantly noticeable in the majority of his works, in his other 

novels, “comedias,” and short stories.304  That attraction definitely predated the celebrity 

the “Byzantine” novels reaped from López Pinciano’s praise recorded in his Philosophia 

�ravele poética, published in 1595.  A significant indicator of don Miguel’s affinity is that 

even in his first play, El trato de Argel, which dramatizes the terrible suffering of 

captives at the hands of the Moors, he chose to insert a love situation from these two 

well-known “Byzantine” sources:  the Aithiopika and Leukippe and Klitophon. 

 An avid reader his entire life, Cervantes’s exposure to the “Byzantine” literary 

tradition occurred early in his career.  He probably read the anonymous Spanish 

                                                
304 One of the first references to traces of influence in Cervantes’s work from the ancient Greek authors of 
the first through the fourth centuries occurred in the first decade of the twentienth century in Schevill’s 
studies published 1906 and 1907.  Particularly during the last half of the twentieth century and continuing 
into the current one, many scholars have continued to research the impact of Heliodorus and Achilles 
Tatius on Cervantes’s work.  Zimic, especially, has assiduously investigated this issue, and we attribute 
many of the ideas expressing in these closing comments to the results of his findings.  
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translation of Heliodorus’s Aithiopika (1554) at some point before he left for Italy. 

During his stay there, he likely came across the Italian translation of Achilles Tatius’s 

novel Leukippe and Klitophon by Angelo de Coccio (1551).305  These novels enjoyed 

significant popularity in Europe.  For the relative appearance of truth, for its attractive 

literary format, good style and moral exemplarity, the Erasmists and other humanists 

found the “Byzantine” novels an ideal substitute for the preposterous and unrestrained 

chivalric novels.  Their extraordinary, novel narrative technique enthused famous authors 

of all novelistic genres:  the chivalric, pastoral, picaresque, courtly, sentimental, as well 

as thoseof the dramatic and poetic genres.  The complicated love intrigues, the exotic 

locations and circumstances, and the ingenious way of narrating, among other elements, 

captivated the reading public. 

 In this chapter, we first spotlight how Cervantes’s interest in combining the 

“Byzantine” and chivalric literary traditions is maintained, at least in part or occasionally, 

in several other Cervantine works beyond the Quijote.  We look at his mixing of these 

literary genres in La casa de los celos, El gallardo español, La española inglesa, and the 

Persiles, although many other examples could be cited.  In addition, we intend to expose 

the depth and breadth of Cervantes’s obsession with adaptations of material from the 

“Byzantine” literary tradition.  With that goal in mind, we first trace how Cervantes 

utilized and reformulated two “Byzantine” features, the criss-crossed lovers, love 

                                                
305 Zimic, "La literatura bizantina de Cervantes," 1163.   Spaniards did not have a translated version of 
Achilles Tatius’s novel until the beginning of the seventeenth century when Diego Agreda y Vargas 
published his Los más fieles amantes Leucipe y Clitofonte (1617), but the Greek author’s work was known 
through imitators such as Alonso Núnez de Reinoso, for example. 
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quadrangles, and love triangles as well as the device of anagnorisis in a number of his 

dramas, short stories, and novels.  Then, we note the repeated appearance of these and 

other salient characteristics of the “Byzantine” narrative tradition in multiple Cervantine 

works.  We comment on Cervantes’s efforts to apply “lo bizantino” in his pastoral novel, 

La Galatea.  Lastly, we remark on his explicit efforts to “correct,” in the Persiles, some 

of the weaknesses of the “Byzantine” literary features. 

 Along with his intense interest in the “Byzantine” literary tradition, Cervantes 

exhibits a concomitant predilection for the novels of chivalry, knowledge of which is 

evident, naturally, throughout the Quijote.  With this novel, he sought not only to parody 

chivalric literary conventions, but also to demonstrate how a good chivalric novel should 

be composed.  Cervantes never censures in his works chivalric subject matter in and of 

itself.  Proof of his defense of the genre is found in numerous comments by the priest 

during the scrutiny of books in the Quijote.  It appears also in his recommendation of the 

establishment of an office of official censorship for future chivalric novels that would be 

judged by people of “inteligentes y refinados” minds.306  The Quijote, as we have 

discussed in this study, is a masterful combination of the “Byzantine” and chivalric 

literary traditions, and we now examine other works that reflect the confluence of these 

traditions. 

 In the “comedia” La casa de los celos, we find an alliance of the “Byzantine” and 

the chivalric, but developed in a different fashion.  According to Riley, Cervantes 

                                                
306 That proposition constitutes a “defensa del género literario a que ellos pertenecen” and “un estímulo a 
su revitalización” (Palacín Iglesias, 251).  Sánchez Escribano asserts, “Es evidente que el Quijote no es una 
sátira contra los libros de caballerías, sino contra los mal creados estéticamente” (29).  
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believed that “one of the great virtues” of literature in general resides in “the liberty to 

deal with any subject under the sun, or beyond it,” and that, what was important was to 

mold the material, “into a work of art,” according to a definite ideological and aesthetical 

conception (Riley Cervantes' Theory of the Novel 61).  The main source of inspiration for 

this play was the narrative poem the Orlando innamorato, and this has given the 

impression that this is a tale about chivalry.  However, Cervantes, finding suggestive 

possibilities in Boiardo’s rich chivalric material, chose to steer his play in a different 

direction by remolding that world of knight-errantry to express a new, original metaphor.  

With that chivalric matter, he develops a play that manifests his profound concerns over 

the destructive consequences of mean and petty human passions.  He gives a new 

ideological and esthetic perspective to the source material.  But while using situations 

originally designed in a chivalric context and not developing a chivalric theme, he 

preserves the “Byzantine” narrative technique employed by Boiardo, visible in the 

serpentine development of the plot, the interruptions, the sudden appearing and then 

disappearing of characters, and the suspense at the end, among other features.  Here, the 

characteristic “Byzantine” element of suspense receives an innovative Cervantine twist.  

Although traditionally the “Byzantine” writers create curious anticipation by the stopping 

of one narrative thread in a moment of tension to continue with another event or 

character, and ultimately, tying up all the narrative strings to conclude their story, in his 

play, Cervantes suspends his drama by giving no resolution to the conflictive situation 

between Reinaldos and Roldán that is caused by their obsessive jealousy, the result of 

their misguided vanity.  This “fin suspenso” is in keeping with Cervantes’s initial 
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conception of the problem he explores, an obsession precipitated by monstrous egoism 

that renders the individuals incapable of responding rationally, thereby rendering 

impossible any resolution to their situation.  

 An expertly executed mixture of the “Byzantine” and chivalric literary traditions 

occurs in the play El gallardo español, a “comedia” that represents a revitalization of 

chivalric literature and that is thoroughly imbued with “bizantinismo.”  There are reasons 

to believe that Cervantes originally wrote this as a narrative, and then, converted it to a 

theatric mode.307  Regardless, it is known that the “escritores dramáticos” of the end of 

the sixteenth and beginning of the seventeenth centuries often had to appropriate for the 

stage the fabulous chivalric plot in order to gain the favor of the public, and it is likely 

that the notorious absurdities of chivalric novels in general were perpetuated in the 

theater productions that used this material.308  El gallardo español must have been 

written with a double purpose of “deleitar y enseñar,” containing a popular type of plot 

that the public craved, and at the same time, of censoring, implicitly, the manner of 

treating the chivalric subject matter in the theater.309  

 In El gallardo español, Cervantes modernized chivalric subject matter, adapting it 

to contemporary circumstances and giving it complete relevance to his time, first by 

placing the action in the context of the defense of Orán against the Moors (1563), and 
                                                
307 For this line of reasoning, see the following article:  Zimic, "Sobre la técnica dramática en El gallardo 
español". 
 
308 Gayangos, XL; Zimic, El teatro de Cervantes, 94.   
 
309 This would mean that its purpose is similar to that of the Quijote, but in the later it was the poorly 
written chivalric novels that were criticized.  
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then, by transferring to a Spanish soldier of the sixteenth century the aura of a knight-

errant, an emulation of which the flesh and blood explorers in the New World had already 

accomplished.  In this transformation, he took advantage of the pre-existing fuzziness that 

clouded, in his day, the borders between real historical accomplishments and fictitious 

deeds appearing in the books of chivalric adventures.  Within this re-elaboration and 

contemporizing of old ingredients, the improved chivalric conventions and corrected 

defects are transparent in areas of the plot as well as in the characters. 

 The development of this play addresses almost point by point the negative issues 

voiced by the canon of Toledo in the Quijote, beginning with his complaint that in all the 

chivalric histories he has seen, there is not one that “haga un cuerpo de fábula entero con 

todos sus miembros, de manera que el medio corresponda al principio y el fin al principio 

y al medio,” seeming, thusly, to be “figuras desproporcionadas” (I, 47, 397).  Chivalric 

tales, with a few exceptions, were known to lack a well thought out, clear poetic and 

intellectual vision that moderated the subject matter, and for that reason, they seemed to 

degenerate into a chaotic and monotonous mass of events without purpose or goal.  

Cervantes begins to correct those failings by weaving his tale cohesively around a central 

issue, that of the physical valor and spiritual nobleness (“la gallardía”) of don Fernando 

and his absence from the threatened city of Orán; these characteristics are demonstrated 

during a period of very precarious circumstances in his life.  All the elements, all the 

details of the work converge to elaborate, in one way or another, this purpose, which is 
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carried out in a complete, but rational plot, poetically proportionate, balanced, integral, 

void of irrelevant or superfluous elements.310  

 El gallardo español constitutes an authentic new chivalric story, which, while an 

ingenious parody of the novels of chivalry, faithfully reproduces their essence.  Again, in 

this work, Cervantes blends in “Byzantine” narrative techniques and elements, and 

meshes them into his exemplary chivalric drama.  We find several story lines intertwined 

with that of don Fernando; there are disguises and a series of mistaken identities; 

Margarita tells a story within the story to curious listeners, and her story is interrupted 

just as is the relating of the defense of Orán and the tale of Alizumel’s love for Arlaxa.  

To sum up, the “Byzantine” influence is felt throughout this reinvigorated, exemplary 

chivalric drama.  

 Owing to its story of love, with adventures on land and sea, separations, 

unexpected meetings, anagnorisis, continuoal dangers and obstacles, happy reunion of the 

lovers, etc., La española inglesa is most frequently classified as a story in the style of the 

“Byzantine” novelistic tradition (Rodriguez-Luis I: 51).  In contrast, opinions with 

respect to its affiliation with the chivalric literary tradition vary.  Most critics are silent 

about any relationship with the chivalric novel.  Schevill and Bonilla, though, 

acknowledge that the “first part” is clearly “una �ravele caballeresca” (Schevill and 

Bonilla "Introducción" 383).  Zimic, however, is much more emphatic about its 

pertaining to the chivalric literary tradition, calling it “el Amadís cervantino” and 

                                                
310 We are indebted to Zimic for many of these ideas and perspectives.  His analysis details the similarities 
and contrasts with the traditional chivalric literature that support these assertions (El teatro de Cervantes, 
87-117). 
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claiming that the “Byzantinism” is subordinated to a novelist conception and structure 

more identifiable with the chivalric.  The critic asserts that, in the characters and the style 

of this story, Cervantes reincorporates the characteristic elements of traditional chivalric 

literature, which have been meaningfully, notably, and ingeniously innovated, converting 

this into a modern chivalric tale of contemporary interest and with an exemplary 

ideological and literary purpose ("El Amadís cervantino" 471). 

 In this undertaking, Cervantes confirms his admiration for chivalric literature, 

while at the same time aspires to correct the flaws of this genre.  Cervantes probably had 

in mind chivalric literature in general, but Zimic strongly suggests that Montalvo’s 

Amadís de Gaula is most likely his inspirational model in terms of the plot of love and 

adventures and of the characterization of his protagonists.  The similarities between the 

two pieces of literature are numerous and the evidence of chivalric characteristics 

convincing.  We present a sampling of them. 

 The love relationship between Amadís and Oriana begins in the royal Scottish 

court in their childhood, but remains undeclared for some time.  Amadís is reluctant to 

express his feeling, suffers, and cries at the sound of her name.  Love between Ricaredo 

and Isabela blossoms in the English court, but is not disclosed for a long period of time.  

Ricaredo, also, suffers, sheds many tears, and even falls gravely ill “de amores.”  Both 

Oriana and Isabela are referred to with the adjective “sin-par.”  The two knights engage 

in all manner of deeds, on land and sea, for the purpose of proving themselves worthy of 

such treasures.  Upon returning from their victorious adventure and reporting their 

success, Amadís and Ricaredo receive the attentions of the ladies of the court, who praise 
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and flirt with the handsome men.  In chivalric literature, the enemies of the knights-errant 

are powerful and malicious individuals, who generally have accomplices or 

“cohermanos,” frequently with magical powers who help the villains perpetrate their 

wickedness.  Amadís’s foes are Arcalaus and Dardán, the latter described as the bravest 

knight in Great Britain, but whose arrogance was renown.  Count Arnesto in Cervantes’ 

short story seems to be his double.  His accessory in evil is his own mother, who, to 

avenge her son’s loss, poisons Isabela.  Later in the story, Ricaredo’s being captured by 

the Turks is reminiscent of the seizure and imprisonment of Amadís in Araclaus’s 

enchanted castle.  The fathers of the Holy Trinity rescue Ricaredo, and Amadís recovers 

his freedom through the intervention of a “virtuosa” and “piadosa” woman who cannot 

bear to see the hero’s suffering.  When Arnesto’s page returns to England after their duel 

with the news of the “death” of Ricaredo, it reminds us of the appearance of the traitorous 

and treacherous Arcalaus in court delivering false notice of the death of Amadís (Zimic 

"El Amadís cervantino" 471-79). 

 In creating his exemplary chivalric tale, Cervantes eliminates fantastical creatures 

and magicians.  Rather than setting preposterous events is mysterious, unknown lands at 

an indeterminate period of time or the very distant past, he locates the actions in several 

European countries and Algiers in the era of the political and military hostilities between 

Elizabethan England and the Spain of Felipe II.  In this poetic work, representing the 

contemporary world of Cervantes, when Protestants and Catholic were ferocious 

enemies, he does not polarize his characters into “good” and “bad,” but strives to present 

their humanity, regardless of their religious affiliation. 
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 The mixture of the “Byzantine” and chivalric literary traditions is additionally 

apparent in Cervantes’s last novel, the Persiles, undeniably the best “Byzantine” novel 

ever written.  Nevertheless, Cervantes’s novel reveals intimate connections with the 

chivalric tradition, and it has been conjectured that the praise of the novels of chivalry 

pronounced by the canon of Toledo in the Quijote is a reflection of the vision Cervantes 

had for the composition of the Persiles.  When we carefully read the canon’s words, we 

realize that virtually all the literary freedoms this genre encapsulates and the elements 

that he admires find expression in Cervantes’s last literary treasure.  We present for 

consideration a portion of this passage, which seems to also paint a portrait of the 

exemplary Persiles and the extraordinary Auristela: 

. . . de todo cuanto mal había dicho de tales libros, halla en ellos una cosa buena:  

que era el sujeto que ofrecía para que un buen entendimiento pudiese mostrarse en 

ellos, porque daban largo y espacioso campo por donde sin empacho alguno 

pudiese correr la pluma, describiendo naufragios, tormentas, rencuentros y 

batallas; pintando un capitán valeroso con todas las partes que para ser tal se 

requieren, mostrándose prudente previniendo las astucias de sus enemigos, y 

elocuente orador persuadiendo o disuadiendo a sus soldados, maduro en el 

consejo, presto en lo determinado, tan valiente en el esperar como en el acometer; 

pintando ora un lamentable y trágico suceso, ahora un alegre y no pensado 

acontecimiento, allí una hermosísima dama, honesta, discreta y recatada; aquí un 

caballero cristiano, valiente y comedido; acullá un desaforado bárbaro fanfarrón; 

acá un príncipe cortés, valeroso y bien mirado; representando bondad y lealtad de 
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vasallos, grandezas y mercedes de señores.  Ya puede mostrarse astrólogo, ya 

cosmógrafo excelente, ya músico, ya inteligente en las materias de estado, y tal 

vez le vendrá ocasión de mostrarse nigromante, si quisiere.  Puede mostrar las 

astucias de Ulises, la piedad de Eneas, la valentía de Aquiles, las desgracias de 

Héctor, las traiciones de Sinón, la amistad de Eurialio, la liberalidad de Alejandro, 

el valor de César, la clemencia y verdad de Trajano, la fidelidad de Zopiro, la 

prudencia de Catón, y, finalmente, todas aquellas acciones que pueden hacer 

perfecto a un varón ilustre, ahora poniéndolas en uno solo, ahora dividiéndolos en 

muchos. . .el fin mejor. . . es enseñar y deleitar.  (I, 47, 397-398) 

 Schevill and Bonilla have noted that not only does the Persiles have a chivalric 

spirit, but also that certain events of the life and hardships of Amadís find an echo in it.  

For example, the failed kidnapping of Félix Flora (II, 14, 575-576) recalls that of Oriana 

and her rescue from Arcalaus by Amadís.  Chivalric books contain an abundance of 

hermits.  Amadís adopts this manner of life.  In Cervantes’s novel, so does Rutilio, who 

praises “la vida solitaria” and stays on the Island of the Hermitages (II, 19, 413).  In 

second book (II, 19) the strange history of Renato constitutes a genuine chivalric episode 

(Schevill and Bonilla "Introducción to Persiles y Sigismunda" XXIX-XXX).  And so, in 

even his most “Byzantine” creation, Cervantes seeks to combine his two favorite literary 

traditions. 

 Some “Byzantine” episodes or situations are reinterpreted in many Cervantine 

works, notably the love quadrangles, with or without a lover go-between, and the love 

triangles.  These types of complicated love entanglements in Heliodorus and Achilles 
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Tatius apparently fascinated Cervantes to the extent that this feature is incorporated time 

and time again in his writing, whether in his pieces for the theater, the “novelas 

ejemplares,” or his novels.311  Throughout Cervantes’s works, complex romantic 

predicaments produce extraordinary situational ironies and take various forms. 

 In the play El trato de Argel,312 Cervantes follows Achilles Tatius’s model very 

closely.  While depicting the sad and true, tragic experiences of captivity, he adds a bit of 

comedy within the love entanglement, to which he joins a doubly ironic component, that 

of assigning Aurelio the job of mediating, on his master Ysuf’s behalf, between the latter 

and Silvia.  The play follows the basic “Byzantine” plot:  separation of the protagonists, 

captivity of both, the unwanted attention to both from their respective owners, reunion of 

the lovers, their fidelity, their chastity, the adventures at sea, the abduction by pirates, 

arduous obstacles, and deserved happy ending.  

 The Christian captives, Aurelio and Silvia, confronted by the respective passions 

of their owners, repeatedly foil them in their attempts to possess the young couple.  The 

allegorical figures of Chance and Necessity tempt Aurelio, but he does not succumb to 

Zahara’s temptations.  Cervantes is concerned with presenting his Christian characters as 

consistently good and morally superior to the depraved Zahara and Ysuf, who have 

become slaves to their lust.  The Catholic couple exemplifies the victory of personal 

virtue over sensuality.  Cervantes’s additional intent is to show the more far-reaching 

                                                
311 Zimic believes that Achilles Tatius exacted a stronger influence over this plot aspect than Heliodorus 

("El amante celestino y los amores entrecruzados en algunas obras cervantinas" 364). 
 
312 Composition of this play is dated by all critics to have been between 1581 and 1585 (Rey Hazas, 
"Introducción," El trato de Argel, XIII). 
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victory of Catholicism over Islamic religion.  He extends the political and ideological 

conflict to the battle of love, in which Leukippe and Klitophon, Melitte and Thersandros 

also participate in Achilles Tatius’s novel. 

 Los baños de Argel is a later play,313 richer in novelistic episodes, that also 

presents the experiences of Spanish captives in Algeria.  Whereas in El trato de Argel the 

love quadrangle of a pair of owners and a pair of slaves is the axis around which the 

episodic sequences order a whole set of symbolic contrasts, in Los baños de Argel, 

Cervantes complicates the plan by alternating four different intrigues; two major ones 

combine with two minor ones.  Of the two main intrigues, one is a love quadrangle 

situation, analogous to that in which Aurelio and Silvia find themselves in El trato de 

Argel.  However, as could be expected, Cervantes made some significant changes.  The 

two principal Spanish captives, don Fernando and Constanza, are already married.  How 

they become victims of the Turks is different as well; don Fernando turns himself over to 

them voluntarily.  Costanza is abducted first when Turkish pirates land on a beach on the 

coast of Spain.  But, arriving too late to help, don Fernando throws himself into the sea, 

begging them to take him along as well.   

 Another important modification appears in the psychological characterization of 

Christians and Moors.  Rather than being drawn to a pre-programmed ideological 

perspective of the author, their response to love is based on genuine and complex 

                                                
313 The question of the dating of this “comedia,” as with essentially all of the theater pieces of Cervantes, is 
controversial.  According to Canavaggio, Schevill establishes a composition date of 1587, while Cotarelo 
Valledor argues that it was written some time after 1606.  Canavaggio also supports a later date, but not a 
specific one.  See 35-46 in Canavaggio for more discussion about this debate.  
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personal impulses.  For example, when Halima falls in love with don Fernando, she looks 

inward and experiences a sense of being weighted down by her marriage.  Costanza does 

not view Halima as just another Moorish woman in whom her Christian husband would 

naturally have no interest, but rather as a potential rival for don Fernando’s attentions; 

she feels jealous.  By developing individuals that consider their feelings and motives 

introspectively, Cervantes gives to his characters more human qualities, making them 

more relatable.  This factor also encompasses the benefit of increasing interest in the plot. 

 The plot in the short story El amante liberal314 centers around the problematic 

relationship of Leonisa and her suitors, Ricardo and Cornelio.  Cervantes introduces his 

�ravele ejemplar with this love triangle structure, but the overriding concern is to express 

his fundamental beliefs on free will in the context of love, his conviction that affections 

must be freely reciprocated.  Genuine love cannot be bought; it can only be given and 

received willingly, free of pre-conditions.  Ricardo initially believes that if he serves 

Leonisa well, he is entitled to her attentions, admiration, and love.  The realization of his 

faulty thinking and the tempering of his arrogance occur in his journey of slowly 

understanding the meaning of true love.  It is during this maturational process, in the 

confines of Ricardo’s and Leonisa’s captivity in Cyprus under the Turks, that Cervantes 

                                                
314 Cervantes’s twelve short stories were first published in Madrid in 1613 by Juan de la Cuesta under the 
title Novelas exemplares de Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra.  The exact date of composition of each is 
difficult, if not impossible, to determine.  “Los esfuerzos de los eruditos que han tratado de establecer la 
cronología de las novelas han sido, por desgracia, hasta ahora inútiles” (Casalduero, Sentido y forma de las 
Novelas ejemplares, 10).  Some short stories, however, contain an allusion to a historical occurrence that 
gives a general indication as to a possible composition date.  For example, La española inglesa refers to a 
the sack of Cádiz by the English that occurred in 1596, and, in Rinconete y Cortadillo, there are proven 
references to the Guzmán de Alfarache, first published in 1599.  See Zimic’s “Introducción” to his book 
Las Novelas ejemplares de Cervantes for more information regarding varying dating and typology 
strategies by several critics.   
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places a love quadrangle, but quite modified yet again.  In contrast to El Trato de Argel 

and Los Baños de Argel, the persecution of the impassioned Moors, the “Cadí” and his 

wife Halima, is not the gravest problem of the Christian captives.  This situation becomes 

just an extraordinary circumstance, among others, that obliges the couple to confront their 

own problematic personal and amorous relationship.  Together their friend Mahamut, 

Ricardo and Leonisa manipulate their Moorish owners with a contemptuous attitude, 

working together to attain their freedom. 

 The treatment of the lustful Moorish couple is different; although they could use 

force, they prefer to court the object of their temptation, and they use Ricardo and 

Leonisa as go-betweens.  In addition, Cervantes strives to present them in a different 

light; he is interested in displaying their motives for the attraction they feel and infusing 

emotional complexity in their character.  Halimas’s interest in Ricardo is owing to her 

feeling “quizá poco contenta de los abrazos flojos de su anciano marido” (I: 192)315 and 

the “Cadí” falls in love with Leonisa not only because she is young and beautiful, but 

also because he is old and perhaps feels the need to prove his virility in one last love 

fling.  He is sympathetically portrayed in his last appearance in the story by requesting of 

Leonisa a final hug and the laying of her hands on his head so that “él llevase esperanzas 

de sanar de su herida” (I: 209).  Leonisa grants him those requests.  Ricardo also 

demonstrates warm, merciful consideration toward his “enemy” by stocking his boat with 

provisions and assuring the “Cadí’s” safe passage back to Nicosia.  Although Ricardo and 

                                                
315 For Cervantes’s short stories we use Avalle-Arce’s three-volume edition, citing volume and page 
number.   
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Leonisa manipulate their Moorish owners with a mocking, disdainful attitude, at times 

they treat them with certain compassionate indulgences.   

 In this short story, Cervantes has again transformed the conventional “Byzantine” 

love quadrangle.  It is no longer the principal obstacle (simply one of several) that must 

be overcome for the couple to achieve their happy union (as seen before in Los tratos de 

Argel), but rather an opportunity to delve into characters’ psychology.  As Cervantes 

continues to experiment with this “Byzantine” element, he converts it, fundamentally, 

into a vehicle for achieving other ends, as we will now explore in the manipulation of the 

love triangles in two novelas ejemplares, La gitanilla and Las dos doncellas. 

 In La gitanilla, we see observations of reality mixed with poetic imagination.  

Love is the impetus in this realistic-idealistic romantic story, which carries with it hints of 

association with the chivalric tradition.316   Cervantes again works with various love 

entanglements.  The love triangle involving Preciosa, don Juan, and Clemente dissolves 

quickly when the “paje-poeta,” whose “love” is better categorized as an idolatrous 

passion inspired by exterior beauty, but conditional and mutable (Zimic Las Novelas 

ejemplares 10), realizes there exists a mutual attraction between the “gypsy” girl and the 

nobleman.  This association has no significant structural relevance, but thematically, it 

contrasts with the type of relationship developing between Preciosa and don Juan.  The 

second love triangle, Preciosa-don Juan-la Carducha, however, while depicting another 

kind of love, that motivated by carnal desire, functions to propel the story toward the 

                                                
316 For example, emphasis on social hierarchy, the requirement that members of the upper class marry 
within their own circle of influence, willingness to serve and prove one’s love, defense of honor. 
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revelation of Preciosa’s true identity and happy nuptials.  The vengeance of the spurned 

innkeeper’s daughter leads to don Juan’s arrest, which directs Preciosa to the discovery of 

her origin.  The love triangle in this story serves to set up the “Byzantine” style 

anagnorisis between Preciosa and her parents, and the happy conclusion of the story, 

equally characteristic of the aforementioned tradition. 

 In Las dos doncellas, Cervantes once more works with a love entanglement, this 

one featuring a love triangle composed of Marco Antonio, an Andalusian nobleman, and 

two young ladies, Teodosia and Leocadia, who both lay claim to him.  After he promises 

marriage and seduces Teodosia, Marco Antonio disappears from town.  In the process of 

looking for her seducer, Teodosia, disguised as a man, ends up sharing a room in an inn 

with her own brother, Rafael, who is traveling from Salamanca.  She shares her story in 

the darkness, and, the following morning, during the light of day, the revelation of their 

identities occurs in an emotional recognition scene, an element much used in the 

“Byzantine” literary tradition.  The two set out together, only to run into her rival in love, 

Leocadia, also masquerading as a man, who happens to be searching for the man who 

made similar promises (no sexual activity ensued) and abandoned her, the same Marco 

Antonio.  Rafael falls in love with her.  When the threesome arrives in Barcelona, they 

chance to find the fugitive, who, at that moment, is among many on the beach fighting 

with sailors from a Valencian galley ship.  With the help of an illustrious “catalán,” they 

manage to save Marco Antonio when a rock downs him in the ocean water and he is in 

danger of drowning.  Believing that he is mortally wounded, Marco Antonio quickly 

marries Teodosia, while Leocadia is consoled by Rafael, who then declares his love to 
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her.  The four return to their town at the precise moment in which their respective parents 

are dueling to the death.  The ladies’ fathers have challenged that of Marco Antonio on 

the grounds of the “dishonor” their families have suffered because of the presumed 

betrayals perpetrated by the young noble.  In this short story, Cervantes has combined 

again the “Byzantine” and the chivalric.  The former is evident not only in the use of the 

recognition scene, but in the disguising of identities, introduction of mysterious persons, 

surprise revelations of identity, curious listeners and willing narrators, meetings and 

separations.  Elements from the chivalric tradition, such as arranged marriage and duels 

for the defense of honor, are also intertwined. 

 Critical judgments of Las dos doncellas are predominantly negative describing 

this short story as,  “imperfecto, . . mediocre, conventional, and contrived” (Menéndez y 

Pelayo XIV, 113, 216-17), “the weakest story of the whole series” (Fitzmaurice-Kelly 

xxvii).   Rarely is any literary value attributed to it:  “como novela no pasa de un discreto 

artificio idealista, inocente, pálido, aunque hábil en el relato a la italiana” (Cervantes 

Saavedra Obras Completas 949); “the subject-matter of this novela is not particularly 

interesting,” even though “the story is well constructed and presented” (Thompson 150).  

In this version of the “Byzantine” love triangle situation, Cervantes has created a new 

kind of short story based on the model of novela cortesana, but executed in a critical, 

ironic tone that is not discordant with his playful one.  Cervantes criticizes contemporary 

society with the tale and that critique is directed against the stagnant, ridiculous, insipid, 

and cynical courtly society of his days.  He also addresses the courtly novel, a type of 

literature that was inspired by a way of life, by the customs of that society which was not 
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willing to examine and reveal that society’s vices and weaknesses, as well (Zimic Las 

Novelas ejemplares 304-06).  Once more, Cervantes has used “Byzantine” type episodes, 

motifs, situations, details, etc., to comment on the foibles of his time. 

 In our previous chapter, we touched on another modification of complicated love 

situations that occurs in Cervantes’s final work, the novel Los trabajos de Persiles y 

Sigismunda (1617; hereinafter referred to as the Persiles).  In this novel, the turbulent 

experiences of the lovers Periandro and Auristela occurring in the court of king Policarpo 

are, in the majority, the causes of the doubt, the apprehensions and the ensuing 

uncertainties that culminate in the heroine’s spiritual and emotional crisis and in her 

refusal to marry.  Periandro and Auristela are drafted into being go-betweens, the former 

for the virtuous, widowed, but old Policarpo, the latter for the shy Sinforosa, who, owing 

to her extreme modesty and unwavering prudence, does not dare reveal her feelings.  In 

this courtly setting, where the pair is not subject to punishment by its owners as seen in 

some of Cervantes’s earlier works, it is natural that the love complications should 

develop in a different and more complicated, manner.  With the basic framework of an 

expanded love quadrangle (Periandro-Auristela, Policarpo-Auristela, Arnaldo-Auristela, 

Sinforosa-Periandro), what stands out prominently are the emotions related to the 

complex chromatic qualities of the passion of love:  from platonic aspirations to erotic 

desires, from hopes and apprehensions to repressed and violent, sincere and cynical, 

honorable and hypocritical sentiments, and including mistrust, suspicions and, above all, 

jealousy (Zimic Cuentos y episodios 63-64).  Cervantes is focused on delving into the 
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causes of the conduct of his characters and revealing their most intimate thoughts and 

motivations. 

 Auristela passes from being in love to being jealous, and has as a companion—a 

physical partnership which simulates the mental and sentimental similarities they share—

a woman who causes her jealousy, Sinforosa (Casalduero Sentido y forma de Los 

trabajos de Persiles y Sigismunda 106).  The latter never descends to sentimentalism or 

melodramatics because what characterizes her is not that she says what she feels, but 

rather that she feels it.  The women are bound together by the love of the same man. 

 Within the love labyrinth, Arnaldo loves Auristela, and she knows it.  Sinforosa 

loves Periandro; he does not know it, but Auristela does.  Neither Arnaldo nor Sinforosa 

knows about the relationship that unites the other two individuals.  Periandro does not 

feel jealousy; the one who feels it is Auristela.  Deceit is rampant.  Auristela deceives 

Sinforosa; Policarpo thinks Arnaldo is deceived; Arnaldo and Periandro (he always has 

Arnaldo deceived), know nothing of Policarpo’s desire, and when they do, they feign that 

they do not (Casalduero Sentido y forma de Los trabajos de Persiles y Sigismunda 123).  

With this cursory view of a love quadrangle in the Persiles, we hope to have indicated the 

density and intricacy of Cervantes’s manipulation of this device compared with the 

relatively simple and straightforward treatment it receives in the “Byzantine” tradition.  

There it functions, essentially, as another obstacle in the way of the heroes’ eventual 

happy reunion, as well as a device to highlight, in most instances, the couples’ fidelity 

and loyalty.  
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 Some literary elements, characteristics, beloved by the “Byzantine” tradition were 

used and reused, and experimented with, in many ways, by Cervantes; notable among 

them is anagnorisis, or recognition. The narrative term “anagnorisis,” coined by Aristotle 

in his Poetics, refers to the part of a narrative that best contributes surprise and tension in 

a literary or dramatic plot.  Recognition is a change from ignorance to knowledge.  A 

recognition scene is one of the most powerful elements of emotional interest in a story.   

In Part XVI of the Poetics, Aristotle identifies four types of recognition:  by signs 

(internal, as in scars and moles, and external, as in rings and letters); by something the 

poet invents, such as naming a person or a person speaking by himself; by memory, when 

an object, sound, or scene awakens a memory; by process of reasoning, often by means of 

a direct syllogism.  The Spanish theorist Antonio Lullio reduced the classification of 

anagnorisis to two classes:  those that derive from signs and those that achieve it by 

reasoning (Teijeiro Fuentes "El concepto de la anagnórisis" 541).  In his interpretation of 

the Aristotelic norms, López Pinciano calls it “agnición,” “una noticia súbita y repentina 

de alguna cosa, por la qual venimos en grande amor o en grade odio de otro. . .,” and says 

that the notice of recognitions comes to us through the three powers of the soul:  will 

(covering the first two types of recognition in Aristotles’s taxonomy); memory 

(Aristotles’s third category); reasoning (those recognitions established by the Estagirita in 

the form of syllogisms and paralogisms) (II: 25, 29-30).  

 Its undeniable dramatic effectiveness transforms anagnorisis into one of the most 

used theatrical devices by playwrights of the Golden Age, and in narrative literature it 

also becomes quite noticeable.  This element seems to have held special interest for 
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Cervantes, as evidenced by its presence in so much of his literary production across all 

the genres he touched.  Said narrative element is strongly associated also with the 

“Byzantine” literary tradition, and Cervantes, perceiving a variety of narrative 

possibilities, used it principally, but not exclusively, in the recognition of personal 

identities. 

 In his article on anagnorisis in Cervantes’s Novelas ejemplares, Teijeiro Fuentes 

approaches Cervantes’s concept of anagnorisis in the seven of the short stories that utilize 

this technique, those being:  La Gitanilla, El amante liberal, La española inglesa, La 

fuerza de la sangre, La ilustre fregona, La señora Cornelia, and Las dos doncellas.  Each 

of these exhibits multiple instances of the situations involving recognition.  The critic 

designates three types of anagnorisis exemplified in these short stories.  The first he calls 

“anagnórisis física.”  This category of recognition has its origin in the senses and allows 

us to recognize a person who is lost or forgotten through some object, mark, or sign that 

proves or attests to the truth of his/her origins.  This is undoubtedly the most used by 

Cervantes and the one he found in the Aithiopika.  The second category identifiable in the 

short stories is “anagnórisis sentimental,” which acts through the feelings and the most 

intimate emotions of the characters and results in such an emotional charge that it makes 

the reader a participant in the heroes’ burst of happiness.  The last variety is  “anagnórisis 

por entendimiento,” the kind of recognition that is the same as Aristotle’s fourth 

category, arrived at by means of reasoning (Teijeiro Fuentes "El concepto de la 

anagnórisis" 543-44). 
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 The variety of approaches to this technique that Teijeiro Fuentes uncovers just in 

the short story genre is indicative of how Cervantes, rather than simply mimicking the 

way the “Byzantine” authors used certain narrative elements, appears to be incessantly 

searching to improve and readapt the devices he found in their novels.  Just as with the 

device of criss-crossed lovers we saw above, Cervantes repeatedly re-conceptualizes and 

reformulates the Greek recognition element in his stories.  We believe that the interest 

Cervantes shows in the technique of anagnorisis serves to highlight his continual 

fascination with the “Byzantine” literary tradition.  We will share a few examples of 

Cervantes’s imaginative skill in the innovative manipulation of anagnorisis that Teijeiro 

Fuentes addresses in his article.317  We will examine three of the novelas ejemplares, La 

española inglesa, La fuerza de la sangre, and La señora Cornelia, in order to point out 

Cervantes’s varied treatment of the technique under study. 

 In the “Byzantine” novels, the anagnorisis traditionally occurs toward the end of 

those pieces and quickly leads to the “happy ending.”  Cervantes frequently makes use of 

a recognition scene placed in the latter part of the story to achieve the same means.  For 

example, in La Gitanilla, the arrest of don Juan (“Andrés”) steers the story to the moment 

of recognition by the “Corregidores” of their daughter Constanza (“Preciosa”).  A joyous 

reunion and marriage round off the tale.  But, in La española inglesa (550-55), the 

combined  “Byzantine” adventure story and new chivalric tale, the anagnorisis, rather 

forming part of the conclusion of the story, actually helps to open up the story.  Shortly 

                                                
317 At the first mention of a short story, we provide the page numbers of the critic’s analysis of it.  We then 
paraphrase select findings he relates in his article pertaining to that novela, coupled with our personal 
observations. 
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after that scene, complications arise regarding the wishes of Leonisa and Ricaredo, the 

couple is separated, and the story continues. 

 The recognition sequence transpires in the following manner.  Carried off by a 

Catholic couple during the sack of Cádiz by the English and taken to that island nation, 

Isabel is poised to marry the son of her abductors.  But the Queen sends Ricaredo off to 

prove his love through warlike deeds.  In his naval victory against a ship belonging to the 

infidels, he saves an old couple that the Turks are holding captive.  Information they give 

him generates an anagnorisis by syllogism318:  if their daughter was kidnapped by the 

English in Cádiz fifteen years ago, and her name is Isabel, then these people must be her 

parents.  When Ricaredo takes the couple before the Queen, the parents “Pusieron los 

ojos en Isabela, y no la conocieron, aunque el corazón. . . les comenzó a saltar en el 

pecho. . .con un no sé qué de gusto, que ellos no acertaban a entenderle” (II: 72).  Isabela 

is also seized with worrisome confusion and a vague impression that she has seen her 

mother before, and certain dim memories begin to awaken.  What commences as a 

recognition by feelings that then leads to an inkling is confirmed by a physical 

recognition when Isabel’s mother discovers the black mole on her daughter’s ear.  

 This recognition event does not put an end to the story, but rather the narrative 

acquires new life.  After that scene, all indications point to a marriage of the couple, but 

progress toward that bliss is interrupted by the machinations of the mother of Count 

Arnesto, another suitor, who wishes to destroy Isabela’s future contentment.  The spiteful 

                                                
318 Teijeiro Fuentes says that this type of recognition is rare in Cervantes, and, if the author uses it, it is for 
the purpose of resolving only an episodic matter ("El concepto de la anagnórisis," 544). 
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woman arranges for the young girl to imbibe a concoction that grossly deforms her 

beautiful face.  Ricaredo’s parents then decide their son should marry another, the 

Scottish damsel they had originally selected for him.  Thus, the story takes another 

direction.  The Spaniards return to Spain with hopes that time will cure Isabela’s 

disfigurement; Ricaredo elects to embark on a pilgrimage to Rome.  

 Cervantes rounds off the tale with a third and final anagnorisis.  This takes place 

in Seville approximately two years later, when Ricaredo, after several months of 

imprisonment at the hands of the Turks, intercepts Isabela on her way to seclusion in a 

convent.  The couple is now united, and a happy marriage quickly follows.  

 In La fuerza de la sangre (555-58), Cervantes also employs an “anagnorisis 

sentimental” similar to the one we just discussed, but with some different characteristics.  

It does not involve the main characters, and the recognition is not instantaneous, but 

rather it evolves slowly, as proof of identity slowly accumulates.  At the start of La fuerza 

de la sangre, the arrogant, hormonal, and irresponsible Rodolfo rapes an unconscious, 

randomly chosen victim of his lust, Leocadia.  Upon awakening, the dishonored young 

lady observes thoughtfully and painstakingly records in her memory the details of her 

surroundings.   

 Seven years later, Luisico, the fruit of the “noble” Rodolfo’s sin, is run over by a 

horse.  A principal gentlemen stops to aid the bleeding and seriously injured child, 

partially motivated by the fact that, “le pareció había visto el rostro de un hijo suyo, a 

quien él quería tiernamente” (II: 159).  The fact that the child’s face produces the same 

reaction in doña Estefanía, the wife of the nobleman, becomes evident when she shares 
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with Leocadia that, “se parecía tanto a un hijo suyo que estaba en Italia, que ninguna vez 

le miraba que no le pareciese ver a su hijo delante”  (II: 161).  At this point, Cervantes 

seems about to exercise an anagnorisis by reasoning, but the potential syllogism, “if the 

boy looks like my son, then he is my grandson,” is aborted because doña Estefanía cannot 

conceive of any indecorous behavior by her cherished son, so it is impossible that he 

would have been the one to wrong Leocadia.   

 While visiting her injured son in the house of the kind couple, Leocadia realizes 

that she has been before the room where he is convalescing; it greatly resembles the place 

“donde se había dado fin a su honra” (II: 160).  She notices the position of the desk from 

which she took the crucifix, the location of the window that looks down upon a garden, 

and, particularly, details of the golden, richly made bed.  All the accuracy of these 

memories is confirmed by the number of stairs descending from the house to the street, 

which she counted with care as don Rodolfo escorted her blindfolded to the main plaza 

that disastrous night.  She knows for certain the identity of her attacker and Luis’s father.  

This kind of anagnorisis (by memory) is not represented among our ancient Greek 

novelists of the first through the fourth centuries, who tended to only manipulate 

recognitions substantiated by physical characteristics and/or tangible objects related to 

the person’s infancy. 

 Leocadia then shares all with doña Estefanía, and when she takes out the silver 

crucifix, there is no doubt as to her allegations.  Don Rodolfo is summoned under the 

pretense that he is meeting the woman his mother has chosen for his wife.  He and 

Leocadia are married quickly, and then, only at that moment does his mother reveal that 
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Leocadia is none other that the damsel he deflowered.  Perhaps she waited until the union 

was official to reveal that fact for fear that her adored son might run from his obligation?  

Regardless, Leocadia’s honor is restored.  Nevertheless, Rodolfo shows no compunction 

for his acts and never apologizes to her.  On the contrary, his biggest concern is the delay, 

occasioned by the lengthy nuptial festivities, in satisfying he inflamed desire for the 

“angel humano” his mother has presented for him.  We wonder about the quality of their 

future “felices años” (II: 171).  

 The last short story we will examine to illustrate the variety of approaches 

Cervantes adopts in using the device of anagnorisis is La señora Cornelia (561-66).  

While one critic (Avalle-Arce) labels this short story a “nueva versión de la novelística 

Greco-bizantina” (Novelas ejemplares II: 20), another considers it to be a possible 

aesthetic-moral model for the future cultivators of the short story of intrigue (“novela de 

enredo”), inspired by the famous Italian “novella all’intreccio,” popular during the time 

period in which Cervantes wrote. The latter perspective seems to sit on more solid 

ground.319 

 The narrative frame develops geographically and temporally around the 

peregrination of a pair of young Basques, from the moment of their departure from Spain 

in search of adventures to their return a few years later to marry the women their parents 

have selected for them.  Within that story line, we find the events revolving around the 

defense of family honor on the part of Lorenzo Bentibolli in reaction to the passionate 

                                                
319 Zimic, Las Novelas ejemplares de Cervantes, 324.  For full treatment of this short story, see pages 307-
324. 
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love affair of his sister Cornelia with the Duke of Ferrara, which has resulted in the birth 

of a son. 

 With their persistent devotion to determining the causes of the conflicts and 

reestablishing order, the Basques don Juan de Gamboa and don Antonio de Isunza give 

the impression of being avid disentanglers of an intricate puzzle.  The complicated 

intrigue, as a narrative structure, is, in itself, a brilliant literary metaphor of the confused 

passageways of the labyrinth of human distrust.  Reflective of its roots in the Italian 

“novelle all’intreccio,” characterized by a cynical attitude and mistrust among the 

characters, in this short story, distrust is rampant among doña Cornelia, her brother 

Lorenzo, and the Duke of Ferrara, Alonso de Este.  Of crucial importance is the fact that 

all of the distinct human factors that prompt error or impropriety in La señora Cornelia 

have suspicion as their common denominator.  This defect in human relationships is 

dramatized in some memorable scenes, like the one of the two Cornelias (doña Cornelia 

is confused with a prostitute of the same name), in which almost everyone seems to 

distrust everyone else for one reason or another.  The ingeniousness of this novelistic 

conception of the multiple, doubting perspectives of the characters is that the reader 

himself/herself, at times, also becomes skeptical about what the character reports, 

sometimes finding himself/herself just as disoriented and confused as the others (Zimic 

Las Novelas ejemplares 320-23). 

 It is within this tangled web of mistrust, dubiousness, and uncertainty that we find 

a most ingenious vision of the device of recognition, the false anagnorisis.  This 

innovative approach to the treatment of the narrative element, not exemplified in the 
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“Byzantine” novels, seems to be an ingenious Cervantine adaptation.  As before, we 

follow Teijeiro Fuentes in this analysis.  The storyline is organized in three sections, each 

presenting three fundamental incidents, and each containing an anagnorisis. 

 The adventuresome don Juan has succored an unknown gentlemen and allowed 

him to escape from an ambush.  The nobleman gives to the brave young man his hat, 

which is adorned with a diamond band.  On his way home after the skirmish, don Juan 

runs into don Antonio, who relates that he is helping out a mysterious woman who 

approached him on the street asking for refuge.  She is hiding in the bedroom at their 

place of lodging.  Curious, but considerate, don Juan wants to meet her and sticks only 

his head through the bedroom door.  Cervantes now treats us to a game of false 

anagnorisis.  The external anagnorisis by means of a piece of clothing or a sign, in this 

case the hat, is complicated by the presence of an anagnorisis through the paralogism: the 

Duke of Ferrara has a hat encrusted with diamonds; the man at her door is wearing that 

hat; therefore, the man at the door is the Duke.  There is a true anagnorisis in that 

Cornelia identifies the hat with don Alonso, and thus, one of the participants in the duel 

learns the name of the man he helped.  At the same time, though, the reader and the other 

characters are aware that the recognition is false, since it is the Basque who wears it.  For 

one act there are three distinct perspectives:  the reader and don Juan discover the true 

identity of the owner of the garment; don Antonio does not know the owner, but he does 

know who is wearing it; finally, Cornelia knows to whom it belongs, but does not know 

who is wearing it at that moment.  The confusion will be resolved when Cornelia tells her 

story. 
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 A second anagnorisis involves doña Cornelia and her newborn son.  When she 

approaches don Antonio on the street for help, she has just given birth and turned over 

her son to her “ama,” Sulpicia, who, in turn, was instructed to hand him to a member of 

don Alonso’s household, Fabio.  We readers know that the baby came into don Juan’s 

possession when he answered “sí” to Sulpicia, when she asked if he were “Fabio.”  

Resting in bed in don Antonio’s room, doña Cornelia hears the cry of a baby and asks to 

see it.  Prior to that, don Juan has instructed the “ama” to change the child’s rich clothing 

for simple attire before taking him to a wet nurse.  An “anagnorisis sentimental” could 

have functioned here as the mother is guided by her instincts and recognizes her flesh and 

blood.  But we witness another falsified anagnorisis.  Doña Cornelia does not recognize 

the baby boy as hers since the child is no longer wearing the fine garments in which she 

had dressed her infant.  She is perplexed and explains her doubts.  When we readers “see” 

the new mother trying to nurse her child, we know that this is a “true” anagnorisis, but it 

is false for doña Cornelia, who believes the infant does not belong to her.  After doña 

Cornelia declares that no one should take the child out for feeding that night, don Juan 

orders the housekeeper to put on the infant once again the clothing in which he arrived at 

the house.  When doña Cornelia see him thus attired, it is then that the real and wished for 

meeting of the mother and child transpires. 

 Cervantes uses a third false anagnorisis at the house of don Juan and don Antonio 

in Bologna after doña Cornelia and the “massarra” have left that city for the safety of the 

house of a “piovano,” priest, whom the “ama” had previously served.  Don Antonio has 

preceded his friends, the Duke, and don Lorenzo to advise doña Cornelia of their arrival 
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in Bologna, but he finds the house abandoned, except for the pages.  Santisteban, don 

Juan’s page, in his master’s absence, has placed a prostitute in his room, whose name is 

also “Cornelia.”  The Duke hears that “Cornelia” is upstairs and runs up, only to discover 

a young “pícara.” 

  The definitive anagnorisis of doña Cornelia and her infant son occurs in the 

house of the priest.  It is a recognition by objects;  the jewels that the Duke had given 

doña Cornelia are placed on his son.  This is accompanied by an “anagnórisis 

sentimental.”  When the priest hands the infant to the Duke, the latter “quedó atónito; y 

mirando ahincadamente al niño, le pareció que miraba su mismo retrato” (III: 213).  

 Complicated love entanglements and anagnorisis are two of the “Byzantine” 

elements visible in the Cervantine works, but, of course, there are other subjects, motifs, 

situations, episodes, and details coming out of the “Byzantine” novelistic tradition that 

Cervantes used frequently and ingeniously in his works.  Even though he availed himself 

of some of these over and over again, he was always modifying them significantly, 

placing them in new and distinct contexts.  We present some of the most obvious loans 

and indicate a sampling of the works in which these elements can be found. 
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Descriptions of journeys by sea and through   El amante liberal, Persiles  
  exotic lands;       
 
Attacks, sacks, and pirate abductions, naval   La española inglesa, El gallardo 
  battles, shipwrecks, apparent deaths and  español, El trato de Argel, Los 
  “resurrections”;     baños de Argel, La Galatea, Don 
       Quijote, Persiles. . . 
 
Descriptions of geographical, zoological,  La gran sultana, El amante liberal 
  folkloric, historical, artistic curiosities,  Persiles. . . 
  and portrayal of customs and manners of  
  countries and of peoples that individuals   
  encounter in their journeys; 
 
Frequent encounters with persons of   Las dos doncellas, La señora 
  unknown origin whose identity is   Cornelia, El amante liberal, Don 
  revealed later, exposed children;          Quijote, Persiles. . . 
 
Exchanges of confession, secrets,   El amante liberal, La gran sultana,  
  histories, at times of doubtful truth,   La señora Cornelia, Las dos    
  deceits of all types, disguises, tricks,  doncellas, La gitanilla, La ilustre 
  spells, poisonous drinks, amorous   fregona, El celosos extremeño, El 
  intrigues, seductions, adulteries;   licenciado Vidriera, El trato de  
       Argel, Los baños de Argel, Don  
       Quijote, Persiles. . . 
 
Surprising, unusual events and    La española inglesa, El gallardo 
  adventures, whose correct     español, La Galatea, Don Quijote, 
  interpretations remain suspended   Persiles. . . 
  (in suspense) for long periods; love 
  rivalries that provoke heroic deeds 
  and competitions of bravery, strength, 
  and ingenuity.     (Zimic "La literatura bizantina"1169)320  
 

                                                
320 See also Stanislav Zimic, De esto y aquello en las obras de Cervantes, 11. 
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Even though, in the majority of the cases, there exists, undoubtedly, the influence of other 

literary and historical sources, the imprint of the “Byzantine” is indelible, at the 

minimum, as a simultaneous inspiration. 

 We have saved for the end a few comments regarding Cervantes’s first and last 

literary achievements, the novels La Galatea (1585), and the Persiles (1617).  The 

imprint of the “Byzantine” literary tradition pervades them, but Cervantes’s manner of 

working with the “Byzantine” materials changes considerably from 1585 until his final 

days in 1617.  An enthusiastic reader, Cervantes is certain to have read the Dianas of 

Montemayor (1559?) and Gil Polo (1554), whose originality consists, in large part, in 

their ingenious harmonious combination of bucolic themes, environments, and characters 

with the “Byzantine” subject matter and narrative technique.  Concretely, the pastoral 

genre was already deeply infused with “Byzantine” narrative and structural elements, 

such as:  stories narrated in installments, often by multiple individuals; the frequent 

interruption of the narration and actions resulting in fragmentation of the story line; a 

base story that intermingles continually with a profusion of secondary stories; the 

introduction of the story in medias res; an enormous cast of characters; sensational, 

unusual, mysterious events, surprises, suspense and anticipation, unexpected revelations, 

anagnorisis, misinterpretations owing to “trompe l’oeil”; constant prying into and 

curiosity about the lives and affairs of others and unfaltering willingness to share them.  

The Dianas unquestionably served as inspirations for Cervantes when he decided to write 

his own pastoral novel, La Galatea.  So inspired by the possibilities these features 

offered, Cervantes apparently determined to manipulate all of them, in some fashion or 
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another, to create a more powerful effect than that achieved by his predecessors.  He 

injected great energy this way, but even Cervantes himself observed in retrospect321 that 

the superabundance of “Byzantine” elements tainted the novel with an artificiality that 

yielded confusion and annoyance rather than pleasure and admiration among his readers.  

In his subsequent works, Cervantes eliminates anything unsuitable for his times, his 

readers, or his literary purposes, and then, over time, succeeds in perfecting the 

“Byzantine” strategies to a degree not seen in other authors. 

 With respect to the Persiles, although there is no consensus as to the exact dates 

in which its four “libros” were composed,322 it is generally accepted that its gestation 

extended over portions of two decades of Cervantes’s life.  It is the author’s most 

extensive “Byzantine” work, and, scattered throughout its hundreds of pages can be 

found, in various combinations, the elements we have been identifying as belonging to 

the “Byzantine” literary tradition.  However, whereas in the Quijote and El amante 

liberal, there is only an implicit critique of some of the notorious narrative excesses of 

the “Byzantine” novels, often through the simple elimination of a defect in the classical 

model or by means of mild, semi-veiled irony, in the Persiles, mainly in the first two 

“libros,” Cervantes explicity expresses, through his characters, a systematic critique of all 

the shortcomings, in his judgment, of the classic “Byzantine” literature, represented at 

that point in time by the Aithiopika and Leukippe and Klitophon.  We follow with some 

                                                
321 Pero Pérez declares that La Galatea, “propone algo y no concluye nada” (I, VI, 50).   
322 See discussion regarding this issue in the Romero Muñoz’s “Introdución” to the Persiles, 13-29.  
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of the most offending features that Cervantes points to in the Persiles, as delineated by 

Zimic.  

 The introducing of characters that function only as instruments to pass on 

information is artificial.  The obsessive nosiness of characters gives the 

impression that they have no other goal in life but to pry into others affairs.  

 The unbalanced emphasis on episodic action and adventures leaves 

individuals poorly characterized.  The unwavering accent on the superlative 

qualities of the main characters renders them implausible, as do their ridiculous 

sentimentality and ostentatiousness. 

 The conventional use of the device of a feigned brother-sister relationship 

is overworked.  The exaggerated drive to astonish, surprise, sensationalize the 

adventures results counterproductive. 

 The numerous interruptions of almost all the story lines generate reader 

frustration.  The prolixity of narration and descriptions produce boredom.  The 

impertinent digression, unconnected with the central subject matter and utilized 

only to impress the reader with the writer’s encyclopedic knowledge, break up the 

plot, damaging its unity.  ("La literatura bizantina" 1169)   

 Most of these criticisms were directed also to Cervantes’s literary contemporaries 

who, in the process of imitating “Byzantine” techniques, had passed the line to abuse and 

excess in their application of them. 

 That the “Byzantine” novelistic tradition exercised a profound effect on Cervantes 

is discernable in that he not only used its subject matter and narrative techniques in his 
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prose works, but also in that he boldly experimented with it other genres, quite noticeably 

in his plays.  Equally meaningful proof of this fondness and tireless interest is evidenced 

by both the Quijote and the Persiles, which he composed with a conscious effort to mix 

the prestigious “Byzantine” tradition harmoniously with the chivalric literary tradition, in 

the former, and, in the latter, correct and exemplify the ideal utilization of the 

“Byzantine” subject matter and narrative techniques in the articulation of the plot and the 

characterization of his characters.  The impact of the venerable “Byzantine” literature 

was one of the most transcendental on the imagination of Cervantes. 
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Conclusion 
 
 

 
 
 In this study, we have examined evidence of the confluence of the “Byzantine” 

and the chivalric literary traditions in Cervantes’s novel the Quijote and the works of 

several authors from the thirteenth through the mid-sixteenth centuries who also showed 

an interest in working with these traditions in their literary creations.  Interest in this 

phenomenon arose from our research into the frequent and varied criticisms regarding the 

question of the unity of this novel, particularly Part One.  It became evident that readers, 

while mostly appreciating Cervantes’s story telling, were, nevertheless, baffled by the 

structure of Part One (1605), which diverges strongly from Part Two (1615), owing to its 

manifesting a very different ideological and aesthetical conception. 

 The problem of how to meld the two traditions into an organic whole seems to 

have been a concern for a long period of time, and despite efforts, some haphazard while 

others more conscientious, to achieve a unified work structurally and thematically, most 

of the authors studied seem to have lacked the necessary skill and or vision to accomplish 

that goal.  Cervantes was probably acquainted with these flawed endeavors and sought a 

way to fashion unity out of the abundant variety that the “Byzantine” and chivalric 

characteristics offered.  Enamored of “Byzantine” and chivalric tales and recognizing the 

narrative possibilities found in their characteristics and techniques, he elected to 

intertwine elements from these literary traditions in his parody and, achieved a 

harmonious synthesis, of them while at the same time, within the tremendous variety of 
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his tales and human relationships, he unified Part One thematically, tying together all of 

its parts. 

 For a better understanding and more complete appreciation of the magnitude of 

this achievement, our study provided background information for the “Byzantine” and 

chivalric literary traditions and described in detail specific characterizing features of 

those genres.  Particularly relevant were the descriptions of the novels of the ancient 

Greek authors, with emphasis on the many variations in motifs, structure, and narrative 

techniques within this small group of novels that have survived from the early Roman 

Imperial era.  The impact of the two most well known of these narratives, the Aithiopika 

and Leukippe and Klitophon, is patent in European literature since their translations 

became available, and, even today, their narrative and structural characteristics are 

detectable not only in contemporary literary works, but also they are a source of 

inspiration for film and television productions. 

 With the he material on the concept of chivalry, knighthood, and the beginnings 

of chivalric literature in Spain we intended to supply to inform the reader about the 

chivalric mindset and its representation in literature.  But before reaching the analysis of 

Cervantes’s novel, it was important to determine how earlier writers approached the 

process of melding these traditions in their works. 

 Throughout the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, even though direct access to 

the ancient Greek novels written in the first four centuries A.D. was limited, at best, 

attempts, intentional or serendipitous, by authors to interlink the “Byzantine” and 

chivalric literary traditions surfaced.  The Libro de Apolonio is a medieval poem of love 
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and adventure that evidences a mixing of certain chivalresque characteristics with 

“Byzantine” elements already present in the popular legend of which it is a poetic 

version.  For example, in it we find such “Byzantine” motifs as apparent death, storms at 

sea, and anagnorisis.  Apolonio is ascribed a number of chivalric attitudes and personal 

characteristics, perhaps indicative of the author’s efforts to contemporize this legend and 

demonstrate a familiarity with chivalric code and knightly attributes.  However, it would 

be inaccurate to allege that the poem manifests more that an incipient effort to combine 

the chivalric and “Byzantine” literary traditions into a cohesive unit. 

  The anonymous author of the Libro del Caballero Zifar appears to have a definite 

design in mind as he juxtaposes a “Byzantine”-like tale of the knight Zifar and a chivalric 

story of his son, Roboan, while mixing in a large amount of didactic material.  This 

results, however, in a patchwork of elements.  In our judgment, the writer demonstrates 

an interest in incorporating variety into his work, but an interconnectivity of the three 

parts is superficial, at best, as we hear of the vicissitudes of the father to restore his 

family’s name, the advice on leadership and life he imparts to his sons, and then, the 

knightly adventures (some marvelous and moralistic at the same time) of the younger son 

who sets out to attain fame and honor.  We assert that the side-by side assemblage of the 

three parts hinders the work’s cohesiveness and mars the effort to effectively join the two 

literary traditions into a structurally unified whole.  

 Later, in the Italian Renaissance, the chivalric epic narrative poems of Boiardo 

and Ariosto show a better command of the interblending of the characteristic “Byzantine” 

narrative techniques, many of which had, over time, become woven into the fabric of 
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chivalric literature in general.  Both Boiardo and Ariosto present a world in which 

solutions are predetermined and not dependent upon the subjective interpretation of the 

individual character. 

 Boiardo is intent upon entertaining and wants his poem to look like an 

improvisation, and his talent at inventiveness cannot be overlooked.  In comparison to the 

Furioso, however, Boiardo’s Innamorato impresses as a more tentative, less polished 

combination of the “Byzantine” and chivalric literary traditions.  Repetitions of the same 

types of stories and the frequent use of allegory, coupled with the author’s prominent 

moralizing tendency help to make it a less pleasurable blend of the two traditions.  His 

emphasis on the present moment and on the individual character, however, leads to 

synchronic and diachronic discontinuity.  The unity of the poem suffers from the erratic 

movement of the narrative in that the switching from one story line to another at times 

often seems to have no rational or artistic purpose.  Frequently, the reader is hard-pressed 

to piece together the details of a story.  Ultimately, we come away with the general 

feeling that a well-forged structure is missing and the narrative cohesiveness is weak. 

 Ariosto stands out for his superior control of the elements of the “Byzantine” and 

the chivalric literary traditions, and, in his Furioso, he expertly fuses them.  He is 

concerned with the total effect of his art, always keeping in mind the principle of unity.  

Ariosto even calls attention to the fullness of the variety he manipulates.  He creates an 

intricate web of interlocking episodes and constantly affirms his authorial presence and 

whims in arranging the poem.  Ariosto’s superior creative vision and abilities turn him 

into master at interweaving of various story lines into a complex and varied tapestry of 
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“Byzantine” and chivalric characteristics.  His more careful attention to the amalgamation 

of the two traditions results in a story that flows easily and the transitions are logical, 

while impressive in their ability to create suspense.  Nevertheless, occasionally the 

complexity, while intriguing, is somewhat overwhelming.  We found, however, that, in 

comparison to Part One of the Quijote, one area of weakness in the Furioso appears to be 

that of its thematic unity.  The Furioso appears to be wanting in its thematic cohesion, 

and thus an impression of a unified whole is missing. 

 Moving back to Spain during the first decades of the sixteenth century, we 

considered the author of the Palmerín de Olivia, who reveals a similar inclination to 

capitalize on the merging of the two traditions in his work.  His novel, in essence, 

contains two parts. The first mirrors structurally and thematically the pattern expected in 

a traditional novel of chivalric, while the other looks more to the “Byzantine” tradition 

for inspiration.  In the center of all the action is the exemplary Palmerín, and once his 

identity is formally established and the obstacles to his marriage to Polinarda are 

removed, the novel could conclude.  But the author has managed to create a circumstance 

to continue his story by having left Polinarda’s brother, his wife, and Palmerín’s best 

friend imprisoned in the lands of the Moors.  Although the rationale for continuing the 

future emperor’s adventures is logically founded on the need to tie up all the narrative 

loose ends, the retardatory effect of this lengthy extension seems somewhat forced and 

almost as if the author was more focused on differentiating his work from the Amadís 

than working to mesh the chivalric and “Byzantine” elements into an organic whole. 
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 Approximately fifty years later, Alonso Núñez de Reinoso displays a definite 

interest in the blending of the “Byzantine” and chivalric literary traditions.  His reading 

of an Italian translation of Leucippe and Klitophon spawned his Los amores de Clareo y 

Florisea y los trabajos de la sin ventura Isea.  Although the use of a first person narrator, 

Isea, provides some unity to the work, the bond between the two literary traditions is 

shaky and not well executed.  Essentially, we read a “Byzantine” love story, followed by 

an incomplete chivalric tale:  Isea’s story of her travels with the knight Felesindos, as she 

accompanies him in various adventures.  Rather than participate directly in them, she acts 

mostly as a witness in their time together.  The knight’s search for his love is not 

completed and the reader is told that a conclusion to Felesindo’s wanderings will appear 

in another book.  Núñez de Reinoso’s book concludes revealing that Isea has been telling 

her story to a group of sympathetic listeners.  This attempt at linking by means of one 

character the pair of tales based on two different literary tradition is not convincing 

enough to erase the suspicion that Núñez de Reinoso’s goal, at least in part, was to 

broaden his reading audience by appealing to those interested in a love story as well as to 

those who were fond of chivalric literature.  We concluded that neither structural nor 

thematic unity arises in this work. 

 Most probably aware of the several less skillful or even failed efforts of his 

predecessors, Cervantes conceives of a plan to completely integrate the two literary 

traditions in his parody of chivalric literature, while additionally giving his work an 

organic unity heretofore unparalleled.  It is, then, in his Quijote where we discovered the 

most ingenious and harmonious convergence of the “Byzantine” and chivalric traditions 
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ever achieved.  Cervantes meshes seamlessly “Byzantine” narrative and structural 

technique and elements within his successful rendition of an exemplary novel of chivalry.    

Working with the all-encompassing theme of the confusion between literature and life, 

fiction and reality and the need prudently discern a distinction between the two, 

Cervantes unifies all parts of his novel.  A medley of stories, each associated with a 

specific literary genre (pastoral, Italian novelle, “Byzantine,” fronteriza/morisca, 

sentimental, and courtly), intermixes with the historia of don Quijote.  The country 

gentleman/knight-errant’s problematic interpretation of and relationship with the novels 

of chivalry are echoed in the associations the various protagonists of these stories have 

with literary fiction of some sort.  A lack of awareness about or confusion over the 

distinction between fiction and reality, which breeds the misapplication of literature to 

life, generates a myriad of consequences in the lives of these characters whose 

perceptions, experiences, and mistakes reflect back to don Quijote and the errors of his 

judgment.  In summary, by systematically integrating the “Byzantine” and the chivalric 

literary traditions and thematically unifying all the parts of his novel, Cervantes succeeds 

in perfecting a cohesive, organic whole, an accomplishment not realized by any of his 

predecessors.  

 We hope that our perspectives offered in the journey toward Cervantes stellar 

achievement along with the close examination of his work will open readers’ eyes to a 

better appreciation of the complexity that Part One of the Quijote offers.  Having 

acquired a familiarity with Cervantes’s narrative propensities, especially his passion for 
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the “Byzantine” literary tradition, and his thematic integration of the material, readers, we 

anticipate, should find the Quijote more logical, more engaging, and truly exemplary. 

 Our study presents evidenced, as well, of the fact that, owing to Cervantes’s 

profound affection for “Byzantine” and chivalric literature, he endeavored to combine 

those traditions, in part or occasionally, in the majority of his literary production.  

Cervantes’s conviction that the fusing of the “Byzantine” literary tradition with the 

chivalric would yield a unique and fascinating product led him to continually modify and 

experiment with “Byzantine” elements, reinventing and repurposing them according to 

the ideological and aesthetical urges and needs of the moment.  But, he was equally adept 

at recognizing the weaknesses of the Greek models and challenged himself to pen an 

exemplary “Byzantine” novel (the Persiles) that surpasses even that of Heliodorus.  This 

novel further distinguishes itself by containing its own critique.  The fertile, 

indefatigable, imaginative mind of this literary genius always found innovative avenues 

to express original ideas and concepts, often coupled with concerns about contemporary 

society, to instruct his literary contemporaries how to incorporate variety, establish 

narrative cohesion, and delight his reading audience at the same time.  
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Appendices 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Within the following appendices we present a series of summaries as a 
complement to several of the ancient and medieval works treated in our study.  We 
include them with the intent of making readily available to the reader material that can be 
difficult to access.  We feel that the information they contain will benefit the interested 
reader by allowing him or her to attain a more in-depth understanding of our analyses. 
 
 Appendices A-F are plot summaries of the six ancient Greek novels from the first 
through the fourth centuries A.D.  In Appendix G, we give the reader a summary of the 
tenth century Byzantine romantic epic poem Digenes Akrites, which is generally believed 
to have been put together from a great variety of sources.  Brief summaries of the twelfth 
century (Komnenian) Byzantine novels can be found in Appendix H.  The last three 
appendices, I, J, and K, pertain to the medieval works studied in chapter two.  In these, 
the reader will find summaries of the legends of Apollonius of Tyre and of the Roman 
Placidus (later St. Eustace), as well a synopsis of the Pseudo-Clementine Romance.   
 
 It is hoped that these summaries will not only add to the reader’s knowledge 
regarding the “Byzantine” and the later twelfth and fourteenth century Byzantine verse 
and prose narratives, but also be beneficial for an increased understanding of the works 
covered in chapters one and two of this dissertation.   
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Summary of Chariton’s Chaereas and Callirhoe 
 
 
Book one 
 Suitors from all over Sicily and Italy have come to court Callirhoe, the divinely 
beautiful daughter of Hermocrates.  At the festival to Aphrodite, she meets Chaereas, 
who is the son of Hermocrates’s bitter rival, Ariston.  They fall in love and begin to waste 
away with longing.  The Syracusan assembly persuades Hermocrates to allow their 
wedding.  When disgruntled suitors cause Chaereas to believe that Callirhoe is having an 
affair, Chaereas kicks her so savagely that she falls into a coma.  Callirhoe is lavishly 
buried in a state funeral.  The grave robber, Theron, rescues her, takes her to Ionia, and 
sells her to Dionysius, the richest man in Miletus.  
 
Book two  
 Dionysius falls in love with Callirhoe, and enlists his slaves, Plangon and Phocas, 
to help him win her.  Callirhoe remains faithful to Chaereas, but then discovers that she is 
pregnant by Chaereas.  She believes she has three choices: to abort the child; to bear it 
and have Dionysius destroy it; to marry Dionysius and persuade him that the child is his.  
After a dramatic solitary debate, Callirhoe decides to marry Dionysius. 
 
Book three 
 Dionysius has determined to starve himself to death if he cannot win Callirhoe, 
and is overjoyed when Callirhoe agrees to marriage.  Dionysius arranges a spectacular 
wedding at Miletus. 
 
 The narrative then reviews the events that have happened back at Syracuse.  
When Callirhoe’s tomb was discovered empty, ships were sent to search for her.  
Chaereas finds Theron’s cutter floating adrift, and Theron is the sole survivor.  Theron is 
examined at Syracuse and confesses to having sold Callirhoe in Asia, but is put to death 
before he can give additional information.  Chaereas and his friend Polycharmus 
immediately set out for Miletus and land, by chance, near Dionysius’s estate.  Chaereas 
and Polycharmus accidentally reveal themselves when they recognize Callirhoe’s statue.  
Dionysius’s steward Phocas persuades the local Persian garrison to attack Chaereas’s 
ship, and its entire crew is captured or killed.  Phocas sees to it that Chaereas and 
Polycharmus are sold to Mithridates, the satrap of Caria.  After Callirhoe bears 
Dionysius’s supposed child, she and Dionysius return to the country estate where 
Dionysius learns, and approves, of Phocas’s actions with regard to Chaereas.  When 
Callirhoe learns of Chaereas’s supposed death, she is inconsolable.  
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Book four 
 To comfort Callirhoe, Dionysius erects a grand tomb for Chaereas.  The satraps 
Mithridates and Pharnaces attend the funeral and fall in love with Callirhoe.  Soon 
afterward, the slaves in Chaereas’s chain gang attempt escape, and Chaereas is 
condemned to the cross.  Chaereas and the slaves are rescued by Mithridates after 
Polycharmus accidentally mentions Callirhoe’s name.  Mithridates agrees to help 
Chaereas, and attempts to send Chaereas’s letter to Callirhoe, but the letter is intercepted 
and given to Dionysius.  Dionysius believes that Chaereas’s letter is a forgery by 
Mithridates.  A complaint is sent to the Great King Artaxerxes, who summons Callirhoe, 
Dionysius, and Mithridates to Babylon.  
 
Book five 
 As Callirhoe travels to Babylon, vast crowds turn out to see her.  In the city, the 
jealous Persian ladies set up Rhodogune as a challenger to her beauty.  Callirhoe defeats 
her easily.  At the trial held before Artaxerxes, Mithridates produces Chaereas and is 
acquitted.  The King sets another trial date to determine whether Chaereas or Dionysius is 
Callirhoe’s true husband.  Callirhoe is sent to Queen Statira for safekeeping.  
 
Book six 
 The Great King has by now fallen deeply in love with Callirhoe.  In order to 
postpone the decision, Artaxerxes declares he has had a dream sent from the Royal Gods, 
and puts off the hearing another month while all Babylon holds festival.  The King 
confesses his love of Callirhoe to his head eunuch, Artaxates, who happily announces the 
King’s infatuation to Callirhoe.  Callirhoe rebuffs the overtures.  Artaxates suggests that 
the King divert himself by hunting.  During the hunt, the King’s thoughts remain fixed on 
Callirhoe, and the eunuch convinces him, by means of sophistries, that he can legally 
have her.  Subsequently, Artaxates threatens Callirhoe with death or worse if she does not 
cooperate.  Just when all looks hopeless, a revolt breaks out in Egypt and rapidly spreads 
to Phoenicia and Syria.  The King quickly gathers his forces and sets out to stem the 
revolt, taking Callirhoe along in his train.  
 
Book seven 
 Hearing no news from him, Chaereas is convinced that the Great King has given 
Callirhoe to Dionysius.  Instead of committing suicide, Chaereas and Polycharmus join 
the Egyptian rebels.  Chaereas soon infiltrates the Egyptian king’s inner circle.  Tyre 
seems an insurmountable obstacle to the Egyptians’ advance, but Chaereas and his three 
hundred picked Greek mercenaries and take the city though trickery.  The King then 
gives Chaereas command of the Egyptian navy.  Soon afterward, the Persians are 
engaged on land and sea.  The Egyptians, outnumbered and lacking Chaereas, are 
defeated, and Dionysius’s lightning cavalry strike cuts off their escape to Pelusium.  The 
Egyptian king commits suicide.  Chaereas, however, defeats the Persian navy and 
captures the island of Aradus, where the King had placed his treasure, women, and 
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Callirhoe.  An Egyptian guard, not knowing her identity, promises Callirhoe that his 
commander will marry her.  Callirhoe is driven to despair by the prospect of still another 
powerful suitor  
 
Book eight 
 Tyche intends to allow Chaereas to leave Callirhoe on Aradus, but Aphrodite 
vetoes the plan.  A guard tells Chaereas about a beautiful lady that refuses to leave.  
When Chaereas goes to console the despondent woman, whose identity is still unknown, 
the separated lovers recognize each other.  They proceed to the local royal palace 
together where Chaereas learns of Callirhoe’s adventures.  He is initially jealous, until he 
learns about the child that Callirhoe has left behind with Dionysius.  The next morning 
Chaereas learns of the defeat and death of the Egyptian King.  Chaereas and the navy sail 
to Paphos.  There, he sends Statira back to the Great King so that the King will pardon 
the Egyptians.  Callirhoe sends a letter via Statira to Dionysius, asking him to rear their 
child and, eventually, send him to her.  Chaereas and his fleet return to Syracuse in 
triumph.  Chaereas unloads a vast quantity of booty taken from the Persians.  Chaereas 
relates the story of their adventures before the assembled Syracusans.  Meanwhile, 
Callirhoe goes to the temple of Aphrodite, where the romance began, and prays never to 
be separated again from Chaereas.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This summary is an adaptation of the one written by Jean Alvares and posted on the 
Petronian Society Ancient Novel Page.  We are grateful for her permission to use this 
summary. 
www.chss.montclair.edu/classics/petron/Chartion.html 
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Summary of Xenophon’s Ephesiaka (An Ephesian Story  
or Habrocomes and Anthia) 

 
 
Book one 
 One of the most influential citizens of Ephesus, Lycomedes, and his wife, 
Themisto, has a son called Habrocomes.  As Habrocomes grows up, he becomes more 
and more handsome, as well as accomplished in the practices of Greek culture.  All 
admire him almost as a god, and are sure that he is destined for great things.  But 
Habrocomes is arrogant, despising everyone as beneath him.  Now at the age of sixteen, 
he even rejects Eros, and claims that he is more powerful than the god.  Eros becomes 
very angry at this, and, although he knows it will be difficult to achieve victory, sets out 
against Habrocomes with all his weapons. 
 
 A festival of Artemis then is in progress, and at its head is the fourteen-year-old 
Anthia, who herself is of almost divine beauty.  Habrocomes is leading the Ephebes323 
in this procession, and thus they meet and fall into profound love at first sight.  Anthia 
even tries to let Habrocomes see as much of her body as she is able to reveal at that 
moment.  Deeply wounded by Love, they go back to their homes.  Habrocomes at first 
tries to resist love, but finally capitulates, begging Eros for forgiveness.  But Eros is still 
determined to exact vengeance.  In the following days, Habrocomes and Anthia begin to 
waste away, and their parents, worried, first send for priests and diviners, and finally send 
a request to the oracle of Apollo at Colophon.  The god’s response comes back: 
 

Why do you long to learn the end of a malady, and its beginning? 
One disease has both in its grasp, and from that, the remedy must be 
accomplished. 
But for them I see terrible sufferings and toils that are endless; 
Both will flee over the sea pursued by madness; 
They will suffer chains at the hands of men who mingle with the waters; 
And a tomb will be the burial chamber for both, and fire the destroyer; 
And beside the waters of the river Nile, to Holy Isis 
The Savior you will afterwards offer rich gifts; 

                                                
323 Graham indicates that the ephebia appears to have existed from early time in Athens as a form of 
military service; around the fourth century B.C, it was formalized as an institution.  Later, in the Hellenistic 
period, it evolved into a social institution for well-to-do youths, with some educational function (Anderson, 
“An Ephesian Tale,” 129, nl).  
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But still, after their sufferings a better fate is in store.324 
 

 When the oracle is brought to their parents, they have no idea what dangers the 
oracle might be predicting, but they decide to do the best they can and marry the pair and 
then send them on a trip abroad.  The whole city celebrates their marriage, and the lovers 
themselves have a passionate wedding night, with Anthia taking the initiative.  But after 
the honeymoon the parents, in order to try to mollify the oracle, decide to send the couple 
away from Ephesus for a while, and they leave with much heartache.  They set sail, and 
first land at Samos, where they sacrifice, and then head toward Rhodes.  In their 
conversations in route, Anthia and Habrocomes swear eternal faithfulness to each other.  
They finally put into Rhodes, and the Rhodians gather, amazed at the couple’s beauty, 
wondering if they are divine, some even offer worship.  The couple, in turn, dedicates a 
gold panoply to Helius with the following inscription:  “The Strangers Offered You 
These Weapons of Beaten Gold, Anthia and Habrocomes, Citizens of Sacred Ephesus.” 
 
 After a few days they set sail again, and soon the wind becomes slack again.  The 
sailors begin to drink, and Habrocomes has a dream that suggests an impending disaster 
from which only Anthia and he will escape.  We learn that they have been followed from 
Rhodes by Phoenician pirates under leadership of a certain Corymbus.  Taking advantage 
of the idleness of the crew of the ship, the pirates easily seize it.  Habrocomes and Anthia 
fall at Corymbus’s feet and plea for their lives.  The pirates put the treasure, along with 
the couple, on their vessel, and set fire to the captured ship, whose crew and passengers 
are burned to death, except for Habrocomes’s old tutor who jumps overboard, pleads with 
Habrocomes not to leave him, and finally drowns.  The pirates come to shore at their 
hideout near Tyre, which was commanded by the pirate leader Apsyrtus.  By this time 
Corymbus has fallen in love with Habrocomes.  He enlists the help of a fellow pirate 
Euxinus, who is in love with Anthia.  They agree to help each other acquire the object of 
their passion.  In the subsequent interviews, during which the pirates mingle promises 
with threats, both Anthia and Habrocomes do not reject the proposals, but only ask for 
time to think matters over. �� 
 
Book two 
 The couple returns to its quarters, weeps, and bemoans its vile prospects, and 
vows to commit suicide rather than give in.  But at this moment the chief Apsyrtus 
arrives and takes Habrocomes and Anthia as his share of the booty, saving them from 
Corymbus and Euxinus.  Apsyrtus then takes them as slaves to his estate in Tyre.  When 
Apsyrtus goes off on business, his daughter Manto falls in love with Habrocomes, and 
has Rhode, Anthia’s loyal slave, to talk to Anthia.  Rhode tells her of Manto’s passion 
and reminds Anthia of what a barbarian’s wrath is like if thwarted.  Rhode also enlists the 
aid of her fellow slave and lover Leucon, who in turn speaks to Habrocomes, who 
rebukes any suggestion that he give in to Manto, and declares himself ready for any 
                                                
324 Anderson, “An Ephesian Tale,” 132. 
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torture that she might devise.  But, Anthia suggests that Habrocomes, in fact, give in. 
 
 Impatient, Manto writes a letter, proposing to Habrocomes directly, and, when  
Habrocomes rejects her, Manto goes to her father (Apsyrtus), who has just returned with 
Moeris, the man he intends his daughter to marry, and tells him she has been raped by 
Habrocomes.  Habrocomes is arrested and tortured.  While Habrocomes is in the 
dungeon, Manto marries Moeris.  Anthia is given to Manto as a slave, along with Leucon 
and Rhode, and they all go to Syria.  Anthia sees Habrocomes in prison, and they have a 
wretched farewell.  That night, in a dream, Habrocomes sees his father (Lycomedes) 
looking all over the world for him, and sees himself as a horse looking for his mare.  
 
 Once in Syria, Manto gives Anthia to Lampon, the goatherd, to be his wife.  But, 
Lampon respects Anthia’s virtue and does not try to have sex with her.  Meanwhile, in 
Tyre, Apsyrtus finds out the truth about Manto’s allegations and puts Habrocomes in 
charge of his wealth.  Moeris, Manto’s new husband, of course, falls in love with Anthia.  
Manto, then, orders the goatherd to kill Anthia, but he instead sells her to Cilician 
merchants.  The merchants’ vessel is soon shipwrecked, and Anthia is picked up by 
members of the robber band of Hippothous.  At this point, Habrocomes learns that Anthia 
has been sold, and leaves the house of Apsyrtus, meets Lampon, and then heads off to 
Cilicia.  
 
 While among Hippothous’s bandits, Anthia is nearly sacrificed to Ares, but is 
rescued in the nick of time by Perilaus, a leading man of Tarsus.  Perilaus, of course, falls 
in love with Anthia, and pressures her to marry him.  Finally, Anthia feigns acquiescence. 
But, devising some excuse, she puts the wedding off for thirty days.  Meanwhile 
Habrocomes, having arrived in Cilicia, meets Hippothous, who has survived the 
destruction of his first robber band, and they strike up a semi-loving friendship and agree 
to help each other.  Hippothous hopes, in their travels, to learn something of Anthia. 
 
Book three 
 Hippothous travels around, recruiting another robber band.  One night, 
Hippothous tells Habrocomes the story of his earlier love, Hyperanthes.  Hippothous is 
from Thrace and was noble born.  His first deep encounter with love was with 
Hyperanthes at religious festival.  But, Hyperanthes’s father sold his son to a merchant 
from Alexandria for more than education.  Hippothous followed the two to Alexandria, 
and, finally, killed the merchant.  Hyperanthes and he got on a ship to escape, but 
Hyperanthes was lost in the ensuing shipwreck.  Since he could not return home, 
Hippothous became a robber and rose rapidly in the ranks.  Habrocomes then tells his 
own story of Anthia, and both bewail lost loves.  Hippothous tells him that he has seen 
Anthia and promises to help Hippothous get her back. 
 
 Perilous’s and Anthia’s wedding day approaches.  She commissions Eudoxos, a 
doctor of Ephesus, to give her a deadly drug in order to commit suicide.  But the drug, 
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which she takes on her wedding day, is merely a sleeping potion.  Appearing dead, 
Anthia is entombed alive andwakes up, but is saved by robbers, to whom she declares she 
has been consecrated to Love and Death.  Instead of leaving her to die, the grave robbers 
take her as a slave and sail to Alexandria, where she is given to slave dealers.  Perilaus 
becomes disconsolate upon learning that Anthia’s grave has been looted.  
 
 In the meanwhile, Habrocomes, with Hippothous, is making inquires about 
Anthia.  Then, Habrocomes hears from an old woman the story of Anthia and Perilaus, 
and how Anthia’s body was stolen.  He determines to die, but first intends to find 
Anthia’s body.  That night, he abandons Hippothous and his brigands (who are besotted 
with drink) and heads, for no specified reason, for Alexandria. 
 
 In the interim, the Indian, Psammis, has bought Anthia at Alexandria and would 
have raped her, except that she cleverly tells him she is consecrated to Isis for a year.  
Before Habrocomes can arrive at Alexandria, his ship is wrecked, and he is captured by 
herdsmen brigands and sold into slavery for a second time.  He is bought by an old retired 
solider called Araxus, who treats him like a son.  But his wife Kyno (“Bitch”), who is 
very ugly, falls in love with Habrocomes, and Habrocomes nearly gives in to her, since 
he realizes that his past virtue did no good.  Later, when Kyno kills her husband and 
Habrocomes refuses her, she tells the authorities that Habrocomes committed the murder.  
He is arrested and taken to Alexandria. 
 
Book four 
 Meanwhile, Hippothous, with a new band, is ravaging the countryside, while at 
the same time looking for Habrocomes.  He finally heads toward Egypt and ends up 
around Coptus. 
 
 Habrocomes is ordered crucified, but, while on the cross, he prays to the Nile and 
to the Sun.  The wind rises and casts his cross into the Nile, and he is fished out.  
Habrocomes is then sentenced to be burned at the stake, but the floodwaters of the Nile 
put out the flames.  He is then put back in prison by the prefect, who is determined to find 
out more.  Meanwhile, Psammis (who has Anthia) is ready to head off for India.  He first 
stops at Memphis, where Anthia prays to Isis, “the greatest of goddesses,” and asks for 
her help.  While in the vicinity of Coptus, they are attacked by Hippothous’s band, which 
kills Psammis and captures Anthia.  Hippothous, however, does not recognize Anthia.  
She tells him that she is an Egyptian called Memphitis.  
 
 Meanwhile, the ruler of Egypt frees Habrocomes and gives him gifts and crucifies 
Kyno.  Habrocomes decides, for some unexplained reason, to go to Italy.  It is not clear if 
he knows whether Anthia is alive or not.  Meanwhile, Anchialos, a member of 
Hippothous’s robber band, falls in love with Anthia, and is killed trying to rape her.  
Hippothous, enraged, puts Anthia in a pit with wild dogs, so she might be torn apart (still 
not recognizing her).  But, the robber Amphinomos, who is assigned to the pit as a guard, 
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loves and pities her, and feeds the dogs, allowingAnthia to remain relatively safe in the 
pit. 
 
Book five 
 On his way to Italy, a storm drives his ship off course, and Habrocomes arrives in 
Sicily.  He joins up with an old fisherman, Aigialeus, who treats Habrocomes as his son 
and tells him his life story.  Aigialeus and his wife Thelxinoe, now deceased, were 
Spartans of high class, and met at a religious festival, fell in love, and pledged to each 
other eternal faith.  Some god, according to Aigialeus, envied their happiness, for 
Thelxinoe’s father soon engaged her to a certain Androcles.  They eloped and, disguised 
as young men, headed for Corinth, and, from there, sailed to Sicily.  They were 
condemned to death in Sparta, but were never caught.  In Sicily, they led a poor, but 
happy, existence, and not long ago, Thelxinoe had died.  She was not buried, but 
mummified by Aigialeus, who treats the mummy as if it were the living woman.  The 
love of Aiegialeus and Thelxinoe makes Habrocomes, thinking of his own lost love, 
weep bitterly.  For a while, Habrocomes continues to work as a fisherman with Aigialeus. 
 
 In the meantime, Hippothous’s band has grown large, and he decides to move 
north to attack larger targets.  He believes the dogs have finished off Anthia.  But 
Amphinomus, who had been helping Anthia, takes her out of the pit after Hippothous 
leaves the area with a portion of his band, and promises, although in love with her, not to 
violate her.  The dogs, by now, are tame, and the remaining group stops at Coptus, while 
Hippothous’s band is ravaging territory to the north.  The prefect of Egypt, learning of 
this great disturbance, gathers a large force and puts it in charge of a relative, Polydius, 
who at Pelusium fights a huge battle with Hippothous’s band, most of whom are killed.  
Hippothous manages to escape, however, and decides to go to Sicily, due to its reputation 
for riches. 
 
 In Egypt, Polydius, while searching for other robbers, comes to Coptus and 
captures Amphinomus and Anthia, who do not tell him her full story.  Polydius soon falls 
deeply in love with Anthia.  At Memphis, he tries to use force on her, but she escapes to 
the temple of Isis and pleads for help to the goddess.  At this point, Polydius comes to the 
temple and promises Anthia never to use force again.  A few days later, Anthia goes to 
the temple of Apis, and, after praying to the god, hears a chorus of children in front of the 
temple sing:  “Anthia soon will regain her husband, Habrocomes.”  At Alexandria, 
Rhenaea, wife of Polydius, learns of her husband’s infatuation and beats Anthia and gives 
her to her servant, Clytus, to take to Italy to sell.  Clytus then takes Anthia and sells her to 
a brothel keeper in Tarentum, and returns to Alexandria.  
 
 Meanwhile, Hippothous has arrived at Tauromenium in Sicily, while Habrocomes 
has decided to sail to Italy to look for Anthia.  We learn that, at Ephesus, the parents of 
Habrocomes and Anthia have committed suicide out of grief.  In Syria, the couple’s 
former slaves, Leucon and Rhode, have inherited the estate of their former masters and 
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have decided to return to Ephesus, but have stopped at Rhodes to see if they could learn 
more of their masters. 
 
 Back in Italy, Anthia is forced to exhibit herself in a house of prostitution, but she 
manages to save her virtue by feigning an attack of epilepsy.  Habrocomes arrives at 
Nuceria in Italy, and after making inquires about Anthia, goes to work in a quarry, pining 
for Anthia amid the brutal labor. 
 
 At Tarentum, Anthia dreams she is with Habrocomes again, but some beautiful 
woman takes him away from her.  She awakens, believes Habrocomes has betrayed her, 
and wishes to kill herself. 
 
 At Tauromenium, Hippothous manages to marry a rich old woman, who soon 
dies, leaving him her estate.  He determines, for some reason, to sail to Italy, perhaps to 
try to find Habrocomes with whom he is determined to share his life and wealth.  He sails 
to Italy with a young lad of aristocratic background called Cleisthenes. 
 
 At this point, the brothel keeper sells Anthia to Hippothous, who recognizes 
Anthia as the girl he had put into the pit to be torn apart by dogs.  Hippothous falls in 
love with her, and when he is at the point of using force, Anthia reveals her real identity 
to him.  Hippothous, then, discloses his relationship with Habrocomes and lavishes all 
care upon Anthia. 
 
 Meanwhile, Habrocomes wearies of his life in Italy and decides to go back to 
Ephesus.  He boards a ship and, first, goes to Sicily, where he offers a libation for his 
dead mentor, Aiegialeus.  He travels from Sicily to Crete and, then, to Cyprus, where he 
worships.  From there he heads to Rhodes, where he finds lodging near the harbor. 
Leucon and Rhode, who are also in Rhodes, have dedicated, in the temple of Helius, a 
pillar inscribed with gold to commemorate their masters, Anthia and Habrocomes.  When 
Habrocomes comes to the temple and sees the new dedication, he is desolate, since he is 
still without Anthia.  But, at that very moment, Leucon and Rhode enter the temple and 
inquire of the young man, whom they do not recognize, why he is weeping over their 
dedication.  They learn he is their former master.  Thereupon, they take care of him, 
but they all mourn the still missing Anthia. 
 
 By this time, Hippothous has decided to sail to Ephesus with Anthia, and, in 
route, stops off at Rhodes.  A great festival for Helius is taking place, and when Anthia 
and Hippothous enter the temple, they see the dedications, but still do not know that 
Habrocomes, Leucon and Rhode are in Rhodes.  Anthia dedicates a lock of her hair and 
goes away.  Then, Leucon and Rhode stop at the temple and see the lock of hair, but fail 
to find Anthia.  They inform Habrocomes of this new development.  The next day Anthia 
goes to the temple without Hippothous, and Leucon and Rhode come without 
Habrocomes.  Seeing Anthia weeping over the dedication, they gradually realize that it is 
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their lost mistress, to whom they introduce themselves and tell that Habrocomes is living 
with them. 
 
 All the Rhodians and Hippothous, too, soon learn that Anthia has been found — 
all except Habrocomes, who finally learns the news and runs out and meets Anthia near 
the temple of Isis.  Habrocomes and Anthia have an ecstatic reunion and give great 
thanks to Isis.  A great celebration follows, during which all tell their stories and learn 
how each has overcome all temptation to their bond.  Soon afterward,  Habrocomes and 
Anthia, Hippothous, Cleisthenes, Leucon and Rhode sail back to Ephesus.  The couple 
honors Ephesian Artemis, and builds a tomb for its parents.  Hippothous builds a tomb in 
Lesbos for his lost Hyperanthes, adopts Cleisthenes as his son, and spends the rest of his 
life at Ephesus with Habrocomes and Anthia, where their life was one long festival. ��� 
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This summary is an adaptation of the one written by Jean Alvares posted On the 
Petronian Society Ancient Novel Page and used with her gracious permission.  
www.chss.montclair.edu/classics/petron/Xenophon.html 
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BABYLONIAKA 
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Summary of Iamblichus’s Babyloniaka (A Babylonian Story) 
 
 

  Sinonis and Rhodanes are a married couple, and both are very attractive.  The 
Babylonian king, Gamus, falls in love with Sinonis and is eager to marry her.  When 
Sinonis refuses him, he orders her bound in gold chains.  The king gives the task of 
placing Rhodanes onto a cross for execution to his eunuchs, Damas and Sacas.  Through 
Sinonis’s efforts, her husband is taken down, and they both avoid the dangers they faced 
(crucifixion and marriage) by running away.  The angry and frustrated king punishes both 
eunuchs by cutting off their ears and noses and sends them out to track down the couple.  
The eunuchs split up in their search. 
 
 Rhodanes and his companion are almost captured in a field (where he finds gold) 
by their pursuer, Damas, after a fisherman betrays them.  A goat-like specter falls in love 
with Sinonis.  For this reason, Rhodanes and Sinonis leave the meadow.  Finding 
Sinonis’s garland of wild meadow flowers, Damas sends it to Garmus to console him.  In 
their flight, Rhodanes and his companion come upon an old woman in a hut.  They then 
hide in a cave, which is dug right through for over three miles and is blocked at the 
mouth by a thicket. 
 
 Damas suddenly arrives at the hut.  The old woman, when questioned, faints on 
seeing the drawn sword.  Rhodanes and Sinonis’s abandoned horses are seized.  The 
troop of soldiers takes up position around the spot where the couple is hiding.  The 
bronze shield of one of the soldiers breaks on top of the cave.  The noise sends Rhodanes 
and Sinonis into the innermost parts of the cave.  Swarms of savage bees come from the 
cave and attack those who are digging there, and honey drops down onto the fugitives.  
Both the bees and the honey are poisonous; some soldiers fall dead, and others are 
injured.  After emerging, overcome by hunger, Rhodanes and his companion lick the 
honey off themselves, are stricken with diarrhea, and fall, as if dead, at the side of the 
road.  Worn out from fighting the bees, the soldiers flee, but not before Damas recovers a 
piece of Sinonis’s hair from the cave, intending to send it to Gamus.  The soldier come 
upon the stricken couple collapsed on the road, and taking them to be truly dead, throw 
tunics over the bodies and scatter food around them, as is the custom of their land and 
then move on. 
 
 The couple awakens and travels in the opposite direction and soon finds two asses 
for transportation. They then turn into an inn, flee from there, and take lodgings at 
another one around midday. 
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 The fatal episode of the two brothers occurs.  They are charged with murder and 
released.  The elder, who has poisoned his brother, brings the charge, but by his own 
suicide, exonerates the accused.  Rhodanes gains possession of the poison without being 
seen. 
 
 Rhodanes and Sinonis stop at the house of a robber who takes travelers’ 
possessions and, then, makes a meal of them.  Soldiers sent by Damas capture the robber 
and set fire to his house.  Inside, Rhodanes and Sinonis are surrounded by flames and 
scarcely manage to escape destruction by killing their asses and placing the dead 
creatures on the flames as a pathway. 
 
 During the night they are seen by those who set the fire.  When approached and 
asked who they are, they answer, “The ghosts of those killed by the robber.”  Owing to 
their pale and emaciated appearance and weak voices, they convince the soldiers and 
frighten them.  They flee again from there, overtake the funeral cortege of a young 
woman, and join the crowd to watch.  An aged Chaldaean astrologer arrives and forbids 
the burial, saying that the young woman is still breathing.  That proves to be true.  He 
prophesies to Rhodanes that he will be a king. 
 
 Near the young woman’s unused grave, people have left several robes that were to 
be burned with her, as well as food and drink.  Rhodanes and Sinonis feast on the food 
and drink, take some of the clothing, and lie down to sleep in the prepared grave.  When 
daylight comes, those who set fire to the robber’s house realize that they have been 
tricked and follow the footprints of Rhodanes and Sinonis, supposing that they are 
henchmen of the robber. The footprints take them to the grave, and, looking in at the 
motionless, sleeping, wine-sodden bodies lying inside, they suppose that they are corpses.  
Although puzzled about the tracks that led there, they leave the bodies undisturbed.  
 
 Later, Rhodanes and his companion leave the and cross a river that is dedicated to 
supplying the Babylonian king’s drinking water.  Sinonis sells the clothing, is arrested as 
a grave robber, and is, then, sent before Soraechus the Just, the son of the tax collector.  
Because of Sinonis’s beauty, Soraechus plans to send her to King Garmus.  Rather than 
return to Gamus, Rhodanes and Sinonis decide to commit suicide with the poison that 
Rhodanes acquired earlier.  Soraechus learns of this plan from a maidservant, secretly 
empties the cup of the deadly poison, and fills it with a sleeping potion.  Once they fall 
asleep, he takes them in a covered carriage to the king.  As they draw near, Rhodanes, in 
a dream, shouts and arouses Sinonis.  Realizing their predicament, she strikes her breast 
with a sword.  Soraechus asks them to relate all that has happened to them, which they 
do, after securing a pledge from him.  He releases them and points out the temple of 
Aphrodite on a small island, where Sinonis can recover from her wound. 
 
 In a digression, we learn of matters concerning the temple and the small island 
around which the rivers Euphrates and Tigris flow.  A priestess of Aphrodite there had 
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three children, Euphrates, Tigris, and Mesopotamia, the last of whom was ugly at birth 
but was transformed into a beautiful woman by Aphrodite.  A quarrel for her took place 
among three lovers, and, although Bochorus, the judge, determined which deserved the 
girl, the three continued their disagreement until all of them were dead. 
 
 The author reports parenthetically on the temple of Aphrodite, how the women 
who go there must publicly recount the dreams that appear to them in the temple.  At this 
point he explains in great detail matters concerning Pharnuchus, Pharsiris, and Tanais, 
from whom the river Tanais takes its name; and that the mysteries of Aphrodite for the 
inhabitants of that place and the region of Tanais are those of Tanais and Pharsiris. 
 
 On the small island that was mentioned earlier, Tigris dies after devouring a rose, 
for a beetle lay hidden in its bud.  The boy’s mother is convinced that she has 
transformed her son into an immortal hero by performing magical practices. 
 
 At this point, Iambilichus treats, in great detail, various types of magic – the 
locust magician, the lion magician, the mouse magician.  The mysteries take their name 
from mice, for mice have preeminent magical powers.  He mentions other types of 
magicians:  the hail magician, the snake magician, the necromancer, and the ventriloquist.  
The author then says that he is Babylonian, that he has studied the magical arts, that he 
has a Greek education, and that he lived at the time of King Sohaemus and the Roman 
emperor Antoniunus. 
 
 Returning to the sons of the priestess on the island, we learn that Tigris (now 
deceased) and Euphrates, resemble each other, and Rhodanes resembles them.  Rhodanes 
crosses over to their small island with Sinonis.  When the mother looks at Rhodanes, she 
shouts that her dead son (Tigris) has come back to life and that Core has accompanied 
him from the underworld.  Rhodanes plays the part, delighting in the islanders’ naïveté. 
 
 Damas is informed of Rhodanes’s actions and of what Soraechus has done for 
them.  The informer was the physician whom Soraechus sent secretly to attend to 
Sinonis’s wound.  For this reason, Soraechus is arrested and sent before Garmus.  The 
informant is dispatched with a letter from Damas for the priest of Aphrodite, ordering 
him to arrest Sinonis.  The physician crosses the river in the customary fashion, by 
clinging to a sacred camel, having first placed the letter in its right ear.  The physician 
drowns in the river, but the camel arrives safely on the shore.  Rhodanes and his wife 
learn everything after removing Damas’s letter from the animal’s ear.  But the priest does 
not arrest them, and they flee from the island and run into Soraechus as he is being taken 
to Garmus.  Everyone lodges at the same inn, and that night, Rhodanes bribes some 
greedy strangers to kill Soraechus’s guards.  Soraechus flees with the couple, thereby 
being rewarded for his previous kindness to them. 
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 Damas arrests the priest of Aphrodite and questions him about Sinonis; the old 
man’s punishment is to be made a public executioner.  (The customs and regulations 
concerning the public executioner are described.)  Euphrates is arrested, too, because his 
father, the priest, thinking that he is Rhodanes, addresses him as that.  His sister, 
Mesopotamia, flees.  Euphrates is led away to Sacas, King Gamus’s eunuch, and is 
questioned about Sinonis, for he is interrogated as though he were Rhodanes.   
 
 Sacas sends word to Garmus that Rhodanes has been arrested and that Sinonis 
will be, since Euphrates, while being questioned as though he were Rhodanes, calls his 
sister (Mesopotamia) by Sinonis’s name, and says that she fled when he was arrested.  
Rhodanes and Sinonis flee with Soraechus and find shelter at the house of a farmer.  He 
has an attractive daughter who has just been widowed and, out of regard for the memory 
of her husband, has cut her hair.  She is sent to sell (a piece of) the gold chain that 
Rhodanes and Sinonis brought from their bonds.  The farmer’s daughter goes to the 
goldsmith.  He, seeing the girl’s attractive appearance, her short hair, and the piece of 
chain, of which he was the manufacturer, suspects that she is Sinonis.  He sends word to 
Damas and, then, taking with him some guards, he secretly watches her closely on her 
return journey.  She becomes suspicious of what is happening and flees to a deserted inn. 
 
 At this point, there is an account of a young woman named Trophime and the 
slave who is her lover and murderer.  The story tells of the gold jewelry, of the slave’s 
crimes and of his slaughtering of himself over Trophime’s corpse, resulting in his 
spattering the farmer’s daughter with his blood as he kills himself.  We learn of the young 
farmer’s daughter’s fright and flight, of the guards’ surprise and flight, of the young 
woman’s arrival at her father’s house, and her account of what happened.  Then we are 
told of the flight from there of Rhodanes and his companion, and of the goldsmith’s 
letter, written before that, to Garmus, saying that Sinonis has been found.  To prove it, the 
chain that he has bought from the farmer’s daughter is sent, as well as a report of other 
suspicious matters concerning the farmer’s daughter. 
 
 Soraechus, Sinonis and Rhodanes are about to flee the farmer’s house, when the 
latter, in gratitude for her assistance, kisses the farmer’s daughter.  Sinonis is seized by 
anger because of this.  At first, she only suspects that there has been a kiss, but then, 
wiping off from Rhodanes’ lips the blood with which he has become coated by kissing 
her, she becomes completely certain.  Sinonis, therefore, seeks to kill the young woman.  
The travelers take lodgings at the house of a dissolute rich man, Setapus by name, who 
falls in love with Sinonis and tries to seduce her.  She pretends to return his love, and on 
the very first night of their stay, she kills him with a sword as he lies in a drunken stupor.  
Sinonis then makes her way to the farmer’s daughter.  Once Soraechus learns of her 
departure, he pursues her, taking with him some of Setapus’s slaves, whom he hired to 
prevent the slaughter of the farmer’s daughter.  Seizing her, he puts her onto a wagon and 
drives back.  As they are returning, Setapus’s slaves, since they saw their master had been 
killed, angrily confront them.  They seize Sinonis and take her in bonds to Garmus to be 
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punished for murder.  Soraechus appears with dust in his hair and torn clothing to 
announce this misfortune to Rhodanes.  Rhodanes tries to kill himself, but Soraechus 
prevents him. 
 
 When Gamus is informed by Sacas’s letter that Rhodanes has been arrested and 
by the one from the goldsmith that Sinonis has been found, the king rejoices, performs 
sacrifices, and prepares for the marriage.  He proclaims that all prisoners are to be set free 
and released.  Sinonis, who is being conducted in bonds by Setapus’s slaves, is, therefore, 
unbound and set free because of that general amnesty.  Garmus orders that Damas be put 
to death, and he is handed over to the public executioner (the priest of Aphrodite), whom 
Damas himself transformed from priest to public executioner.  Garmus becomes angry 
with Damas because he has been led to believe that Rhodanes and Sinonis were being 
held by others.  Damas’s brother Monasus is appointed as his successor. 
 
 We then have a digression about Berenice, the daughter of the Egyptian king, and 
her savage and unlawful love affairs, one of them with Mesopotamia.  It tells how 
Mesopotamia is later arrested by Sacas and sent with her brother Euphrates before 
Garmus.   
 
 Garmus receives word from the goldsmith relating that Sinonis has escaped.  He 
orders that the man be executed and that those who were in charge of guarding and 
conducting her be buried alive with their wives and children. 
 
 Rhodanes’s Hyrcanian dog finds an the inn the body of the unfortunate young 
woman [Trophime] and that of the murderous slave.  It consumes first the slave’s body 
and then, piece by piece, that of the young woman.  Sinonis’s father arrives, and knowing 
the dog to belong to Rhodanes and seeing what he believes to be Sinonis’s half-eaten 
body, he kills the dog over “Sinonis’s body” as a sacrifice and hangs himself, after first 
burying the remains of the young woman and writing with the dog’s blood, “Lovely 
Sinonis lies buried here.”  Soraechus and Rhodanes arrive at the inn, and, seeing the 
sacrificed dog on the grave, Sinonis’s father hanging, and the epitaph, Rhodanes wounds 
himself for the first time and with his own blood adds to Sinonis’s epitaph, “And the 
handsome Rhodanes.”  Soraechus places his own head in a noose. 
 
 At this moment, as Rhodanes is about to inflict the last blow on himself, the 
farmer’s daughter arrives and shouts loudly, “It is not Sinonis lying there, Rhodanes.”  
Racing up, she cuts Soraechus’ noose, confiscates Rhodanes’ sword, and with difficulty 
convinces them of her account of what happened to the unfortunate young woman and of 
the buried treasure that she has come to recover. 
 
 Freed from her bonds, Sinonis hurries to the house of the farmer towards whose 
daughter she still feels such insane enmity.  When she fails to find her, she questions her 
father.  He tells her where she has gone, and she continues in pursuit of her, her sword 
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unsheathed.  When the jealousy crazed Sinonis catches sight of Rhodanes stretched out 
on the ground and that young woman sitting alone beside him (for Soraechus has gone to 
search for a doctor) and tending the wound on his chest, she is filled with still more anger 
and jealousy and rushes towards the young woman.  Rhodanes, prevailing over his 
wound, faces her and disarms her.  Driven by the force of her mad rage, Sinonis races out 
of the inn, and, as she runs, shouts out these words alone to Rhodanes, “I invite you to my 
wedding with Garmus today!”  When Soraechus returns and learns everything, he 
consoles Rhodanes.  After nursing the wound, they return the girl along with the money 
to her father. 
 
 Euphrates is taken as Rhodanes before Garmus, and Mesopotamia as Sinonis.  
Soraechus and the real Rhodanes are taken before Garmus, too.  When Garmus realizes 
that Mesopotamia is not Sinonis, he orders Zobaras to behead her beside the Euphrates 
river “so that,” as he puts it, “no other woman would appropriate Sinonis’s name.”  
Zobaras, who has fallen in love with Mesopotamia, spares her and takes her away with 
him to Berenice, who has become queen of the Egyptians after the death of her father.  
Berenice has Mesopotamia’s marriage performed.  Because the queen now shelters 
Mesopotamia, there is the threat of war between Garmus and Berenice. 
 
 Euphrates is handed over to his father, now the public hangman, but, when 
recognized, he is spared, and he himself assumes the duties of his father, who has not 
been defiled by human blood.  Later, disguised as the public hangman’s daughter he 
leaves the prison and saves himself.   
 
 At this point there is an account of the habits and practices of a woman who 
sleeps with the public executioner, and of the farmer’s daughter and how she is driven 
into exile after Sinonis marries the king of Syria and is able to vent her anger against her. 
It tells how Sinonis condemns the farmer’s daughter to sleep with the public executioner.  
She [the farmer’s daughter] enters the slaves’ quarters and sleeps with Euphrates who, 
disguised as her, leaves the quarters; then, she performs the duties of the public 
executioner in place of Euphrates. 
 
 Returning to the central story, Soraechus is condemned to be crucified.  The place 
chosen is the same as that where Rhodanes and Sinonis spent the first night, in the 
meadow near the stream, where the hidden gold was discovered by Rhodanes.  He points 
it out to Soraechus as he is being led away to be crucified.  A military force of Alans, 
which has not been paid by Garmus and is ill disposed to him, is stationed in the area 
where Soraechus is to be crucified.  They drive away Soraechus’s guards and release him.  
By finding the gold that was pointed out to him and by skillfully and cleverly extracting it 
from the tunnel, he convinces the Alans that he has been taught this and other things by 
the gods.  He gradually makes himself one of their number and induces them to make 
him their king.  He then wages war against Garmus’s army and defeats it. 
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 But this is later.  While Soraechus was being taken to be crucified, Rhodanes was 
being led to and hoisted onto the cross that had been designated for him earlier by 
Garmus, who was drunk and dancing round the cross with the flute players and reveling 
with abandon. 
 
 As this is happening, Sacas informs Garmus by letter that Sinonis is marrying the 
youthful king of Syria.  Rhodanes rejoices from up high on the cross, but Garmus makes 
to kill himself.  He checks himself, however, and brings down Rhodanes from the cross 
against the young man’s will (for he prefers to die).  Gamus appoints him general and 
sends him to command his army, as lover against rival in love, in the war that he has 
stirred up against the Syrian king.  He makes an empty show of friendliness and writes 
secretly to his lieutenants that if victory should be his and if Sinonis should be taken, 
Rhodanes is to be killed. 
 
 Rhodanes wins and recovers Sinonis and becomes king of the Babylonians.  This 
a swallow foretold; for when Garmus arrived to send off Rhodanes, an eagle and a hawk 
pursued it.  It escaped the eagle, but the hawk caught it.  In this way, the sixteenth book 
concludes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This summary is adapted from that of Sandy’s translation of Photius’s summary.  The 
translation appears in Reardon, Collected Ancient Greek Novels, 783-797. 
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Summary of Longus’s Daphnis and Chloe 
 
 
The Prologue 
 The author tells us how, when he was hunting in Lesbos, he came across a 
beautiful grove sacred to the Nymphs, which had in it a painting adorned with a story of 
love, whose details foreshadow elements of the story of Daphnis and Chloe.  He was 
possessed with admiration and decided to recreate this picture in words.  He found an 
interpreter for the painting and produced the four books that follow, as an offering to 
Love, the Nymphs and Pan.  This work, he writes also offers healing and especially 
education, rousing the memories of those who have loved, and teaching those who have 
not.  This is valuable, for none that have eyes have ever avoided Love.  The author ends 
with a prayer that Love allows him to write about another’s passion while allowing him 
to keep his own right mind. 
 
Book one 
 A goatherd, Lamon, worked on an estate about twenty miles from Mytilene, on 
the island of Lesbos.  One day he finds a male baby being suckled by one of his goats.  
The child has with it tokens of noble birth, and Lamon is at first tempted to take the 
tokens and leave the child, but finally brings the goat, child, and tokens home to his wife 
Myrtale. They decide to rear the child (with the help of the goat) and name him Daphnis.  
Two years later, a shepherd called Dryas finds a female baby in a beautiful cave sacred to 
the Nymphs, being suckled by one of his ewes.  This child also has tokens of noble birth. 
Dryas prays to the Nymphs to help the child, and then takes the child and its tokens home 
to his wife Nape, and, they, too, decide to raise the foundling, giving her the pastoral 
name Chloe. 
 
 When Daphnis and Chloe were fifteen both Lamon and Dryas had the same 
dream, that the Nymphs of the cave where Chloe had been found were handing over 
Daphnis and Chloe to a young boy adorned with wings with a small bow and arrows, 
who touched both of them with a single arrow, and, then, told Daphnis to look after a 
herd of goats, and Chloe to watch a flock of sheep.  The parents were upset, because they 
thought that their adopted children were destined for greater things.  But, after sacrificing 
to the winged boy (whose name they were ignorant of), they taught Daphnis and Chloe 
the basics of sheep and goat herding and gave them flocks to attend.  It was now verdant 
spring, and Daphnis and Chloe were eager to learn from and imitate nature, and stay 
close to each other and help each other in their pastoral tasks.  
 
 Love soon begins his machinations.  The villagers had dug a pit with a thin cover 
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to trap a she-wolf that was threatening the countryside.  When two he-goats fight over a 
she-goat and one breaks the other’s horn and ran in pursuit, Daphnis runs after him and 
both goat and Daphnis fall into the pit.  Chloe removes her breast band and uses it as a 
rope to pull Daphnis and the goat out.  Daphnis goes to the spring near the cave of the 
Nymphs to wash the dirt off his body.  As Chloe, helping him wash, looks at his naked 
body Daphnis suddenly seems beautiful to her and, not knowing that she is falling in 
love, only knows that she wants to see Daphnis bathe again.  During the next days, as she 
watches Daphnis play the Pan’s pipes and bathe again, Chloe begins to feel the emotional 
restlessness associated in romance with love—although, she does not know what she is 
suffering, and confusedly laments her condition. 
 
 Dorcon, a local cowherd, falls in love with Chloe and gives her presents, but 
Chloe does not know his motives and is pleased only to have something to give to 
Daphnis.  By this time, Daphnis is also beginning to instinctively act the part of lover.  A 
contest between Dorcon and Daphnis occurs, with a kiss from Chloe the prize.  Both in 
Theocritean fashion praise themselves and insult the other.  Daphnis wins easily and is 
eagerly kissed by Chloe.  With this kiss, Daphnis begins to suffer the pangs of love, 
although, like Chloe, he doesn’t realize what is happening. 
  
 Dorcon the cowherd, still very much in love, tries to bribe Dryas with presents so 
he could marry Chloe, but Dryas refuses his petition.  Dorcon, then, dresses up in a wolf 
skin and tries to attack Chloe, but their dogs attack him.  He is rescued by Daphnis and 
Chloe, who think Dorcon simply was trying to play a trick.  
 
 It is by now full summer, and their passion becomes correspondingly hotter, 
although they still do not know that they are in love, but instinctively play childish 
lover’s games, such as pelting each other with apples.  One afternoon while Chloe is 
napping, a cicada files down her clothes, and Daphnis retrieves it.  Another day, Daphnis 
tells Chloe the story of origin of the wood pigeon, who was once a young shepherdess 
whose cows were lured away by a young shepherd in a contest of song, and who, out of 
shame, prayed to be turned into a bird.  
 
 Autumn arrives, and pirates from the Lesbian city of Pyrrha attack and carry off 
the wealth of the countryside, including some cows and Daphnis.  Chloe arrives with her 
goats just as Daphnis is being carried off, and runs off to ask help from Dorcon.  Dorcon 
has been fatally wounded by the pirates, but tells Chloe that his cows (which have been 
carried off by the pirates) will come to the sound of his pipe.  He gives the pipe to Chloe 
and gets from her a kiss, after which he expires.  Chloe then plays the pipes, and 
Dorcon’s cattle, running to one side of the pirates’ ship, capsize it, causing the armored 
pirates to drown, while Daphnis swims to shore with the help of the cattle.  There, he is 
joyously reunited with Chloe, and, with rustic ceremony, they and the cattle give Dorcon 
burial.  Daphnis and Chloe then go to the spring near the cave of the Nymphs and bathe 
together.  Afterward, they hang up Dorcon’s pipe and garlands as an offering of thanks.  
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Daphnis becomes even more kindled and troubled in his uncomprehending love for 
Chloe. 
 
Book two 
 Now was the height of the harvest season, especially the grape harvest, and 
Daphnis and Chloe help.  There is an ongoing festival of Dionysus, during which both 
Daphnis and Chloe become objects of attraction to both men and women, which causes 
both of them considerable discomfort. 
 
 While near the cave of the Nymph whom they often venerated, they meet an old 
man dressed in a goat’s hair cloak who calls himself Philetas (the name of a famous 
Hellenistic scholar-poet), who frequently played for Pan and guided his animals by music 
alone. He wishes to impart some important information to the pair.  Philetas tells of his 
lush garden, in which he recently saw a marvelous young boy, who eluded his attempt to 
seize him.  When Philetas had asked the boy for a kiss, the boy told him he was older 
than Cronos and Time itself and knew and helped Philetas when Philetas was younger 
and wooing Amaryllis, and, that he now is watching over Daphnis and Chloe.  As the boy 
leaves, Philetas notices that he has wings.  Philetas tells the couple that they are being 
watched over by Love, and they, in turn, ask Philetas what this Love is and what power it 
has.  Philetas describes the supreme and irresistible power of Love, for which there is no 
cure except, “a kiss and an embrace and lying together naked.”   
 
 Leaving Philetas, they ponder his words and decide they, too, must be “in love.”  
During the next few days, they try Philetas’s remedies for love, but stop short of having 
sex due to their ignorance. 
 
 At this point, a party of young aristocrats from Methymna sails by on an autumn 
holiday.  When they stop to hunt in the area, a goat nibbles the willow they use to tie the 
boat up.  Their craft is the swept out to sea and lost. 
 
 The young men, then, capture and beat Daphnis, thinking that his goat was 
responsible for the ship’s loss, but the other rustics step in and require that the matter be 
heard before a judge, in this case Philetas.  After a debate, Daphnis is acquitted, and when 
the young aristocrats again try to take Daphnis by force, a fight breaks out.  The 
Methymneans are driven off.  Chloe, of course, tends Daphnis’s wounds.  When they 
return home, the young aristocrats persuade the Methymneans to declare war on 
Mytilene, and so, a general with ten ships sets out to attack.  In this raid, it is Chloe and 
her sheep that are captured as they try to take sanctuary in the cave of the Nymphs.  
When Daphnis returns and finds Chloe and her sheep abducted, with only her pipe left 
behind, he laments and accuses the Nymphs, but in a dream the Nymphs tell him they are 
watching over Chloe, and that Pan will also help, and that all will turn out well.  Daphnis 
wakes and goes home to reassure his parents and spends a restless night.  
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 That night, after the Methymnean general has anchored the ships and allowed his 
troops to relax and celebrate, they spend a fearful night of Pan inspired panic and terror, 
and, on the next day, the powers of Pan manifest themselves as ivy sprouts on the horns 
of the captured animals, and sheep and goats howl like wolves, along with many other 
miracles.  During a nap that afternoon, Pan appears to the general and threatens him and 
his fleet with destruction unless Chloe and her animals are returned.  The general 
immediately locates Chloe, puts her on shore, and mysterious piping calls out her 
animals.  Then, the Methymnean ships sail off, guided by a dolphin sent by Pan, and 
Daphnis and Chloe are joyously reunited.  Chloe recounts what happened, and they offer 
sacrifices and libations to Pan and the Nymphs. 
 
 The next day, when Philetas comes with his young son, Tityrus, Daphnis and 
Chloe plead with him to share with them his expertise on the pipes by playing as part of 
their celebration of Pan.  Since Daphnis’s pipes, being made for a boy, are too small for 
him, he sends for his own pipes.  While they are being fetched, Lamon tells the story of 
Syrinx, a young woman with a lovely singing voice.  She had rejected Pan’s propositions 
and run away from him, then hid in some reeds near a marsh and, later, vanished.  Pan cut 
down the reeds and then fashioned them together in unequal lengths (since their love had 
been unequal) into the Pan’s pipes, or the syrinx.  When his own pipes arrive, Philetas 
plays for them a variety of tunes, and during this performance, old Dryas dances a mime 
of the grape harvest.  Daphnis and Chloe, in turn, enact in mime the story of Syrinx, an 
event with considerable significance for the plot.  Daphnis, then, plays on Philetas’s pipes 
himself.  Afterwards, Philetas gives them to Daphnis as a present, and Daphnis dedicates 
his own pipes to Pan.  
 
 The next morning, as Daphnis and Chloe drive the animals out together, they 
swear oaths of loyalty to each other, that they will never live apart.  Daphnis first swears 
by Pan, and Chloe by the Nymphs, but Chloe demands that Daphnis swear a second oath, 
since Pan is not the most trustworthy of gods.  Instead, Daphnis swears by his goats and 
the she-goat that suckled him, and Chloe is satisfied. 
 
Book three 
 Mytilene declares war and sends out an army to attack Methymna directly, but 
envoys meet the army and peace is arranged, and all plunder is returned.  Winter then 
descends, and heavy snows shut the farmers inside.  It is a general period of rest for 
farmers, but a time of torment for Daphnis and Chloe, who are separated from each other. 
Daphnis devises a scheme to see Chloe:  he goes bird hunting near Dryas’s farm.  And, 
although he takes much time at his work, nobody comes out, and, since he cannot invent 
a plausible excuse to knock on the door, he decides to give up and go home.  But, just in 
the nick of time, one of Dryas’s dogs grabs meat off the table and runs outside with Dryas 
in pursuit.  He recognizes Daphnis and invites him inside and entertains him well.  
Daphnis spends the night at Chloe’s house, sleeping with her father. 
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 The next day, which is quite cold, Chloe’s family and Daphnis prepare a sacrifice 
to Dionysus.  Then Daphnis and Chloe go out together, supposedly to hunt for birds.  
When they are alone, they kiss and take pleasure talking to each other.  Daphnis, then, 
goes home, but during the course of the winter, finds various reasons to visit Chloe’s 
home. 
 
 Spring finally arrives, the snows melt, and the earth begins to blossom.  Daphnis 
and Chloe now can drive out their animals and go at once to the cave of the Nymphs and 
to Pan and his pine and offer garlands of the flowers of early spring, libations, and music. 
 
 Soon comes the time when the animals begin to sport with desire to mate, and the 
couple, especially Daphnis, seems prepared to move up to the next level of erotic love. 
Lying down naked together is just not enough.  They try to make love in the fashion of 
their animals, but this does not work, and they quit in frustration.  Their attempts are 
observed, however, by Lycaenion (whose name means “little she-wolf”), the relatively 
more sophisticated, town-born wife of the elderly Chromis.  She had been trying for a 
while to seduce Daphnis, and here she saw her opportunity. 
 
 She goes to Daphnis and Chloe and persuades Daphnis to rescue her goose, which 
an eagle has supposedly tried to snatch away.  Chloe stays behind to watch their animals.  
Once she has Daphnis alone, Lycaenion tells Daphnis of her knowledge of their frustrated 
attempts at lovemaking and offers to give him lessons, as a favor to the Nymphs.  
Daphnis eagerly agrees and, after the preliminaries, they have sex.  Daphnis, then, wants 
to immediately go to Chloe and show her his newfound knowledge, but Lycaenion warns 
him about the pain and blood that accompany the loss of virginity, and tells Daphnis to 
remember that she was his first.  Daphnis, having thought about what Lycaenion told him 
and not wanting to hurt Chloe, becomes reluctant to go any further sexually with Chloe. 
Nor does he reveal to Chloe what happened with Lycaenion, but makes up a story about 
the rescue of the goose. 
 
 At this point, Chloe hears the echo of the voices of sailors from a passing ship.  
This is apparently the first time Chloe has ever heard an echo, and does not realize what 
is happening.  Daphnis, then, tells her the story of the nymph Echo, a story with 
significance for the plot.  Echo was a mortal girl, but raised by the Nymphs.  She had a 
beautiful voice, but avoided males, wanting to preserve her virginity.  Pan, jealous of her 
musical talent and angry at her rejection, maddened the local shepherds and goatherds 
and they tore Echo apart.  Earth, as a favor to the Nymphs, preserved her voice, which 
now copies other sounds, including those of Pan himself.  Chloe, delighted with the story, 
kisses Daphnis repeatedly, as if confirming that he had not spoken a lie.  
 
 The beginning of summer was now at hand, and, with it, much opportunity for 
recreation and erotic play, which, however, stops short of sex owing to Daphnis’s fears.  
He even becomes reluctant to let Chloe undress in front of him, fearing a loss of control.  
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Chloe notices the change, but is too ashamed to ask for its reason.  Meanwhile, many 
suitors are now coming to Chloe’s adoptive father Dryas, either bringing presents or 
promising great ones.  Her adoptive mother, Nape, wants to take advantage of the 
moment, before Chloe ends up being seduced on the side.  But Dryas, thinking that the 
birth tokens indicated Chloe should have a better class of husband, puts off the suitors, 
although he takes their presents.  The whole process upsets Chloe, who, for a while, 
avoids Daphnis so as not to trouble him, but finally tells him everything.  Daphnis is 
desolate, since his family is by no means rich.  When he speaks to his adoptive parents 
about the possibility of marrying Chloe, Lamon strongly disapproves, since he believes 
that Chloe is a mere shepherd girl, and knows Daphnis was born noble.  His mother. 
Myrtale, fearing Daphnis might kill himself, tells him to try to get Chloe to talk her father 
into accepting the marriage.  Daphnis remains despondent, but one night the Nymphs 
appear to him in a dream and show him where a dead dolphin has washed up near a purse 
containing three thousand drachmas, and inform him that he will be even richer later.  
 
 The next day, Daphnis easily finds the dead dolphin and the three thousands 
drachmas, and, then, goes to Dryas and Nape and asks for Chloe’s hand, and gives them 
the three thousands drachmas.  Dryas is persuaded, and he agrees to try to convince 
Daphnis’s adoptive father, Lamon, to consent to the marriage.  But, Lamon puts off the 
marriage by pointing out that he is a slave, and he must have the consent of his master, 
who is not coming until autumn, and, also, indirectly hints that Daphnis is of more noble 
birth.  Dryas at home wonders if Daphnis had been exposed like Chloe.  Dryas tells 
Daphnis that he can wed Chloe, but not until autumn, and Daphnis runs and tells Chloe, 
who is milking the sheep.  It is the time of the apple harvest, and one big and beautiful 
apple has been left at the top of a tall tree.  Despite Chloe’s objections, Daphnis climbs to 
the top of the tree and picks the apple, which he presents to her, and receives, in turn, a 
kiss.  
 
Book four 
 One of Lamon’s fellow slaves announces that their master would come just before 
the grape harvest to check up on the condition of this estate, so, Lamon and Daphnis 
work hard to make sure everything is in top shape in order to make a good impression on 
the master, who must approve Daphnis’s marriage.  The most impressive part of the farm 
is an elaborate, paradisical garden, at whose center is an altar and a temple adorned with 
paintings of scenes from the life of Dionysus.  Another messenger, Eudromus (whose 
name means ‘good runner’), comes and tells them that his master would come at the end 
of the grape harvest, and stay until the harvest is nearly over.  He then goes back to town 
(carrying presents from Daphnis) to tell his master that all is ready. 
 
 Chloe, who has never seen Daphnis’s master, is very worried about the future, and 
this casts a certain pall over their relationship.  Further, there is a cowherd called Lampis, 
a rough fellow, who also is determined to marry Chloe and has given Dryas many 
presents already.  Still rebuffed, he seeks to find some way of making Lamon’s and 
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Daphnis’s master angry with them.  So, one night, he sneaks into the special garden and 
destroys it.  The next morning all are devastated, not only because of the garden, but 
because they imagine that their master will torture Lamon and Daphnis.  Two days before 
their master comes, his son, Astylus arrives, and, at the advice of Eudromus, Lamon and 
family tell all to him and plead for his help.  Astylus, in turn, agrees to blame the damage 
on his own horses. 
 
 Astylus has brought with him from the city the parasite Gnathon, whose whole 
life was eating, drinking, and sex.  He tries to seduce Daphnis, and when rebuffed, tries to 
rape him.  Daphnis easily pushes him away and leaves and, thereafter, avoids Gnathon, 
who decides to try to find a way to make Astylus give Daphnis to him as a gift. 
 
 At this critical moment, the master Dionysophanes (‘Dionysus manifest’) and his 
wife, Cleariste, arrive and make sacrifice to the gods and inspect the estate.  Astylus takes 
responsibility for the ruin of the garden, and Dionysophanes is so impressed with all else 
that he promises one day to free Lamon.  At this point, Chloe, scared by such a crowd, 
runs off to the woods.  Daphnis, dressed in a goatskin and looking like Apollo when he 
worked for Laomedon, is presented to the master, and gives the city folk an exhibition of 
how he can control his goats with music.  The master and, especially, the mistress are 
much impressed, and they even send some of their own city food to Daphnis to eat.  He, 
in turn, shares it with Chloe.  
 
 Gnathon, now even more obsessed with Daphnis’s beauty, goes to Astylus and 
threatens to commit suicide if he does not give him Daphnis.  After some banter, Astylus 
agrees and says he will seek the right time to ask his father’s permission.  The messenger 
Eudromus overhears all this and, being Daphnis’s friend, tells him.  Daphnis 
contemplates running away with Chloe, but Lamon, Daphnis’s adopted father, decides to 
reveal the secret tokens of Daphnis’s birth. 
� 
 Soon afterward, Astylus asks for and receives Daphnis as a gift from his father, 
who in turn calls Lamon and Myrtale to inform them of his decision.  Lamon then tells 
the tale of Daphnis’s discovery and the tokens found with him, and the reason he is 
disclosing the truth now.  The tokens are finally brought forth, and Dionysophanes and 
his wife recognize them as the tokens they had left with a child they had exposed many 
years earlier.  When Astylus runs to embrace Daphnis as a brother, Daphnis, not knowing 
what has transpired, runs away, planning to cast himself into the sea.  But Astylus, in the 
nick of time, tells him the truth.  A scene of joy, recognition and reunion follows, and, for 
a moment, Daphnis, even forgets Chloe.  Dionysophanes tells how Daphnis had been 
born after he had fathered as many children as he thought he could raise properly, and, 
thus, he was exposed to die.  But, two of his older children have died since then, and 
Dionysophanes is glad that he has regained his son, and Astylus, a brother.  He also gives 
Daphnis exclusive possession of the estate he has worked on.  
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 Although Daphnis thinks he must get back to his goats, a great party is 
immediately set in motion, with many sacrifices as well.  Daphnis dedicates various 
objects of his youth (and thus his first life) to various rural gods.  But, Daphnis does not, 
at this point, tell Dionysophanes about Chloe, who was, meanwhile, alone, grazing her 
sheep and sure that Daphnis now had forgotten her and was thus contemplating suicide. 
At this point, the evil suitor Lampis comes up with some farm hands and carries Chloe 
off, also thinking that Daphnis had forgotten her.  When Daphnis hears about this 
abduction, he becomes mad with grief, but does not know whom to tell.  He laments in 
the hearing of Gnathon, who uses this opportunity to get back in the good graces of his 
master.  Gnathon gathers some of Astylus’s men, rescues Chloe, and presents her to 
Daphnis, who forgives him.  
 
 After much deliberation with Daphnis, Dryas takes Chloe’s tokens to 
Dionysophanes and Cleariste and tells them the story of Chloe’s discovery.  He hints to 
Dionysophanes that she might be a good match for Daphnis, whose reaction reveals his 
love.  Dionysophanes, after being assured that Chloe is a virgin, agrees to the marriage.  
Chloe is taken away, washed and dressed to urban standards, and brought to the banquet, 
where her considerable beauty, now enhanced, dazzles all. 
  
 The feasting continues for some days, and, then it is decided that they should go 
back to Mytilene, and there seek Chloe’s parents.  One night, Dionysophanes has a dream 
in which the Nymphs beg Love to allow this marriage.  Love, then takes off his quiver, 
unstrings his bow, and tells Dionysophanes to invite all the aristocracy of Mytilene to a 
banquet, then show Chloe’s tokens, and immediately have her married.  Dionysophanes 
does as the dream commanded.  When the last bowl of wine has been prepared, 
Dionysophanes brings out the tokens and passes them around.  They are recognized by a 
certain  Megacles who is sitting in the place of honor.  Megacles had exposed Chloe 
when she was born during a period of financial difficulty.  He has no children now, but is 
very rich.  Chloe is reunited with her real father and mother, and, the next day, all drive 
back to the countryside and meet Daphnis’s and Chloe’s respective adoptive parents.  A 
rustic wedding is arranged and attended on equal terms by city and country folk, and even 
by the animals, and even Lycaenion and the would-be rapist Lampis attend.  
 
 We learn that in their later life, Daphnis and Chloe spend most of their time in the 
countryside living the pastoral life and honoring Pan, the Nymphs and Love.  They 
dedicated an altar to Love the Shepherd and dedicated a temple to Pan the Soldier.  They 
had two children: a boy called Philopoemen (“friend of shepherds”) and a daughter Agele 
(“herd”), who are nursed, like their parents, by a goat and an ewe.  
 
 But that all came later.  On their wedding night, Daphnis and Chloe were 
conducted to the bridal chamber and serenaded by harsh rustic voices and music.  That 
night they had less sleep than the owls as Daphnis taught Chloe what he learned from 
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Lycaenion, and Chloe realized that, compared to this, their former play had been but 
shepherd’s games. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This summary is an adaptation of the one posted by Jean Alvares on the Petronian 
Society Ancient Novel Page and used with her gracious permission.   
http://www.chss.montclair.edu/classics/petron/daphnisc.html 
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Summary of Achilles Tatius’s Leukippe and Klitophon 
 
 
Introduction 
 The romance begins with information about Sidon, where the first narrator has put 
in after barely escaping from a violent storm.  After making an offering to Astarte, he 
goes site-seeing and comes to a picture of Zeus abducting Europa.  As the narrator 
comments aloud concerning the power of Eros, a young man says, “How well I know it, 
for all the indignities Eros has made me endure.”  Intrigued, the narrator invites the 
young man, who, in fact, is Klitophon, the hero of the romance, to sit down and tell him 
his story. 
 
 Klitophon first tells how he was born in Tyre; his father was Hippias, and his half-
sister was Kalligone.  His uncle Sostratos lived in Byzantium.  Hippias had planned for 
Klitophon to wed Kalligone, now nineteen years old, but the fates had different plans, 
perhaps signaled to Klitophon by a dream in which he and his prospective bride, whose 
bodies were grown together, were separated by a sickle-wielding woman who looked 
rather like a fury. 
 
Book One 
 Soon Sostratos sends his wife, Pantheia, and his daughter, Leukippe, to his 
brother Hippias, so that they will be safe.  A war with Thrace has put Byzantium in 
danger.  Klitophon falls in love with Leukippe at first glance, although there is no 
indication that she falls in love with him at this moment.  During that evening’s dinner 
party and after going to bed, the flames of love grew even greater within the tormented 
Klitophon. 
 
 The next morning, Klitophon visits his cousin, Kleinias, two years older and 
somewhat more expert in love.  He is enamored of a youth, Charikles, to whom he had 
just given a horse.  While he and Klitophon are discussing Klitophon’s situation, 
Charikles comes up and tells Kleinias that his father has arranged a marriage for him with 
an unattractive woman for the sake of money.  At this, Kleinias delivers a diatribe against 
women.  Since there are some days left before the appointed marriage, they take 
consolation in the fact that there is still time to stop it, and Charikles goes off to ride his 
new horse. 
 
 After Klitophon further describes his desperate situation, Kleinias gives him some 
pointers concerning how to go about winning Leukippe.  Kleinias claims that since they 
live in the same house, Klitophon certainly has some initial advantages.  But, before the 
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conversation is finished, a slave runs up and tells, in pathetic detail, how Charikles has 
just been killed while riding the horse that Kleinias had bought him. 
 
 Once Charikles’s funeral is held, Klitophon begins his pursuit of Leukippe.  He 
finds her in the garden and begins his task by giving the house slave, Satyros (with 
Leukippe in earshot) a lecture about the power of love among birds, minerals, plants, 
waters, and even, between different species.  Leukippe gives silent indications that she 
was not unpleased by Klitophon’s sophistic discourse.  At this point, Leukippe returns to 
the women’s quarters for her music lesson. 
 
Book Two 
 At dinner that night, the wine further inflames Klitophon’s love.  For ten more 
days, Klitophon tries similar indirect measures, until he confides his whole predicament 
to Satyros (his trusty slave), who, as it turns out, has Kleio, Leukippe’s trusted maid, as 
his lover.  Satyros agrees to use his influence with her to help Klitophon. 
 
 Soon, finding himself unexpectedly alone with Leukippe in the garden, Klitophon 
quick-wittedly pretends to have been stung by a bee on his face, having seen Leukippe 
earlier cure Kleio’s bee sting with a Egyptian spell mumbled in close proximity to the 
sting.  Leukippe is willing to do the same for Klitophon, which leads to their first kisses 
and embraces. 
 
 But, a few days later, Klitophon’s father begins preparing for the planned 
marriage of Klitophon and Kalligone.  The wedding itself is delayed a few days due to a 
bad omen (an eagle swoops down and snatches the offering sacrifice animal meat from 
the altar). This makes Klitophon’s father wait until he can consult priests and interpreters.  
They tell him he must go to the seaside at night and offer sacrifice to Zeus. 
 
 At this point, we are told about a certain Kallisthenes, a young, dissolute man of 
Byzantium who had fallen in love with Leukippe just by hearing about her.  Sostratos had 
rebuffed him, and, soon afterward, had sent Leukippe to Tyre for safety.  Kallisthenes 
had kept track of Leukippe’s whereabouts and had decided to try to kidnap her.  The 
Byzantines, after debating the meaning of an oracle, decide to send offerings to Tyrian 
Heracles.  Kallisthenes joins the embassy. 
 
 It is not long before Klitophon begins to pressure Leukippe to indulge him in 
more than kisses, and Sostratos gets him a duplicate of the key to Leukippe’s room.  A 
slave named Konops, suspecting Klitophon’s plan, has been staying up late and keeping 
watch.  Finally, one night, Satyros manages to drug Konops’s wine.  This allows 
Klitophon to go into Leukippe’s room.  They are about to physically consummate their 
relationship when Leukippe’s mother bursts in and sees somebody departing.  She had 
been awakened by a terrible dream about her daughter with strong sexual overtones.  
Pantheia faints, certain that her daughter has been unchaste. 
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 Klitophon and Satyros get out of house, fearing that Kleio, put to the torture, will 
reveal what Klitophon had tried to do.  They go to Kleinias’s house and discover that 
Kleio has decided to run away.  Klitophon and Satyros return home, planning on asking 
Leukippe to elope.  The next day, Leukippe, humiliated by her mother’s attitude, herself 
suggests that they elope.  Klitophon and Satyros put Leukippe’s mother and maid to sleep 
with a potion and leave the house with Leukippe.  In Beirut, to where the four (Kleinias 
has accompanied them) travel by carriage, theyboard a ship bound for Alexandria in 
Egypt. 
 
 During the journey at sea, they strike up a friendship with a young man from 
Egypt named Menelaus, who tells them the story of how the young man he was in love 
with had died by his own javelin cast during a hunting accident.  Although during the 
trial Menelaus had demanded the death penalty for himself, he had instead been 
sentenced to three years of exile, and now is returning home.  Kleinias weeps, thinking of 
his own Charikles.  To change the subject, Klitophon initiates a debate about the merits 
of boy-love vs. girl-love. 
 
Book three 
 After three days of sailing, their vessel runs into a terrible storm and suffers 
shipwreck.  Leukippe and Klitophon manage to float to safety to Pelusium, where, as 
they make dedications in memory of their friends, whom they believe drowned, at the 
temple of Zeus Kasios, they see a depiction of Andromeda and Prometheus, which 
receives an elaborate description. 
 
 After two days, they decide to sail for Alexandria, but are captured by the dreaded 
Boukoloi, bandits that inhabit the Nile delta.  The next day, Leukippe is separated from 
Klitophon.  Later, as Klitophon is walking with the rest of the chained captives, infantry 
attack the bandits.  Klitophon and the other prisoners manage to escape toward the 
soldiers.  After the battle, Klitophon is invited to join the force as a solider, and he soon 
gains the commander’s admiration for his horsemanship.  The infantry is unable to move 
against the larger force of bandits due to a great trench that protects their camp.  They 
begin the process of filling it in. Unable to move forward at that moment, the army and 
Klitophon witness, without being able to act, the bandits take a young woman, who looks 
to be Leukippe, disembowel her, and eat her cooked entrails.  Once the army fills in the 
protective trench, they do move forward, and, then, recover the coffin where the bandits 
deposited the remains. 
 
 That night, Klitophon decides to kill himself upon the coffin, which he believes 
holds the dead Leukippe.  But, just before he stabs himself, Menelaus and Satyros, whom 
Klitophon had supposed to be drowned, run up and stop him.  Leukippe emerges from the 
coffin.  Menelaus and Satyros reveal that, pretending to be recruits wanting to prove their 
boldness to the bandits, they used stage props (a sword with a retractable blade, a false 
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stomach) found in the wreckage and had simulated Leukippe’s death.  They also report 
that Kleinias drowned.  The next day, Klitophon learns that reinforcements needed to 
attack main force of the bandits would not arrive for another five days. 
 
Book four 
 Klitophon begins to press Leukippe to consummate their relationship while luck 
still gives them a chance.  But, Leukippe tells him that, on the previous day, Artemis 
appeared to her and told her that she would remain a virgin until Artemis herself gave her 
away as a bride.  At his point, Klitophon remembers a dream he had in which he had tried 
to enter the temple of Aphrodite, but the doors had slammed in his face.  A woman, who 
looked just like the temple’s image of Aphrodite, told him that he was not allowed to 
enter right then, but if he waited, she would not only open the doors for him, but make 
him a high priest of the goddess of love.  He makes no further attempt on Leukippe’s 
chastity. 
 
 Another problem soon arises.  The commander, Charmides, falls in love with 
Leukippe when he invites the couple to view a captured hippopotamus.  After this 
meeting, the general implores Menelaus to use his influence to obtain Leukippe for him.  
When Menelaus informs Klitophon of this, they decide it would be too risky to refuse the 
commander outright.  Menelaus tells him that Leukippe is willing, but adds an excuse 
that persuades Charmides to wait a few days to fully consummate the relationship.  He 
agrees, but insists that Leukippe kisses him immediately. 
 
 When Menelaus returns to tell Klitophon this, the latter is enraged at the prospect 
of Leukippe’s kissing another man.  While they are trying to figure out some way of 
putting off Charmides longer, a messenger arrives and tells them that Leukippe has 
collapsed in a fit of madness and has had to be tied up. 
 
 After ten days in a state of delirium, Leukippe, still mad, calls out that she has 
been destroyed because of “Gorgias”.  The next day, while Klitophon and Menelaus are 
out searching for this man, a certain Chaireas comes up to them and tells them he can 
save Leukippe.  Chaireas relates that he had learned from Gorgias’s attendant that Gorgia 
had fallen in love with Leukippe, too.  He drugged her cup with an aphrodisiac, but with 
a dose that was too strong, and that caused her madness.  The attendant sells the men the 
cure, and soon, Leukippe is in her right mind, remembering nothing. 
 
 A new army arrives and finally defeats the Boukoloi.  The book ends with some 
sophistic digressions on the appearance of the Nile, the taste of its wonderful water, and 
of the crocodile. 
 
Book Five 
 Leukippe and Klitophon then go to Alexandria, accompanied by Chaireas, and 
Klitophon is struck by the beauty of the city.  Despite the supplications they make in the 
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temples, a new conspiracy soon arises.  Chaireas is now deeply in love with Leukippe, 
and, when he learns that she will not consider giving up Klitophon, he rounds up some 
seamen to help him kidnap her.  Chaireas then invites Klitophon and company to go to 
his home on the island of Pharos, but two unlucky omens stop them:  a hawk pursuing a 
swallow collides with Leukippe; then, they immediately see a picture of Tereus and the 
rape of Philomela, which receives a vivid description.  They decide not to go.  Chaireas 
leaves and says he will come back the next day.  After he has left, Leukippe asks 
Klitophon what the painting is about, and he gives her a fulsome description.  
 The next day, Chaireas comes back, and they go with him to Pharos, where they 
see the famous lighthouse.  That evening, when Chaireas goes outside for a moment, men 
break into the house, wound Klitophon, seize Leukippe, and take her away by boat. 
Klitophon and some local forces commandeer a boat and go after them. At the point 
where it seems that Klitophon’s ship is gaining on them, the pirates appear to bring 
Leukippe on deck, cut off her head, and toss her body into the sea, while Klitophon looks 
on in horror.  The crew of Klitophon’s ship stops long enough to collect the torso (but not 
the head), and, shortly, they are forced to give up the chase when another ship comes to 
help the pirates.  After lamentations, Klitophon buries the body and returns to Alexandria. 
 
 At this point, the story leaps forward six months.  Klitophon has been living in 
Alexandria, in no small part due to the efforts of Menelaus.  Klitophon’s grief for 
Leukippe has begun to fade.  One day, while he is in the marketplace, he meets Kleinias, 
whom he had believed dead.  Klitophon tells him all about that happened to Leukippe, 
and Kleinias tells him his story.  After the shipwreck, Kleinias had made it back to Tyre 
before he was even missed.  It turns out that the families had planned on letting 
Klitophon and Leukippe wed, and the elopement was unnecessary.  Now the family is 
looking for them, and, in fact, Klitophon’s father is on the way to Alexandria. 
 
 Satyros shows up, and tells Kleinias that there is a rich, young, and pretty 
Ephesian widow called Melite who wants to marry Klitophon.  She is willing to give up 
everything to him, but Klitophon has been ignoring her.  Under their combined pressure, 
Klitophon agrees to wed Melite, with the proviso that Melite ceases urging him to have 
sex, since he has vowed to never have sex in the region where Leukippe died.  Melite, 
when she hears the news, is elated, and, at dinner that night, can barely eat.  The next day 
they meet at the temple of Isis and exchange vows as a formal engagement, a preliminary 
to their future marriage at Ephesus. 
 
 The following day, Melite and Klitophon begin their sea voyage to Ephesus under 
a fair wind, and in route, Klitophon has to fend off the eager Melite.  Finally, after five 
days of sailing, they reach Ephesus and proceed to Melite’s estate.  When they arrive, a 
wretched slave girl throws herself at Klitophon’s feet.  When asked who she is, and how 
she got into this situation (for it clear, despite her dirtiness, that she was not born a slave), 
she claims to be Lakaina, and the victim of the Melite’s bailiff, Sosthenes, who has been 
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punishing her because she will not give in to him.  Apparently, Sosthenes paid two 
thousand gold pieces for her. 
 
 Melite orders the girl unchained and promises to send her home.  When Sosthenes 
is summoned, he tells Melite that a merchant called Kallisthenes sold her to him.  The 
merchant claimed to have bought her from pirates.  Sosthenes is relieved of his duties, 
and Lakaina is given over to the house servants to be washed and dressed properly. 
 
 At dinner, Satyros, in secret, gives Klitophon a letter.  It is from Leukippe, who 
was the “Lakaina” they met earlier.  She asks Klitophon to help her get home, since she is 
sure that he now is husband of Melite.  Klitophon is overjoyed, but also very worried.  
What can he do?  He is technically married, although he has yet to consummate the union 
with Melite.  Klitophon sends back a letter to Leukippe, proclaiming his love and 
claiming that he is still a virgin too, as if the term has any meaning for men. 
 
 That night, which Melite thought would bring their total union, Klitophon again 
refuses to make love to her, but promises soon all will be well.  The next day, Melite 
summons Lakaina (not knowing who she is) and tells her that Klitophon has been 
unwilling to have sex with her, although they have slept together.  Since Melite thinks 
that Lakaina/Leukippe is Egyptian, and Egyptians are known to have secret magical 
knowledge, she begs her assistance in making Klitophon fully love her.  Leukippe, happy 
that in fact Klitophon has been chaste, agrees to go outside the estate and gather the 
magic herbs needed for the “cure.” 
 
 In the evening, as they sit down to drink, a huge commotion arises.  Thersandros, 
Melite’s presumably dead husband, has come home!  Thersandros comes into the room, 
shoves Melite aside, and begins beating up Klitophon, who is finally tied up and locked 
away.  As he is being taken away, Leukippe’s letter to Klitophon falls out of his 
garments.  Melite picks it up, reads it, and realizes, in a welter of mixed feelings, who 
Lakaina really is and what is going on.  However, her love for Klitophon prevails.  That 
night, since Thersandros is away in town, Melite visits Klitophon in prison, berates him 
for how he has ruined her, and begs, with considerable rhetoric, the consolation of just 
one act of intimacy.  Klitophon, deeply moved, and knowing that Leukippe is safe, 
assents.  They make love in his cell, and the book ends. 
 
Book Six 
 After their intimate moment, Melite tries to smuggle Klitophon out dressed in her 
clothes, but, just as he is about to leave the house, Thersandros comes home and 
recognizes him.  Moreover, we learn that Sosthenes, who was harboring a grudge against 
Melite, had been the one who told Thersandros about Klitophon, and further, told him 
that he had bought the beautiful Leukippe for him.  Thersandros likes the news, and 
Sosthenes then kidnaps Leukippe and takes her to a small cabin to await Thersandros.  
Meanwhile, Thersandros has Klitophon hauled off to jail and locked up as an adulterer.  
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Then, he head off to the cabin where Leukippe has been put by Sosthenes.  When he 
enters the cabin, the grief and tears of Leukippe so overwhelm Thersandros that he can 
take no action save to tell Sosthenes to take care of her and to persuade her on his behalf. 
 
 The next morning, Melite learns that Leukippe is missing, and, in a confrontation 
with Thersandros, pretends not to know about her disappearance.  She also claims that 
Klitophon is simply a young man in distress that she helped, and that Leukippe is, in fact, 
his wife.  But Thersandros, who now hates Klitophon all the more, merely goes away, 
claiming he will look into the matter. 
 
 Sosthenes goes to Leukippe to try to persuade her to give herself to her master, 
but, despite his implied threats, she rejects his proposals soundly.  That night, Kleinias 
and Satyros visit Klitophon in jail and tell him about the disappearance of Leukippe and 
Melite’s promises of help.  The next morning, Sosthenes tells Thersandros that Leukippe 
said “no”, but that was simply a result of her suspicions concerning his good faith.  As 
they are about to enter the hut to calm her doubts, Thersandros overhears Leukippe make 
an impassioned lament for Klitophon.  Sosthenes, then, tells Thersandros that he, owing 
to his greater handsomeness, wealth, and power, will be able to turn her heart to him.  So, 
after waiting a moment, Thersandros comes into the cottage.  When he tries to kiss her, 
she resists, and, his anger roused, he slaps her and threatens her with torture.  She defies 
all his threats and surprises him with her claim to virginity. 
 
Book Seven 
 Thersandros, confused by a combination of love, anger, and shame, runs out of 
the cabin and goes to the jail where Klitophon is housed.  When the jailer refuses to 
murder him outright, Thersandros asks him to place his accomplice (who is supposed to 
extract more information from the prisoner) in the same cell with Klitophon.  The 
accomplice then tells Klitophon a false story of how he met a man who claimed to have 
been paid a hundred gold pieces by the jealous Melite to murder Leukippe.  Of course, 
Klitophon believes the story totally.  (This is the third time Klitophon believes that 
Leukippe is dead.  Such false deaths are a staple of the ancient romance, which, perhaps 
in a spirit of parody, Achilles Tatius multiples here.)  When Kleinias comes to visit 
Klitophon in prison and hears the story, he tells Klitophon not to be too sure about 
Leukippe’s death; hasn’t she died and been resurrected many times before?  But, instead 
of waiting to learn the truth, Klitophon plans to confess to adultery and claim that Melite 
and he killed Leukippe to get her out of the way of their love.  
 
 The next day, Klitophon goes to court.  Thersandros comes in with no less than 
ten rhetors, and Melite’s side is equally prepared.  After they have spoken, Klitophon 
throws the room into turmoil by his confession.  Kleinias, then, tells the court the reason 
for Klitophons confession, how Sosthenes had tried to force Leukippe, and asks where is 
the body of this supposedly murdered Leukippe, and where is the prisoner that was with 
Klitophon.  The court seems to incline toward believing Kleinias.  Melite offers up her 
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servants for interrogation (through torture) and demands Thersandros do the same with 
Sosthenes. Thersandros sends a messenger to Sosthenes telling him to make sure he 
cannot be found.  Sosthenes is with Leukippe, and, when he gets the message, he exits in 
such fear and haste that he leaves the door of the cottage opened and unlocked. 
 
 Meanwhile, back the courtroom, Thersandros dismisses Kleinias’s explanation 
and suggests that Klitophon may be responsible for Sosthenes’s murder, too, since the 
latter is now missing.  Thersandros is willing to swear and sign a document to the effect 
that he does not know what has become of Sosthenes.  The president of the court then 
declares Klitophon guilty and condemns him to death, but orders him to be tortured first 
to find out, as part of her trial, the extent of Melite’s involvement in the supposed murder.  
 
 Klitophon is stripped and hung up for torture.  But, before the torture begins, the 
garlanded priest of Artemis (whose temple Ephesus was famous for) enters proclaiming 
that an embassy has arrived in honor of the goddess.  And thus, due to custom, all 
punishments must be postponed for the duration of the embassy.  The leader of this 
embassy is Sostratos, Leukippe’s father, who has had a dream that he would find his 
daughter and his brother’s son (Klitophon) in Ephesus.  While this is going on, Leukippe 
flees the cottage and takes refuge in the temple of Artemis.  It is forbidden for free 
women who are not virgins to enter the temple.  Back at the courthouse, Klitophon is 
freed, and Sostratos recognizes him.  He attacks Klitophon when he hears the substance 
of his confession, but Kleinias then stops him, and tries to console him.  At this point, a 
messenger comes declaring that a beautiful foreign woman has taken sanctuary in the 
temple, and that her name is Leukippe. 
 
 A tumult ensues.  Klitophon is attacked by the guards who think he is trying to 
escape.  Finally, Klitophon is released into the custody of the high priest of Artemis, and 
they all head to the temple, where Klitophon looks upon Leukippe. 
 
Book Eight 
 At that moment, Thersandros runs up, claiming that the woman in the temple is 
his slave.  He attacks Klitophon, and, comically, hurts his hand in the process.  
Klitophon, blood pouring from his nose, makes an impassioned condemnation of 
Thersandros and his violence.  The priest and the crowd rally against Thersandros, and he 
is dragged from the temple, saying that the flute would punish Leukippe. 
 
 That evening, after Klitophon has cleaned himself up, there is a noticeably quiet 
dinner party.  Everybody is rather embarrassed about what has happened.  After their 
tongues have been loosened by drinking, Sostratos, and then Klitophon, tell their stories 
(Klitophon leaves out the full story of his relations with Melite).  Then Klitophon asks 
what Thersandros meant about the flute.  The priest relates the myth of the syrinx and 
how those who are accused of having entered the temple while no longer virgin are 
proved innocent or guilty by the test of the flute.  A woman is locked up in a cave and, if 
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she is a virgin, the flute magically plays.  If not, a scream is heard inside, and the priest 
leaves the woman in the cave for three days, after which, when they reenter the cave, 
only the flute is present.  Leukippe earnestly proclaims her willingness to take the test.  
Later, Leukippe has a word with her obviously worried father, insisting that she is really, 
despite all that has happened, a virgin still. 
 
 The next day is involved with the embassy and the honors given to Artemis.  The 
following day, they meet again in court.  Thersandros gives a long speech attacking all 
parties concerned and what he sees as an outrageous violation of the laws.  The high 
priest, who is apparently rather expert in Aristophanic comedy (which is often quite 
personal and obscene in its attacks) steps forward for the defense, and attacks, with 
Aristophanic energy, the personal habits, history, and degeneracy of Thersandros.  This 
speech is answered, in turn, by one of Thersandros’s rhetors.  But, the full speech is cut 
short when Thersandros interrupts to offer a challenge to Leukippe and Melite:  Leukippe 
must enter the cave of the syrinx to take the virginity test; Melite must swear that she 
never had sex with Klitophon (which would constitute legal proof of adultery) while 
Thersandros was absent, and enter the waters of the Styx to prove the validity of her oath.  
Both Melite and Leukippe accept the challenge.  The court declares that they will take the 
challenge the next day.  
 
 Klitophon then narrates the myth of Rhodopis, which explains the origin of the 
water ordeal.  Rhodopis declared perpetual virginity, dressed like a man, and hunted with 
Artemis.  Her declaration of virginity angered Aphrodite, who then arranged for a 
handsome Ephesian, Euthynikos, who likewise was committed to hunting and chastity, to 
encounter Rhodopis while hunting.  At this meeting, Eros hit them both with love-
inducing arrows.  Enflamed with love, they eventually were guided by Eros into a cave, 
where they made love.  Artemis, angry because Rhodopis broke her oath, turned the 
young woman into a small spring at the place where she lost her virginity.  In this ordeal, 
the woman enters the calf-high waters with a tablet on which her oath of virginity is 
written tied around her next.  If she has lied, the water rises to her neck. 
 
 The following day, Leukippe appears for the virginity test wearing a religious 
robe.  Thersandros is sure that he will win.  Leukippe enters the cave, and the doors are 
shut.  Klitophon, comically, worries about the lustful Pan violating her.  Soon they hear 
sweet music coming from the cave, and, when the doors open, Leukippe comes out.  The 
crowd then insults Thersandros.  They, then, go to the waters of the Styx and to Melite’s 
ordeal, which she passes on a technicality, since she only had sex with Klitophon after 
her husband’s absence.  Thersandros runs away when he sees men come dragging 
Sosthenes with them. 
 
 The following day, under threat of torture, Sosthenes confesses and tells all the 
crimes committed by Thersandros and himself.  He is tossed into jail, and Thersandros is 
convicted and condemned to exile in absentia. 
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 At a dinner party that evening, Leukippe explains how it only appeared that she 
had been beheaded by Chaireas’s men.  The pirates had brought on board a woman, 
dressed her in Leukippe’s clothes, then cut off her head in Klitophon’s view, and tossed 
the body into the sea.  When Chaireas had refused to sell Leukippe to make up for the 
financial loss the pirates suffered by having to kill the other woman, they cut off his head, 
too.  Two days later, they sold Leukippe to a merchant, who then sold her to Sosthenes.  
It is now the turn of Leukippe’s father to tell what had happened to Kalligone, the sister 
of Klitophon, who had been kidnapped by Kallisthenes, who had thought she was 
Leukippe. 
 
 When Kallisthenes had realized his mistake, he found that he was deeply in love 
with Kalligone and, on bended knee, declared himself her slave and promised to reform 
his life, which he did, turning himself into a highly respected young gentleman.  After the 
end of the war, Kallisthenes had declared he would go to Tyre and ask Klitophon’s father 
for permission to marry Kalligone, with whom he had not yet slept. 
 
 After a three-day delay to deal with the final legalities concerning Thersandros, 
Leukippe, Klitophon, and Sosthenes sail to Byzantium (where Leukippe is from) and, 
there, Klitophon and Leukippe celebrate their marriage.  Then, they sail to Tyre, where 
they plan to participate in the marriage of Kalligone and Kallisthenes.  They intend to 
spend the winter in Tyre and then go back to Byzantium. 
 
 At this point the novel ends.  We are not returned to the original frame story, nor 
to the narrator of the first part of the novel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This summary is an adaptation of Jean Alvares’s synopsis posted on the Petronian 
Society Ancient Novel Page and used with her gracious permission. 
http://chss2.montclair.edu/classics/Petronius/Leucippe.html  
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 Summary of Heliodorus’s 
 Aithiopika (An Ethiopian Story or Theagenes and Charikleia) 

 
 
Book one 
 The romance opens upon a scene of paradox as a robber band comes upon, at the 
Heracleotic mouth of the Nile, a scene of mass slaughter that apparently happened amid a 
banquet.  There is a richly loaded ship tied up nearby.  There is no sight of any hostile 
forces, nor has anything been plundered.  There is another amazing sight.  A divinely 
beautiful young woman with a bow is nursing a badly wounded, but nevertheless divinely 
handsome young man.  These, we shall learn later, are the central couple, Theagenes and 
Charikleia.  At first the members of the robber ban think she is a goddess, but her 
passionate grief for the young man proves them wrong.  Unable to communicate with the 
couple, they put them under guard and begin to plunder.  But then, a second band of 
brigands comes up, and drives the first group away. 
 
 The couple is captured a second time, and taken to the village of the Herdsmen, 
which is described in some detail.  The couple is handed over by the bandit chief to the 
care of a young man.  Alone, they bewail their misfortunes, both past and those to come.  
To their amazement, they learn the young man is a Greek, called Knemon, originally 
from Athens.  Knemon relates to them how his father, Aristippos, had taken a certain 
Demainete for his second wife, and how this women had tried to seduce him.  When he 
rejects her, Demainete goes to her husband and claims that Knemon insulted and beat her, 
for which his father soundly beats him.  Then, Demainete has her slave woman, Thisbe, 
seduce Knemon.  As part of the plot, Thisbe tells Knemon that Demainete is having an 
affair with another man, and that she can help him catch the adulterers in the act.  
Knemon agrees, and armed with a dagger, goes to confront the supposed couple, and, 
instead, surprises his father, who presumes that Knemon was trying to murder him, just 
as Demainete (who had engineered the whole conspiracy) had predicted.  The next day he 
is taken before the Athenian Assembly, accused by his father, and exiled.  He goes to 
Aegina and, some months later, his friend tells him that Demainete committed suicide 
after falling victim to a conspiracy by Thisbe.   
 
  The trio goes to sleep before they hear the conclusion of Knemon’s adventures.  
During the night, the robber chief Thyamis has a dream in which he is back at his home 
in Memphis, and there, Isis commends Charikleia to him, saying that he shall have her 
and not have her, shall do her wrong and slay her, but she shall not die.  In the morning 
Thyamis interprets the dream to mean he shall have her as a wife and enjoy her sexually.  
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Then, Thyamis calls an assembly to distribute the spoils, and we learn that Thyamis had 
once been a priest in Memphis, until his post had been usurped by his evil brother.  
 Thyamis claims Charikleia for himself.  When he tells her he wants her for his 
wife, Charikleia makes up a story about how Theagenes is her brother and how they came 
to be at the scene of slaughter.  She accepts his proposal, though, in order to buy time, 
first asking that she be allowed to make a rite at a temple of Apollo to purify herself.  
Thyamis agrees, and prepares to march on Memphis to regain his position there and use 
that temple.  When the couple is alone again for a while, Theagenes bewails this apparent 
betrayal, but Charikleia assures him this was only an expedient.  At that moment, 
Thyamis’s camp is about to be attacked by a rival robber band, and Thyamis has 
Charikleia locked in a cave to keep her safe during the upcoming battle.  The battle goes 
badly, and soon Thyamis is convinced that he interpreted the dream wrongly.  He sets off 
to the cave with the intent of killing Charikleia so that no other man might have her.  He 
goes back to the cave, where, in the dark, he kills a woman, whome he assumes in 
Charikleia, who is speaking Greek.  He assumes she is Charikleia.  He then goes back to 
his band’s the final defense, and, after the battle, is taken alive by the bandits, whom we 
learn have been sent by Thyamis’s evil brother, Petosiris.   
 
Book two 
 Meanwhile, Theagenes and Knemon have escaped from the burning island after 
the defeat of Thyamis’s band.  Knemon keeps Theagenes, who thinks Charikleia has 
died, from committing suicide.  They go to the cave and discover the dead woman, whom 
they assume is Charikleia.  Theagenes, as he laments her and prepares to commit suicide, 
hears Charikleia answer his laments.  He assumes it is merely her spirit, but Knemon 
turns over the body and finds out it is Thisbe and faints.  They then find Charikleia, who 
took refuge in the lower regions of the cave, and the couple has an emotional reunion.  
After they recover, we learn the rest of Knemon’s story. Apparently, Thisbe had taken up 
with a rich merchant, Nausikles, provoking the jealousy of another courtesan, Arsinoe, 
who goes to Demainete’s relatives, tells them of Thisbe’s machinations, and goads them 
into prosecuting Knemon’s father, Aristippos, for the illegal death of Demainete.  As a 
result, Aristippos is exiled.  Meanwhile, Thisbe has fled Athens with Nausikles.  
Afterward, Knemon sailed to Egypt to try to find Thisbe in order to clear his father.  The 
trio read the tablet Thisbe had on her, which she had intended to give to Knemon, and we 
learn that she had been a prisoner of one of the other bandits, although not how she got 
there. 
 
 The narrative shifts to Thermouthis, a henchman of Thyamis, who is the one who 
had captured Thisbe after raiding Nausikles’s party.  During the attack on their camp, he 
had also put Thisbe in the cave for safekeeping, and that is how she had come to be killed 
by Thyamis.  Thermouthis hurries to the cave to recover Thisbe, finds her dead, and 
concludes that Knemon and Theagenes killed her.  Since he is outnumbered, he does not 
immediately try to kill them, and soon learns that it was Thyamis that killed Thisbe. 
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 Worn out with worry, the couple, Knemon, and Thermouthis fall into an 
exhausted sleep, during which Charikleia dreams of a bloody man cutting out her right 
eye.  She wonders if it means that she will lose Theagenes, but Knemon asserts it means 
one of her parents has died.  They decide to go toward the village of Chemmis, Knemon 
going with Thermouthis by one route in order to escape from him at some point, and 
Theagenes and Charikleia by another.  Knemon manages finally to escape from 
Thermouthis, who, during the night, is killed by a snake-bite. 
 
 The next morning, Knemon, as he reaches the Nile near Chemmis, finds an old 
man who looks like an Egyptian priest, but wearing Greek clothes, talking to himself by 
the river.  He introduces himself to the old man, whom he finds out is an Egyptian who 
has suffered great misfortune.  When the old man asks to hear Knemon’s story, Knemon 
first demands to hear his, so the old man takes him to the house of his host in Chemmis, 
where they are given hospitality by the daughter of the master of the house, whose name 
the reader does not know at first.  Sitting down, the old man tells Knemon that he has lost 
his children, and then, before eating, makes a libation and prayer to the gods, invoking 
the names of Theagenes and Charikleia. Knemon is stunned to hear their names, and tells 
the old man that they are safe, and then demands the old man reward him with a full 
account of who they are and how the old man knows them.  He agrees, but first insists on 
eating.  Afterward, we learn that his host is none other than Nausikles, who is away 
looking for the Herdsmen who took Thisbe from him.  The Persian satrap, Oroondates is 
helping him.  Knemon finally gets him back to the main story. 
 
 We learn that the old man, is Kalasiris, who had been high priest of Isis in 
Memphis.  He had been the object of the seductive attentions of a courtesan Rhodopis, 
and, to avoid the possibility of succumbing to her, had exiled himself from Memphis.  He 
had also wanted to avoid seeing the strife of his two sons, which had been predicted.  His 
sons, turn out to be Thyamis and Petrosiris.  He leaves Egypt and, goes to Delphi where 
he might take refuge in religious contemplation.  When he arrives at Delphi, the oracle 
immediately proclaims that the gods will take him back to Egypt.  This welcome 
impresses the population.  They give him a home in the temple, where he served and 
engaged in philosophic discussions.  In the process, he meets Charikles, the priest of 
Pythian Apollo, who tells him his story in hopes that Kalasiris might help him.  Charikles 
relates that his only daughter had died in a fire on her wedding night, and his wife had 
died shortly thereafter from grief.  Later, still mourining, Charikles had met an Ethiopian 
[Sisimithres] who offered to sell him some very precious stones by way of introduction, 
and, then, offered to give them to him, if he would take care of a white, seven year old 
girl, who had been exposed by her mother as a baby and put into the Ethiopian’s care.  
The Ethiopian had raised her for some years in secret in Ethiopia, but now, as she was 
daily becoming more stunningly beautiful, he had arranged to be sent as ambassador to 
Egypt to negotiate with the Persians.  The Ethiopian then committed the girl into 
Charikles’s care, but disappeared before Charikles could learn the full story of her 
origins.  Charikles returned to Delphi and raised the child. 
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 But now there is a problem; the girl has become a devout servant of Artemis and 
wishes to be a perpetual virgin, and uses all manner of clever philosophy to defend her 
choice.  Charikles wants Kalasiris to use his Egyptian magic to cast a spell on her to 
make her want to marry.  Kalasiris promises to help.  At that moment a messenger 
announces that an embassy has arrived from Thessaly lead by a descendent of Achilles to 
perform an important ritual sacrifice.  Charikles tells Kalasiris that he will see his adopted 
daughter—Charikleia—at the rite conducted by the Thessalians.  The moment they all 
arrive at the temple of Apollo, the oracle sings out: 
 

One who starts in grace and ends in glory, another goddess born: 
Of these I bid you have regard, O Delphi,  
Leaving my temple here and cleaving Ocean’s swelling tides,  
To the black land of the Sun they will travel,  
Where they will reap the reward of those whose lives are passed in virtue: 
A crown of white on brows of black.  (Morgan’s translation).  
 

The population, too caught up in the coming festivities, takes no note of this oracle, but 
Kalasiris does.  
 
Book three 
 After a description of the ritual itself for the curious Knemon, Kalasiris mentions 
that the leader of the Thessalians, who claimed to be a direct descendent of Achilles, is 
Theagenes.  Theagenes draws the attention of all, until Charikleia, who has a role in the 
ritual, appears.  At first sight they fall in love, as Kalasiris alone observes.  When 
Kalasiris returned to Charikles’ home, he finds Charikleia already disturbed with love, 
although only he realizes what is the problem.  To her worried father however, Kalasiris 
proclaims that Charikleia is suffering under the influence of the Evil Eye, and promises to 
help all he can.  He and Charikles then go to a banquet put on by Theagenes, and 
Kalasiris notes how Theagenes, too, is sick with love.  He is toasted by Theagenes, and 
that night, Apollo and Artemis commend the couple to him and order him to return to 
Egypt with them. 
 
 At first light the next morning, Theagenes comes to Kalasiris, who proclaims 
Theagenes is in love.  The startled young man confesses that he is in a desperate way, and 
swears to do whatever Kalasiris tells him.  Then, Kalasiris goes off to meet Charikles, 
who has had an alarming dream and who is deeply worried about his daughter’s 
deteriorating condition.  Kalasiris examines Charikleia, who is suffering intensely.  
Kalasiris promises to effect a cure soon and leaves.   
 
Book 4 
 The following day is the last day of the Pythian games, and Charikleia, despite her 
sickness, shows up to perform her traditional role, hoping to catch sight of Theagenes.  
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She is to present the palm to the victor in the foot race in full armor, which, of course, 
Theagenes enters against a champion, and wins.  The next day, Kalasiris goes to see 
Charikles to try to see Charikleia’s the birth tokens.  At the house, he performs a fake 
ritual in order to be able to speak with Charikleia, and makes her promise him to reveal 
the secret of her malady.  When Kalasiris next sees Theagenes, he tells him that 
Charikleia is in love with him, and persuades him to wait until he figures a way to get 
Charikleia for him without violence.  The problem is that many years ago, Charikles had 
engaged Charikleia to a relative of his, Alkamenes. 
 
 Next he visits Charikles again, who is happy because he believes that Kalasiris 
has effected the promised cure, for a doctor has proclaimed that Charikleia suffers from 
love-sickness.  But later on, Charikles is again worried after noting Charikleia’s 
hysterical reaction to the man [Alkamenes] he had planned on her marrying.  He once 
again begs Kalasiris’s help, and, finally, it is here that Kalasiris gets him to show 
Charikleia’s birth tokens.  Reading an inscribed band found among these tokens, he 
learns that Charikleia is really the child of Persinna, Queen of Ethiopia.  She conceived 
while looking at a picture of Andromeda, and thus, Charikleia was born white, save for a 
small band of black around her arm.  Because of this unusual situation, Persinna had to 
pretend the child had died at birth, since otherwise, she would have been suspected of 
adultery.  She had commended the child to the fellow [Sisimithres] from whom Charikles 
had received Charikleia. 
 
 Kalasiris then goes to the appointed interview with Charikleia, and Kalasiris 
declares that a voice from heaven has told him that she is in love with Theagenes.  Then, 
Kalasiris tells Charikleia the true story of her birth, and further tells her that he has been 
sent by Persinna to look for her.  Kalasiris tells her he can find a way for her to return to 
Ethiopia and marry Theagenes, but she must first agree to marry Alkamenes.  She 
reluctantly agrees.  Next, he meets again Charikles again, who has had an alarming dream 
about his daughter being carried away.  Kalasiris tells him that the dream meant his 
daughter is soon to be wed, and tells him to quickly to prepare the marriage ceremony for 
her and Alkamenes.  Then, he goes to Theagenes and tells him to be prepared. 
 
 Shortly thereafter, Kalasiris fortuitously runs into some merchants from Tyre who 
are about to sail to Egypt, and Kalasiris makes plans to sail away with them.  He then 
arranges for Theagenes and his Thessalians to break into Kalasiris’s house to kidnap 
Charikleia, who knows in advance of the plan.  The abduction accomplished, the 
Thessalians head back to Thessaly, while Charikleia and Theagenes turn aside and 
commend their futures to Kalasiris.  At this point, Charikleia makes Theagenes swear a 
great oath he will not try to have sex with her until they are married.  They then wait until 
evening, while Kalasiris goes back to Delphi to make sure that the Delphinians, pursuant 
to the decision of the assemble, go off in a vain pursuit of the supposed kidnappers, 
theThessalians.  
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Book 5 
 Kalasiris returns to the couple and takes them down to the Phoenician ship.  At 
this point, Knemon breaks off the story, for he has heard a noise outside the house.  
Nausikles has returned, declaring that he has had success and recovered his Thisbe 
(whom Knemon knows is dead).  Knemon, then, goes wandering through the strange 
house, determined to see if this could really be true.  He hears a girl lamenting somewhat 
ambiguously, in Greek, and he thinks that she is really Thisbe and is plunged into deepest 
despair. But, this is all just another example of the malice of the gods, for the woman is 
really Charikleia.  The author explains that Charikleia and Theagenes had disguised 
themselves as beggars (when they separated from Knemon), and agreeing on certain 
signs, had headed toward Chemmis.  As they left the cave, they encountered another band 
of attackers, and delayed by an argument about if and how to resist fate, they are 
captured.  Their captors are the Persians, the same ones who were being used by 
Nausikles to help recover Thisbe.  When Nausikles sees Charikleia, he shouts, “It’s 
Thisbe,” and tells her secretly in Greek to agree to the ruse, if she wants to live.  So, 
Charikleia is then given to Nausikles, and Theagenes becomes the prize of the Persian 
Mitranes, who intends to send him to the Great King to be a cupbearer.  Nausikles now 
has returned home with Charikleia. 
 
 The next morning, Kalasiris and Knemon go to Nausikles and find out the whole 
truth, and there is a joyful reunion between Charikleia and Kalasiris.  With a bit of false 
magic, Knemon presents Nausikles with a precious gem to encourage him to negotiate 
with Mitranes for Theagenes’s release.  At an ensuing feast, Kalasiris tells more of their 
story.  After Kalasiris, Theagenes, and Charikleia had sailed from Greece, they had 
stopped at Zakynthos, and spent the winter with an old fisherman.  But Charikleia’s 
beauty attracts the attention of the Tyrian merchant they had sailed with, and he tries to 
get Kalasiris to give him to her as wife.  Kalasiris attempts to put him off with false 
promises, and then learns from his host that one of the local pirates wants to attack the 
Phoenician sailors and capture both their treasure and Charikleia, with whom he is also 
madly in love.  Kalasiris then goes to the Phoenician and tells him that he will let him 
marry Charikleia, but they must sail away as soon as possible. 
 
 That night an old man comes to him in a dream (apparently Odysseus).  He chides 
Kalasiris for not honoring him and predicts that Kalasiris will soon suffer ordeals like his 
own.  The old man in the dream also promises a happy ending for Charikleia.  Kalasiris, 
Charikleia, and the Phoenicians set sail at dawn, and after enduring a storm, make it to 
Crete.  As they leave there, though, they find they are being followed by another ship.  
Eventually they are overtaken; the pirates they had tried to avoid in Zakynthos are 
pursuing them.  The pirates take the ship. The pirate captain is, of course, in love with 
Charikleia and takes her, along with Theagenes and Kalasiris, whom he thinks are 
Charikleia’s brother and father.  Soon afterward, a huge storm arises, and with great 
difficulty they make it to Egypt and the Heracleotic mouth of the Nile.  They prepare a 
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great feast, for the pirate captain intends to marry Charikleia that day.  Kalasiris pretends 
to go along with the chief’s plan, but then goes in secret to the second in command, 
Peloros, and tells him that Charikleia is really in love with him.  This eventually brings 
about the huge battle whose results we saw at the beginning of the romance.  Charikleia 
had shot at many pirates with the bow, and Theagenes has killed others with the sword, 
although he was badly wounded in the final duel with Peloros.  But Kalasiris had been 
separated from them when they were captured by the Herdsmen.  Thus, Kalasiris’s story 
ends and, in both sorrow and joy, the two men go to bed.  
 
Book 6 
 Kalasiris and Knemon set off before dawn to Mitranes to see about rescuing 
Theagenes.  In route, Knemon tells his story to Kalasiris, including how, after he had left 
Aegina to find Thisbe, he had been captured by pirates, and then by the Herdsmen, where 
he met Charikleia and Theagenes.  Soon after Knemon finishes his story, they learn that 
Mitranes and his Persian army had been attacked by the men of Bessa, currently 
commanded by their new leader, Thyamis.  Theagenes is now his prisoner.  Kalasiris and 
Knemon return to Chemmis and tell Charikleia the news.  Nausikles throws a party, 
during which he announces that he must be off to tend to business.  Kalasiris wants to be 
off to the village of the Herdsmen to search for Theagenes, and Knemon says he must 
return to Greece, although he offers to escort Kalasiris and Charikleia part of the way.  
But Charikleia, who doesn’t quite trust Knemon and realizes that Knemon is in love with 
Nausikles’s daughter, releases him from this obligation.  Nausikles then confesses his 
participation in the affair of Thisbe and promises to testify in Athens and offers Knemon 
the hand of his daughter.  Knemon accepts, and the feast turns into a wedding.  Charikleia 
returns to her room, and rather hysterically, mourns her sufferings and her lack of 
Theagenes.  She is finally consoled by Kalasiris. 
 
 A few days later, Kalasiris and Charikleia, disguised as beggars, leave Nausikles 
and Knemon and head toward Bessa, home of Thyamis and his Herdsmen.  But when 
they arrive, they find evidence of a great battle; an old women, whose son had died in the 
battle, tells them that Mitranes had attacked the village to try to regain Theagenes, but he 
and his army had been destroyed.  They also learn that Thyamis’s army is marching on 
Memphis, the capital of the region.  That night, they watch the old woman use magic to 
reanimate the dead son, who predicts his mother will soon die, and also that Kalasiris, if 
he hurries, can prevent his sons from killing each other in combat, and that Charikleia 
will have a happy reunion and life with the youth she is searching for.  The old woman 
then tries to attack Kalasiris and Charikleia, but ends up impaling herself on a spear, by 
accident. 
 
Book 7 
 In the search for Theagenes, Kalasiris and Charikleia, then, head with haste 
toward Memphis, which has been besieged by the army of Thyamis.  The satrap, 
Oroondates, was not present, but his wife, Arsake, is, and she is consulted.  We learn that 
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she is beautiful, of royal blood, but also lustful and depraved, and had been partially 
responsible for the banishment of Thyamis; she had fallen in love with him and made 
overtures, which were rebuffed.  However, the evil brother, Petosiris, had told her 
husband of her infatuation, hinting that Thyamis had reciprocated, thus causing 
Thyamis’s exile.  Petosiris became High Priest of Isis in his brother’s stead. 
 
 Arsake now goes to the walls to negotiate with the invaders (Thyamis’s band), 
and Thyamis and Theagenes step forward and press their claims.  Arsake is torn by her 
old lust for Thyamis and her new lust for Theagenes and proposes that the brothers fight 
to determine who is to be high priest in Memphis.  Thyamis gladly accepts the challenge, 
and Petosiris is forced, very unwillingly, to fight.  Like Achilles running after Hector, 
Thyamis runs around the walls of Memphis in pursuit of his brother.  At that moment, 
Kalasiris, dressed like a beggar, shows up, runs alongside his sons, and finally, removing 
his disguise, makes them realize who he is.  They stop and embrace their father, and 
Charikleia, in turn, embraces Theagenes, who at first rejects her because of her 
appearance, until she tells him the secret word that reveals her identity. 
 
 Kalasiris resumes his office, for a time, although it is clear that Thyamis will soon 
inherit it.  Arsake, meanwhile, is shown clearly obsessed with Theagenes, and her nurse, 
Kybele, realizes the old ailment, and promises to help her to get Theagenes.  The next 
morning, it is announced that Kalasiris had died, just as he had predicted.  Now that 
Kalasiris is no longer protecting them, Arsake arranges for Theagenes and Charikleia to 
have quarters in the palace.  They enter their new quarters, where they are interviewed by 
Kybele.  Theagenes and Charikleia suspect her intentions, so they tell her they are brother 
and sister who are on a search for their parents, who were abducted by pirates, and that 
they themselves had been robbed, and were befriended by Kalasiris.  Kybele hurries off 
to tell her mistress the good news, and locks the couple in their quarters, where 
Charikleia, especially, laments their new distress. 
 
 Meanwhile, Achaimenes, the Kybele’s son, comes to the door of their quarters 
and is refused admittance.  At first, he assumes that Theagenes is just another of his 
mother’s consorts, but, reflecting as he leaves, he remembers that Theagenes looked like 
the young man that had been captured by Mitranes, and then, taken from him.  Kybele 
returns to the couple and tells them they must give deep reverence to Arsake when they 
meet her.  Then, Theagenes is summoned, alone, to an audience with Arsake.  When he 
enters the lavish throne room, he does not abase himself before Arsake.  In the ensuing 
days, Arsake presses Kybele to bring Theagenes around, and Kybele constantly (but 
indirectly) tries to corrupt Theagenes, who, well aware of what is happening, always 
praises Arsake’s generosity, but ignores the less noble appeals.  Finally, Kybele 
propositions him directly, adding threats, and pleading with Charikleia (whom she 
believes is Theagenes’s sister) to help convince him.  To buy time, Charikleia also 
encourages Theagenes to comply, and Kybele leaves their quarters.  In private, Charikleia 
continues to urge Theagenes to pretend to begin to acquiesce, if only temporarily, to 
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allow them time to devise a plan to deal with this new obstacle, but Theagenes seems 
intent on outright rejection.  Soon afterward, Theagenes bluntly rejects the offer. 
 
 When Kybele reports these bad tidings, she is tossed out of the palace.  She meets 
with her son, Achaimenes, and tells him of the danger she is in due to failing to help 
Arsake.  Achaimenes suggests that, if Arsake will give Charikleia to him, he will bring it 
about that Arsake can have Theagenes.  Arsake grants them an interview and agrees to 
Achaimenes’s conditions.  He then informs her that Theagenes was Mitranes’s slave and, 
thus, now is also her slave; therefore, he cannot deny her what she wants.  Encouraged, 
Arsake sends for Theagenes, who admits he had been Mitranes’s captive.  She then 
declares that Theagenes will serve at table and dismisses him.  Subsequently, she again 
sends Kybele to Theagenes to insist that he accede to all of her demands.  Charikleia and 
Theagenes confer; they determine it seems impossible to be save them both. 
 
 Taking the initiative, Theagenes asks for and gets a conference with Arsake, in 
which he discloses that Charikleia is, in reality, his bride, not his sister.  This fact 
effectively annuls her promise to Achaimenes that she would make Charikleia his bride. 
He then pledges to submit, if Arsake keeps Achaimenes from marrying Charikleia, which 
she now can do.  Arsake agrees and dismisses Theagenes.  Together again, Theagenes 
tells Charikleia what he did, hoping that the disappointment of Achaimenes will produce 
a way out for them.  The next day Theagenes, as ordered, waits at table, and performs 
masterfully.  Achaimenes is outraged at the preference shown Theagenes, and is even 
more incensed when he learns his wedding has been canceled.  Achaimenes believes this 
is simply another trick, certain that Charikleia is really only Theagenes’s sister.  Devising 
a new plan, he sets off to find Oroondates (satrap of Memphis and Arsake’s husband), 
who is in Thebes, mustering an expedition against the Ethiopians.  
 
Book 8 
 We find out that Persia and Ethiopia have been quarreling over the possession of 
the territory around Philai and the nearby emerald mines and that the King of Ethiopia 
had just captured Philai, without bloodshed, by means of a trick.  Oroondates has just 
learned this when Achaimenes arrives and tells him about Theagenes and Arsake’s 
passions and plots, and also, of course, about Charikleia, the description of which arouses 
a passion in Oroondates.  The satrap, then, sends his chief eunuch, Bagoas, with fifty 
horsemen to bring Charikleia and Theagenes to him, while he hurries off to engage the 
Ethiopians. 
 
 Meanwhile, back at Memphis, the period of mourning for Kalasiris is over, and 
Thyamis tries to figure out where Theagenes and Charikleia are.  When he finds they are 
in the palace, he goes to Arsake to retrieve them, but she violently refuses to give them 
up.  Arsake still has not be able to seduce Theagenes, and now, she is worried about the 
absence of Achaimenes.  Kybele convinces her to use torture to get Theagenes to yield, 
and he is chained and tossed into prison, where he is tortured.  When torture does not 
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produce the desired results, Kybele orders Euphrates, the chief eunuch, it make more 
severe; but Theagenes does not bend.  Then, Kybele convinces Arsake that the only 
solution is to kill Charikleia, and she volunteers to use poison to do so.  Arsake agrees, 
and the torture is suspended.  A poison cup is prepared for Charikleia, and, at dinner with 
Arsake , Kybele drinks it by mistake.  While dying, she makes gestures indicating that 
Charikleia is the murderess.  Charikleia is then chained and brought before Arsake.  
Charikleia, thinking that Theagenes is going to die, confesses to the crime and is put in 
prison.  Later, a maid confesses to her participation in Kybele’s plot, and how she 
presented the wrong cup to the nurse, but her witness is suppressed by Arsake. 
 
 The next morning, Charikleia is put on trial and, again, confesses to the crime, 
because, the night before in prison, she and Theagenes had entered into a suicide pact, 
thinking their situation hopeless.  She is ordered to be immediately burned at the stake.  
The Persians build a bonfire and light it, and Charikleia goes to the pyre of her free will, 
both proclaiming her innocence and calling upon the gods to punish Arsake.  Charikleia 
then enters the flames, but the flames avoid her; this is because she is wearing one of the 
jewels left among her birth tokens, the fabulous pantarbe stone.  The people of Memphis 
are convinced that Charikleia is innocent, and Arsake is barely able to recapture the girl 
and put her back into prison where Theagenes continues to languish.  That night, as the 
couple discusses the implications of what happened, Theagenes insists that this salvation 
comes from the gods.  Both Charikleia andTheagenes suddenly recall dreams in which 
Kalasiris told Charikleia of the power of the pantarbe stone, and, in his, in which 
Theagenes is told of his impending release from Arsake and travel to Ethiopia.  After 
more debate, the couple goes to sleep, hopeful that the gods will create a way out of their 
predicament. 
 
 In the middle of the night, Bagoas arrives at the prison with letters from 
Oroondates and takes Charikleia and Theagenes away from the prison on horseback.  
They travel a long while, and then stop to avoid the noonday heat.  Toward the evening, a 
messenger comes up telling the company that Arsake has committed suicide by hanging, 
rather than face punishment for her crimes.  They begin traveling again, but soon have to 
change course when they learn that Oroondates has left Thebes for Syene, which is 
besieged by the Ethiopians.  So, they head for Syene.  Bogoas’ party is soon ambushed 
and captured by Ethiopian advance troops, aided by their allies the Troglodytai. 
Charikleia, seeing the Ethiopians, realizes that she is in the hands of destiny.  The 
Ethiopians, after questioning them, decide to take Charikleia and Theagenes back as the 
first spoils of war. 
 
Book 9 
 In the meantime, Oroondates has made it to Syene, only to be surrounded and 
besieged by the Ethiopians.  Charikleia and Theagenes are brought as prisoners to the 
Ethiopian King, Hydaspes, who orders them to be set aside for sacrifice.  According to 
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Ethiopian law, the first enemies captured are to be sacrificed.  The couple is to be well 
treated, with lavish food and golden chains. 
 
 Then Hydaspes, when his first attempt to assault Syene fails, decides upon an 
original scheme.  He builds a moat and dike around the city and then fills the moat with 
water from the nearby Nile.  The rising waters cause the city walls to begin to collapse, 
and Oroondates is forced to negotiate by boat with the Ethiopians.  The people of Syene 
surrender and, a few days later, Oroondates, violating the terms of their agreement and 
while the inhabitants of Syene are celebrating rites in honor of the Nile, sneaks his army 
out of Syene and makes haste to Elephantine.  Soon, Hydaspes learns that Oroondates is 
returning with his main force, which had been left at Elephantine.  A battle ensures 
between the Persians and their allies, and the Ethiopians and their own allies.  The 
Ethiopian forces win decisively, and Oroondates tries to escape on horseback.  But he is 
trapped at the Nile by the Ethiopians, and nearly killed by Achaimenes (informed of the 
events in Memphis and repenting of his allegations against Arsake, he hopes to forestall 
trouble by eliminating his master), who wounds him before he himself is killed.  
Oroondates is brought to Hydaspes, who orders him given medical treatment.  Then, 
Hydaspes enters Syene in triumph and learns various ethnographical details about the 
city. 
 
 The next day, Hydaspes rewards various people from his army and orders 
Charikleia and Theagenes to be brought to him.  To Theagenes’s amazement, Charikleia 
decides to delay telling Hydaspes who she really is until they arrive in Ethiopia itself, 
where the Queen can confirm her story.  Hydaspes, seeing Charikleia, is amazed, for he 
had recently had a dream about such a girl being brought to him. When he asks her who 
her parents are, she announces that they are present.  Hydaspes assumes she is merely 
speaking in riddles, and again orders them to be well taken care of, since they are to be 
sacrificed in Ethiopia.  He finally lets Oroondates return to his satrapy in Memphis.  
 
Book Ten 
 The events at Syene ended, Hydaspes heads back to Meroe, in Ethiopia, sending 
letters ahead to the Gymnosophists (the chief priestly caste of the Ethiopians) and to his 
wife, Persinna, telling of his success and ordering that they prepare to celebrate the 
traditional war sacrifice.  Meanwhile Persinna has had a dream presaging the return of 
Charikleia, although not understanding it as such.  When she goes to the Gymnosophists 
to request their attendance at the sacrifice, they also predict, in oracular fashion, that the 
coming sacrifice will not go as planned, but that a member of the royal house will be 
restored. 
 
 The next morning Hydaspes reaches Meroe, and, after making preliminary 
sacrifices and greetings, he proceeds to undertake the central ritual:  the sacrifices to the 
Sun, the Moon, and Dionysus, the chief Gods of the Ethiopians.  Charikleia and 
Theagenes are brought forth to be sacrificed, and Persinna feels great pity for them, 
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especially Charikleia.  Then, the Ethiopians carry out a preliminary test, forcing the 
prisoners to step on a gold gridiron, which instantly burns all those who have had sexual 
relations.  Theagenes and Charikleia pass the test.  The Gymnosophists start to withdraw 
from the ceremony, out of revulsion at the coming human sacrifice.  But before they can, 
Charikleia falls at the feet of Sisimithres, leader of the Gymnosophists, and begs his help 
in proving that she cannot be sacrificed.  Charikleia is overjoyed when she hears it was 
Sisimithres she had spoken to, for he is the one to whom Persinna had given Charikleia as 
a baby.  Then, Charikleia declares she cannot be sacrificed, for she is a native Ethiopian. 
 
 Hydaspes becomes very annoyed at what he considers either insanity or a futile 
attempt to avoid the sacrifice, but Charikleia declares that she is truly his daughter, and 
can prove it.  She then produces the tokens that Persinna placed with her long ago.  
Persinna is stunned, and, when Hydaspes asks why, she tells him to read the band that is 
among the tokens, the one that Kalasiris had read in Delphi.  He and Sisimithres read the 
band together.  Sisimithres confesses that he was the one to whom Persinna had 
committed the young girl.  He mentions the other tokens, and Charikleia produces these 
too.  Hydaspes is still skeptical, and demands an explanation of how Charikleia could 
possibly be his daughter and be white.  Persinna explains how she was looking at the 
picture of Andromeda when she had conceived.  When they bring the picture out of the 
royal bedroom, it looks a great deal like Charikleia.  Then, Charikleia shows the black 
band around her arm that is an identifying birthmark.  Persinna embraces Charikleia in a 
surfeit of passion, and, soon afterward, Hydaspes does the same.  But, he is still bound by 
ancestral law to conduct the sacrifice and declares, with sorrow, he must continue; he 
begins to take Charikleia toward the altar. 
 
 But, the people strongly voice their objections, and show they are prepared to use 
force to prevent the sacrifice, and Hydaspes admits defeat.  But he still intends to 
sacrifice Theagenes.  Charikleia, still too modest to come right out and tell her father that 
he is her fiancée, asks that, if Theagenes must be sacrificed, she be allowed to do it. 
Hydaspes replies that she cannot do so because she has no husband.  Charikleia 
contradicts him, asserting that she does, indeed, have one, but, before she can explain 
more fully, Hydaspes interrupts declaring that she must be half-crazy. 
 
 Hydaspes takes a break to receive visitors and finds his nephew, Meroebos, is 
among the guests.  He greets him in glorious array, and announces that he intends for 
Meroebos to marry Charikleia.  In return for this gift, Meroebos presents Hydaspes with a 
champion wrestler, a huge individual, who challenges all comers to wrestle with him.  No 
one is brave enough to come forward, and the Ethiopians are embarrassed.  Hydaspes, 
then, receives other ambassadors, such as the Seres (= Chinese), the Arab, etc.  The last 
embassy brings as its gift a giraffe, for the Ethiopians, an amazingly strange animal. 
 
 At the sight of this beast, one of the bulls about to be sacrificed bolts in terror and 
starts running around crashing into things.  Theagenes jumps into action, leaping upon a 
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horse to pursue it.  Catching up with the bull, he wrestles it to a stop, to the acclamation 
of the crowd.  Meanwhile, Persinna notices the nervousness with which Charikleia 
watches Theagenes’s exploits.  Charikleia begs Persinna to help save Theagenes, but is 
prevented from telling her the full story by the noise of the crowd as Theagenes finishes 
off the bull right in front of Hydaspes.  Theagenes is brought before the King, and the 
people start to shout that he be matched with the wrestling champion.  Theagenes agrees, 
and using his speed and cleverness, beats the wrestler fairly quickly.  Hydaspes 
congratulates him, and is astounded when Theagenes asks to be sacrificed by the hand of 
Charikleia, and further reveals that Charikleia is, in fact, married!  Charikleia, observing 
Hydaspes’s reaction, proceeds to confide the whole story to Persinna. 
 
 In the meantime, an embassy from Oroondates has arrived with a letter bidding 
Hydaspes to release a certain female captive to him, not only because of his own desire 
for her, but also so that she might be restored to her father, who is a member of the 
embassy.  This old man comes forward and examines the female captives, but does not 
see his daughter.   However, when he sees Theagenes, he rushes at him in anger, and 
declares this he is his daughter’s kidnapper.  Of course, the old man is Charikles, who 
tells the story (as far as he knows it) of his daughter’s abduction by Theagenes with 
Kalasiris’s help.  Charikles had come to Egypt and found that Kalasiris had died, but he 
had met Thyamis at Memphis, who then told him that his daughter had been sent to 
Meroe.  Of course, Charikles still has not mentioned to Hydaspes his daughter’s name.  
When Hydaspes questions Theagenes, Theagenes confesses his guilt, and when Hydaspes 
orders Theagenes to give back the daughter, Theagenes tells Hydaspes to return the girl 
himself, since that girl is Charikleia. 
 
 And soon, Charikleia comes out running and falls at Charikles’s feet.  Persinna, 
who by now learned Charakleia’s full story, tells Hydaspes that Theagenes is, indeed, her 
husband.  The public, by some miracle, understands what has been said, and voices its 
support.  Hydaspes turns to Sisimithres to find out what to do, and the Gymnosophist tells 
them that the gods have shown that these circumstances confirm that they reject human 
sacrifice.  Charikleia and Theagenes are declared as good as married, and Hydaspes and 
Persinna place their crowns on the couple, making them priest of the Sun and priestess of 
the Moon, fulfilling the oracle told long ago.  Thus, they return to Meroe and to the 
applause of all and to the impending marriage of Charikleia and Theagenes.  
 
 
 
 
 
This summary is an adaptation of the one prepared by Jean Alvares and posted on the 
Petronian Society Ancient Novel Page and used with her gracious permission.. 
http://www.chss.montclair.edu/classics/petron/heliodorus.html 
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Digenes Akrites—Byzantine Epic Poem 
 
 
 The Digenes Akrites is a romantic epic of between 3,000-4,000 lines, narrating 
and celebrating the parentage, education, exploits, and death of its eponymous hero—
whose name implies the burden of the story, for it may be translated as Twyborn the 
Borderer.  Mavrogordato says this poem represents “an attempt to arrange a bunch of 
local adventure stories into the likeness of an epic embodying ideals of tolerance and 
peace” and, that this is not a romance, despite many borrowing from ancient Greek 
romances, specifically Achilles Tatius and Heliodorus.  “It is untouched by Western 
influences, in spite of many reflections, through such Hellenistic [sic] writers, from the 
Mediterranean world which was later to inspire any number of Italian and French 
storytellers.”  It is a heroic poem of provincial origin intended for private reading or for 
recitation not in the market-place, but in banqueting hall or refectory.  There are seven 
extant versions, designated as GRO, TRE, AND, ESC, OXF, PAS, and SPE.  There are 
multiple differenes among them, including varying numbers of books (from eight to ten)  
and episodes regarding the hero (xiv-xv). 
 
 
The following is part summary and part explanatory commentary by Mavrogordato, 
which we have shortened and modified to its essential elements. 
 
 
 Once upon a time (so begins the Book one, which is found only in AND and 
PAS) there lived in Kappadokia in the Roman Empire (Rômania) a certain prince called 
Andronikos, or Aaron, of the Doukas family.  He and wife Anna (of the Magastrean or 
Kin-namos family) had five sons, but they wanted a daughter.  (The wanted daughter is a 
very rare theme in oriental folklore.)  So they prayed, and, in due time, a little girl was 
born to them, a lovely child called Eirene.  The soothsayers foretold that she should be 
carried off by an (Arabian) Emir—who would, however, become a Christian—so, when 
she was seven years old, she was put in a palace in a garden attended by a company of 
guards and nursemaids, so that she should never think of love.  When she was twelve 
years old and more beautiful than the moon, she saw in the palace a picture of Love 
painted in the likeness of a little boy shooting with a bow, and one of her maids told her 
that this was the strong and terrible one, armed with arrows and fire, the conqueror, the 
slave-driver, bearing inkhorn and paper to enroll his victims.  She only laughed and said 
she was not afraid of his arrows or his lions or his fire or his ink and paper.  But that night 
Love himself appeared to her in a dream, and she was terrified and begged him to have 
mercy on her, and had to run to her maids to be comforted. 
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 Then, one day when her father was away on an expedition, she went out with her 
maids and her nurses into the country for a picnic.  Now, at this time there was a great 
Arab Emir, called Mousour, who had been made prince of Syria; and, one day, when he 
came raiding into Rômania, he happened to come to the place where the picnic was going 
on and he carried off the girl and her young companions. 
 
 When her five brothers heard of it and told their mother, she charged them on pain 
of a mother’s curse to go after the Emir and bring back their sister, or not to return alive.  
They arm and go in pursuit, and, Konstantine, who is either her eldest brother (xxxi) or 
her twin, fights the Emir while the others look on. 
 
 The Emir is outfought, surrenders, gives them his ring, and allows them to search 
the camp for their sister.  They cannot find her, and a helpful Arab suggests that she may 
have been killed with a lot of other girls whose bodies have been thrown into the ditch.  
There is a search among the mutilated bodies of her companions.  Finally, they return to 
the Emir and threaten him.  He asks them who they are, and when they ask him about his 
own family, he replies proudly, ‘I am the son of Chrysoherpes and Spathia (or Panthia). 
My father is dead, so I was brought up by my Arabian uncles as a Mohammedan.  My 
grandfather was Ambron and my uncle Karoes.  I have conquered all Syria and beyond 
and have never been defeated, but now I surrender to your sister’s beauty.  She is alive 
and unharmed, and if I may marry her, I am willing to become a Christian and come over 
with all my people into Rômania’  
 
  Book two begins by relating that after making peace they all returned to Roman 
territory, and there at the castle the Stratêgissa, the General’s wife, welcomed her sons 
returning with their sister ‘as a mother that rejoiceth over her children’ (a quotation from 
the Septuagint version of the Psalms).  The Emir was baptized and married the princess 
Eirene, and, in due time, a child was born who was called Basil Digenes Akrites.  (All 
versions report the baptism, the marriage, and the birth of the child very briefly, and at 
this point, give no explanation of the child’s names.  It is only later that we learn that he 
was called “Digenes” because he was born of two races, a happy union of Roman and 
Arab, and “Akrites,” because his task was to bring peace to the border between the two.) 
 
 The Emir’s mother, hearing what had happened, wrote to him from Syria a letter 
of bitter reproaches.  She reminded him of the achievements of his father, Chrysocherpes, 
who had defeated many Roman generals, and, when at last he was surrounded and 
offered an honorable and even a glorious peace, who had preferred to be cut to pieces, 
rather than surrender,  and of his uncle Mousour of Tearsus.  
 
 She tells him of the danger she herself is in as a (xxxiii) result of her son’s letting 
himself be seduced from glory by a pretty eater of pork.  (She even reminds him rather 
surprisingly—the reference is omitted in the later versions—of the wives of his harem 
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and his children left behind in Syria.)  She sends the letter by swift horsemen who camp 
outside the Doukas castle at a place called Whitestone.  When the Emir receives his 
mother’s letter, he tells Eirene, who is quite willing, though distressed, to go away with 
him.  There follows a rather complicated quarrel. 
 
 However, all ended happily.  Eirene declared that she had not told her brothers 
anything, and then, she ran and explained to them that the Emir only wanted to go to 
Syria to see his mother, because she had written to him, and would then return again; and 
reminded them that they themselves not long ago had been afraid of a mother’s curse.  
So, there was a general reconciliation, and the Emir set off with all their good wishes for 
a speedy return.  But he went, rather unexpectedly, after what had been said, without 
Eirene.  The incident illustrates the sensitivity of brothers about their sisters’ ‘honor’ in 
the Greek world. 
  
 At the beginning of Book three the Emir is traveling to Syria to collect his mother. 
He sings to his men on the journey to cheer them on, for he makes them travel fast, 
covering three stages in one day in his longing to return to his love.  He reminds them 
how they had been in a desperate battle together and how, at Mellokopia, he had cut a 
way for them through the Roman forces that had surrounded them. 
 
 On the road through the mountains, the Emir kills a lion and takes its teeth and the 
claws of its right foot as a present for his little boy, Basil.  No river crossing is described, 
but they soon arrive at Edessa, capital of Osroëne, in Mesopotamia, and there after 
dinner, he preaches the Christian faith to his mother with such success that she and all her 
household are immediately converted.  After loading up apparently most of the treasure 
of Edessa, they all return to Kappadokia to be baptized.  (Before he began preaching, the 
Emir’s mother anticipates his preaching by challenging him again about the cause of his 
absence.  Had he ever seen, she asks, in Rômania, any wonders to compare with the 
miracles which are performed at the tomb of the Prophet, the light that there descends by 
night from on high, the bears and lions, the wolves and sheep together, one not hurting 
the other that they bow down together during the prayer?  ‘And have we not,’ she 
continues, ‘the Kerchief of Naaman [a sacred relic], who was king among the Assyrians 
and for his virtues was found worthy of miracles?  How could you overstep all these, my 
son, and even despise the greatest honors, when all thought you would be lord of Egypt, 
standing in the way of your own destiny, all for the sake of this Greek girl?’.) 
 
 On the Emir’s return to Kappadocia with his mother and her household, there is a 
scene of reunion, and when he embraces his Eirene, they faint for joy in the fashion of the 
later romances.  Then the little boy, Digenes, was brought in, and the Emir took him in 
his arms and said, ‘My little hawk, and when will you spread your wings and go after the 
partridges?’  And so, the third book ends in a scene of happy family life among the 
Kappadocian nobility. 
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 Book four in the three oldest and most complete versions (GRO, TRE, AND) 
opens with a recapitulation of the life and exploits of the Emir, which would be a suitable 
introduction to the Tale of Digenes if it were only just beginning.  In the course of this 
introduction, we are told explicitly, for the first time, why Basil was called “Digenes” and 
why he was called “Akrites”.   ‘To these a child was born, and, from his birth, he was 
named Basil; and he is also called “Digenes,” as from his parents, being a gentile 
(“ethnikos”) by his father and by his mother, a Roman; and becoming terrible, as the tale 
shall show, he is named “Akrites the Borderer,” as having subdued the Borders.’ 
 
 When, at last, the hero does begin to grow up, he grows up very quickly.  For 
three years, he learned letters.  Then he learned arms, the uses of spear and sword, the 
arts of running and wrestling.  When he was twelve years old, he asked if he might go 
with his father and his uncle to the chase.  The Emir said he was too young, but he 
insisted; and next morning he rode off into the forest with his father and his uncle 
Constantine.  He kills two bears, and catches a running deer on foot and kills it with his 
hands.  When a lion springs at him, he draws his sword and kills it with one stroke.  
Afterwards, they go to a spring in the forest and wash young Digenes and give him clean 
clothes of silk and gold.  The boy was anxious to ride home to his mother, so, they 
mounted him on a white horse, its mane plaited with turquoises and little bells of gold, 
with a saddlecloth of rose and green silk, and a bridle embroidered with gold and pearls.  
The horse was spirited, but he let it play to his own desire and sat in the saddle ‘like a 
full-blown rose’ (TRE 1019, AND 1557), or ‘like an apple on a tree’ (GRO iv. 245).  So, 
he grew up strong and beautiful, and as the Emir, his father grew old, he left all 
adventuring to his son. 
 
 One day, when he became a man, Digenes rode off with his company, and, in one 
of the passes, succeeded in finding a band of the Brigands or “Apelatai,” whom he had 
been longing to meet.  This is the first appearance on the scene of a class of freebooters 
or highwaymen who with their enemies.  The “Akritai” or Wardens play a great part in 
the action; in fact, all the action of the poem is a conflict between “Akritai” and 
“Apelatai.”  (The name by which they are called, “apelatai,” has given occasion for many 
notes, although it is fairly common in Byzantine literature and has even given its name, 
“apelatiki” to the mace or club which seems to have been their characteristic weapon.  It 
is the exact equivalent of the Latin, and obsolete English, “abactor,” that also serves a 
purpose in the narrative of representing the years of adolescent adventure which must 
have elapsed between the boy’s first hunting and the young man’s lovemaking.  In fact, 
there is little doubt that there is a lacuna in GRO after line iv. 253; a lacuna easily 
explained by the fact that the hunting ends as the courtship begins with a homecoming 
from the chase.) 
 
 Now there was a famous general in that part of Rômania called Doukas, and he 
had a lovely daughter called Evdokia.  (Here there seems to be a curious doublet of the 
Emir’s courtship of Eirene, also the daughter of a Doukas, a doublet that the poet has 
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tried to explain by making Evdokia remark that Digenes, through the Doukas family, 
must be a relation.) 
 
 One day, when he was hunting in that country, Digenes sang under her window, 
and she looked out and saw him, and sent her Nurse with a ring and a message of 
warning:  her father, the General, had a cruel way with suitors, however noble and brave 
they were.  He rode home, praying for the sun to set and the moon to rise, and told his 
groom to have his black horse ready at nightfall with double girths and double 
martingales and sword and mace at the saddle.  At dinner he could not eat, so that his 
mother was anxious, and asked him what was the matter, even quoting Homer to him, 
and began to pray.  But he only went up to his room and put on his riding-boots and tuned 
his lute as he liked it, and, as he rode through the night, he sang a song. 
 
 When he arrived at the castle it was nearly daybreak, and Evdokia had fallen 
asleep waiting for him, and when he played under her window to wake her up, she is 
rather cross at first and frightened—‘if they do see thee they will murder thee.’  But they 
talk at the window and exchange many vows—‘if that thy bent of love be honorable, thy 
purpose marriage’—and ‘all my Fortunes at thy foote I’ll lay and follow thee, dear lord, 
throughout the world.’  Then, at last, he stands up in the saddle and catches her as she 
jumps down from the window.  He would not let it be thought that he had stolen her 
secretly, but shouted and awakened the whole castle.  One of the leading pursuers whom 
Digenes crushes with a single blow is named as Soudáles, the Saracen. 
 
 So, Digenes easily defeated all the pursuers; he was careful not to hurt her three 
brothers (TRE 1275; AND 2075; only two of them in GRO iv. 610 and PAS, 359), but 
only knocked them off their horses.  He shook hands with the General and congratulated 
him on having found such a fine son-in-law.  But Digenes insisted on taking the Girl—
she is usually called simply Kore, the girl and, in ESC, Korasion—back to his own 
father’s house for the wedding.  The celebrations lasted three months, and there is a long 
list of remarkable wedding presents from the bride’s father, which included hawks, 
leopards, embroidered tents, maid-servants, two icons of the two saints Theodore, the 
sword of Chosroes, a tame lion, and twelve eunuchs. 
 
 Thereafter, Digenes rode out with Evdokia in the borders, and he destroyed many 
reivers and freebooters and made peace on all the Roman limits.  He loved to ride about 
alone in the wilderness.  He had one tent for himself and the Girl, and for his men and the 
maidservants, he had two separate tents at a distance. 
 
 And the Emperor of the Romans, hearing his fame and being then in Kappadokia, 
wrote that he was anxious to see him.  Digenes answered that if the Emperor wanted to 
see his worthless servant, he should ride down to the Euphrates with only a few men—‘I 
am afraid that if you were to come with a large army, your men might find fault with me, 
and I am so young and foolish, I might pay them with my fists’ (TRE 1501 – 4).  So the 
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Emperor came to the river with only a hundred men and greeted Digenes affectionately 
and asked him to name his reward.  Digenes replied with a short lecture on the duties of 
empire. 
 
 The Emperor, wishing he had four such men in the empire, restores to him all the 
possessions which had been confiscated from his grandfather (an obvious reference to the 
mysterious disgrace and exile of Eirene’s father Doukas to which there have been some 
allusions, e.g. GRO iv. 55; and which explained his absence from home when Eirene was 
carried off by the Emir where the word exoria, exile, seems to have been misunderstood 
by the redactor of AND 290, as equivalent to taxeidi, expedition), and confirmed with a 
Golden Bull his authority over the Border. 
 
 Digenes entertains the Emperor by an exhibition of strength.  He catches, and, on 
foot, turns and throws with his hands at the Emperor’s feet, a wild unbroken horse; and a 
second item on the program is provided by a lion, which, at that moment, jumps 
unrehearsed out of the undergrowth.  Digenes seizes it by one leg, dashes it on the 
ground, and presents it to the delighted Emperor.  From that time, concludes the incident 
(GRO iv. 1087), ‘they called the lad Basil “Akrites the Borderer” because of the Golden 
Bull which appointed him to rule over the Borders.’  (His name Akrites was taken from 
the appointment officially conferred by the Emperor on this occasion, which is in direct 
contradiction to the statement at the beginning of the book (iv. 49-53); and this seems to 
make it more probable than it already appears that this whole passage of the 
demonstration of strength before the Emperor is a later interpolation.) 
 
 We come now in Book six (five in GRO) to a rather more than ordinarily episodic 
part of the poem.  The poet seems to have been conscious that there was little left in his 
book but a collection of anecdotes, which could not be jettisoned because there was not 
only a general shortage of material, but also a shortage of romantic relief.  In order to 
make a suitable setting for these, he would put them all into the first person and represent 
them as spoken by the hero himself to his friends after dinner.  Accordingly, the next two 
books (vi and vii in TRE and AND, v and vi in GRO) are spoken by Digenes in his own 
person.  Although it has been previously stated that he had no friends, he is now 
represented as illustrating the temptations to which a young man is exposed by telling his 
friends at table some of his own youthful experiences.  The episodes, in fact, become 
examples of formal boasting, which is a feature of much heroic poetry of every age, like 
the ‘Gabs’ of Charlemagne and his knights (Chadwick, Heroic Age, 326; see, for 
example, Iliad xx. 83 ff.; and Beowulf 480, 636).  The opening of GRO Book five is 
careful to add that it was not for the sake of boasting but as a manner of repentance that 
Digenes once told the following story to a passing Kappadokian. 
 
 Digenes begins with the strange tale of the daughter of the great Emir 
Haplorrabdes, who lived with her father and her mother Melanthia at the city of 
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Meferkeh.  Digenes was fifteen years old at the time, and living with his love on the 
borders. 
 
 The daughter of Haplorrabdes had the common fortune to fall in love with one of 
her father’s captives, the son of the Roman general Anticochus.  They eloped together 
with horses and treasure, but, at their first encampment beside a well, he deserted her and 
rode away.  He was, however, attacked by the highwayman Mousour, who would have 
killed him if Digenes had not just then ridden over the border on his black charger.  ‘I 
killed Mousour,’ says Digenes, ‘and gave the young man into the keeping of my friends.  
I rode on and soon, came to the Emir’s daughter weeping beside the water under the tree.  
I was at first frightened and thought I saw a ghost, but she asked me to stay and rest and 
told me her story.’  She repeats, without much verbal repetition, in greater detail and in 
character, the account that has already been given of her parentage, her elopement, and 
her desertion, after she and her lover had been three nights at the well.  She had been here 
alone in the desert for ten days.  The day before, an old man crossing the desert on his 
way to Arabia had told her how he had five days before seen her husband rescued from 
the brigand Mousour, at a place called Blattolibadi, by the young Akrites. 
 
 At this moment a band of a hundred Arabs attacked them and attempted to carry 
her off, but Digenes soon scattered them.  She recognized him as the Akrites who had 
rescued her lover, and he offered to lead her back to him, if she would renounce ‘the faith 
of the Aethiopians.’  She replied that she had already been converted by her husband, and 
Digenes took her on his own horse to take her back to her husband at Halkogourna.  But 
on the road Digenes was inflamed by her beauty and did not resist the temptation.  He 
returned her to her husband—whose father had been killed long ago in subduing the 
Persians---and, no more was said about it; but Digenes gave him plenty of good advice; 
‘and still bitterly ashamed and repentant, I returned to my own beloved in the middle of 
April.’ 
 
 After this April repentance, Book seven opens in the month of May, the year’s 
pleasant King, the loveliness of which moves Akrites, who is still the narrator, to set up 
his tent in a flowery meadow by a running pool.  In the heat of the day, he lay down to 
sleep while Evdokia, not less lovely than the flowers, went down to the water.  (The set 
piece on the month of May (TRE 1860 – 1920) is in a lifeless and artificial style and is 
almost certainly a redactor’s embroidery.)  And so the Girl, after sprinkling him with 
rosewater and he asleep with the nightingales’ singing, went down to the water to drink 
and paddle.  There, she was attacked by a serpent in the form of a beautiful youth.  She 
screamed, and Digenes sprang up and seized his sword and had soon slain the monster, 
which now had three fire-breathing heads.  (This seductive dragon is remarkable as being 
the only instance in the poem of a definitely supernatural appearance.  There is a sense in 
which the defeat of three hundred armed men by one, unarmed hero is a natural 
occurrence when compared with the appearance of a fire-breathing dragon or a talking 
bird.) 
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  So the Girl laughed at her fears, and Digenes lay down to sleep again; and the 
next time she called him from sleep, it was to kill a lion that came out of the undergrowth 
and was preparing to spring at her.  He killed it easily with his club without damaging its 
skin.  This time, she was cast down by her fears and asked him to play to her to raise her 
spirits.  ‘So I took my lute from the peg. . .And the sound of the lute and the sound of her 
voice sent up a pleasant noise into the air and resounded in the mountains.’ 
 
 After this idyll by the pool—the Serpent and the Lion and the Song—the rest of 
the book is given up to fighting.  First of all, a band of three hundred Reivers, attracted by 
the sound of the lute and the Girl’s singing, came down from the mountains and attacked 
them, trying to frighten Digenes away from her, but Digenes drove them away with his 
club and returned to the tent ‘shaking his sleeves.’ 
 
 Next morning, when Digenes went down to the river to wash, he met Three 
Armed Horsemen, who asked him if he had seen the band of Reivers.  He said they had 
indeed come along and wanted to carry off his Bride, but he had not even had to get on a 
horse to deal with them.  They should soon know what had happened to the Reivers, for 
they fell into the pit they themselves had dug.  The Three Horsemen whispered together 
saying, ‘Can this be Digenes the Borderer?’  And to him they said, ‘You must prove your 
words: choose one of us and fight, and we shall soon know.’  ‘But I only smiled and said, 
I am an only-begotten son, and I live one and alone, but with one man alone I have never 
yet fought.’ 
 
  It is to be noticed in this connection that, to his great sorrow, he had no children; 
and that he was thirty-three years old when he died.  Digenes proceeds to tell the story of 
Ankylas, which is only found in TRE 2071-2123, AND 3068-3120, OXF 2495 ff., and 
PAS, 379-81.  It is a story within a story told by Digenes as a warning to the Three 
Horsemen, and, although evidently interpolated and not included in the text printed 
below, is fairly appropriate to the context. 
 
 One day, riding down into the plain, he had met a young man in Mesopotamia 
called Ankylas, who had unhorsed and disarmed him, and had written on his club an 
insulting message—‘you can tell all the other Reivers that you have fought with Ankylas 
and escaped alive.’  But, a year later, he says, ‘I rode out to his abode and sang a musical 
challenge to my lute.  When Ankylas rode out at me, I just tapped him on the head, and 
when I picked him, up he was dead.’ 
 
 So, after some more challenging, Digenes fights with the Three Horsemen, who 
are revealed as the “Apelate” (Reiver) chiefs:  old Philopappos, Kinnamos and 
Iôannikios, who appear to be his sons.  When he had knocked the ‘old man’ down, the 
other two attacked him together ‘like barking dogs,’ and there is a good long fight before, 
encouraged by the cries of his Girl, he defeats them, and spares their lives.  Then 
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Philopappos asked him to make peace and accept the leadership of all the “Apelatai.”  
But Digenes replied:  ‘I do not want to command, but to live alone; for I was an only 
son.’ 
 
 The Three Chiefs thank him and depart, but soon begin to wonder and murmur 
among themselves at their own defeat; fortunately no one had seen it.  This Digenes had 
passed unhurt among their swords, as if he had been a spirit of the place; not less 
astonishing had been the beauty of his Girl.  She had been like a living statue. 
 
 They decide, on the advice of Philopappos, to summon their friends by lighting 
beacons, and then attack Digenes again at night.  As for the Girl, of whose dazzling 
loveliness Philopappos had never seen the like, she should be given to Iôannikios.  The 
lighting of the beacons fails to assemble the expected gathering of  “Apelatai,” so 
Philopappos is advised to ‘go and see our kinswoman Maximo.’  She was a maiden 
warrior descended from those Amazons whom King Alexander brought back from India.  
Maximo seems to be some relation to Philopappos.  So Philopappos goes to Maximo, and 
tells her that his sons are gone off to the borders to fight the irregulars.  While he was 
riding along the frontiers, Philopappos tells her, he saw in a meadow, at a place called 
Trôsis, the loveliest girl in the world:  let Maximo prove her affection and kinship by 
helping to capture this girl for her dear Iôannikios.  Maximo falls into the trap.  She 
called for Melementzes, the leader of her own band of “Apelatai” and picked a troop of a 
hundred men.  They are joined by Kinnamos with his own band, and they come down to 
the bank of the river.  (The scene now and for the rest of the poem is definitely on the 
banks of the Euphrates.) 
 
 On the advice of Philopappos, he alone with Kinnamos and Melementzes 
advanced along the bank to spy out the position.  ‘And I,’ says Digenes, still the narrator, 
‘was sitting on a rock, holding my grey horse by the bridle, watching for them.’  ‘There 
he is,’ said Philopappos, ‘we must keep at a safe distance, but find out where the Girl is.’  
Melementzes thought this was ridiculous; he had never been afraid of a thousand men, 
and now was he to run away from one?  So Melementzes advanced alone to the attack 
(they had crossed the river, though their passage is not mentioned).  ‘I knocked him off, 
saddle and all, but while I was watching to see if he would get up, Philopappos came 
from one side and wounded my horse in the thigh.  I chased them only down to the 
water’s edge, seeing their people all around on the other side and with my horse lamed 
and unarmed as I was.’  (It is clear from the passages preceding that Digenes was armed 
only with sword and mace and dressed in a silk tunic, while the others were armed with 
lances, besides wearing body armor and helmets.  This is a good example of the fact that, 
in the Greek poem in the standard versions, Digenes is a human warrior, not a giant or a 
magician as in the Russian version and in the Songs. 
 
 ‘I returned to my camp, took arms and a fresh horse, then took the Girl and put 
her on my horse and hid her in a cave on a hilltop, with provisions, where she could 
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watch without being seen.’  ‘When I came down again, there they were on the other side 
looking for the ford, Maximo in the middle of the four others—Philopappos, Kinnamos, 
Iôannikios, and Leander.’ 
 
 Maximo had come forward alone; she was riding a horse black as a swallow, his 
mane and tail, his ears and his hoofs dyed with scarlet, and she herself was in cloth of 
gold with a gold breastplate and a green turban, and she carried a blue and gilded lance. 
 
 She asked where Digenes had his men, and, when Philopappos told her that 
Digenes always went about like that, alone with his Girl, she cursed Philopappos for 
being an old fool for making all this fuss for one man; she would cross over by herself 
and bring them back his head.  And she started forward, ‘but I,’ says Digenes, ‘spoke up 
and said, “Men ought to come to women, and I will cross over to you.”  I rode my horse 
into the deep water and swam him over to the shallows where she was waiting for me.’  
In the fight her lance was broken, and before she could draw her sword, Digenes (who 
seems never to have used a lance himself) had swung his sword and, sparing her, cut off 
the head of her horse.  He left her on the ground crying for mercy, and was immediately 
surrounded by her men, gathering together like eagles.  A battle piece of considerable 
style and dignity describes how he killed or scattered her hundred men-at-arms. 
 
 And so he was left to deal with the five, Philopappos, Kinnamos, Iôannikios, 
Leander, and Melementzes, who tried to cut him off from the river.  They charged with 
their lances, but his armor and his sword made them all ineffective.  Then, Leander alone 
drew his sword, but was knocked into the river, horse and all.  The others turned to fly.  
He shouted after them, but did not pursue them—‘I always took pity on the fugitive.  One 
must conquer, but not over-conquer, and love one’s opponents.’  He goes to send 
Maximo away with a warning, and she thanks him for his mercy and blesses him for his 
valor, and asks that they may meet again in the morning in single combat.  He accepts 
gladly and sends her home on one of the many horses now riderless. 
 
 So, he crosses the river to his tent, changes arms and horses, dresses in a purple 
silk tunic with a scarlet hood, and, as it is already evening, he does not visit Evdokia, but 
sends to her two of his serving men.  Then, he crosses the river Euphrates and waits for 
the night to pass, while his horse rests in the meadow.  ‘At dawn, I rose up and mounted 
and rode into the plain and waited; and when the day came, and the daylight, and the sun 
shone on the heights, then Maximo appeared in the open, alone.  She was riding a horse 
white as snow, its hoofs dyed scarlet; and she wore a plated cuirass, and, over it, a tabard 
embroidered with pearls, and she carried a gleaming Arabian lance blue and gilded, a 
sword at her waist and a yataghan at her saddle, a shield of silver with a gilt border, and, 
in the center, the head of a lion in gold studded with precious stones.’ 
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 After riding around for a little, the opponents charged eachother, but neither was 
unhorsed.  When they drew swords, Digenes cut Maximo over the fingers so that her 
sword fell to the ground; and then, to show how completely she was at his mercy, he 
killed her horse, cutting it in two with a single stroke. Maximo begged for mercy and told 
Digenes that she had kept her virginity for the man that they carried with them in battle.  
When she took off her armor, her body gleamed as if seen in a mirror.  Afterwards 
digenes was ashamed of having yielded to a sinful temptation.  He rides away saying, 
‘Go in peace and do not forget me,’ while Maximo, washing herself in the river, tries to 
make him turn back.  But Digenes rode quickly back to his own true love, his ‘untroubled 
fountain set apart,’ who questioned him rather sharply about his long absence.  He told 
her that he had had to attend to Maximo’s wounds, and her suspicions were soon allayed.  
So ends Book seven.  (In the GRO version, the original redactor has added a savage 
conclusion:  On thinking it over, Digenes presents that he is going for a day’s hunting, 
rides back, and slaughters Maximo for her sin.) 
 
 Book eight, returning to a narrative in the third person, describes with some 
elaboration the Garden and Palace which Digenes made for himself and Evdokia on the 
banks of the Euphrates.  Here, by the river, Digenes lived, devoting his wealth to good 
works and the pacification of the Empire.  All the princes and governors of Romania sent 
him gifts in gratitude for his services; and the Emperor every day sent presents to Akrites.  
Romans, Saracens, Persians, or men of Tarsus on the roads, not one of them dared 
approach without his order of pass and without his seal, for the “Apelatai,” who served 
and feared him, would have destroyed them. 
 
 TRE and AND, closely followed by PAS (but not by OXF, which in the 
composition of the close is more akin to GRO), begin their Book nine with the death of 
his mother and the lament for the dead, and then, have to fill up the rest of the book with 
a recapitulation of the glory of Digenes, a list of the line of great Arab raiders whose 
exploits were brought to an end when the Emir Mousour, father of Akrites, called after 
his baptism “Ioannes,” was baptized and kept his faith and settled down in Kappadokia 
and begat the young Akrites, who wonderfully subdued the Outlaws and Irregulars who 
held the passes and the marshes so that they paid a tribute to the Emperor.  His successes 
were suitably rewarded by the Emperor Nikeforos. 
 
 In Book ten, Digenes falls ill.  ‘All things in this vain world come to an end.’  
GRO is quite brief and rationalistic about it; his illness started with a cramp after bathing.  
The doctors could do him no good and told him so.  He sends them away and calls 
Evdokia and makes her sit near him, and, in a fine and moving speech, recalls all their 
past life together:  how fearlessly he had carried her off; their lovely life in the desert at 
Blattolivadi (the Serpent and the Lion and the Well); and how he fought with Robbers 
and Outlaws; and Maximo (whom he afterwards murdered secretly, in GRO ony); she 
Evdokia) would have to marry again for protection, rather than endure the drought of 
widowhood.  She begins to pray and, at the end of her prayer, looks up and sees him in 
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the article of death, and herself falls dead; with that, he died happy.  The funeral of 
Digenes and his tomb, built on a hill at Trôsis, are described briefly (in GRO). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
This summary is adapted from that given in Mavrogordato’s book Digenes Akrites, xxvi-
lxi.  All our preliminary information is taken from his Introduction, xi-lxi. 
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Twelfth Century Byzantine (Komnenian) Novels 
 
 
Rodánthi and Dosiklís  by Theódoros Pródromos 
 
 The story is constructed out of three relatively equal parts.  Books one through 
three contain a complex double analepsis.  Dosiklís and Krátandros exchange their 
stories.  The story begins in medias res.  
  
 In Book one, Rodánthi and Dosiklís are caught up in an attack by pirates on the 
town of Rhodes and taken into captivity, along with many of the natives and a Greek 
from Cyprus, called Krátandros, whom Dosiklís befriends.  The Krátandros’s tale is, like 
the story of Kleinias in Achilles Tatius’s’ romance, a tragic foil to the main narrative.  
Caught in flagrante in his mistress’s room, Krátandros had the misfortune to strike her 
dead mistaking her for one of the guards.  Dosiklís then tells how he and Rodánthi came 
to be in Rhodes (also beginning in medias res) with the arrival of the pair in the town of 
Rhodes and their hospitality at the house of a local merchant and his family. 
 
 In Book two, Dosiklís, within his narrative to Krátandros, retells the story of his 
wooing and abduction of Rodánthi, essentially repeating what he had earlier related to his 
hosts in Rhodes.  The third book contains the conclusion of Dosiklís story, to the point 
where it links up with the beginning of the main narrative.  The pirate chief Govrýas, 
whom we have already met in Book one as a capricious arbiter of life and death to his 
captives, now attempts to seduce Rodánthi.  He schemes behind his master’s back, 
Mistýlos, to win Rodánthi for himself, daring to promise the pirate’s daughter for 
Dosiklís if he (Dosiklís) will aid in the enterprise. 
 
 The second, and central, part of the romance (Books four-six) curiously pushes 
the lovers to the wings, and concentrates on the larger affairs of the pirates, the outcome 
of which determines the fate of the principal characters.  Govrýas, at the start of Book 
four, is threatening to make a human sacrifice of the hero and heroine.  His superior 
officer, Mistýlos, receives an ultimatum from one Vryáxis, king of Píssa, demanding 
tribute, and the sacrifice has to be postponed.  Book five, which occupies the central 
portion of the romance, scarcely mentions the lovers, as the pirate chief Mistýlos and the 
king of Píssa exchange envoys and prepare for war.  In Book six, a spectacular battle is 
fought, and the pirates, who are holding Rodánthi and Dosiklís, are beaten.  Vryáxis 
sends an army of frogmen armed with metal hammers to knock holes in the hulls of the 
enemy ships.  At the conclusion of the battle, there is a brutally realistic account of the 
atrocities associated with the sack of a town.  At the end of the book, we meet the hero 
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and heroine again, among the many captives loaded on to ships.  Dosiklís sees the ship 
carrying Rodánthi sink, apparently with all hands, but Pródromos, unlike Achilles Tatius 
or Heliodorus, makes no attempt to keep the reader in suspense. 
 
 With Book seven, the third and final part begins.  The heroine is brought ashore in 
Cyprus, where the action will be mainly set until the end of the poem.  Rodánthi is now 
the slave of the parents of Krátandros, the fellow prisoner of Dosiklís.  In due course, she 
tells her story to her mistress, Mýrilla, whose recognition that her son must be in captivity 
in Píssa along with Dosiklís provides the means to bring the two strands of the plot back 
together.  Krátandros’s father immediately sets out for Píssa to bring the young men back 
to Cyprus.  In this way, too, the subplot of Krátandros’ ill-fated love for Chrysochrói 
becomes part of the main plot.  
  
 The scene of Book eight moves back to Píssa, where the human sacrifice of 
Dosiklís and Krátandros, twice postponed at the hands of the pirates, is now about to be 
consummated by their new captor, King Vryáxis. The pair, in an impressive rhetorical 
display of reasoning, manages to dissuade the king from his action.  But then, at the 
crucial moment, help arrives in the form of Krátandros’ father, who adds his rhetorical 
flourishes to theirs.  In an amusing reversal of the conventions of the ancient genre, the 
king now loses patience and decides to send his victims to the stake after all.  This fate is 
prevented only by a shower of rain borrowed from Xenophon’s Ephesiaka (Book four 2).  
Pródromos, the rhetor, seems here to be deliberately poking fun at his own profession:  it 
is not fine words that influence actions, but rather the whims of the mighty and the 
caprices of Chance. 
 
 Reunited at the home of Krátandros’ parents in Cyprus, the lovers face a final 
threat to their happiness in the form of their friend’s mother, Mýllis, who conceives a 
hysterical passion for Dosiklís, and almost succeeds in poisoning Rodánthi with a potion 
that brings on apparent death. This episode in Book 8 is symmetrical with that in the first 
part of the romance, in Book 3, in which the heroine had been the object of the attentions 
of the pirate chief, Govrýas. Dosiklís arrives in time to reverse its effects with some 
flowers he has found when out hunting.  In the woods he had observed them cure a half-
paralyzed bear and randomly collects part of the plant and takes it with him. 
 
 Book nine of the romance finds the lovers in a quandary:  should they flee from 
Cyprus and the unwelcome attentions of Mýrilla, at the cost of insulting their friend and 
host Krátandros?  The dilemma is resolved by factors outside their control:  the fathers of 
the lovers turn up unexpectedly and announce that their respective families are now 
reconciled to the match.  The romance ends by repeating briefly, in reverse, the journeys 
of the protagonists in its first part, this time from Cyprus to Rhodes, and finally home to 
Abydos. 
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This summary is compiled from material appearing in Beaton’s The medieval Greek 
romance, 67-73.  We use his spellings of authors and their works. 
 

-----o----- 
 
Drósilla and Chariklís  by Nikítas Evyenianós   
 
 The story begins in medias res with a raid on the city of Barzon by the Parthians, 
who came not to conquer, but to take prisoners and property, goats, cows, and stockpiles 
of foodstuffs.  Among the prisoners are the protagonists, the extraordinarily beautiful 
Drósilla and Chariklís.  Once in Parthia, the lovers are separated:  Drósilla is kept in the 
women’s quarters of Chrysilla, the wife of Kratylos, the Parthian king; Chariklís is 
confined in the prison, where he meets Kléandros, another well-born young man.  The 
two captive men exchange their stories about their respective loves. Kleandros 
sorrowfully tells of their courting with a series of highly complex rhetorical love letters 
and explains how Chance put them in harm’s way of the enemy raiders. Kalligóni, 
Kléandros’s love interest, was able to hide from the enemy.  In a analepsis, Chariklís, a 
native of Phthia, relates how he and Drósilla happened to be in Barzon.  He saw her at the 
festival of the god Dionysus and wooed her, but she was promised to another.  
Nevertheless, she falls in falls in love with Chariklís, and they escape together on a 
merchant ship and sail away from their homeland.  On the fourth day, their ship is 
attacked by pirates, but he and Drósilla disembark unseen when the marauders drive the 
ship to dry land and the next day see their ship set fire.  From their hiding place on the 
top of the mountain, they spy in the distance fortified towers and head toward the city of 
Barzon, from which they have just been abducted. 
 
 Now slaves of the king of Parthia, the two are subject to the unwelcome attentions 
of the Parthian queen (she lusts for Chariklís), and her son, Kleinias (he wants Drósilla 
for his wife), while also being asked to be go-betweens for their impassioned masters.  
Kratylos dies suddenly (Burton says from an illness, 93; Beaton claims he is poisoned, 
74), and now, Chrysilla intensifies her pursuit of Chariklís. 
 
 Not three weeks after the king’s demise, Mongos, the satrap for Chagos, lord of 
the Arabs arrives to exact annual tributes from the new king of the Parthians, Kleinias.   
The proud and rash leader unceremonious dismisses the demand by tearing up the letter 
and abusively persuading Mongos to leave.  The Arab army, led by Chagos, attacks 
battles the fierce Parthian army, and succeeds in defeating them soundly.  Kleinias is 
killed in the battle and Chrysilla thrusts a sword through her chest.  Prisoners again, 
Drósilla and Chariklís are condemned to share in a third captivity. 
 
 On their way to Arab lands, the lovers are separated once more.  The men are on 
foot, but the women are traveling in covered wagons.  A branch catches on Drósilla’s 
arm, tearing her from her seat and sending her crashing down the cliff to the shore and 
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into the sea. She grabs onto a piece of oak bark that is floating by and lands eventually 
lands on a deserted island. 
 
 The story reverts back to Chariklís, who laments, when, at the end of the same 
day, he hears of Drósila’s disaster.  His complaints attract the attention of Chagos, who, 
when he realizes that Chariklís and Kléandros are not Parthians, sets them free to search 
for Drósilla.  The tale then reverts back to the maiden Drósilla, who survives in the 
wilderness for days on grass and fruits until she is able to walk again.  She then comes to 
a town but is ashamed to enter and pronounces an extended lament that is overheard by a 
kindly old woman, Maryllís, who takes her in.  In a dream, she is told to go to seek out 
Xenokrates, an innkeeper. 
 
 At the inn, she meets his son, Kallidemos, who is immediately struck by her 
beauty and lies when she inquires about Chariklís, who, in fact, is sleeping there at that 
very moment.  He and Kléandros arrived there three days prior.  Kallidemos woos her 
and desperately tries to convince her to marry him.  The old woman suggests that he 
would be a good catch. 
 
 In the meantime, Chariklís has a dream and is told to go to Maryllís’s house.  
There, a joyous reunion takes place in the old woman’s hovel.  Chariklís and Drósilla are 
in the midst of enjoying again one another’s company when their happiness is doused 
with sorrow. Kléandros rushes in to announce that his Kalligóni is dead.  A stranger from 
Barzon, the merchant Gnathon, arrived bearing the tragic news.  Kléandros spirals into 
inconsolable gloom and dies of grief (Burton, 177; Beaton says he commits suicide, 74). 
 
 But Gnathon has brought good news as well.  Phrator and Myrtion, the fathers of 
Chariklís and Drósilla, respectively, have asked him to look for their children (they have 
offered to pay him), and he is prepared to take them back to Barzon on his ship (Beaton 
calles him “a mercenary deus ex machina,” 75).  Phrator and Myrtion  had been staying 
in Barzon for some time after the abduction, hoping to attain information about their 
children’s fate.  A second cheerful reunion occurs between the fathers and their once lost 
children, quickly followed by a third with the mothers, when, after a ten-day journey, 
they all return to their homeland of Phithia.  The final book, which began with a funeral, 
concludes with a merry wedding and a blissful marriage night. 
 
 
This summary has been compiled for a reading of Joan B. Burton’s English translation, A 
Byzantine Novel.  Drosilla and Charikles, as well as Beaton’s The medieval Greek 
romance, 73-75. 
 

-----o----- 
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Arístandros and Kallithéa (fragments only)  by  Konstandínos Manassís 
 
 Having come down to us in fragments only, we are unable to relate a full story.  
Beaton indicates, however, that the story seems to have followed Pródromos and 
Heliodorus in beginning in medias res, while in other respects, like Pródromos, Manassís 
prefers to follow Achilles Tatius.   
 
 The hero and heroine fall successively into the hands of at least three tyrannical 
masters.  Both are subjected to unwelcome attentions and trials of their constancy.  
Arístandros narrowly escapes death on at least one occasion.  Ending up in Egypt, the 
pair is finally set free in the course of a battle between barbarian forces and takes a ship 
for their native Greece.   New elements in the story seem to have been the role of the 
wicked eunuch (Frs. 80, 110, 161), a conventional figure in other Byzantine contexts, but 
new in the romance, and the author’s fascination with fabulous and exotic beasts.  
 
 
These short commentes are compiled from material appearing in Beaton’s The medieval 
Greek romance, 76. 
 

-----o----- 
 
Ysmíni and Ysminías  by Efstáthios Makremvolítis 
 
 Ysminías begins his narrative in Book one with a description of his native city, 
Eurýkomis, where the people are celebrating the feast of the Diásia.  Ysminías is elected 
by lot as herald, and sent off with due ceremony to the city of Avlíkomis, where he is 
entertained by the wealthy Sosthenes, who holds a lavish banquet in his honor. Ysminías 
is struck by the beauty of Sosthenes’s daughter, Ysmíni, who serves the wine, but he is 
embarrassed and amused by her immodest behavior:  she presses her ankle against his 
foot under the table, touches his hand as she passes the wine, and even tickles and kisses 
his feet when—according to the custom pertaining to heralds—she washes them after the 
meal.  In the night, Ysminías is awakened by Kratisthenes, who has come with him from 
Eurýkomis, and teasingly interrogated about his conquest of Ysmíni. Ysminías dismisses 
this conquest as a joke and goes back to sleep 
. 
 In Book two, Ysminías visits the garden with Kratisthenes, and the two examine 
in the summer house a large frieze depicting, in the central scene, a winged and naked 
youth armed with bow, arrows, and a torch, seated on a chariot, and followed by throngs 
of people.  Again, Ysmíni makes unabashed advances to him at the evening meal, and 
again, Kratisthenes teases him; Ysminías, however, denies that he is in love, and falls 
asleep. 
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 Book three describes the sequence of dreams Ysminías experiences that night.  
First Eros, the figure in the frieze, appears and enrolls him as a slave, angrily and forcibly 
joining his had to Ysmíni’s.  He wakes up, panic-stricken, and tells Kratisthenes that he is 
now a slave of Aphrodite and must renounce his duties as a herald.  Kratistshenes tells 
him not to be a fool, and goes back to sleep, snoring loudly, leaving Ysminías to indulge 
in half-waking fantasies of his next meeting with Ysmíni.  Towards dawn, he falls asleep, 
and dreams of making love to Ysmíni after a banquet.  His argument with Kratisthenes is 
continued the next day during a walk in the garden, interrupted by Sosthenes, who 
summons them to yet another meal.  This time, he responds to Ysmíni’s advances with 
passionate glances, and is unable to eat or drink. 
 
 In Book four, he finds her alone in the garden, and presses his attentions upon her, 
much to her surprise, in view of his former indifference.  After Ysminías and 
Kratisthenes have retired to their room, Ysminías slips out in the hope of finding Ysmíni, 
but his friend Kratisthenes notices Ysminías’s absence and drags him back to bed.  They 
have another long argument, but eventually Kratisthenes falls asleep, and Ysminías, 
hearing a noise in the garden, goes out again to find Ysmíni standing alone by a well.  
Their embraces are interrupted by a woman’s voice calling Ysmíni into the house, and 
Ysminías returns to his room, to be admonished once more by Kratisthenes.  Ysminías is 
sleepless, torn between duty and passion.  
 
 In the feverish dream sequences which open Book five, Ysminías dreams first of 
love-making, then of Ysmíni dressed as a bride, and third, that he is in the garden with 
Ysmíni, caught in flagrante by her mother, Panthia.  She screams abuse at him, and, 
suddenly, a hosts of avenging women pursues him, threatening to tear him to pieces.  He 
cries out in his sleep to Kratisthenes, who shakes him and explains that the noise is real, 
since Sosthenes is at the door telling them to get up and greet the crowd of people outside 
who are clamoring to crown him as herald.  During the festivities, his parents arrive, and 
invite Sosthenes and his family to Eurýkomis for a return visit.  The whole party sails to 
Eurýkomis, and a bounteous banquet is held.  At night, while all the parents depart to 
sacrifice to Zeus Xenios, Ysminías goes to Ysmíni’s bedside.  They swear eternal love, 
but she refuses to sacrifice her virginity. 
 
 Ysminías is awakened by his mother in Book six in time for yet another banquet, 
during which Sosthenes announces that he has arranged a good match for Ysmíni and 
invites the company to take part in the wedding celebrations at Avlíkomis.  After the 
meal, the parents go off to make propitiating sacrifices for Ysmíni’s wedding, while 
Ysminías goes again to Ysmíni’s room and laments.  The next day, Zeus sends an evil 
omen, so after a more frugal meal, the parents make yet further sacrifices.  Kratisthenes 
seizes the chance to tell Ysminías that Kratisthenes has found a boat which will take the 
three of them to Syria, and goes off to make arrangements, leaving Ysminías to dream of 
the sea, waves, and Ysmíni’s embraces. 
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 In Book seven, during a further convenient absence of all the parents and 
Kratisthenes, Ysminías tells Ysmíni of their planned elopement. Ysminías’s attempt to 
make love to Ysminí is interrupted by Kratisthenes, with the news that the boat is about 
to depart, and there is no time to waste.  After prayers to Poseidon, the ship sails off in 
calm seas, and the lovers embrace, lulled by the waves.  The next day brings a storm, and 
the captain declares that only a human sacrifice will placate the sea-god’s wrath.  The lot 
falls on Ysmíni, and the captain casts her overboard, listing all the precedents for human 
sacrifice in classical mythology as he does so.  The lamentations of the bereft Ysminías 
become so unbearable that the captain dumps him, too, at the next landing-place, where 
Ysminías weeps himself to sleep and dreams of Eros leading Ysmíni from the waves. 
 
 In Book eight, Ysminías is captured by Ethiopian pirates, who launch a savage 
attack on a city and cram the trireme with booty and Greek-speaking captives.  Three 
days later, while the pirates disembark to eat, drink, and sleep, Ysminías debates with the 
captives on board about the best course of action.  Then, an army of Greeks arrives, 
vanquishes the pirates, and sells the captives in the city of Dafnípolis as slaves.  After 
praying at the shrine of Apollo, Ysminías makes his way to the house of his new master 
and mistress.  Time passes; the feast of Diásia comes round again. This time, Ysminías’s 
master is chosen as herald, and the household departs for Artýkomis. 
 
 In Book nine, now only a menial servant, Ysminías remembers his pasts 
happiness.  During the welcome shown to his master, Ysminías’s right eye keeps 
twitching, and, thinking of Theokritos, he takes this as a good omen.  Sure enough, at the 
banquet that follows, one of the maidservants attending the host’s daughter, Rodópi, 
looks suspiciously like Ysmíni.  She recognizes Ysminías, and sends a letter explaining 
how she was saved by a dolphin and sold as a slave.  Under the pretense of being cousins, 
they constantly seek each other’s company.  She warns Ysminías that Rodópi is in love 
with him, and finds herself in the role of go-between.  
 
 In Book ten, there is an exchange of love letters, in which Ysminías writes fondly 
to Rodópi, but bestows his embraces upon Ysmíni.  After further celebrations in honor of 
Ysminías’s master, the herald, a solemn sacrifice to Apollo is held at night, attended by 
the entire household.  At the altar, two elderly couples—none other than the parents of 
the lovers—are found lamenting their lost children.  There is a recognition scene, and the 
priest declares the lovers free, offering protection in his shrine, much to the anger of 
Rodópi and her father.  But the priest declares that Greeks, both by law and by nature, 
must be free, and when the lovers are dragged from the shrine, he threatens to renounce 
his priesthood unless the crowd returns them unharmed.  The crowd takes action, and 
there is general drinking, dancing, and singing as Ysmíni and Ysminías are crowned as 
free. 
 
 Book eleven describes the festivities, which continue on the following day.  
During a banquet held by the priest, the lovers tell their stories, as a result of which it is 
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decided that Ysmíni should take the virginity test at the springs of Artemis in Dafnípolis.  
She passes, to the surprise and relief of all (including the reader), and they return to 
Avlíkomis to celebrate the wedding.  Ysminías draws the concluding moral, that love, 
chastity, and wisdom will be rewarded in spite of the reversals of fortune. 
 
 
The summary is an adaptation of the one composed by Alexiou, “A Critical Reappraisal 
of Eusthios Makrembolites’ Hysmine and Hysminias,” 26-29.  
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Story of Apollonius, King of Tyre 
Historia Apollinii Regis Tyri 

 
 

This is an ancient tale of unknown origin that has come down to us in Latin and which 
enjoyed great popularity in the Middle Ages. 
  
 
 Once upon a time, Antioch is ruled by the cruel King Antiochus, who is living in 
incest with his own daughter.  He does not want to marry her off and successfully 
manages to eliminate suitors by propounding an unsolvable riddle to them to solve, and, 
then, putting them to death when they cannot find the solution.  (chapters 1-3) 
 
 But Apollonius, the young King of Tyre, is not to be deterred from proposing 
marriage, and thanks to his erudition, he finds the solution to the riddle.  Yet, he is told 
that his solution is wrong, and that he will be granted another chance to decipher the 
riddle in thirty days’ time.  Apollonius returns to this hometown.  In the meantime, 
Antiochus sends an assassin after him.  Having reached Tyre before the assassin, 
Apollonius consults his books, which confirm the correctness of his solution to the riddle.  
He understands that he is in danger of his life and decides to flee in the guise of a 
merchant with a ship full of corn.  Arriving too late, the assassin notifies Antiochus that 
Apollonius is nowhere to be found, and Antiochus sets a high price on Apollonius’ head.  
(chapters 4-7) 
 
 Apollonius lands in famine-stricken Tarsus, where he sells to the inhabitants his 
corn at cost price.  In gratitude, the citizens then erect a statue to the hunted young man.  
(chapters. 8–10) 
 
 In order to baffle Antiochus’s agents of pursuit, Apollonius puts out to sea again.  
He is shipwrecked in a tempest and washed up on the coast of Cyrene.  A poor fisherman 
gives him half of his shabby garment and shows him the way to the town, where King 
Archistrates holds court.  The King’s daughter falls in love with Apollonius and soon the 
wedding is celebrated.  (chapters 11-23) 
 
 Then, the news reaches them that the wicked Antiochus and his daughter have 
been struck by lightning and that the throne of Antioch is now awaiting Apollonius.  
Apollonius embarks together with his pregnant wife.  Once at sea, fate strikes again:  a 
tempest bursts on the ship, which causes Apollonius’ wife to give premature birth to a 
daughter, Tharsia.  After the delivery, his wife falls into a state of suspended animation.  
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At the crew’s insistence, Apollonius decides to commit the body of his wife, who is 
supposed to be dead, to the waves.  The coffin washes ashore near Ephesus and is found 
by a physician, who wants to cremate the body.  But just in time, a clever pupil of the 
physician’s discovers that the woman is only apparently dead, and in an ingenious way, 
he manages to resuscitate her.  When she turns out to be of royal blood, the physician 
places her in the famous temple of Artemis at Ephesus.  Meanwhile, Apollonius has 
�raveled to Tarsus, has entrusted his daughter to foster-parents there, and has retired to 
Egypt to mourn his wife.  (chapters 24-28) 
 
 The years pass by.  Tharsia grows and greatly surpasses her foster-sister in 
beauty.  Believing Apollonius to be dead, her foster-parents decide to make away with 
Tharsia.  Their steward is ordered to kill the girl, but just as he is getting ready to do so, 
pirates appear, who carry Tharsia off to Mytilene as a prize.  The town’s most prominent 
citizen, Athenagoras, and a brothel-keeper bid against each other for possession of the 
girl, but the brothel-keeper wins.  Though placed in a house of prostitution, Tharsia, 
nevertheless, manages to preserve her virginity.  (chapters 29-36)  
 
 After mourning for fourteen years, Apollonius returns to Tarsus.  When the foster-
parents tell him that Tharsia has long been dead, he falls a prey to despair, retires to the 
forecastle of his ship, and orders his crew to put out again.  For the third time, a tempest 
strikes him, and this time he lands in Mytilene, where it is none other than Tharsia who is 
sent on board to try and comfort him in his despondency.  To her repeated attempts to 
cheer him up with songs and riddles, he reacts by rebuffing and finally even striking her.  
Then Tharsia bursts into tears and tells him the sad story of her life. (chapters 37-44) 
 
 In Tharsia’s tale, Apollonius recognizes his daughter.  He takes off his mourning; 
in royal garb he presides over the trial of the brothel-keeper and gives Tharsia in marriage 
to Athenagoras.  (chapters 45-47) 
 
 Planning to stop in Tarsus on his way home to Tyre, Apollonius is instructed in a 
dream to go to Ephesus and to relate his adventures in the temple there.  As he tells his 
story in a loud voice in the temple of Artemis, the high priestess, Apollonius’s wife, 
believed to be dead, falls into his arms; the goddess has brought about the family’s 
reunion.  By way of Tarsus, where the wicked foster-parents are punished, the company 
travels to Cyrene, where the reunion with Archistrates takes place and the poor fisherman 
is rewarded.  Thus, in the end, all turns out well, and together with his wife, who later 
bears him a son, as well,  Apollonius lives long and happily ever after.  (chapters 48-51) 
 
 
 
This summary is an adaptation of the one given by G.A.A. Kortekaas, Historia Apollonii 
Regis Tyri, 1984, 3-4. 
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Pseudo-Clementine Romance (Legend of St. Clement) 
 
 

 Clement, son of Faustus and Mattidia, high-born Romans, had two older brothers, 
twins named Faustinus and Faustinianus.  Of these older brothers, and of his mother, 
Clement had only the dimmest recollection.  He was told by his father that his mother had 
dreamed that, unless she left Rome with her twin sons and stayed away twelve years, she 
and they would perish by a miserable death.  Acting on this prophetic warning, Faustus, 
Clement’s father, put his wife Mattidia with her twin sons on a ship bound for Athens, 
that they might be educated there, but he kept Clement at home with him. 
 
 When a year had gone by, Faustus sent messengers with money and provisions for 
his wife and children in Athens, instructing them to inquire and report on how they were 
getting along, but the messengers never returned.  In the third year, he sent other envoys 
with provisions and similar instructions, and these, returning in the fourth year, reported 
that no traces could be found either of the mother or the boys, or those who had 
accompanied them, and that apparently they had never been in Athens.  On hearing this, 
the father, disconsolate and hardly knowing where to turn next, went down to the port 
and inquired whether any shipwreck victims from the past four years might have, by 
chance, seen the body of a woman floating on the sea with her two children; however, he 
could learn nothing.  After that, Clement reported to Peter that his father left twelve-year-
old Clement at Rome, and set forth on a ship in search of his wife and children. 
 
 Since that time, twenty years ago, Clement tells Peter that he has received no 
letter from his father and does not know whether he is living or dead.  He supposes that 
his father is dead, either from grief or from shipwreck.  Peter condoles with Clement on 
the loss of his father and briefly sermonizes about it.  When he finishes speaking, one of 
the company proposes that they should all cross over to nearby island of Arados in order 
to see there some famous columns of vines.  To this Peter consents, but on reaching the 
island, instead of going with the others to see the sights, he remains behind near the 
harbor, where his attention has been attracted by an old woman sitting in front of a door, 
begging food from passers-by.  Peter asks her why she had stooped so low as to be 
begging instead of working for her living with the hands that God had given her.  She 
answers with a sigh, “Would that I had hands capable of doing work!”  All she has now is 
the semblance of hands; her hands really were dead, because she had gnawed them so 
fiercely in the agony of her grief.  Had she been stouthearted instead of weak, she says, 
she would before now have thrown herself off a cliff or into the sea and so ended her 
suffering.  When Peter tells her that suicide is wrong and would be punished after death, 
the old woman says she wishes she could be persuaded that there is life beyond death; if 
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so, she would be glad to die and face punishment for the sake of meeting with her dear 
ones there, if only for an hour.  Peter then asks her to tell him what has happened to her, 
promising, in return, to convince her that there is life after death.  She consents and 
explains her life story. 
 
 She tells him that she was the offspring of highborn parents in a certain city.  She 
had married a nobleman to whom she had borne twin sons at first and, later, a third son.  
When it happened that her husband’s brother made unwelcome advances to her, in order 
not to be false to her husband by yielding, nor, by telling him about the matter, to bring 
on quarreling between the brothers, she decided to leave home with her twin sons and 
live abroad for a while, until her brother-in-law should forget his evil passion for her.  For 
the purpose of obtaining her husband’s consent, she falsely pretended to have had a 
dream in which she had been warned that, unless she left home with her twin sons, she 
and her husband and children would perish miserably.  Persuaded by this story, her 
husband had put her with her sons on a ship bound for Athens; but she had been 
shipwrecked, separated from her twin sons without knowing what had become of them, 
and driven ashore on this island of Arados.  Here she had been befriended by some poor 
women and, in particular, by the old woman in whose house she was now staying, before 
the latter had become a hopeless paralytic unable to move from her bed.  This woman, 
too, had lost her young husband on the sea.  She was begging for her disabled friend as 
well as for herself. 
 
 Peter then asked her where she came from and the names of her sons, and she 
sought to withhold the truth about herself by saying that her home had been in Ephesus, 
and she gave him false names in place of the real names of her three sons.  Peter told her 
that there was a young man among his followers who was a Roman citizen, and related to 
her what this young man had told him about his mother:  that she had dreamed that she 
must leave home in order to save her family from destruction; that she had acted 
accordingly by taking a ship for Athens in company with her twin sons, leaving him, a 
younger son, behind with his father in Rome; and that he, Peter’s young follower, did not 
know what had become of his mother, his father, or his two older brothers, but supposed 
they had perished on the sea.  On hearing this from Peter, the old woman was greatly 
excited and almost fainted from joy, knowing, as Peter now did, that she had found her 
youngest son.  She begged Peter to take her to the young man immediately.  “First tell me 
his name,” said Peter, “otherwise you shall not see him.”  “I’m the young man’s mother,” 
she said.  “But what is his name?”  “His name is Clement,” she replied.  “Yes,” said 
Peter, “that is his name.  He is the young man who was speaking with me here a little 
while ago.  I told him to wait for me at the ship.”  Peter then leads the old woman to the 
ship and there, after some hesitation and doubt on the part of Clement, mother and son 
recognize each other, amid great rejoicing on all sides. 
 
 Peter miraculously cures the paralytic woman, and, likewise, Mattidia’s hands.  
Thereafter, the whole party crossed over to Antarados on the mainland, and, from there, 
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they journey northward along the coast, bound for Antioch, where Peter planned to stay 
for some time preaching.  On the way, Clement’s mother asks him about his father, 
Faustus, and Clement told her that he had left Rome twenty years ago in search of her and 
his twin sons and had never returned or been heard from since then.  Mattidia weeps 
bitterly on learning that her husband too had been lost and has probably perished on the 
sea. 
 
 When the party arrives at Laodicea, they are met at the city gates by two of 
Peter’s ardent followers, Nicetas and Aquila, who are wealthy and prosperous citizens of 
the city and who welcome Peter and his company to their homes.  They ask who the 
woman is that they are bringing with them.  Clement answers that it is his own long lost 
mother, whom he has just now found with Peter’s help, and Peter then proceeds to relate 
everything that Mattidia had told him about the circumstances of her leaving Rome, the 
names of her children, and her misfortunes abroad.  On hearing this, Nicetas and Aquila 
are astounded: “Is this the truth or only a dream?  We are Faustinus and Faustinianus!”  A 
joyful reunion with their mother and Clement follows.  Soon afterwards, at the home of 
one of the twins, Faustinus (Nicetas) explains that he and his twin brother had assumed 
the false names Nicetas and Aquila after their capture by pirates (no real reason is given, 
but it is typical in romance for protagonists to change their names, which results in a 
more complex plot).  After the shipwreck, Faustinus and Faustinianus, separated from 
their mother, were captured by pirates and taken to Caesarea on the coast of Palestine, 
where they were sold to a Jewish woman named Justa.  This woman, a Christian 
proselyte, had brought them up as though they were her own children.  They had 
religious faith from childhood, but “we were given also a thorough education in Greek 
philosophy,” says Faustinus, “in order that we might convict the Gentiles of their error by 
means of dialectic.” 
 
 While this conversation is going on, Peter, who has not yet joined the company 
but has remained behind in the city, enters and explains why he was late.  He had been 
waylaid by an old laboring man who was a confirmed astrologist, who believed that a 
man’s or a woman’s fortune in life was predetermined by the conjunction of stars at one’s 
birth, and that there was no God or Providence in the guidance of human affairs; he 
wanted to convince Peter of Peter’s error.  Peter had argued with this old man, and a 
crowd had gathered around them to listen.  In order to prove his point, the old man had 
told about the experience of a Roman citizen and his wife with whom he was closely 
acquainted and whose horoscopes he knew.  Their fortunes, in the end, proved to be 
exactly what the stars had forecast.  It was fated that his friend’s wife, the old man said, 
was to be an adulteress, falling in love with her own servants, and to perish with them far 
from home on the sea.  And so it came about that she fell in love with one of her 
servants—no fault of hers—and, having run away with him, shared his bed, and perished 
with him on the sea. 
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 At this point Peter had begun to cross-examine the old man:  “How do you know 
that, after fleeing into foreign parts, she married the servant, or that, after she had married 
him, she perished?”  “I know the truth about her accurately, not that she married the 
servant, for at the time, I did not know of my own knowledge even that she had fallen in 
love with him, but, after she went away, her husband’s brother told me everything about 
her and her love affairs.  He was a pious man and had resisted her erotic advances, 
because he could not think of defiling his brother’s bed.  On being repulsed by her 
brother-in-law, she feared him, and, in order to leave Rome with her husband’s consent, 
she told him that she had been warned in a dream that, unless she did so in company with 
her twin sons, the whole family would perish by a miserable death.  Persuaded by this 
story, her husband had put her on board a ship bound for Athens with her twin sons, who 
were to be educated there, sending with them servants and the necessary provisions.  He 
kept his third son, the youngest, with him in Rome.  A few years later, he went abroad in 
search of his wife and children, taking me along with him as a friend, but our search was 
in vain.  We ended up in Selencia, where, after a few days, he died brokenhearted.  After 
that I came to his neighborhood and earned my living by manual labor.”  
 
 When he heard this story from the old man, Peter knew that he was lying, and that 
he himself was the Roman whose wife had deserted him along with her twin sons.  Peter 
questioned the old man about himself and his family as follows:  What was his name?  
He answered “Faustus.”  The names of his twin sons?  “Faustinus and Faustinianus.”  Of 
his third son?  “Clement.”  And his wife’s name?  “Mattidia.”  Peter had not yet told the 
old man that his family had been found, but he was now telling them, the mother and her 
sons, that their father had survived and was living nearby.  Soon afterwards, Faustus 
himself entered the room, and the whole family was thus joyfully reunited.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This summary is adapted from Perry, The Ancient Romance, 286-291. 
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Legend of Placidus (St. Eustace) 
 
 

 Placidus was the commander of the forces of the Roman Emperor Trajan.  He was 
not a Christian but worshipped idols.  Of a charitable and noble disposition, he was 
always busy in works of mercy.  He had a good wife and two boys that he brought up 
with the greatest care. 
 
 He was very fond of hunting, and one day, among a herd of harts, he spied one 
more fair and greater than the others and pursued it alone into the thickest part of the 
forest far from his companions. 
He cornered the animal, and when the stage turned to face him, Placidus beheld between 
its horns the sign of the cross.  Filled with wonder, the commander stopped, and the, 
heard the stag speak.  It told Placidus that it was Christ and had appeared to him in this 
form so that he might be turned to Christianity.  Placidus is told to go to the Bishop of 
Rome to be baptized. 
 
 Believing what he has heard, Placidus rushed home to tell his wife of the miracle.  
She explained that she was ready to believe him because Christ had already appeared to 
her in a dream.  The family went to the Bishop of Rome and all were baptized.  Placidus 
received the name, “Eustathius,” and his wife was called “Theospita” and their sons 
“Agapius” and “Theospitus.” 
 
 The next day, Eustathius entered the forest again and again met the stag, who 
informed him that he would be tried like Job.  However, if Eustathius but was strong and 
did not lose courage, he would receive his reward.  And with that, the vision disappeared. 
 
 His trials began with the loss of his slaves to a pestilence, and all of his cattle died 
suddenly. When he retired with his family to a safer place, thieves broke into his home 
and took all that he had.  With the loss of his wealth, his friends started to look down 
upon him, and, rather than endure their scorn, he set out for Egypt with his wife and 
children. 
 
  After two days, they came to the sea and sought a passage on one of the foreign 
ships in the harbor.  They had no money for the fare, but the captain, seeing the beauty of 
Theospita, offered to retain her for pay.  After Eustathius’s indignant refusal of such an 
arrangement, the captain had his sailors throw Eustathius into the sea.  He made his way 
to the land, and, now separated from his wife, weeping and lamenting, he went on his 
way with his children, who were waiting on shore. 
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 Before long, he came to a certain river that is so was swollen with the recent rains 
that he dared not ford it with both boys.  Leaving one on the bank, he took the other 
across on his shoulders.  Upon returning to ferry across the second boy, in mid-stream, he 
was horrified to see a lion bear off one child and a wolf the other before he could do 
anything to prevent them.  In despair, and likening himself to Job, he continued on alone 
to a certain town, Badyssus, where he was able to earn a living by working in the fields.  
He did not know that shepherds had managed to rescue one of his children from the lion, 
and ploughmen the other from the wolf, and that both were living in the same village, but 
unknown to each other. 
 
 In the meantime, Theospita was treated kindly by the barbarian captain, who did 
not approach her.  He died soon after they reach his country, and she was living alone in 
the garden of a certain rich man. 
 
 During this time, the Barbarians invaded Roman territory, and the Emperor sent 
soldiers in all directions to look for Placidus to lead his troops.  Two of them, Antiochus 
and Achacius, former soldiers of Placidus, came to Badyssus.  Placidus himself 
entertained them, but in answer to their inquires claimed to know nothing about the man 
they were seeking until they recognized him by a certain scar on his forehead.  They told 
him that he was to be raised to his former high estate, and then they clothed him in fitting 
raiment sent by the Emperor.  They went back to Rome with him, where he was received 
with great pomp and placed again in command of the army. 
 
 When recruits were called for, the two sons of Eustathius were sent from their 
village, as the most able and soldierly in the place.  They came under the notice of the 
General, who made them a part of his bodyguard.  The army set out and crossed the 
Hydaspes River and came to the town where Theospita was living.  It so happened that 
the tent of the General was pitched in her very garden.  She herself entertained her two 
sons, who, in her presence, fell to relating stories of their childhood.  From their stories, 
they discovered their relation to each other, and she recognized them as her boys.  After 
this recognition, she went to the General to tell him her story and to beg him to take her 
back to Rome.  They recognized each other, and she advised him that their children were 
alive and under his command.  The general rejoiced.  The Barbarians were defeated, and 
the army returned in triumph to Rome, where it was discovered that Trajan had just been 
succeeded by Hadrian, a man known for his intolerance toward those of the Christian 
faith. 
 
 In those days, the sacrifice of victory was celebrated in the temple of Apollo.  
Placidus, now Christian, did not participate in the sacrifices, and when taken to task by 
the Emperor, he proclaimed his Christianity.  The Emperor ordered him and his family to 
be cast into the arena, as prey for a lion, but the beast refused to touch them.  All 
recognized the miracle except Hadrian, who then ordered a brazen ox to be heated, and 
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Eustathius and his family to be cast into it.  They entered praying.  On the third day, 
when their bodies were taken out, they were found intact, and not a hair of their heads 
had been singed.  Their bodies were reverently borne away by the Christians and given 
fitting burial.  A chapel was consecrated to their memory.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This summary is adapted from that given by Wagner in his article, “The Sources of El 
Cavallero Cifar,” 14-17. 
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